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Gordon Bell COVID-19 Prize Finalist Session 1
Session Description:
Enabling Rapid COVID-19 Small Molecule Drug Design Through Scalable Deep Learning of
Generative Models
Sam Ade Jacobs (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Tim Moon (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Kevin McLoughlin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Derek Jones
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Hysom (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), John Gyllenhaal (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Pythagoras Watson (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Felice C. Lightsone (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Jonathan E. Allen (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Ian Karlin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Brian Van
Essen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
We improved the quality and reduced the time to produce machine-learned models for use in small
molecule antiviral design. Our globally asynchronous multi-level parallel training approach strong
scales to all of Sierra with up to 97.7% efficiency. We trained a novel, character-based Wasserstein
autoencoder that produces a higher quality model trained on 1.613 billion compounds in 23
minutes while the previous state-of-the-art takes a day on 1 million compounds. Reducing training
time from a day to minutes shifts the model creation bottleneck from computer job turnaround time
to human innovation time. Our implementation achieves 318 PFLOPS for 17.1% of half-precision
peak. We will incorporate this model into our molecular design loop, enabling the generation of
more diverse compounds: searching for novel, candidate antiviral drugs improves and reduces the
time to synthesize compounds to be tested in the lab.

High-Throughput Virtual Laboratory for Drug Discovery Using Massive Datasets
Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Josh V. Vermaas (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),
David M. Rogers (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Jeff Larkin (Nvidia Corporation), Scott LeGrand

(Nvidia Corporation), Swen Boehm (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Matthew B. Baker (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory), Aaron Scheinberg (Jubilee Development), Andreas F. Tillack (Scripps
Research), Mathialakan Thavappiragasam (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Ada Sedova (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory), Oscar Hernandez (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Time-to-solution for structure-based screening of massive chemical databases for COVID-19 drug
discovery has been decreased by an order of magnitude, and a virtual laboratory has been deployed
at scale on up to 27,612 GPUs on the Summit supercomputer, allowing an average molecular
docking of 19,028 compounds per second. Over one billion compounds were docked to two SARSCoV-2 protein structures with full optimization of ligand position and 20 poses per docking, each in
under 24 hours. GPU acceleration and high-throughput optimizations of the docking program
produced 350x mean speedup over the CPU version (50x speedup per node). GPU acceleration of
both feature calculation for machine-learning based scoring and distributed database queries
reduced processing of the 2.4 TB output by orders of magnitude.
The resulting 58x speedup for the full pipeline reduces an initial 51 day runtime to 21 hours per
protein for providing high-scoring compounds to experimental collaborators for validation assays.

AI-Driven Multiscale Simulations Illuminate Mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 Spike Dynamics
Lorenzo Casalino (University of California, San Diego), Abigail Dommer (University of California,
San Diego), Zied Gaieb (University of California, San Diego), Emilia P. Barros (University of
California, San Diego), Terra Stzain (University of California, San Diego), Surl-Hee Ahn (University
of California, San Diego), Anda Trifan (University of Illinois), Alexander Brace (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Anthony Bogetti (University of Pittsburgh), Heng Ma (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Hyungro Lee (Rutgers University), Matteo Turilli (Rutgers University), Syma
Khalid (University of Southampton), Lillian Chong (University of Pittsburgh), Carlos Simmerling
(Stony Brook University), David Hardy (University of Illinois), Julio Maia (University of Illinois),
James Phillips (University of Illinois), Thorsten Kurth (Nvidia Corporation), Abraham Stern (Nvidia
Corporation), Lei Huang (University of Texas), John McCalpain (University of Texas), Mahidhar
Tatineni (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Tom Gibbs (Nvidia Corporation), John Stone
(University of Illinois), Shantenu Jha (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Arvind Ramanathan
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Rommie E Amaro (University of California, San Diego)
We develop a generalizable AI-driven workflow that leverages heterogeneous HPC resources to
explore the time-dependent dynamics of molecular systems. We use this workflow to investigate
the mechanisms of infectivity of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, the main viral infection machinery.
Our workflow enables more efficient investigation of spike dynamics in a variety of complex
environments, including within a complete SARS-CoV-2 viral envelope simulation, which contains
305 million atoms and shows strong scaling on ORNL Summit using NAMD. We present several

novel scientific discoveries, including the elucidation of the spike’s full glycan shield, the role of spike
glycans in modulating the infectivity of the virus, and the characterization of the flexible interactions
between the spike and the human ACE2 receptor. We also demonstrate how AI can accelerate
conformational sampling across different systems and pave the way for the future application of
such methods to additional studies in SARS-CoV-2 and other molecular systems.

A Population Data-Driven Workflow for COVID-19 Modeling and Learning
Jonathan Ozik (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Justin M. Wozniak (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Nicholson Collier (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Charles M. Macal
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Mickael Binois (French Institute for Research in Computer
Science and Automation (INRIA))
CityCOVID is a detailed agent-based model (ABM) that represents the behaviors and social
interactions of 2.7 million residents of Chicago as they move between and colocate in 1.2 million
distinct places, including households, schools, workplaces and hospitals, as determined by
individual hourly activity schedules and dynamic behaviors such as isolating because of symptom
onset. Disease progression dynamics incorporated within each agent track transitions between
possible COVID-19 disease states, based on heterogeneous agent attributes, exposure through
colocation, and effects of self-protective behaviors on viral transmissibility. Throughout the COVID19 epidemic, CityCOVID model outputs have been provided to city, county and state stakeholders
in response to evolving decision-making priorities, incorporating emerging information on SARSCoV-2 epidemiology. Here we demonstrate our efforts in integrating our high-performance
epidemiological simulation model with large-scale machine learning to develop a generalizable,
flexible and performant analytical platform for planning and crisis response.
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Wednesday, November 18th
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 1
Session Description:
Toward Realization of Numerical Towing-Tank Tests by Wall-Resolved Large Eddy Simulation
Based on 32 Billion Grid Finite-Element Computation
Chisachi Kato (University of Tokyo), Yoshinobu Yamade (Mizuho Information and Research
Institute Inc), Katsuhiro Nagano (Mizuho Information and Research Institute Inc), Kiyoshi
Kumahata (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Tatsuo Nishikawa (Shipbuilding Research Centre of Japan)
To realize numerical towing-tank tests by substantially shortening the time to the solution, a
general-purpose finite-element flow solver, named FrontFlow/Blue (FFB), has been fully optimized
so as to achieve the maximum possible sustained memory throughputs with three of its four hot
kernels. As a result, a single-node sustained performance of 179.0 GFLOPS, which corresponds to
5.3% of the peak performance, has been achieved on Fugaku, the next flagship computer of Japan.
A weak-scale benchmark test has confirmed FFB runs with a parallel efficiency of over 85% up to
5,505,024 compute cores, and a sustained performance of 16.7 PFLOPS has been achieved. By
these, the time needed for large-eddy simulation using 32 billion grids has been significantly
reduced from almost two days to only 37 min., or by a factor of 71. This has clearly indicated that a
numerical towing-tank could actually be built for ship hydrodynamics in a few years.

Pushing the Limit of Molecular Dynamics with Ab Initio Accuracy to 100 Million Atoms with
Machine Learning
Weile Jia (University of California, Berkeley), Han Wang (Institute of Applied Physics and
Computational Mathematics, China), Mohan Chen (Peking University), Denghui Lu (Peking
University), Lin Lin (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory),
Roberto Car (Princeton University), Weinan E (Princeton University), Linfeng Zhang (Princeton
University)

For 35 years, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) has been the method of choice for modeling
complex atomistic phenomena from first principles. Most AIMD applications, however, are limited by
computational cost to systems with thousands of atoms at most. We report that a machine
learning-based simulation protocol (Deep Potential Molecular Dynamics), while retaining ab initio
accuracy, can simulate more than 1 nanosecond-long trajectory of over 100 million atoms per day,
using a highly optimized code (GPU DeePMDkit) on the Summit supercomputer. Our code can
efficiently scale up to the entire Summit supercomputer, attaining 91 PFLOPS in double precision
(45.5% of the peak) and 162/275 PFLOPS in mixed-single/half precision. The great
accomplishment of this work is that it opens the door to simulating unprecedented size and time
scales with ab initio accuracy. It also poses new challenges to the next-generation supercomputer
for a better integration of machine learning and physical modeling.

Accelerating Large-Scale Excited-State GW Calculations on Leadership HPC Systems
Mauro Del Ben (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Charlene Yang (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Zhenglu Li (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Felipe H. da Jornada (Stanford University), Steven G. Louie (University of California,
Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Jack Deslippe (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
Large-scale GW calculations are the state-of-the-art approach to accurately describe many-body
excited-state phenomena in complex materials. This is critical for novel device design but due to
their extremely high computational cost, these calculations often run at a limited scale. In this paper,
we present algorithm and implementation advancements made in the materials science code
BerkeleyGW to scale calculations to the order of over 10,000 electrons utilizing the entire Summit
supercomputer at OLCF. Excellent strong and weak scaling is observed, and a 105.9 PFLOP/s
double-precision performance is achieved on 27,648 V100 GPUs, reaching 52.7% of the peak. This
work for the first time demonstrates the possibility to perform GW calculations at such scale within
minutes on current HPC systems, and leads the way for future efficient HPC software development
in materials, physical, chemical and engineering sciences.

Thursday, November 19th
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 2
Session Description:

A 1024-Member Ensemble Data Assimilation with 3.5-km Mesh Global Weather Simulations
Hisashi Yashiro (National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan; RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Koji Terasaki (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (RCCS)), Yuta Kawai (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Shuhei Kudo (RIKEN
Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Takemasa Miyoshi (RIKEN Center for Computational
Science (R-CCS)), Toshiyuki Imamura (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Kazuo
Minami (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Hikaru Inoue (Fujitsu Laboratories
Ltd), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd), Takayuki Saji (Metro Inc, Japan), Masaki Satoh
(University of Tokyo, Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute), Hirofumi Tomita (RIKEN Center
for Computational Science (R-CCS))
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) supports our daily lives. Weather models require high
spatiotemporal resolutions to prepare for extreme weather disasters and reduce the uncertainty of
predictions. The accuracy of the initial state of the weather simulation is also critical, emphasizing
the need for more advanced data assimilation (DA) technology. By combining resolution and
ensemble size, we have achieved the world's largest weather DA experiment using a global cloudresolving model and an ensemble Kalman filter method. The number of grid points was about 4.4
trillion, and 1.3 PiB of data was passed from the model simulation part to the DA part. We adopted
a data-centric application design and approximate computing to speed up the overall system of DA.
Our DA system, named NICAM-LETKF, scales to 131,072 nodes (6,291,456 cores) of the
supercomputer Fugaku with a sustained performance of 29 PFLOPS and 79 PFLOPS for the
simulation and DA parts, respectively.

Processing Full-Scale Square Kilometre Array Data on the Summit Supercomputer
Ruonan Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Rodrigo Tobar (University of Western Australia;
International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Markus Dolensky (University of
Western Australia; International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Tao An
(Shanghai Astronomical Observatory), Andreas Wicenec (University of Western Australia;
International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Chen Wu (University of Western
Australia; International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Fred Dulwich (University
of Oxford), Norbert Podhorszki (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Valentine Anantharaj (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), Eric Suchyta (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Baoqiang Lao (Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory), Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
This work presents a workflow for simulating and processing the full-scale low-frequency telescope
data of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Phase 1. The SKA project will enter the construction
phase soon, and once completed, will be the world’s largest radio telescope and one of the world’s
largest data generators. The authors used Summit to mimic an end-to-end SKA workflow,
simulating a typical 6 hour observation and then processing the output dataset with an imaging

pipeline. This workflow was deployed and run on 4,560 compute nodes, and used 27,360 GPUs to
generate 2.6 PB of data. This was the first time that radio astronomical data were processed at this
scale. Results show that the workflow has the capability to process one of the key SKA science
cases, an Epoch of Reionization observation. This analysis helps reveal critical design factors for the
next-generation radio telescopes and the required dedicated processing facilities.

Scalable Knowledge Graph Analytics at 136 PetaFLOPS
Ramakrishnan Kannan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Piyush Sao (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Drahomira Herrmannova
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Vijay Thakkar (Georgia Institute of Technology), Robert
Patton (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Richard Vuduc (Georgia Institute of Technology),
Thomas Potok (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
We are motivated by novel methods for mining large-scale corpora of scholarly publications with
tens of millions of papers like PubMed. In this setting, analysts seek to discover how concepts relate
to one another. They construct graph representations from annotated text, then formulate the
relationship-mining problem as computing all-pairs shortest paths (APSP), which becomes a
significant bottleneck. We present a new high-performance Floyd-Warshall algorithm for
distributed-memory parallel computers accelerated by GPUs called DSNAPSHOT (Distributed
Accelerated Semiring APSP). For our largest experiments, we ran DSNAPSHOT on a connected
input graph with millions of vertices using 4,096 nodes (24,576 GPUs) on Oak Ridge National
Laboratory’s Summit supercomputer. We find DSNAPSHOT achieves a sustained performance of
136×10^15 floating-point operations per second (136 petaflops) at a parallel efficiency of 90%
under weak scaling and, in absolute speed, 70% of the best possible performance given our
computation (in the single-precision tropical semiring or “min-plus” algebra).
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no
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ACM Student Research Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)

Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)
Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized

environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization

Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann

Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)
Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the

visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different
visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-in-

progress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational

genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Poster Reception
Session Description:
Poster Reception
The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to virtually interact with poster presenters,
and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral Showcase
posters, as well as the Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 18th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ACM Student Research Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs

loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)

Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This

ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)

Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different

visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

3:00 pm - 4:46 pm

ACM Student Research Semi-Finalists Presentations
Session Description:
Optimizing Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) for Memory Constrained Systems Using Half-Precision
Nigel P. Tan (University of Tennessee)
Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) is one of the fastest plasma simulation codes in the world, with
particle numbers ranging from one trillion on the first petascale system, Roadrunner, to more recent
10 trillion particles on the Trinity supercomputer. Current memory systems limit VPIC simulations
greatly as the maximum number of particles that can be simulated directly depends on the available
memory. In this work we present a suite of VPIC optimizations (i.e., particle weight storage and

half-precision position storage optimizations) that enable significant increases to the number of
particles. We assess the optimizations' impact on a GPU-accelerated Power9 system. We show
how our optimizations enable a 40% increase in the number of particles simulated in VPIC.

Communication-Avoiding Large Graph Algorithms for Flow Modeling
Richard Barnes (University of California, Berkeley)
Large digital elevation models (DEMs) can be used in geographic information systems (GIS) to
model hydrology across continents. Smaller DEMs, coupled with governing equations, can be used
to distinguish between competing theories of landscape evolution. Two algorithms, depression
filling and flow accumulation, are central to both applications, but existing implementations scale
poorly and don't use accelerators like GPUs. Here, I model hydrology using graphs and develop new
communication-avoiding algorithms which reduce I/O and communication to theoretic minimums.
The new algorithms exhibit 60% strong and weak scaling up to 48 cores. The largest DEM tested
has 2 trillion cells. On 48 cores processing took 4.8 hours wall-time. This test is 1000x larger than
any previously performed. On datasets small enough for comparison against older algorithms, the
new algorithms use 19x less bandwidth, 70x less communication time, and 7x less memory.
Complete, well-commented source code and correctness tests are available at http://richdem.com.

Memory-Centric 3D Image Reconstruction with Hierarchical Communications on Multi-GPU
Node Architecture
Mert Hidayetoglu (University of Illinois)
X-ray computed tomography is a commonly used technique for non-invasive imaging at
synchrotron facilities. Iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithms are often preferred for
recovering high quality 3D volumetric images from 2D X-ray images, however, their use has been
limited to small/medium datasets due to their computational requirements. In this work, we propose
a high-performance iterative reconstruction system for terabyte(s)-scale 3D volumes. Our design
involves three novel optimizations: (1) optimization of (back)projection operators by extending the
2D memory-centric approach to 3D; (2) performing hierarchical communications by exploiting “fatnode" architecture with many GPUs; (3) utilization of mixed-precision types while preserving
convergence rate and quality. We extensively evaluate the proposed optimizations and scaling on
the Summit supercomputer. Our largest reconstruction is a mouse brain volume with 9K×11K×11K
voxels, where the total reconstruction time is under three minutes using 24,576 GPUs, reaching 65
PFLOPS: 34% of Summit’s peak performance.

Predicting the Performance of Jobs in the Queue Using Machine Learning

Ian J. Costello (University of Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
In recent years, several HPC facilities have started continuous monitoring of their systems and jobs
to collect performance-related data for understanding performance and operational efficiency. Such
data can be used to optimize the performance of individual jobs and the overall system by creating
data-driven models that can predict the performance of pending jobs. In this paper, we model the
performance of representative control jobs using longitudinal system-wide monitoring data to
explore the causes of performance variability. Using machine learning, we are able to predict the
performance of unseen jobs before they are executed based on the current system state. We
analyze these prediction models in great detail to identify the features that are dominant predictors
of performance.We demonstrate that such models can be application-agnostic and can be used for
predicting performance of applications that are not included in training.

Enabling Graph-Based Profiling Analysis Using Hatchet
Ian D. Lumsden (University of Tennessee)
We augment the Hatchet performance data analysis tool to leverage relational caller-callee data in
the analysis of HPC applications. Specifically, we design a query language that enables data
reduction using graph path pattern matching. We demonstrate the capabilities of our augmented
Hatchet by examining the performance of MPI calls in three High Performance Computing (HPC)
benchmarks when using MVAPICH and Spectrum-MPI. In doing so, we can identify hidden
performance losses in specific MPI functions.

A Framework for Linking Urban Traffic and Vehicle Emissions in Smart Cities
Sebastian Mobo (University of Tennessee), Clark Hathaway (University of Tennessee)
Our poster outlines a methodology to perform an analysis of traffic flows and the resultant vehicle
exhaust emissions. We design and implement an analysis and visualization framework that includes
metrics and algorithms for adjusting, transforming, relating and visualizing data, as well as
statistical methods for quantifying correlations. Our ﬁndings from applying this framework to the
Chicago Loop reveal the relationships between traﬃc congestion, building distributions, and vehicle
emissions. These insights can provide communities with decision-making tools for urban design
and smart cities.

Diving for Treasure in a Sea of Scientific Literature: Extracting Scientific Information from Free
Text Articles
Aarthi Koripelly (University of Chicago)

It has become impossible for researchers to keep up with the more than 2.5 million publications
published every year. We explore scalable approaches for automatically extracting relations from
scientific papers (e.g., melting point of a polymer). We implement a dependency parser-based
relation extraction model to understand relationships without the need for a Named Entity tagger,
and integrate several word embeddings models and custom tokenization to boost learning
performance for scientific text. We then evaluated the models based on run-time, hyperparameter
tuning, and scalability.

Recovering Silent Data Corruption through Spatial Prediction
Sarah A. Placke (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
High-performance computing applications are central to advancement in many fields of science and
engineering. Central to this advancement is the supposed reliability of the HPC system. However,
as system size grows and hardware components are run with near-threshold voltages, transient
upset events become more likely. Many works have explored the problem of detection of silent data
corruption. Recovery is often left to checkpoint-restart or application-specific techniques. This
poster explores the use of spatial similarity to recover from silent data corruption. We explore eight
reconstruction methods and find that Linear Regression yields the best results with over 90% of
Linear Regression’s corrections having less than 1% relative error.

Thursday, November 19th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

ACM Student Research Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We

demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)

Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition

Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed

standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)

Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different

visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.
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Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)

Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)
Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized

environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization

Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann

Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)
Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the

visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different
visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-in-

progress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational

genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.
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Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs

loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)

Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This

ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)

Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different

visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.
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Optimizing Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) for Memory Constrained Systems Using Half-Precision
Nigel P. Tan (University of Tennessee)
Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) is one of the fastest plasma simulation codes in the world, with
particle numbers ranging from one trillion on the first petascale system, Roadrunner, to more recent
10 trillion particles on the Trinity supercomputer. Current memory systems limit VPIC simulations
greatly as the maximum number of particles that can be simulated directly depends on the available
memory. In this work we present a suite of VPIC optimizations (i.e., particle weight storage and

half-precision position storage optimizations) that enable significant increases to the number of
particles. We assess the optimizations' impact on a GPU-accelerated Power9 system. We show
how our optimizations enable a 40% increase in the number of particles simulated in VPIC.

Communication-Avoiding Large Graph Algorithms for Flow Modeling
Richard Barnes (University of California, Berkeley)
Large digital elevation models (DEMs) can be used in geographic information systems (GIS) to
model hydrology across continents. Smaller DEMs, coupled with governing equations, can be used
to distinguish between competing theories of landscape evolution. Two algorithms, depression
filling and flow accumulation, are central to both applications, but existing implementations scale
poorly and don't use accelerators like GPUs. Here, I model hydrology using graphs and develop new
communication-avoiding algorithms which reduce I/O and communication to theoretic minimums.
The new algorithms exhibit 60% strong and weak scaling up to 48 cores. The largest DEM tested
has 2 trillion cells. On 48 cores processing took 4.8 hours wall-time. This test is 1000x larger than
any previously performed. On datasets small enough for comparison against older algorithms, the
new algorithms use 19x less bandwidth, 70x less communication time, and 7x less memory.
Complete, well-commented source code and correctness tests are available at http://richdem.com.

Memory-Centric 3D Image Reconstruction with Hierarchical Communications on Multi-GPU
Node Architecture
Mert Hidayetoglu (University of Illinois)
X-ray computed tomography is a commonly used technique for non-invasive imaging at
synchrotron facilities. Iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithms are often preferred for
recovering high quality 3D volumetric images from 2D X-ray images, however, their use has been
limited to small/medium datasets due to their computational requirements. In this work, we propose
a high-performance iterative reconstruction system for terabyte(s)-scale 3D volumes. Our design
involves three novel optimizations: (1) optimization of (back)projection operators by extending the
2D memory-centric approach to 3D; (2) performing hierarchical communications by exploiting “fatnode" architecture with many GPUs; (3) utilization of mixed-precision types while preserving
convergence rate and quality. We extensively evaluate the proposed optimizations and scaling on
the Summit supercomputer. Our largest reconstruction is a mouse brain volume with 9K×11K×11K
voxels, where the total reconstruction time is under three minutes using 24,576 GPUs, reaching 65
PFLOPS: 34% of Summit’s peak performance.

Predicting the Performance of Jobs in the Queue Using Machine Learning

Ian J. Costello (University of Maryland), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
In recent years, several HPC facilities have started continuous monitoring of their systems and jobs
to collect performance-related data for understanding performance and operational efficiency. Such
data can be used to optimize the performance of individual jobs and the overall system by creating
data-driven models that can predict the performance of pending jobs. In this paper, we model the
performance of representative control jobs using longitudinal system-wide monitoring data to
explore the causes of performance variability. Using machine learning, we are able to predict the
performance of unseen jobs before they are executed based on the current system state. We
analyze these prediction models in great detail to identify the features that are dominant predictors
of performance.We demonstrate that such models can be application-agnostic and can be used for
predicting performance of applications that are not included in training.

Enabling Graph-Based Profiling Analysis Using Hatchet
Ian D. Lumsden (University of Tennessee)
We augment the Hatchet performance data analysis tool to leverage relational caller-callee data in
the analysis of HPC applications. Specifically, we design a query language that enables data
reduction using graph path pattern matching. We demonstrate the capabilities of our augmented
Hatchet by examining the performance of MPI calls in three High Performance Computing (HPC)
benchmarks when using MVAPICH and Spectrum-MPI. In doing so, we can identify hidden
performance losses in specific MPI functions.

A Framework for Linking Urban Traffic and Vehicle Emissions in Smart Cities
Sebastian Mobo (University of Tennessee), Clark Hathaway (University of Tennessee)
Our poster outlines a methodology to perform an analysis of traffic flows and the resultant vehicle
exhaust emissions. We design and implement an analysis and visualization framework that includes
metrics and algorithms for adjusting, transforming, relating and visualizing data, as well as
statistical methods for quantifying correlations. Our ﬁndings from applying this framework to the
Chicago Loop reveal the relationships between traﬃc congestion, building distributions, and vehicle
emissions. These insights can provide communities with decision-making tools for urban design
and smart cities.

Diving for Treasure in a Sea of Scientific Literature: Extracting Scientific Information from Free
Text Articles
Aarthi Koripelly (University of Chicago)

It has become impossible for researchers to keep up with the more than 2.5 million publications
published every year. We explore scalable approaches for automatically extracting relations from
scientific papers (e.g., melting point of a polymer). We implement a dependency parser-based
relation extraction model to understand relationships without the need for a Named Entity tagger,
and integrate several word embeddings models and custom tokenization to boost learning
performance for scientific text. We then evaluated the models based on run-time, hyperparameter
tuning, and scalability.

Recovering Silent Data Corruption through Spatial Prediction
Sarah A. Placke (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
High-performance computing applications are central to advancement in many fields of science and
engineering. Central to this advancement is the supposed reliability of the HPC system. However,
as system size grows and hardware components are run with near-threshold voltages, transient
upset events become more likely. Many works have explored the problem of detection of silent data
corruption. Recovery is often left to checkpoint-restart or application-specific techniques. This
poster explores the use of spatial similarity to recover from silent data corruption. We explore eight
reconstruction methods and find that Linear Regression yields the best results with over 90% of
Linear Regression’s corrections having less than 1% relative error.
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Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We

demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)

Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition

Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed

standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)

Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different

visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

Awards Presentation
(back to top)

Monday, November 16th
12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

ACM and IEEE-CS Award Presentations
Session Description:
2020 ACM/IEEE-CS Ken Kennedy Award
Vivek Sarkar (Georgia Institute of Technology, Rice University)
Reimagining Compilers and Runtimes for Future HPC Systems
Multiple simultaneous disruptions are currently under way in both hardware and software, as we
consider the implications for future HPC systems. In hardware, “extreme heterogeneity” has
become critical to sustaining cost and performance improvements after Moore’s Law, but poses
significant productivity challenges for developers. In software, the rise of large-scale data science
and AI applications is being driven by domain experts from diverse backgrounds who demand the
programmability that they have come to expect from high-level languages like Python. While
current foundations for both compiler and runtime technologies have served us well for many
decades, we now see signs of their limitations in the face of these disruptions. This talk makes the
case that a fundamental reimagination of compilers and runtimes will be critical to ensuring the
productivity and programmability of future HPC systems.

2020 IEEE Sidney Fernbach Award
Salman Habib (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Supercomputing: A Very Personal Perspective
Supercomputing has come a long way from when I was first exposed to it in the early 1990s. In
many domains, it has gone from being a scientific tool to an entire way of doing science, the nature
of which evolves as the field itself changes. In this talk, I will cover some of these aspects in a
general way and then focus on computational cosmology and the development and evolution of the

HACC code as a specific example of a guided response to hardware and scientific imperatives.

Tuesday, November 17th
3:00 pm - 3:45 pm

Test of Time Award Presentation
Session Description:
An Overview of the BlueGene/L Supercomputer
Jose Moreira (IBM Corporation), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Fred Streitz
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thuc Hoang (Office of Advanced Simulation and
Computing & Institutional Research and Development Programs (NA-114) National Nuclear
Security Administration), Paul Coteus (IBM Corporation), Ruud Haring (IBM Corporation)
Jose Moreira, Jeffrey Vetter and several guest speakers will be presenting the SC20 Test of Time
Award winning paper from SC02, "An Overview of the BlueGene/L Supercomputer".

Wednesday, November 18th
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 1
Session Description:
Toward Realization of Numerical Towing-Tank Tests by Wall-Resolved Large Eddy Simulation
Based on 32 Billion Grid Finite-Element Computation
Chisachi Kato (University of Tokyo), Yoshinobu Yamade (Mizuho Information and Research
Institute Inc), Katsuhiro Nagano (Mizuho Information and Research Institute Inc), Kiyoshi
Kumahata (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Tatsuo Nishikawa (Shipbuilding Research Centre of Japan)
To realize numerical towing-tank tests by substantially shortening the time to the solution, a
general-purpose finite-element flow solver, named FrontFlow/Blue (FFB), has been fully optimized
so as to achieve the maximum possible sustained memory throughputs with three of its four hot
kernels. As a result, a single-node sustained performance of 179.0 GFLOPS, which corresponds to

5.3% of the peak performance, has been achieved on Fugaku, the next flagship computer of Japan.
A weak-scale benchmark test has confirmed FFB runs with a parallel efficiency of over 85% up to
5,505,024 compute cores, and a sustained performance of 16.7 PFLOPS has been achieved. By
these, the time needed for large-eddy simulation using 32 billion grids has been significantly
reduced from almost two days to only 37 min., or by a factor of 71. This has clearly indicated that a
numerical towing-tank could actually be built for ship hydrodynamics in a few years.

Pushing the Limit of Molecular Dynamics with Ab Initio Accuracy to 100 Million Atoms with
Machine Learning
Weile Jia (University of California, Berkeley), Han Wang (Institute of Applied Physics and
Computational Mathematics, China), Mohan Chen (Peking University), Denghui Lu (Peking
University), Lin Lin (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory),
Roberto Car (Princeton University), Weinan E (Princeton University), Linfeng Zhang (Princeton
University)
For 35 years, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) has been the method of choice for modeling
complex atomistic phenomena from first principles. Most AIMD applications, however, are limited by
computational cost to systems with thousands of atoms at most. We report that a machine
learning-based simulation protocol (Deep Potential Molecular Dynamics), while retaining ab initio
accuracy, can simulate more than 1 nanosecond-long trajectory of over 100 million atoms per day,
using a highly optimized code (GPU DeePMDkit) on the Summit supercomputer. Our code can
efficiently scale up to the entire Summit supercomputer, attaining 91 PFLOPS in double precision
(45.5% of the peak) and 162/275 PFLOPS in mixed-single/half precision. The great
accomplishment of this work is that it opens the door to simulating unprecedented size and time
scales with ab initio accuracy. It also poses new challenges to the next-generation supercomputer
for a better integration of machine learning and physical modeling.

Accelerating Large-Scale Excited-State GW Calculations on Leadership HPC Systems
Mauro Del Ben (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Charlene Yang (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Zhenglu Li (University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Felipe H. da Jornada (Stanford University), Steven G. Louie (University of California,
Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Jack Deslippe (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
Large-scale GW calculations are the state-of-the-art approach to accurately describe many-body
excited-state phenomena in complex materials. This is critical for novel device design but due to
their extremely high computational cost, these calculations often run at a limited scale. In this paper,
we present algorithm and implementation advancements made in the materials science code

BerkeleyGW to scale calculations to the order of over 10,000 electrons utilizing the entire Summit
supercomputer at OLCF. Excellent strong and weak scaling is observed, and a 105.9 PFLOP/s
double-precision performance is achieved on 27,648 V100 GPUs, reaching 52.7% of the peak. This
work for the first time demonstrates the possibility to perform GW calculations at such scale within
minutes on current HPC systems, and leads the way for future efficient HPC software development
in materials, physical, chemical and engineering sciences.

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 12:00 pm

Gordon Bell COVID-19 Prize Finalist Session 1
Session Description:
Enabling Rapid COVID-19 Small Molecule Drug Design Through Scalable Deep Learning of
Generative Models
Sam Ade Jacobs (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Tim Moon (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Kevin McLoughlin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Derek Jones
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), David Hysom (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), John Gyllenhaal (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Pythagoras Watson (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Felice C. Lightsone (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Jonathan E. Allen (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Ian Karlin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Brian Van
Essen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
We improved the quality and reduced the time to produce machine-learned models for use in small
molecule antiviral design. Our globally asynchronous multi-level parallel training approach strong
scales to all of Sierra with up to 97.7% efficiency. We trained a novel, character-based Wasserstein
autoencoder that produces a higher quality model trained on 1.613 billion compounds in 23
minutes while the previous state-of-the-art takes a day on 1 million compounds. Reducing training
time from a day to minutes shifts the model creation bottleneck from computer job turnaround time
to human innovation time. Our implementation achieves 318 PFLOPS for 17.1% of half-precision
peak. We will incorporate this model into our molecular design loop, enabling the generation of
more diverse compounds: searching for novel, candidate antiviral drugs improves and reduces the
time to synthesize compounds to be tested in the lab.

High-Throughput Virtual Laboratory for Drug Discovery Using Massive Datasets

Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Josh V. Vermaas (Oak Ridge National Laboratory),
David M. Rogers (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Jeff Larkin (Nvidia Corporation), Scott LeGrand
(Nvidia Corporation), Swen Boehm (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Matthew B. Baker (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory), Aaron Scheinberg (Jubilee Development), Andreas F. Tillack (Scripps
Research), Mathialakan Thavappiragasam (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Ada Sedova (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory), Oscar Hernandez (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Time-to-solution for structure-based screening of massive chemical databases for COVID-19 drug
discovery has been decreased by an order of magnitude, and a virtual laboratory has been deployed
at scale on up to 27,612 GPUs on the Summit supercomputer, allowing an average molecular
docking of 19,028 compounds per second. Over one billion compounds were docked to two SARSCoV-2 protein structures with full optimization of ligand position and 20 poses per docking, each in
under 24 hours. GPU acceleration and high-throughput optimizations of the docking program
produced 350x mean speedup over the CPU version (50x speedup per node). GPU acceleration of
both feature calculation for machine-learning based scoring and distributed database queries
reduced processing of the 2.4 TB output by orders of magnitude.
The resulting 58x speedup for the full pipeline reduces an initial 51 day runtime to 21 hours per
protein for providing high-scoring compounds to experimental collaborators for validation assays.

AI-Driven Multiscale Simulations Illuminate Mechanisms of SARS-CoV-2 Spike Dynamics
Lorenzo Casalino (University of California, San Diego), Abigail Dommer (University of California,
San Diego), Zied Gaieb (University of California, San Diego), Emilia P. Barros (University of
California, San Diego), Terra Stzain (University of California, San Diego), Surl-Hee Ahn (University
of California, San Diego), Anda Trifan (University of Illinois), Alexander Brace (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Anthony Bogetti (University of Pittsburgh), Heng Ma (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Hyungro Lee (Rutgers University), Matteo Turilli (Rutgers University), Syma
Khalid (University of Southampton), Lillian Chong (University of Pittsburgh), Carlos Simmerling
(Stony Brook University), David Hardy (University of Illinois), Julio Maia (University of Illinois),
James Phillips (University of Illinois), Thorsten Kurth (Nvidia Corporation), Abraham Stern (Nvidia
Corporation), Lei Huang (University of Texas), John McCalpain (University of Texas), Mahidhar
Tatineni (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Tom Gibbs (Nvidia Corporation), John Stone
(University of Illinois), Shantenu Jha (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Arvind Ramanathan
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Rommie E Amaro (University of California, San Diego)
We develop a generalizable AI-driven workflow that leverages heterogeneous HPC resources to
explore the time-dependent dynamics of molecular systems. We use this workflow to investigate
the mechanisms of infectivity of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, the main viral infection machinery.
Our workflow enables more efficient investigation of spike dynamics in a variety of complex

environments, including within a complete SARS-CoV-2 viral envelope simulation, which contains
305 million atoms and shows strong scaling on ORNL Summit using NAMD. We present several
novel scientific discoveries, including the elucidation of the spike’s full glycan shield, the role of spike
glycans in modulating the infectivity of the virus, and the characterization of the flexible interactions
between the spike and the human ACE2 receptor. We also demonstrate how AI can accelerate
conformational sampling across different systems and pave the way for the future application of
such methods to additional studies in SARS-CoV-2 and other molecular systems.

A Population Data-Driven Workflow for COVID-19 Modeling and Learning
Jonathan Ozik (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Justin M. Wozniak (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Nicholson Collier (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Charles M. Macal
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Mickael Binois (French Institute for Research in Computer
Science and Automation (INRIA))
CityCOVID is a detailed agent-based model (ABM) that represents the behaviors and social
interactions of 2.7 million residents of Chicago as they move between and colocate in 1.2 million
distinct places, including households, schools, workplaces and hospitals, as determined by
individual hourly activity schedules and dynamic behaviors such as isolating because of symptom
onset. Disease progression dynamics incorporated within each agent track transitions between
possible COVID-19 disease states, based on heterogeneous agent attributes, exposure through
colocation, and effects of self-protective behaviors on viral transmissibility. Throughout the COVID19 epidemic, CityCOVID model outputs have been provided to city, county and state stakeholders
in response to evolving decision-making priorities, incorporating emerging information on SARSCoV-2 epidemiology. Here we demonstrate our efforts in integrating our high-performance
epidemiological simulation model with large-scale machine learning to develop a generalizable,
flexible and performant analytical platform for planning and crisis response.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Gordon Bell Prize Finalist Session 2
Session Description:
A 1024-Member Ensemble Data Assimilation with 3.5-km Mesh Global Weather Simulations
Hisashi Yashiro (National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan; RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Koji Terasaki (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (RCCS)), Yuta Kawai (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Shuhei Kudo (RIKEN
Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Takemasa Miyoshi (RIKEN Center for Computational

Science (R-CCS)), Toshiyuki Imamura (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Kazuo
Minami (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Hikaru Inoue (Fujitsu Laboratories
Ltd), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd), Takayuki Saji (Metro Inc, Japan), Masaki Satoh
(University of Tokyo, Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute), Hirofumi Tomita (RIKEN Center
for Computational Science (R-CCS))
Numerical weather prediction (NWP) supports our daily lives. Weather models require high
spatiotemporal resolutions to prepare for extreme weather disasters and reduce the uncertainty of
predictions. The accuracy of the initial state of the weather simulation is also critical, emphasizing
the need for more advanced data assimilation (DA) technology. By combining resolution and
ensemble size, we have achieved the world's largest weather DA experiment using a global cloudresolving model and an ensemble Kalman filter method. The number of grid points was about 4.4
trillion, and 1.3 PiB of data was passed from the model simulation part to the DA part. We adopted
a data-centric application design and approximate computing to speed up the overall system of DA.
Our DA system, named NICAM-LETKF, scales to 131,072 nodes (6,291,456 cores) of the
supercomputer Fugaku with a sustained performance of 29 PFLOPS and 79 PFLOPS for the
simulation and DA parts, respectively.

Processing Full-Scale Square Kilometre Array Data on the Summit Supercomputer
Ruonan Wang (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Rodrigo Tobar (University of Western Australia;
International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Markus Dolensky (University of
Western Australia; International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Tao An
(Shanghai Astronomical Observatory), Andreas Wicenec (University of Western Australia;
International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Chen Wu (University of Western
Australia; International Center for Radio Astronomy Research, Australia), Fred Dulwich (University
of Oxford), Norbert Podhorszki (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Valentine Anantharaj (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory), Eric Suchyta (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Baoqiang Lao (Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory), Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
This work presents a workflow for simulating and processing the full-scale low-frequency telescope
data of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) Phase 1. The SKA project will enter the construction
phase soon, and once completed, will be the world’s largest radio telescope and one of the world’s
largest data generators. The authors used Summit to mimic an end-to-end SKA workflow,
simulating a typical 6 hour observation and then processing the output dataset with an imaging
pipeline. This workflow was deployed and run on 4,560 compute nodes, and used 27,360 GPUs to
generate 2.6 PB of data. This was the first time that radio astronomical data were processed at this
scale. Results show that the workflow has the capability to process one of the key SKA science
cases, an Epoch of Reionization observation. This analysis helps reveal critical design factors for the
next-generation radio telescopes and the required dedicated processing facilities.

Scalable Knowledge Graph Analytics at 136 PetaFLOPS
Ramakrishnan Kannan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Piyush Sao (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL)), Hao Lu (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Drahomira Herrmannova
(Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Vijay Thakkar (Georgia Institute of Technology), Robert
Patton (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Richard Vuduc (Georgia Institute of Technology),
Thomas Potok (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
We are motivated by novel methods for mining large-scale corpora of scholarly publications with
tens of millions of papers like PubMed. In this setting, analysts seek to discover how concepts relate
to one another. They construct graph representations from annotated text, then formulate the
relationship-mining problem as computing all-pairs shortest paths (APSP), which becomes a
significant bottleneck. We present a new high-performance Floyd-Warshall algorithm for
distributed-memory parallel computers accelerated by GPUs called DSNAPSHOT (Distributed
Accelerated Semiring APSP). For our largest experiments, we ran DSNAPSHOT on a connected
input graph with millions of vertices using 4,096 nodes (24,576 GPUs) on Oak Ridge National
Laboratory’s Summit supercomputer. We find DSNAPSHOT achieves a sustained performance of
136×10^15 floating-point operations per second (136 petaflops) at a parallel efficiency of 90%
under weak scaling and, in absolute speed, 70% of the best possible performance given our
computation (in the single-precision tropical semiring or “min-plus” algebra).
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

SC20 Awards Ceremony
Session Description:
SC20 Awards Ceremony
The SC20 conference awards, as well as selected ACM and IEEE Computer Society awards, will be
presented. The awards include: Best Paper, Best Student Paper, Best Poster, Best Scientific
Visualization, ACM Student Research Competition, ACM Gordon Bell Prize, ACM Gordon Bell
Special Prize in HPC-Based COVID-19 Research, ACM/IEEE-CS George Michael Memorial HPC
Fellowship, ACM SIGHPC Computational & Data Science Fellowships, ACM SIGHPC Outstanding
Doctoral Dissertation, IEEE CS TCHPC Award for Excellence for Early Career Researchers in High
Performance Computing, Virtual Student Cluster Competition, and the Test of Time.

Everyone with an SC20 registration is welcome to attend.

Birds of a Feather
(back to top)

Monday, November 16th
4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

TOP500 Supercomputers
Session Description:
Erich Strohmaier (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (retired))
The TOP500 list of supercomputers serves as a “Who’s Who” in the field of high-performance
computing (HPC). It started as a list of the most powerful supercomputers in the world and has
evolved to a major source of information about trends in HPC. The 56th TOP500 list will be
published in November 2020 just in time for SC20.
This BoF will present detailed analyses of the TOP500 and discuss the changes in the HPC
marketplace during the past years. The BoF is meant as an open forum for discussion and feedback
between the TOP500 authors and the user community.

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:15 am

OpenMP API Version 5.1 – Paving the Way to Exascale
Session Description:
Jeff Larkin (Nvidia Corporation)
The OpenMP ARB will release version 5.1 of the OpenMP API specification in November 2020.
Version 5.1 is the next step for bringing the OpenMP API into the exascale era. The ARB undertook
great effort to improve the features that Version 5.0 introduced and add new, powerful features to
support the heterogeneous computing world. In this BoF, attendees will get first-hand information
from OpenMP ARB members and have a chance to: engage with the representatives of the
OpenMP ARB, the vendors and users in an interactive discussion; ask questions; and provide their

feedback as users.

11:30 am - 12:45 pm

Slurm Community BoF
Session Description:
Danny Auble (SchedMD LLC)
Slurm is an open source workload manager used on many TOP500 systems. It provides a rich set of
features including topology-aware optimized resource allocation, cloud bursting, hierarchical bank
accounts with fair-share job prioritization and many resource limits. The meeting will consist of
three parts: the Slurm development team will present details about changes in the upcoming
version 20.11, describe the Slurm roadmap, and solicit user feedback. Everyone interested in Slurm
use and/or development is encouraged to attend.

1:00 pm - 2:15 pm

European HPC Ecosystem Summit
Session Description:
Oriol Pineda (Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE), Barcelona
Supercomputing Center (BSC))
PRACE engaged in 2018 in the coordination of European HPC services and activities through a
series of events and workshops. This includes access to HPC systems, HPC user support, training
in HPC, HPC policy, HPC technology development, HPC operations and dissemination. The
objective of this BoF is to present the final outcome of this initiative and engage stakeholders to
participate in the new "HPC in Europe" services portal launched in September 2020. This portal has
been designed to structure the European HPC services and documentation and present them in a
user-driven and audience-oriented manner.

2:30 pm - 3:45 pm

Designing and Building Next-Generation Computer Systems for Deep Learning
Session Description:
Volodymyr Kindratenko (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications

(NCSA))
Deep learning (DL) heavily relies on fast hardware and parallel algorithms to train complex neural
networks. This BoF will bring together researchers and developers working on the design of nextgeneration computer systems for DL and parallel DL algorithms that can exploit the potential of
these new systems. Research teams working on major deep learning systems deployed in the field
will be invited to discuss latest hardware and software trends and to exchange views on the role
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in general and DL in particular will play in the near future for big data
analytics and HPC applications.

4:00 pm - 5:15 pm

The Green 500: Trends in Energy-Efficient Supercomputing
Session Description:
Wu Feng (Top500, Green500; Virginia Tech)
With power being a first-order design constraint on par with performance, it is important to
measure and analyze energy efficiency trends in supercomputing. To raise the awareness of
greenness as a first-order design constraint, the Green500 seeks to characterize the energy
efficiency of supercomputers for different metrics, workloads and methodologies. This BoF
discusses trends across the Green500 and highlights from the current Green500 list. In addition,
the Green500, Top500 and Energy-Efficient HPC Working Group have been working together on
improving power measurement methodology; this BoF presents case studies from sites with
submissions that meet the highest quality of measurement methodology.

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 11:15 am

MPI 4.0 Is Here – What Is in It and What Is Next?
Session Description:
Martin Schulz (Technical University Munich)
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) API is the most dominant programming approach for HPC
environments. Its specification is driven by the MPI forum, an open forum consisting of MPI
developers, vendors and users. In this BoF meeting at SC20, the MPI Forum will present the release

candidate for Version 4.0 of the MPI standard, discuss its new features and invite the HPC
community to provide feedback. Additionally, the BoF is intended to keep the larger HPC
community informed about current activities and long-term directions, as well as encourage larger
community participation in this crucial standard for the supercomputing community.

11:30 am - 12:45 pm

Spack Community BoF
Session Description:
Adam Stewart (University of Illinois)
Spack is a package manager for scientific computing, with a rapidly growing open-source
community. Spack has over 600 contributors from academia, industry and laboratories across the
world, and is used to manage software releases for the U.S. Exascale Computing Project. At this
BoF, Spack developers will give updates on the community, new features and the roadmap for
future development. We will poll the audience to gather valuable information on how Spack is being
used, and will open the floor for questions. All are invited to provide feedback, request features and
discuss future directions. Help us make installing HPC software simple!

1:00 pm - 2:15 pm

Strategies for Transitioning to Online HPC Education and Training
Session Description:
Weronika Filinger (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)
As the world reacts to the Covd19 pandemic the importance of virtual education and training has
been rising. Many educators have been forced to transition online without any prior experience with
virtual learning environments. In fact, there is a wealth of experience in online education within the
HPC community that can be leveraged in the on-going effort of making the training opportunities
available and more accessible. The aim of this session is to discuss what methods work and in what
context, and gather the best practices on online HPC education and training, focusing on aspects
that are unique to HPC.

2:30 pm - 3:45 pm

MLPerf: A Benchmark for Machine Learning

Session Description:
Tom St. John (Tesla Inc)
Machine learning applications are rapidly expanding into scientific domains and challenging the
hallmarks of traditional high performance computing workloads. This BoF presents MLPerf, a
community-driven system performance benchmark which spans a range of individual machine
learning tasks. The speakers at this BoF are experts in the fields of high performance computing,
machine learning, and computer architecture, representing academia, government research
organizations, and private industry. In this session, we will broadly cover the past year’s
development within the MLPerf organization and introduce the new MLPerf HPC benchmark suite
in order to solicit input from interested parties within the HPC community.

4:00 pm - 5:15 pm

The IO-500 and the Virtual Institute of I/O
Session Description:
Jay Lofstead (Sandia National Laboratories)
The IO500 is quickly becoming the de facto benchmarking standard for HPC storage. Developed
four years ago, the IO500 has released six official lists so far. A BoF highlight is the presentation of
the seventh IO-500 list.
The general purpose of this BoF is to foster the IO500 and VI4IO communities to ensure forward
progress towards the common goals of creating, sharing, and benefiting from a large corpus of
shared storage data. We also serve as a repository of detailed information about production storage
system architectures over time as a knowledge base for other researchers and system designers to
use.

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 11:15 am

Khronos SYCL 2020 Release and ISO C++ 20 Status and Future Directions
Session Description:
Simon Mcintosh-Smith (University of Bristol)

SYCL and ISO C++ is planning a new release in 2020. After successful previous SC ISO C++ for
HPC BoF and SYCL BoF, and with increasing use of C++ in HPC, this BoF will describe the new
SYCL 2020 and C++20 features with cross committee panelists. SYCL builds on ISO C++ with
heterogeneity suitable for exascale and ML computing.
We will have the following panelists:
Geoff Lowney, Intel
Bjarne Stroustrup, Columbia University/Morgan Stanley
Aksel Alpay, Heidelberg University
Tom Deakin, University of Bristol
Ronan Keryell, Xilinx
Nevin Liber, ANL
Brandon Cook: LBNL
Hal Finkel, Office of Sciences
Medhi Goli, Codeplay

11:30 am - 12:45 pm

LUSTRE Community BOF: Lustre in HPC, AI and the Cloud
Session Description:
Stephen Simms (Indiana University, OpenSFS Inc)
Lustre is the leading open-source and open-development file system for HPC. Around two thirds of
the top 100 supercomputers use Lustre. It is a community-developed technology with contributors
from around the world. Lustre currently supports many HPC infrastructures beyond scientific
research, such as financial services, energy, manufacturing and life sciences. Lustre clients are
available for broadly deployed instruction set architectures such as x86, POWER, and Arm.
At this BOF, Lustre developers, administrators and solution providers will gather to discuss recent

Lustre developments and challenges, including the role of Lustre in AI and its use in cloud
environments.

1:00 pm - 2:15 pm

Americas HPC Collaboration: Virtual
Session Description:
Carlos Jaime Barrios Hernandez (Advanced Computing Service for Latin America and the
Caribbean (SCALAC); Industrial University of Santander, Colombia)
The Birds of a Feather (BoF) Americas High-Performance Computing (HPC) Collaboration seeks to
showcase collaborations that have resulted from the partnerships formed in the last edition of this
BoF at SC19. It will also present opportunities and experiences among different HPC networks and
laboratories from countries in North, Central and South America. The goal of this BoF is to show the
current state-of-the-art in continental collaboration in HPC, the latest developments of regional
collaborative networks, and to update the roadmap for the next years for the Americas HPC
partnerships, including in the new COVID19 context.

2:30 pm - 3:45 pm

Software Engineering and Reuse in Modeling, Simulation and Data Analytics for
Science and Engineering
Session Description:
David Bernholdt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
Software engineering (SWE) for modeling, simulation and data analytics for computational science
and engineering (CSE) is challenging, with ever-more sophisticated, higher fidelity simulation of
ever-larger, more complex problems involving larger data volumes, more domains and more
researchers. Targeting both commodity and custom high-end computers multiplies these
challenges. We invest significantly in creating these codes, but rarely talk about that experience; we
just focus on the results.
We seek to raise awareness of SWE for CSE on supercomputers as a major challenge, and develop
an international community of practice to continue these important discussions outside of
workshops and other traditional venues.

4:00 pm - 5:15 pm

The Future of NSF-Supported Advanced Cyberinfrastructure
Session Description:
Amy Friedlander (National Science Foundation)
The National Science Foundation's vision and investment plans for cyberinfrastructure (CI) are
designed to address the evolving needs of the science and engineering research community. Senior
leadership and program staff from NSF’s Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) will discuss
the latest funding opportunities across all aspects of the research CI ecosystem, including the roles
of data and software. Discussions will also cover Leadership-Class Computing, the Research Core
program, Advanced Computing Systems and Services, and the NSF CI Coordination ecosystem.
Substantial time will be devoted to Q&A between attendees and NSF staff.
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Exhibitor Booth Sessions
Session Description:
Amazon Web Services 1: High Performance Scaling with Elastic Fabric Adapter

Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA) is a network interface for Amazon EC2 instances that enables
customers to run applications requiring high levels of inter-node communications at scale on AWS.
At the core of EFA is the Scalable Reliable Datagram (SRD), a transport protocol that incorporates
AWS' experience operating extreme workloads at cloud scale, including relaxing in-order packet
delivery to actually use complex networks as an advantage. In this session, learn how EFA
leverages a message-routing strategy that traces multiple best paths through AWS’ global network
of servers at up to 100 Gbps, to enable application scaling. The speaker is Chethan Rao, AWS
Senior Product Manager, HPC. He will also host a live video chat in the AWS video booth on
Thursday, November 17th from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm EST.
Amazon Web Services 2: AWS ParallelCluster – Simplifying HPC Orchestration on AWS

AWS ParallelCluster is an AWS-supported open source cluster management tool that makes it
easy to deploy and manage High Performance Computing clusters on AWS. In 2020 ParallelCluster
has seen a number of new features that make it more flexible, easier to use, and ready for use
across a wider range of HPC use cases. In this presentation we'll be reviewing a number of use
cases for which ParallelCluster is well-suited and highlight ParallelCluster's latest innovations in a
demo.
Speaker: Nathan Stornetta, Senior Product Manager, HPC
Live Chat with AWS Senior Product Manager, Nathan Stornetta, in the AWS video booth video chat
on Thursday, November 17th from 11:30 - 1:00pm ET.

Atos 1: Quantum Computing for Combinatorial Optimization

Combinatorial optimization problems have a critical impact on all industries: from smart grids
management to portfolio optimization or logistics. Most of them are NP-complete and are thus hard
to address both accurately and rapidly using classical optimization tools like exact solvers or
heuristics. Quantum computing could bring more efficient resolution methods for these problems.
Xavier Geoffret, Atos Quantum computing pre-sale leader, and Sabine Keravel, Atos Quantum
product manager, will elaborate on how Atos can support organizations in exploring new
resolutions paths for their optimization use cases using two different approaches: gate-based
quantum computing and quantum annealing. They will provide an overview of a practical
optimization workflow relying on the Atos Quantum Learning Machine’s main features: a universal
and accessible programming environment, hardware constraint optimizers, advanced noisy and
noiseless simulation capabilities.
Atos 2: The Atos HPC Continuum – a Journey beyond Pure Performance – Atos 2

Jean-Pierre Panziera, the Atos HPC CTO, will share Atos vision on Exascale.
Exascale systems are orders of magnitude more powerful than currently deployed HPC systems.
The performance increase relies mainly on the use of computing accelerators such as GPUs with
much higher Floating Point performance and memory bandwidth than traditional CPUs. These
accelerators also enable new AI algorithms used in complex workflows to improve data
assimilation, data analysis, or computing itself and optimize the HPC datacenter resources
utilization. On the energy consumption side, decarbonization of the exascale systems is the
challenge for the next decade.
Furthermore, as in the case of digital twins, the new HPC continuum, from edge devices to
centralized datacenter will change the focus towards a hyperconnected datacentric architecture.
The democratization of HPC as a Service (cloud model) and the necessity of strong data protection
require even higher security features than found in today’s HPC systems.
Atos 3: The Atos AI: from Hype to Real-Field Implementations Today! – Atos 3

Though AI has been widely demystified compared with its debut, its full materialization in real field
implementation entails diversified challenges. Cedric Bourrasset, Atos head of AI for HPC, will

reveal how Atos has embedded AI in both hardware and software as the new data science platform
in HPC/AI converged infrastructure, accelerating data access and workload optimization with
reduced TCO. Furthermore, by designing AI-driven optimization tool, we have managed job
placement, communications, data movement and resource optimization by leveraging historical
executions to boost performance. Thanks to the ML integration with scientific applications, Atos is
unfolding the benefit of AI in sciences, industries and public sectors to optimize efficiency and
enhancing simulation capabilities. As a pioneer, Atos has successfully architected, built and
delivered large scale AI Infrastructure. Through live customer cases, Cedric will elaborate our early
achievements from the above domains thanks to the Atos collaboration with innovators.
Advanced Micro Devices: Advanced Micro Devices

Dell 1: HPC, IoT, Big Data, and AI Together for Better, Faster Decisions Everywhere

Achieving solutions for connected autonomous mobility, personalized+population healthcare, smart
cities and more requires integrating data collection, analytics, simulation and AI into an edge-todata center-and-back fabric that is high-performance, resilient, and increasingly autonomous. HPC,
Big Data, IoT and AI must come together to enable better, faster decisions, delivered at the right
places and times.
Dell 2: How the HPC and AI Innovation Lab Can Help You Get the Infrastructure You Need

It can be a challenge to determine the exact hardware configuration that matches your specific
needs. Between the various platforms, interconnects, and accelerators the possibilities feel endless.
I'm an engineer in the HPC and AI Innovation lab and I will be discussing with you, how our cutting
edge technologies inside our lab and our team of engineers can help you get the data you need to
make an informed decision. I'll also provide an overview of some of the cool technology in the lab
such as liquid cooling and our philosophy of keeping our systems "evergreen" with the latest
technology releases, focusing most heavily on our philosophy and willing engineers plus the big
ticket items like the cluster, liquid cooling.
Fujitsu Limited 1: Welcome to Fujitsu’s SC20 Booth

Fujitsu’s A64FX is the first processor of the Armv8-A SVE architecture. Fujitsu has closely

collaborated with Arm on the development of SVE and the results couldn’t be better. Fugaku, the
A64FX-based supercomputer at RIKEN, won #1 for TOP500, HPCG, Graph500, and HPL-AI in
June, 2020. Hear Brent Gorda, Sr. Director for HPC Business at Arm, speak on how Fujitsu’s
partnership with Arm is advancing the world of high-performance computing.
Fujitsu Limited 2: Fujitsu’s A64FX: The Fastest Arm-Based CPU for HPC and AI

Fujitsu has over 60 years of high performance processor development and a long history of
leadership in HPC. In collaboration with RIKEN and Arm, Fujitsu has achieved new levels of
performance, efficiency, and reliability. The A64FX CPU, by combining massive parallelism,
extremely high bandwidth, and excellent power efficiency has enabled Fugaku, RIKEN’s flagship
supercomputer, to break records in all categories of HPC and AI. In this presentation, Paul von
Stamwitz, Senior Architect at Fujitsu, will explore key aspects of the A64FX architecture and
highlight some of the features of Fujitsu’s commercially available Arm-based PRIMEHPC family of
products.
General Dynamics 1: Physics Informed Machine Learning: an HPC Perspective

PIML is an emerging and rapidly evolving scientific discipline which applies ML techniques towards
solving or improving the solution of ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs and PDEs).
This presentation will provide an overview of PIML techniques including: soft penalty constraints,
neural ODEs, universal differential equations (UDE) and PDE super-resolution. We will compare
several ML frameworks, applied to PIML, including TensorFlow, PyTorch, Julia and JAX, that make
use of HPC systems.
General Dynamics 2: Considerations for Transitioning HPC Weather Modeling to the Cloud

Journey from Cloud Evaluations to the development of an HPC Cloud Environment.
General Dynamics 3: Implementing Duo Two-Factor Authentication on an HPC System

This short talk discusses some of the processes, pitfalls, and lessons learned from the
implementation of Duo two-factor authentication on an HPC system.
General Dynamics 4: Accelerate Your Career – The Diverse Opportunities Offered by an HPC
Systems Integrator

HPC professionals in both technology and management roles can feel stuck in limited career paths,
lacking in variety and renewed challenges. HPC Systems Integration is characterized by the
diversity of opportunity it offers – giving HPC professionals many paths to new challenges and
more responsibility. This presentation will illustrate this diversity and show the multiple career paths
it enables – and will give real-world examples of how this has benefited the careers of GDIT HPC
professionals.
General Dynamics 5: The Business Case for Using an Impartial HPC Systems Integrator

Today's heterogeneous HPC environments can be challenging when assessing a vendor's products
to ensure bias is excluded from any business case analysis. As a true Systems Integrator with deep
HPC credentials, GDIT offers not only impartial technical assessments but also an operational
perspective that is informed through HPC contracts to over a dozen Government Agencies.
General Dynamics 6: Real-World Scientific Use Cases for GPUs

Did you know that Bitcoin isn’t the only real-world use-case for GPUs? Forget the hype. See real
GPUs implemented for real life changing scientific research. We’ll cover the basics of GPUs, the
traditional use cases, and the killer-apps for GPUs. Real killer apps. You’ll see it in action for real
government clients. And when it is all over you’ll get a list of real links and references. Learn how
YOU can change the world in 5 minutes or less. For real. And for less than the price of the cup of
coffee you’ll drink during the session. Guaranteed to be one of the most real informational sessions
you attend at SC20.
Google 2: An Update on Google's Quantum Computing Initiative

The Google AI Quantum team hasn't stopped at theoretical quantum supremacy as achieved last
year. Dramatic progress continues to be made in quantum computational models of molecular
structures, and hybrid quantum/machine learning has been boosted by the release of TensorFlow
Quantum. Kevin Kissell of the Google Cloud CTOs office will provide some background and an
update.
Google 3: Clemson’s 2.1 Million vCPU Experiment

Learn how a team at Clemson used Google Cloud to explore improving disaster planning and

management, and in so doing set a new record for the scale of computation on a single problem in a
public cloud: 2.1 million cores.
GRAPHCORE 1: The IPU-Machine M2000: IPU Compute at Data Center Scale

The IPU-M2000 is Graphcore's revolutionary next-generation system solution built with the
Colossus MK2 Intelligence Processing Unit (IPU). It packs 1 petaFLOP of AI compute and up to
450GB Exchange-Memory™ in a slim 1U blade for the most demanding machine intelligence
workloads.
The IPU-M2000 has a flexible, modular design, so you can start with one and scale to thousands.
Directly connect a single system to an existing CPU server, add up to eight connected IPU-M2000s,
or with racks of 16 tightly interconnected IPU-M2000s in IPU-POD64 systems, grow to
supercomputing scale, all thanks to the high-bandwidth, near-zero latency IPU-Fabric™
interconnect architecture built into the box.
GRAPHCORE 2: Scalable IPU Machine Intelligence Systems

Graphcore’s co-designed, tightly integrated software and hardware systems are optimised from the
ground-up for scalable machine intelligence performance and developer usability. This video
presentation is a technical deep dive to our second generation technology designed for AI
infrastructure at scale. Find out more at www.graphcore.ai
GRAPHCORE 3: IPU Interconnect at Scale | What is IPU-Fabric?

IPU-Fabric™ is Graphcore's innovative, ultra-fast and jitter-free communications technology. It
offers 2.8Tbps communication in all directions from any IPU to any IPU and can scale up to 64,000
IPUs.
IPU-Fabric has been specifically designed to eliminate communication bottlenecks and allow
thousands of IPUs to operate on machine intelligence workloads as a single, high-performance and
ultra-fast cohesive unit.
HPE: Where the HPC and AI Market Leader Goes from Here

From mainstream HPC and AI solutions to purpose-built supercomputing, HPE has the industry’s

most comprehensive portfolio of capabilities. And it has the numbers to back it up. HPE is the global
HPC market leader with 37.2% market share. But a company is only as strong as its customers. In
this keynote, VP of HPC & AI Bill Mannel will show you the HPE HPC portfolio through the lens that
matters; customer successes. You’ll also get a view on HPE’s continued investments, including
expanded worldwide service and support, flexible consumption models, exascale leadership and
technology innovations.
IBM 1: Build Better Products Faster: Innovating with IBM Bayesian Optimization Accelerator

This serves as your IBM authorization to SC20 or its vendor to provide your contact information to
IBM for follow up. IBM's use of your contact information is governed by the IBM Privacy Policy.
The problem spaces with which HPC leaders are working are getting more complex. Internal
stakeholders are demanding that solutions come faster, cost less and be more accurate than ever.
Meanwhile, the budget isn’t expanding to meet all these new needs. New today, IBM Bayesian
Optimization Accelerator, a state-of-the art general parameter optimization tool based on cuttingedge innovations from the IBM Research team, can find the most optimal solution for complex, realworld design problems in less time and using less resources than its competition. With it, you can
ensure better business outcomes and increase the productivity of experimental infrastructure
without adding specialized data scientists. The speaker is Stephen Meserve, Product Marketing
Team Lead, Enterprise AI.
IBM 2: The Changing Needs of HPC for AI

When you interact with IBM, this serves as your authorization to SC20 or its vendor to provide your
contact information to IBM in order for IBM to follow up on your interaction. IBM's use of your
contact information is governed by the IBM Privacy Policy.
Today, organizations are faced with the need to evolve their HPC environments to new AI
workloads. Hear about the evolution and trends in the HPC industry and how IBM can help.
Speaker: Doug Petteway, IBM Offering Management
Indiana University 1: High Performance Computing: Photon, Gryphon, and Acceleration

Martin Swany is chair and professor in the Department of Intelligent Systems Engineering in the
School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering at Indiana University. He earned his MSc in

Computer Science at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville in 1998, and his PhD in Computer
Science at the University of California in Santa Barbara in 2003. His research interests include
Computer Networks, High Performance Computing, Internet of Things, Parallel and Distributed
Computing, and Software and Systems.
Indiana University 2: The Transition to Two - Jetstream to Jetstream2

Jetstream, NSF’s first production science and engineering cloud system, will soon be eclipsed by the
recently awarded Jetstream2 system. Both systems are cloud-based, on-demand computing and
data analysis resources available to researchers, scholars, and educators through the XSEDE
project. Highlights of Jetstream will be discussed as well as a look forward to what Jetstream2 has
to offer.
Jetstream has been a part of the COVID-19 HPC Consortium, offering resources in support of
research related to understanding and tackling the global pandemic and we anticipate resources
such as Jetstream2 will help respond to future urgent computing needs.
Indiana University 3: Future Generation Extreme Scale Computing Architecture for AI and ML

Thomas Sterling, AI Computing Systems Laboratory, Department of Intelligent Systems
Engineering, School of Informatics, Computing and Engineering at Indiana University.
Intel Corporation 1: Delivering Exascale with Aurora

Trish Damkroger, GM/VP Intel, and Rick Stevens, Associate Director at Argonne, discuss the how
exascale computing will speed discovery in cancer treatments, open new insights into astrophysics,
drive breakthroughs to address climate change, and much more. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI
Pavilion: https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/.
Intel Corporation 2: New Oracle/Intel HPC Cloud Infrastructure

Join us to hear Karan Batta, Vice President of Product at oracle Cloud interview Brock Taylor,
Director of HPC Solutions at Intel to discuss recent Oracle cloud announcements for HPC. Learn
more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 3: Intel Xeon Ice Lake Security Innovations

New Security Innovations Include Intel SGX, Memory Encryption, Firmware Resilience and
Breakthrough Cryptographic Accelerators
Intel introduces new security technologies to help secure sensitive workloads and enable new
opportunities to unleash the power of data in its upcoming 3rd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable
Platform, code-named “Ice Lake.” Proven Intel® Software Guard Extensions comes to the volume
mainstream server platform with Ice Lake, along with new technologies that include Intel® Total
Memory Encryption, Intel® Platform Firmware Resilience and new cryptographic performance
accelerators to address today’s most pressing data protection concerns. Learn more at Intel® HPC
+ AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 4: Making Heads or Tails of Quantum Computing

Quantum computing at Intel Labs is fundamentally different than classical computing. In this
episode of Brains Behind the Brains, learn about qubits, the basic building block of quantum
systems, and how they operate very differently than binary transistors. Like a spinning coin that’s
both heads and tails at the same time, qubits achieve superpositions that yield immense computing
power that will help shape a more wonderful world. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 5: Neuromorphic Computing at Intel Labs

Neuromorphic computing is coming, and it’s based on the way the brain works. In this installment of
Brains Behind the Brains, Mike Davies, Director of Neuromorphic Computing at Intel Labs, talks to
us about this technology, Intel’s Loihi processors, and how neuromorphic computing will change our
world in wonderful ways. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 6: Accelerate Workloads in Intel® DevCloud

Get FREE access to the Intel® DevCloud, which is a cluster composed of Intel CPUs, GPUs, and
FPGAs with several Intel® oneAPI Toolkits preinstalled. See a simple step-by-step guide on how to
set-up and run a sample oneAPI application on the DevCloud batch system. Learn more at Intel®
HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 7: Intel Ray Tracing Unleashed

In this session, Intel’s Jim Jeffers provides insight on the exa-trends pushing rendering and ray
tracing to new boundaries, and how a full platform approach with hardware, software, memory and
other technologies accelerate visualization and compute. Using powerful open source libraries in the
Intel® oneAPI Rendering Toolkit, take advantage of innovative features including model complexity
beyond triangles, path tracing, combined volume and geometry rendering, and more. Hear from
industry leaders Chaos Group, Tangent Studios & Bentley Motors on how they are bringing new
innovations to market-powered by Intel technologies.
The Intel® Developer Zone encourages and supports software developers that are developing
applications for Intel hardware and software products. Our YouTube channel is a place to learn tips
and tricks, get the latest news, watch product demos from both Intel, and our many partners across
multiple fields. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion
Intel Corporation 8: Optane: Re-Architecting the Data Landscape

What are the trends driving digital transformation and how can persistent memory help meet these
challenges? Get an overview of Intel® Optane™ persistent memory and how utilizing this new
technology can bring value to the data center. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 9: Intel Interconnect Technologies: Microns to Miles

This is the first in a series of virtual briefings that dive into interconnect technologies, one of Intel’s
Six Pillars of Technology Innovation for delivering leadership products that unleash the full potential
of data for its customers. Hong Hou, Intel vice president and general manager of the Connectivity
Group, looks at how Intel is innovating interconnect technologies and transforming the way data is
moved. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 10: oneAPI: for Cross-Architecture Application Performance

Preview Intel’s oneAPI Base Toolkit, a production implementation of oneAPI. It comes with a Data
Parallel C++ compiler and compatibility tool, oneAPI libraries, and advanced analysis and debug
tools. These foundational tools help developers build high-performance, cross-architecture
applications efficiently on Intel CPUs, GPUs, & FPGAs. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/

Intel Corporation 11: Intel’s Vision for Exascale Computing

What is Exascale and Why do we need it? High Performance Computing (HPC) is nearing the
pinnacle of its next transition. Argonne’s Aurora Exascale Supercomputer will enable breakthrough
innovation, new discoveries that transform the way we use data analytics and artificial intelligence the possibilities are endless. Learn more about the collaboration between DOE, Intel, HPE and
Argonne Laboratory that will bring to life Exascale technology with the Aurora Exascale
Supercomputer. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 12: Intel Optane Wins VMware 2020 Award

Intel Optane persistent memory named Best of VMworld 2020 Award co-winner in the Disruptive
Technology category. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 13: Analyze Heterogeneous Performance Across Architectures

Review a demo of how two Intel software tools—Intel® Advisor and Intel® VTune™ Profiler—
identify the parts of CPU code that are best offloaded to a GPU and predict the latter’s performance.
Check out an example showing accelerating a workload by 4.4x. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI
Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 14: Accelerating Heterogeneous Workloads Using Intel® Advisor

Will your application run faster if you offload some parts of the CPU code to a GPU? Get answers
with Intel® Advisor. See how Intel Advisor’s ‘Offload Advisor’ feature can identify which parts of
your CPU code will benefit most if offloaded to a GPU. (Read: better performance.) Learn more at
Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Intel Corporation 15: Use Intel® oneAPI MKL for Heterogeneous Development

Award-winning Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) is now optimized for oneAPI, enabling it to
run across multiple architectures. See new functions, including the ability to simplify code migration
to oneAPI using Data Parallel C++, so workloads run across heterogeneous architectures. Learn

more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/
Lenovo 1: Don’t Accept One-Size-Fits-All When It Comes to Analytics and AI

Explore how the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill developed a new analytics and AI
solution to help fight COVID-19. Organizations of all sizes are moving to advanced analytics and AI
to achieve real-time insights with actionable predictions. Learn how leveraging technologies such
as liquid cooling, GPUs, high-speed fabric and storage solutions can help unlock the value of
analytics and AI.
Speaker: Scott Tease, GM, WW HPC and Artificial Intelligence, Lenovo
Lenovo 2: Developing AI with Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO)

Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO) is our open cluster management software for
both AI development and training. LiCO has an OpenHPC version for HPC, and a Kubernetes
version for enterprise.
Speaker: J.J. Falkanger, WW AI Solutions Leader, Lenovo
Lenovo 3: Powering the Exascale Era With New Lenovo GPU-Rich Systems

Lenovo’s newest GPU-rich systems support more GPUs, leverage Neptune™ liquid cooling and
deliver up to 2 Petaflops of compute power in a single rack.
Speaker: Paul Artman, Principal Engineer for HPC Exascale and GPU Architecture, Lenovo
Lenovo 4: Enabling Next-Gen, Data-Centric Workloads with DAOS

Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage (DAOS) is the next generation storage technology
designed from the ground up for flash, or non-spinning, media, that provides high bandwidth, low
latency, and high IOPS.
Speaker: Michael Hennecke, HPC Chief Technologist, Lenovo
Lenovo 5: Liquid Cooling Innovation with Lenovo Neptune™

Lenovo Neptune™ is the industry leading liquid-cooling technology that powers supercomputers
around the world. See how Neptune™ delivers higher performance with up to 40% energy savings.
Speaker: Pat Moakley, Chief of Staff, DCG HPC and AI Product Management, Lenovo
Microsoft 1: HPC, AI, and the Cloud

Speakers: Steve Scott (Technical Fellow and CVP Hardware Architecture, Microsoft Azure): The
rapid evolution of the cloud to support massive computational models across HPC and AI
workloads is shifting paradigms, giving customers options that were previously only possible with
dedicated on-premise solutions or supercomputing centers. Please join me in this talk where I will
share my experiences from my first five months at Microsoft. Topics will include what has surprised
me the most about Azure HPC & AI, Azure’s approach to these workloads, what I see changing
about the cloud, and why I think now is the right time for HPC and AI in the cloud.
Microsoft 2: Running Quantum Programs at Scale through an Open-Source, Extensible
Framework

Speakers: Bettina Heim (Senior Software Engineering Manager, Microsoft); Sriram Krishnamoorthy
(Laboratory Fellow, Computer Scientist, PNNL) - We present an addition to the Q# infrastructure
that enables analysis and optimizations of quantum programs and adds the ability to bridge various
backends to execute quantum programs. While integration of Q# with external libraries has been
demonstrated earlier (e.g., Q# and NWChem [1]), it is our hope that the new addition of a Quantum
Intermediate Representation (QIR) will enable the development of a broad ecosystem of software
tools around the Q# language. As a case in point, we present the integration of the density-matrix
based simulator backend DM-Sim [2] with Q# and the Microsoft Quantum Development Kit.
Through the future development and extension of QIR analyses, transformation tools, and
backends, we welcome user support and feedback in enhancing the Q# language ecosystem.
Microsoft 3: Azure HPC Software Overview

Speaker: Rob Futrick (Principal Program Manager, Azure HPC) - This video gives an overview of the
Azure HPC software platform, including Azure Batch and Azure CycleCloud, and demonstrates
how to use Azure CycleCloud to create and use an autoscaling Slurm HPC cluster in minutes.
Microsoft 4: Accelerating Innovation with AI at Scale

At Microsoft we are pioneering a new approach to AI that is fueling the next generation of software
innovation by abstracting the underlying complexities and overhead of AI model development and
providing a platform and ecosystem that lowers the barriers for any organization to accelerate AI
innovation, developers to re-imagine what’s possible and for employees to unleash their greater
potential using the products they use every day.
Microsoft 5: Azure, AMD, and Customer Stories

In this session Jason Zander (EVP - Microsoft), and Lisa Su (CEO - AMD) as well as Azure HPC
customers talk about the progress being made with HPC in the cloud. Azure and AMD reflect on
their strong partnership, highlight advancements being made in Azure HPC and express mutual
optimism of future technologies from AMD and corresponding advancements in Azure HPC.
Microsoft 6: Azure HPC Platform at a Glance

Speakers: Rob Futrick (Principal Program Manager, Azure HPC); Evan Burness (Principal Program
Manager, Azure HPC); Vijay Kanchanahalli (Sr. Program Manager, Azure HPC); Ian Finder (Senior
Product Marketing Manager, Azure HPC); Scott Jeschonek (Principal Program Manager, Azure
Storage) - In this session, the Azure HPC Engineering PM's walk through the Azure HPC solution
overview covering HPC, AI, Visualization. Hear each PM owner walk through software,
infrastructure, networking, and storage considerations for their respective areas along with key
design considerations that apply to typical workloads.
NetApp: Supercharge Your AI and High-Performance Computing (HPC) Workloads

Although AI enhances consumers’ lives and helps organizations in all industries to innovate and to
grow their businesses, it is a disrupter for IT. To support the business, IT departments are
scrambling to deploy high-performance computing (HPC) solutions that can meet the extreme
demands of AI workloads. As the race to win with AI intensifies, the need for an easy-to-deploy,
easy-to-manage solution becomes increasingly urgent. In this session learn how you can accelerate
your competitive advantage by turbocharging your NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD with the highperformance NetApp EF600 all-flash array, and hear how two customers have benefited by
blending NVIDIA technology with EF-Series storage.
Nvidia 1: NVIDIA Selene: Leadership-Class Supercomputing Infrastructure

AI and HPC continue to expand the frontiers of exploration, but today’s most challenging
opportunities require a new architecture that can deliver unprecedented levels of computing scale
to drive faster insights from massive volumes of data. Where traditional high-performance compute
clusters take months or years to deploy, NVIDIA’s Selene supercomputer, built on the NVIDIA DGX
SuperPOD™ reference architecture, offers a faster path to massive scale, in a Top10-class
supercomputer that was deployed in under a month. Join us for this special insider’s look at how
Selene and the DGX SuperPOD are redefining AI infrastructure. We’ll explore what fueled Selene’s
design, how the design can be deployed as a commercially available turnkey solution, how we
rapidly deployed Selene using its modular design and ability to incrementally scale, and the tools we
use to run mission-critical mixed workloads.
Nvidia 2: HPC at the Speed of Light

The heart of a supercomputer is the network that connects the compute elements together,
enabling parallel and synchronized computing cycles. InfiniBand interconnects the world’s leading
supercomputers today and, being a standard-based interconnect, it enjoys the continuous
development of new capabilities, better performance, and scalability. InfiniBand’s high-speed data
throughput, extremely low latency, and smart in-network computing engines enable faster and
more scalable data analysis. The road to exascale starts here.
Nvidia 3: Programming Accelerated HPC Systems in the Exascale Era

Over the last two decades the market for accelerated computing has exploded. Along the way,
programming the accelerated computing platform has steadily grown from shaders and graphics
APIs to an ever-growing ecosystem of libraries, heterogenous programming models, directivebased solutions, unified memory, and many other features that expand the base of applications that
can be accelerated, simplify accelerated programming, and deliver increased performance. In this
talk we'll discuss the latest developments that empower a wider audience of accelerated computing
developers and users, including full support for the Arm server platform, automatic acceleration of
ISO standard languages, and novel libraries for compute and communication.
Oracle 1: Engineering in the Cloud

In this session you will learn how Media and Entertainment Industry is leveraging the cloud to do
Pre and Post Processing with Teradici on Oracle Cloud.

Speaker: Karthi Subramaniam, Master Principal Cloud Architect, Emerging Cloud Solution, Oracle
Oracle 2: The Next Generation for CFD

Description: Learn how Altair is able to leverage the new NVIDIA A-100 GPUs to accelerate CFD
workloads in the cloud.
Speaker: Arnaud Froidmont, HPC Solution Architect, Emerging Cloud Solution, Oracle; and Marc
Ratzel, Director Aerodynamics CFD bei Altair Engineering
Oracle 3: Fastest File Servers in the World

Oracle maintains the fastest BeeGFS and Spectrum Scale file servers on the IO500 lists. These file
servers run in the cloud and are comparable in price to their on-premises counterparts. Learn how
Enterprise customers are able to leverage 2nd Generation cloud technology to achieve industry
leading file system performance.
Oracle 4: Enterprise HPC in the Cloud

For 10 years cloud vendors have provided the promise of burstability to the cloud. Now, financial
services, engineering, and health sciences, are moving production workloads to the cloud. Price and
performance now exceed on-premises deployments. This session will review customers that are
leveraging the cloud at scale for 24/7 workloads.
Penguin Computing 1: Digital Transformation for HPC and AI

The technologies required for your compute-intensive research and enterprise computing are
undergoing a profound and exciting transformation. The increasing dominance of software-defined
architectures combined with the proliferation of new processing and storage platforms is driving
unprecedented advances in Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, HPC, data analytics, and cloudnative platforms. While these advances are game-changing, successfully incorporating them into
your daily operations can be challenging without clearly defined goals, the right skill sets, and
essential partnerships to help along the way.
Penguin Computing 2: Penguin Computing 2

Pure Storage: Flexing Muscles with Flash for Mega Scale HPC Metadata Workloads

Semiconductor chip designs are getting more complex over time. The packing density of transistors
on silicon are getting denser. Designing and fracturing these chips are not simple and easy. The
EDA tools used to perform logical and physical verifications generate a massive amount of
metadata operations in high file count environment that requires compute and data platform at
scale. Most businesses end up over provisioning data platforms while adding a greater number of
computes to achieve metadata performance at scale in high performance compute (HPC)
environment. FlashBlade from Pure Storage provides linear metadata performance scalability for
HPC workloads at a much higher rate from traditional storage platforms.
Red Hat 1: NVIDIA GPU and Network Operator News Flash

In this session, hear from Kevin Jones, Technical Product Manager for NVIDIA EGX, on the latest
updates for the NVIDIA GPU Operator and Network Operator. Both of these operators allow you to
optimize and utilize both GPUs and Mellanox smart NICs in a very simple, automated fashion on top
of Kubernetes and OpenShift. This update will include a roadmap on vGPU capability, the newest
A100 GPU, Mellanox ConnectX6 smart NICs and others.
Red Hat 2: Pushing Data Science to the Edge

There has been a long debate over the best system architectures for supporting new machine
learning workflows. The incumbent distributed batch style HPC systems are appealing as,
oftentimes, scientists already have access to these resources. However, Kubernetes clusters have
been grabbing mindshare with datacentric compute workloads with projects like KubeFlow and
Open Data Hub. There are many reasons for this, but chief among them is the necessity for data
scientists to push their models into a production application. To best illustrate the challenges of
running code in production, we will analyze one of the more operationally challenging
environments, the edge. Red Hat, HPE, and NVIDIA have partnered together to create KubeFrame
that solves these production issues for data scientists and allows scientists to stay focused on the
science.
Red Hat 3: Deploying Scientific Workloads on Red Hat OpenShift with the MPI Operator

High Performance Computing (HPC) workloads increasingly rely on the use of containers that make
applications easier to manage, preserve their dependencies and add portability across different
environments. Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform is an enterprise-ready Kubernetes-based
platform for deploying containerized applications on shared compute resources.
In this talk, we will show how to effectively deploy scientific applications, GROMACS and
SPECFEM3D Globe, on OpenShift using the MPI Operator from the Kubeflow project across two
different distributed shared filesystems, Lustre and CephFS.
Red Hat 4: Magnum IO: IO Subsystem for the Modern Data Center.

This talk describes NVIDIA”s Magnum IO, the IO subsystem of the modern accelerated data center.
The symmetry between the architectures of Magnum IO and CUDA is examined, the major HPCrelated features are detailed, and performance highlights are offered. We invite you to join us in
harnessing current features and developing future technologies, including the BlueField DPU line
Red Hat 5: Achieve Massive Scalability for Data-Intensive Kubernetes Projects

With the increasing adoption of Kubernetes orchestration, applications and microservices are
scaling massively while also creating, ingesting, and consuming massive amounts of data. Solutions
must be able to scale simply and rapidly to support truly enormous amounts of data with
predictable performance, and they must be able to keep vital applications and services running
despite both planned and unforeseen failure events. Traditional storage is not built to handle the
demands of 10’s of thousands of applications and microservices running simultaneously, nor
support new cloud-native pipelines. And while many new “container storage” solutions claim to
deliver needed data services, many lack the maturity to deliver proven performance at scale for
applications in production. Red Hat Ceph Storage solves this problem.
Red Hat 6: Implementing an Automated X-Ray Images Data Pipelines, the Cloud-Native Way

Data is becoming the bread and butter of many organizations, or at least something most couldn't
live without. Many applications or solutions, from storage to platforms and middleware, can help
support the whole lifecycle of the data throughout its acquisition, transformation, storage, and
consumption. In this session, you’ll see how you can create a data pipeline that is able to
automatically ingest X-Ray chest images, classify them according to the pneumonia risk using AI
inferencing, anonymize them, retrain the model using machine learning, and finally automatically
redeploy this new model. All of this using various open-source tools like Rook-Ceph, KNative, Kafka,

and Grafana.
Red Hat 7: AI/ML with OpenShift

Data scientist workflows look just like DevOps workflows. Since containers and Red Hat OpenShift
provide the foundation for DevOps, Red Hat OpenShift is an excellent platform for data scientists
and data engineers for fast tracking their AI/ML and HPC projects from pilot to production. In this
session you'll see how Red Hat's OpenShift, the Kubernetes Platform for Hybrid Cloud, can provide
convenience to data scientists for both getting started and operationalizing AI/ML projects at scale,
anywhere i.e. expanding DevOps for MLOps.
Red Hat 8: Fast Track AI With Hybrid Cloud Powered by Kubernetes

Business leaders desire data driven insights to help improve customer experience. Data engineers,
data scientists, and software developers desire a self-service, cloud-like experience to access
tools/frameworks, data, and compute resources anywhere to rapidly build, scale, and share results
of their projects to accelerate delivery of AI-powered intelligent applications into production. This
keynote will provide a brief overview of the AI/ML use cases, required capabilities, and execution
challenges. Next we will discuss the value of Hybrid Cloud powered by containers, Kubernetes, and
DevOps to help fast track AI/ML projects from pilot to production, and accelerate delivery of
intelligent applications. Finally, the session will share real world success stories from various
industries globally.
Red Hat 9: OpenHPC 2.0: The Latest Community-Driven Technology Stack for HPC

Over the last several years, OpenHPC has emerged as a community-driven stack providing a
variety of common, pre-built ingredients to deploy and manage an HPC Linux cluster including
provisioning tools, resource management, I/O clients, runtimes, development tools, containers, and a
variety of scientific libraries. The 2.0 release adds support for containers, support for aarch64 Arm
compiler and several other updates. Get the details during this informative talk.
Red Hat 10: Modern Container Runtimes for Exascale Computing Era

Supercomputing Containers project (aka SuperContainers) is a part of Exascale Computing Project
at the Department of Energy (DOE). It was launched to evaluate several container technologies that
were in use at different DOE Labs in anticipation of the arrival of exascale systems. The conclusion

of that evaluation was that a more robust production-quality container solution is required that is
based on open source software development model, supports key standards, and can run across
multiple hardware architectures. In this talk, we will share which container runtimes are best suited
for exascale supercomputers.
Samtec: Accelerating HPC Interconnect via Silicon-to-Silicon Solutions

Optimized HPC performance relies on the delicate synchrony between compute servers,
networking components and data storage. As 56/112 Gbps PAM4 data rates become reality in
HPC infrastructure, developers are challenged with balancing increasing throughput, scalability and
density demands with concerns such as power consumption, signal integrity, cost and time-tomarket.
In this Booth Session, Samtec will demonstrate real-world copper and optical interconnect solutions
in compute, networking and storage system architectures that exceed the demands of next
generation data transmission.
Speaker: Matt Burns, Technical Marketing Manager
Super Micro Computer Inc. 1: Advanced High-Performance Computing Systems to Find a Cure
for COVID-19 — The Corona Supercomputer and Mammoth Project

As we face this historic pandemic of COVID-19, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
approached Supermicro to quickly co-design the expansion of their supercomputing cluster Corona
and the new “big memory” cluster called Mammoth to accelerate molecular dynamics simulations,
large-scale data visualization, genomics analytics, and therapeutics discovery, leveraging the latest
technologies.
Speaker: Mike Scriber, Sr. Director, Server Solution Management, Super Micro Computer, Inc.
Super Micro Computer Inc. 2: Deploying Liquid-Cooled Supercomputing Cluster at Scale in a
Challenging Environment – The Ruby Project

The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) approached Supermicro to co-design a highly scalable supercomputing cluster with
challenging thermal requirements. The liquid-cooled cluster, called “Ruby”, runs demanding HPC
workloads, including molecular docking calculations for finding therapeutic compounds capable of

binding to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Speaker: Mike Scriber, Sr. Director, Server Solution Management,
Super Micro Computer Inc.
Google 1: A Modern Infrastructure for Your High-Performance Computing Workloads

In this session, you’ll hear how Google Cloud’s infrastructure enables you to solve problems faster,
more securely and at greater scale. Learn about the latest advancements to Google Cloud's unique
infrastructure to accelerate your HPC workloads and build planet-scalable solutions.

Tuesday, November 17th
11:30 am - 11:45 am

Amazon Web Services 1: High Performance Scaling with Elastic Fabric Adapter
Session Description:
Amazon Web Services 1: High Performance Scaling with Elastic Fabric Adapter

Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA) is a network interface for Amazon EC2 instances that enables
customers to run applications requiring high levels of inter-node communications at scale on AWS.
At the core of EFA is the Scalable Reliable Datagram (SRD), a transport protocol that incorporates
AWS' experience operating extreme workloads at cloud scale, including relaxing in-order packet
delivery to actually use complex networks as an advantage. In this session, learn how EFA
leverages a message-routing strategy that traces multiple best paths through AWS’ global network
of servers at up to 100 Gbps, to enable application scaling. The speaker is Chethan Rao, AWS
Senior Product Manager, HPC. He will also host a live video chat in the AWS video booth on
Thursday, November 17th from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm EST.

11:30 am - 11:45 am

Red Hat 1: NVIDIA GPU and Network Operator News Flash
Session Description:
Red Hat 1: NVIDIA GPU and Network Operator News Flash

In this session, hear from Kevin Jones, Technical Product Manager for NVIDIA EGX, on the latest
updates for the NVIDIA GPU Operator and Network Operator. Both of these operators allow you to
optimize and utilize both GPUs and Mellanox smart NICs in a very simple, automated fashion on top
of Kubernetes and OpenShift. This update will include a roadmap on vGPU capability, the newest
A100 GPU, Mellanox ConnectX6 smart NICs and others.

11:45 am - 11:50 am

General Dynamics 1: Physics Informed Machine Learning: an HPC Perspective
Session Description:
General Dynamics 1: Physics Informed Machine Learning: an HPC Perspective

PIML is an emerging and rapidly evolving scientific discipline which applies ML techniques towards
solving or improving the solution of ordinary and partial differential equations (ODEs and PDEs).
This presentation will provide an overview of PIML techniques including: soft penalty constraints,
neural ODEs, universal differential equations (UDE) and PDE super-resolution. We will compare
several ML frameworks, applied to PIML, including TensorFlow, PyTorch, Julia and JAX, that make
use of HPC systems.

11:45 am - 12:00 pm

IBM 1: Build Better Products Faster: Innovating with IBM Bayesian Optimization
Accelerator
Session Description:
IBM 1: Build Better Products Faster: Innovating with IBM Bayesian Optimization Accelerator

This serves as your IBM authorization to SC20 or its vendor to provide your contact information to
IBM for follow up. IBM's use of your contact information is governed by the IBM Privacy Policy.
The problem spaces with which HPC leaders are working are getting more complex. Internal
stakeholders are demanding that solutions come faster, cost less and be more accurate than ever.
Meanwhile, the budget isn’t expanding to meet all these new needs. New today, IBM Bayesian
Optimization Accelerator, a state-of-the art general parameter optimization tool based on cuttingedge innovations from the IBM Research team, can find the most optimal solution for complex, realworld design problems in less time and using less resources than its competition. With it, you can

ensure better business outcomes and increase the productivity of experimental infrastructure
without adding specialized data scientists. The speaker is Stephen Meserve, Product Marketing
Team Lead, Enterprise AI.

11:50 am - 12:02 pm

Lenovo 1: Don’t Accept One-Size-Fits-All When It Comes to Analytics and AI
Session Description:
Lenovo 1: Don’t Accept One-Size-Fits-All When It Comes to Analytics and AI

Explore how the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill developed a new analytics and AI
solution to help fight COVID-19. Organizations of all sizes are moving to advanced analytics and AI
to achieve real-time insights with actionable predictions. Learn how leveraging technologies such
as liquid cooling, GPUs, high-speed fabric and storage solutions can help unlock the value of
analytics and AI.
Speaker: Scott Tease, GM, WW HPC and Artificial Intelligence, Lenovo

12:00 pm - 12:04 pm

GRAPHCORE 1: The IPU-Machine M2000: IPU Compute at Data Center Scale
Session Description:
GRAPHCORE 1: The IPU-Machine M2000: IPU Compute at Data Center Scale

The IPU-M2000 is Graphcore's revolutionary next-generation system solution built with the
Colossus MK2 Intelligence Processing Unit (IPU). It packs 1 petaFLOP of AI compute and up to
450GB Exchange-Memory™ in a slim 1U blade for the most demanding machine intelligence
workloads.
The IPU-M2000 has a flexible, modular design, so you can start with one and scale to thousands.
Directly connect a single system to an existing CPU server, add up to eight connected IPU-M2000s,
or with racks of 16 tightly interconnected IPU-M2000s in IPU-POD64 systems, grow to
supercomputing scale, all thanks to the high-bandwidth, near-zero latency IPU-Fabric™
interconnect architecture built into the box.

12:00 pm - 12:10 pm

Fujitsu Limited 1: Welcome to Fujitsu’s SC20 Booth
Session Description:
Fujitsu Limited 1: Welcome to Fujitsu’s SC20 Booth

Fujitsu’s A64FX is the first processor of the Armv8-A SVE architecture. Fujitsu has closely
collaborated with Arm on the development of SVE and the results couldn’t be better. Fugaku, the
A64FX-based supercomputer at RIKEN, won #1 for TOP500, HPCG, Graph500, and HPL-AI in
June, 2020. Hear Brent Gorda, Sr. Director for HPC Business at Arm, speak on how Fujitsu’s
partnership with Arm is advancing the world of high-performance computing.

12:00 pm - 12:30 pm

HPE: Where the HPC and AI Market Leader Goes from Here
Session Description:
HPE: Where the HPC and AI Market Leader Goes from Here

From mainstream HPC and AI solutions to purpose-built supercomputing, HPE has the industry’s
most comprehensive portfolio of capabilities. And it has the numbers to back it up. HPE is the global
HPC market leader with 37.2% market share. But a company is only as strong as its customers. In
this keynote, VP of HPC & AI Bill Mannel will show you the HPE HPC portfolio through the lens that
matters; customer successes. You’ll also get a view on HPE’s continued investments, including
expanded worldwide service and support, flexible consumption models, exascale leadership and
technology innovations.

12:00 pm - 12:30 pm

Samtec: Accelerating HPC Interconnect via Silicon-to-Silicon Solutions
Session Description:
Samtec: Accelerating HPC Interconnect via Silicon-to-Silicon Solutions

Optimized HPC performance relies on the delicate synchrony between compute servers,

networking components and data storage. As 56/112 Gbps PAM4 data rates become reality in
HPC infrastructure, developers are challenged with balancing increasing throughput, scalability and
density demands with concerns such as power consumption, signal integrity, cost and time-tomarket.
In this Booth Session, Samtec will demonstrate real-world copper and optical interconnect solutions
in compute, networking and storage system architectures that exceed the demands of next
generation data transmission.
Speaker: Matt Burns, Technical Marketing Manager

12:00 pm - 12:35 pm

Microsoft 1: HPC, AI, and the Cloud
Session Description:
Microsoft 1: HPC, AI, and the Cloud

Speakers: Steve Scott (Technical Fellow and CVP Hardware Architecture, Microsoft Azure): The
rapid evolution of the cloud to support massive computational models across HPC and AI
workloads is shifting paradigms, giving customers options that were previously only possible with
dedicated on-premise solutions or supercomputing centers. Please join me in this talk where I will
share my experiences from my first five months at Microsoft. Topics will include what has surprised
me the most about Azure HPC & AI, Azure’s approach to these workloads, what I see changing
about the cloud, and why I think now is the right time for HPC and AI in the cloud.

12:15 pm - 12:30 pm

Dell 1: HPC, IoT, Big Data, and AI Together for Better, Faster Decisions
Everywhere
Session Description:
Dell 1: HPC, IoT, Big Data, and AI Together for Better, Faster Decisions Everywhere

Achieving solutions for connected autonomous mobility, personalized+population healthcare, smart
cities and more requires integrating data collection, analytics, simulation and AI into an edge-todata center-and-back fabric that is high-performance, resilient, and increasingly autonomous. HPC,

Big Data, IoT and AI must come together to enable better, faster decisions, delivered at the right
places and times.

12:30 pm - 12:40 pm

Intel Corporation 1: Delivering Exascale with Aurora
Session Description:
Intel Corporation 1: Delivering Exascale with Aurora

Trish Damkroger, GM/VP Intel, and Rick Stevens, Associate Director at Argonne, discuss the how
exascale computing will speed discovery in cancer treatments, open new insights into astrophysics,
drive breakthroughs to address climate change, and much more. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI
Pavilion: https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/.

12:30 pm - 1:00 pm

Atos 1: Quantum Computing for Combinatorial Optimization
Session Description:
Atos 1: Quantum Computing for Combinatorial Optimization

Combinatorial optimization problems have a critical impact on all industries: from smart grids
management to portfolio optimization or logistics. Most of them are NP-complete and are thus hard
to address both accurately and rapidly using classical optimization tools like exact solvers or
heuristics. Quantum computing could bring more efficient resolution methods for these problems.
Xavier Geoffret, Atos Quantum computing pre-sale leader, and Sabine Keravel, Atos Quantum
product manager, will elaborate on how Atos can support organizations in exploring new
resolutions paths for their optimization use cases using two different approaches: gate-based
quantum computing and quantum annealing. They will provide an overview of a practical
optimization workflow relying on the Atos Quantum Learning Machine’s main features: a universal
and accessible programming environment, hardware constraint optimizers, advanced noisy and
noiseless simulation capabilities.

12:30 pm - 1:00 pm

Nvidia 1: NVIDIA Selene: Leadership-Class Supercomputing Infrastructure
Session Description:
Nvidia 1: NVIDIA Selene: Leadership-Class Supercomputing Infrastructure

AI and HPC continue to expand the frontiers of exploration, but today’s most challenging
opportunities require a new architecture that can deliver unprecedented levels of computing scale
to drive faster insights from massive volumes of data. Where traditional high-performance compute
clusters take months or years to deploy, NVIDIA’s Selene supercomputer, built on the NVIDIA DGX
SuperPOD™ reference architecture, offers a faster path to massive scale, in a Top10-class
supercomputer that was deployed in under a month. Join us for this special insider’s look at how
Selene and the DGX SuperPOD are redefining AI infrastructure. We’ll explore what fueled Selene’s
design, how the design can be deployed as a commercially available turnkey solution, how we
rapidly deployed Selene using its modular design and ability to incrementally scale, and the tools we
use to run mission-critical mixed workloads.

12:50 pm - 1:00 pm

Google 1: A Modern Infrastructure for Your High-Performance Computing
Workloads
Session Description:
Google 1: A Modern Infrastructure for Your High-Performance Computing Workloads

In this session, you’ll hear how Google Cloud’s infrastructure enables you to solve problems faster,
more securely and at greater scale. Learn about the latest advancements to Google Cloud's unique
infrastructure to accelerate your HPC workloads and build planet-scalable solutions.

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm

Amazon Web Services 2: AWS ParallelCluster – Simplifying HPC Orchestration
on AWS
Session Description:
Amazon Web Services 2: AWS ParallelCluster – Simplifying HPC Orchestration on AWS

AWS ParallelCluster is an AWS-supported open source cluster management tool that makes it
easy to deploy and manage High Performance Computing clusters on AWS. In 2020 ParallelCluster
has seen a number of new features that make it more flexible, easier to use, and ready for use
across a wider range of HPC use cases. In this presentation we'll be reviewing a number of use
cases for which ParallelCluster is well-suited and highlight ParallelCluster's latest innovations in a
demo.
Speaker: Nathan Stornetta, Senior Product Manager, HPC
Live Chat with AWS Senior Product Manager, Nathan Stornetta, in the AWS video booth video chat
on Thursday, November 17th from 11:30 - 1:00pm ET.

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm

Penguin Computing 1: Digital Transformation for HPC and AI
Session Description:
Penguin Computing 1: Digital Transformation for HPC and AI

The technologies required for your compute-intensive research and enterprise computing are
undergoing a profound and exciting transformation. The increasing dominance of software-defined
architectures combined with the proliferation of new processing and storage platforms is driving
unprecedented advances in Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, HPC, data analytics, and cloudnative platforms. While these advances are game-changing, successfully incorporating them into
your daily operations can be challenging without clearly defined goals, the right skill sets, and
essential partnerships to help along the way.

2:30 pm - 3:05 pm

Oracle 1: Engineering in the Cloud
Session Description:
Oracle 1: Engineering in the Cloud

In this session you will learn how Media and Entertainment Industry is leveraging the cloud to do
Pre and Post Processing with Teradici on Oracle Cloud.

Speaker: Karthi Subramaniam, Master Principal Cloud Architect, Emerging Cloud Solution, Oracle

2:45 pm - 3:00 pm

Super Micro Computer Inc. 1: Advanced High-Performance Computing Systems
to Find a Cure for COVID-19 — The Corona Supercomputer and Mammoth
Project
Session Description:
Super Micro Computer Inc. 1: Advanced High-Performance Computing Systems to Find a Cure
for COVID-19 — The Corona Supercomputer and Mammoth Project

As we face this historic pandemic of COVID-19, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
approached Supermicro to quickly co-design the expansion of their supercomputing cluster Corona
and the new “big memory” cluster called Mammoth to accelerate molecular dynamics simulations,
large-scale data visualization, genomics analytics, and therapeutics discovery, leveraging the latest
technologies.
Speaker: Mike Scriber, Sr. Director, Server Solution Management, Super Micro Computer, Inc.

4:30 pm - 4:32 pm

Lenovo 2: Developing AI with Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO)
Session Description:
Lenovo 2: Developing AI with Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO)

Lenovo Intelligent Computing Orchestration (LiCO) is our open cluster management software for
both AI development and training. LiCO has an OpenHPC version for HPC, and a Kubernetes
version for enterprise.
Speaker: J.J. Falkanger, WW AI Solutions Leader, Lenovo

4:30 pm - 4:35 pm

Microsoft 2: Running Quantum Programs at Scale through an Open-Source,

Extensible Framework
Session Description:
Microsoft 2: Running Quantum Programs at Scale through an Open-Source, Extensible
Framework

Speakers: Bettina Heim (Senior Software Engineering Manager, Microsoft); Sriram Krishnamoorthy
(Laboratory Fellow, Computer Scientist, PNNL) - We present an addition to the Q# infrastructure
that enables analysis and optimizations of quantum programs and adds the ability to bridge various
backends to execute quantum programs. While integration of Q# with external libraries has been
demonstrated earlier (e.g., Q# and NWChem [1]), it is our hope that the new addition of a Quantum
Intermediate Representation (QIR) will enable the development of a broad ecosystem of software
tools around the Q# language. As a case in point, we present the integration of the density-matrix
based simulator backend DM-Sim [2] with Q# and the Microsoft Quantum Development Kit.
Through the future development and extension of QIR analyses, transformation tools, and
backends, we welcome user support and feedback in enhancing the Q# language ecosystem.

4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

NetApp: Supercharge Your AI and High-Performance Computing (HPC)
Workloads
Session Description:
NetApp: Supercharge Your AI and High-Performance Computing (HPC) Workloads

Although AI enhances consumers’ lives and helps organizations in all industries to innovate and to
grow their businesses, it is a disrupter for IT. To support the business, IT departments are
scrambling to deploy high-performance computing (HPC) solutions that can meet the extreme
demands of AI workloads. As the race to win with AI intensifies, the need for an easy-to-deploy,
easy-to-manage solution becomes increasingly urgent. In this session learn how you can accelerate
your competitive advantage by turbocharging your NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD with the highperformance NetApp EF600 all-flash array, and hear how two customers have benefited by
blending NVIDIA technology with EF-Series storage.

4:40 pm - 4:50 pm

Indiana University 1: High Performance Computing: Photon, Gryphon, and

Acceleration
Session Description:
Indiana University 1: High Performance Computing: Photon, Gryphon, and Acceleration

Martin Swany is chair and professor in the Department of Intelligent Systems Engineering in the
School of Informatics, Computing, and Engineering at Indiana University. He earned his MSc in
Computer Science at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville in 1998, and his PhD in Computer
Science at the University of California in Santa Barbara in 2003. His research interests include
Computer Networks, High Performance Computing, Internet of Things, Parallel and Distributed
Computing, and Software and Systems.

4:50 pm - 5:00 pm

Intel Corporation 11: Intel’s Vision for Exascale Computing
Session Description:
Intel Corporation 11: Intel’s Vision for Exascale Computing

What is Exascale and Why do we need it? High Performance Computing (HPC) is nearing the
pinnacle of its next transition. Argonne’s Aurora Exascale Supercomputer will enable breakthrough
innovation, new discoveries that transform the way we use data analytics and artificial intelligence the possibilities are endless. Learn more about the collaboration between DOE, Intel, HPE and
Argonne Laboratory that will bring to life Exascale technology with the Aurora Exascale
Supercomputer. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/

Wednesday, November 18th
11:30 am - 11:40 am

Intel Corporation 6: Accelerate Workloads in Intel® DevCloud
Session Description:
Intel Corporation 6: Accelerate Workloads in Intel® DevCloud

Get FREE access to the Intel® DevCloud, which is a cluster composed of Intel CPUs, GPUs, and
FPGAs with several Intel® oneAPI Toolkits preinstalled. See a simple step-by-step guide on how to
set-up and run a sample oneAPI application on the DevCloud batch system. Learn more at Intel®
HPC + AI Pavilion - https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/

11:30 am - 12:00 pm

Pure Storage: Flexing Muscles with Flash for Mega Scale HPC Metadata
Workloads
Session Description:
Pure Storage: Flexing Muscles with Flash for Mega Scale HPC Metadata Workloads

Semiconductor chip designs are getting more complex over time. The packing density of transistors
on silicon are getting denser. Designing and fracturing these chips are not simple and easy. The
EDA tools used to perform logical and physical verifications generate a massive amount of
metadata operations in high file count environment that requires compute and data platform at
scale. Most businesses end up over provisioning data platforms while adding a greater number of
computes to achieve metadata performance at scale in high performance compute (HPC)
environment. FlashBlade from Pure Storage provides linear metadata performance scalability for
HPC workloads at a much higher rate from traditional storage platforms.

11:30 am - 12:05 pm

Microsoft 3: Azure HPC Software Overview
Session Description:
Microsoft 3: Azure HPC Software Overview

Speaker: Rob Futrick (Principal Program Manager, Azure HPC) - This video gives an overview of the
Azure HPC software platform, including Azure Batch and Azure CycleCloud, and demonstrates
how to use Azure CycleCloud to create and use an autoscaling Slurm HPC cluster in minutes.

11:45 am - 12:00 pm

GRAPHCORE 2: Scalable IPU Machine Intelligence Systems

Session Description:
GRAPHCORE 2: Scalable IPU Machine Intelligence Systems

Graphcore’s co-designed, tightly integrated software and hardware systems are optimised from the
ground-up for scalable machine intelligence performance and developer usability. This video
presentation is a technical deep dive to our second generation technology designed for AI
infrastructure at scale. Find out more at www.graphcore.ai

12:00 pm - 12:30 pm

Nvidia 2: HPC at the Speed of Light
Session Description:
Nvidia 2: HPC at the Speed of Light

The heart of a supercomputer is the network that connects the compute elements together,
enabling parallel and synchronized computing cycles. InfiniBand interconnects the world’s leading
supercomputers today and, being a standard-based interconnect, it enjoys the continuous
development of new capabilities, better performance, and scalability. InfiniBand’s high-speed data
throughput, extremely low latency, and smart in-network computing engines enable faster and
more scalable data analysis. The road to exascale starts here.

12:00 pm - 12:35 pm

Oracle 2: The Next Generation for CFD
Session Description:
Oracle 2: The Next Generation for CFD

Description: Learn how Altair is able to leverage the new NVIDIA A-100 GPUs to accelerate CFD
workloads in the cloud.
Speaker: Arnaud Froidmont, HPC Solution Architect, Emerging Cloud Solution, Oracle; and Marc
Ratzel, Director Aerodynamics CFD bei Altair Engineering

12:30 pm - 12:35 pm

General Dynamics 4: Accelerate Your Career – The Diverse Opportunities Offered
by an HPC Systems Integrator
Session Description:
General Dynamics 4: Accelerate Your Career – The Diverse Opportunities Offered by an HPC
Systems Integrator

HPC professionals in both technology and management roles can feel stuck in limited career paths,
lacking in variety and renewed challenges. HPC Systems Integration is characterized by the
diversity of opportunity it offers – giving HPC professionals many paths to new challenges and
more responsibility. This presentation will illustrate this diversity and show the multiple career paths
it enables – and will give real-world examples of how this has benefited the careers of GDIT HPC
professionals.

12:30 pm - 12:40 pm

Google 2: An Update on Google's Quantum Computing Initiative
Session Description:
Google 2: An Update on Google's Quantum Computing Initiative

The Google AI Quantum team hasn't stopped at theoretical quantum supremacy as achieved last
year. Dramatic progress continues to be made in quantum computational models of molecular
structures, and hybrid quantum/machine learning has been boosted by the release of TensorFlow
Quantum. Kevin Kissell of the Google Cloud CTOs office will provide some background and an
update.

12:30 pm - 12:45 pm

IBM 2: The Changing Needs of HPC for AI
Session Description:
IBM 2: The Changing Needs of HPC for AI

When you interact with IBM, this serves as your authorization to SC20 or its vendor to provide your
contact information to IBM in order for IBM to follow up on your interaction. IBM's use of your
contact information is governed by the IBM Privacy Policy.
Today, organizations are faced with the need to evolve their HPC environments to new AI
workloads. Hear about the evolution and trends in the HPC industry and how IBM can help.
Speaker: Doug Petteway, IBM Offering Management

12:30 pm - 1:00 pm

Advanced Micro Devices: Advanced Micro Devices
Session Description:
Advanced Micro Devices: Advanced Micro Devices

12:45 pm - 1:00 pm

Super Micro Computer Inc. 2: Deploying Liquid-Cooled Supercomputing Cluster
at Scale in a Challenging Environment – The Ruby Project
Session Description:
Super Micro Computer Inc. 2: Deploying Liquid-Cooled Supercomputing Cluster at Scale in a
Challenging Environment – The Ruby Project

The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) approached Supermicro to co-design a highly scalable supercomputing cluster with
challenging thermal requirements. The liquid-cooled cluster, called “Ruby”, runs demanding HPC
workloads, including molecular docking calculations for finding therapeutic compounds capable of
binding to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Speaker: Mike Scriber, Sr. Director, Server Solution Management,
Super Micro Computer Inc.

12:50 pm - 12:55 pm

Lenovo 3: Powering the Exascale Era With New Lenovo GPU-Rich Systems
Session Description:
Lenovo 3: Powering the Exascale Era With New Lenovo GPU-Rich Systems

Lenovo’s newest GPU-rich systems support more GPUs, leverage Neptune™ liquid cooling and
deliver up to 2 Petaflops of compute power in a single rack.
Speaker: Paul Artman, Principal Engineer for HPC Exascale and GPU Architecture, Lenovo

2:30 pm - 2:40 pm

Indiana University 2: The Transition to Two - Jetstream to Jetstream2
Session Description:
Indiana University 2: The Transition to Two - Jetstream to Jetstream2

Jetstream, NSF’s first production science and engineering cloud system, will soon be eclipsed by the
recently awarded Jetstream2 system. Both systems are cloud-based, on-demand computing and
data analysis resources available to researchers, scholars, and educators through the XSEDE
project. Highlights of Jetstream will be discussed as well as a look forward to what Jetstream2 has
to offer.
Jetstream has been a part of the COVID-19 HPC Consortium, offering resources in support of
research related to understanding and tackling the global pandemic and we anticipate resources
such as Jetstream2 will help respond to future urgent computing needs.

2:30 pm - 2:50 pm

Fujitsu Limited 2: Fujitsu’s A64FX: The Fastest Arm-Based CPU for HPC and AI
Session Description:
Fujitsu Limited 2: Fujitsu’s A64FX: The Fastest Arm-Based CPU for HPC and AI

Fujitsu has over 60 years of high performance processor development and a long history of
leadership in HPC. In collaboration with RIKEN and Arm, Fujitsu has achieved new levels of

performance, efficiency, and reliability. The A64FX CPU, by combining massive parallelism,
extremely high bandwidth, and excellent power efficiency has enabled Fugaku, RIKEN’s flagship
supercomputer, to break records in all categories of HPC and AI. In this presentation, Paul von
Stamwitz, Senior Architect at Fujitsu, will explore key aspects of the A64FX architecture and
highlight some of the features of Fujitsu’s commercially available Arm-based PRIMEHPC family of
products.

2:45 pm - 3:00 pm

Dell 2: How the HPC and AI Innovation Lab Can Help You Get the Infrastructure
You Need
Session Description:
Dell 2: How the HPC and AI Innovation Lab Can Help You Get the Infrastructure You Need

It can be a challenge to determine the exact hardware configuration that matches your specific
needs. Between the various platforms, interconnects, and accelerators the possibilities feel endless.
I'm an engineer in the HPC and AI Innovation lab and I will be discussing with you, how our cutting
edge technologies inside our lab and our team of engineers can help you get the data you need to
make an informed decision. I'll also provide an overview of some of the cool technology in the lab
such as liquid cooling and our philosophy of keeping our systems "evergreen" with the latest
technology releases, focusing most heavily on our philosophy and willing engineers plus the big
ticket items like the cluster, liquid cooling.

4:00 pm - 5:05 pm

Oracle 3: Fastest File Servers in the World
Session Description:
Oracle 3: Fastest File Servers in the World

Oracle maintains the fastest BeeGFS and Spectrum Scale file servers on the IO500 lists. These file
servers run in the cloud and are comparable in price to their on-premises counterparts. Learn how
Enterprise customers are able to leverage 2nd Generation cloud technology to achieve industry
leading file system performance.

4:30 pm - 4:34 pm

GRAPHCORE 3: IPU Interconnect at Scale | What is IPU-Fabric?
Session Description:
GRAPHCORE 3: IPU Interconnect at Scale | What is IPU-Fabric?

IPU-Fabric™ is Graphcore's innovative, ultra-fast and jitter-free communications technology. It
offers 2.8Tbps communication in all directions from any IPU to any IPU and can scale up to 64,000
IPUs.
IPU-Fabric has been specifically designed to eliminate communication bottlenecks and allow
thousands of IPUs to operate on machine intelligence workloads as a single, high-performance and
ultra-fast cohesive unit.

4:30 pm - 4:45 pm

Penguin Computing 2: Penguin Computing 2
Session Description:
Penguin Computing 2: Penguin Computing 2

4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Atos 2: The Atos HPC Continuum – a Journey beyond Pure Performance – Atos 2
Session Description:
Atos 2: The Atos HPC Continuum – a Journey beyond Pure Performance – Atos 2

Jean-Pierre Panziera, the Atos HPC CTO, will share Atos vision on Exascale.
Exascale systems are orders of magnitude more powerful than currently deployed HPC systems.
The performance increase relies mainly on the use of computing accelerators such as GPUs with
much higher Floating Point performance and memory bandwidth than traditional CPUs. These

accelerators also enable new AI algorithms used in complex workflows to improve data
assimilation, data analysis, or computing itself and optimize the HPC datacenter resources
utilization. On the energy consumption side, decarbonization of the exascale systems is the
challenge for the next decade.
Furthermore, as in the case of digital twins, the new HPC continuum, from edge devices to
centralized datacenter will change the focus towards a hyperconnected datacentric architecture.
The democratization of HPC as a Service (cloud model) and the necessity of strong data protection
require even higher security features than found in today’s HPC systems.

4:45 pm - 4:50 pm

General Dynamics 5: The Business Case for Using an Impartial HPC Systems
Integrator
Session Description:
General Dynamics 5: The Business Case for Using an Impartial HPC Systems Integrator

Today's heterogeneous HPC environments can be challenging when assessing a vendor's products
to ensure bias is excluded from any business case analysis. As a true Systems Integrator with deep
HPC credentials, GDIT offers not only impartial technical assessments but also an operational
perspective that is informed through HPC contracts to over a dozen Government Agencies.

Thursday, November 19th
11:30 am - 11:35 am

Oracle 4: Enterprise HPC in the Cloud
Session Description:
Oracle 4: Enterprise HPC in the Cloud

For 10 years cloud vendors have provided the promise of burstability to the cloud. Now, financial
services, engineering, and health sciences, are moving production workloads to the cloud. Price and
performance now exceed on-premises deployments. This session will review customers that are
leveraging the cloud at scale for 24/7 workloads.

11:30 am - 11:40 am

Google 3: Clemson’s 2.1 Million vCPU Experiment
Session Description:
Google 3: Clemson’s 2.1 Million vCPU Experiment

Learn how a team at Clemson used Google Cloud to explore improving disaster planning and
management, and in so doing set a new record for the scale of computation on a single problem in a
public cloud: 2.1 million cores.

11:30 am - 12:00 pm

Nvidia 3: Programming Accelerated HPC Systems in the Exascale Era
Session Description:
Nvidia 3: Programming Accelerated HPC Systems in the Exascale Era

Over the last two decades the market for accelerated computing has exploded. Along the way,
programming the accelerated computing platform has steadily grown from shaders and graphics
APIs to an ever-growing ecosystem of libraries, heterogenous programming models, directivebased solutions, unified memory, and many other features that expand the base of applications that
can be accelerated, simplify accelerated programming, and deliver increased performance. In this
talk we'll discuss the latest developments that empower a wider audience of accelerated computing
developers and users, including full support for the Arm server platform, automatic acceleration of
ISO standard languages, and novel libraries for compute and communication.

12:00 pm - 12:10 pm

Intel Corporation 10: oneAPI: for Cross-Architecture Application Performance
Session Description:
Intel Corporation 10: oneAPI: for Cross-Architecture Application Performance

Preview Intel’s oneAPI Base Toolkit, a production implementation of oneAPI. It comes with a Data

Parallel C++ compiler and compatibility tool, oneAPI libraries, and advanced analysis and debug
tools. These foundational tools help developers build high-performance, cross-architecture
applications efficiently on Intel CPUs, GPUs, & FPGAs. Learn more at Intel® HPC + AI Pavilion https://www.hpcwire.com/solution_channel/intel/

12:00 pm - 12:35 pm

Microsoft 4: Accelerating Innovation with AI at Scale
Session Description:
Microsoft 4: Accelerating Innovation with AI at Scale

At Microsoft we are pioneering a new approach to AI that is fueling the next generation of software
innovation by abstracting the underlying complexities and overhead of AI model development and
providing a platform and ecosystem that lowers the barriers for any organization to accelerate AI
innovation, developers to re-imagine what’s possible and for employees to unleash their greater
potential using the products they use every day.

12:15 pm - 12:20 pm

Lenovo 4: Enabling Next-Gen, Data-Centric Workloads with DAOS
Session Description:
Lenovo 4: Enabling Next-Gen, Data-Centric Workloads with DAOS

Distributed Asynchronous Object Storage (DAOS) is the next generation storage technology
designed from the ground up for flash, or non-spinning, media, that provides high bandwidth, low
latency, and high IOPS.
Speaker: Michael Hennecke, HPC Chief Technologist, Lenovo

12:30 pm - 12:40 pm

Indiana University 3: Future Generation Extreme Scale Computing Architecture
for AI and ML

Session Description:
Indiana University 3: Future Generation Extreme Scale Computing Architecture for AI and ML

Thomas Sterling, AI Computing Systems Laboratory, Department of Intelligent Systems
Engineering, School of Informatics, Computing and Engineering at Indiana University.

12:30 pm - 1:00 pm

Atos 3: The Atos AI: from Hype to Real-Field Implementations Today! – Atos 3
Session Description:
Atos 3: The Atos AI: from Hype to Real-Field Implementations Today! – Atos 3

Though AI has been widely demystified compared with its debut, its full materialization in real field
implementation entails diversified challenges. Cedric Bourrasset, Atos head of AI for HPC, will
reveal how Atos has embedded AI in both hardware and software as the new data science platform
in HPC/AI converged infrastructure, accelerating data access and workload optimization with
reduced TCO. Furthermore, by designing AI-driven optimization tool, we have managed job
placement, communications, data movement and resource optimization by leveraging historical
executions to boost performance. Thanks to the ML integration with scientific applications, Atos is
unfolding the benefit of AI in sciences, industries and public sectors to optimize efficiency and
enhancing simulation capabilities. As a pioneer, Atos has successfully architected, built and
delivered large scale AI Infrastructure. Through live customer cases, Cedric will elaborate our early
achievements from the above domains thanks to the Atos collaboration with innovators.

12:45 pm - 1:00 pm

Red Hat 4: Magnum IO: IO Subsystem for the Modern Data Center.
Session Description:
Red Hat 4: Magnum IO: IO Subsystem for the Modern Data Center.

This talk describes NVIDIA”s Magnum IO, the IO subsystem of the modern accelerated data center.
The symmetry between the architectures of Magnum IO and CUDA is examined, the major HPCrelated features are detailed, and performance highlights are offered. We invite you to join us in
harnessing current features and developing future technologies, including the BlueField DPU line

2:30 pm - 2:35 pm

General Dynamics 6: Real-World Scientific Use Cases for GPUs
Session Description:
General Dynamics 6: Real-World Scientific Use Cases for GPUs

Did you know that Bitcoin isn’t the only real-world use-case for GPUs? Forget the hype. See real
GPUs implemented for real life changing scientific research. We’ll cover the basics of GPUs, the
traditional use cases, and the killer-apps for GPUs. Real killer apps. You’ll see it in action for real
government clients. And when it is all over you’ll get a list of real links and references. Learn how
YOU can change the world in 5 minutes or less. For real. And for less than the price of the cup of
coffee you’ll drink during the session. Guaranteed to be one of the most real informational sessions
you attend at SC20.

Doctoral Showcase
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase Posters Display
Session Description:
A Dynamic Multi-Tiered Storage System for Extreme-Scale Computing
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Traditional scientific discovery was driven through the compute power of a computer system.
Hence, I/O was treated as sparse tasks to perform occasional checkpoints for the application. This
approach led to a growing gap between the compute power and storage capabilities. In the era of
data explosion, however, where data analysis is essential for scientific discoveries, the slow storage
system has led to the research conundrum known as I/O bottleneck. Additionally, the explosion of
data has led to proliferation of application as well as storage technologies. This has created a
complex matching problem between diverse application requirements and storage technology
features. In this proposal, we introduce Jal, a dynamic, re-configurable and heterogeneous-aware
storage system. Jal utilizes a layered approach that includes application model, data model and
storage model. The application model uses a source-code based profiler which identifies the cause
of the I/O behavior of applications. The data model translates various applications' I/O requirements
to an underlying storage configuration to extract maximum performance from each application.
Finally, the storage model builds a heterogeneous-aware storage system which can be dynamically
re-configured to different storage configurations. Our evaluations have shown that these models
can accelerate I/O for the application while transparently and efficiently using the diverse storage
systems.

Algorithm Design for High-Performance CFD Solvers on Structured Grids
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine)
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with structured grids has been widely used in many
engineering disciplines including Aerospace Engineering and Vehicle Design. Current grid

partitioners in CFD are biased towards minimizing the communication volume, and rely on graph
partition methods for complex multi-block structured grids. I propose novel algorithms specifically
for multi-block structured grids and a new cost function which not only accounts for the
communication volume and edge cuts but also factors in the network's latency and bandwidth.
Coupled with an MPI+OpenMP Jacobi solver, the new partitioner outperforms the state-of-the-art
by 1.5x to 3x on the Mira supercomputer. Current temporal tiling algorithms for stencil
computations in CFD are mainly designed for a single block grid on shared-memory machines,
whereas multi-block grids distributed across many nodes are the norm. I propose a pipelined
distributed stencil algorithm called Pencil. Pencil identifies the optimal combination of MPI, OpenMP
and temporal tiling, demonstrating up to 1.9x speedup over Pluto, the state-of-the-art polyhedral
optimizer, and extends the tiling to multi-block structured girds. Furthermore, Pencil pipelines the
communication and computation for overlap and obtains 1.33x to 3.41x speedup over
MPI+OpenMP with space tiling on 32 Broadwell nodes, and excellent weak and strong scaling on
16 to 128 nodes. The state-of-the-art neural network-based CFD solvers are typically unable to
predict the solution for geometries unseen during the training. I am developing a network that
understands the local patterns of fluid dynamics. Coupled with an iterative scheme to combine local
patterns, it can predict flow in/over arbitrary geometries.

Machine Intelligent and Timely Data Management for Hybrid Memory Systems
Thaleia Dimitra Doudali (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Big data analytics in datacenter platforms and data intensive simulations in exascale computing
environments create the need for massive main memory capacities, on the order of terabytes, to
boost application performance. To satisfy these requirements, memory hierarchies become more
complex, incorporating emerging types of technologies or disaggregation techniques to offset the
skyrocketing cost that DRAM-only systems would impose. As we shift away from traditional
memory hierarchies, the effectiveness of existing data management solutions decreases, as these
have not provisioned against the even bigger disparity in the access speeds of the heterogeneous
components that are now part of the memory subsystem. Additionally, system-level configuration
knobs need to be re-tuned to adjust to the speeds of the newly introduced memory hardware. In
the face of this complexity, conventional approaches to designing data management solutions with
empirically-derived configuration parameters become impractical. This makes the case for
leveraging machine intelligence in building a new generation of data management solutions for
hybrid memory systems. This thesis identifies the machine intelligent methods that can be effective
for and practically integrated with system-level memory management, and demonstrates their
importance through the design of new components of the memory management stack; from
system-level support for configuring stack parameters to memory scheduling.

Establishing a Massively Parallel, Patient-Specific Model of Cardiovascular Disease
Madhurima Vardhan (Duke University)
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, which continue to dominate healthcare costs and are
projected to be over one trillion dollars by 2035. Current frameworks, however, face three key
technical challenges: simulations are memory intensive with high time-to-solutions; the need for
validation against in vivo measurements; and methods for clinicians to intuitively interact with the
simulation results are lacking. In this thesis, we overcome these challenges by first establishing a
novel, memory-light algorithmic representation that both reduces the memory requirements by
74% and maintains excellent parallel scalability. Second, we validate our CFD framework through a
multicenter, clinical study comparing invasive pressure measurements to calculated values for 200
patients. Third, we assess how physicians interact with large-scale CFD simulation data and
present a virtual reality platform to enhance treatment planning. We expect this work to lay the
critical groundwork for translating the use of massively parallel simulation-driven diagnostics and
treatment planning to the clinic. Our long-term goal is to enable the use of personalized simulations
to improve clinical diagnosis and outcome for patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

The Coming of Age of Multithreaded High-Performance Communication
Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine)
The supercomputing community holds an outdated view: the network is a single device. Modern
interconnects, however, feature multiple network hardware contexts that serve as parallel interfaces
into the network from a single node. Additionally, as we are approaching the limits of a single
network link’s throughput, supercomputers are deploying multiple NICs per node to accommodate
for higher bandwidth per node. Hence, the modern reality is that the network features lots of
parallelism. The outdated view drastically hurts the communication performance of the MPI+threads
model, which is being increasingly adopted over the traditional MPI-everywhere model to better
map to modern processors that feature a lesser share of resource per core than previous
processors. Domain scientists typically do not expose logical parallelism in their MPI+threads
communication, and MPI libraries still use conservative approaches, such as a global critical section,
to maintain MPI’s ordering constraints, thus serializing access to the parallel network resources and
limiting performance. The goal of this dissertation is to dissolve the communication bottleneck in
MPI+threads. Existing solutions either sacrifice correctness for performance or jump to MPI
standard extensions without fairly comparing the capabilities of the existing standard. The holistic
bottom-up analyses in this dissertation first investigates the limits of multithreaded communication
on modern network hardware, then devises a new MPI-3.1 implementation with virtual
communication interfaces (VCIs) for fast MPI+threads communication. The domain scientist can use
the VCIs either explicitly (MPI Endpoints) or implicitly (MPI-3.1). The dissertation compares the two

solutions through both performance and usability lenses.

High Throughput Low Latency Online Image Processing by GPU/FPGA Coprocessors Using
RDMA Techniques
Raphael Ponsard (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France; Grenoble Alpes University)
The constant evolution of X-ray photon sources associated with the increasing performance of
high-end X-ray detectors allows cutting-edge experiments generate large volumes of data that are
challenging to manage and store. These data management challenges have still not been
addressed in a fully satisfactory way as of today, and in any case, not in a generic manner.
This thesis is part of the ESRF RASHPA project that aims at developing an RDMA-based
Acquisition System for High Performance Applications. One of the main characteristics of this
framework is the direct data placement, straight from the detector head (data producer) to the
processing computing infrastructure (data receiver), at the highest acceptable throughput, using
RDMA techniques.
The work carried out in this thesis is a contribution to the RASHPA framework, enabling data
transfer directly to the internal memory of accelerator boards. A low-latency synchronisation
mechanism is proposed to trigger data processing while keeping pace with the detector. Thus, a
comprehensive solution fulfilling the online data analysis challenges is proposed on standard
computer and massively parallel coprocessors as well.
Scalability and versatility of the proposed approach is exemplified by detector emulators, leveraging
RoCEv2 or PCI-e and RASHPA Processing Units (RPUs) such as GPUs and FPGAs. Real-time data
processing on FPGA, seldom adopted in X-ray science, is evaluated and the benefits of high level
synthesis are exhibited. The assessment of the proposed data analysis pipeline includes raw data
pre-treatment for Jungfrau detector, image rejection using Bragg's peaks counting and data
compression to sparse matrix format.

Approachable Error Bounded Lossy Compression
Robert R. Underwood (Clemson University)
Compression is commonly used in HPC applications to move and store data. Traditional lossless
compression, however, does not provide adequate compression of floating point data often found in
scientific codes. Recently, researchers and scientists have turned to lossy compression techniques
that approximate the original data rather than reproduce it in order to achieve desired levels of
compression. Typical lossy compressors do not bound the errors introduced into the data, leading to

the development of error bounded lossy compressors (EBLC). These tools provide the desired levels
of compression as mathematical guarantees on the errors introduced. The current state of EBLC
leaves much to be desired. The existing EBLC all have different interfaces requiring codes to be
changed to adopt new techniques; EBLC have many more configuration options than their
predecessors, making them more difficult to use; and EBLC typically bound quantities like point
wise errors rather than higher level metrics such as spectra, p-values, or test statistics that
scientists typically use. My dissertation aims to provide a uniform interface to compression and to
develop tools to allow application scientists to understand and apply EBLC. This canvas presents
three groups of work: LibPressio, a standard interface for compression and analysis;
FRaZ/LibPressio-Opt frameworks for the automated configuration of compressors using LibPressio;
and work on tools for analyzing errors in particular domains.

Runtime Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory-Based High Performance Systems
Kai Wu (University of California, Merced)
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is expected to substitute DRAM in the memory hierarchy, due to the
strengths of non-volatility, high density and near-zero standby power. Compared with DRAM,
however, NVM as the main memory can be challenging. First, promising NVM solutions (e.g., PCM,
ReRAM and 3D XPoint), although providing faster data access speed than storage devices (e.g.,
hard drive and SSD), can have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM. As a result, NVM is
often paired with DRAM to build a heterogeneous memory system (HMS). HMS must carefully
place application data to NVM and DRAM for the best performance. Second, ensuring data
persistence on NVM is not trivial because other memory components (e.g., CPU cache) remain
volatile and memory writes to NVM are out of order. Programmers need to use assembly
instructions (e.g., clflush) to explicitly flush data from the cache to NVM, but frequent cache flushes
bring considerable performance overhead to the application. My dissertation focuses on using
software solutions to address the above challenges. First, I present Unimem runtime and Tahoe
runtime to efficiently and effectively direct data placement on NVM-based HMS for MPI-based
iterative HPC applications and task-parallel programs, respectively. Second, I introduce the Ribbon
system, which is a runtime system that improves the performance of the cache-line flushing
mechanism on NVM to achieve high-performance data persistence without modifying the
application semantics.

Efficient Metadata Search for Scientific Data
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
Scientific experiments, observations and simulations often store their datasets in various scientific
file formats. Regrettably, to efficiently find the datasets that are interesting to scientists remains a

challenging task due to the diverse characteristics of metadata, the vast number of datasets and the
sheer size of the datasets. This research starts with the empirical study that investigates the
essentials of the metadata search problem. Aimed at addressing the metadata search challenges on
self-describing data formats, this research further proposes a self-contained metadata indexing and
querying service that can provide a self-contained DBMS-independent high-performance metadata
search experience to the scientists. Finally, for the metadata search in inter-node settings, this
research addresses the challenge of a distributed metadata search by proposing a distributed
adaptive radix tree that balances the workload while simultaneously supporting efficient metadata
search.

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Poster Reception
Session Description:
Poster Reception
The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to virtually interact with poster presenters,
and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral Showcase
posters, as well as the Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 18th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Doctoral Showcase Posters Display
Session Description:
A Dynamic Multi-Tiered Storage System for Extreme-Scale Computing
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Traditional scientific discovery was driven through the compute power of a computer system.
Hence, I/O was treated as sparse tasks to perform occasional checkpoints for the application. This
approach led to a growing gap between the compute power and storage capabilities. In the era of
data explosion, however, where data analysis is essential for scientific discoveries, the slow storage
system has led to the research conundrum known as I/O bottleneck. Additionally, the explosion of

data has led to proliferation of application as well as storage technologies. This has created a
complex matching problem between diverse application requirements and storage technology
features. In this proposal, we introduce Jal, a dynamic, re-configurable and heterogeneous-aware
storage system. Jal utilizes a layered approach that includes application model, data model and
storage model. The application model uses a source-code based profiler which identifies the cause
of the I/O behavior of applications. The data model translates various applications' I/O requirements
to an underlying storage configuration to extract maximum performance from each application.
Finally, the storage model builds a heterogeneous-aware storage system which can be dynamically
re-configured to different storage configurations. Our evaluations have shown that these models
can accelerate I/O for the application while transparently and efficiently using the diverse storage
systems.

Algorithm Design for High-Performance CFD Solvers on Structured Grids
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine)
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with structured grids has been widely used in many
engineering disciplines including Aerospace Engineering and Vehicle Design. Current grid
partitioners in CFD are biased towards minimizing the communication volume, and rely on graph
partition methods for complex multi-block structured grids. I propose novel algorithms specifically
for multi-block structured grids and a new cost function which not only accounts for the
communication volume and edge cuts but also factors in the network's latency and bandwidth.
Coupled with an MPI+OpenMP Jacobi solver, the new partitioner outperforms the state-of-the-art
by 1.5x to 3x on the Mira supercomputer. Current temporal tiling algorithms for stencil
computations in CFD are mainly designed for a single block grid on shared-memory machines,
whereas multi-block grids distributed across many nodes are the norm. I propose a pipelined
distributed stencil algorithm called Pencil. Pencil identifies the optimal combination of MPI, OpenMP
and temporal tiling, demonstrating up to 1.9x speedup over Pluto, the state-of-the-art polyhedral
optimizer, and extends the tiling to multi-block structured girds. Furthermore, Pencil pipelines the
communication and computation for overlap and obtains 1.33x to 3.41x speedup over
MPI+OpenMP with space tiling on 32 Broadwell nodes, and excellent weak and strong scaling on
16 to 128 nodes. The state-of-the-art neural network-based CFD solvers are typically unable to
predict the solution for geometries unseen during the training. I am developing a network that
understands the local patterns of fluid dynamics. Coupled with an iterative scheme to combine local
patterns, it can predict flow in/over arbitrary geometries.

Machine Intelligent and Timely Data Management for Hybrid Memory Systems
Thaleia Dimitra Doudali (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Big data analytics in datacenter platforms and data intensive simulations in exascale computing
environments create the need for massive main memory capacities, on the order of terabytes, to
boost application performance. To satisfy these requirements, memory hierarchies become more
complex, incorporating emerging types of technologies or disaggregation techniques to offset the
skyrocketing cost that DRAM-only systems would impose. As we shift away from traditional
memory hierarchies, the effectiveness of existing data management solutions decreases, as these
have not provisioned against the even bigger disparity in the access speeds of the heterogeneous
components that are now part of the memory subsystem. Additionally, system-level configuration
knobs need to be re-tuned to adjust to the speeds of the newly introduced memory hardware. In
the face of this complexity, conventional approaches to designing data management solutions with
empirically-derived configuration parameters become impractical. This makes the case for
leveraging machine intelligence in building a new generation of data management solutions for
hybrid memory systems. This thesis identifies the machine intelligent methods that can be effective
for and practically integrated with system-level memory management, and demonstrates their
importance through the design of new components of the memory management stack; from
system-level support for configuring stack parameters to memory scheduling.

Establishing a Massively Parallel, Patient-Specific Model of Cardiovascular Disease
Madhurima Vardhan (Duke University)
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, which continue to dominate healthcare costs and are
projected to be over one trillion dollars by 2035. Current frameworks, however, face three key
technical challenges: simulations are memory intensive with high time-to-solutions; the need for
validation against in vivo measurements; and methods for clinicians to intuitively interact with the
simulation results are lacking. In this thesis, we overcome these challenges by first establishing a
novel, memory-light algorithmic representation that both reduces the memory requirements by
74% and maintains excellent parallel scalability. Second, we validate our CFD framework through a
multicenter, clinical study comparing invasive pressure measurements to calculated values for 200
patients. Third, we assess how physicians interact with large-scale CFD simulation data and
present a virtual reality platform to enhance treatment planning. We expect this work to lay the
critical groundwork for translating the use of massively parallel simulation-driven diagnostics and
treatment planning to the clinic. Our long-term goal is to enable the use of personalized simulations
to improve clinical diagnosis and outcome for patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

The Coming of Age of Multithreaded High-Performance Communication
Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine)

The supercomputing community holds an outdated view: the network is a single device. Modern
interconnects, however, feature multiple network hardware contexts that serve as parallel interfaces
into the network from a single node. Additionally, as we are approaching the limits of a single
network link’s throughput, supercomputers are deploying multiple NICs per node to accommodate
for higher bandwidth per node. Hence, the modern reality is that the network features lots of
parallelism. The outdated view drastically hurts the communication performance of the MPI+threads
model, which is being increasingly adopted over the traditional MPI-everywhere model to better
map to modern processors that feature a lesser share of resource per core than previous
processors. Domain scientists typically do not expose logical parallelism in their MPI+threads
communication, and MPI libraries still use conservative approaches, such as a global critical section,
to maintain MPI’s ordering constraints, thus serializing access to the parallel network resources and
limiting performance. The goal of this dissertation is to dissolve the communication bottleneck in
MPI+threads. Existing solutions either sacrifice correctness for performance or jump to MPI
standard extensions without fairly comparing the capabilities of the existing standard. The holistic
bottom-up analyses in this dissertation first investigates the limits of multithreaded communication
on modern network hardware, then devises a new MPI-3.1 implementation with virtual
communication interfaces (VCIs) for fast MPI+threads communication. The domain scientist can use
the VCIs either explicitly (MPI Endpoints) or implicitly (MPI-3.1). The dissertation compares the two
solutions through both performance and usability lenses.

High Throughput Low Latency Online Image Processing by GPU/FPGA Coprocessors Using
RDMA Techniques
Raphael Ponsard (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France; Grenoble Alpes University)
The constant evolution of X-ray photon sources associated with the increasing performance of
high-end X-ray detectors allows cutting-edge experiments generate large volumes of data that are
challenging to manage and store. These data management challenges have still not been
addressed in a fully satisfactory way as of today, and in any case, not in a generic manner.
This thesis is part of the ESRF RASHPA project that aims at developing an RDMA-based
Acquisition System for High Performance Applications. One of the main characteristics of this
framework is the direct data placement, straight from the detector head (data producer) to the
processing computing infrastructure (data receiver), at the highest acceptable throughput, using
RDMA techniques.
The work carried out in this thesis is a contribution to the RASHPA framework, enabling data
transfer directly to the internal memory of accelerator boards. A low-latency synchronisation
mechanism is proposed to trigger data processing while keeping pace with the detector. Thus, a
comprehensive solution fulfilling the online data analysis challenges is proposed on standard

computer and massively parallel coprocessors as well.
Scalability and versatility of the proposed approach is exemplified by detector emulators, leveraging
RoCEv2 or PCI-e and RASHPA Processing Units (RPUs) such as GPUs and FPGAs. Real-time data
processing on FPGA, seldom adopted in X-ray science, is evaluated and the benefits of high level
synthesis are exhibited. The assessment of the proposed data analysis pipeline includes raw data
pre-treatment for Jungfrau detector, image rejection using Bragg's peaks counting and data
compression to sparse matrix format.

Approachable Error Bounded Lossy Compression
Robert R. Underwood (Clemson University)
Compression is commonly used in HPC applications to move and store data. Traditional lossless
compression, however, does not provide adequate compression of floating point data often found in
scientific codes. Recently, researchers and scientists have turned to lossy compression techniques
that approximate the original data rather than reproduce it in order to achieve desired levels of
compression. Typical lossy compressors do not bound the errors introduced into the data, leading to
the development of error bounded lossy compressors (EBLC). These tools provide the desired levels
of compression as mathematical guarantees on the errors introduced. The current state of EBLC
leaves much to be desired. The existing EBLC all have different interfaces requiring codes to be
changed to adopt new techniques; EBLC have many more configuration options than their
predecessors, making them more difficult to use; and EBLC typically bound quantities like point
wise errors rather than higher level metrics such as spectra, p-values, or test statistics that
scientists typically use. My dissertation aims to provide a uniform interface to compression and to
develop tools to allow application scientists to understand and apply EBLC. This canvas presents
three groups of work: LibPressio, a standard interface for compression and analysis;
FRaZ/LibPressio-Opt frameworks for the automated configuration of compressors using LibPressio;
and work on tools for analyzing errors in particular domains.

Runtime Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory-Based High Performance Systems
Kai Wu (University of California, Merced)
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is expected to substitute DRAM in the memory hierarchy, due to the
strengths of non-volatility, high density and near-zero standby power. Compared with DRAM,
however, NVM as the main memory can be challenging. First, promising NVM solutions (e.g., PCM,
ReRAM and 3D XPoint), although providing faster data access speed than storage devices (e.g.,
hard drive and SSD), can have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM. As a result, NVM is
often paired with DRAM to build a heterogeneous memory system (HMS). HMS must carefully

place application data to NVM and DRAM for the best performance. Second, ensuring data
persistence on NVM is not trivial because other memory components (e.g., CPU cache) remain
volatile and memory writes to NVM are out of order. Programmers need to use assembly
instructions (e.g., clflush) to explicitly flush data from the cache to NVM, but frequent cache flushes
bring considerable performance overhead to the application. My dissertation focuses on using
software solutions to address the above challenges. First, I present Unimem runtime and Tahoe
runtime to efficiently and effectively direct data placement on NVM-based HMS for MPI-based
iterative HPC applications and task-parallel programs, respectively. Second, I introduce the Ribbon
system, which is a runtime system that improves the performance of the cache-line flushing
mechanism on NVM to achieve high-performance data persistence without modifying the
application semantics.

Efficient Metadata Search for Scientific Data
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
Scientific experiments, observations and simulations often store their datasets in various scientific
file formats. Regrettably, to efficiently find the datasets that are interesting to scientists remains a
challenging task due to the diverse characteristics of metadata, the vast number of datasets and the
sheer size of the datasets. This research starts with the empirical study that investigates the
essentials of the metadata search problem. Aimed at addressing the metadata search challenges on
self-describing data formats, this research further proposes a self-contained metadata indexing and
querying service that can provide a self-contained DBMS-independent high-performance metadata
search experience to the scientists. Finally, for the metadata search in inter-node settings, this
research addresses the challenge of a distributed metadata search by proposing a distributed
adaptive radix tree that balances the workload while simultaneously supporting efficient metadata
search.
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A Dynamic Multi-Tiered Storage System for Extreme-Scale Computing
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology)

Traditional scientific discovery was driven through the compute power of a computer system.
Hence, I/O was treated as sparse tasks to perform occasional checkpoints for the application. This
approach led to a growing gap between the compute power and storage capabilities. In the era of
data explosion, however, where data analysis is essential for scientific discoveries, the slow storage
system has led to the research conundrum known as I/O bottleneck. Additionally, the explosion of
data has led to proliferation of application as well as storage technologies. This has created a
complex matching problem between diverse application requirements and storage technology
features. In this proposal, we introduce Jal, a dynamic, re-configurable and heterogeneous-aware
storage system. Jal utilizes a layered approach that includes application model, data model and
storage model. The application model uses a source-code based profiler which identifies the cause
of the I/O behavior of applications. The data model translates various applications' I/O requirements
to an underlying storage configuration to extract maximum performance from each application.
Finally, the storage model builds a heterogeneous-aware storage system which can be dynamically
re-configured to different storage configurations. Our evaluations have shown that these models
can accelerate I/O for the application while transparently and efficiently using the diverse storage
systems.

Algorithm Design for High-Performance CFD Solvers on Structured Grids
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine)
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with structured grids has been widely used in many
engineering disciplines including Aerospace Engineering and Vehicle Design. Current grid
partitioners in CFD are biased towards minimizing the communication volume, and rely on graph
partition methods for complex multi-block structured grids. I propose novel algorithms specifically
for multi-block structured grids and a new cost function which not only accounts for the
communication volume and edge cuts but also factors in the network's latency and bandwidth.
Coupled with an MPI+OpenMP Jacobi solver, the new partitioner outperforms the state-of-the-art
by 1.5x to 3x on the Mira supercomputer. Current temporal tiling algorithms for stencil
computations in CFD are mainly designed for a single block grid on shared-memory machines,
whereas multi-block grids distributed across many nodes are the norm. I propose a pipelined
distributed stencil algorithm called Pencil. Pencil identifies the optimal combination of MPI, OpenMP
and temporal tiling, demonstrating up to 1.9x speedup over Pluto, the state-of-the-art polyhedral
optimizer, and extends the tiling to multi-block structured girds. Furthermore, Pencil pipelines the
communication and computation for overlap and obtains 1.33x to 3.41x speedup over
MPI+OpenMP with space tiling on 32 Broadwell nodes, and excellent weak and strong scaling on
16 to 128 nodes. The state-of-the-art neural network-based CFD solvers are typically unable to
predict the solution for geometries unseen during the training. I am developing a network that
understands the local patterns of fluid dynamics. Coupled with an iterative scheme to combine local
patterns, it can predict flow in/over arbitrary geometries.

Machine Intelligent and Timely Data Management for Hybrid Memory Systems
Thaleia Dimitra Doudali (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Big data analytics in datacenter platforms and data intensive simulations in exascale computing
environments create the need for massive main memory capacities, on the order of terabytes, to
boost application performance. To satisfy these requirements, memory hierarchies become more
complex, incorporating emerging types of technologies or disaggregation techniques to offset the
skyrocketing cost that DRAM-only systems would impose. As we shift away from traditional
memory hierarchies, the effectiveness of existing data management solutions decreases, as these
have not provisioned against the even bigger disparity in the access speeds of the heterogeneous
components that are now part of the memory subsystem. Additionally, system-level configuration
knobs need to be re-tuned to adjust to the speeds of the newly introduced memory hardware. In
the face of this complexity, conventional approaches to designing data management solutions with
empirically-derived configuration parameters become impractical. This makes the case for
leveraging machine intelligence in building a new generation of data management solutions for
hybrid memory systems. This thesis identifies the machine intelligent methods that can be effective
for and practically integrated with system-level memory management, and demonstrates their
importance through the design of new components of the memory management stack; from
system-level support for configuring stack parameters to memory scheduling.

Establishing a Massively Parallel, Patient-Specific Model of Cardiovascular Disease
Madhurima Vardhan (Duke University)
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, which continue to dominate healthcare costs and are
projected to be over one trillion dollars by 2035. Current frameworks, however, face three key
technical challenges: simulations are memory intensive with high time-to-solutions; the need for
validation against in vivo measurements; and methods for clinicians to intuitively interact with the
simulation results are lacking. In this thesis, we overcome these challenges by first establishing a
novel, memory-light algorithmic representation that both reduces the memory requirements by
74% and maintains excellent parallel scalability. Second, we validate our CFD framework through a
multicenter, clinical study comparing invasive pressure measurements to calculated values for 200
patients. Third, we assess how physicians interact with large-scale CFD simulation data and
present a virtual reality platform to enhance treatment planning. We expect this work to lay the
critical groundwork for translating the use of massively parallel simulation-driven diagnostics and
treatment planning to the clinic. Our long-term goal is to enable the use of personalized simulations
to improve clinical diagnosis and outcome for patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

The Coming of Age of Multithreaded High-Performance Communication
Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine)
The supercomputing community holds an outdated view: the network is a single device. Modern
interconnects, however, feature multiple network hardware contexts that serve as parallel interfaces
into the network from a single node. Additionally, as we are approaching the limits of a single
network link’s throughput, supercomputers are deploying multiple NICs per node to accommodate
for higher bandwidth per node. Hence, the modern reality is that the network features lots of
parallelism. The outdated view drastically hurts the communication performance of the MPI+threads
model, which is being increasingly adopted over the traditional MPI-everywhere model to better
map to modern processors that feature a lesser share of resource per core than previous
processors. Domain scientists typically do not expose logical parallelism in their MPI+threads
communication, and MPI libraries still use conservative approaches, such as a global critical section,
to maintain MPI’s ordering constraints, thus serializing access to the parallel network resources and
limiting performance. The goal of this dissertation is to dissolve the communication bottleneck in
MPI+threads. Existing solutions either sacrifice correctness for performance or jump to MPI
standard extensions without fairly comparing the capabilities of the existing standard. The holistic
bottom-up analyses in this dissertation first investigates the limits of multithreaded communication
on modern network hardware, then devises a new MPI-3.1 implementation with virtual
communication interfaces (VCIs) for fast MPI+threads communication. The domain scientist can use
the VCIs either explicitly (MPI Endpoints) or implicitly (MPI-3.1). The dissertation compares the two
solutions through both performance and usability lenses.

High Throughput Low Latency Online Image Processing by GPU/FPGA Coprocessors Using
RDMA Techniques
Raphael Ponsard (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France; Grenoble Alpes University)
The constant evolution of X-ray photon sources associated with the increasing performance of
high-end X-ray detectors allows cutting-edge experiments generate large volumes of data that are
challenging to manage and store. These data management challenges have still not been
addressed in a fully satisfactory way as of today, and in any case, not in a generic manner.
This thesis is part of the ESRF RASHPA project that aims at developing an RDMA-based
Acquisition System for High Performance Applications. One of the main characteristics of this
framework is the direct data placement, straight from the detector head (data producer) to the
processing computing infrastructure (data receiver), at the highest acceptable throughput, using
RDMA techniques.

The work carried out in this thesis is a contribution to the RASHPA framework, enabling data
transfer directly to the internal memory of accelerator boards. A low-latency synchronisation
mechanism is proposed to trigger data processing while keeping pace with the detector. Thus, a
comprehensive solution fulfilling the online data analysis challenges is proposed on standard
computer and massively parallel coprocessors as well.
Scalability and versatility of the proposed approach is exemplified by detector emulators, leveraging
RoCEv2 or PCI-e and RASHPA Processing Units (RPUs) such as GPUs and FPGAs. Real-time data
processing on FPGA, seldom adopted in X-ray science, is evaluated and the benefits of high level
synthesis are exhibited. The assessment of the proposed data analysis pipeline includes raw data
pre-treatment for Jungfrau detector, image rejection using Bragg's peaks counting and data
compression to sparse matrix format.

Approachable Error Bounded Lossy Compression
Robert R. Underwood (Clemson University)
Compression is commonly used in HPC applications to move and store data. Traditional lossless
compression, however, does not provide adequate compression of floating point data often found in
scientific codes. Recently, researchers and scientists have turned to lossy compression techniques
that approximate the original data rather than reproduce it in order to achieve desired levels of
compression. Typical lossy compressors do not bound the errors introduced into the data, leading to
the development of error bounded lossy compressors (EBLC). These tools provide the desired levels
of compression as mathematical guarantees on the errors introduced. The current state of EBLC
leaves much to be desired. The existing EBLC all have different interfaces requiring codes to be
changed to adopt new techniques; EBLC have many more configuration options than their
predecessors, making them more difficult to use; and EBLC typically bound quantities like point
wise errors rather than higher level metrics such as spectra, p-values, or test statistics that
scientists typically use. My dissertation aims to provide a uniform interface to compression and to
develop tools to allow application scientists to understand and apply EBLC. This canvas presents
three groups of work: LibPressio, a standard interface for compression and analysis;
FRaZ/LibPressio-Opt frameworks for the automated configuration of compressors using LibPressio;
and work on tools for analyzing errors in particular domains.

Runtime Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory-Based High Performance Systems
Kai Wu (University of California, Merced)
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is expected to substitute DRAM in the memory hierarchy, due to the
strengths of non-volatility, high density and near-zero standby power. Compared with DRAM,

however, NVM as the main memory can be challenging. First, promising NVM solutions (e.g., PCM,
ReRAM and 3D XPoint), although providing faster data access speed than storage devices (e.g.,
hard drive and SSD), can have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM. As a result, NVM is
often paired with DRAM to build a heterogeneous memory system (HMS). HMS must carefully
place application data to NVM and DRAM for the best performance. Second, ensuring data
persistence on NVM is not trivial because other memory components (e.g., CPU cache) remain
volatile and memory writes to NVM are out of order. Programmers need to use assembly
instructions (e.g., clflush) to explicitly flush data from the cache to NVM, but frequent cache flushes
bring considerable performance overhead to the application. My dissertation focuses on using
software solutions to address the above challenges. First, I present Unimem runtime and Tahoe
runtime to efficiently and effectively direct data placement on NVM-based HMS for MPI-based
iterative HPC applications and task-parallel programs, respectively. Second, I introduce the Ribbon
system, which is a runtime system that improves the performance of the cache-line flushing
mechanism on NVM to achieve high-performance data persistence without modifying the
application semantics.

Efficient Metadata Search for Scientific Data
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
Scientific experiments, observations and simulations often store their datasets in various scientific
file formats. Regrettably, to efficiently find the datasets that are interesting to scientists remains a
challenging task due to the diverse characteristics of metadata, the vast number of datasets and the
sheer size of the datasets. This research starts with the empirical study that investigates the
essentials of the metadata search problem. Aimed at addressing the metadata search challenges on
self-describing data formats, this research further proposes a self-contained metadata indexing and
querying service that can provide a self-contained DBMS-independent high-performance metadata
search experience to the scientists. Finally, for the metadata search in inter-node settings, this
research addresses the challenge of a distributed metadata search by proposing a distributed
adaptive radix tree that balances the workload while simultaneously supporting efficient metadata
search.
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High Throughput Low Latency Online Image Processing by GPU/FPGA Coprocessors Using

RDMA Techniques
Raphael Ponsard (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France; Grenoble Alpes University)
The constant evolution of X-ray photon sources associated with the increasing performance of
high-end X-ray detectors allows cutting-edge experiments generate large volumes of data that are
challenging to manage and store. These data management challenges have still not been
addressed in a fully satisfactory way as of today, and in any case, not in a generic manner.
This thesis is part of the ESRF RASHPA project that aims at developing an RDMA-based
Acquisition System for High Performance Applications. One of the main characteristics of this
framework is the direct data placement, straight from the detector head (data producer) to the
processing computing infrastructure (data receiver), at the highest acceptable throughput, using
RDMA techniques.
The work carried out in this thesis is a contribution to the RASHPA framework, enabling data
transfer directly to the internal memory of accelerator boards. A low-latency synchronisation
mechanism is proposed to trigger data processing while keeping pace with the detector. Thus, a
comprehensive solution fulfilling the online data analysis challenges is proposed on standard
computer and massively parallel coprocessors as well.
Scalability and versatility of the proposed approach is exemplified by detector emulators, leveraging
RoCEv2 or PCI-e and RASHPA Processing Units (RPUs) such as GPUs and FPGAs. Real-time data
processing on FPGA, seldom adopted in X-ray science, is evaluated and the benefits of high level
synthesis are exhibited. The assessment of the proposed data analysis pipeline includes raw data
pre-treatment for Jungfrau detector, image rejection using Bragg's peaks counting and data
compression to sparse matrix format.

The Coming of Age of Multithreaded High-Performance Communication
Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine)
The supercomputing community holds an outdated view: the network is a single device. Modern
interconnects, however, feature multiple network hardware contexts that serve as parallel interfaces
into the network from a single node. Additionally, as we are approaching the limits of a single
network link’s throughput, supercomputers are deploying multiple NICs per node to accommodate
for higher bandwidth per node. Hence, the modern reality is that the network features lots of
parallelism. The outdated view drastically hurts the communication performance of the MPI+threads
model, which is being increasingly adopted over the traditional MPI-everywhere model to better
map to modern processors that feature a lesser share of resource per core than previous
processors. Domain scientists typically do not expose logical parallelism in their MPI+threads

communication, and MPI libraries still use conservative approaches, such as a global critical section,
to maintain MPI’s ordering constraints, thus serializing access to the parallel network resources and
limiting performance. The goal of this dissertation is to dissolve the communication bottleneck in
MPI+threads. Existing solutions either sacrifice correctness for performance or jump to MPI
standard extensions without fairly comparing the capabilities of the existing standard. The holistic
bottom-up analyses in this dissertation first investigates the limits of multithreaded communication
on modern network hardware, then devises a new MPI-3.1 implementation with virtual
communication interfaces (VCIs) for fast MPI+threads communication. The domain scientist can use
the VCIs either explicitly (MPI Endpoints) or implicitly (MPI-3.1). The dissertation compares the two
solutions through both performance and usability lenses.

Machine Intelligent and Timely Data Management for Hybrid Memory Systems
Thaleia Dimitra Doudali (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Big data analytics in datacenter platforms and data intensive simulations in exascale computing
environments create the need for massive main memory capacities, on the order of terabytes, to
boost application performance. To satisfy these requirements, memory hierarchies become more
complex, incorporating emerging types of technologies or disaggregation techniques to offset the
skyrocketing cost that DRAM-only systems would impose. As we shift away from traditional
memory hierarchies, the effectiveness of existing data management solutions decreases, as these
have not provisioned against the even bigger disparity in the access speeds of the heterogeneous
components that are now part of the memory subsystem. Additionally, system-level configuration
knobs need to be re-tuned to adjust to the speeds of the newly introduced memory hardware. In
the face of this complexity, conventional approaches to designing data management solutions with
empirically-derived configuration parameters become impractical. This makes the case for
leveraging machine intelligence in building a new generation of data management solutions for
hybrid memory systems. This thesis identifies the machine intelligent methods that can be effective
for and practically integrated with system-level memory management, and demonstrates their
importance through the design of new components of the memory management stack; from
system-level support for configuring stack parameters to memory scheduling.
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Establishing a Massively Parallel, Patient-Specific Model of Cardiovascular Disease

Madhurima Vardhan (Duke University)
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, which continue to dominate healthcare costs and are
projected to be over one trillion dollars by 2035. Current frameworks, however, face three key
technical challenges: simulations are memory intensive with high time-to-solutions; the need for
validation against in vivo measurements; and methods for clinicians to intuitively interact with the
simulation results are lacking. In this thesis, we overcome these challenges by first establishing a
novel, memory-light algorithmic representation that both reduces the memory requirements by
74% and maintains excellent parallel scalability. Second, we validate our CFD framework through a
multicenter, clinical study comparing invasive pressure measurements to calculated values for 200
patients. Third, we assess how physicians interact with large-scale CFD simulation data and
present a virtual reality platform to enhance treatment planning. We expect this work to lay the
critical groundwork for translating the use of massively parallel simulation-driven diagnostics and
treatment planning to the clinic. Our long-term goal is to enable the use of personalized simulations
to improve clinical diagnosis and outcome for patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

Algorithm Design for High-Performance CFD Solvers on Structured Grids
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine)
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with structured grids has been widely used in many
engineering disciplines including Aerospace Engineering and Vehicle Design. Current grid
partitioners in CFD are biased towards minimizing the communication volume, and rely on graph
partition methods for complex multi-block structured grids. I propose novel algorithms specifically
for multi-block structured grids and a new cost function which not only accounts for the
communication volume and edge cuts but also factors in the network's latency and bandwidth.
Coupled with an MPI+OpenMP Jacobi solver, the new partitioner outperforms the state-of-the-art
by 1.5x to 3x on the Mira supercomputer. Current temporal tiling algorithms for stencil
computations in CFD are mainly designed for a single block grid on shared-memory machines,
whereas multi-block grids distributed across many nodes are the norm. I propose a pipelined
distributed stencil algorithm called Pencil. Pencil identifies the optimal combination of MPI, OpenMP
and temporal tiling, demonstrating up to 1.9x speedup over Pluto, the state-of-the-art polyhedral
optimizer, and extends the tiling to multi-block structured girds. Furthermore, Pencil pipelines the
communication and computation for overlap and obtains 1.33x to 3.41x speedup over
MPI+OpenMP with space tiling on 32 Broadwell nodes, and excellent weak and strong scaling on
16 to 128 nodes. The state-of-the-art neural network-based CFD solvers are typically unable to
predict the solution for geometries unseen during the training. I am developing a network that
understands the local patterns of fluid dynamics. Coupled with an iterative scheme to combine local
patterns, it can predict flow in/over arbitrary geometries.

Approachable Error Bounded Lossy Compression
Robert R. Underwood (Clemson University)
Compression is commonly used in HPC applications to move and store data. Traditional lossless
compression, however, does not provide adequate compression of floating point data often found in
scientific codes. Recently, researchers and scientists have turned to lossy compression techniques
that approximate the original data rather than reproduce it in order to achieve desired levels of
compression. Typical lossy compressors do not bound the errors introduced into the data, leading to
the development of error bounded lossy compressors (EBLC). These tools provide the desired levels
of compression as mathematical guarantees on the errors introduced. The current state of EBLC
leaves much to be desired. The existing EBLC all have different interfaces requiring codes to be
changed to adopt new techniques; EBLC have many more configuration options than their
predecessors, making them more difficult to use; and EBLC typically bound quantities like point
wise errors rather than higher level metrics such as spectra, p-values, or test statistics that
scientists typically use. My dissertation aims to provide a uniform interface to compression and to
develop tools to allow application scientists to understand and apply EBLC. This canvas presents
three groups of work: LibPressio, a standard interface for compression and analysis;
FRaZ/LibPressio-Opt frameworks for the automated configuration of compressors using LibPressio;
and work on tools for analyzing errors in particular domains.
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Runtime Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory-Based High Performance Systems
Kai Wu (University of California, Merced)
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is expected to substitute DRAM in the memory hierarchy, due to the
strengths of non-volatility, high density and near-zero standby power. Compared with DRAM,
however, NVM as the main memory can be challenging. First, promising NVM solutions (e.g., PCM,
ReRAM and 3D XPoint), although providing faster data access speed than storage devices (e.g.,
hard drive and SSD), can have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM. As a result, NVM is
often paired with DRAM to build a heterogeneous memory system (HMS). HMS must carefully
place application data to NVM and DRAM for the best performance. Second, ensuring data
persistence on NVM is not trivial because other memory components (e.g., CPU cache) remain
volatile and memory writes to NVM are out of order. Programmers need to use assembly

instructions (e.g., clflush) to explicitly flush data from the cache to NVM, but frequent cache flushes
bring considerable performance overhead to the application. My dissertation focuses on using
software solutions to address the above challenges. First, I present Unimem runtime and Tahoe
runtime to efficiently and effectively direct data placement on NVM-based HMS for MPI-based
iterative HPC applications and task-parallel programs, respectively. Second, I introduce the Ribbon
system, which is a runtime system that improves the performance of the cache-line flushing
mechanism on NVM to achieve high-performance data persistence without modifying the
application semantics.

Efficient Metadata Search for Scientific Data
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
Scientific experiments, observations and simulations often store their datasets in various scientific
file formats. Regrettably, to efficiently find the datasets that are interesting to scientists remains a
challenging task due to the diverse characteristics of metadata, the vast number of datasets and the
sheer size of the datasets. This research starts with the empirical study that investigates the
essentials of the metadata search problem. Aimed at addressing the metadata search challenges on
self-describing data formats, this research further proposes a self-contained metadata indexing and
querying service that can provide a self-contained DBMS-independent high-performance metadata
search experience to the scientists. Finally, for the metadata search in inter-node settings, this
research addresses the challenge of a distributed metadata search by proposing a distributed
adaptive radix tree that balances the workload while simultaneously supporting efficient metadata
search.

A Dynamic Multi-Tiered Storage System for Extreme-Scale Computing
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Traditional scientific discovery was driven through the compute power of a computer system.
Hence, I/O was treated as sparse tasks to perform occasional checkpoints for the application. This
approach led to a growing gap between the compute power and storage capabilities. In the era of
data explosion, however, where data analysis is essential for scientific discoveries, the slow storage
system has led to the research conundrum known as I/O bottleneck. Additionally, the explosion of
data has led to proliferation of application as well as storage technologies. This has created a
complex matching problem between diverse application requirements and storage technology
features. In this proposal, we introduce Jal, a dynamic, re-configurable and heterogeneous-aware
storage system. Jal utilizes a layered approach that includes application model, data model and
storage model. The application model uses a source-code based profiler which identifies the cause
of the I/O behavior of applications. The data model translates various applications' I/O requirements

to an underlying storage configuration to extract maximum performance from each application.
Finally, the storage model builds a heterogeneous-aware storage system which can be dynamically
re-configured to different storage configurations. Our evaluations have shown that these models
can accelerate I/O for the application while transparently and efficiently using the diverse storage
systems.

Early Career Program
(back to top)

Thursday, November 12th
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Early Career Program Day 1
Session Description:
Early Career – Welcome
CJ Newburn (Nvidia Corporation), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

Productivity, Planning, Career
CJ Newburn (Nvidia Corporation), Terri Quinn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Mozhgan Kabiri Chimeh (Nvidia Corporation)

Communication Panel
Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Matthew Wolf (Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL))

Early Career – Day 1 Wrapup
CJ Newburn (Nvidia Corporation)

Friday, November 13th
12:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Early Career Program Day 2
Session Description:
Early Career – Welcome and Introduction
CJ Newburn (Nvidia Corporation), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

Pitch/Lightning Talks
Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Matthew Wolf (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Diversity
Guido Juckeland (Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR)), Hakizumwami Birali Runesha
(University of Chicago)

Early Career – Workshop Wrapup
CJ Newburn (Nvidia Corporation), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware)

Exhibitor Forum
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

HPC Architectures and Accelerators
Session Description:
Supercomputer Fugaku and Fujitsu Commercial Supercomputers
Toshiyuki Shimizu (Fujitsu Ltd)
Fujitsu supercomputer PRIMEHPC FX1000 and FX700 were announced last year and they have
been kept strong attentions from researchers, application developers, and research institutes due to
their high performance, low power consumption and usability. The biggest reason for this is the full
compatibility with the supercomputer Fugaku, which is developed by RIKEN and Fujitsu and the
first supercomputer in the history receiving the first prizes in three major supercomputers’ ranking,
TOP500, HPCG, and Graph500 at the same time in June 2020. In addition to that it also received
the first prize in the HPL-AI ranking.
FX1000 is the same hardware with the Fugaku and capable to support the same software stack
except LLIO, Light weight Layered IO accelerator designed for the large and scalable environment
like Fugaku system. FX700 uses A64FX CPU developed by Fujitsu and used for Fugaku, and
supports the same operating system, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8, while supporting the de facto
standard interconnect, InfiniBand HDR. Fujitsu supercomputers and its derivatives form a center of
excellence of Arm HPC ecosystem.
Since the Fujitsu system software, known as TCS (Technical Computing Suite), also supports x86
cluster, the supercomputer system having Arm and x86 can be used as single system image
operation. In this presentation, our recent efforts and achievements will be presented and
discussed.

Introduction and Use Cases of SX-Aurora TSUBASA (PCIe Card Type Vector Computer)
Masashi Ikuta (NEC Corporation)

SX-Aurora TSUBASA is a PCIe card type vector supercomputer not only for the rich supercomputer
centers, but also for everyone who is interested in it. The presentation will start from the
introduction of SX-Aurora TSUBASA including its design concept, architecture, and explain how
different it is from other computers. This will be followed by some use cases. The use case shall
cover large supercomputers like the Earth Simulator, but today we also see many non-traditional
HPC users because it is downsized to a PCIe card and became affordable to personal users.
Besides, we see possibilities in verticals new to us. One of them is Oil and Gas and I will present
why we think our architecture is a good fit for this vertical.
The talk will also cover the roadmap of SX-Aurora TSUBASA and conclude by how we think this is
going to contribute to the future of global society.

Intelligent, Reconfigurable Data Orchestration in FPGA and Embedded FPGA for Machine
Learning Applications
Michael P. Fitton (Achronix Semiconductor Corporation), Raymond X. Nijssen (Achronix
Semiconductor Corporation), Manoj Roge (Achronix Semiconductor Corporation)
There is a proliferation of silicon devices targeting Machine Learning (ML), ranging from fixed
function silicon such as ASIC, through CPU, GPU, to reprogrammable FPGAs. In almost every
instance, the more prosaic task of organizing and orchestrating the data receives relatively less
attention, but arguably is most important. It does not matter how powerful your processing engine
is, if you cannot get data to that engine; often this can result in an effective processing rate that is a
small fraction of the peak. Furthermore, certain pre-processing tasks (such as data/weight
compression, feature extraction or filtering) are not necessarily well suited to a processing engine
optimized for matrix-vector mathematics (MVM) that forms the basis of much ML processing.
In this contribution, we explore how FPGA fabric can efficiently implement the manifold tasks
associated with data orchestration, including interface adaption (for new or changing standards),
data payload extraction, sensor fusion (for disparate datastreams), data compression and preprocessing. In general, the fine-grained reprogrammable FPGA architecture is well suited to the
bitwise processing that comprise this data orchestration stage.
This can be a standalone FPGA aggregating external interfaces/memory and connecting multiple
ML SOCs. Alternatively, embedded FPGA (eFPGA) has emerged in recent years as a method for
enabling flexibility when integrated within an SOC. In this application, eFPGA would implement the
functions which flexibility is required, for example due to application specific IO or sensor fusion
requirements. This could be coupled with a dedicated MVM engine for an optimized, low cost
solution for edge deployment.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

HPC in the Cloud I
Session Description:
HPC in the Cloud for the Masses
David Barkai (XTREME-D Inc)
Many scientists and researchers need to perform CAE, CFD, artificial intelligence, deep learning, and
a wide variety of high-performance computations and analyses that require the power of a
supercomputer, but do not work in organizations that make HPC resources available. They would
clearly benefit from access to high performance systems in order to speed their calculations, but
even if they had access to HPC, likely lack the specialized knowledge required to configure it for
their specific workflows. XTREME-D has invested years in tackling the problem of how to make
HPC computing access easy, fast, efficient, and economical for all, over the cloud.
This technical deep dive will showcase the technology behind providing easy access to HPC and AI
in the cloud from three perspectives: the hardware involved, the software necessary, and the
automation required to allow for HPC resources to be configured on the fly. Cloud and hybrid
computing are now desirable modes of computing for many, but continue to raise questions in
regard to how to best implement these solutions, as well as how secure they are. This session will
answer those questions.
We will describe XTREME-D’s innovative approach to helping users with limited HPC resources
access and configure HPC-optimized hardware in a cloud environment, and discuss how a
subscription-based usage model and the tools to support it provide unique flexibility and freedom of
access to users. We will demonstrate this democratization of HPC through use cases from
commercial enterprise, life sciences, and manufacturing.

HPC on AWS - Innovating without Infrastructure Constraints
Barry Bolding (Amazon)
Migrate your High Performance Computing workloads to AWS to accelerate or your most complex
engineering simulations and high performance data analysis workloads. In this session, learn how
the latest features in Amazon FSx for Lustre, Elastic Fabric Adapter, AWS ParallelCluster, AWS
Batch, and NICE DCV can help you accelerate your HPC workloads. Discover how our customers
are increasing their agility and accelerating simulations by leveraging the virtually unlimited capacity

and flexibility of HPC on AWS.

Univa: Navigating HPC Cloud Migration - Best practices and Beyond
Fritz Ferstl (Univa Corporation, Altair Engineering)
To optimize cost and efficiencies, organizations are embracing high-performance computing (HPC)
solutions that can scale with their compute-intensive workloads. HPC gives these organizations a
competitive advantage within the market as they reap the benefits that come from virtually
unlimited HPC capacity and extreme-scale. And yet with all of the advantages of migrating
workloads to the cloud, this also brings the potential to escalate preexisting complexities. If
companies do not have good visibility into how their existing infrastructure is being used, it will be
impossible to tell whether the addition of cloud is yielding the results they are looking to achieve.
This presentation will highlight best practices for HPC solutions and discuss ways to combat
challenges that many companies face.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

HPC in the Cloud II
Session Description:
High Performance Computing (HPC): The Influence of HPC on Cloud-Managed Networking
Perry Correll (Extreme Networks)
The last decade has seen a plethora of new technologies and products, all promising huge
advantages to both optimize and simplify network operation. These have included NFV, SDN,
AI/ML/DL, edge computing and digital transformation, among others, and all have met with some
success. In reality, all had the same purpose, to improve and simplify network performance and
operation. HPC is about leveraging today’s computing architecture advantages to process
enormous amounts of data at extremely high speeds. This data can be as complex as weather
modeling or more business focused, such as simplifying on-boarding, license management or
advanced network troubleshooting. At Extreme Networks, with over three decades of experience,
driving networking technology advances and innovation, we can see the true value in embracing
the concepts of HPC to optimize your network operations. This session will discuss the basics of
HPC and how it enables innovation in data networks, including: why it is needed, what the end goal
is and how we will get there, whether it's a product or more of a process with multiple interrelated
components, and whether a cloud approach is required and advantages this might offer.

This presentation will focus on understanding the drivers and technologies associated with HPC in
combination with cloud-managed networking and how it can deliver automation, predictive analysis
and security to deliver a smarter and simpler network solution.

Benchmarking the Impact of Public Cloud Infrastructure on HPC Workload Performance
Peter Lyu (Rescale), Edward Hsu (Rescale)
Use cases of HPC vary widely within an organization, as does the demand for resources. With
shifting workflows, budget considerations and peaks and valleys of utilization, IT and HPC leaders
have the difficult job of determining their ideal infrastructure needs so they can properly enable R&D
to work unimpeded.
A hybrid approach to HPC systems holds the potential to deliver high throughput without killing the
bottom line. It also lends to a software-first mindset. Having the flexibility and resources of cloud
coupled with the consistency and low cost of on-premise infrastructure permits IT leaders to look at
their primary objective and determine, for example, if they need to accelerate time-to-answer or be
especially budget conscious. Based on their workflow and objectives, they can make strategic
decisions to optimize and build efficiencies. While hybrid can solve many issues, it also introduces
complexity to the tech stack that must be addressed to maximize benefits. These considerations
include how scale and core type affect optimal performance and how to achieve the best value.
In this presentation, we will look at years of benchmarking for popular workflows on various
different core types, consider hyperscale, and explore cost efficiencies for both hardware and
software. Additionally, we will discuss a software-first approach to hybrid HPC, looking at onpremise and cloud as a consolidated infrastructure solution to better reach desired outcomes.

iRODS Policy Composition: Configuration, Not Code
Terrell Russell (Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI), iRODS Consortium)
With a twenty-five year history, iRODS open source technology has been used to automate data
management across many scientific and business domains. The scale and value of data across
these domains drives the necessity for automation. This variety also demands a flexibility in data
management policies over time. Organizations have satisfied their own needs by investing in the
development of their own policy, but this has led to monolithic, specific policy sets tailored to a
particular organization.
As a community, we have observed common themes and duplication of effort across these
organizations, and have now worked to provide generalized implementations that can be deployed

across multiple domains. This new approach allows multiple policies to be configured together, or
composed, without the need for custom development. For example, our Storage Tiering capability is
a composition of several basic policies: Replication, Verification, Retention, and the Violating Object
Discovery.

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

HPC Visualization and Portals
Session Description:
SOLAR Consortium: Accelerated Ray Tracing for Scientific Simulations
Paul Navratil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Estelle Dirand (Total, France), Hannah
Ross (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Pascal Grosset (Los Alamos National Laboratory),
Christiaan Gribble (SURVICE Engineering), Peter Messmer (Nvidia Corporation), Jeff Amstutz (Intel
Corporation)
Many physical simulations incorporate vector mathematics to model phenomena such as radiative
transfer and to compute behavior such as particle advection. Hardware-optimized ray tracing
engines, tuned by processor manufacturer engineers, can accelerate simulation critical sections that
depend on ray-based traversals and intersections. This Exhibitors Forum will serve as a venue for
developers and users of simulations, visual analysis codes, and ray tracers to discuss interfaces,
capabilities, and performance. This meeting will continue the conversation toward standardization
of ray tracer interfaces to facilitate their expanding role throughout scientific workflows, including
data evaluation, insight formulation, discovery communication, and presentation-quality artifact
generation.
This Exhibitors Forum aims to build awareness and develop community for using hardwareoptimized ray tracing engines in simulation codes that make extensive use of ray-like vector
calculations, such as computing radiative transfer with Monte Carlo methods or advecting particles
through a vector field, building on the Khronos ANARI analytic ray tracing standard. Using
hardware-tuned methods for traversal and intersection in the inner loops of such simulations can
provide significant performance enhancement, particularly on next-generation GPU hardware with
dedicated ray processing logic. Hardware-tuned ray tracers, however, have not yet been widely
adopted due to the graphics-centric nature of their interfaces and terminology. This Forum seeks to
build community among simulation users and developers, visualization developers, and ray tracing
engine developers in order to standardize interfaces for ray tracer use for simulation and for

coprocessing of simulation and analysis.

High Fidelity Visualization Realized Utilizing Intel Optane Memory for Scalable Scientific
Workloads
David DeMarle (Intel Corporation)
Intel will walk through case studies of recent projects that take advantage of the unique aspects of
Intel Optane TM Memory in the scientific simulation and visualization domain. This will include an
overview of the capabilities of the hardware platform itself and explain the modes that it can
currently be accessed within the Linux operating environment. Next, there will be an illustration of a
number of new and upcoming features within the OpenFOAM and ParaView HPC capable
platforms that were developed to take advantage of this new layer of memory with accompanying
evolutionary and practical results.

Programmatic Automation and Accessibility of Research Data Through Data Portals and
Gateways in the Exascale Era
Rachana Ananthakrishnan (University of Chicago, Globus)
In the exascale era, researchers are confronted with both enormous amounts of data and the
complexities of data-intensive research spanning institutions. Data management across
collaborations, and automation of data processing, including by bridging to various HPC systems, is
needed. So too are intuitive interfaces for researchers to interact with such systems to ensure
resources are well utilized.
Globus (www.globus.org), a research data management platform from the University of Chicago,
can address many of these complexities, allowing research teams with web applications or science
gateways to integrate with the platform seamlessly. In this session, we will highlight a joint effort
between Globus and Argonne Leadership Computing Facility called Petrel, that provides a system
for discovery and access of large scale data, with an intuitive portal interface. We’ll discuss the
Globus platform capabilities for data management, and integration with data processing pipelines,
that are used in Petrel.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Datacenter Cooling and Monitoring
Session Description:

Thermal Management of HPC Hardware Architectures via Immersion Cooling
Brian Niehoff (Samtec Inc.)
As computing power continues to increase, air cooled systems can not meet current thermal
requirements for HPC hardware systems. Power consumption, space and performance all must be
considered during system design. Immersion cooling is a fast-growing solution to economically
combat system heat, noise, power consumption and compute density. In this presentation, Samtec
will discuss both novel immersion cooling techniques and observed results from testing across its
interconnect product portfolio.

XDMoD Demonstration: Basic Features and New Additions
Robert L. DeLeon (University at Buffalo, Center for Computational Research), Joseph P. White
(University at Buffalo, Center for Computational Research)
XDMoD is an NSF-funded comprehensive resource management tool designed to provide XSEDE
HPC center personnel and leadership with the ability to obtain detailed operational metrics of HPC
systems, coupled with an extensive analytical capability. This allows users to optimize performance
at the system and job level, ensure quality of service and provide accurate data to guide system
upgrades and acquisitions. The original project to monitor HPC resource utilization has been
expanded to integrate XDMoD with the OnDemand utility, to develop a federated version of Open
XDMoD in which the utilization from multiple clusters or resources can be grouped together to
present an integrated view and to integrate XDMoD with the newly developed ColdFront allocation
utility. During a brief overview of XDMoD, both basic capabilities and new ones will be introduced.
We will introduce the user to the core features of XDMoD in a live demonstration.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

HPC Deployment and Integration
Session Description:
Advanced Computing Technologies Boosting Life Sciences Breakthroughs
Natalia Jiménez Lozano (Atos)
In this session, we will walk through different use cases of high-performance computing and
quantum simulation in several areas of Life Sciences: structural biology, human, animal and plant
genomics and drug development. We will briefly explain the challenges that our collaborative
organizations (research centers, hospitals, pharma/biotech) are facing and how technologies have
enabled them to achieve scientific excellence. We will outline the co-creation process that we have

followed together to turn technologies in breakthroughs, generating tangible impact in society.
The 1st case study will explain how the hybridization of AI and HPC technologies are the perfect
blend to refine the structure of the SARS-Cov-2 spike protein reaching to a high-resolution 3D
model that allows a better understanding of the mechanisms of infection. In the 2nd case in
genomics, we will elaborate our one-decade collaboration in optimizing the HPC architecture for the
second largest center in Europe in terms of sequencing capabilities. Furthermore, HPC usage will
also be illustrated in terms of accelerating the implementation of precision medicine with an
overview of our activities in the healthcare domain. Obviously, as a gaming-changing revolution of
HPC, quantum simulation will be discussed as a powerful tool to improve the clinical trials
processes.

Managing Complexity in the New Era of HPC
Bill Wagner (Bright Computing Inc)
In this session, Bright CEO, Bill Wagner will discuss how the HPC industry has entered a new era of
change over the past few years and the many challenges organizations face along their HPC
journeys. With new emerging technologies in cloud, edge, data analytics, and machine learning,
HPC has given rise to a broadening set of commercial use cases that are demanding the adoption
of HPC by companies everywhere. While HPC has given commercial users a powerful set of new
tools that drive innovation, it has also introduced a variety of challenges, including increased
infrastructure costs, technical complexities associated with new technologies, and a lack of HPC
know-how required to navigate underpinning technologies. Join us for a deep dive into the
challenges in HPC and the solutions offered that are democratizing access to this technology for a
whole new set of users.

Fostering the Next Generation of HPC
Gilad Shainer (HPC-AI Advisory Council), Brian Sparks (HPC-AI Advisory Council)
Founded in 2008, the HPC-AI Advisory Council is a for community benefit organization with over
400 members (including leading universities, government laboratories and companies around the
world) committed to bridging high-performance computing and artificial intelligence use and
potential. The organization helps bringing these beneficial capabilities to new users to support
improved research, education, innovation and development, and providing users with the expertise,
tools and techniques to integrate, optimize and run complex parallel computing applications,
products and platforms.
The Council manages two university based competitions a year, including the ISC student cluster

competition and the APAC HPC-AI competition, and supporting other competitions such SC,
South-Africa and China. The council runs HPC courses at various universities and conducts five
conferences annually around the world.
The council operates a cluster center, for conducting its research activities, as well as providing free
of charge access for the HPC community for research, development, and benchmarking

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

HPC Programming Tools and Approaches
Session Description:
Advanced Techniques for Debugging Hybrid MPI/OpenMP Applications
Bill Burns (Perforce Software Inc)
Debugging and dynamically analyzing HPC applications using MPI and OpenMP technologies can
be a challenge. Dealing with issues of scale, understanding the flow of execution across processes
and threads, debugging application data and debugging on a remote cluster create many
challenges for developers.
This interactive session highlights different techniques for debugging complex hybrid applications,
including how to efficiently debug your applications remotely. You will learn: the latest OpenMP
debugging advancements, how to efficiently debug hybrid applications built with MPI and OpenMP
technologies, how to easily establish secure remote debugging sessions, how to debug applications
using CUDA and running on NVIDIA GPUs, and how to find problems in your code using reverse
debugging, memory debugging and batch debugging.
Learning how the TotalView HPC debugger helps in these areas will enable you to understand your
code faster, find bugs in your code more quickly and improve the quality of your code.

Accelerating Code Development with Intel OneAPI on Intel XPUs
David Martin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Thomas Steinke (Zuse Institute Berlin), Joe
Curley (Intel Corporation), Colleen Bertoni (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Bethany Lusch
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

This session, organized by the Intel eXtreme Performance Computing Users Group (IXPUG), will
focus on highlighting and encouraging community activities to prepare for the use of Intel XPUs
(GPUs, FPGAs) in large systems. Programming for heterogeneous platforms containing XPUs
within the Intel oneAPI programming framework is the central topic. This builds on IXPUG
community work in preparing codes for parallelism on Intel CPUs and Xe devices. Through invited
talks and open discussion, the BoF will provide a forum for researchers, code developers, HPC
center staff and industry experts to share early experiences with oneAPI on existing and preproduct GPUs.
David Martin will open with a one-minute welcome, Thomas Steinke will give an IXPUG overview
for two minutes. The oneAPI initiative will be presented by Joe Curley over ten minutes and Colleen
Bertoni and Bethany Lusch will take seven minutes and discuss oneAPI for Aurora and Science
Drivers. Finally, there will be ten minutes for a live Q&A with all four presenters.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Artificial Intelligence and HPC
Session Description:
Pushing the Boundaries of HPC with the Integration of AI
Marshall Choy (SambaNova Systems Inc)
As the market for high-performance computing continues to heat up there are constraints caused
by the limited processing speed capacity of GPUs. Higher-resolution image processing requires
massive computational capabilities making HPC challenging and costly for even the most innovative
companies to succeed.
SambaNova Systems has pioneered the ability to liberate organizations from the limitations of their
legacy solutions; providing the core datacenter infrastructure to quickly build and deploy AI
technologies at scale. Developers can run a 100-billion parameter model with ease, and enable
high-performance processing of complex structures such as high-resolution images, pushing
computer vision boundaries far beyond 4k.
Marshall Choy, Vice President of Product at SambaNova Systems, will deliver a technical deep-dive
showcasing this groundbreaking technology: SambaNova Systems DataScale. He will highlight use
cases of the integrated software and hardware platform architected using SambaNova’s
Reconfigurable Dataflow Architecture; an accelerated computing architecture designed to efficiently
execute a broad range of AI and HPC applications.

Accelerating Discoveries Now: Building the HPC and AI Supercomputer of the Future, Today
Gilad Shainer (Nvidia Corporation), Marc Hamilton (Nvidia Corporation)
High-performance computing and artificial intelligence are the most essential tools fueling the
advancement of science. NVIDIA GPU and networking technologies are the engine of the modern
HPC data center, delivering breakthrough performance with fewer servers and resulting in faster
insights and dramatically lower costs. Over 700 GPU-accelerated applications in a broad range of
domains are optimized for GPUs, including all 15 of the top 15 HPC applications and every major
deep learning framework.
Mellanox HDR InfiniBand enables extremely low latencies and high data throughput, and includes
high-value features such as smart in-network computing acceleration engines via Scalable
Hierarchical Aggregation and Reduction Protocol (SHARP) technology, high network resiliency
through SHIELD’s self-healing network capabilities, MPI offloads, enhanced congestion control and
adaptive routing characteristics.
These capabilities deliver leading performance and scalability for compute and data-intensive
applications, and a dramatic boost in throughput and cost savings, paving the way to scientific
discovery.

WekaFS for HPC and AI Converging Pipelines
Shimon Ben-David (WekaIO Ltd)
This introduction is to the WekaFS scale out parallel file system data and metadata distribution.
WekaFS uses commodity servers without specialized hardware to create a parallel file system that
provides the fastest throughput, IOPS, metadata and low latency required for today's converging
HPC and AI worlds. Winner of the SC19 IO500 Award, the system scales data and metadata
across any increasing number of nodes without the need of a centralized metadata server (which
creates a hotspot), and is designed to scale to exabytes. The system protects the data across
storage nodes as well as providing predictable scalable performance, in flight and at rest encryption,
in flight data correctness and self healing. It also has the ability to snapshot and expand the name
space between flash and S3, and provide backup and DR to HPC and AI environments that contain
billions of files. WekaFS can be used with on-prem systems or in the cloud.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

HPC Storage and File Systems

Session Description:
End the Tyranny of Tiers with Redefined Flash Economics
Jeff Denworth (VAST Data Inc)
Storage users have built, managed and sworn at multi-tiered storage infrastructures for the past 30
years, based on the assumption that they thereby minimize their total storage expenditure.
Advances in storage technology including NVMe over Fabrics, QLC flash and 3D XPoint combine
with software advances from containers, advanced erasure codes and revolutionary fine-grained
global data reduction to bring flash storage to a price that challenges this assumption.
This session will explain how VAST’s DASE (Disaggregated Shared Everything) architecture
combines these technology advances into a scale-out file and object storage system that delivers
the performance HPC centers require for scratch and home directories at a cost that allows its
usage for their less active data as well. We will also review experience from the field in the form of
benchmarks and customer case studies in the most demanding HPC environments.

Rethinking Tiering with a Focus on Performance Rather than Just Cost
Curtis Anderson (Panasas Inc)
Current HPC storage tiering architectures are all about managing costs rather than optimizing
overall performance. We will explore a new single-tier architecture from Panasas with the same
total SSD and HDD capacities as a typical tiered environment but that, by some measures, results in
a 6x better price to performance ratio. The building blocks are the same but the architecture results
in better performance.
Here’s an example of some insights from the work. Assume a 10PB effective capacity cold tier
using triple replication that is made up of 3000 HDDs of 10TB each. Each HDD can deliver over
150MB/s when doing sequential transfers. That cold tier hardware can deliver half a TB per second,
if used effectively. The challenges are that cold tier HDDs are not directly accessible to the
application, and conventional wisdom offers no way of ensuring they see only large sequential
transfers. This work describes how those issues can be overcome.

Intelligent Infrastructure for AI, Analytics, and HPC Storage
Kurt Kuckein (DataDirect Networks (DDN))
Dedicated infrastructure for data-intensive use cases can give organizations an advantage over
their competitors by accelerating insight and supplying a stable and scalable platform for growth

with more efficiency, for a far greater ROI. This presentation will discuss key considerations for AI,
analytics and HPC workloads based on DDN’s extensive experience and customer use cases. It will
also cover the most recently released features from DDN to make data analysis more efficient and
cost-effective. The demand for solutions to support ever-growing and more complex datasets is
met by DDN with performance, scale, flexibility and our unique expertise. Learn why DDN is the
trusted provider to the most data-intensive customers worldwide with solutions for on-premises,
hybrid or multi-cloud environments.

Exhibits
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Exhibits
Session Description:
Exhibits
SC20 will feature virtual Exhibits with exhibitor presentations, video and chat interactions, and
exhibitor giveaways. Please visit the virtual Exhibits at https://bit.ly/3ekNabB.

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Exhibits
Session Description:
Exhibits
SC20 will feature virtual Exhibits with exhibitor presentations, video and chat interactions, and
exhibitor giveaways. Please visit the virtual Exhibits at https://bit.ly/3ekNabB.

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Exhibits

Session Description:
Exhibits
SC20 will feature virtual Exhibits with exhibitor presentations, video and chat interactions, and
exhibitor giveaways. Please visit the virtual Exhibits at https://bit.ly/3ekNabB.

Invited Talk
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Post von Neumann Architectures
Session Description:
The Future of AI and HPC: Neuromorphic Computing and Neural Accelerators
Catherine Schuman (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
The rise of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning applications in computing, the end of
Dennard scaling and the looming end of Moore's law have driven the computing community to
investigate new types of computer hardware targeted specifically at AI and machine learning
computation. Two new types of computers in this class of hardware, neural accelerators and
neuromorphic computers, have seen a rise in popularity in recent years. Neural accelerators like
Google's TPU have focused primarily on accelerating today's deep learning computation, while
neuromorphic computers like Intel's Loihi take a more brain-inspired approach and look to the future
of AI and machine learning computation. These new types of computer hardware offer significant
advantages over traditional computing approaches, including accelerated neural network-style
computation and significantly more energy efficiency. This talk will introduce the fundamental
computing concepts of these two new types of computer hardware, highlight some of the initial
performance results of these systems and discuss how each type of system will fit into the future
landscape of HPC.

Data-Centric Architecture of a Weather and Climate Accelerator
Ronald P. Luijten (Data Motion Architecture & Services GmbH)
Ronald spent a one-year sabbatical at ETH CSCS in 2019 working with the team that implemented
COSMO in Gridtools for the Swiss weather prediction production. Here he architected a non-Von
Neumann accelerator for stencils on regular grids targeting weather and climate simulations. This
presentation shows how a co-design approach to a data centric design achieved the maximum
performance, limited only by the accelerator memory BW of the HBM DRAM bus. A novel CGRA

(Course Grain Reconfigurable Array) layout that reflects the grid points in the physical world is used
to achieve this. This approach avoids the automatic caching mechanisms of CPUs and GPUs that
limit achieving maximum performance. Three pragmas were used: grid point data may only be read
once from HBM for an entire 3D grid sweep (stencil calculation), all data transferred over the HBM
bus must be used in a calculation (i.e., cannot be evicted from cache before use) and HBM bus must
run continually at sustained peak bandwidth.
The achieved performance for two stencil benchmarks and CGRA results will be shown, as well as
next steps for this project.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Responsible Application of HPC
Session Description:
Trustworthy Computational Evidence Through Transparency and Reproducibility
Lorena A. Barba (George Washington University)
Many high-performance computing applications are of high consequence to society. Global climate
modeling is an historic example of this. In 2020, the societal issue of greatest concern, the stillraging COVID-19 pandemic, saw a legion of computational scientists turn their endeavors to new
research projects in this direction. Applications of such high consequence highlight the requirement
of building trustworthy computational models. Emphasizing transparency and reproducibility have
helped us build more trust in computational findings. In the context of supercomputing, however,
we may ask: how do we trust results from computations that cannot be repeated? Access to
supercomputers is limited, allocations are finite and machines are decommissioned after a few
years. I had the distinction to serve as SC19 Reproducibility Chair, and contribute to the
strengthening of this initiative for SC. I was also a member of the National Academies study
Committee on Replicability and Reproducibility in Science, which released its report last year. There,
reproducibility is defined as "obtaining consistent computational results using the same input data,
computational steps, methods, code and conditions of analysis." We should ask how this can be
ensured, certified even, without exercising the original digital artifacts. This is often the situation in
HPC. It is compounded now with greater adoption of machine learning techniques, which can be
opaque. The ACM in 2017 issued the Statement on Algorithmic Transparency and Accountability,
targeting algorithmic decision-making using data models. Among its seven principles, it calls for
data provenance, auditability, validation and testing. These principles can be applied not only to
data models, but to HPC in general. In this talk, I want to discuss the next steps for reproducibility:
how we may adapt our practice to achieve what I call unimpeachable provenance, and achieve full

auditability and accountability of scientific evidence produced via computation.

Satellite Tree Enumeration Outside of Forests at the Fifty Centimeter Scale
Compton Tucker (NASA)
A large proportion of trees grows isolated outside of forests and is not well documented. These
non-forest trees play a crucial role in biodiversity, carbon storage, food resources and shelter for
humans and animals. We have enumerated the crown size of individual trees greater than three
square meters in a land area spanning ten million square kilometers from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Red Sea in the West African Sahara, Sahel, in sub-humid zones using sub-meter satellite imagery,
high-performance computing and deep learning. We enumerated over 14 billion isolated trees, or
140 trees/ha, with a median crown size of 12 square meters along a rainfall gradient from zero to
1000 mm. The canopy cover increases from near zero in hyper-arid zones to 9.9 trees/ha in the arid
zone, to 30.1 trees/ha in the semi-arid Sahelian zone, to 470 trees/ha in the sub-humid zone.
Although the overall tree cover is low, the unexpected higher density of isolated trees challenges
prevailing narratives about dryland desertification, where even the desert showed a surprisingly
higher tree density than previously thought. Our machine learning approach using highperformance computing enables enumeration of isolated trees globally to identify localized areas of
degradation and to quantify the role of isolated trees in the global carbon cycle.

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

HPC and AI and HPC Iterative Process
Session Description:
The Re-invention of Accelerated Computing for AI
Simon Knowles (Graphcore)
High-performance computing is changing rapidly in response to multiple forces. The first is the
break-out of intelligence (AI) as a workload of great commercial value which can productively
harness enormous computation. The second is the end of silicon scaling, or the beginning of the era
of power-limited computing. These two invoke a third; the need for meta-programming
environments which can capture learning processes and express massive heterogeneous
parallelism. The Intelligence Processor (IPU) is an architectural outline which responds to these
forces; a reinvention of accelerated computing from the ground up. This talk will describe and justify

the architecture of Graphcore's evolved "Colossus" IPU, and illustrate its value in real applications.

Can We Build a Virtuous Cycle Between Machine Learning and HPC?
Cliff Young (Google LLC)
Machine learning (ML) draws on many HPC components; AlexNet was enabled by GPUs, and GPUbased MLPerf submissions connect data replicas using Infiniband. In other ways, it feels like HPC
and ML are diverging. Just a handful of the current ML startups are considering HPC applications.
Google's TPUs use a proprietary interconnect and a limited set of collective operations. Many
HPC codes are written for double precision; ML machines reach for peta-ops of low-precision
floating-point. Programming stacks are very different, with rare commonality (Horovod integrates
MPI into TensorFlow). Can we construct a better, virtuous cycle between ML and HPC? In this talk
I'll examine the opportunities for parallelization, mixed precision and new algorithms (particularly
sparsity) in uniting the two fields and solving common problems.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Post Moore's Law Devices
Session Description:
Future of Computing in the So-Called “Post Moore’s Law Era”
Shekhar Borkar (Qualcomm Inc)
The speculated ending of Moore’s Law has created fear in the community. In the past few decades,
the ending has been predicted on numerous occasions; namely, whenever a new daunting
challenge was encountered. Is it really ending soon? We hope not, but it’s a self-fulfilling prophecy;
it will end for those who believe the ending is nigh, and can cause them to give up! This talk will
revisit these historic predictions and their validity, the state and maturity of emerging devices in the
context of the continuation of Moore’s Law, and more importantly, the largely ignored, promising
system-level opportunities and innovations intended to further Moore’s Law, as well as how to
continue to deliver unprecedented compute performance for years to come.

HPC After Moore's Law
Tom Conte (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Depending on how you define it, Moore's Law has ended, is about to end, or will virtually never

end. Regardless of the definition, it's clear that we are in the midst of a period of significant change
in computer architectures. Riding the semiconductor innovation curve is a distant memory. But
what comes next? Yes, the hype over the non-von Neumann computation approaches of
neuromorphic and quantum computing has reached new heights. But are there other approaches
on the horizon? If so, what are they? How much will they disrupt current algorithms and software
infrastructures?
In 2013, along with Elie Track, I co-founded the IEEE Rebooting Computing Initiative (RCI). Since
that time, the initiative has held invitational blue sky sessions, open panels and, since 2016, an open
conference series (the International Conference on Rebooting Computing). Throughout this journey,
we've heard discussion covering the spectrum from doom-and-gloom to promising predictions for
the future of HPC. This talk will review the road ahead, as seen from the IEEE RCI perspective, and
suggest some promising technologies on which to keep a close eye.

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Extinction Rebellion
Session Description:
Fighting the Extinction Crisis with Data
Dalia A. Conde Ovando (Species360, University of Southern Denmark)
One of humanity’s greatest challenges is biodiversity loss, as identified by the World Economic
Forum 2020. One million species are threatened with extinction as a result of unprecedented global
declines, as assessed by the IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services), imperiling the foundations of our planet’s ecosystems, and thus our
livelihoods, food security, health and ultimately our economies. The design and implementation of
species conservation strategies rely on directly accessing and analyzing high variety and volumes of
information such as species’ genetics, habitat, threats, legislation, climate impacts and human use.
Despite promising advances in open data, with HPC technologies we are still struggling to provide
essential analytics for effective decision-making to secure the survival of threatened species. In this
keynote talk, Prof. Dalia Conde will introduce the Species Knowledge Index initiative which aims to
map, quantify, analyze and disseminate species information to policymakers and conservation
practitioners globally. By mapping information and generating development platforms, workflows
and storage among open biodiversity repositories, she will outline how the application of
computational methods is essential and urgently needed to move toward a healthier planet.

Augmenting a Sea of Data with Dynamics: The Global Ocean State Estimation Problem
Patrick Heimbach (University of Texas)
Climate change is fundamentally ocean change. The ocean absorbs more than 90% of the Earth’s
radiative imbalance and about 30% of anthropogenic CO_2 emissions, leading to ocean warming
and acidification. Because of the formidable challenge of observing the full-depth global ocean
circulation in its spatial detail and the many time scales of oceanic motions, numerical simulations
play an essential role in quantifying patterns of climate variability and change. For the same reason,
predictive capabilities are confounded by the high-dimensional space of uncertain inputs required to
perform such simulations (initial conditions, model parameters and external forcings). Inverse
methods optimally extract and blend information from observations and models. Parameter and
state estimation, in particular, enable rigorously calibrated and initialized predictive models to
optimally learn from sparse, heterogeneous data while satisfying fundamental equations of motion.
A key enabling computational approach is the use of adjoint methods for solving a nonlinear leastsquares optimization problem and the use of algorithmic differentiation for generating and
maintaining derivative codes alongside a state-of-the-art ocean general circulation model. Emerging
capabilities are the uncertainty propagation from the observations through the model to key oceanic
metrics such as equator-to-pole oceanic mass and heat transport. Also of increasing interest is the
application of optimal experimental design methods for developing effective observing systems. We
argue that methods that are being developed in computational science and engineering at the
interface of predictive data science, in particular those that are scalable to real-world problems,
remain under-utilized in ocean climate modeling. Realizing their full potential involves considerable
practical hurdles in the context of high-performance computing, but it is indispensable for
advancing simulation-based contributions as we enter the UN Decade of Ocean Science for
Sustainable Development.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Quantum Futures
Session Description:
Quantum Futures: Quantum Computing in the NISQ Era
Goeran Wendin (Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden; Deptartment of Microtechnology
and Nanoscience)
During the last 20 years, quantum computing has progressed from physical experimentation to
engineering and prototyping. It is now possible to run real-world applications for optimization and

quantum chemistry on small superconducting and ion trap quantum processors with around 50
qubits, and roadmaps point toward 1000 qubits in less than 5 years. Since we live in the era of
noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices, however, coherence times are limited. This
means that the depth of quantum circuits and the length of computations are necessarily severely
limited. In the NISQ era the challenge is therefore to substantially improve coherence times, so that
the entire qubit register can become entangled and read out before the game is over. In this talk we
will briefly describe the present status and near-future plans for quantum processing units (QPU)
and integration with HPC. We will then discuss the status of quantum software and describe
results of quantum simulation on HPC and computations on real QPU hardware.

Building Google's Quantum Computer
Marissa Giustina (Google LLC)
The Google Quantum AI team develops chip-based circuitry with which one can interact (control
and read out) and which behaves reliably according to a simple quantum model. Such quantum
hardware holds promise as a platform for tackling problems intractable to classical computing
hardware. While the demonstration of a universal, fault-tolerant, quantum computer remains a goal
for the future, the circuitry has informed the design of a prototype with which we have recently
controlled a quantum system of unprecedented scale. This talk introduces Google’s quantum
computing effort from both hardware and quantum-information perspectives, including an overview
of recent technological developments and some perspectives for the future.

Job Posting
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Monday, November 9th
9:00 am - 8:00 pm

Job Fair
Session Description:
538610BR - Linux/UNIX System Admin College Hire 2021
Company: Lockheed Martin, Space (location: Herndon, VA)
Position: Internship
Looking for a career with purpose? One that challenges your mind, grows your skills and contributes
to our Nation’s most critical missions? Do you pride yourself on solving problems that others think
are impossible? If you answered yes to these questions, then we would like you to join Lockheed
Martin's Space Mission Solutions, Engineering Team! Mission Solutions develops, delivers, and
operates affordable engineering and sustainment solutions for commercial, military and intelligence
users across the globe. These mission critical efforts include development of innovative enterprise,
cloud and application-based solutions for mission management, command and control, collection
orchestration and tasking, processing, data analysis and analytics along with premier operations
and sustainment capabilities of space- based programs in support of national security.
Establishes functional and technical specifications and standards, solves hardware/software
interface problems, defines input/output parameters, and ensures integration of the entire system or
subsystem. Reviews, evaluates and derives requirements for testability, develops and directs
preparation and execution of comprehensive test plans, procedures and schedules for complete
systems and/or subsystems. Coordinates subsystem and/or system testing activities with programs
and other organizations. Performs analysis of test results and prepares comprehensive subsystem
and/or system level evaluation reports which verify and validate system performance at the CI level.
Writes discrepancy reports and performs integration regression testing to verify/validate
incorporated fixes to software, components, subsystems and systems.
Work Location will be in the Springfield / Herndon area in Virginia Applicants selected will be
subject to a government security investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for access to

classified information. Ability to obtain a TS/SCI Clearance required for this role.
Basic Qualifications: This position is for a full-time college entry level spring/summer 2021 start
date. - In order to provide ample time for the current government security process, we are excited to
offer spring/summer 2021 full-time positions! - Acceptable degree programs will include only
science and technology related programs such as Computer Science, Computer Engineering,
Electrical Engineering, Physics ,Mathematics, or related disciplines, etc. - Applicants selected will be
subject to a government security investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for access to
classified information, including US Citizenship. - Work Location will be in the Springfield / Herndon
area in Virginia. Experience with in shell scripting with languages such as Python, or Perl, or Korn, or
Bourne/Bash. - Experience with Linux/Unix operating systems; building and hardening Familiarization with revision control software (e.g. CVS, SVN, Git). - Familiarization with a variety of
build/install tools (e.g. CMake, Makefile, autoconf). - Ability to analyze, debug and maintain the
integrity of an existing code base.
Desired skills : - SE Linux experience: configuration and policy. - Experience with applying patches
and building custom kernels as required to implement functionality or address security concerns. Solid understanding of the software development process including requirements, use cases,
design, coding, documentation and testing of scalable, distributed applications in a Linux
environment. - Excellent communication and people skills. - Excellent time management and
organizational skills. - Strong attention to detail. - Good organization skills to balance and prioritize
work, and ability to multitask

538567BR - HPC Software Engineer College Hire 2021
Company: Lockheed Martin (location: Herndon & Springfield, VA)
Position: Internship
At the dawn of a new space age, Lockheed Martin is a pioneer, partner, innovator and builder. Our
amazing men and women are on a mission to make a difference in the world and every day we use
our unique skills and experiences to create, design and build solutions to some of the worlds’
hardest engineering problems. Our culture encourages employees to dream big, perform with
excellence and create incredible products. We provide the resources, inspiration and focus and if
you have the passion and courage to dream big, we want to build a better tomorrow with you.
Looking for a career with purpose? One that challenges your mind, grows your skills and contributes
to our Nation’s most critical missions? Do you pride yourself on solving problems that others think
are impossible? If you answered yes to these questions, then we would like you to join Lockheed
Martin's Space Mission Solutions & Operations Engineering Team. Mission Solutions develops,
delivers, and operates affordable engineering and sustainment solutions for commercial, military
and intelligence users across the globe. These mission critical efforts include development of

creative enterprise, cloud and application-based solutions for mission management, command and
control, collection orchestration and tasking, processing, data analysis and analytics along with
premier operations and sustainment capabilities of space- based programs in support of national
security. What does this role look like? This position is for a new college graduate in summer of
2021. In order to be successful in this role, you will have training (working toward a BS) in a science
or technology related discipline and experience in at least one of these skill or computer language
areas: C, C++, C#, Java, XML, Windows, .NET, and LINUX/UNIX, FORTRAN system software and
scripting development, Java programming, web development, System analysis, System design,
Software Design, Software Development and Implementation, Software Test.
You must be a US citizen and if selected, you will be subject to a government security investigation.
Ability to obtain a security clearance required for this role
Basic Qualifications : This position is for a full-time college entry level spring/summer 2020 start
date. In order to provide ample time for the current government security process, we are excited to
offer spring/summer 2021 full-time positions! Acceptable degree programs will include only science
and technology related programs such as Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Physics ,Mathematics, or related disciplines, etc. Applicants selected will be subject to
a government security investigation and must meet eligibility requirements for access to classified
information, including US Citizenship. Work Location will be in the Springfield / Herndon area in
Virginia.
Desired skills : Education driving toward Bachelors in computational mathematics or Physics.
Proficiency with one or more of the following software languages: Fortran, C, Python, Matlab,
Compilers, etc Familiarity with High Performance Computing Candidate will have knowledge of
basic software practices such as coding standards, unit testing and configuration management.
Good communication skills. Strong team player. Candidate will work in a team environment utilizing
software methodologies and processes. Familiarity with Agile Development Process a plus. Strong
communication skills a results oriented team player, creative thinker and problem-solver and follow
all ethical standards of the Lockheed Martin Corporation

HPC Engineer
Company: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (location: Oak Ridge, TN)
Position: Full Time
The Organization
The National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) is responsible for providing computational resources at extreme scales for science. NCCS is

home to some of the fastest supercomputers and storage systems in the world, e.g., the 27
petaflops Titan system, the 200 petaflops Summit system, the 250 petabytes GPFS-based Alpine
parallel file system, and the disk/tape HPSS archival storage system. NCCS serves multiple
agencies including DOE, NOAA, and the Air Force. This team also supports the Compute and Data
Environment for Science (CADES), which is a big-data facility within NCCS for ORNL staff and their
collaborators.
The Team
The NCCS User Assistance and Outreach (UAO) Group provides Level I and Level II high
performance computing (HPC) technical support to research teams, generates documentation
about NCCS systems, and develops and delivers training to users of these systems. NCCS staff
members are also responsible for developing tools and technical solutions for users of these
systems. NCCS User Assistant specialists also serve as ambassadors for users of these systems
and the rest of the organization.
Major Duties/Responsibilities:
The role comprises the following primary functions:
Take technical ownership of user reported problems and provide hands-on support for scientific
applications and libraries and users of high performance computing systems and clusters. Compile
and debug large science and engineering applications. Identify and resolve system-level bugs in
conjunction with other technical staff. Work with vendors to resolve issues and implement changes
as necessary. Install third-party software applications and tools and provide documentation for
usage. Develop and execute system tests to ensure newly deployed systems can support user
workloads. Proactively ensure that users have up-to-date information about the system, including
any changes and their impact on the users. HPC User Support staff are very involved in researching
and developing documentation and reference material during system early-use and upgrade
phases, as well as maintaining them throughout system operation. Participate in the development,
maintenance, and delivery of training and outreach materials to users. Respond to general
administrative questions (e.g., system status, requests for accessor special accommodation, etc)
Implement special projects as requested (e.g., metrics, cyber security, policy discussions). Basic
Qualifications:
A Bachelor’s degree in computer science or related field and 2+ years of relevant experience. 1+
years of experience providing user support Requires practical experience with multiple
programming languages and technologies including several of the following: Fortran C C++ Perl
Python Shell scripting (e.g., bash, ksh, etc.) in a Linux or Unix environment Preferred Qualifications:

Experience building and installing scientific software and other 3rd party software applications on
HPC systems Experience with HPC schedulers and resource managers Experience executing
scientific software on HPC systems Experience writing user documentation Experience developing
and delivering training for users Strong technical and analytical skills Strong verbal and written
communication skills Maintains the highest level of professionalism at all times when interacting
with internal and external customers Demonstrates a high-energy, positive attitude and
commitment to quality customer service Contributes to a positive team environment within the
center by demonstrating a strong work ethic, effectively communicating with others, and proactively
anticipating center and user needs Experience coordinating and running support teams
Understanding of the requirements of a DOE, DoD, and/or NSF HPC center
Special Requirement:
This position requires access to technology that is subject to export control requirements.
Successful candidates must be qualified for such access without an export control license.
Relocation: Moving can be overwhelming and expensive. UT-Battelle offers a generous relocation
package to ease the transition process. Domestic and international relocation assistance is available
for certain positions. If invited to interview, be sure to ask your Recruiter (Talent Acquisition Partner)
for details.
For more information about our benefits, working here, and living here, visit the “About” tab at
jobs.ornl.gov.
ORNL is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants, including individuals with
disabilities and protected veterans, are encouraged to apply. UT-Battelle is an E-Verify employer.

Post Doctoral Research Associate
Company: University of Tennessee ICL (location: Knoxville)
Position: Postdoctoral
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville’s Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL) is seeking full-time
Post Doctoral researchers in several areas of high-performance computing (HPC), including: (1)
Distributed Computing; (2) Performance Measurement and Modeling; and (3) Numerical Linear
Algebra. ICL is directed by Jack Dongarra, Distinguished Professor of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Prospective researchers will work in a team-based, deadline-driven environment with the
opportunity to: (1) participate in the design, development, and maintenance of software libraries and

programming environments for large, distributed-memory hybrid machines; (2) extend and harden
the performance monitoring capabilities of ICL’s software for new and advanced hardware and
software technologies; or (3) develop and maintain numerical software libraries for solving linear
algebra problems on hybrid machines with multi-core processors and hardware accelerators.
The prospective researcher will co-author papers to document research findings, present the team’s
work at conferences and workshops, and help lead students and other team members in the lab’s
multiple research and development efforts, which are supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Exascale Computing Project and the National Science Foundation.
Education Requirements: PhD in Computer Science, a computational science, or related field with
demonstrable background in: applied mathematics; HPC; computer architectures and parallel
processing; or distributed, multi-core, and GPU computing.
Experience Required: A successful candidate will have a background in one or more of the following
areas: (1) Distributed Computing – some background in HPC, resilience, programming models, and
network and parallel algorithms. (2) Performance Measurement and Modeling – technical
experience in system software, parallel computing, scientific applications, and low-level libraries;
prior experience and expertise with systems programming, benchmarking, performance analysis
toolkits, C, C++, and Fortran are also desired; significant experience developing large software
systems is a plus. (3) Numerical Linear Algebra – background in applied mathematics; technical
experience in parallel computing, distributed computing, and multithreading; familiarity with
numerical software libraries; and experience with GPU computing and mathematical software.
Required Job Skills: The ideal candidate will have extensive knowledge of programming techniques;
strong low-level system programming abilities; high proficiency in C/C++; a basic understanding of
Fortran; familiarity with numerical software, modern MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA; excellent
communication skills; and a strong publication record.
For consideration, submit CV and contact information for three references.

Research Scientist I
Company: University of Tennessee ICL (location: Knoxville)
Position: Full Time
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville’s Innovative Computing Laboratory (ICL) is seeking full-time
Research Scientist I candidates in one of several areas of high-performance computing (HPC),
including: (1) Distributed Computing; (2) Performance Measurement and Modeling; and (3)
Numerical Linear Algebra. ICL is directed by Jack Dongarra, Distinguished Professor of Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Prospective researchers will work in a team-based, deadline-driven environment to design and
implement research protocols: (1) in the design, development, and maintenance of software libraries
and programming environments for large, distributed-memory hybrid machines; (2) to extend and
harden the performance monitoring capabilities of ICL’s software for new and advanced hardware
and software technologies; or (3) to develop and maintain numerical software libraries for solving
linear algebra problems on hybrid machines with multi-core processors and hardware accelerators.
Prospective researchers will analyze, interpret results for sponsors, coauthor papers to document
research findings, present the team’s work at conferences and workshops, and help lead students
and other team members in the lab’s multiple research and development efforts, which are
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Exascale Computing Project and the National
Science Foundation.
Required Education: PhD in Computer Science, a computational science, or related field with
extensive experience in one of the following: applied mathematics; HPC; computer architectures
and parallel processing; or distributed, multi-core, and GPU computing.
Required Experience: A successful candidate will have an extensive experience in one or more of
the following areas: (1) Distributed Computing – HPC, resilience, programming models, and
network and parallel algorithms. (2) Performance Measurement and Modeling – technical
experience in system software, parallel computing, scientific applications, and low-level libraries;
prior experience and expertise with systems programming, benchmarking, performance analysis
toolkits, C, C++, and Fortran are also desired; significant experience developing large software
systems is a plus. (3) Numerical Linear Algebra – applied mathematics; technical experience in
parallel computing, distributed computing, and multithreading; experience with numerical software
libraries; and experience with GPU computing and mathematical software.
Required Job Skills: The ideal candidate will have extensive experience with designing, conducting,
and analyzing research projects including programming techniques; strong system programming
abilities; high proficiency in C/C++; a basic understanding of Fortran; familiarity with numerical
software, modern MPI, OpenMP, and CUDA; excellent communication skills; and a proven
publication record.
For consideration, submit CV and contact information for three references.

541056BR - HPC Software Engineer - Experienced Professional Opportunity
Company: Lockheed Martin (location: Herndon, VA)

Position: Full Time
At the dawn of a new space age, Lockheed Martin is a pioneer, partner, innovator and builder. Our
amazing men and women are on a mission to make a difference in the world and every day we use
our unique skills and experiences to create, design and build solutions to some of the worlds’
hardest engineering problems. Our culture encourages employees to dream big, perform with
excellence and create incredible products. We provide the resources, inspiration and focus and if
you have the passion and courage to dream big, we want to build a better tomorrow with you.
Looking for a career with purpose? One that challenges your mind, grows your skills and contributes
to our Nation’s most critical missions? Do you pride yourself on solving problems that others think
are impossible? If you answered yes to these questions, then we would like you to join Lockheed
Martin's Space Mission Solutions & Operations Engineering Team.
Mission Solutions develops, delivers, and operates affordable engineering and sustainment
solutions for commercial, military and intelligence users across the globe. These mission critical
efforts include development of creative enterprise, cloud and application-based solutions for
mission management, command and control, collection orchestration and tasking, processing, data
analysis and analytics along with premier operations and sustainment capabilities of space- based
programs in support of national security.
What does this role look like?
This position is for a mid-career level HPC Software Engineer that will work in a High Performance
Computing (HPC) Research and Development (R&D) customer contract.
You will be an active member of the Technical User Support (TUS) team, interacting with the team,
TUS team lead, program Chief Scientist, Customers, users, and site staff.
The TUS team is responsible for working with HPC users to achieve faster "time to science". You
will work closely with the users to port, optimize, and parallelize codes to the users’ requirements.
You are involved in system performance analysis through benchmarking, tuning libraries, and
generally focused on scientific modeling, numerical processes, and other scientific software issues.
You will investigate, analyze and make recommendations regarding user codes and other HPC
software issues.
This includes understanding best use practices needed to take full advantage of the program’s HPC
resources, research storage systems, and secure computing environment. You are also responsible
for helping users adapt to a production shared resource, its scheduling system, and its high
performance data storage systems.

An individual should have demonstrated his/her flexible, adaptive, problem-solving ability.
In order to be successful in this role, you will have a degree (BS) in a STEM related discipline with
solid mathematics and/or physics background and experience in some combination of modeling and
simulation, Fortran and/or C languages, Python, Korn, BASH, and/or Perl scripting, compilers,
software benchmarking, system analysis, algorithm and/or software design.
Ability to obtain a TS/SCI Clearance required for this role.
Basic Qualifications: • Bachelor's degree in STEM discipline Mathematics or Physics discipline
preferred • Around 5 years of experience developing system software in heterogeneous, multiplatform environments • Proficiency with Fortran, C, and/or C++ • Experience with one or more of
Python, BASH, Korn, and/or Perl • Basic software practices such as coding standards, unit testing
and configuration management • Strong ability to analyze, debug and maintain the integrity of an
existing code base • Solid understanding of the software development process including
requirements, use cases, design, coding, documentation and testing of scalable, distributed
applications in a Linux environment.
Desired Skills: • Strong communication skills a results-oriented team player, creative thinker and
problem-solver and follow all ethical standards of the Lockheed Martin Corporation. • Superior
programming skills and excellent attention to detail • Good organization skills to balance and
prioritize work, and ability to multitask • Ability to obtain security clearance TS//SCI • Familiarity
with High Performance Computing (HPC) environment and related technologies • Experience with
revision control software (CVS, SVN, Git) • Experience with a variety of build/install tools (e.g.
CMake, Makefile, autoconf) • Familiarity with Agile Development Process a plus • AI/ML/Neural
Networks experience

Slurm Support and Development Engineer
Company: Slurm / SchedMD (location: Utah or Remote)
Position: Full Time
SchedMD is looking for full time engineers and dev ops specialists to provide Level 3 support for the
Slurm Workload Manager. Diagnose, reproduce and fix bugs in Slurm. Add new functionality to
Slurm. Direct clients how to optimally configure Slurm.
Desired skills: Strong programming background, preferably including C. Experienced debugging
complex multi-threaded applications. Understanding of how to support HPC systems.
We highly encourage those with computer engineering, computer science, mechanical engineering

and dev ops backgrounds to apply.
For seasoned candidates there are options to work remotely inside and outside of the USA. For
other candidates this positions requires working from the main SchedMD office located in Lehi
Utah.
Send questions to jobs@schedmd.com

Kubernetes Platform Systems Engineer
Company: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (location: Oak Ridge, TN)
Position: Full Time
Overview:
The National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS) at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) is seeking highly qualified individuals to play a key role in improving the security,
performance, and reliability of the NCCS computing infrastructure. The NCCS is a leadership
computing facility providing high performance computing resources for tackling scientific grand
challenges.
The Team
The Platforms group is tasked with architecting and running our Kubernetes platform called Slate
which provides a service to NCCS users and staff to develop, manage, and deliver their own
applications that integrate with NCCS HPC resources.
We strive to provide the best Kubernetes service for both our internal staff as well as our scientific
users. We achieve this goal in part by dogfooding and we use Kubernetes to run all of our own
internal services we support. We have great opportunities to work with other staff helping them
develop their applications on the platform as well as working with our outstanding scientific
community as we bring Kubernetes to the HPC world.
We are at the intersection of container orchestration and HPC, come help us build the bridge.
About you
We are looking for an experienced systems engineer who can code and focus on customer success.
You handle infrastructure with code because automation lets you focus on the more difficult and
rewarding problems. You love collaboration with others and coming up with the best solution to the

problem. You enjoy and can pick up a new technology quickly. You love CI/CD and GitOps. You
probably have production experience with Kubernetes and Golang. You may have a GitHub account
with cool projects. You may have technical leadership experience.
Tools we use: Kubernetes, OpenShift, Helm, Prometheus, RHEL, GitLab CI, Terraform, Puppet,
Python, Golang
Responsibilities
Participate in an on-call rotation for off-hours support Keeping the Kubernetes platform reliable,
available and fast Architecting solutions to problems that improve the reliability, scalability,
performance and efficiency of our services Respond to, investigate, and fix service issues all the
way from bare metal through the OS to the application code Design, build, and maintain the
infrastructure we need to support the NCCS Work with our users to help them use Kubernetes
Write awesome documentation
Basic Qualifications:
A Bachelors degree in a scientific field and 2-4 years of relevant experience or equivalent
experience. At least four years experience as an SRE/Sysadmin/Systems engineer
Preferred Qualifications:
Experience with Kubernetes, OpenShift, Helm, Prometheus, RHEL, Puppet, Python, Golang
Special Requirements
Q or L clearance: This position requires the ability to obtain and maintain a clearance from the
Department of Energy. As such, this position is a Workplace Substance Abuse (WSAP) testing
designated position. WSAP positions require passing a pre-placement drug test and participation in
an ongoing random drug testing program.
Relocation: Moving can be overwhelming and expensive. UT-Battelle offers a generous relocation
package to ease the transition process. Domestic and international relocation assistance is available
for certain positions. If invited to interview, be sure to ask your Recruiter (Talent Acquisition Partner)
for details.
For more information about our benefits, working here, and living here, visit the “About” tab at
jobs.ornl.gov.

ORNL is an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants, including individuals with
disabilities and protected veterans, are encouraged to apply. UT-Battelle is an E-Verify employer.

Research Scientist: CFD on Exascale Architectures
Company: National Institute of Aerospace (location: Hampton, VA)
Position: Postdoctoral
NASA Langley Research Center and the National Institute of Aerospace are seeking candidates for
a Research Scientist to conduct research and development aimed at exascale-class computational
fluid dynamics simulations. The analysis and design of aerospace vehicles requires high-fidelity
simulations capturing broad ranges of temporal and spatial scales previously considered intractable
with the current class of petascale computing systems. A successful candidate is expected to
develop, implement, and demonstrate computationally-performant implementations of existing and
nascent algorithms at scale, targeting GPU-based High Performance Computing (HPC) systems
while retaining performance portability to CPU-based architectures.
The successful candidate will work as part of an interdisciplinary team of researchers at NIA, NASA,
and in academia to advance the capabilities of interest. Results of this work are expected to be
published in both conference proceedings and journal papers.
Primary Responsibilities:
- Develop, implement, and demonstrate optimal performance of computational kernels critical to
exascale-class simulations of aeronautics and space applications relevant to NASA missions Collaborate within a multidisciplinary team, leveraging GPU-based HPC systems and state of the
art programming models to realize a sustainable, performance-portable computational toolset for
next-generation CFD simulations
Requirements:
- MS in engineering, applied mathematics, computer science, physics, or equivalent, with strong
background in HPC and computational science for large-scale applications. - Demonstrated
experience in GPU programming techniques for real-world applications; ability to achieve and
demonstrate optimal performance for both memory and compute-bound motifs. - A desire to
quickly learn and apply new paradigms relevant to current and emerging architectures, and an
eagerness to work in a team environment. - Ability to successfully complete a background
investigation required to obtain a NASA badge. - US citizenship or permanent resident status is a
bona fide requirement.

Desired Skills:
- PhD preferred. - Previous experience targeting performance portability and the use of
programming abstraction models - Previous experience working with unstructured grids and
implicit solution techniques - Knowledge of fluid mechanics, numerical methods, and/or physical
modeling techniques

Department of Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship
Company: Krell Institute (location: Any U.S. accredited university)
Position: Full Time
The Department of Energy Computational Science Graduate Fellowship (DOE CSGF) provides up to
four years of funding for students pursuing doctoral degrees in fields that use high-performance
computing to solve problems in science and engineering.
The program also funds doctoral students in applied mathematics, statistics or computer science
who are pursuing research that will contribute to more effective use of emerging high-performance
computing systems.
Payment of full tuition and required fees at any U.S. accredited university; $38,000 yearly stipend; a
12-week research practicum at a national laboratory; an annual program review for fellows, alumni,
university and DOE laboratory staff; and an opportunity to join a supportive and engaged
community of scientific leaders.
The DOE CSGF is open to U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents who will be enrolled in or
entering full-time, uninterrupted study toward a Ph.D. by the fall start of their first fellowship term.
Those selected for the program must also attend an accredited U.S. university.
The following criteria will be used to determine the eligibility of those applying for DOE CSGF.
Measured at the time of application, eligibility will be extended to:
1. Undergraduate seniors
2. Applicants with no more than B.S. or B.A. degrees who are not enrolled in graduate school
3. First-year graduate students (M.S. degree or Ph.D. students with out an M.S. degree)
4. Enrolled M.S. degree students beyond their first year provided that they plan full-time,
uninterrupted study toward a Ph.D. at: 1)a different academic institution, or 2) in a different

academic department
5. Applicants with no more than M.S. degrees who are not currently enrolled AND who will not
have been enrolled in graduate school for two years prior to resuming graduate studies
6. First-year Ph.D. students with an M.S. degree provided that they 1) completed the M.S. degree
within two years at a different academic institution, 2) completed the M.S. degree within two years
in a different academic department, or 3) prior to current enrollment they had not been enrolled in
graduate school for at least two years.
Applications due January 13, 2021

532702BR - Linux IT Systems Engineer / Active Secret Clearance / FL
Company: Lockheed Martin (location: Orlando, FL)
Position: Full Time
Designs, develops and leads system engineering, including complex High Performance Computing
systems and systems design activities in multiple environments. Ensures conversion of mission
requirements into total systems solutions that account for design and technology maturity
constraints of the system. Supports internal and external requirements reviews. Maintains
knowledge of current and developing technologies.
• Knowledge and experience with system administration of heterogeneous networks including
Windows 7/10, Windows Server, Linux • Manage operating system upgrades and patching
(Windows/Linux) • Perform guidance and management for hardware diagnostics, troubleshooting
and maintenance on multiple architectures • Ensure the integrity and availability of applications and
coordinate new application installations, upgrades and customer support on the open-network and
in classified areas. • Responsible for implementing effective backup/recovery, resource accounting,
and auditing procedures. • Perform troubleshooting and maintenance on varied IT hardware (PCs,
printers, laptops, etc.). • Validates system security requirements definition and analysis •
Establishes system security designs • Implements security designs in hardware, software, data, and
procedures • Verifies security requirements Please identify "basic qualifications" and "desired" skills
for this position. The skills listed below will be displayed to all job seekers on the web. They will help
you make and justify a selection decision. Recruiters will also use these skills to prepare search
criteria when sourcing resumes. Basic qualifications are those that the candidate must absolutely
possess in order to be selected for the position, and Desired Skills are those skills that would set a
candidate apart from the others.
Basic Qualifications : Active Secret Clearance (with investigation within the last 5 years) • Ability to

maintain a security clearance, and customers' acceptance • Demonstrated experience in leveraging
state-of-the-art solutions for programs • Demonstrated experience working in environments,
ensuring compliance with NISPOM/RMF/JSIG Security guidelines and other government security
regulations. • Demonstrated experience developing effective stakeholder and partner relationships
• Demonstrated experience effectively performing in a fast paced, dynamic environment •
Demonstrated ability to work through technical, project, operational and resource challenges •
Proven business acumen to manage multiple assignments and projects with the ability to balance
technical requirements with business needs and affordability • Demonstrated collaboration and
teaming skills at all levels of the organization • Knowledge and experience with system
administration for Linux and/or Windows 7/10, Windows Server/Active Directory • Strong
leadership, organization, and interpersonal skills to provide customer support and support the team
Desired skills : • Experience in High Performance Computing (HPC) with demonstrated technical
knowledge, lead in infrastructure and IT security domains • Active Top Secret security clearance
(investigation within the past 5 years) Extensive experience in Linux Environments • Extensive
xperience in High Performance Computing (HPC) with demonstrated technical knowledge, lead in
nfrastructure and IT security domains • Experience with Parallel File Systems (PFS) such as Lustre
r GPFS/Spectrum Scale • Experience with workload managers such as PBS Pro, SLURM, Torque,
racle Grid Engine, etc. • Experience with cluster management utilities such as xCAT, Warewulf,
right Cluster Manager, etc. • Experience with InfiniBand networking • Ability to develop technical
nd financial business cases and strategies based on complex requirements • Prefer Security+,
ISSP, or other IAT Level II/III security certification • Experience configuring and maintaining Active D
rectory domains and/or NIS domains • Experience with SSSD and Active Directory Integration • E
perience configuring and maintaining DNS (Unix and/or Windows) • cripting ability to support sy
tem administration (Ansible, Python, BASH, Perl, Batch, VBScript, PowerShell, etc.) • Srong tro
bleshooting and problem solving skills • Exerience managing McAfee anti-virus updates on Wind
ws and Linux/Unix • Lin x certification • Techical documentation creation and management • Expe
ence developing and maintaining Linux or Windows baselines, including security settings and STI
compliance • Abilit to identify application related configuration details for optimized performa
ce • Intuiti e thinker that can contrive and implement new solutions to technical problems • Knowled
and experience implementing Technical Requirements on multiple operating systems for NISPOM
Chapter-8, JAFAN, JSIG, DoD RMF, and other protection level caveats • KnowledgeE
perience with Multi-Level Security (MLS) or Multi-Category Security (MCS) solutions • Demonstra
ted experience with RMF Requirements to include Splunk, NESSUS, and other security technologies
to improve efficiencies and productivity • Experience with monitoring and logging such as with
Splunk, Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana (ELK), syslog, etc. • Demonstrated ability to drive common
processes and best practices • Demonstrated experience promoting new technologies to improve
efficiencies and productivity • Familiarity with mass storage technologies such as NAS, SAN and
data strategy concepts such as tiering data and HSM • Understanding of Object Storage to include
S3, Ceph, etc. • Understanding of DevSecOps processes to include CI/CD pipelines • Experience

with containers, especially in HPC applications using Singularity, Docker, Shifter, etc. • Experience
with Kubernetes and container orchestration in secure environments • Familiarity with software
license mechanisms, particularly FlexLM

523013BR - HPC Parallel Programming Software Engineer-Senior Staff
Company: Lockheed Martin (location: Fort Worth, TX)
Position: Full Time
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics is a company with a rich heritage of producing the finest military
aircraft ever created.
This position, reporting to the Senior Manager of Engineering Digital Transformation, supports
cutting edge development of aircraft platforms.
The successful candidate will develop new High Performance Computing (HPC) software tools and
modernize existing tools to improve efficiency of engineering development in support of the
company’s preeminent aircraft programs, including the F-35.
Must be a US citizen. This position requires special access and will require a Secret security
clearance after starting.
Basic Qualifications : • Advanced degree in Computer Science, Data Science, Mathematics,
Engineering or related field with at least 10 years of scientific computing experience. • Experience
in developing, optimizing, compiling, implementing, and testing multithreaded, multiprocessor
performance-oriented software with Message Passing Interface (MPI), OpenMP, CUDA or other
parallel processing framework in a High Performance Computing Environment • Experience with
state-of-the-art parallel computing techniques including distributed computing, algorithm
optimization, or benchmarking • Experience in requirements development, architecture, design,
implementation, testing, release, and maintenance of complex numerical simulation software and
parallel software solutions • Experience in building, compiling, and debugging complex Fortran
(current and legacy versions), C/C++, Julia, Scala, Python, R or similar language code
Desired skills : • Experience in software development in GPU based environments • Experience
with computational electromagnetics (CEM), computational fluid dynamics (CFD), multi-physics
Finite Element Analysis (FEA), generative design, control theory, optimization, directed energy
and/or other physics-based modeling and simulation is preferred • Experience implementing
Artificial Intelligence technologies, such as general machine learning algorithms and neural
networks in a parallel HPC environment • Experience with interface, configuration, and optimization
of HPC technologies such as parallel/distributed file systems (Lustre), high speed interconnect

fabrics (Infiniband), and HPC batch scheduling software (SLURM) • Strong working knowledge of
tools and libraries available for the Linux operating system. • Ability to provide guidance to other
developers on effective use of computational resources (memory, I/O buffering, threads, etc.) in
application code • Demonstrated willingness to diversify skills by staying informed of state-of-theart developments, experimenting with and championing new technologies and recommending
improvements to existing techniques and procedures • Ability to understand complex engineering
principles to effectively communicate with users, understand their work, and translate requirements
into software solutions • Excellent team building and interpersonal skills, capable of building
relationships with key internal and external stakeholders across multiple geographic locations •
Able to consult on complex data engineering efforts and lead project teams through the solution
design process • Must be willing to mentor junior-level team members

Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration Laboratory Residency Graduate
Fellowship
Company: Krell Institute (location: Any U.S. accredited university)
Position: Full Time
The Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration Laboratory Residency
Graduate Fellowship (DOE NNSA LRGF) program seeks candidates who demonstrate the skills and
potential to form the next generation of leaders in the following fields of study that address complex
science and engineering problems critical to stewardship science: engineering and applied sciences,
physics, materials, mathematics and computational science.
To meet its primary objective of encouraging the training of scientists, the DOE NNSA LRGF
program provides financial support to talented students who accompany their study and research
with practical work experience at one or more of the following DOE NNSA facilities: Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratories (New
Mexico) or the Nevada National Security Site.
Fellows will work and study in residence at one or more of four approved DOE NNSA facilities for a
minimum of two 12-week periods. Longer stays are highly encouraged, up to or including pursuit of
thesis studies at a chosen site. This residency requirement opens compelling research opportunities
to students and their advisors, including access to unique DOE NNSA experimental and computing
facilities.
The DOE NNSA SSGF program provides outstanding benefits to U.S. citizens that include payment
of full tuition and required fees at any U.S. accredited university; $36,000 yearly stipend; two 12week residencies at a national laboratory; academic allowance for research or professional
development expenses, an annual program review for fellows, alumni, university and DOE

laboratory staff; and an opportunity to join a supportive and engaged community of scientific
leaders.
This equal opportunity program is open to all qualified persons without regard to race, gender,
religion, age, physical disability or national origin.
Applications are due March 17, 2021.

Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration Stewardship Science Graduate
Fellowship
Company: Krell Institute (location: Any U.S. accredited university)
Position: Full Time
The Department of Energy National Nuclear Security Administration Stewardship Science Graduate
Fellowship (DOE NNSA SSGF) is open to U.S. citizens planning full-time, uninterrupted study
toward a doctoral degree at an accredited U.S. university.
Those eligible to apply include senior undergraduate students and first- and second-year graduate
students focusing their studies on high energy density physics, nuclear science, or properties of
materials under extreme conditions and hydrodynamics.
DOE NNSA SSGF recipients must be enrolled as full-time graduate students at an accredited U.S.
college or university and must study and research within the fellowship goals. During the summer,
fellows should conduct full-time research related to completing their degree, enroll in classes or take
a practicum assignment at one of the DOE NNSA laboratories.
DOE NNSA SSGF provides outstanding benefits to U.S. citizens including payment of full tuition
and required fees at any U.S. accredited university; $36,000 yearly stipend; a 12-week research
practicum at a national laboratory; academic allowance for research or professional development
expenses; an annual program review for fellows, alumni, university and DOE laboratory staff; and an
opportunity to join a supportive and engaged community of scientific leaders.
This equal opportunity program is open to all qualified persons without regard to race, gender,
religion, age, physical disability or national origin.
Applications due January 6, 2021

Storage Systems Administrator

Company: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (location: Golden)
Position: Full Time
The Computational Science Center at NREL is currently seeking a Systems Administrator to work in
our Storage Technologies team. In this role, the incumbent will install, configure, and support
storage-related products (hardware and software) and services in the Center's data center. This
Systems Administrator / Storage Engineer will focus primarily on storage engineering of multiple
data-intensive activities that utilize a variety of storage strategies including object storage, block
storage, and distributed file systems using high speed interconnects. There is a research component
to determine optimal hardware and software configurations in addition to keeping abreast of new
technologies and techniques for storage services.
Job Duties:
Implement, configure, and maintain specialized storage solutions and environments. Maintain
documentation on system capabilities, storage environments, equipment, and procedures for use by
other team members. Perform storage administration of data-intensive activities including: Backup
management. Installation, tuning, and maintenance of system and storage hardware including
servers, disk and tape subsystems. Deployment and maintenance of technologies that provide
access to storage resources such as NFS. Independently write, document, and maintain system or
storage administration tools and scripts for internal use. Research and obtain storage-engineering
tools available outside of NREL as appropriate. Install, configure, test, and maintain innovative
storage-related computing hardware and software systems, coordinating with vendors as
applicable. Document and report problems to the team, and follow issues through to successful
problem resolution. Work with the HPC Operations team in a primarily Linux environment to
identify and provide hardware, software, and support services that enable and advance NREL's
mission with data-intensive science and engineering goals. Make technical recommendations on
system software configuration, hardware configuration, user policies, security procedures, and
administration procedures. Monitor systems and inform operations staff of system events (new
features, failures, patches) and the impact of these on the user community. Participate in the
Operations Team's Change Management process to track changes. Use, develop, and deploy
monitoring tools to provide usage reporting and problem alerting. Apply all applicable NREL and
DOE policies and procedures to ensure the security and reliability of provided services. Share
knowledge with other team members, including training others in your areas of expertise. You will
be expected to learn and adapt new technologies.
Basic Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related and 2 or more
years of experience or equivalent relevant education/experience. Or, Master's Degree in Computer
Science, Engineering or related or equivalent relevant education/experience. General knowledge
and application of standards, principles, concepts and techniques in specific field. Some

understanding of related IS practices and standards. Skilled in analytical techniques and practices,
and problem solving. Skilled in written and verbal communication. Intermediate programming ability
with various computer software programs and information systems.
Preferred Skills: A solid foundation in Linux systems engineering, storage engineering, and data
systems architectures Experience with backup software, SAN concepts, tape drives, and tape
libraries Experience with Network Attached Storage solutions Storage zoning Ability to research
and formulate hardware designs and act according to the decisions Scripting languages such as
Python, PERL, Bash
Additional Preferred Skills and Background: TCP/IP Network environment concepts and
management of TCP/IP network equipment Some knowledge of InfiniBand Experience with storage
clusters such as Ceph, Swift, or Cinder Sun/Oracle SAMQFS management Experience with parallel
file systems commonly used in High Performance Computing clusters such as Lustre or GPFS Some
Windows systems administration knowledge a plus Experience in systems administration for datacentric servers and services Experience connecting to monitoring tools such as ZenOss, Nagios, etc.
Experience with Ansible a plus Some experience with git DCVS
EEO Policy NREL is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard basis of age (40 and over), color, disability,
gender identity, genetic information, marital status, military or veteran status, national
origin/ancestry, race, religion, creed, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding), sexual
orientation, and any other applicable status protected by federal, state, or local laws.

Linux Systems Administrator
Company: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (location: Golden)
Position: Full Time
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), located at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains
in Golden, Colorado, is the nation's primary laboratory for research, development, and deployment
of renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies. The NREL Computational Science Center
(CSC) has an immediate opening for a Linux Systems Administrator. The Advanced Computing
Operations teams supports High-Performance Computing, Data-Intensive Computing, and
computing using public cloud services. This position is responsible for architecture, engineering,
implementing and operating services.
Job duties and responsibilities of the position:
Day-to-Day Operations:

Provide operations support to, and work closely with, project owners and developers to design onpremise and cloud-based solutions that meet evolving needs and monitor/enhance performance.
Demonstrate leadership for the “day-to-day” and ongoing project work and operations of the
research data environment. Maintain the integrity and continual operation of the computing, data
storage systems, and related services. Maintain cyber security and privacy of the information and
computing systems, networking, and equipment. Technology Tracking:
Assess new computing technologies and the feasibility of system enhancements to determine
potential value. Identify emerging data systems and storage technologies to be assimilated,
integrated, and introduced within private and public cloud, and on-premise dedicated data analysis
and visualization systems. Vision and Planning:
Help develop and articulate vision, and strategic planning for the Computational Science Center’s
(CSC) Advanced Computing Operations Team. System architecture, design, implementation, and
integration to serve the diverse computing needs of the NREL scientists, engineers, and analysts.
Basic Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related and two or
more years of expeience or equivalent relevant education/experience. Or, Master's Degree in
Computer Science, Engineering or related or equivalent relevant education/experience.
Preferred Skills: Automated configuration management using Ansible Architecture, engineering,
installation, and maintenance of OpenStack environment Management of Linux operating systems
Scripting languages Python, Shell(s), Bash, Expect System monitoring and alerting tools Solid
understanding of networked computing environment concepts such as TCP/IP, VLAN Enterprise
level directory services (LDAP), RHEL IdM/IPA Installation and maintenance of web servers
including Apache and NGINX Familiarity with OpenStack Bridge gaps between domain language
(engineering, science) and computing solution language Customer focused Proven ability to
embrace and drive change Clear dedication to excellence and advancing beyond the current state.
Strong personal motivation Good networking skills, able to develop and maintain relationships with
wider Scientific Computing community
EEO Policy NREL is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard basis of age (40 and over), color, disability,
gender identity, genetic information, marital status, military or veteran status, national
origin/ancestry, race, religion, creed, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding), sexual
orientation, and any other applicable status protected by federal, state, or local laws.

Cloud Computing Support Engineer
Company: National Renewable Energy Laboratory (location: Golden)

Position: Full Time
The High Performance Computing Systems and Operations Group in the Computational Science
Center is in need of a talented individual who can support scientific research, data-sharing, web
applications and field research work leveraging Amazon Web Services (AWS). This candidate must
have an interest in making a difference in the world by helping to design, build, automate and
enhance cloud hosted systems that support data-sharing platforms, web applications, data analysis
platforms, machine learning environments, and data modeling environments related to sustainable
energy technologies and markets. This position will predominantly involve systems architecture,
permissions management and service provisioning. This candidate will work directly with project
leaders and the cloud team to help design, implement and enhance cloud-based solutions for
external and internal applications or analysis environments. This position involves learning and
working with a wide array of technologies at all tiers of a software and infrastructure stack.
To best support our project teams, we need someone who understands and can help implement
cloud best practices for availability, performance, security and cost efficiency. You will be providing
project teams with cloud architectural and development guidance, deploying secure infrastructure,
providing appropriate least-privileged access to project team members, helping create cost
estimates, working with teams on meeting their milestones, and providing platform, custom API or
web portal support for common patterns and practices. A successful candidate will be able to work
on multiple priorities across multiple teams, while adhering to NREL’s and the cloud team’s
processes and procedures.
Working as a member of the cloud team, you will be responsible for managing your tasks across
multiple projects/deadlines, moving internal projects/initiatives to completion, contributing to our
infrastructure as code repositories, working with cloud team members on standards, patterns and
practices, and providing operational support for projects deployed to the cloud. To best support
these efforts a successful candidate should have good problem-solving skills, communication skills
and background in some of the following: infrastructure as code, systems monitoring, systems or
database administration, log management, cloud security, utilizing ticketing systems, performance
tuning and automation.
Basic Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Engineering or related and 5 or more
years of experience or equivalent relevant education/experience. Or, Master's Degree in Computer
Science, Engineering or related and 3 or more years of experience or equivalent relevant
education/experience. Or, PhD in Computer Science, Engineering or related or equivalent relevant
education/experience.
Additional Required Qualifications: Complete understanding and wide application of principles,
concepts and techniques in specific field. General knowledge of related IS disciplines. Strong

leadership and project management skills. Skilled in analytical techniques, practices and problem
solving. Advanced programming, design and analysis abilities with various computer software
programs and information systems. Skilled in analytical techniques and practices, and problem
solving. Skilled in written and verbal communication.
Required: Must be able to obtain an HSPD-12 badge/credential. Must have demonstrated
experience with UNIX/Linux system administration. Must have experience with one or more cloud
service providers, for example, AWS, google, Azure – Microsoft.
Preferred: Database Systems:Postgres, MySQL, RedShift, MongoDB/DocumentDB Deployment
Support:Jenkins, CodeBuild Configuration Management:Ansible, AWS Systems Manager Instance
OS:mix of Linux and some Windows, Linux-based Docker support Web Frameworks:Django, Flask
Familiarity with and the commitment to stay educated on Amazon Web Services is preferred. These
AWS services are commonly used at NREL: EC2, S3, Route53, EMR, SES, SNS, Lambda, Athena,
RedShift, ECS, ECR, EFS, Cognito, Service Catalog, Batch, CloudFormation, ElastiCache and
CloudWatch
EEO Policy NREL is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. All qualified applicants will
receive consideration for employment without regard basis of age (40 and over), color, disability,
gender identity, genetic information, marital status, military or veteran status, national
origin/ancestry, race, religion, creed, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, breastfeeding), sexual
orientation, and any other applicable status protected by federal, state, or local laws.

TACC - Research Engineering Scientist Associate
Company: Texas Advanced Computing Center (location: Austin)
Position: Full Time
The Research Engineering and Science Associate (RESA) is a position in the Scalable
Computational Intelligence (SCI) group at TACC. The individual will contribute to research,
development, and support activities involving big data analysis, statistical analysis, and machine
learning technologies and the interfaces by which users can transparently harness these techniques
and technologies.
The primary responsibilities of this position at TACC are the following: • Explore and understand
new techniques and technologies related to support high performance scalable data analysis and
machine learning. Responsible for assignments that require the technical knowledge to modify or
adapt routine procedures under the direction of a supervisor, to meet special research requirements
for data projects hosted at TACC. • Working with data providers, consumers, systems experts, and
staff to design, develop, deploy, and support scalable high-performance machine learning

application and systems at TACC. Assists fellow research associates, research scientists, engineers,
or faculty members with specific phases of research projects and proposal preparation. • Prepare
user documentation and guides to support the usage and operations of data analysis tools and APIs
supported and/or developed at TACC. Train and teach the capabilities and potential usages of
machine learning techniques in a wide array of research domains and levels of computational
abilities. • Other related functions as assigned by manager and leadership team.
REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS The selected candidate must have the following minimum
qualifications: • Bachelor’s degree or higher in Data Science, Computer Science, Statistics, or other
related research field with a strong background in machine learning and data analytics. • Proficient
in at least two of following programming languages: Python, Java and C++ • Knowledgeable in data
analysis software tools and environment, such as R, TensorFlow, Scikit-learn, pyTorch, and Spark. •
Working knowledge with website design, implementation and operation and familiar with HTML5,
Java Script, and web programming framework, • The ability to learn, adapt, and teach new
technologies to enable new capabilities or improve on existing ones. • Experience teaching data
mining and machine learning to a wide array of students, researchers, and developers. • Excellent
written and verbal communications skills.
PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS One or more of the following qualifications are strongly desired: •
Three or more years’ experience in developing and implementing machine learning
algorithm/applications in an academic research environment. • Experience implementing and
supporting a machine learning and data analytics applications, workflows. • Practical experiences
with teaching, deploy and using at least one common deep learning frameworks such as Caffe,
Tensorflow, Keras, PyTorch. • Experience developing applications in large parallel environments
and tools such as Hadoop, Hbase, HIVE, Elastic Search, and SparkML. • Familiar with standard
parallel computing tools and interface, such as MPI, CUDA. • Excellent problem solving and
strategic thinking skills. • Recent peer-reviewed publications in computer science fields relevant to
machine learning, big data analysis and/or high-performance computing.

TACC - Storage Administrator
Company: Texas Advanced Computing Center (location: Austin)
Position: Full Time
The Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin seeks an
experience Storage Administrator with strong storage background. TACC is looking for personnel
familiar with HPC storage hardware and parallel filesystems for a senior storage administrator
position. We host around 60PB total of non-archive storage, divided up in separate subsystems
attached to our various HPC clusters. Most of our storage is presented to clients using Lustre, a
popular opensource parallel filesystem. Our storage backend is provided by vendors like: DDN with

their 14K and 18K controller solutions, ClusterStor (via Cray via HPE) with their ClusterStor E1000
storage platform, IBM any of which provide solutions for presenting redundant pools of disks via
redundant controllers, and leveraging multipath to our lustre servers. We maintain the majority of
the stack and work closely with vendors for upgrades to low-level core infrastructure. We're
interested in talented staff with substantial experience in any of the above layers our storage
solutions. We also require strong Linux/Unix skills due to the nature of the environment that we
operate and familiarity with careful troubleshooting and documentation processes.
Must be eligible to work in the US on a full-time basis for any employer without sponsorship.
Responsibilities • Leverage linux expertise to monitor and troubleshoot interconnects in a
SAN/Cluster environment based on in-depth understanding and working knowledge of each layer
to correlate error messages and identify component failures. • Assist in the operation of production
parallel file systems at maximal availability while maintaining expected performance levels. • Utilize
scripting skills to proactively identify performance issues and provide timely resolution of errors to
prevent or reduce duration of file system outages. • Respond to emergency situations involving
system problems, downtime and security breaches. • Create and maintain documentation aligned
with TACC's workflow tracking methodology.
Required Qualifications • Bachelor’s degree in engineering, computer and information science, or
other applied science. • 4+ years in developing, debugging and administering Linux/Unix systems
including network exported filesystems. • Demonstrated expertise with standard concepts,
practices, and procedures in Linux systems administration. • Proficient in network configuration of
Ethernet and Fiber Channel/SAN environments. • Experience with Bash scripting to automate
system tasks, or programming languages such as Perl, Python. • Excellent troubleshooting skills
including the ability to quickly recognize diverse failure modes and corresponding symptoms. •
Demonstrates excellent verbal/written communication skills • Works well independently and in a
team environment Relevant education and experience may be substituted as appropriate.
Preferred Qualifications • Bachelor's degree in computer science or related field • 4+ years of
experience in administering Lustre or GPFS parallel file systems • 3+ years high speed interconnect
experience with InfiniBand (IB), Omni-Path (OPA), or 40gE • 2+ years of experience with storage
subsystem including conventional RAID, Declustered RAID, or Erasure Coding with ClusterStor or
DDN • Proficiency in RedHat/CentOS system software package management, software/kernel
patching/compilation, hardware diagnostics, backups, and failure-recovery procedures • Experience
configuring, operating and maintaining HPC/Cloud Linux clusters and PXE based baremetal
provisioning. • Ability to contribute to the evaluation of new storage architectures, systems, and
software tools. • Experience in an academic research environment and with large scale storage
deployments greater then 16+ servers and 10PB

Salary Range $90,000 + depending on qualifications

TACC - Systems Administrator
Company: Texas Advanced Computing Center (location: Austin)
Position: Full Time
System administrator The Large Scale Systems group at Texas Advanced Computing Center invites
a Systems Administrator who can provide Linux systems administration and hardware support for
HPC systems. The position will require interaction in a multi-vendor, high performance computing
environment that includes petascale HPC and storage systems and high-speed networking
infrastructure. Our environment operates many thousands of Dell, Cray (now HPE), SuperMicro,
HPE, and IBM servers running various Linux distributions and serving users at many USA institutes
as well as international partners.
Must be eligible to work in the US on a full-time basis for any employer without sponsorship.
Responsibilities • Maintain and administer Linux based HPC clusters with multiple architectures. •
Monitor cluster management software, and the job scheduler. • Diagnose and repair large Linux
cluster hardware components. • Work closely with other systems administrators to meet day to day
operational needs. • Collaborate with the team to meet the center goals, priorities and initiatives. •
Create and maintain documentation aligned with TACC's systems. • Document and share solutions
for routine tasks and automate when applicable. • Provide feedback for improvements in
automation and process for the group.
Required Qualifications • Bachelor's Degree. • 2+ years experience administering Linux systems
(RedHat or CentOS preferred). • Experience in Linux systems administration and repairing system
hardware. • Ability and desire to learn new concepts. • Excellent verbal/written communication
skills. Relevant education and experience may be substituted as appropriate.
Preferred Qualifications • Familiarity with system software package management, patches,
software compilation, concepts such as RAID, hardware diagnostics, network configuration,
backups, and failure-recovery procedures • Experience configuring and deploying Linux clusters of
any size including configuration management tools such as Puppet, Ansible, LoSF. • Basic
knowledge with one or more scripting languages, (Python, Perl, Bash). • Hands on experience in
physical deployment including cabling, power distribution and cooling. • Practical knowledge of one
or more of the following interconnects: InfiniBand, iSCSI, Fiber-Channel, Omni-Path or GE. •
Experience working in an academic research environment working in collaborative, interdisciplinary
projects with computational scientists and engineers.

Salary Range $60,000 + depending on qualifications

Group Leader, HPC Clusters
Company: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (location: Oak RIdge)
Position: Full Time
Overview:
We are seeking a Group Leader for HPC Clusters in the National Center for Computational Sciences
(NCCS). Selection will be based on qualifications, relevant experience, skills, and education. NCCS
Provides state-of-the-art computational and data science infrastructure coupled with dedicated
technical and scientific professionals tackling large-scale problems across a broad range of scientific
domains for accelerating scientific discovery and engineering advances. NCCS hosts the Oak Ridge
Leadership Computing Facility, one of DOE’s National User Facilities.
Purpose
Provide both technical and non-technical leadership to a group of between 6-10 Linux Systems
Engineers that strategically advances technical professional subject matter expertise for a variety of
technical projects, programs or operations consistent with ORNL’s aspiration to be the world’s
premier R&D institution and ORNL’s science culture.
The Technical Group Leader orchestrates and oversees a group of peers with the primary goal of
pursuing global leadership in their field, nurtures ORNL’s culture among group members, and
continues to build and scale up individual excellence and impact. The Technical Group Leader
reports to and works closely with the Section Head to implement the group’s technical vision; works
closely with group members to identify areas for growth, set/establish performance-related goals,
address performance-related deficiencies, and provide opportunities to further enable their career
advancement; establishes capabilities that enable programs to excel at the forefront of technical
professional expertise; works to solve technical challenges for science, engineering, or technical
projects and functions; sets, implements, and models standards for performance of work consistent
with Environment, Safety, Security, Health, and Quality (ESH&Q) requirements and business rules;
and ensures a diverse and inclusive work environment where every employee feels safe, heard, and
appreciated—a workplace that sets an example for the broader community.
Technical
Technical professionals are recognized leaders in their area by providing subject matter expertise
for a variety of technical projects, programs, or operations. Solves technical challenges for science,

engineering, operations or projects.
The Group Leader will guide the the HPC Clusters Group in its responsibility for the day-to-day
administration and support of the NCCS/OLCF capacity computing needs within NCCS (for both the
OLCF and other programs/initiatives such as CADES). Activities include program and projectrelated requirements gathering, system architecture and procurement efforts, along with the
subsequent installation and deployment, acceptance and performance testing, upgrades, problem
diagnosis and troubleshooting, etc.
Major Duties/Responsibilities:
Leadership
Develop a vision and implement a cohesive group strategy to ensure the success of new and
ongoing technical projects to position the group for future success. Develop and implement plans to
exploit new opportunities and/or expand existing efforts. Assist staff in setting performance goals
consistent with the group’s strategy and members’ long-term career goals. Provide feedback,
coaching, and mentoring to individual group members in an effort to address performance or
behavioral issues in a timely manner. Work to build consensus around best-practice technical
solutions, both within the group and in cross-cutting projects within the NCCS, and assist in
associated conflict resolution. Conduct annual Group Health Assessments, where performance
among group members is evaluated and compared to peers in their respective fields, and overall
group health and performance is evaluated against pre-established metrics Provide relevant input
to assist the Technical Section Head with staff development while providing direct and impactful
guidance to staff on regular basis. Attract a quality, diverse pool of top candidates and hire staff
members who are committed to world-class technology and aspire to be the best in their field. Lead
by example by exercising the principles in ORNL’s “Research Code of Conduct” as a guide for
proposing, performing, and communicating research. Coach and mentor staff regarding Battelle’s
“Safe Conduct of Research” principles Lead ESH&Q by example and ensure all work is carried out
safely, securely, and in compliance with ORNL policies, standards, and procedures. Exemplify a
commitment to “One ORNL” by modeling lab expectations for excellence in research, operations,
and community engagement, and by working cooperatively to leverage capabilities across the lab.
Service
Serve as immediate supervisor for staff members in group. Encourage staff to “think and dream
big,” take appropriate risks in their work, and develop skills that will enable them to pursue new
ideas, technical passions, and programs. Advance the reputation of the group members and
standing of the group as a whole through establishing collaborations, Professional Society
leadership and involvement, and organization of technical events. Support group members by

consistently reviewing technical products such as proposals, publications, and artifacts to ensure
high quality and consistency with ORNL standards. Build strong teams across ORNL. Connect staff
to your network and professional societies. Hold regular technical group meetings and be visible in
the labs and workplace. Hold regular 1-on-1 meetings and discussions with individual staff
members to discuss project tasks, status, obstacles, and needs. Assume front-line responsibility for
safety in the group’s laboratory; mentor and empower the Laboratory Space Managers to create a
strong safety culture. Effectively communicate the importance of protecting proprietary or sensitive
information and complying with ORNL security, cybersecurity policies and guidelines.
Accountabilities:
To group staff, for the quality and safety of their work environment and opportunity for professional
growth. To R&D section head, for world-leading technical directions, safe effective, and compliant
operations, ownership of assigned staff, facilities, and equipment, and the quality of products and
services. To customer, for the quality of products and service
Authorities:
Develop a vision and implement a strategy to pursue world-leading technical/technology directions
for the group. Hold staff accountable for performance through organized and documented
Employee Performance Management processes and Group Health Assessments. Act to ensure safe
and effective operations Recruit, Interview, and recommend hiring of staff Develop on-boarding
plans for new staff—including assignment of technical and non-technical mentors Certify the
technical quality of the group’s products and services
Qualifications Required:
Requires a Ph.D. with a minimum of 4 years relevant experiences, a M.S. with a minimum of 7 years
experiences, a B.S. with 8 years relevant experiences, or significant relevant experiences. Qualified
candidates should have demonstrated experience in leading technical teams Other qualifications
are section specific
Preferred Qualifications:
Qualified candidates should have demonstrated management experience History of engagement
with Department of Energy and national laboratory complex, particularly leadership class computing
Exceptional communication, planning, collaboration, and customer service skills.
Special Requirements:

This position requires the ability to obtain and maintain a clearance from the Department of Energy.
As such, this position is a Workplace Substance Abuse (WSAP) testing designated position. WSAP
positions require passing a pre-placement drug test and participation in an ongoing random drug
testing program.
Relocation: Moving can be overwhelming and expensive. UT-Battelle offers a generous relocation
package to ease the transition process. Domestic and international relocation assistance is available
for certain positions. If invited to interview, be sure to ask your Recruiter (Talent Acquisition Partner)
for details.
For more information about our benefits, working here, and living here, visit the “About” tab at
jobs.ornl.gov.

Group Leader, Advanced Computing for Chemistry and Materials
Company: Oak Ridge National Laboratory (location: Oak Ridge)
Position: Full Time
Overview:
We are seeking a Group Leader for the Advanced Computing for Chemistry and Materials group
within the Science Engagement section in the National Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS).
Selection will be based on qualifications, relevant experience, skills, and education. NCCS Provides
state-of-the-art computational and data science infrastructure coupled with dedicated scientific and
technical professionals tackling large-scale problems across a broad range of scientific domains for
accelerating scientific discovery and engineering advances. NCCS hosts the Oak Ridge Leadership
Computing Facility, one of DOE’s National User Facilities.
Purpose
The Advanced Computing for Chemistry and Materials Group Leader will provide Research and
Development (R&D) leadership to the group that strategically advances the groups research
portfolio consistent with ORNL’s aspiration to be the world’s premier R&D institution and ORNL’s
science culture.
The Group Leader leads a group of chemistry and materials science researchers with the primary
goal of pursuing global scientific leadership in these fields, nurtures ORNL’s culture among group
members, and continues to build and scale up individual excellence and impact in R&D. The Group
Leader reports to and works closely with the Science Engagement Section Head to implement the
group’s scientific vision; develops group members to enable their career advancement; establishes

capabilities that enable programs to excel at the forefront of science and technology; performs
independent and collaborative R&D to advance the fields of chemistry or materials science; sets,
implements, and models standards for performance of work consistent with Environment, Safety,
Security, Health, and Quality (ESH&Q) requirements and business rules; and ensures a diverse and
inclusive work environment where every employee feels safe, heard, and appreciated—a workplace
that sets an example for the broader community.
Research
We seek a scientist from the broad field of materials science and/or chemistry who is a recognized
leader in their scientific discipine. They initiate, lead and perform independent R&D on an ongoing
basis. The Group Leader will partner with scientific domain experts and help them obtain optimal
results from the NCCS’s computational resources and systems.
Major Duties/Responsibilities:
Leadership
Develop a vision and implement a cohesive group research strategy to ensure the success of new
and ongoing research projects to position the group for future success. Work closely with the NCCS
leadership computing user community as partners in rojects to exploit the resources of the NCCS
ffectively and efficiently. Tis includes partnering with large user program projects in moving data a
d programs into and out of the NCCS computational environment, developing, porting, and s
aling applications and algorithms for NCCS computers, tuning applications for high performance, a
d scheduling applications to execute at scale to meet the scientific capability needs of the users. A
ist in capability planning exercises and in defining requirements for, and assisting in the de
elopment of system software, libraries and tools that meet the materials science and chemistry co
munities’ needs. Participate in high-performance-computing community-wide efforts to design ne
w methodologies, workflows, tools, and other contributions that will advance the state of the art in
computational science. Lead appropriate computational science research proposals with ORNL and
external collaborators that allow for the conduct of scientific research that will be reported on in
journals, technical manuals, and conferences. Develop and implement plans to exploit new
opportunities and/or expand existing efforts. Assist staff in setting performance goals consistent
with the group’s strategy and members’ long-term career goals. Provide feedback to address
performance issues in a timely manner. Provide relevant input to assist the R&D Section Head with
staff development while providing direct and impactful guidance to staff on regular basis. Attract a
quality, diverse pool of top candidates and hire staff members who are committed to world-class
R&D and aspire to be the best in their field. Lead by example by exercising the principles in ORNL’s
“Research Code of Conduct” as a guide for proposing, performing, and communicating research.
Coach and mentor staff regarding Battelle’s “Safe Conduct of Research” principles Lead ESH&Q by

example and ensure all work is carried out safely, securely, and in compliance with ORNL policies,
standards, and procedures. Exemplify a commitment to “One ORNL” by modeling lab expectations
for excellence in research, operations, and community engagement, and by working cooperatively
to leverage capabilities across the lab.
Service
Serve as immediate supervisor for staff members in group. Encourage staff to “think and dream
big,” take appropriate risks in their work, and develop skills that will enable them to pursue new
ideas, scientific passions, and research programs. Advance the reputation of the group members
and standing of the group as a whole through establishing collaborations, Professional Society
leadership and involvement, and organization of technical events. Support group members by
consistently reviewing technical products such as proposals, publications, and artifacts to ensure
high quality and consistency with ORNL standards. Build strong teams across ORNL. Connect staff
to your scientific network and professional societies. Hold regular scientific/technical group
meetings and be visible in the labs and workplace. Assume front-line responsibility for safety in the
group’s laboratory; mentor and empower the Laboratory Space Managers to create a strong safety
culture. Effectively communicate the importance of protecting proprietary or sensitive information
and complying with ORNL cybersecurity policies and guidelines.
Accountabilities:
To group staff, for the quality and safety of their work environment and opportunity for professional
growth. To R&D section head, for world-leading science and technology directions, safe effective,
and compliant operations, ownership of assigned staff, facilities, and equipment, and the quality of
products and services. To customer, for the quality of products and service
Authorities:
Develop a vision and implement a strategy to pursue world-leading science and technology
directions for the R&D group. Hold staff accountable for performance Act to ensure safe and
effective operations Hire staff Certify the technical quality of the group’s products and services
Basic Qualifications:
Requires a Ph.D. with a minimum of 6 years relevant experience, a M.S. with a minimum of 12 years
experiences, B.S. with 15 years experience. Qualified candidates should have demonstrated
experience in leading R&D teams Demonstrated R&D experience in chemistry, materials science, or
a relevant scientific domain and knowledge of high performance computing and scalable data
analytics or deep learning

Preferred Qualifications:
Qualified candidates should have demonstrated management experience History of engagement
with Department of Energy and national laboratory complex, particularly leadership class computing
Exceptional communication, planning, collaboration, and customer service skills.
Relocation: Moving can be overwhelming and expensive. UT-Battelle offers a generous relocation
package to ease the transition process. Domestic and international relocation assistance is available
for certain positions. If invited to interview, be sure to ask your Recruiter (Talent Acquisition Partner)
for details.
For more information about our benefits, working here, and living here, visit the “About” tab at
jobs.ornl.gov.

Research Solutions Engineer
Company: Purdue University (location: West Lafayette)
Position: Full Time
The Research Solutions Engineer will design, deploy, administer and update large-scale research
systems, related infrastructure services, grid software stacks and operating systems. The position
will be responsible for components of Purdue’s computational research environment, and will work
closely with researchers, systems administrators, and developers throughout the University and
partner institutions. Consults with multiple IT colleagues, external research groups and on grantfunded initiatives. Administers existing cluster and grid infrastructure technologies, and researches/
prototypes new systems and technologies. Participates in national computing activities by
attending workshops and conferences and potentially presenting research.
JOB PERKS The Lafayette/West Lafayette community boasts a low cost of living and an overall high
quality of life. In 2011, Forbes ranked Lafayette #11 on its list of best small places for business and
careers. And that’s just one of the many accolades our community has earned. If you get hungry for
the big city, we’re conveniently located between Chicago and Indianapolis.
Purdue University offers a generous assortment of benefits, many of which are effective on the first
day of employment. Details about some of the benefits available to Purdue employees are included
below. To learn more about the complete set of benefits offered, visit: www.purdue.edu/benefits.
HEALTH BENEFITS Employees can choose from several medical plans, including a traditional PPO
plan and two high-deductible health savings account (HSA) plans. Purdue medical plans include
comprehensive prescription and vision coverage, and employees and eligible dependents also

receive preventative dental coverage.
RETIREMENT A variety of retirement plans administered by Fidelity Investments are available to
employees, including a defined contribution plan to which Purdue contributes 10 percent of an
employee’s budgeted annual pay after the completion of a three-year waiting period.
TUITION FEE REIMBURSEMENT Purdue offers tuition fee remission for employees and their
families. In addition, the Office for the Vice President of Information Technology is committed to
supporting educational opportunities for our employees through a scholarship program for
employees pursuing a degree at an accredited institution. Learn more:
https://www.itap.purdue.edu/hr/scholarship/facts.html.
ADDITIONAL PERKS The Center for Healthy Living on Purdue’s West Lafayette campus brings
together a wide array of services to treat common illnesses and promote health. In addition, Purdue
employees receive discounted rates at Purdue’s Recreational Sports Center, employee discounts at
area businesses, and free transportation on the Greater Lafayette CityBus system.

Computational Scientist
Company: Purdue University (location: West Lafayette)
Position: Faculty
The Computational Scientist will consult with researchers of high-performance computing in the
steps necessary to complete their research including: interacting with operating systems,
operational policies and procedures; the evaluation and implementation of new technologies and
algorithms; and the development of materials for documentation and training. Utilize creativity and
innovation to solve conceptual computing problems raised by cutting-edge research. Will diagnose
a wide range of application and data problems; and design, code, test, debug, install, document and
maintain complex programs.
JOB PERKS The Lafayette/West Lafayette community boasts a low cost of living and an overall high
quality of life. In 2011, Forbes ranked Lafayette #11 on its list of best small places for business and
careers. And that’s just one of the many accolades our community has earned. If you get hungry for
the big city, we’re conveniently located between Chicago and Indianapolis.
Purdue University offers a generous assortment of benefits, many of which are effective on the first
day of employment. Details about some of the benefits available to Purdue employees are included
below. To learn more about the complete set of benefits offered, visit: www.purdue.edu/benefits.
HEALTH BENEFITS Employees can choose from several medical plans, including a traditional PPO

plan and two high-deductible health savings account (HSA) plans. Purdue medical plans include
comprehensive prescription and vision coverage, and employees and eligible dependents also
receive preventative dental coverage.
RETIREMENT A variety of retirement plans administered by Fidelity Investments are available to
employees, including a defined contribution plan to which Purdue contributes 10 percent of an
employee’s budgeted annual pay after the completion of a three-year waiting period.
TUITION FEE REIMBURSEMENT Purdue offers tuition fee remission for employees and their
families. In addition, the Office for the Vice President of Information Technology is committed to
supporting educational opportunities for our employees through a scholarship program for
employees pursuing a degree at an accredited institution. Learn more:
https://www.itap.purdue.edu/hr/scholarship/facts.html.
ADDITIONAL PERKS The Center for Healthy Living on Purdue’s West Lafayette campus brings
together a wide array of services to treat common illnesses and promote health. In addition, Purdue
employees receive discounted rates at Purdue’s Recreational Sports Center, employee discounts at
area businesses, and free transportation on the Greater Lafayette CityBus system.

IT related jobs at IU
Company: Indiana University (location: Indiana)
Position: Full Time
With Big Red 200 in place, we are empowering global networks and are enabling supercomputer
research. We provide IU with high-tech tools, guard against cyberthreats, and preserve knowledge.
With you, we can do even more. Interested in a job at UITS? We currently have 19 job postings in
IT.
Indiana University is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, ethnicity, religion, age, sex,
sexual orientation or identity, national origin, disability status, or protected veteran status. This
institution is also a provider of ADA services.

2021 Alvarez-Hopper Postdoctoral Fellow
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral
2021 Alvarez-Hopper Postdoctoral Fellow - 91062 Organization: AC-Computing

The Computing Sciences Area at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory is now accepting
applications for the distinguished Luis W. Alvarez Postdoctoral Fellowship and Admiral Grace M.
Hopper Postdoctoral Fellowship in Computing Sciences. Researchers in computer science,
mathematics, or any computational science discipline who have received their Ph.D. within the last
three years are encouraged to apply. The successful applicants will work with a research group
within the Computing Sciences Area and receive a competitive salary, professional travel allowance,
relocation assistance, excellent benefits, and an opportunity to work in the dynamic San Francisco
Bay Area.
Since its founding in 2002, Berkeley Lab’s Luis W. Alvarez Postdoctoral Fellowship
(go.lbl.gov/alvarez) has cultivated exceptional early career scientists who have gone on to make
outstanding contributions to computer science, mathematics, and computational sciences. The
Admiral Grace Hopper Fellowship (go.lbl.gov/hopper) was first awarded in 2015 with the goal of
enabling early career scientists to make outstanding contributions in high performance computing
(HPC) research.
About Computing Sciences at Berkeley Lab: Whether running extreme-scale simulations on a
supercomputer or applying machine-learning or data analysis to massive datasets, scientists today
rely on advances in and integration across applied mathematics, computer science, and
computational science, as well as large-scale computing and networking facilities, to increase our
understanding of ourselves, our planet, and our universe. Berkeley Lab's Computing Sciences Area
researches, develops, and deploys new tools and technologies to meet these needs and to advance
research in our core capabilities of applied mathematics, computer science, and computational
science. In addition to fundamental advances in our core capabilities, we impact such areas as
materials science, chemistry, biology, astrophysics, climate change, combustion, fusion energy, and
HPC systems and network technology. Research areas in Computing Sciences include:
• Developing scientific applications and software technologies for extreme-scale and energyefficient computing • Developing mathematical modeling for complex scientific problems •
Designing algorithms to improve the performance of scientific applications • Researching digital
and post-digital computer architectures for science • Advancing extreme-scale scientific data
management, analysis, and machine-learning • Developing next-generation machine learning and
AI approaches for science • Advancing quantum computing technologies, software, algorithms and
applications • Evaluating or developing new and promising HPC systems and networking
technologies • Researching methods to control and manage dynamic circuit networks • Developing
large-scale visualization and analytics technologies • Managing scientific data in distributed
environments
What is Required: • Ph.D. in computer science, mathematics, computational science, or related
discipline • Candidates must have received their Ph.D. within the last three years • Expertise with

advanced algorithms, software techniques, HPC systems and/or networking in a related research
field • Demonstrated creativity and the ability to perform independent research • Demonstrated
excellence in a related research field including: solid publication record, high citations, and awards •
Ability to develop new cross-disciplinary partnerships that use advanced computational and/or
mathematical techniques to produce unique lab capabilities • Excellent communication skills with
the ability to facilitate communications and collaborations with internal and external stakeholders
Desired Qualifications: • Knowledge of advanced computing and high-performance computing
Application Process: For full consideration, please apply by close of business on November 30,
2020.
There is a multi-step application process: • Submit a full and complete application, including the
names and contact information for references. • As part of your application, you must upload and
submit additional materials: - CV/Resume - Cover Letter - Research Statement (should be no more
than five (5) pages in length) - Publications List - Three (3) Letters of Reference must be submitted
directly from three individual letter writers (due November 16, 2020). You are required to use the
template (http://go.lbl.gov/lor-template) to send requests for your letters of reference. The template
provides instructions for letter writers regarding where to return the letter by the deadline. Application deadline: November 30, 2020. However, your letters of reference must be received by
the Lab directly from your letter-writers by December 7, 2020. We recommend that you give
advance notice of the deadlines to your letter-writers.
* It is highly advisable to have this required information ready prior to completing and submitting
your application. Your application will not be considered complete if any of the above information is
missing.
Application Timeline: The Computing Sciences Fellowship Selection Committee is made up of a
diverse representation of scientists and engineers across Berkeley Lab’s Computing Sciences Area
who will conduct a thorough review of all applications received. • Application deadline: November
30, 2020 • Letters of Reference due: December 7, 2020 • Review and Selection: December 2020 –
January 2021 • Finalist announced: January/February 2021
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189529 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Notes: • This is a two-year postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal and/or
conversion to a Career or Term Research Scientist position based upon appropriate division review
and approval, job performance, continuing availability of funds, and ongoing operational needs •
The selected candidates will be offered either the Luis J. Alvarez Fellowship or the Admiral Grace M.

Hopper Fellowship based on their research focus • This position is represented by a union for
collective bargaining purposes • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. •
This position may be subject to a background check. Having a conviction history will not
automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. Any convictions will be
evaluated to determine if they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position
• Work will be primarily performed at: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road,
Berkeley, CA
Learn About Us: Working at Berkeley Lab has many rewards including a competitive compensation
program, excellent health and welfare programs, a retirement program that is second to none, and
outstanding development opportunities. To view information about the many rewards that are
offered at Berkeley Lab- Click Here (https://hr.lbl.gov/).
Berkeley Lab (LBNL) addresses the world’s most urgent scientific challenges by advancing
sustainable energy, protecting human health, creating new materials, and revealing the origin and
fate of the universe. Founded in 1931, Berkeley Lab’s scientific expertise has been recognized with
13 Nobel prizes. The University of California manages Berkeley Lab for the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Office of Science.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

Postdoctoral Appointee – Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Computer Vision for Ecology
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description:
The mission of Argonne’s Environmental Science Division (EVS) is to provide pioneering
fundamental and multidisciplinary research and innovative analyses to solve global and local
challenges, applying our core competency in predictive environmental understanding. Argonne is
home to a wide variety of computing systems, including some of the most powerful high-

performance computers in the world. These systems provide computing power to advance
understanding in a broad range of disciplines.
The EVS division seeks a post-doctoral appointee to develop an AI-enabled technology for
collecting data on wildlife behavior around renewable energy facilities in support of the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Solar Energy Technology Office. We seek a data scientist, who is
passionate about machine/deep learning (ML/DL) algorithm development using images and video
footage, interested in working with AI-enabled edge-computing cameras, and values interacting
with experts in diverse disciplines. The successful candidate will develop vision-based ML/DL
algorithms/models – which includes training data collection, ML/DL model training and testing,
supporting software development, and hardware-software integration – for near real-time
monitoring of bird interactions with solar energy infrastructure using AI-enable edge-computing
cameras deployable at operational large-scale solar energy facilities.
Position Requirements:
PhD in Computer Science, Environmental Science, Biology, or similar. Experience in machine/deep
learning, computer vision, scientific computing or mathematical optimization. Programming
experience in C, C++, and/or Python. Good skills in sustainable software engineering practices such
as version control, self-documenting code, unit testing and continuous integration. Contributions to
community software packages aligned with the position will be looked on favorably. Good
communication skills, both verbal and written.
Desirable Knowledge and Skills:
Experience in applying machine/deep learning approach for ecological/environmental research.
Experience in Keras, Tensorflow, PyTorch, Chainer, or similar packages. Ability to understand and
implement methods from latest machine learning articles. Experience and skills in interdisciplinary
research involving computer scientists and discipline scientists. Experience with OpenCV.
Experience with parallel programming such as MPI. Experience in high-performance computing.
Collaborative skills including the ability to work well with other laboratories and universities,
supercomputer centers, and industry. Being open-minded and ability to acquire new skill set and
explore new techniques to advance sciences.

Postdoctoral Appointee - Data Science and Learning for End-to-End Biological Programming
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description:

The Data Science and Learning (DSL), Biosciences (BIO), and X-ray Science (XSD) divisions at
Argonne National Laboratory invites applications for three postdoctoral researchers for developing
scalable statistical inference approaches for programming biological systems. Biological
programming applications (e.g., protein design, synthetic biology) are now increasingly automated
through robotic instrumentation and cloud-lab platforms (e.g., Emerald Lab). Our group is
particularly interested in exploiting these high throughput capabilities in expanding how biological
programming is implemented in an end-to-end fashion – i.e., multiple iterations of design, build, test
and learn all run autonomously through AI-enabled infrastructure.
While many biological programs seek to abstract the design-build-test-learn (DBTL) cycle, they
need scalable artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) methods for: (i) representational
learning and symbolic reasoning to infer biological abstractions from existing data; (ii) active
learning for incorporating current (or partial) observables into biological abstractions to yield better
design of experiments; and (iii) probabilistic model checking to enable robust execution of biological
programs. We propose to capture these activities as platform for designing robust end-to-end
biological programs for synthetic biology applications.
We are interested in bringing together an interdisciplinary team that has expertise in AI, high
performance computing, robotics and systems/structural biology to explore the combinatorics of
design involved in studying self-assembly processes with intrinsically disordered proteins and
targeting secure biosystems design.
The candidates will build scalable AI/ML models on data center AI systems (e.g., Cerebras CS-1 ML
accelerator and Argonne's Aurora exascale supercomputer) that are tightly integrated with
mechanistic modeling frameworks (e.g., MD simulation platforms as well as flux-balance analysis
tools), and implement end-to-end experimental design on Argonne’s robotic platforms.
The opportunity will involve close collaborations with researchers at the University of Chicago and
Northwestern University along with other national laboratories including Brookhaven, Livermore,
and Berkeley.
Position Requirements:
PhD in a computer science, physical sciences or engineering or related field. Comprehensive
experience programming in one or more programming languages, such as C, C++, and Python
Experience with machine learning methods and deep learning frameworks, including tensorflow,
pytorch. Experience in heterogenous programming and GPU programming in the machine learning
context is valuable. Software development practices and techniques for computational and dataintensive science problems. Exceptional communication skills, ability to communicate effectively
with internal and external collaborators and ability to work in team environment. Ability to model

Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork.
Preferred:
Experience and understanding of how synthetic biological circuits function (basic understanding of
CRISPR/Cas9 mechanisms) Experience in working with structural biology applications (especially
with disordered proteins). Experience in applied machine learning (e.g., successful projects that
used ML to solve scientific problems). Experience with high-performance computing and handling
robotic platforms (e.g., Hudson Robotics). Ability to provide project leadership.

Postdoctoral Appointee –Portability and Optimization for GPU execution
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description:
The Argonne Leadership Computing Facility’s (ALCF) mission is to accelerate major scientific
discoveries and engineering breakthroughs for humanity by designing and providing world-leading
computing facilities in partnership with the computational science community. We help researchers
solve some of the world’s largest and most complex problems with our unique combination of
supercomputing resources and computational science expertise.
With the coming Aurora exascale supercomputer, the ALCF has an opening for a postdoctoral
position in application portability and optimization for GPU execution. The successful candidate will
work with Argonne science applications, and user applications, to develop performant GPU-centric
execution of these applications. The candidate is expected to work with applications from a variety
of science domains, including but not limited to light source data, biomedical applications, high
energy physics, computational fluid dynamics, and simulations of fundamental physics and
chemistry. In particular, candidates with experience in nek5000 and nekRS are particularly
encouraged to apply, though experience with this software is not required.
The candidate will be expected to present his/her work at major domestic and international
computing conferences, and it is expected that the work performed through this position will extend
and enhance the science performed on Aurora. Past experience with scalable software and systems
is desirable but not necessarily required.
Position Requirements:
PhD in computer science, physical science or engineering in a related field. Considerable domain

expertise and knowledge of leadership-class computing applications. Knowledge of and experience
with heterogenous computing, particularly GPU computing. Experience with distributed computing
is desirable. Experience with hybrid computing architectures and nek5000, particularly nekRS, is
valuable but not required. Good communications skills and previous experience in writing technical
papers and presentations at national and international symposia is expected. Ability to model
Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork.

Postdoctoral Appointee Quantum Information Science
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: The Mathematics and Computer Science (MCS) Division at Argonne National
Laboratory seeks multiple postdoctoral candidates to participate in projects of strategic national
importance in quantum information science. Postdoctoral appointees will contribute to projects that
model the behavior of multiqubit systems, develop quantum algorithms for materials simulations,
perform quantum network simulations, and develop network protocols, or use a full-stack approach
to optimize quantum computing.
The MCS Division at Argonne National Laboratory is a leader in many areas of quantum information
science, including use of high-performance computing for simulations of quantum networks and
systems and development of quantum algorithms with applications in materials science and
optimization. The laboratory is the lead institution of Q‑NEXT, a National Quantum Information
Science Research Center awarded by the U.S. Department of Energy. The Q-NEXT Center includes
nearly 100 researchers from three DOE national laboratories, ten universities, and ten leading U.S.
quantum technology companies. Postdoctoral appointees will be fully integrated in the quantum
information science research team in the MCS Division and have the opportunity to collaborate with
leaders in the field.
Position Requirements: Candidates should have a recent or soon to be expected doctoral degree in
a computational or engineering discipline or physics. We are seeking candidates with knowledge of
computing and experience in one or more of the following areas:
Simulation of open quantum systems, noise characterization, or quantum error correction;
Development of variational quantum algorithms with applications in quantum chemistry;
Simulations of quantum networks or development of quantum network protocols; Optimization of
quantum algorithms and quantum programming (e.g., using Qiskit); High-performance computing
or scientific computing; Large-scale code development in C, C++, Python, or Go. Positions are
available with start dates in 2021, but there is flexibility in start dates for highly qualified
candidates. U.S. citizenship or permanent residency is not required.

Applicants should provide contact information of three references in their application.

Postdoctoral Appointee - DataStates
Company: Argonne National Laboratoy (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: The Exascale Computing Project (ECP) is working closely with large scale
scientific applications that are increasingly being driven by scalable deep learning (e.g., CANDLE –
Cancer Deep Learning Environment) running on the largest supercomputers in the world. In this
context, we develop efficient techniques to capture, manipulate and persist large amounts of data in
a consistent and resilient fashion (some of which are illustrated by the VELOC project, a low
overhead checkpointing system). Currently, we are exploring a new data model centered around the
notion of data states, which are intermediate representations of datasets automatically recorded
into a lineage when tagged by applications with hints, constraints and persistency semantics. Such
an approach enables the applications to focus on the meaning and properties of their data rather
than how to access it, effectively reducing complexity while unlocking high performance and
scalability for many use cases: finding and reusing previous intermediate results to explore
alternatives, inspecting the evolution of datasets, verifying correctness, etc. This is especially
important in the context of deep learning, where there is an acute need for advanced tools that
explore many alternative DNN models and/or ensembles to improve accuracy, training speed and
ability to generalize/explain a problem.
In addition to addressing such transformative challenges that arise at the intersection of HPC, big
data analytics and machine learning, you will have the opportunity to work closely with many
domain experts to identify the requirements and bottlenecks of real-life scientific applications that
address the needs of our society over the next decades. In general, you will be part of a vibrant and
diverse research community from more than 100 countries. Our lab hosts Aurora, one of the first
Exascale supercomputers in the world, which you will have an opportunity to use for your
experiments. In addition, you will have access to a large array of leading-edge experimental
testbeds through the Joint Laboratory for System Evaluation (JLSE), which feature the latest
technologies from top vendors like Intel, NVIDIA, AMD, etc.
Position Requirements: Candidates are required to have earned (or are close to earning) a PhD
degree, have a strong scientific background in distributed computing and HPC in particular:
Strong code development skills with C/C++ and Python Familiarity with modern data management
and I/O best practices Familiarity with machine/deep learning Candidates should also have
familiarity with large scale deep learning techniques: data, model and pipeline parallelism. The
ability to conduct interdisciplinary research at the intersection of HPC and deep learning and

participate in teamwork and broad collaborative efforts involving other laboratories and universities,
supercomputer centers and industry.

Postdoctoral Appointee -Parallel Programming Models and Runtime Systems
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: The Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne National
Laboratory seeks a postdoctoral appointee in computer science to perform research in optimizing
communication runtime systems and threading systems for large distributed computing platforms.
The successful candidate will work as part of a multidisciplinary research team involving computer
and computational scientists, physicists, and mathematicians to enable data analysis of simulations
and experiments running on DOE leadership-class supercomputing architectures and facilities.
The MCS Division at Argonne National Laboratory is a leader in the design of advanced systems
software tools and applications of interest to the U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Department of
Defense and various industry partners. Appointees will participate in a collegial and stimulating
environment, including access to multidisciplinary collaborations, world-class software toolkits and
some of the world’s largest supercomputers including US’s first exascale supercomputer, “Aurora".
Position Requirements: An expected/recent doctoral degree in computer science, or related
discipline. Programming with C/C++ (5+ years’ experience). High performance computing systems
(2+ years’ experience) MPI, OpenMP, PGAS or equivalent parallel programming models (3+ years’
experience). Programming with accelerators such as GPUs (1+ years’ experience) Experience in the
aforementioned topics is more important than the field in which you received your Ph.D. Good
collaborative skills, including the ability to work well with science teams, other laboratories, and
universities. Good self-motivation to solve problems and grow professionally. Good written and oral
communication skills.
Applicants should include contact information for three references.

Postdoctoral Appointee - Data Science and Learning for X-ray Science
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: This position will develop artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
for DOE Scientific User Facilities. In particular, the project aims to develop AI/ML models that have
been trained to detect specific features in X-ray detector data at the Advanced Photon Source

(APS) at Argonne and Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at SLAC. Because such models can run
at high speeds, thanks to advances in AI streaming inference accelerators, it becomes feasible to
extract salient information from in-flight data, in real time, and thus both enabling fast feedback and
reducing downstream computational burden. Conduct cutting-edge research in data science and
deep learning applied to scientific problems in X-ray science. Plays a key roles in developing
physics-based AI/ML models, developing workflow building blocks and implement high-speed
training on data center AI systems (e.g., Cerebras CS-1 ML accelerator and Argonne's Aurora
exascale supercomputer), end-to-end model training workflows and explore AI accelerators for
simulation applications.
Position Requirements: Recent PhD in a computer science, physical sciences or engineering or
related field. Comprehensive experience programming in one or more programming languages,
such as C, C++, and Python. Experience with machine learning methods and deep learning
frameworks, including tensorflow, pytorch. Software development practices and techniques for
computational and data-intensive science problems. Experience with X-ray science techniques (e.g.,
crystallography). Experience and skills in interdisciplinary research involving computer and material
scientists. Experience on applied machine learning (e.g., successful projects that used ML to resolve
scientific problems). Experience with high-performance computing and/or scientific workflow.
Ability to provide project leadership. Exceptional communication skills, ability to communicate
effectively with internal and external collaborators and ability to work in team environment Ability to
model Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork.

Computational Mathematician for Numerical PDEs and Scientific Computing
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Full Time
Position Description: The Laboratory for Applied Mathematics, Numerical Software, and Statistics
(LANS) in the Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne is seeking a research staff
member in the area of partial differential equations (PDEs), numerical software, and scientific
computing. The staff member will perform basic research in mathematics and computer science and
will build computational tools and methods for the solution of computational science problems on
distributed and/or scalable parallel computers.
Position Requirements: Required skills:
A Master's or Doctorate degree in computer science, mathematics, operations research, statistics, or
a related discipline Documented and comprehensive expertise in numerical analysis, computational
science, or high-performance computing Experience developing algorithms and software libraries
for the scalable solution of PDEs Potential to provide project leadership and generate outside

funding for research Desired but not required:
Experience using software libraries with science and engineering application codes Experience with
the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computation (PETSc) package Experience with the
discretization of PDEs and the solution of linear and nonlinear systems arising from PDEs This
position may be hired at either of the two levels, based on the following minimum qualifications:
RD5: Bachelor’s and 15+ years, Master’s and 12+ years, or Doctorate and 10+ years, or equivalent
RD6: Bachelor’s and 20+ years, Master’s and 15+ years, or Doctorate and 15+ years, or equivalent
The appointment level will be commensurate with experience; earlier career applicants are
encouraged to apply to the associated RD2-RD3 posting (Requisition #408511) and can be found
here: https://bit.ly/2B1Rxch This position may be hired at either of the two levels, based on the
following minimum qualifications:
RD2: Bachelor’s and 5+ years, or Master’s and 3+ years, or Doctorate and 0 years, or equivalent
RD3: Bachelor’s and 8+ years, Master’s and 5+ years, or Doctorate and 4+ years, or equivalent
Openings are available immediately, but there is flexibility in start dates for highly qualified
candidates. More information on applied mathematics, numerical software, and statistics work at
Argonne may be found at https://www.anl.gov/mcs/lans.

Postdoctoral Appointee –Operations within the Advanced Integration Group
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: The Argonne Leadership Computing Facility’s (ALCF) mission is to accelerate
major scientific discoveries and engineering breakthroughs for humanity by designing and providing
world-leading computing facilities in partnership with the computational science community. We
help researchers solve some of the world’s largest and most complex problems with our unique
combination of supercomputing resources and computational science expertise.
The Operations Group within the ALCF supports the mission of our science users by maintaining
stable and performant systems at all levels, including hardware, networking, and software. The
ALCF seeks candidates for multiple aspects of research in the context of operations and
performance, including the following areas:
Scheduling, including smarter scheduling of data and compute resources, and mixed simulation/MPI
and AI workloads. Scalable event sourcing and microservice/event-based processing systems as a

basis for a massively scalable HPC Job Scheduler. Disaggregated memory, with particular interest in
the impact and mitigation of increased latency of memory access due to remote memory in HPC
applications. Kubernetes, especially as integrated into HPC systems Scheduling APIs and crosscompatibility between HPC systems.
Position Requirements: ecent PhD in related field Comprehensive knowledge in C/C++
rogramming under Unix/Linux. Comprehensive knowledge in Python programming under
nix/Linux Comprehensive knowledge in System Programming Considerable knowledge of parallel
lgorithms, I/O architectures, performance evaluation and tuning. Considerable expertise in parallel
rogramming, multicore systems, threading, and scientific application codes. Considerable software
evelopment skills, written, and communication skills. Good collaborative skills, including the ability
o work well with other divisions, laboratories, and universities. Good self-motivation to get involved
nd participate in the project team`s research, and balance that against intense code development.
Candidate should have the ability to create, maintain, and support high-quality software.
Knowledge of Scala / Akka or other functional language / actor system a plus Ability to model
Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork.

Postdoctoral Appointee – Heterogeneity in High Performance Computing
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description: The Argonne Leadership Computing Facility’s (ALCF) mission is to accelerate
major scientific discoveries and engineering breakthroughs for humanity by designing and providing
world-leading computing facilities in partnership with the computational science community. We
help researchers solve some of the world’s largest and most complex problems with our unique
combination of supercomputing resources and computational science expertise
Heterogeneity in High Performance Computing (HPC) has never been greater, and most exascale
systems deployed in the US will be accelerator-based systems. Understanding the performance of
applications running on sizeable fractions of those machines will be a challenge, as the scale and
complexity of those applications will be unprecedented. Nonetheless, the hybrid nature of these
platforms offers a common opportunity to better understand how the applications interact with the
accelerator (which is where most of the computing power will reside). Indeed, the Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) of those accelerators are well defined entry points that can be
traced. CUDA or OpenCL are such APIs. By applying techniques derived from Model Centric
Debugging on those APIs, it is possible to capture most of the accelerator-related context and
events. Those techniques have already been leveraged in an HPC context for debugging purposes
or for porting an HPC application from CUDA to OpenCL.

At Argonne, in order to meet those challenges, we’ve been developing a collection of Model Centric
Tracing tools that cover the APIs that will be encountered on exascale platforms. In order to meet
the scalability and performance requirements, those tracers are based on LTTng, and work on a
similar manner to LTTng CLUST but with Model Centric Tracing in mind. The fine level of control in
the granularity of the captured traces allows those tracers to be used for a variety of purposes:
Profiling accelerator usage of HPC applications, Debugging accelerator usage, Capturing traces that
can be reinjected in simulation frameworks, Extracting kernels for replay, allowing study and tuning
in a sand-box, Lightweight and transparent monitoring of platform usage. Most of those remain to
be invented or perfected and offer a lot of opportunities to develop new research. In this context,
Argonne’s ALCF is looking for a post-doctoral appointee to perform research and development on
the collection of tracers and their uses. Especially, with the exascale Aurora platform expected next
year, integration of the tracing framework and its scalability will be an important topic. Another
important objective will be to collaborate with application developers to help them leverage the
possibilities offered by the tracers. The work will take place in a multi-disciplinary environment and
will offer opportunities to interact with a wide range of talents from the whole spectrum of HPC
research. The successful candidate will be expected to present and publish their work at major
symposia and journals.
Position Requirements: Ideal candidates are expected to have: Recent PhD in related field
Comprehensive knowledge in C/C++ programming under Unix/Linux. Comprehensive knowledge of
one or more libraries and tools such as OpenCL, CUDA/HIP, ROCm, Level0 Comprehensive
knowledge in System Programming Considerable knowledge of parallel algorithms, I/O
architectures, performance evaluation and tuning. Considerable expertise in parallel programming,
multicore systems, threading, and scientific application codes. Considerable software development
skills, written, and communication skills. Good collaborative skills, including the ability to work well
with other divisions, laboratories, and universities. Good self-motivation to get involved and
participate in the project team`s research, and balance that against intense code development.
Candidate should have the ability to create, maintain, and support high-quality software. Ability to
model Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork.
Application Documents: Cover letter (optional); uploaded as a PDF document. Resume.

Computational Mathematician/Statistician
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Full Time
Position Description: The Mathematics and Computer Science Division at Argonne National
Laboratory seeks well-prepared candidates in applied mathematics, numerical analysis,

optimization, numerical software, and statistics for multiple positions at career levels from
postdoctoral researchers to senior staff researchers. The appointment level will be commensurate
with experience.
The positions will address software/algorithm development and/or theory in areas of interest to the
applied mathematics, numerical software, and statistics group. Candidates should have expertise in
one or more of the following areas:
Nonlinear optimization, including mixed-integer, multiobjective, stochastic/robust, PDE-constrained,
simulation-based, dynamics, derivative-free, and parallel/concurrent optimization Machine learning,
data analysis, applied statistics, and uncertainty quantification Statistical inference and analysis,
sampling, spectral estimation Stochastic processes, stochastic differential equations Data
assimilation, inverse problems High-order methods for PDEs/CFD including spectral element
methods Numerical linear algebra focusing on highly scalable preconditioners including matrix-free
methods Numerical methods for ordinary and partial differential equations including error
estimators and adjoints Automatic/algorithmic differentiation Quantum information sciences,
including quantum computing, networking, and simulation This is an Evergreen job posting which
allows candidates to apply once to be considered for multiple job requisitions; you may be asked to
apply to a specific job posting in the future.
Position Requirements: Applicants should have a master’s or doctorate degree in computer science,
mathematics, operations research, statistics, or a related discipline. Applicants should have
documented and comprehensive expertise, commensurate with their experience, in computational
mathematics, computational science, or numerical libraries. Programming experience in C, Python,
Fortran, or another programming language is desirable; experience with parallel computing is
desirable. Openings are available immediately, but there is flexibility in start dates for highly
qualified candidates. More information on applied mathematics, numerical software, and statistics
work at Argonne may be found at https://www.anl.gov/mcs/lans. Feel free to contact members of
the LANS group directly by email with specific questions.
About Argonne: Argonne is a multidisciplinary science and engineering research center, where
world-class researchers work alongside experts from industry, academia, and other government
laboratories to address vital national challenges in clean energy, environment, technology, and
national security. We pursue big, ambitious ideas that redefine what is possible. Our pursuit of
groundbreaking discoveries pushes the boundaries of fundamental science, applied science, and
engineering to solve complex challenges and develop useful technologies that can transform the
marketplace and change the world.

Computational Cosmology Postdoctoral Fellow

Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral
Computational Cosmology Postdoctoral Fellow - 91458 Organization: CR-Computational Research
Berkeley Lab’s Computational Cosmology Center (C3) is seeking a Postdoctoral Fellow to work on
topics related to cosmological simulations and inference of cosmological parameters using
simulations and observational data. Areas of interest are broad, including: development of
hydrodynamical Nyx code and simulations, large-scale structure and reionization models, statistical
and machine learning methods for future sky surveys, surrogate modeling of expensive
cosmological simulations and others. The ideal candidate will be capable of generating their own
research ideas and have good programming skills.
Berkeley Lab is a full member of several cosmology surveys, including DESI, LSST, CMB-S4 as well
as additional CMB experiments. Postdoctoral researchers will have access to significant allocations
on some of the world-leading supercomputers including Cori (Berkeley/NERSC), Theta
(Argonne/ALCF) and Summit (Oakridge/OLCF) and will interact with researchers from UC Berkeley
departments including Berkeley Center for Cosmological Physics (BCCP) and Berkeley Institute for
Data Science (BIDS).
What You Will Do: • Become an essential member of a diverse team of cosmologists, applied
mathematicians and computer scientists, working together on cosmological simulations and
parameter inference. • Publish and present research results in journals and conference proceedings.
What is Required: • PhD in Physics, Astronomy, Applied Mathematics, Computer Science or a
related field. • Strong interest in numerical simulations and/or statistical and machine learning
techniques. • Excellent oral and written communication skills. • Ability to work productively both
independently and as part of a diverse team. • Experience with High-Performance Computing in
scientific context is preferred.
For full consideration, please submit the following materials listed below with your application: •
Cover Letter • Curriculum Vitae • Statement describing research interests • At least 3 letters of
recommendation submitted directly to Zarija Lukic at zarija@lbl.gov.
The posting shall remain open until the position is filled, however for full consideration, please apply
by December 31, 2020.
Notes: • This is a full-time 2 year, postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal based
upon satisfactory job performance, continuing availability of funds and ongoing operational needs.
You must have less than 3 years paid postdoctoral experience. Salary for Postdoctoral positions

depends on years of experience post-degree. • This position is represented by a union for collective
bargaining purposes. • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. • This
position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to determine if
they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a conviction
history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. • Work
will be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189685 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

HPC Research and Development
Company: Rockport Networks (location: Ottawa)
Position: Full Time
Rooted in a vision to end decades of unnecessary complexity, Rockport Networks has built a highlyperformant scalable switchless network, reimagining the future of networking. Working with the
industry’s largest and most leading-edge customers, our mission is to Simplify the Network®
A rare opportunity for early involvement in a well-funded stealth-mode start-up, you will be
surrounded by smart and hardworking coworkers who are passionate about what they do and
proud of the products they build. We offer a very collaborative environment with room to grow and
the opportunity to help build a company with an amazing team.
Ready to be part of something big? Let’s get started.
This position is for a new Ph.D. or post-Doc that is interested in applied R&D. You will be an active
member of the Systems Engineering team, interacting with the team, other Engineering groups, and
the CTO.

You are involved in system performance analysis through benchmarking, tuning libraries, and
generally focused on simulation modeling, and other system software issues. You will investigate,
analyze and make recommendations regarding product design and other HPC system issues. All
applicants must be eligible to obtain a Secret (Level II) Security Clearance.
An individual should have demonstrated his/her flexible, adaptive, problem-solving ability.
Basic Qualifications: • Ph.D. degree in Computer Science or Electrical Engineering • Research
background and publications in at least one area relevant to HPC software and networking such as
Routing, Deadlock avoidance, Multipath performance • Deep understanding of HPC Topologies:
Torus, Dragonfly, etc. • Proficiency with C, and/or C++ • Proficiency with one or more of Python, R,
Matlab • Ability to obtain a security clearance
Desired Skills: • Strong communication skills - Ability to work remotely • Knowledge of simulation
tools (like NS-3) and scaling simulations using MPI • Good organization skills to balance and
prioritize work, and ability to multitask • Familiarity with a range of High-Performance Computing
(HPC) environment and related technologies

HPC Software Engineer - HPC Modelling & Simulation
Company: Rockport Networks (location: Ottawa)
Position: Full Time
Rooted in a vision to end decades of unnecessary complexity, Rockport Networks has built a highlyperformant scalable switchless network, reimagining the future of networking. Working with the
industry’s largest and most leading-edge customers, our mission is to Simplify the Network®
A rare opportunity for early involvement in a well-funded stealth-mode start-up, you will be
surrounded by smart and hardworking coworkers who are passionate about what they do and
proud of the products they build. We offer a very collaborative environment with room to grow and
the opportunity to help build a company with an amazing team.
Ready to be part of something big? Let’s get started.
This position is for a mid-career level HPC Software Engineer that will work on High-Performance
Computing (HPC) Research and Development (R&D). You will be an active member of the Systems
Engineering team, interacting with the team, other Engineering groups, and product management.
You are involved in system performance analysis through benchmarking, tuning libraries, and
generally focused on simulation modeling, and other system software issues. You will investigate,

analyze and make recommendations regarding product design and other HPC software issues. All
applicants must be eligible to obtain a Secret (Level II) Security Clearance.
An individual should have demonstrated his/her flexible, adaptive, problem-solving ability.
Basic Qualifications: • Bachelor's degree in STEM discipline, Computer Science or Electrical
Engineering discipline preferred • Around 5 years of experience developing discrete event
simulations of an SoC, network protocols using NS-3 or similar framework • Around 5 years of
experience developing system software in heterogeneous, multi-platform environments •
Proficiency with C, and/or C++ • Experience with one or more of Python, R, Matlab • Solid
understanding of the software development process including requirements, use cases, design,
coding, documentation, and testing of scalable, distributed applications in a Linux environment. •
Ability to obtain a security clearance
Desired Skills: • Knowledge of MPI and running large scale simulations • Familiarity with HighPerformance Computing (HPC) environment and related technologies • Experience with revision
control software (SVN, Git) • Experience with a variety of build/install tools • Good organization
skills to balance and prioritize work, and ability to multitask

Cyber Security Engineer
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Full Time
Cyber Security Engineer - 91523 Organization: SN-Scientific Networking
Are you an exceptional Security Analyst or Engineer who likes working on truly challenging
problems? Are you passionate about being on the cutting edge of security technology? Do you
dream of having mountains of data and telemetry at your fingertips to search for threats and protect
the next generation high speed network? Do you love sharing your accomplishments and giving
back to the community? If so, consider joining the Security Group (SEC) for Berkeley Lab’s Energy
Sciences Network (ESnet). ESnet interconnects the U.S. national laboratory system, is widelyregarded as a technical pioneer, and is currently the fastest science network in the world.
We’re a dynamic organization, highly-motivated and focused on results. Our mission is to
accelerate science by delivering unparalleled networking capabilities, tools, and innovations. As an
organization, we are small enough to be agile, but large enough to offer rewarding challenges on a
global scale. ESnet provides innovative networking and collaborative services to national research
laboratories and other Department of Energy sites, connecting them to research and education
networks worldwide, as well as the greater Internet. We envision a world in which scientific

progress is completely unconstrained by the physical location of instruments, people, computational
resources, or data. If you share that vision, ESnet is the right place for you.
What You Will Do: • Integrate knowledge of network protocols, services, threats, vulnerabilities,
mitigation strategies, hardware capabilities, and other information to build a security environment
that reduces and mitigates risk while allowing ESnet’s open science mission to succeed. • Serve as
a core member of ESnet’s Security Group performing varying security duties including threat
awareness, proactive network traffic analysis, development/management of security services,
incident response, and resolution of security incidents. • Analyze logs, alerts and diverse data sets
to search for threats both in the data center and on the WAN. • Successfully lead projects, gather
broad stakeholder input, define needs, find solutions, and communicate progress regularly. •
Promote a strong security culture through technical security consulting with other ESnet staff.
What is Required: • Bachelor’s degree and a minimum of 8 years of related experience or a
Master’s degree and 6 years of related experience; or equivalent combination of education and
experience. • Experience with Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), signature development, or
network/packet level examination using tools such as tcpdump or wireshark. • Project leadership
experience, specifically in gathering requirements, developing technical project scope, finding
solutions, and reporting progress and challenges. • Strong understanding of TCP/IP networks, at
multiple layers. • Competency with Linux or BSD, including scripting and/or automation with tools
such as python and ansible. • Exceptional analysis and troubleshooting skills. • Excellent
organizational and communication skills, capable of communicating via multiple mediums and to
various audiences. • Demonstrated ability to work both independently and collaboratively in an
interdisciplinary team with patience and fortitude.
Desired Qualifications: • Demonstrated experience in system administration and/or network
administration (design, implementation, and maintenance) and the ability to apply that experience
to security system architecture and design. • Enjoys threat hunting and has a curiosity to dig into
logs and/or SIEM tools. • Demonstrated experience and a desire to write technical documentation. •
Enjoys DevOps and has experience building or using CI/CD pipelines. • Experience using “Big Data”
tools for security analysis and has a data science mindset. • Demonstrated experience working with
federal security policies/guidelines and mapping to technical solutions. • Experience hardening
container deployments (e.g., via Kubernetes) or cloud infrastructure; familiarity with security tools for
containers and the cloud.
For full consideration, please apply by December December 14, 2020.
Notes: • This is a full-time career appointment, exempt (monthly paid) from overtime pay. • This
position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to determine if
they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a conviction

history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. • This
position has the option of working remotely, but limited to individuals residing in the United States.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189724 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

Assistant Research Programmer / Research Programmer / Senior Research Programmer
Company: National Center for Supercomputing Applications - NCSA (location: Urbana, IL)
Position: Full Time
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) advances discovery and innovation
through extreme-scale computing, science-enabling software, and the skills of our expert staff. The
center is part of the flagship University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign—a world leader in research,
teaching, and public engagement—and is located in a micro-urban community that combines
cultural vibrancy with affordability and quality of life.
NCSA is currently seeking one or more Assistant Research Programmer/Research
Programmer/Senior Research Programmer(s) who will provide scientific and research software
development and engineering in support of projects and research, which can include elements of
data analysis, data ingestion and integration from heterogeneous sources, cybersecurity, web front
ends, back end services that scale, as well as databases. You will interact with people in a wide
range of educational, scientific, and engineering disciplines to design, develop, and support
advanced software tools in areas such as civil and environmental engineering, biology, geoscience,
digital humanities, library science, hazard management, medical informatics, astronomy, and
computational science. Creativity, independence, a strong work ethic, as well as coordination with
the project principal investigator(s) will be critical. You will also have the opportunity to represent
the group at meetings, give presentations at conferences or other venues, and contribute to
publications and grant proposals.

NCSA is committed to increasing the diversity of the campus community. Candidates who have
experience working with a diverse range of faculty, staff, and students, and who can contribute to
the climate of inclusivity are encouraged to apply.
For further information regarding our application procedures, you may email fijalkov@illinois.edu. To
apply, please create your candidate profile at jobs.illinois.edu and upload your cover letter and
CV/resume by the close date, January 24, 2021. Contact information for three references must be
included on the application. For full consideration, candidates must complete the Hiretouch
application process by the above date. The University of Illinois conducts criminal background
checks on all job candidates upon acceptance of a contingent offer. As a qualifying federal
contractor, the University of Illinois System uses E-Verify to verify employment eligibility.
The University of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer. Minorities, women,
veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply. For more information, visit
http://go.illinois.edu/EEO.
For further information regarding our application procedures, you may visit www.ncsa.illinois.edu or
email NCSA-HR@illinois.edu.

Associate Project Manager / Project Manager
Company: National Center for Supercomputing Applications - NCSA (location: Urbana, IL)
Position: Full Time
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) advances discovery and innovation
through extreme-scale computing, science-enabling software, and the skills of our expert staff. The
center is part of the flagship University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign—a world leader in research,
teaching, and public engagement—and is located in a micro-urban community that combines
cultural vibrancy with affordability and quality of life.
NCSA is currently seeking one or more Associate Project Managers and Project Mangers to provide
management and coordination across assigned NCSA projects; information management, tracking,
dissemination, and reporting between projects, staff, and leadership (both project PIs and NCSA
management); and coordinating with the NCSA Project Management Office to find ways to align
NCSA’s vast landscape of projects and activities (reducing duplication of effort and building on
cross project activities where possible). Within projects these positions track goals and work to
maintain/drive timelines, striving towards staff and resources being utilized efficiently and also
toward achieving goals. Daily activity involves interaction with project management software tools
and other business support systems, organizing, driving, and coordinating meetings (e.g. deriving
agendas, tracking, communicating, and following up on action items).

NCSA encourages professional development and provides advancement and growth opportunities
for employees wishing to further their careers.
Applications must be received by December 7, 2020. Apply for this position at jobs.illinois.edu. If
you have not applied before, you must create your candidate profile. If you already have a profile,
you will be redirected to that existing profile via email notification. To complete the application
process: Step 1) Submit the Staff Vacancy Application using the "Apply for Position" button below.
Step 2) Submit the Voluntary Self-Identification of Disability forms. Step 3) Upload your cover letter,
resume (months and years of employment must be included), and academic credentials (unofficial
transcripts or diploma may be acceptable), and names/contact information for three references.
In order to be considered as a transfer candidate, you must apply for this position at the website
mentioned above. Applications not submitted through this website will not be considered. For
further information about this specific position, contact Wil Myers at wmmyers@illinois.edu. For
questions about the application process, please contact 217-333-2137.
The University of Illinois conducts criminal background checks on all job candidates upon
acceptance of a contingent offer. The University of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative
Action employer. Minorities, women, veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to
apply. For more information, visit http://go.illinois.edu/EEO.
For further information regarding our application procedures, you may visit www.ncsa.illinois.edu or
email NCSA-HR@illinois.edu.

Computer Scientist
Company: SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory (location: Menlo Park)
Position: Full Time
SLAC is seeking computer scientists to formulate and carry out world-class computer science
research in areas of relevance to SLAC, including but not limited to systems software for exascale
computing (data management, programming models, operating and runtime systems, distributed
systems, system architecture and storage) and data analytics (algorithms and tools for machine
learning and very large scale data analysis). The Scientist will work as part of an interdisciplinary
team of researchers and faculty, specifically collaborating with members of the computer science
research group, other SLAC scientists and faculty and students in Stanford’s Computer Science
Department as well as other departments in the School of Engineering.
Your specific responsibilities include:

Perform high quality experimental and/or theoretical research
Collaborate with SLAC staff and external partners
Research programs include but not limited to: systems software for exascale computing (data
management, programming models, operating and runtime systems, distributed systems, system
architecture and storage) and data analytics (algorithms and tools for machine learning and very
large scale data analysis)
Note: The Associate Scientist position is the entry level in the Staff Scientist career path. The
Associate Scientist is a 3 to 5 year fixed term research staff position. The second level of this career
path, Staff Scientist is a regular continuing position. The Associate position is scheduled to be
assessed after the 3 to 5 year period with the possibility of appointment to the Staff Scientist level.
Appointment to the Staff Scientist level requires a review and evaluation of documented scientific
achievement.
Applicants should include a cover letter, a statement of research including brief summary of
accomplishments, a curriculum vitae, a list of publications, and names of three references for future
letters of recommendation with the application.
Qualifications:
Ph.D. in Computer Science or a closely related discipline with 2 years of research experience in
exascale computing
Demonstrated research ability.
Demonstrated effective written and verbal communication skills.
Demonstrated ability to work and communicate effectively with a diverse population.
Demonstrated ability to work independently and in a team environment.
SLAC Competencies:
Effective Decisions: Uses job knowledge and solid judgment to make quality decisions in a timely
manner.
Self-Development: Pursues a variety of venues and opportunities to continue learning and
developing.

Dependability: Can be counted on to deliver results with a sense of personal responsibility for
expected outcomes.
Initiative: Pursues work and interactions proactively with optimism, positive energy, and motivation
to move things forward.
Adaptability: Flexes as needed when change occurs, maintains an open outlook while adjusting and
accommodating changes.
Communication: Ensures effective information flow to various audiences and creates and delivers
clear, appropriate written, spoken, presented messages.
Relationships: Builds relationships to foster trust, collaboration, and a positive climate to achieve
common goals.
Physical requirements and working conditions:
Consistent with its obligations under the law, the University will provide reasonable accommodation
to any employee with a disability who requires accommodation to perform the essential functions of
the job.
WORK STANDARDS:
Interpersonal Skills: Demonstrates the ability to work well with Stanford colleagues and clients and
with external organizations.
Promote Culture of Safety: Demonstrates commitment to personal responsibility and value for
environment, safety and security; communicates related concerns; uses and promotes safe
behaviors based on training and lessons learned. Meets the applicable roles and responsibilities as
described in the ESH Manual, Chapter 1—General Policy and Responsibilities: http://wwwgroup.slac.stanford.edu/esh/eshmanual/pdfs/ESHch01.pdf
Subject to and expected to comply with all applicable University policies and procedures, including
but not limited to the personnel policies and other policies found in the University's Administrative
Guide, http://adminguide.stanford.edu.

Visual Solutions Engineer
Company: Purdue University (location: West Lafayette)
Position: Full Time

Job Summary
Research Computing is a research computing center providing advanced computing resources and
services including access to leading-edge computational and data storage systems, as well as
expertise in a broad range of high performance computing activities, to support the computationally
intensive research of Purdue faculty and staff and research partners nationwide. The Envision
Center leverages cutting-edge technologies to prove immersive interactive 3D visualizations for
both research and instruction which can be deployed to mobile devices, web, and VR head
mounted displays.
The Associate Visual Solutions Engineer will provide direct technical support for users of virtual and
augmented reality, data visualization and media creation under the guidance of senior staff. Support
is provided by helping users interact with operating systems, operational policies and procedures,
commercial software, new technologies, algorithms, and material for documentation and training.
This position will work collaboratively with other Research Computing staff and campus
researchers as well as external industry partners to implement new technologies.
Required:
Bachelor’s Degree in computer graphics technology, engineering, computer science or related fields
Six months of formal or informal experience in providing technical support to others
In lieu of degree, consideration will be given to an equivalent combination of education and
experience
Experience using high-performance computing resources to produce scientific results
Experience with the following applications: Unity/Unreal, Adobe CC, and C# and/or C++
programming
Experience with VR/AR development, simulation development, 3D asset creation, VR/AR tracking
and display systems
Knowledge related to virtual and augmented reality, both scientific and geospatial data
visualization, and media creation
Foundational knowledge of a wide range of hardware, scientific programming languages, scripting
languages, commercial and public domain software packages, operating systems, and tools

Ability to work as part of a diverse team
Ability to communicate orally and in writing
Preferred:
Ability to present training, and prepare documentation
Additional Information:
-Purdue will not sponsor employment authorization for this position -A background check will be
required for employment in this position -FLSA: Exempt (Not Eligible For Overtime) R-etirement
Eligibility: Defined Contribution Waiting Period -Purdue University is an EOE/AA employer. All
individuals, including minorities, women, individuals with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged
to apply

Assistant Research Programmer / Research Programmer / Senior Research Programmer
Company: National Center for Supercomputing Applications - NCSA (location: Urbana, IL)
Position: Full Time
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) advances discovery and innovation
through extreme-scale computing, science-enabling software, and the skills of our expert staff. The
center is part of the flagship University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign—a world leader in research,
teaching, and public engagement—and is located in a micro-urban community that combines
cultural vibrancy with affordability and quality of life.
In this role you will provide advanced applications support for campus and national users of campus
and national computing platforms to allow these users to productively achieve their research goals
through effective use of the computing platforms. Advanced applications support within the scope
of this position spans advanced user support activities across a range of existing and developing
areas. The areas include: application optimization, parallelization, scaling and algorithm
development; application of artificial intelligence techniques in scientific computing; accelerator use
in applications; grid-based applications; scientific visualization; ISV applications support. You will
participate in the advanced research support programs of the Illinois Research IT Research
Software Collaborative Service serving the University of Illinois campus, other National Science
Foundation (NSF) projects, the c3.ai Digital Transformation Institute, and/or any new projects
requiring advanced research support for the larger user community. Creativity, independence, a
strong work ethic, as well as coordination with project principal investigator(s) will be critical. This
position will represent the group at meetings, give presentations at conferences or other venues,

and contribute to publications and grant proposals.
NCSA is committed to increasing the diversity of the campus community. Candidates who have
experience working with a diverse range of faculty, staff, and students, and who can contribute to
the climate of inclusivity are encouraged to apply.
This is a regular academic professional position at NCSA and is an annually renewable, 12/12,
100%-time appointment with regular University benefits. Salary is commensurate with experience
and start date will be as soon as possible after the close date of the search. Applicants must
possess required education and experience by start date of position. Interviews and hires may occur
before the closing date; however, all applications received by the closing date will receive full
consideration. For further information regarding our application procedures, you may email
fijalkov@illinois.edu.
To apply, please create your candidate profile at jobs.illinois.edu and upload your cover letter and
CV/resume by the close date, November 23, 2020. Contact information for three references must
be included on the application. For full consideration, candidates must complete the Hiretouch
application process by the above date. The University of Illinois conducts criminal background
checks on all job candidates upon acceptance of a contingent offer. The University of Illinois
conducts criminal background checks on all job candidates upon acceptance of a contingent offer.
As a qualifying federal contractor, the University of Illinois System uses E-Verify to verify
employment eligibility.
The University of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer. Minorities, women,
veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply. For more information, visit
http://go.illinois.edu/EEO.
For further information regarding our application procedures, you may visit www.ncsa.illinois.edu or
email NCSA-HR@illinois.edu.

Postdoctoral Fellow for Advanced Optical Interconnects in Datacenters
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral
Postdoctoral Fellow for Advanced Optical Interconnects in Datacenters - 91179 Organization: CRComputational Research
The Computer Architecture Group (CAG, https://crd.lbl.gov/departments/computer-science/cag/) is
interested in the design, architecture and programming of future HPC systems to enable continued

scientific research. A timely question for our group is how to prepare future HPC and data center
systems given the expectation of many heterogeneous computing resources, and the continued
need for higher performance efficiency to reach the next milestone after exascale computing. CAG
is investigating related topics as well, such as specialized hardware accelerators, micro-architectural
enhancements, new devices to replace existing CMOS transistors, emerging memories, 3D, and
photonics.
These challenges have motivated the research in the Photonic Integrated Networked Energy
efficient datacenter (PINE) project. The PINE architecture addresses the data movement challenge
by leveraging the unique properties of photonics to steer bandwidth to where it is needed rather
than over-provisioning network resources, which significantly increases energy consumption.
Photonics can also be used to efficiently perform resource disaggregation which includes advanced
photonic link technology, Photonic Multichip modules, and optical circuit switches to dynamically
reconfigure/aggregate resources to meet the needs of diverse workloads.
We are seeking a Postdoctoral Fellow for Advanced Optical Interconnects in Datacenters to
participate primarily in system-level architectural studies using models of emerging photonic
components. In particular, the focus of this position is to design novel ways for resource
disaggregation and network reconfiguration at every level (node to system) to best serve HPC and
datacenter applications and take advantage of the unique strengths of optical switches and links.
This project requires expertise in networks and computer architecture. The successful candidate will
also have opportunities to participate in exciting projects in related fields, such as in microarchitectural research towards improving performance of critical HPC and datacenter applications.
We value and strive for diversity in backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives.
What You Will Do: • Design and implement a multi-scale modeling and simulation environment to
model the impact of a wide range of ideas in computer networks and architecture. • Capture
communication and computation traces from important HPC and datacenter applications using
CPUs and GPUs to guide this study. • Work closely with the developers of emerging optical
components such as switches for incorporation into the simulation framework, including developers
of other relevant technologies. Provide feedback and suggestions to those developers on how to
improve their components to better fit HPC and data center systems. • Use demonstrated expertise
in networks and computer architecture to design a novel approach to resource disaggregation and
network reconfiguration in all system levels that includes the reconfiguration algorithm, physical
topology limitations, topology construction, routing, adapting to different optimization goals, impact
to the applications, etc. • Collaborate with algorithm and software developers for the purpose of
making results of research easily accessible to them. • Participate in all requested assignments,
including research, preparation of funding proposals, documentation of results and reporting results
to sponsors. • Establish research directions and pursue funding opportunities.

What is Required: • PhD in Computer Science, Applied Mathematics, Computational Science,
Mechanical Engineering, Physics or a related discipline. • Understanding of devices and their
models, 3D integration, emerging memory technologies, and architecture specialization (e.g.,
accelerators). • Demonstrated expertise in working with modeling and simulation methods and
software tools for hardware exploration. • Demonstrated expertise in setting research direction and
priorities for future computing architectures or network architectures. • Demonstrated expertise in
Verilog, C++, Python. • Familiarity with HPC and datacenter applications. • Excellent verbal and
written communication skills. • Demonstrated ability to work effectively as part of a crossdisciplinary team.
Desired Qualifications: • Demonstrated expertise in photonic systems. • Demonstrated expertise in
HPC or datacenter applications. • Demonstrated expertise in Scala. • Understanding of
programming models popular in HPC and datacenters.
For full consideration, please apply by October 29, 2020.
Notes: • This is a full-time 2 year, postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal based
upon satisfactory job performance, continuing availability of funds and ongoing operational needs.
You must have less than 3 years of paid postdoctoral experience. Salary for Postdoctoral positions
depends on years of experience post-degree. • This position is represented by a union for collective
bargaining purposes. • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. • This
position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to determine if
they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a conviction
history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. • Work
will be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189793 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

Adversarial Machine Learning Postdoctoral Scholar
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral
Adversarial Machine Learning Postdoctoral Scholar - 91189 Organization: CR-Computational
Research
The Data Science and Technology (DST, https://dst.lbl.gov/) department in the Computational
Research Division (https://crd.lbl.gov/) has an immediate opening for a post-doctoral researcher to
perform research and development in adversarial machine learning methods for complex control
systems driven by reinforcement learning.
The goal of this position is to research adversarial machine learning methods that will enable safer
operation of automated, adaptive deep-learning-driven cyber-physical system processes.
Numerous DOE-relevant processes are becoming automated and adaptive, using machine learning
techniques, such as reinforcement learning, in which the state after one run of the process
automatically influences the actions taken on subsequent runs often without a human in the loop.
Examples of such processes relevant to DOE today include: intelligent transportation systems,
adaptive control of grid-attached equipment to stabilize power grid function, and more. This creates
a vulnerability for a cyber attacker to sabotage processes through tainted training data or specially
crafted inputs.
To accomplish this, the postdoc will use tools from AI to develop characterizations of dynamic
systems, will develop the underlying math for adversarial manipulation of the ML models, and
methods that will seek to enable detection and prevention of manipulation via attacking the learning
methods. In the context of the power grid, the postdoc will examine ways in which automated
power grid systems can be attacked, and will develop algorithms to determine which cyber-physical
system properties should be adjusted to re-stabilize unstable operating points.
Important qualities of the position include experience in adversarial learning and deep learning,
experience with control theory, and experience with software development, including experience in
working in team-based development environments; and a strong interest in science, enabling
scientific research, learning new scientific domains, and working closely with domain scientists.
The Data Science and Technology (https://crd.lbl.gov/departments/data-science-and-technology/)
department at Berkeley Lab develops software and tools to enable scientists to address complex
and large-scale computing and data analysis problems beyond what is possible today. DST
engages in partnerships with scientists to understand their computing and data analysis challenges
to develop leading-edge solutions. Our research areas address aspects of scientific computing that
are not adequately addressed by existing frameworks and tools. Details on current and recent

projects are available on http://dst.lbl.gov and http://dst.lbl.gov/security.
What You Will Do: • Write scientific research papers suitable for submission to peer-reviewed
computer science venues, such as ICML, ICLR, or NeurIPS; computer security venues such as the
IEEE Symposium on Security & Privacy or the USENIX Security Symposium; or control theory
venues. • Use tools from AI to develop reduced order characterizations of high-dimensional
dynamic systems. • Develop the math underlying adversarial manipulation of the ML models and
methods that will seek to enable detection and prevention of manipulation via attacking the learning
methods. • In the context of the power grid, examine ways in which automated power grid systems
can be attacked, and will develop algorithms to determine which cyber-physical system properties
should be adjusted to re-stabilize unstable operating points. • Work with research staff in the
Berkeley Lab Data Science & Technology Department and Grid Integration Group, with researchers
and application scientists throughout the Berkeley Lab and the DOE Office of Science community,
and with faculty and student collaborators from universities throughout the world.
What is Required: • Ph.D. degree in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Mathematics, Statistics, or a related technical field is required. • An established track
record of peer-reviewed publications in deep learning and/or adversarial machine learning. •
Experience with key tools used in scientific data discovery, such as Jupyter notebooks, Spark, PyML,
TensorFlow, and/or related software systems. • Proven experience writing software and proficiency
and experience in programming languages such as C/C++ and/or Python. • Demonstrated ability to
work independently and collaboratively in a diverse interdisciplinary team and contribute to an
active intellectual environment. • Excellent written and verbal skills. • Keen interest in solving
science challenges.
Desired Qualifications: • Experience in control theory and/or signal processing. • Experience with
electric power systems is a plus. • Proficiency with UNIX tools and computer systems.
Notes: • This is a full-time 2 year, postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal based
upon satisfactory job performance, continuing availability of funds and ongoing operational needs.
You must have less than 3 years of paid postdoctoral experience. Salary for Postdoctoral positions
depends on years of experience post-degree. • This position is represented by a union for collective
bargaining purposes. • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. • This
position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to determine if
they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a conviction
history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. • Work
will be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189792 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.

Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

NESAP for Data Postdoctoral Fellow
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral
NESAP for Data Postdoctoral Fellow - 91231 Organization: NE-NERSC
To address today’s most urgent research questions, scientists are collecting exponentially more
data, managing it with automated or interactive software pipelines, and analyzing it using
algorithms of ever-increasing computational intensity. In order to support these scientists, the
National Energy Research Scientific Computing (NERSC https://www.nersc.gov/) Center at Berkeley
Lab (https://www.nersc.gov/https://www.lbl.gov/4 times the performance of NERSC’s current
supercomputer “Cori.” Perlmutter, NERSC’s first GPU+CPU supercomputer, has a design optimized
for science, but now NERSC faces the challenge of helping its users do their science optimally with
Perlmutter. That is where you come in.
We are looking for highly motivated postdocs to join the NERSC Exascale Application Program
(NESAP, https://www.nersc.gov/research-and-development/nesap/) for Data (N4D). N4D
addresses data-intensive science pipelines that process massive datasets from facilities like
synchrotron light sources, telescopes, microscopes, particle accelerators, or genome sequencers.
The impact from accelerating the analysis of data from these instruments cannot be understated:
predicting materials for new, efficient solar cells and batteries, understanding fundamental
biological processes, unlocking the secrets of the Universe. Our vision is seamless integration and
flow of data between scientific facilities and energy-efficient supercomputers to enable discoveries
from big team science. Learn more about the kind of science supported by N4D here
(https://www.nersc.gov/research-and-development/nesap/nesap-projects/#n4d).
As a NESAP postdoc you will: • Collaborate with an experimental or observational data science
team to ensure that their code, workflows, and software infrastructure make the best use of
Perlmutter possible. • Be part of a multidisciplinary team composed of computational and domain

scientists working together to transition and optimize codes to the Perlmutter system and produce
mission-relevant science that pushes the limits of high-performance computing (HPC). • Carry out
code transition efforts in collaboration with a project’s PI and team members, supported by NERSC
and vendor staff. • Collaborate with and support other postdocs across all three NESAP program
areas (simulation, data, and learning). Learn about current and previous NESAP postdocs here
(https://www.nersc.gov/research-and-development/nesap/nesap-postdocs/). • Have the
opportunity to push the boundaries of science by assisting in the development of new methods and
implementation of novel algorithms on state-of-the-art computational resources.
NERSC’s Perlmutter system has both a GPU and CPU partition. The GPU partition has 1500 nodes
each with 4 NVIDIA A100 (Ampere) Tensor Core GPUs, one AMD Milan CPU, and 256 gigabytes of
memory. The CPU partition has roughly 3000 CPU nodes each with 2 AMD Milan CPUs and 512
gigabytes of memory. Perlmutter also features a new Cray system interconnect codenamed
Slingshot that is designed for data-centric computing, and a new 35-petabyte all-flash Lustre
scratch file system designed to move data at a rate of more than 5 terabytes per second. More
details on Perlmutter are available here (https://www.nersc.gov/systems/perlmutter/).
Successful Candidates are expected to: • Work with NERSC staff, code teams, and HPC vendor
partners to transition and optimize codes, pipelines, and workflows for Perlmutter that process or
analyze data from scientific facilities, balancing performance, productivity, and portability. • Conduct
profiling, scaling, parallelization (GPU and/or CPU), memory bandwidth, and I/O performance
analyses to guide development of these codes, pipelines, and workflows; capitalize on NERSC’s
combined HPC and Data ecosystems. • Disseminate results of research activities through refereed
publications, reports, and conference presentations. Ensure that new findings are documented for
the broader community, NERSC staff, vendors, and NERSC users. • Participate in postdoctoral
career development, science enrichment, and networking opportunities within the Computing
Sciences Area and broader Berkeley Lab community. • Travel to sites at other Labs, universities,
and vendor facilities in order to collaborate with teams, experts, and vendor staff.
What is Required: • Ph.D. in Computational Science, Data Science, Computer Science, Applied
Mathematics, or a science domain area with a computationally-oriented research focus. •
Experience, knowledge, or willingness to learn about code, pipeline, or workflow development for
experimental/observational science and HPC. • Ability to work productively either independently or
as part of an interdisciplinary team, balancing objectives involving both research and development.
• Effective communication and interpersonal skills.
Desired Qualifications: • Experience with development and performance optimization of scientific
software using modern best practices (revision control with Git, continuous integration and
deployment, etc). • Experience with at least one high-level language (HLL) such as Python, Julia, or
R and corresponding data analytics ecosystem. Bonus: experience with CPU/GPU parallelism. •

Interest in one or more of the following areas: container technologies (e.g. Docker), Jupyter
notebooks, complex workflows and pipelines, data analytics in HPC.
To be considered applications must include: • A Cover Letter: Include a cover letter introducing
yourself, your application materials, and describing your interest in the program. How did you hear
about NESAP for Data and why do you want to be a part of it? • Curriculum Vitae/Resume: Either
an academic CV or a resume is acceptable. Please be sure to include these particularly relevant
facts: technical skills, interests, and research/engineering activities relevant to the position. • List of
Publications: A list of publications is required in order to show evidence that you have experience
with the academic/conference publishing process. If there’s a particular paper you would like us to
look at, please highlight that in the list (please don’t attach the paper itself). Links to software
projects and public code repositories in your publication list are also very welcome! • 3 References:
Provide contact information for three professional references with whom we may communicate
regarding your work and your application. Please make sure they agree to provide a reference for
you.
Notes: • This is a full-time 1 year, postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal based
upon satisfactory job performance, continuing availability of funds and ongoing operational needs.
You must have less than 4 years of paid postdoctoral experience. Salary for Postdoctoral positions
depends on years of experience post-degree. • This position is represented by a union for collective
bargaining purposes. • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. • Work will
be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189785 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

HPC Numerical Algorithms Postdoctoral Researcher
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Postdoctoral

HPC Numerical Algorithms Postdoctoral Researcher - 91276 Organization: CR-Computational
Research
Berkeley Lab’s Computational Research Division (https://crd.lbl.gov/) has an opening for a HPC
Numerical Algorithms Postdoctoral Researcher to work on high-performance numerical algorithm
development. The Applied Numerical Algorithms Group (ANAG) develops advanced numerical
algorithms and software for partial differential equations integrated with the application of the
software to problems of independent scientific and engineering interest. The primary focus of our
work is in the development of high-resolution and adaptive discretizations of partial differential
equations in complex geometries, targeting DOE-mission applications including biological systems,
electro-chemical and electro-magnetic systems, climate, and fusion energy.
We are seeking strong software and applied math candidates that can help develop the next
generation of finite volume numerical algorithms, which must be both highly accurate and fast on
multi-core and GPU architectures. You will join an interdisciplinary team of applied mathematicians
and software engineers to develop new algorithms for next-generation high performance
computing (HPC) computational science simulations.
We value and strive for diversity in backgrounds, experiences, and perspectives.
What You Will Do: • Analyze accuracy and stability of numerical algorithms and linear algebra
solvers. • Understand C++ software design and development for high-performance computer
architectures. • Contribute to publications and participate in conferences and meetings. •
Contribute in a multidisciplinary team environment which includes mathematicians, software
developers, and computational scientists.
What is Required: • Ph.D. in Applied Mathematics, Computer Science, or Physical
Sciences/Engineering within the last 3 years, with a strong research background in at least some of
applied mathematics, computational methods, and scientific computing. • General experience in
developing and using numerical software for partial differential equations. • Some experience in
C/C++ programming. • Experience developing mathematical and software models for science
applications is desired. • Understanding of computer systems architecture and their contributions to
the overall system performance is also desirable.
For full consideration, please submit a CV. The posting shall remain open until the position is filled.
Notes: • This is a full-time 2 year, postdoctoral appointment with the possibility of renewal based
upon satisfactory job performance, continuing availability of funds and ongoing operational needs.
You must have less than 3 years of paid postdoctoral experience. Salary for Postdoctoral positions
depends on years of experience post-degree. • This position is represented by a union for collective

bargaining purposes. • Salary will be predetermined based on postdoctoral step rates. • This
position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to determine if
they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a conviction
history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for employment. • Work
will be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189784 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

Advanced Quantum Testbed Project Scientist
Company: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (location: Berkeley)
Position: Full Time
Advanced Quantum Testbed Project Scientist - 91459 Organization: AC-Computing
Berkeley Lab’s Computational Research Division (CRD) has an Advanced Quantum Testbed
Research Scientist position to join its Advanced Quantum Testbed (AQT) effort.
The AQT program is focused on constructing, enhancing, operating, and maintaining an open, fully
accessible gate-based quantum computer. Our technology platform is based on superconducting
quantum circuit processors, and we aim to generate the detailed experimental findings needed to
resolve foundational questions in quantum information science, and to guide near-term hardware
and algorithm co-design.
What You Will Do: • Specialized research in conception and execution of quantum algorithms on
superconducting hardware. • Design and conduct state-of-the-art experiments such as
superconducting quantum processors and/or theory in quantum information science. • Troubleshoot
noise processes on quantum hardware and design and implement mitigation strategies. • Deploy
high-speed, low-latency data acquisition hardware. • Validate, analyze, and interpret experimental

data. • Develop algorithms for near-term hardware based on critical evaluation of the literature, and
original thinking. • Design quantum simulations for physics, chemistry, and computer science. •
Design, fabricate & test high-speed cryogenic and room temperature classical control electronics. •
Firmware development & programing tools to interface with FPGA-based electronics. • Quantum
verification and validation. • Shallow circuit algorithm development and optimization.
Additional Responsibilities as needed: • Fabricate, characterize, and test superconducting circuits. •
Supervise group post-doctoral candidates and graduate students.
What is Required: • Ph.D. degree in physics, applied physics, electrical engineering, or a related
field. Five or more years relevant experience. • Knowledge of quantum information science related
to one or more of the responsibilities/research areas listed above. • Independently plan and
complete projects. • Relevant publication record and demonstration of proficient written and oral
presentation of scientific results. • Ability to direct the work of technical support staff or students.
Desired Qualifications: • Ability to prepare periodic updates (written and oral) for internal and
external reviews or reports. • Experience operating and maintaining a dilution refrigerator. •
Experience using Python based programming tools.
Notes: • This is a full-time 1 year, term appointment that may be renewed to a maximum of five
years. • This position may be subject to a background check. Any convictions will be evaluated to
determine if they directly relate to the responsibilities and requirements of the position. Having a
conviction history will not automatically disqualify an applicant from being considered for
employment. • Work will be primarily performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, 1 Cyclotron
Road, Berkeley, CA.
How To Apply Apply directly online at http://50.73.55.13/counter.php?id=189783 and follow the
on-line instructions to complete the application process.
Equal Employment Opportunity: Berkeley Lab is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability, age, or protected veteran
status. Berkeley Lab is in compliance with the Pay Transparency Nondiscrimination Provision under
41 CFR 60-1.4. Click here (https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ofccp/posters) to view the poster and
supplement: "Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law."
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans,
and other underrepresented groups presently considering scientific research careers.

Postdoctoral Appointee –Data Management for AI
Company: Argonne National Laboratory (location: Lemont, IL)
Position: Postdoctoral
Position Description:
The Argonne Leadership Computing Facility’s (ALCF) mission is to accelerate major scientific
discoveries and engineering breakthroughs for humanity by designing and providing world-leading
computing facilities in partnership with the computational science community. We help researchers
solve some of the world’s largest and most complex problems with our unique combination of
supercomputing resources and computational science expertise.
The ALCF has an opening for a postdoctoral position in data management targeting at scientific
simulation and AI applications. The successful candidate will join the Data Science group, a vibrant
multi-disciplinary team of scientists and High Performance Computing (HPC) engineers. In the Data
Science group, we work at the forefront of HPC to push scientific boundaries, carrying out research
and development in state-of-the-art data management, machine learning and statistics techniques.
With the advancement of Exascale systems and the variety of novel AI hardware designed to
accelerate both training and inference, the ALCF is studying the application of these techniques to a
variety of our science applications, including but not limited to: Computational Chemistry, Plasma
Physics, High Energy Physics, analysis of Light Source data such as that from the Advanced Photon
Source, Biology, Astronomy, and other science disciplines. The chosen applicant will have a rare
chance to work on exascale supercomputing systems and novel AI hardware to help solve
significant real-world problems using machine learning and deep learning. ALCF researchers work
in a highly collaborative environment involving science application teams, academia and industry, as
well as other national labs and agencies, to solve some of the world’s largest and most complex
problems in science and engineering.
We invite you to apply for this postdoctoral position to work on development and scaling of the I/O
software stack on supercomputing systems. You will provide technology vision, research,
development and support to efficiently read, write and manage large-scale datasets being
produced by computational simulations, experiments and observations. You will develop and
implement strategies to optimize data management and movement to exploit the underlying system
architecture and for application needs. You will work in a highly collaborative environment involving
science application teams, academia, industry as well as other national labs and agencies.
Position Requirements:
A recent PhD in a physical science, computer science, or engineering or related field.
Comprehensive experience programming in one or more programming languages such as C, C++,

and Python Experience with machine learning methods and deep learning frameworks, including
Tensorflow, Pytorch. Experience in heterogenous programming and GPU programming in the
machine learning context is valuable. Experience with MPI and parallel I/O such as MPI-I/O and with
portable data formats such as HDF5 on systems using Lustre and GPFS filesystem. Experience in
I/O profiling and performance analysis. Ability to create, maintain, and support high-quality software
is essential. The successful candidate will be expected to work with and contribute to domainspecific software and models. Experience with version control software such as git is essential.
Good communications skills and previous experience in writing technical papers and presentations
at national and international symposia is expected.
Ability to model Argonne’s Core Values: Impact, Safety, Respect, Integrity, and Teamwork. As an
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action employer, and in accordance with our core
values of impact, safety, respect, integrity and teamwork, Argonne National Laboratory is
committed to a diverse and inclusive workplace that fosters collaborative scientific discovery and
innovation. In support of this commitment, Argonne encourages minorities, women, veterans and
individuals with disabilities to apply for employment. Argonne considers all qualified applicants for
employment without regard to age, ancestry, citizenship status, color, disability, gender, gender
identity, genetic information, marital status, national origin, pregnancy, race, religion, sexual
orientation, veteran status or any other characteristic protected by law.
Argonne employees, and certain guest researchers and contractors, are subject to particular
restrictions related to participation in Foreign Government Talent Recruitment Programs, as defined
and detailed in United States Department of Energy Order 486.1. You will be asked to disclose any
such participation in the application phase for review by Argonne’s Legal Department.

Postdoc position in High Performance Computing system prototyping and experimentation
Company: University of California, Davis (location: Davis)
Position: Postdoctoral
This position seeks key innovations in scalable high performance computing systems through a new
generation of optical interconnect technologies including silicon photonics and network-on-chip.
The current project team is investigating new scalable computing systems, multi-core processor
architectures, network-on-chip, nano-photonic/nano-electronic interconnect technologies,
prototype system experiments, and hierarchical system architectures with optical-interconnects
scaling to exascale. The candidate is expected to conduct computing system integration, FPGA
programming, and experimental studies, and other relevant tasks for the team project..

Postdoc position in High Performance Computing system architectures, analyses, and

benchmarking
Company: University of California, Davis (location: Davis)
Position: Postdoctoral
This position investigates scalable high performance computing system architectures through a
new generation of optical interconnect technologies including silicon photonics and network-onchip. The current project team is investigating new scalable computing systems, multi-core
processor architectures, network-on-chip, nano-photonic/nano-electronic interconnect
technologies, prototype system experiments, and hierarchical system architectures with opticalinterconnects scaling to exascale. The candidate is expected to conduct computing system
architecture design, throughput simulations, workload analysis, and benchmarking.

Postdoctoral Researcher - Center for Artificial Intelligence Innovation
Company: National Center for Supercomputing Applications - NCSA (location: Urbana)
Position: Postdoctoral
The NCSA Center for Artificial Intelligence Innovation and the High Energy Physics Group in the
Department of Physics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) invite applications
for the position of postdoctoral researcher. The selected candidate will be mentored by an
interdisciplinary team of researchers—Eliu Huerta, Daniel S. Katz, Vlad Kindratenko, Mark Neubauer,
and Zhizhen Zhao—at the interface of physics, artificial intelligence (AI), computer and information
science, open science, and scientific software and data to lead the definition and implementation of
findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) principles to artificial AI models and data in
the context of high energy physics.
FAIR4HEP is a joint DOE-funded venture between UIUC, MIT, UMN, and UCSD. The postdoctoral
researcher is encouraged to collaborate with all partner institutions. At the University of Illinois the
selected candidate will lead research activities towards making data and models available, around
the definition and implementation of FAIR principles for data and models, and the combination of
accelerated computing and scientific visualization to identify novel connections between data and
models. Available resources for this work include the Hardware Accelerated Learning deep learning
cluster, the Delta supercomputer, and multiple visualization teams at NCSA. The selected candidate
will be encouraged to participate in internship opportunities offered by Fortune 50® companies
affiliated with the NCSA Industry program.
The University of Illinois is a member of the ATLAS experiment at CERN's Large Hadron Collider.
Our ATLAS group contributed to the Higgs boson discovery and is actively pursuing discovery of
new physics through analysis of LHC data. This pursuit includes the development and application of
AI-based tools that seek to maximize our discovery potential. The successful candidate is expected

to strengthen our efforts by leading the implementation of FAIR principles for HEP data and AI
models that connect strongly to our ATLAS analysis efforts and broadly impact the potential for
discovery in particle physics. Ambitious applicants from diverse backgrounds and minorities are
particularly encouraged to apply.
A PhD in physics, statistics, computer science, machine learning, data science, or related fields is
required. Prior experience in software development and machine learning is advantageous, but not
essential. Submit your application to ai@ncsa.illinois.edu. Complete applications must include: •
Cover letter (no more than 1 page); • CV (1-2 pages recommended, but longer accepted); •
Statement of research interests (no more than 2 pages); • List of publications; • Three reference
letters.
The deadline for the receipt of the application is December 1, 2020, but the search will continue
until the position is filled.
The University of Illinois conducts criminal background checks on all job candidates upon
acceptance of a contingent offer. The University of Illinois System requires candidates selected for
hire to disclose any documented finding of sexual misconduct or sexual harassment and to
authorize inquiries to current and former employers regarding findings of sexual misconduct or
sexual harassment. For more information, visit Policy on Consideration of Sexual Misconduct in Prior
Employment. As a qualifying federal contractor, the University of Illinois System uses E-Verify to
verify employment eligibility.
The University of Illinois is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action employer. Minorities, women,
veterans and individuals with disabilities are encouraged to apply. For more information, visit
http://go.illinois.edu/EEO.
For further information regarding our application procedures, you may visit www.ncsa.illinois.edu or
email NCSA-HR@illinois.edu.

Keynote
(back to top)

Monday, November 16th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

SC20 Keynote: From Deep Thoughts to (Destination) Earth: Climate Science in
the Age of Exascale
Session Description:
Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology)
SC20 is pleased to announce that our Keynote speaker is Professor Bjorn Stevens of the MaxPlanck-Institute for Meteorology. Professor Stevens will discuss how exascale computing is
impacting two opportunities that are changing the face of climate science. One arises from what
exascale will enable; the other from what it will not.
“Much like the Large Hadron Collider broke an energy barrier to bring us the Higgs boson,
exaFLOPS will break a scale barrier, bringing about a fundamentally new way of computing the
climate system,” commented Stevens. “Computing with exaFLOPS has such profound implications
for climate modeling and Earth information systems. Beyond exascale, the game changes
completely.”
According to Stevens, this change is rooted in the absence of further attainable critical scales, which
shifts the focus from deep computation to deep interaction. This shift in focus has the potential to
unravel mysteries that have remained unexplained up until now.
Professor Stevens’ main field of interest is in the way atmospheric water; particularly in the form of
clouds; shapes climate. His contributions to understanding how turbulent mixing and cloudmicrophysical processes influence cloud amount have been instrumental in helping to understand
how clouds respond to warming, and how radiative forcing responds to aerosol perturbations, both
of which are fundamental to the present comprehension of climate change.
His measurements have identified new forms of clouds that arise in response to precipitation,
provided the first quantification of cloud top mixing and illustrated and quantified the vertical
structure of large-scale vertical motion fields in the tropics and sub-tropics.

More Than HPC Plenary
(back to top)

Monday, November 16th
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm

More Than HPC Plenary: Advanced Computing and COVID-19: It’s More Than
HPC
Session Description:
Ilkay Altintas (University of California, San Diego), Rommie Amaro (University of California, San
Diego), Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alessandro Vespignani (Northeastern
University)
SC20 is pleased to announce our More Than HPC Plenary session, which highlights the efforts of
the advanced computing community using HPC to fight COVID-19. The panel will present four
well-known experts working in complementary areas of research and development, who will briefly
introduce their perspectives on the topic before engaging in an interactive and passionate
discussion. This panel will provide an ideal opportunity to explore the role of multidisciplinary
approaches for tackling not only COVID-19, but also other future pandemics.
Catch the More Than HPC Plenary on Monday, November 16 at 2 pm EST.

Panel
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

The oneAPI Software Abstraction for Heterogeneous Computing
Session Description:
Moderator: Sujata Tibrewala (Intel Corporation)
Panelist: Rafael Asenjo (University of Malaga, Spain), Erik Lindahl (Stockholm University; Science
For life Laboratory, Sweden), Xiaozhu Meng (Rice University), Michael Wong (Codeplay Software
Ltd), David Hardy (University of Illinois), Maria Garzaran (Intel Corporation)
OneAPI is a cross-industry, open, standards-based unified programming model. The oneAPI
specification extends existing developer programming models to enable a diverse set of hardware
through language, a set of library APIs and a low-level hardware interface to support crossarchitecture programming. It builds upon industry standards and provides an open, cross-platform
developer stack to improve productivity and innovation. At the core of oneAPI is the DPC++
programming language, which builds on the ISO C++ and Khronos SYCL standards. DPC++
provides explicit parallel constructs and offload interfaces to support a broad range of accelerators.
In addition to DPC++, oneAPI also provides libraries for compute- and data-intensive domains; e.g.,
deep learning, scientific computing, video analytics and media processing. Finally, a low-level
hardware interface defines a set of capabilities and services to allow a language runtime system to
effectively utilize a hardware accelerator.

11:45 am - 1:15 pm

Exotic Computation and System Technology: 2006, 2020 and 2035
Session Description:
Moderator: Brent Draney (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center (NERSC))
Panelist: William Kramer (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA)), Erik DeBenedictis (Independent), Thomas Sterling (Indiana University), Kathy Yelick

(University of California, Berkeley), Krysta Svore (Microsoft Research)
SC06 introduced the concept of "Exotic Technologies"
(http://sc06.supercomputing.org/conference/exotic_technologies.php) to SC. The exotic system
panel session predicted storage architectures for 2020. Panelists posed one set of technology to
define complete systems and their performance. The audience voted for the panelist with the most
compelling case and awarded a bottle of wine to the highest vote. The SC20 panel "closes the loop"
for the predictions; what actually happened; and proposes to continue the activity by predicting
what will be available for computing systems in 2025, 2030 and 2035.
In the SC20 panel, we will open the SC06 “time capsule” that has been “buried” under the raised
floor in the NERSC Oakland Computer Facility. We will take another vote by the audience for
consensus on the prediction closest to where we are today. The panelist with the highest vote tally
will win the good, aged wine.

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm

The Diverse Approaches to Tiering HPC Storage
Session Description:
Moderator: Addison Snell (Intersect360 Research)
Panelist: Wayne Sawdon (IBM Corporation), Glenn Lockwood (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Curtis Anderson (Panasas Inc), Matthew Starr (Spectra Logic Corporation), Jeff
Denworth (VAST Data Inc), Liran Zvibel (WekaIO Ltd), Andreas Dilger (Whamcloud Inc)
The introduction of flash storage solid-state drives (SSDs) has added considerable innovation to
HPC I/O and storage system design. And for good reason; SSDs provide over an order of
magnitude faster bandwidth and orders of magnitude faster IOPS compared to hard disk drives
(HDDs). But for any given capacity, enterprise SSDs also cost 10 times more than nearline HDDs,
and HPC storage typically requires both high performance and high capacity. This
performance/capacity trade-off has made tiering from a relatively low capacity, high performance
storage tier, to a more cost-effective high capacity tier, a current design focus in HPC storage. This
panel session surveys how HPC storage developers and architects have addressed this challenge.
The panelists are the technical leaders drawn from a broad representation of HPC storage
organizations each of whom has solved this performance/capacity challenge in surprisingly unique
and individual ways.

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Lossy Compression for Scientific Data: Success Stories
Session Description:
Moderator: Franck Cappello (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Illinois)
Panelist: Peter Lindstrom (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sheng Di (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Jon Calhoun (Clemson University), Pascal Grosset (Los Alamos National
Laboratory), Kartin Heitmann (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Allison Baker (University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR))
Large-scale numerical simulations, observations and experiments are generating very large
datasets that are difficult to analyze, store and transfer. Data compression is an attractive and
efficient technique to significantly reduce the size of scientific datasets. Lossy compression is also
intriguing for potential users who need to better understand whether their applications can deal
with lossy compression performance and errors. This panel will present success stories of lossy
compression in simulations, instruments and AI executions. The panel will gather the developers of
the most efficient lossy compressors, users of these lossy compressors and developers of tools to
assess the error introduced by lossy compression. The panelists will present their inspiring success
stories to the attendees, who will provide feedback on their own experience and ask questions. We
expect the panel to attract interested researchers and users, novices and experts and potential
users or developers of lossy compression techniques.

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

SC Conference Series: Past, Present and Future
Session Description:
Moderator: Jeffrey K. Hollingsworth (University of Maryland)
Panelist: Candace Culhane (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Jack Dongarra (University of
Tennessee), Karlyn Harrod (University of Notre Dame), Bernd Mohr (Forschungszentrum Juelich),
Manish Parashar (Rutgers University)
The SC Conference series is a diverse and complex event. The conference is sponsored by ACM
and IEEE. A steering committee oversees a multi-year strategy and a large set of volunteers serve
on the organizing committee. In this panel, representatives from the volunteer leadership of ACM,
IEEE and the steering committee, as well as past and future general chairs will discuss the
conference. The panel also features one of the few people who has attended all SC conferences,
and a current PhD student who has recently started attending SC. The panel will discuss how the

conference has evolved over the years as well as new directions for the future. It will also explain
how decisions are made and how volunteer leaders are selected in this large, volunteer-driven
activity. There will be ample time for questions, discussion and to hear ideas about the future of SC
from the audience.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Compute Express Link™ (CXL™) and Gen-Z Protocols: Bridging the Resource
Gap Between CPU, Memory and Accelerators
Session Description:
Moderator: Thomas Coughlin (Coughlin Associates Inc)
Panelist: Kurtis Bowman (Dell Technologies, Gen-Z Consortium), Tim Symons (Microchip
Technology Inc, Gen-Z Consortium), Debendra Das Sharma (Intel Corporation, Compute Express
Link (CXL) Consortium), Glenn Ward (Microsoft Corporation, Compute Express Link (CXL)
Consortium)
Compute Express Link™ (CXL™) and Gen-Z are low-latency, memory-semantic (read/write)
protocols that enable the transition to memory-centric architectures. CXL provides coherent, pointto-point solutions with emphasis on node-level computing, while the core design of Gen-Z is fabricbased and focuses on connectivity at the rack and row level.
The CXL Consortium™ and Gen-Z Consortium™ recently announced a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) agreement to leverage the complementary aspects of both technologies. The
agreement outlines the formation of common workgroups to define bridging between the two
protocols.
In this panel, attendees will learn how HPC applications and solutions are optimized by these
emerging technologies, as well as examine why, where and how to deploy them architecturally.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

TBAA: Task-Based Algorithms and Applications
Session Description:
Moderator: Patrick Diehl (Louisiana State University; Louisiana State University, Center for
Computation and Technology)
Panelist: Laxmikant V. Kale (University of Illinois), Irina P. Demeshko (Los Alamos National
Laboratory), Bryce Adelstein-Lelbach (Nvidia Corporation), Hartmut Kaiser (Louisiana State

University; Louisiana State University, Center for Computation and Technology), Zahra Khatami
(Oracle), Keno Fischer (Julia Computing Inc), Alice Koniges (University of Hawaii)
The new challenges posed by exascale system architectures have resulted in difficulty achieving a
desired scalability using traditional distributed-memory runtimes. Task-based programming models
show promise in addressing these challenges, providing application developers with a productive
and performant approach to programming on next generation systems. Empirical studies show that
task-based models can overcome load-balancing issues that are inherent to traditional distributedmemory runtimes, and that task-based runtimes perform comparably to those systems when
balanced.
This panel is designed to explore the advantages of task-based programming models on modern
and future HPC systems from an industry, university and national lab perspective. It aims at
gathering application experts and proponents of these models to present concrete and practical
examples of using task-based runtimes to overcome the challenges posed by exascale system
architectures,

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

HPC Agility in the Age of Uncertainty
Session Description:
Moderator: Kevin Kelly (Rescale)
Panelist: Christopher Chang (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)), Nidhi Chappell
(Microsoft Azure), Robert Settlage (Virginia Tech), Jeff Penick (Pall Aerospace), Edward Hsu
(Rescale)
In the disruption and uncertainty of the 2020 pandemic, challenges surfaced that caught some
companies off guard. These came in many forms including distributed teams without access to
traditional workplaces, budget constraints, personnel reductions, organizational focus and company
forecasts. The changes required a new approach to HPC and all systems that enable and optimize
workforces to function efficiently and productively. Resources needed to be agile, have the ability to
pivot quickly, scale, enable collaboration and be accessed from virtually anywhere.
So how did the top companies respond? What solutions were most effective and what can be done
to safeguard against future disruptions? This panel asks experts in various fields to share their
experiences and ideas for the future of HPC.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

The Inner Workings of SCinet as Told by Four Alumni of the Women in IT
Networking at SC (WINS) Program
Session Description:
Moderator: Marla Meehl (University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR))
Panelist: Angie Asmus (Colorado State University), Jessica Shaffer (Georgia Institute of
Technology), Julie Locke (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Soledad Toledano (National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC))
The Women in IT Networking at SC (WINS) program was developed in 2015 to address the
prevalent IT gender gap. Each year, over 200 expert volunteers design, construct and operate
SCinet, a unique multi-terabit-per-second network built to support SC attendees’ HPC demos.
WINS funds 5-8 qualified female early- to mid-career candidates to join the SCinet volunteer
workforce. Selected candidates receive full travel support to participate in the SCinet construction.
WINS has contributed to increasing the male to female ratio of volunteers from 13% to 24%.
For this panel discussion, four WINS alumni, who have ascended to team leadership roles, will
share technical details on the areas of SCinet they have helped build since their first SCinet
experience. A wide range of topics will be covered, including wide area networking, routing,
cybersecurity and fiber installation. The speakers will discuss the arc of their skill and management
growth during their SCinet tenure.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Exotic Storage and Data Technology: 2006 to 2020 and Beyond
Session Description:
Moderator: Brent Draney (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center (NERSC))
Panelist: William Kramer (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA)), Mark Kryder (Carnegie Mellon University), Garth Gibson (Vector Institute), Rob Ross
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
SC06 introduced Exotic Technologies
(http://sc06.supercomputing.org/conference/exotic_technologies.php) to SC. The exotic storage
panel predicted storage architectures for 2020. Panelists posed one set of technology to define

complete storage systems and their performance. The audience voted for the panelist with the most
compelling case and awarded a bottle of wine to the highest vote recipient. The SC20 panel closes
the loop for the predictions; what actually happened, lessons for the future and what will be
technologies in the future. It will project technology changes for the 2025, 2030 and 2035
increments, possibly for assessment panels in those years. In this SC20 panel, we will open the
SC06 time capsule that has been buried under the raised floor in the NERSC Oakland Computer
Facility, and take another vote from the audience for the prediction closest to where we are today.
The panelist with the highest vote tally will win the good, aged wine.

Paper
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Constraints and Physics in Machine Learning
Session Description:
A Parallel Framework for Constraint-Based Bayesian Network Learning via Markov Blanket
Discovery
Ankit Srivastava (Georgia Institute of Technology), Sriram Chockalingam (Georgia Institute of
Technology), Srinivas Aluru (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Bayesian networks (BNs) are a widely used graphical model in machine learning. As learning the
structure of BNs is NP-hard, high-performance computing methods are necessary for constructing
large-scale networks. In this paper, we present a parallel framework to scale BN structure learning
algorithms to tens of thousands of variables. Our framework is applicable to learning algorithms that
rely on the discovery of Markov blankets (MBs) as an intermediate step. We demonstrate the
applicability of our framework by parallelizing three different algorithms: Grow-Shrink (GS),
Incremental Association MB (IAMB), and Interleaved IAMB (Inter-IAMB). Our implementations are
able to construct BNs from real data sets with tens of thousands of variables and thousands of
observations in less than a minute on 1024 cores, with a speedup of up to 845X and 82.5%
efficiency. Furthermore, we demonstrate using simulated data sets that our proposed parallel
framework can scale to BNs of even higher dimensionality.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Recurrent Neural Network Architecture Search for Geophysical Emulation
Romit Maulik (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Romain Egele (École polytechnique,
Polytechnic Institute of Paris), Bethany Lusch (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Prasanna
Balaprakash (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Polytechnic Institute of Paris)

Developing surrogate geophysical models from data is a key research topic in atmospheric and
oceanic modeling because of the large computational costs associated with numerical simulation
methods. Researchers have started applying a wide range of machine learning models, in particular
neural networks, to geophysical data for forecasting without these constraints. Constructing neural
networks, however, for forecasting such data is nontrivial and often requires trial and error. To that
end, we focus on developing proper-orthogonal-decomposition-based long short-term memory
networks (POD-LSTMs). We develop a scalable neural architecture search for generating stacked
LSTMs to forecast temperature in the NOAA Optimum Interpolation Sea-Surface Temperature data
set. Our approach identifies POD-LSTMs that are superior to manually designed variants and
baseline time-series prediction methods. We also assess the scalability of different architecture
search strategies on up to 512 Intel Knights Landing nodes of the Theta supercomputer at the
Argonne Leadership Computing Facility.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

MeshfreeFlowNet: A Physics-Constrained Deep Continuous Space-Time Super-Resolution
Framework
Chiyu Jiang (University of California, Berkeley), Soheil Esmaeilzadeh (Stanford University), Kamyar
Azizzadenesheli (California Institute of Technology), Karthik Kashinath (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Mustafa Mustafa (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Hamdi A.
Tchelepi (Stanford University), Philip S. Marcus (University of California, Berkeley), Mr Prabhat
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Anima Anandkumar (California Institute of Technology,
Nvidia Corporation)
We propose MeshfreeFlowNet, a novel deep learning framework, to generate continuous (grid-free)
spatiotemporal solutions from the low-resolution inputs. While being computationally efficient,
MeshfreeFlowNet accurately recovers the fine-scale quantities of interest. MeshfreeFlowNet allows
for: (i) the output to be sampled at all spatio-temporal resolutions; (ii) a set of Partial Differential
Equation (PDE) constraints to be imposed; and (iii) training on fixed-size inputs on arbitrarily sized
spatiotemporal domains owing to its fully convolutional encoder.
We empirically study the performance of PCSR on the task of super-resolution of turbulent flows in
the Rayleigh–Bénard convection problem. Across a diverse set of evaluation metrics, we show that
PCSR significantly outperforms existing baselines. Furthermore, we provide a large scale
implementation of PCSR and show that it efficiently scales across large clusters, achieving 96.80%
scaling efficiency on up to 128 GPUs and a training time of less than 4 minutes.
Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Quantum Simulation
Session Description:
Density Matrix Quantum Circuit Simulation via the BSP Machine on Modern GPU Clusters
Ang Li (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Omer Subasi (Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL)), Xiu Yang (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Lehigh University),
Sriram Krishnamoorthy (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Washington State
University)
As quantum computers evolve, simulations of quantum programs on classical computers will be
essential in validating quantum algorithms, understanding the effect of system noise and designing
applications for future quantum computers. In this paper, we first propose a new multi-GPU
programming methodology called MG-BSP which constructs a virtual BSP machine on top of
modern multi-GPU platforms, and apply this methodology to build a multi-GPU density matrix
quantum simulator. We propose a new formulation that can significantly reduce communication
overhead, and show that the formula transformation can conserve the semantics despite noise
being introduced. We build the tool-chain for the simulator to run open standard quantum assembly
code, execute synthesized quantum circuit and perform ultra-deep and large-scale simulation. We
evaluated our design on several state-of-the-art multi-GPU platforms including NVIDIA's DGX-1,
DGX-2 and ORNL's Summit supercomputer. Our simulator is more than 10x faster than a
corresponding state-vector quantum simulator on various platforms.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Efficient 2D Tensor Network Simulation of Quantum Systems
Yuchen Pang (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Tianyi Hao (University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign), Annika Dugad (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Yiqing Zhou
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Edgar Solomonik (University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign)
Simulation of quantum systems is challenging due to the exponential size of the state space. Tensor
networks provide a systematically improvable approximation for quantum states. 2D tensor

networks such as Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) are well-suited for key classes of physical
systems and quantum circuits. Direct contraction of PEPS networks, however, has exponential cost,
while approximate algorithms require computations with large tensors. We propose new scalable
algorithms and software abstractions for PEPS-based methods, accelerating the bottleneck
operation of contraction and refactorization of a tensor subnetwork. We employ randomized SVD
with an implicit matrix to reduce cost and memory footprint asymptotically. Further, we develop a
distributed-memory PEPS library and study accuracy and efficiency of alternative algorithms for
PEPS contraction and evolution on the Stampede2 supercomputer. We also simulate a popular
near-term quantum algorithm, the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE), and benchmark
Imaginary Time Evolution (ITE), which compute ground states of Hamiltonians.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

VERITAS: Accurately Estimating the Correct Output on Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum
Computers
Tirthak Patel (Northeastern University), Devesh Tiwari (Northeastern University)
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) machines are increasingly being used to develop
quantum algorithms and establish use cases for quantum computing. These devices, however, are
highly error-prone and produce output which can be far from the correct output of the quantum
algorithm. In this paper, we propose VERITAS, an end-to-end approach toward designing quantum
experiments, executing experiments and correcting outputs produced by quantum circuits postexecution, such that the correct output of the quantum algorithm can be accurately estimated.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Sparsity in Deep Learning
Session Description:
Accelerating Sparse DNN Models without Hardware-Support via Tile-Wise Sparsity
Cong Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Bo Yang Hsueh (Nvidia Corporation), Jingwen Leng
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai Qi Zhi Institute), Yuxian Qiu (Shanghai Jiao Tong
University), Yue Guan (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Zehuan Wang (Nvidia Corporation),

Xiaoying Jia (Nvidia Corporation), Xipeng Li (Nvidia Corporation), Minyi Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Shanghai Qi Zhi Institute), Yuhao Zhu (University of Rochester)
Network pruning can reduce the high computational cost of deep neural network (DNN) models. To
maintain their accuracies, however, sparse models often carry randomly-distributed weights,
leading to irregular computations. Consequently, sparse models cannot achieve meaningful
speedup on commodity hardware (e.g., GPU) built for dense matrix computations. As such, prior
works usually modify or design completely new sparsity-optimized architectures for exploiting
sparsity. We propose an algorithm-software co-designed pruning method that achieves latency
speedups on existing dense architectures.
Our work builds upon the insight that the matrix multiplication generally breaks the large matrix into
multiple smaller tiles for parallel execution. We propose a tiling-friendly "tile-wise'' sparsity pattern,
which maintains a regular pattern at the tile level for efficient execution but allows for irregular,
arbitrary pruning at the global scale to maintain high accuracy. We implement and evaluate the
sparsity pattern on GPU tensorcore, achieving a 1.95x speedup over the dense model.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Sparse GPU Kernels for Deep Learning
Trevor Gale (Stanford University, Google Brain), Matei Zaharia (Stanford University), Cliff Young
(Google Brain), Erich Elsen (Deepmind)
Scientific workloads have traditionally exploited high levels of sparsity to accelerate computation
and reduce memory requirements. While deep neural networks can be made sparse, achieving
practical speedups on GPUs is difficult because these applications have relatively moderate levels of
sparsity that are not sufficient for existing sparse kernels to outperform their dense counterparts. In
this work, we study sparse matrices from deep learning applications and identify favorable
properties that can be exploited to accelerate computation. Based on these insights, we develop
high-performance GPU kernels for two sparse matrix operations widely applicable in neural
networks: sparse matrix-dense matrix multiplication and sampled dense-dense matrix
multiplication. Our kernels reach 27% of single-precision peak on Nvidia V100 GPUs. Using our
kernels, we demonstrate sparse Transformer and MobileNet models that achieve 1.2-2x speedups
and up to 12.8x memory savings without sacrificing accuracy.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SpTFS: Sparse Tensor Format Selection for MTTKRP via Deep Learning
Qingxiao Sun (Beihang University), Yi Liu (Beihang University), Ming Dun (Beihang University),
Hailong Yang (Beihang University), Zhongzhi Luan (Beihang University), Lin Gan (Tsinghua
University, China), Guangwen Yang (Tsinghua University, China), Depei Qian (Beihang University)
Canonical polyadic decomposition (CPD) is one of the most common tensor computations adopted
in many scientific applications. The major performance bottleneck of CPD is matricized tensor times
Katri-Rao product (MTTKRP). To optimize the performance of MTTKRP, various sparse tensor
formats have been proposed, such as COO and CSF. Due to the complex sparsity patterns of the
tensors, however, no single format fits all tensors for optimal performance. To address this problem,
we propose SpTFS, a framework that automatically predicts the optimal storage format for an input
sparse tensor. Specifically, we propose tensor lowering and matrix representation techniques to
transform the high-dimensional tensors into fix-sized matrices. In addition, we develop a
customized convolutional neural network by incorporating additional feature layer to compensate
the sparsity features lost during tensor transformation. The experiment results show that SpTFS
achieves the prediction accuracy of 92.7% and 96% on average on CPU and GPU, respectively.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

I/O
Session Description:
Improving All-to-Many Personalized Communication in Two-Phase I/O
Qiao Kang (Northwestern University), Robert Ross (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Robert
Latham (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sunwoo Lee (Northwestern University), Ankit
Agrawal (Northwestern University), Alok Choudhary (Northwestern University), Wei-keng Liao
(Northwestern University)
As modern parallel computers enter the exascale era, the communication cost for redistributing
requests becomes a significant bottleneck in MPI-IO routines. The communication kernel for request
redistribution, which has an all-to-many personalized communication pattern for application
programs with a large number of noncontiguous requests, plays an essential role in the overall
performance. This paper explores the available communication kernels for two-phase I/O
communication. We generalize the spread-out algorithm to adapt to the all-to-many
communication pattern of two-phase I/O by reducing the communication straggler effect.

Communication throttling methods that reduce communication contention for asynchronous MPI
implementation are adopted to improve communication performance further. Experimental results
are presented using different communication kernels running on Cray XC40 Cori and IBM AC922
Summit supercomputers with different I/O patterns. Our study shows that adjusting communication
kernel algorithms for different I/O patterns can improve the end-to-end performance up to 2x
compared with default MPI-IO implementations.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Taming I/O Variation on QoS-Less HPC Storage: What Can Applications Do?
Zhenbo Qiao (New Jersey Institute of Technology), Qing Liu (New Jersey Institute of Technology,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Norbert Podhorszki (Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL)), Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jieyang Chen (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL))
As high-performance computing (HPC) is being scaled up to exascale to accommodate new
modeling and simulation needs, I/O has continued to be a major bottleneck in end-to-end scientific
processes. This work aims to take advantage of the storage characteristics and explore application
level solutions that are interference-aware. In particular, we monitor the performance of data
analytics and estimate the state of shared storage resources using discrete fourier transform. If
there is heavy I/O interference, data analytics can dynamically adapt to the environment by lowering
the accuracy and performing partial or no augmentation from the shared storage, dictated by an
augmentation-bandwidth plot. We evaluate three data analytics; XGC, GenASiS and Jet; on
Chameleon, and quantitatively demonstrate that both the average and variation of I/O performance
can be vastly improved, with the mean and variance improved by as much as 18x and 60x,
respectively, while maintaining acceptable outcome of data analysis.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

BORA: A Bag Optimizer for Robotic Analysis
Jian Zhang (ShanghaiTech University), Tao Xie (San Diego State University), Yuzhuo Jing
(ShanghaiTech University), Yanjie Song (ShanghaiTech University), Guanzhou Hu (ShanghaiTech
University), Si Chen (West Chester University of Pennsylvania), Shu Yin (ShanghaiTech University)
We present BORA, a file system middleware that optimizes the acquisition of bags, which are the
robotic operating system (ROS) formatted files. BORA sits between ROS and an existing file system

to conduct semantic-aware data pre-processing. It categorizes bag data into groups with each
having a distinct label. BORA predigests data index constructions and reduces file open time via a
hash-based label management scheme. We implement a BORA prototype and then integrate it into
a single-node server, a four-node PVFS storage cluster and a production cluster. Next, we evaluate
the BORA prototype using four real-world ROS applications. Experimental results show that
compared to a traditional bag management scheme, a BORA-assisted file system improves data
acquisition performance by up to 11x. It also offers up to 10x data acquisition performance
improvement and 3100x bags open improvement under a swarm robotics data analysis scenario
where data is retrieved across multiple bags simultaneously.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Molecular Dynamics and Material Science
Session Description:
Cell-List based Molecular Dynamics on Many-Core Processors: A Case Study on Sunway
TaihuLight Supercomputer
Xiaohui Duan (Shandong University; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Ping Gao
(Shandong University; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Meng Zhang (Shandong
University; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Tingjian Zhang (Shandong University;
National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Hongsong Meng (National Supercomputing Center,
Wuxi), Yuxuan Li (Tsinghua University, China; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Bertil
Schmidt (Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz), Haohuan Fu (Tsinghua University, China;
National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Lin Gan (Tsinghua University, China; National
Supercomputing Center, Wuxi), Wei Xue (Tsinghua University, China; National Supercomputing
Center, Wuxi), Weiguo Liu (Shandong University; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi),
Guangwen Yang (Tsinghua University, China; National Supercomputing Center, Wuxi)
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are playing an increasingly important role in several research
areas. The most frequently used potentials in MD simulations are pair-wise potentials. Due to the
memory wall, computing pair-wise potentials on many-core processors is usually memory bounded.
In this paper, we take the SW26010 processor as an example platform to explore the possibility of
breaking the memory bottleneck by improving data reuse via neighbor-list-free methods. We use
cell-lists instead of neighbor-lists in the potential computation, and apply several novel optimization

methods. These methods include; an adaptive replica arrangement strategy, a parameter-profile
data structure and a particle-cell cutoff checking filter. Also, an incremental cell-list building method
is realized to accelerate the construction of cell-lists.
Experiments show our implementation is up to 170% faster than previous ports on the same
platform. And our ESMD framework can scale to 1,024 nodes with a weak scalability of 95%.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

Evaluation of a Minimally Synchronous Algorithm for 2:1 Octree Balance
Hansol Suh (Georgia Institute of Technology, School of Computational Science and Engineering),
Tobin Isaac (School of Computational Science and Engineering)
The p4est library implements octree-based adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and has
demonstrated parallel scalability beyond 100,000 MPI processes in previous weak scaling studies.
This work focuses on the strong scalability of mesh adaptivity in p4est, where the communication
pattern of the existing 2:1-balance is a latency bottleneck. The sorting-based algorithm of Malhotra
and Biros has balanced communication, but synchronizes all processes. We propose an algorithm
that combines sorting and neighbor-to-neighbor exchange to minimize the number of processes
with which each process synchronizes.
We measure the performance of these algorithms on several test problems on Stampede2 at
TACC. Both the parallel-sorting and minimally-synchronous algorithms significantly outperform the
existing algorithm and have nearly identical performance out to 1,024 Xeon Phi KNL nodes,
meaning the asymptotic advantage of the minimally-synchronous algorithm does not translate to
improved performance at this scale. We conclude by showing that global metadata communication
will limit future strong scaling.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Distributed-Memory DMRG via Sparse and Dense Parallel Tensor Contractions
Ryan Levy (University of Illinois), Edgar Solomonik (University of Illinois), Bryan Clark (University of
Illinois)
The density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm is a powerful tool for solving
eigenvalue problems to model quantum systems. DMRG relies on tensor contractions and dense

linear algebra to compute properties of condensed matter physics systems. However, its efficient
parallel implementation is challenging due to limited concurrency, large memory footprint and
tensor sparsity. We mitigate these problems by implementing two new parallel approaches that
handle block sparsity arising in DMRG, via Cyclops, a distributed memory tensor contraction library.
We benchmark their performance on two physical systems using the Blue Waters and Stampede2
supercomputers. Our DMRG performance is improved by up to 5.9x in runtime and 99x in
processing rate over ITensor, at roughly comparable computational resource use. This enables
higher accuracy calculations via larger tensors for quantum state approximation. We demonstrate
that despite having limited concurrency, DMRG is weakly scalable with the use of efficient parallel
tensor contraction mechanisms.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Tools
Session Description:
ScalAna: Automating Scaling Loss Detection with Graph Analysis
Yuyang Jin (Tsinghua University, China), Haojie Wang (Tsinghua University, China), Teng Yu
(Tsinghua University, China; University of St Andrews), Xiongchao Tang (Tsinghua University,
China), Torsten Hoefler (ETH Zurich), Xu Liu (North Carolina State University), Jidong Zhai
(Tsinghua University, China)
Scaling a parallel program to modern supercomputers is challenging due to inter-process
communication, Amdahl's law and resource contention. Performance analysis tools for finding such
scaling bottlenecks are based on either profiling or tracing. Profiling incurs low overheads but does
not capture detailed dependencies needed for root-cause analysis. Tracing collects all information at
prohibitive overheads.
In this work, we design ScalAna that uses static analysis techniques to enable the analyzability of
traces at a cost similar to profiling. ScalAna first leverages static compiler techniques and runtime
lightweight techniques to build a Program Performance Graph. With this graph, we propose a novel
backtracking algorithm to automatically detect the root causes. We evaluate ScalAna with real
applications. Results show that ScalAna can effectively locate the root causes and incurs 1.73%
overhead on average for up to 2048 processes. We achieve up to 11.11% performance
improvement on 2048 processes by fixing the root causes.

Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Zerospy: Exploring Software Inefficiency with Redundant Zeros
Xin You (Beihang University), Hailong Yang (Beihang University), Zhongzhi Luan (Beihang
University), Depei Qian (Beihang University), Xu Liu (North Carolina State University)
Redundant zeros cause inefficiencies in which the zero values are loaded and computed repeatedly,
resulting in unnecessary memory traffic and identity computation that waste memory bandwidth
and CPU resources. Optimizing compilers is difficult in eliminating these zero-related inefficiencies
due to limitations in static analysis. Hardware approaches, in contrast, optimize inefficiencies
without code modification, but are not widely adopted in commodity processors. In this paper, we
propose ZeroSpy: a fine-grained profiler to identify redundant zeros caused by both inappropriate
use of data structures and useless computation. ZeroSpy also provides intuitive optimization
guidance by revealing the locations where the redundant zeros happen in source lines and calling
contexts. The experimental results demonstrate ZeroSpy is capable of identifying redundant zeros
in programs that have been highly optimized for years. Based on the optimization guidance
revealed by ZeroSpy, we can achieve significant speedups after eliminating redundant zeros.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

DRCCTPROF: A Fine-Grained Call Path Profiler for ARM-Based Clusters
Qidong Zhao (William & Mary), Xu Liu (North Carolina State University), Milind Chabbi (Scalable
Machines Research)
ARM is an attractive CPU architecture for exascale systems because of its energy efficiency. As a
recent entry into the HPC paradigm, ARM lags in its software stack, especially in the performance
tooling aspect. Notably, there is a lack of fine-grained measurement tools to analyze fully-optimized
HPC binary executables on ARM processors. In this paper, we introduce DRCCTPROF; a finegrained call path profiling framework for binaries running on ARM architectures. The unique ability
of DRCCTPROF is that it obtains full calling context at any and every machine instruction that
executes, which provides detailed diagnostic feedback for performance optimization and
correctness tools. Furthermore, DRCCTPROF not only associates any instruction with source code
along the call path, it also associates memory access instructions back to the constituent data
object. Finally, DRCCTPROF incurs moderate overhead and provides a compact view to visualize
the profiles collected from parallel executions.

Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Memory Efficient Deep Learning
Session Description:
Scaling Distributed Deep Learning Workloads beyond the Memory Capacity with KARMA
Mohamed Wahib (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST),
RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Haoyu Zhang (miHoYo Ltd), Truong Thao
Nguyen (National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)), Aleksandr
Drozd (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Jens Domke (RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Lingqi Zhang (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Ryousei Takano
(National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)), Satoshi Matsuoka
(RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS), Tokyo Institute of Technology)
The dedicated memory of hardware accelerators can be insufficient to store all weights and/or
intermediate states of large deep learning models. Although model parallelism is a viable approach
to lessen the memory pressure issue, significant modification of the source code and considerations
for algorithms are required. An alternative solution is to use out-of-core methods instead of, or in
addition to, data parallelism.
We propose a performance model based on the concurrency analysis of out-of-core training
behavior, and derive a strategy that combines layer swapping and redundant recomputing. We
achieve an average of 1.52x speedup in six different models over the state-of-the-art out-of-core
methods. We also introduce the first method to solve the challenging problem of out-of-core multinode training by carefully pipelining gradient exchanges and performing the parameter updates on
the host. Our data parallel out-of-core solution can outperform complex hybrid model parallelism in
training large models, e.g., Megatron-LM and Turning-NLG.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

ZeRO: Memory Optimizations Toward Training Trillion Parameter Models
Samyam Rajbhandari (Microsoft Corporation), Jeff Rasley (Microsoft Corporation), Olatunji
Ruwase (Microsoft Corporation), Yuxiong He (Microsoft Corporation)

Large deep learning models offer significant accuracy gains, but training billions of parameters is
challenging. Existing solutions exhibit fundamental limitations fitting these models into limited
device memory, while remaining efficient. Our solution uses ZeroRedundancy Optimizer (ZeRO) to
optimize memory, vastly improving throughput while increasing model size. ZeRO eliminates
memory redundancies allowing us to scale the model size in proportion to the number of devices
with sustained high efficiency. ZeRO can scale beyond 1 trillion parameters using today’s hardware.
Our implementation of ZeRO can train models of over 100b parameters on 400 GPUs with superlinear speedup, achieving 15 petaflops. This represents an 8x increase in model size and 10x
increase in achievable performance. ZeRO can train large models of up to 13b parameters without
requiring model parallelism (which is harder for scientists to apply). Researchers have used ZeRO to
create the world’s largest language model (17b parameters) with record breaking accuracy.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Kraken: Memory-Efficient Continual Learning for Large-Scale Real-Time Recommendation
Minhui Xie (Tsinghua University, China; Kuaishou Technology), Kai Ren (Kuaishou Technology),
Youyou Lu (Tsinghua University, China), Guangxu Yang (Kuaishou Technology), Qingxing Xu
(Kuaishou Technology), Bihai Wu (Kuaishou Technology), Jiazhen Lin (Tsinghua University, China),
Hongbo Ao (Kuaishou Technology), Wanhong Xu (Kuaishou Technology), Jiwu Shu (Tsinghua
University, China)
Modern recommendation systems in industry often use deep learning (DL) models that achieve
better model accuracy with more data and model parameters. Current open-source DL frameworks,
however, such as TensorFlow and PyTorch, show relatively low scalability on training
recommendation models with terabytes of parameters. To efﬁciently learn large-scale
recommendation models from data streams that generate hundreds of terabytes training data daily,
we introduce a continual learning system called Kraken. Kraken contains a special parameter server
implementation that dynamically adapts to the rapidly changing set of sparse features for the
continuous training and serving of recommendation models. Kraken provides a sparsity-aware
training system that uses different learning optimizers for dense and sparse parameters to reduce
memory overhead. Extensive experiments using real-world datasets conﬁrm the effectiveness and
scalability of Kraken. Kraken can beneﬁt the accuracy of recommendation tasks with the same
memory resources, or trisect the memory usage, while keeping model performance.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Networks
Session Description:
TAGO: Rethinking Routing Design in High Performance Reconfigurable Networks
Min Yee Teh (Columbia University), Yu-Han Hung (Columbia University), George Michelogiannakis
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Shijia Yan (Columbia University), Madeleine Glick
(Columbia University), John Shalf (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Keren Bergman
(Columbia University)
Many reconfigurable network topologies have been proposed in the past. Efficient routing on top of
these flexible interconnects, however, still presents a challenge. In this work, we reevaluate how key
principles that have guided the designs of many routing protocols on static networks perform on
reconfigurable network topologies. Based on theoretical analysis of key properties that routing in a
reconfigurable network should satisfy to maximize performance, we propose a topology-aware,
globally-direct oblivious (TAGO) routing protocol for reconfigurable topologies. Our proposed
routing protocol is simple in design and yet, when deployed in conjunction with a reconfigurable
network topology, improves throughput by up to 2.2x compared to established routing protocols,
and even comes within 10% of the throughput performance of impractical adaptive routing that has
instant global congestion information.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Architecture and Performance Studies of 3D-Hyper-FleX-LION for Reconfigurable All-to-All
HPC Networks
Gengchen Liu (University of California, Davis), Roberto Proietti (University of California, Davis),
Marjan Fariborz (University of California, Davis), Pouya Fotouhi (University of California, Davis),
Xian Xiao (University of California, Davis), S.J.Ben Yoo (University of California, Davis)
While the Fat-Tree network topology represents the dominant state-of-art solution for large-scale
HPC networks, its scalability in terms of power, latency, complexity and cost is significantly
challenged by the ever-increasing communication bandwidth among tens of thousands of
heterogeneous computing nodes. We propose 3D-Hyper-FleX-LION, a flat hybrid electronicphotonic interconnect network that leverages the multi-channel nature of modern multi-terabit
switch ASICs (with 100 Gb/s granularity) and a reconfigurable all-to-all photonic fabric called FlexLIONS. Compared to a Fat-Tree network interconnecting the same number of nodes and with the

same oversubscription ratio, the proposed 3D-Hyper-FleX-LION offers a 20% smaller diameter, 3x
lower power consumption, 10x fewer cable connections, and a 4x reduction in the number of
transceivers. When bandwidth reconfiguration capabilities of Flex-LIONS are exploited for nonuniform traffic workloads, simulation results indicate that 3D-Hyper-FleX-LION can achieve up to
4x improvement in energy efficiency for synthetic traffic workloads with high locality compared to
Fat-Tree.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

FatPaths: Routing in Supercomputers and Data Centers when Shortest Paths Fall Short
Maciej Besta (ETH Zurich), Marcel Schneider (ETH Zurich), Marek Konieczny (AGH University of
Science and Technology, Poland), Karolina Cynk (AGH University of Science and Technology,
Poland), Erik Henriksson (ETH Zurich), Salvatore Di Girolamo (ETH Zurich), Ankit Singla (ETH
Zurich), Torsten Hoefler (ETH Zurich)
We introduce FatPaths; a simple, generic and robust routing architecture that enables state-of-theart low-diameter topologies such as Slim Fly to achieve unprecedented performance. FatPaths
targets Ethernet stacks in both HPC supercomputers as well as cloud data centers and clusters.
FatPaths exposes and exploits the rich ("fat") diversity of both minimal and non-minimal paths for
high-performance multi-pathing. Moreover, FatPaths uses a redesigned "purified" transport layer
that removes virtually all TCP performance issues (e.g., the slow start), and incorporates flowlet
switching, a technique used to prevent packet reordering in TCP networks, to enable very simple
and effective load balancing. Our design enables recent low-diameter topologies to outperform
powerful Clos designs, achieving 15% higher net throughput at 2x lower latency for comparable
cost. FatPaths will significantly accelerate Ethernet clusters that form more than 50% of the
Top500 list and it may become a standard routing scheme for modern topologies.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

GPU-Accelerated Applications
Session Description:
Petascale XCT: 3D Image Reconstruction with Hierarchical Communications on Multi-GPU

Nodes
Mert Hidayetoglu (University of Illinois), Tekin Bicer (Argonne National Laboratory), Simon Garcia
de Gonzalo (Barcelona Supercomputing Center), Bin Ren (College of William & Mary), Vincent De
Andrade (Argonne National Laboratory), Doga Gursoy (Argonne National Laboratory), Rajkumar
Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory), Ian T. Foster (Argonne National Laboratory), Wen-mei
W. Hwu (University of Illinois)
X-ray computed tomography is a commonly used technique for noninvasive imaging at synchrotron
facilities. Iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithms are often preferred for recovering high
quality 3D volumetric images from 2D X-ray images; their use, however, has been limited to
small/medium datasets due to their computational requirements. In this paper, we propose a highperformance iterative reconstruction system for terabyte(s)-scale 3D volumes. Our design involves
three novel optimizations: (1) optimization of (back)projection operators by extending the 2D
memory-centric approach to 3D; (2) inclusion of hierarchical communications by exploiting “fatnode” architecture with many GPUs; (3) utilization of mixed-precision types while preserving
convergence rate and quality. We extensively evaluate the proposed optimizations and scaling on
the Summit supercomputer. Our largest reconstruction is a mouse brain volume with 9K×11K×11K
voxels, where the total reconstruction time is under three minutes using 24,576 GPUs, reaching 65
PFLOPS; 34% of Summit's peak performance.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

Multi-Node Multi-GPU Diffeomorphic Image Registration for Large-Scale Imaging Problems
Malte Brunn (University of Stuttgart), Naveen Himthani (University of Texas), George Biros
(University of Texas), Miriam Mehl (University of Stuttgart), Andreas Mang (University of Houston)
We present a Gauss-Newton-Krylov solver for large deformation diffeomorphic image registration.
We extend the publicly available CLAIRE library to multi-node multi-graphics processing unit (GPU)
systems and introduce novel algorithmic modifications that significantly improve performance. Our
contributions comprise; (i) a new preconditioner for the reduced-space Gauss-Newton Hessian
system, (ii) a highly-optimized multi-node multi-GPU implementation exploiting device direct
communication for the main computational kernels (interpolation, high-order finite difference
operators and Fast-Fourier-Transform), and (iii) a comparison with state-of-the-art CPU and GPU
implementations. We solve a 256^3-resolution image registration problem in five seconds on a
single NVIDIA Tesla V100, with a performance speedup of 70% compared to the state-of-the-art.
In our largest run, we register 2048^3 resolution images (25b unknowns; approximately 152x
larger than the largest problem solved in state-of-the-art GPU implementations) on 64 nodes with
256 GPUs on TACC's Longhorn system.

Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

SegAlign: A Scalable GPU-Based Whole Genome Aligner
Sneha D. Goenka (Stanford University), Yatish Turakhia (University of California, Santa Cruz),
Benedict Paten (University of California, Santa Cruz), Mark Horowitz (Stanford University)
Pairwise Whole Genome Alignment (WGA) is a crucial first step to understanding evolution at the
DNA-sequence level. Pairwise WGA of thousands of currently available species genomes could
help make biological discoveries; computing them, however, for even a fraction of the millions of
possible pairs is prohibitive; WGA of a single pair of vertebrate genomes (human-mouse) takes 11
hours on a 96-core Amazon Web Services (AWS) instance (c5.24xlarge).
This paper presents SegAlign; a scalable, GPU-accelerated system for computing pairwise WGA.
SegAlign is based on the standard seed-filter-extend heuristic, in which the filtering stage
dominates the runtime (e.g., 98% for human-mouse WGA), and is accelerated using GPU(s). Using
three vertebrate genome pairs, we show that SegAlign provides a speedup of up to 14x on an 8GPU, 64-core AWS instance (p3.16xlarge) for WGA and a nearly 2.3x reduction in dollar cost.
SegAlign also allows parallelization over multiple GPU nodes and scales efficiently.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

AI for IT
Session Description:
RLScheduler: An Automated HPC Batch Job Scheduler Using Reinforcement Learning
Di Zhang (University of North Carolina, Charlotte), Dong Dai (University of North Carolina,
Charlotte), Youbiao He (Iowa State University), Forrest Sheng Bao (Iowa State University), Bing
Xie (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
Today's high-performance computing platforms are still dominated by batch jobs. Accordingly,
effective batch job scheduling is crucial to obtain high system efficiency. Existing batch job
schedulers typically leverage heuristic priority functions to prioritize and schedule jobs. Once
configured by the experts, such priority functions can hardly adapt to the changes of job loads,

optimization goals or system settings, potentially leading to degraded system efficiency when
changes occur. To address this fundamental issue, we present RLScheduler, an automated HPC
batch job scheduler built on reinforcement learning. RLScheduler relies on minimal manual
interventions or expert knowledge, but can learn high-quality scheduling policies via its own
continuous 'trial and error'. Through extensive evaluations, we confirm that RLScheduler can learn
high-quality scheduling policies towards various workloads and optimization goals with relatively
low computation cost. Moreover, we show that the learned models perform stably even applied to
unseen workloads, making them practical for production use.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Alita: Comprehensive Performance Isolation through Bias Resource Management for Public
Clouds
Quan Chen (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Alibaba Cloud), Shuai Xue (Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Alibaba Cloud), Shang Zhao (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Alibaba Cloud), Shanpei
Chen (Alibaba Cloud), Yihao Wu (Alibaba Cloud), Yu Xu (Alibaba Cloud), Zhuo Song (Alibaba
Cloud), Tao Ma (Alibaba Cloud), Yong Yang (Alibaba Cloud), Minyi Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong
University)
The tenants of public clouds share hardware resources on the same node, resulting in the potential
for performance interference (or malicious attacks). A tenant is able to degrade the performance of
its neighbors on the same node significantly through overuse of the shared memory bus, last level
cache (LLC)/memory bandwidth, and power.
To eliminate such unfairness we propose Alita, a runtime system consisting of an online
interference identifier and adaptive interference eliminator. The interference identifier monitors
hardware and system-level event statistics to identify resource polluters. The eliminator improves
the performance of normal applications by throttling only the resource usage of polluters.
Specifically, Alita adopts bus lock sparsification, bias LLC/bandwidth isolation and selective power
throttling to throttle the resource usage of polluters. Results for an experimental platform and inproduction cloud demonstrate that Alita significantly improves the performance of co-located virtual
machines in the presence of resource polluters based on system-level knowledge.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

HPC I/O Throughput Bottleneck Analysis with Explainable Local Models

Mihailo Isakov (Texas A&M University), Eliakin del Rosario (Texas A&M University), Sandeep
Madireddy (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Prasanna Balaprakash (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Phillip H. Carns (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Robert Ross (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)), Michel A. Kinsy (Texas A&M University)
With the growing complexity of high-performance computing (HPC) systems, achieving high
performance can be difficult because of I/O bottlenecks. We analyze multiple years worth of
Darshan logs from the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility's Theta supercomputer in order to
understand causes of poor I/O throughput. We present Gauge: a data-driven diagnostic tool for
exploring the latent space of supercomputing job features, understanding behaviors of clusters of
jobs and interpreting I/O bottlenecks. By finding groups of jobs that at first sight are highly
heterogeneous but share certain behaviors, and analyzing these groups instead of individual jobs,
we reduce the workload of domain experts and automate I/O performance analysis. We conduct a
case study where a system owner using Gauge was able to arrive at several clusters that do not
conform to conventional I/O behaviors, as well as find several potential improvements, both on the
application level and the system level.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

System Software at Scale
Session Description:
TOSS-2020: A Commodity Software Stack for HPC
Edgar A. Leon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Trent D'Hooge (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Nathan Hanford (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Ian Karlin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Ramesh Pankajakshan (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Jim Foraker (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Chris Chambreau (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Matthew L. Leininger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
The simulation environment of any HPC platform is key to the performance, portability and
productivity of scientific applications. This environment has traditionally been provided by platform
vendors, presenting challenges for HPC centers and users; including platform-specific software that
tends to stagnate over the lifetime of the system. In this paper, we present the Tri-Laboratory
Operating System Stack (TOSS), a production simulation environment based on Linux and open
source software, with proprietary software components integrated as needed. TOSS, focused on

mid-to-large scale commodity HPC systems, provides a common simulation environment across
system architectures, reduces the learning curve on new systems and benefits from a lineage of
past experience and bug fixes. To further the scope and applicability of TOSS, we demonstrate its
feasibility and effectiveness on a leadership-class supercomputer architecture. Our evaluation,
relative to the vendor stack, includes an analysis of resource manager complexity, system noise,
networking and application performance.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GPU Lifetimes on Titan Supercomputer: Survival Analysis and Reliability
George Ostrouchov (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Don Maxwell (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL)), Rizwan A. Ashraf (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Christian
Engelmann (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Mallikarjun Shankar (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), James H. Rogers (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
The Cray XK7 Titan was the top supercomputer system in the world for a long time and remained
critically important throughout its nearly seven-year life. It was an interesting machine from a
reliability viewpoint as most of its power came from 18,688 GPUs whose operation was forced to
execute three rework cycles, two on the GPU mechanical assembly and one on the GPU
circuitboards. We write about the last rework cycle and a reliability analysis of over 100,000 years
of GPU lifetimes during Titan’s 6-year-long productive period. Using time between failures analysis
and statistical survival analysis techniques, we find that GPU reliability is dependent on heat
dissipation to an extent that strongly correlates with detailed nuances of the cooling architecture
and job scheduling. We describe the history, data collection, cleaning and analysis and give
recommendations for future supercomputing systems. We make the data and our analysis codes
publicly available.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Iris: Allocation Banking and Identity and Access Management for the Exascale Era
Gabor Torok (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Mark R. Day (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center
(NERSC), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Rebecca Hartman-Baker (National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Cory
Snavely (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory)

Without a reliable and scalable system for managing authorized users and ensuring they receive
their allocated share of computational and storage resources, modern HPC centers would not be
able to function. Exascale will amplify these demands with greater machine scale, more users,
higher job throughput and ever-increasing need for management insight and automation
throughout the HPC environment. When our legacy system reached retirement age, NERSC took
the opportunity to design and build Iris not only to meet our current needs, with 8000 users and
tens of thousands of jobs per day, but also to scale well into the exascale era. In this paper, we
describe how we have designed Iris to meet these needs, and discuss its key features as well as our
implementation experience.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Communication and Networks
Session Description:
A Hierarchical and Load-Aware Design for Large Message Neighborhood Collectives
Seyedeh Mahdieh Ghazimirsaeed (Ohio State University), Qinghua Zhou (Ohio State University),
Amit Ruhela (Ohio State University), Mohammadreza Bayatpour (Ohio State University), Hari
Subramoni (Ohio State University), Dhabaleswar K. (DK) Panda (Ohio State University)
The MPI-3.0 standard introduced neighborhood collective to support sparse communication
patterns used in many applications. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical and distributed graph
topology that considers the physical topology of the system and the virtual communication pattern
of processes to improve the performance of large message neighborhood collectives. Moreover, we
propose two design alternatives on top of the hierarchical design: 1) LAG-H, which assumes the
same communication load for all processes; and 2) LAW-H, which considers the communication
load of processes for fair distribution of load among them. We propose a mathematical model to
determine the communication capacity of each process, then use the derived capacity to fairly
distribute the load among processes. Our experimental results on up to 28,672 processes show up
to 9x speedup for various process topologies. We also observe up to 8.2% performance gain and
34x speedup for NAS-DT and SpMM application kernels, respectively.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

An In-Depth Analysis of the Slingshot Interconnect
Daniele De Sensi (ETH Zurich), Salvatore Di Girolamo (ETH Zurich), Kim H. McMahon (Hewlett
Packard Enterprise), Duncan Roweth (Hewlett Packard Enterprise), Torsten Hoefler (ETH Zurich)
The interconnection network is one of the most critical components in large scale computing
systems, and its impact on the performance of applications is going to increase with the system
size. In this paper, we describe Slingshot, an interconnection network for large scale computing
systems. Slingshot is based on high-radix switches, which allow building exascale and hyperscale
datacenter networks with at most three switch-to-switch hops. Moreover, Slingshot provides
efficient adaptive routing and congestion control mechanisms, and highly tunable traffic classes.
Slingshot uses an optimized Ethernet protocol, which allows it to be interoperable with standard
Ethernet devices while providing high performance to HPC applications. We analyze the extent to
which Slingshot provides these features, evaluating it with microbenchmarks and with several
applications from the datacenter and AI worlds, as well as with HPC applications. We find that
applications running on Slingshot are less affected by congestion compared to previous generation
networks.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

CAB-MPI: Exploring Interprocess Work-Stealing towards Balanced MPI Communication
Kaiming Ouyang (University of California, Riverside), Min Si (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)),
Atsushi Hori (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Zizhong Chen (University of
California, Riverside), Pavan Balaji (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Load balance is essential for high-performance applications. Unbalanced communication can cause
severe performance degradation, even in computation-balanced BSP applications. Designing
communication-balanced applications is challenging, however, because of the diverse
communication implementations at the underlying runtime system. In this paper, we address this
challenge through an interprocess work-stealing scheme based on process-memory-sharing
techniques. We present CAB-MPI, an MPI implementation that can identify idle processes inside
MPI and use these idle resources to dynamically balance communication workload on the node. We
design throughput-optimized strategies to ensure efficient stealing of the data movement tasks.
We demonstrate the benefit of work-stealing through several internal processes in MPI, including
intra-node data transfer, pack/unpack for noncontiguous communication and computation in onesided accumulates. The implementation is evaluated through a set of microbenchmarks and proxy
applications on Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi platforms.
Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Exascale and Beyond
Session Description:
Experimental Evaluation of NISQ Quantum Computers: Error Measurement, Characterization,
and Implications
Tirthak Patel (Northeastern University), Abhay Potharaju (Northeastern University), Baolin Li
(Northeastern University), Rohan Basu Roy (Northeastern University), Devesh Tiwari
(Northeastern University)
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers are being increasingly used for executing
early-stage quantum programs to establish the practical realizability of existing quantum
algorithms. These quantum programs have uses cases in the realm of high-performance computing
ranging from molecular chemistry and physics simulations to addressing NP-complete optimization
problems. However, NISQ devices are prone to multiple types of errors, which affect the fidelity and
reproducibility of the program execution. As the technology is still primitive, our understanding of
these quantum machines and their error characteristics is limited. To bridge that understanding gap,
this is the first work to provide a systematic and rich experimental evaluation of IBM Quantum
Experience (QX) quantum computers of different scales and topologies. Our experimental
evaluation uncovers multiple important and interesting aspects of benchmarking and evaluating
quantum program on NISQ machines. We have open-sourced our experimental framework and
dataset to help accelerate the evaluation of quantum computing systems.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

Co-Design for A64FX Manycore Processor and "Fugaku"
Mitsuhisa Sato (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Yutaka Ishikawa (RIKEN
Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Hirofumi Tomita (RIKEN Center for Computational
Science (R-CCS)), Yuetsu Kodama (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Tetsuya
Odajima (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS)), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS)), Hisashi Yashiro (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-

CCS)), Masaki Aoki (Fujitsu Ltd), Naoyuki Shida (Fujitsu Ltd), Ikuo Miyoshi (Fujitsu Ltd), Kouichi
Hirai (Fujitsu Ltd), Atsushi Furuya (Fujitsu Ltd), Akira Asato (Fujitsu Ltd), Kuniki Morita (Fujitsu
Ltd), Toshiyuki Shimizu (Fujitsu Ltd)
We have been carrying out the FLAGSHIP 2020 Project to develop the Japanese next-generation
flagship supercomputer, the Post-K, recently named Fugaku. We have designed an original
manycore processor based on Armv8 instruction sets with the Scalable Vector Extension (SVE), an
A64FX processor, as well as a system including interconnect and a storage subsystem with the
industry partner, Fujitsu. The co-design of the system and applications is a key to making it powerefficient and high-performance. We determined many architectural parameters by reflecting an
analysis of a set of target applications provided by applications teams. In this paper, we present the
pragmatic practice of our co-design effort for Fugaku. As a result, the system has been proven to be
a very power-efficient system, and it is confirmed that the performance of some target applications
using the whole system is more than 100 times the performance of the K computer.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Chronicles of Astra: Challenges and Lessons from the First Petascale Arm Supercomputer
Kevin Pedretti (Sandia National Laboratories), Andrew J. Younge (Sandia National Laboratories),
Simon D. Hammond (Sandia National Laboratories), James H. Laros III (Sandia National
Laboratories), Matthew L. Curry (Sandia National Laboratories), Michael J. Aguilar (Sandia National
Laboratories), Robert J. Hoekstra (Sandia National Laboratories), Ron Brightwell (Sandia National
Laboratories)
Arm processors have been explored in HPC for several years, however there has not yet been a
demonstration of viability for supporting large-scale production workloads. In this paper, we offer a
retrospective on the process of bringing up Astra, the first petascale supercomputer based on 64bit Arm processors, and validating its ability to run production HPC applications. Through this
process several immature technology gaps were addressed, including software stack enablement,
Linux bugs at scale, thermal management issues, power management capabilities and advanced
container support. From this experience, several lessons learned that contributed to the successful
deployment of Astra are formulated. These insights can be helpful to accelerate deploying and
maturing other first-seen HPC technologies. With Astra now supporting many users running a
diverse set of production applications at multi-thousand node scales, we believe this constitutes
strong supporting evidence that Arm is a viable technology for even the largest-scale
supercomputer deployments.
Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Distributed Deep Learning
Session Description:
Optimizing Deep Learning Recommender Systems Training on CPU Cluster Architectures
Dhiraj Kalamkar (Intel Corporation), Evangelos Georganas (Intel Corporation), Sudarshan
Srinivasan (Intel Corporation), Jianping Chen (Intel Corporation), Mikhail Shiryaev (Intel
Corporation), Alexander Heinecke (Intel Corporation)
During the last two years, the goal of many researchers has been to squeeze the last bit of
performance out of HPC systems for AI tasks. ResNet50 is no longer a representative workload in
2020. Thus, we focus on Recommender Systems, specifically Facebook's DLRM benchmark, which
account for most of the AI cycles in cloud computing centers. By enabling it to run on latest CPU
hardware and software tailored for HPC, we are able to achieve up to two orders of magnitude
improvement in performance on a single socket compared to the reference CPU implementation,
and high scaling efficiency up to 64 sockets, while fitting ultra-large datasets. This paper discusses
and analyzes novel optimization and parallelization techniques for the various operators in DLRM.
Several optimizations (e.g., tensor-contraction accelerated MLPs, framework MPI progression,
BFLOAT16 training with up to 1.8x speed-up) are general and transferable to many other deep
learning topologies.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Herring: Rethinking the Parameter Server at Scale for the Cloud
Indu Thangakrishnan (Amazon Web Services), Derya Cavdar (Amazon Web Services), Can
Karakus (Amazon Web Services), Piyush Ghai (Amazon Web Services), Yauheni Selivonchyk
(Amazon Web Services), Cory Pruce (Amazon Web Services)
Training large deep neural networks is time-consuming and may take days or even weeks to
complete. Although parameter-server-based approaches were initially popular in distributed
training, scalability issues led the field to move towards all-reduce-based approaches. Recent
developments in cloud networking technologies, however, such as the Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA)
and Scalable Reliable Datagram (SRD), motivate a re-thinking of the parameter-server approach to

address its fundamental inefficiencies.
To this end, we introduce a novel communication library, Herring, which is designed to alleviate the
performance bottlenecks in parameter-server-based training. We show that gradient reduction with
Herring is twice as fast as all-reduce-based methods. We further demonstrate that training deep
learning models like BERT using Herring outperforms all-reduce-based training, achieving 85%
scaling efficiency on large clusters with up to 2048 NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GEMS: GPU-Enabled Memory-Aware Model-Parallelism System for Distributed DNN Training
Arpan Jain (Ohio State University), Ammar Ahmad Awan (Ohio State University), Asmaa M.
Aljuhani (Ohio State University), Jahanzeb Maqbool Hashmi (Ohio State University), Quentin G.
Anthony (Ohio State University), Hari Subramoni (Ohio State University), Dhabaleswar K. Panda
(Ohio State University), Raghu Machiraju (Ohio State University), Anil Parwani (Ohio State
University)
Data-parallelism has become an established paradigm in which to train DNNs that fit the GPU
memory on large-scale HPC systems. Model-parallelism, however, is required to train out-of-core
DNNs. In this paper, we deal with emerging requirements brought forward by very-large DNNs
being trained using high-resolution images common in digital pathology. To address these, we
propose, design and implement GEMS, a GPU-Enabled Memory-Aware Model-Parallelism System.
We present several design schemes like GEMS-MAST, GEMS-MASTER and GEMS-Hybrid that
offer excellent speedups over state-of-the-art systems like Mesh-TensorFlow and FlexFlow.
Furthermore, we combine model-parallelism and data-parallelism to train a 1000-layer ResNet-1k
model using 1024 Volta V100 GPUs with 97.32% scaling-efficiency. For the real-world
histopathology whole-slide-image (WSI) of 100,000 x 100,000 pixels, we train custom ResNet110-v2 on image tiles of size 1024 x 1024 and reduce the training time from seven hours to 28
minutes.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Floating-Point Accuracy

Session Description:
pLiner: Isolating Lines of Floating-Point Code for Compiler-Induced Variability
Hui Guo (University of California, Davis), Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Cindy Rubio-González (University of California, Davis)
Scientific applications are often impacted by numerical inconsistencies when using different
compilers or when a compiler is used with different optimization levels; such inconsistencies hinder
reproducibility and can be hard to diagnose. We present PLINER, a tool to automatically pinpoint
code lines that trigger compiler-induced variability. PLINER uses a novel approach to enhance
floating-point precision at different levels of code granularity, and performs a guided search to
identify locations affected by numerical inconsistencies. We demonstrate PLINER on a real-world
numerical inconsistency that required weeks to diagnose, which PLINER isolates in minutes. We
also evaluate PLINER on 100 synthetic programs, and the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB). On the
synthetic programs, PLINER detects the affected lines of code 87% of the time while the state-ofthe-art approach only detects the affected lines 6% of the time. Furthermore, PLINER successfully
isolates all numerical inconsistencies found in the NPB.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Tuning Floating-Point Precision Using Dynamic Program Information and Temporal Locality
Hugo Brunie (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Costin Iancu (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Khaled Z. Ibrahim (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Philip Brisk (University of
California, Riverside), Brandon Cook (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
We present a methodology for precision tuning of full applications. These techniques must select a
search space composed of either variables or instructions and provide a scalable search strategy. In
full application settings one cannot assume compiler support for practical reasons. Thus, an
additional important challenge is enabling code refactoring. We argue for an instruction-based
search space and we show; 1) how to exploit dynamic program information based on call stacks,
and 2) how to exploit the iterative nature of scientific codes, combined with temporal locality. We
applied the methodology to tune the implementation of scientific codes written in a combination of
Python, CUDA, C++ and Fortran, tuning calls to math exp library functions. The iterative search
refinement always reduces the search complexity and the number of steps to solution. Dynamic
program information increases search efficacy. Using this approach, we obtain application runtime
performance improvements up to 27%.
Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Scalable yet Rigorous Floating-Point Error Analysis
Arnab Das (University of Utah), Ian Briggs (University of Utah), Ganesh Gopalakrishnan
(University of Utah), Sriram Krishnamoorthy (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL),
Washington State University), Pavel Panchekha (University of Utah)
Automated techniques for rigorous floating-point round-off error analysis are a prerequisite to
placing important activities in HPC such as precision allocation, verification and code optimization
on a formal footing. Yet existing techniques cannot provide tight bounds for expressions beyond a
few dozen operators; barely enough for HPC. In this work, we offer an approach embedded in a
new tool called SATIRE that scales error analysis by four orders of magnitude compared to today’s
best-of-class tools. We explain how three key ideas underlying SATIRE help it attain such scale;
path strength reduction, bound optimization and abstraction. SATIRE provides tight bounds and
rigorous guarantees on significantly larger expressions with well over a hundred thousand
operators, covering important examples including FFT, matrix multiplication and PDE stencils.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Programmable Parallelism
Session Description:
RDMP-KV: Designing Remote Direct Memory Persistence Based Key-Value Stores with PMEM
Tianxi Li (Ohio State University), Dipti Shankar (Ohio State University), Shashank Gugnani (Ohio
State University), Xiaoyi Lu (Ohio State University)
Byte-addressable persistent memory (PMEM) can be directly manipulated by Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA) capable networks. However, existing studies to combine RDMA and
PMEM can not deliver the desired performance due to their PMEM-oblivious communication
protocols. In this paper, we propose novel PMEM-aware RDMA-based communication protocols for
persistent key-value stores, referred to as Remote Direct Memory Persistence based Key-Value
stores (RDMP-KV). RDMP-KV employs a hybrid 'server-reply/server-bypass' approach to 'durably'
store individual key-value objects on PMEM-equipped servers. RDMP-KV's runtime can easily
adapt to existing (server-assisted durability) and emerging (appliance durability) RDMA-capable

interconnects, while ensuring server scalability through a lightweight consistency scheme.
Performance evaluations show that RDMP-KV can improve the server-side performance with
different persistent key-value storage architectures by up to 22x, as compared with PMEMoblivious RDMA-'Server-Reply' protocols. Our evaluations also show that RDMP-KV outperforms a
distributed PMEM-based filesystem by up to 65% and a recent RDMA-to-PMEM framework by up
to 71%.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Compiler-Based Timing For Extremely Fine-Grain Preemptive Parallelism
Souradip Ghosh (Northwestern University), Michael Cuevas (Northwestern University), Simone
Campanoni (Northwestern University), Peter Dinda (Northwestern University)
In current operating system kernels and run-time systems, timing is based on hardware timer
interrupts, introducing inherent overheads that limit granularity. For example, the scheduling
quantum of preemptive threads is limited, resulting in this abstraction being restricted to coarsegrain parallelism. Compiler-based timing replaces interrupts from the hardware timer with callbacks
from compiler-injected code. We describe a system that achieves low-overhead timing using
whole-program compiler transformations and optimizations combined with kernel and run-time
support. A key novelty is new static analyses that achieve predictable, periodic run-time behavior
from the transformed code, regardless of control-flow path. We transform the code of a kernel and
run-time system to use compiler-based timing and leverage the resulting fine-grain timing to
extend an implementation of fibers (cooperatively scheduled threads), attaining what is effectively
preemptive scheduling. The result combines the fine granularity of the cooperative fiber model with
the ease of programming of the preemptive thread model.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

OMPRacer: A Scalable and Precise Static Race Detector for OpenMP Programs
Bradley Swain (Texas A&M University, Coderrect Inc), Yanze Li (Texas A&M University), Peiming
Liu (Texas A&M University), Ignacio Laguna (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Giorgis
Georgakoudis (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Jeff Huang (Texas A&M University)
We present OMPRacer, a static tool that uses flow-sensitive, interprocedural analysis to detect data
races in OpenMP programs. OMPRacer is fast, scalable, has high code coverage, and supports the
most common OpenMP features by combining state-of-the-art pointer analysis, novel value-flow

analysis, happens-before tracking, and generalized modelling of OpenMP APIs.
Unlike dynamic tools that currently dominate data race detection, OMPRacer achieves almost 100%
code coverage using static analysis to detect a broader category of races without running the
program or relying on specific input or runtime behavior. OMPRacer has competitive precision with
dynamic tools like Archer and ROMP: passing 105/116 cases in DataRaceBench with a total
accuracy of 91%.
OMPRacer has been used to analyze several Exascale Computing Project proxy applications
containing over 2 million lines of code in under 10 minutes. OMPRacer has revealed previously
unknown races in an ECP proxy app and a production simulation for COVID19.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Storage Resiliency
Session Description:
SEFEE: Lightweight Storage Error Forecasting in Large-Scale Enterprise Storage Systems
Amirhessam Yazdi (University of Nevada, Reno), Xing Lin (NetApp Inc), Lei Yang (University of
Nevada, Reno), Feng Yan (University of Nevada, Reno)
With the rapid growth in scale and complexity, today's enterprise storage systems need to deal
with significant amounts of errors. Existing proactive methods mainly focus on machine learning
techniques trained on SMART measurements. Such methods, however, are usually expensive to
use in practice and can only be applied to limited types of errors with a limited scale. We collected
more than 23 million storage events from 87 deployed NetApp-ONTAP systems managing 14,371
disks for two years, and propose a lightweight training-free storage error forecasting method;
SEFEE. SEFEE employs tensor decomposition to directly analyze storage error-event logs and
perform online error prediction for all error types in all storage nodes. SEFEE explores hidden
spatiotemporal information that is deeply embedded in the global scale of storage systems to
achieve record breaking error forecasting accuracy with minimal prediction overhead.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Live Forensics for HPC Systems: A Case Study on Distributed Storage Systems
Saurabh Jha (University of Illinois), Shengkun Cui (University of Illinois), Subho S. Banerjee
(University of Illinois), Tianyin Xu (University of Illinois), Jeremy Enos (University of Illinois), Mike
Showerman (University of Illinois), Zbigniew Kalbarczyk (University of Illinois), Ravishankar K. Iyer
(University of Illinois)
Large-scale high-performance computing systems frequently experience a wide range of failure
modes, such as reliability failures (e.g., hang or crash), and resource overload-related failures (e.g.,
congestion, collapse), impacting systems and applications. Despite the adverse effects of these
failures, current systems do not provide methodologies for proactively detecting, localizing and
diagnosing failures. We present Kaleidoscope, a near real-time failure detection and diagnosis
framework, consisting of hierarchical domain-guided machine learning models that identify the
failing components and the corresponding failure mode, and point to the most likely cause indicative
of the failure in near real-time (within one minute of failure occurrence). Kaleidoscope has been
deployed on Blue Waters supercomputer and evaluated with more than two years of production
telemetry data. Our evaluation shows that Kaleidoscope successfully localized 99.3% and
pinpointed the root causes of 95.8% of 843 real-world production issues, with less than 0.01%
runtime overhead.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

INEC: Fast and Coherent In-Network Erasure Coding
Haiyang Shi (Ohio State University), Xiaoyi Lu (Ohio State University)
Erasure coding (EC) is a promising fault tolerance scheme that has been applied to many wellknown distributed storage systems. The capability of Coherent EC Calculation and Networking on
modern SmartNICs has demonstrated that EC will be an essential feature of in-network computing.
In this paper, we propose a set of coherent in-network EC primitives, named INEC. Our analyses
based on the proposed α-β performance model demonstrate that INEC primitives can enable
different kinds of EC schemes to fully leverage the EC offload capability on modern SmartNICs. We
implement INEC on commodity RDMA NICs and integrate it into five state-of-the-art EC schemes.
Our experiments show that INEC primitives significantly reduce 50th, 95th and 99th percentile
latencies, and accelerate the end-to-end throughput, write, and degraded read performance of the
key-value store co-designed with INEC by up to 99.57%, 47.30% and 49.55%, respectively.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

GPU Algorithms and Optimizations
Session Description:
PREEMPT: Scalable Epidemic Interventions Using Submodular Optimization on Multi-GPU
Systems
Marco Minutoli (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Prathyush Sambaturu (University
of Virginia), Mahantesh Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory), Antonino Tumeo (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
(PNNL)), Ananth Kalyanaraman (Washington State University), Anil Vullikanti (University of
Virginia)
Preventing and slowing the spread of epidemics are achieved through techniques such as
vaccination and social distancing. Given practical limitations on the number of vaccines and the cost
of administration, optimization becomes a necessity. Previous approaches using mathematical
programming methods have been shown to be effective but are limited by computational costs. In
this work, we make several contributions: First, we present a new approach to intervention via
maximizing the influence of vaccinated nodes on the network. We call this method PREEMPT. Next,
we present a new parallel algorithm for PREEMPT, along with a CPU-GPU implementation. Our
results demonstrate that PREEMPT is able to achieve significant speedups on Summit while
improving the quality of solutions. This work represents a first-of-its-kind effort in parallelizing
greedy hill climbing and applying it toward devising effective interventions for epidemics.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

C-SAW: A Framework for Graph Sampling and Random Walk on GPUs
Santosh Pandey (Stevens Institute of Technology), Lingda Li (Brookhaven National Laboratory),
Adolfy Hoisie (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Xiaoye S. Li (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Hang Liu (Stevens Institute of Technology)
Many applications have requirements to analyze, transform, visualize and learn large scale graphs.
These graphs are often too large to be addressed efficiently using conventional graph processing
technologies. Recent literatures convey that graph sampling/random walk could be an efficient
solution. These methods generate reduced graph representations, while capturing the crucial
properties of the original graph. In this paper, we propose, to the best of our knowledge, the first
GPU-based framework for graph sampling/random walk. First, our framework provides a generic

API which allows users to implement a wide range of sampling and random walk algorithms with
ease. Second, offloading this framework on GPU, we introduce warp-centric parallel selection, and
two optimizations for collision migration. Third, towards supporting graphs that exceed GPU
memory capacity, we introduce efficient data transfer optimizations for out-of-memory sampling,
such as workload-aware scheduling and batched (multi-instance) sampling. In its entirety, our
framework constantly outperforms the state-of-the-art projects.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Newton-ADMM: A Distributed GPU-Accelerated Optimizer for Multiclass Classification
Problems
Chih-Hao Fang (Purdue University), Sudhir B. Kylasa (Purdue University), Fred Roosta (University
of Queensland), Michael W. Mahoney (University of California, University of California, Berkeley),
Ananth Grama (Purdue University)
First-order optimization techniques, such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and its variants, are
widely used in machine learning applications due to their simplicity and low per-iteration costs.
They often require, however, large numbers of iterations, with associated communication costs in
distributed environments. In contrast, Newton-type methods, while having higher per-iteration
computation costs, typically require a significantly smaller number of iterations, which directly
translates to reduced communication costs.
We present a novel distributed optimizer for classification problems, which integrates a GPUaccelerated Newton-type solver with the global consensus formulation of Alternating Direction of
Method Multipliers (ADMM). By leveraging the communication efficiency of ADMM, a highly
efficient GPU-accelerated inexact-Newton solver, and an effective spectral penalty parameter
selection strategy, we show that our proposed method: (i) yields better generalization performance
on several classification problems; (ii) significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods in
distributed time to solution; and (iii) offers better scaling on large distributed platforms.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Porting Applications to Specific Hardware

Session Description:
Fast Stencil-Code Computation on a Wafer-Scale Processor
Kamil Rocki (Cerebras Systems), Dirk Van Essendelft (National Energy Technology Laboratory,
Morgantown, WV), Ilya Sharapov (Cerebras Systems), Robert Schreiber (Cerebras Systems),
Michael Morrison (Cerebras Systems), Vladimir Kibardin (Cerebras Systems), Andrey Portnoy
(Cerebras Systems), Jean Francois Dieteker (National Energy Technology Laboratory,
Morgantown, WV; Leidos Research Support Team, Pittsburgh), Madhava Syamlal (National
Energy Technology Laboratory, Morgantown, WV), Michael James (Cerebras Systems)
The performance of CPU-based and GPU-based systems is often low for PDE codes, where large,
sparse and often structured systems of linear equations must be solved. Iterative solvers are limited
by data movement, both between caches and memory and among nodes. Here we describe the
solution of such systems of equations on the Cerebras Systems CS-1, a wafer-scale processor that
has the memory bandwidth and communication latency to perform well. We achieve 0.86 PFLOPS
on a single wafer-scale system for the solution by BiCGStab of a linear system arising from a 7point finite difference stencil on a 600 × 595 × 1536 mesh, achieving about one third of the
machine’s peak performance. We explain the system, its architecture and programming and its
performance on this problem and related problems. We discuss issues of memory capacity and
floating point precision. We outline plans to extend this work toward full applications.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

FBLAS: Streaming Linear Algebra on FPGA
Tiziano De Matteis (ETH Zurich), Johannes de Fine Licht (ETH Zurich), Torsten Hoefler (ETH
Zurich)
Spatial computing architectures pose an attractive alternative to mitigate control and data
movement overheads typical of load-store architectures. In practice, these devices are rarely
considered in the HPC community due to the steep learning curve, low productivity and lack of
available libraries for fundamental operations. High-level synthesis (HLS) tools are facilitating
hardware programming, but optimizing for these architectures requires factoring in new
transformations and resources/performance trade-offs. We present FBLAS, an open-source HLS
implementation of BLAS for FPGAs, that enables reusability, portability and easy integration with
existing software and hardware codes. FBLAS' implementation allows scaling hardware modules to
exploit on-chip resources, and module interfaces are designed to natively support streaming onchip communications, allowing them to be composed to reduce off-chip communication. With
FBLAS, we set a precedent for FPGA library design, and contribute to the toolbox of customizable

hardware components necessary for HPC codes to start productively targeting reconfigurable
platforms.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Massive Parallelization for Finding Shortest Lattice Vectors Based on Ubiquity Generator
Framework
Nariaki Tateiwa (Kyushu University), Yuji Shinano (Zuse Institute Berlin), Satoshi Nakamura
(Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation), Akihiro Yoshida (Kyushu University), Shizuo Kaji
(Kyushu University), Masaya Yasuda (Kyushu University), Katsuki Fujisawa (Kyushu University)
Lattice-based cryptography has received attention as a next-generation encryption technique,
because it is believed to be secure against attacks by classical and quantum computers. Its essential
security depends on the hardness of solving the shortest vector problem (SVP). In cryptography, to
determine security levels, it is becoming significantly more important to estimate the hardness of
the SVP by high-performance computing. In this study, we develop the world's first distributed and
asynchronous parallel SVP solver, the MAssively Parallel solver for SVP (MAP-SVP). It can
parallelize algorithms for solving the SVP by applying the Ubiquity Generator framework, which is a
generic framework for branch-and-bound algorithms. The MAP-SVP is suitable for massive-scale
parallelization, owing to its small memory footprint, low communication overhead, and rapid
checkpoint and restart mechanisms. We demonstrate the performance and scalability of the MAPSVP by using up to 100,032 cores to solve instances of the Darmstadt SVP Challenge.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Simulation, Modeling, and Benchmarks
Session Description:
Cost-Aware Prediction of Uncorrected DRAM Errors in the Field
Isaac Boixaderas (Barcelona Supercomputing Center), Darko Zivanovic (Barcelona
Supercomputing Center), Sergi Moré (Barcelona Supercomputing Center), Javier Bartolome
(Barcelona Supercomputing Center), David Vicente (Barcelona Supercomputing Center), Marc
Casas (Barcelona Supercomputing Center), Paul M. Carpenter (Barcelona Supercomputing

Center), Petar Radojković (Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia),
Eduard Ayguadé (Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia)
This paper presents and evaluates a method to predict DRAM uncorrected errors, a leading cause
of hardware failures in large-scale HPC clusters. The method uses a random forest classifier, which
was trained and evaluated using error logs from two years of production of the MareNostrum 3
supercomputer. By enabling the system to take measures to mitigate node failures, our method
reduces lost compute time by up to 57%, a net saving of 21,000 node hours per year. We release
all source code as open source.
We also discuss and clarify aspects of methodology that are essential for a DRAM prediction
method to be useful in practice. We explain why standard evaluation metrics, such as precision and
recall, are insufficient, and base the evaluation on a cost–benefit analysis. This methodology can
help ensure that any DRAM error predictor is clear from training bias and has a clear cost–benefit
calculation.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Task Bench: A Parameterized Benchmark for Evaluating Parallel Runtime Performance
Elliott Slaughter (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory), Wei Wu (Los Alamos National
Laboratory), Yuankun Fu (Purdue University), Legend Brandenburg (Stanford University), Nicolai
Garcia (Stanford University), Wilhem Kautz (Stanford University), Emily Marx (Stanford
University), Kaleb S. Morris (Stanford University), Qinglei Cao (University of Tennessee), George
Bosilca (University of Tennessee), Seema Mirchandaney (SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory),
Wonchan Lee (Nvidia Corporation), Sean Treichler (Nvidia Corporation), Patrick McCormick (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Alex Aiken (Stanford University)
We present Task Bench, a parameterized benchmark designed to explore the performance of
distributed programming systems under a variety of application scenarios. Task Bench dramatically
lowers the barrier to benchmarking and comparing multiple programming systems by making the
implementation for a given system orthogonal to the benchmarks themselves: every benchmark
constructed with Task Bench runs on every Task Bench implementation. Furthermore, Task Bench’s
parameterization enables a wide variety of benchmark scenarios that distill the key characteristics of
larger applications.
To assess the effectiveness and overheads of the tested systems, we introduce a novel metric;
minimum effective task granularity (METG). We conduct a comprehensive study with 15
programming systems on up to 256 Haswell nodes of the Cori supercomputer. Running at scale,

100μs-long tasks are the finest granularity that any system runs efficiently with current
technologies. We also study each system’s scalability and ability to hide communication, and
mitigate load imbalance.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Smart-PGSim: Using Neural Network to Accelerate AC-OPF Power Grid Simulation
Wenqian Dong (University of California, Merced), Zhen Xie (University of California, Merced),
Gokcen Kestor (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Dong Li (University of California,
Merced)
The optimal power flow (OPF) problem is one of the most important optimization problems for the
operation of the power grid. It calculates the optimum scheduling of the committed generation units.
In this paper, we develop a neural network approach to the problem of accelerating the current
optimal power flow (AC-OPF) by generating an intelligent initial solution.
The high quality of the initial solution and guidance of other outputs generated by the neural
network enables faster convergence to the solution without losing optimality of final solution as
computed by traditional methods. Smart-PGSim generates a novel multitask-learning neural
network model to accelerate the AC-OPF simulation. Smart-PGSim also imposes the physical
constraints of the simulation on the neural network automatically. Smart-PGSim brings an average
of 49.2% performance improvement (up to 91%) with respect to the original AC-OPF
implementation, computed over 10,000 problem simulations, without losing the optimality of the
final solution.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Containers and Serverless Computing
Session Description:
Waiting Game: Optimally Provisioning Fixed Resources for Cloud-Enabled Schedulers
Pradeep Ambati (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), Noman Bashir (University of
Massachusetts, Amherst), David Irwin (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), Prashant Shenoy

(University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
While cloud platforms enable users to rent computing resources on demand to execute their jobs,
buying fixed resources is still much cheaper than renting if utilization is high. Optimizing cloud costs
requires users to determine how many fixed resources to buy versus rent based on their workload.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of a waiting policy for cloud-enabled schedulers, the dual of
a scheduling policy, and show that the optimal cost depends on this policy. We define multiple
waiting policies and develop simple analytical models to reveal the trade-off among resource
provisioning, cost and job waiting time. We evaluate the impact of these waiting policies on a yearlong production batch workload consisting of 14m jobs run on a 14.3k-core cluster, and show that a
compound waiting policy decreases the cost (by 5%) and the mean job waiting time (by 7x)
compared to the current cluster.
Best Paper Finalist: yes
Best Student Paper Finalist: yes

Metis: Learning to Schedule Long-Running Applications in Shared Container Clusters at Scale
Luping Wang (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology), Qizhen Weng (Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology), Wei Wang (Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology), Chen Chen (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Huawei Technologies
Ltd), Bo Li (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Online cloud services are deployed as long-running applications (LRAs) in containers. Scheduling
LRA containers is known to be difficult as they often have sophisticated resource interferences and
I/O dependencies. Existing schedulers rely on placement constraints and thus fall short in
performance.
In this work, we present Metis, a general-purpose scheduler using deep reinforcement learning (RL)
techniques. This eliminates manual specification of placement constraints and offers concrete
quantitative scheduling criteria. As directly training an RL model does not scale, we develop novel
hierarchical learning techniques that decompose a complex container placement problem into a
hierarchy of subproblems with significantly reduced state and action space. We have implemented
Metis in Docker Swarm. EC2 deployment with real applications shows that compared with state-ofthe-art schedulers, Metis improves the request throughput by up to 61%, optimizes various
scheduling objectives and easily scales to a large cluster where 3k containers run on over 700
machines.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

BATCH: Machine Learning Inference Serving on Serverless Platforms with Adaptive Batching
Ahsan Ali (University of Nevada, Reno), Riccardo Pinciroli (College of William & Mary), Feng Yan
(University of Nevada, Reno), Evgenia Smirni (College of William & Mary)
Serverless computing is a new pay-per-use cloud service paradigm that automates resource scaling
for stateless functions and can potentially facilitate bursty machine learning serving. Batching is
critical for latency performance and cost-effectiveness of machine learning inference, but
unfortunately it is not supported by existing serverless platforms due to their stateless design. Our
experiments show that without batching, machine learning serving cannot reap the benefits of
serverless computing. In this paper, we present BATCH, a framework for supporting efficient
machine learning serving on serverless platforms. BATCH uses an optimizer to provide inference
tail latency guarantees and cost optimization and to enable adaptive batching support. We
prototype BATCH atop of AWS Lambda and popular machine learning inference systems. The
evaluation verifies the accuracy of the analytic optimizer and demonstrates performance and cost
advantages over the state-of-the-art method MArk and the state-of-the-practice tool SageMaker.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Linear Algebra and Its Application
Session Description:
Alias-Free, Matrix-Free and Quadrature-Free Discontinuous Galerkin Algorithms for (Plasma)
Kinetic Equations
Ammar Hakim (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory), James Juno (University of Maryland)
Understanding fundamental kinetic processes is important for many problems, from plasma physics
to gas dynamics. A first-principles approach to these problems requires a statistical description via
the Boltzmann equation, coupled to appropriate field equations. In this paper we present a novel
version of the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) algorithm to solve such kinetic equations. Unlike MonteCarlo methods we use a continuum scheme in which we directly discretize the 6D phase-space
using discontinuous basis functions. Our DG scheme eliminates counting noise and aliasing errors
that would otherwise contaminate the delicate field-particle interactions. We use modal basis
functions with reduced degrees of freedom to improve efficiency while retaining a high formal order
of convergence. Our implementation incorporates a number of software innovations; use of JIT

compiled top-level language, automatically generated computational kernels and a sophisticated
shared-memory MPI implementation; to handle velocity space parallelization.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Distributed-Memory Parallel Symmetric Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
Srinivas Eswar (Georgia Institute of Technology), Koby Hayashi (Georgia Institute of Technology),
Grey Ballard (Wake Forest University), Ramakrishnan Kannan (Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL)), Richard Vuduc (Georgia Institute of Technology), Haesun Park (Georgia Institute of
Technology)
We develop the first distributed-memory parallel implementation of Symmetric Nonnegative Matrix
Factorization (SymNMF), a key data analytics kernel for clustering and dimensionality reduction. Our
implementation includes two different algorithms for SymNMF, which give comparable results in
terms of time and accuracy. The first algorithm is a parallelization of an existing sequential approach
that uses solvers for nonsymmetric NMF. The second algorithm is a novel approach based on the
Gauss-Newton method. It exploits second-order information without incurring large computational
and memory costs. We evaluate the scalability of our algorithms on the Summit system at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, scaling up to 128 nodes (4096 cores) with 70% efficiency. Additionally,
we demonstrate our software on an image segmentation task.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Distributed Many-to-Many Protein Sequence Alignment using Sparse Matrices
Oguz Selvitopi (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Saliya Ekanayake (Microsoft
Corporation), Giulia Guidi (University of California, Berkeley), Georgios A. Pavlopoulos (Institute for
Fundamental Biomedical Research, BSRC "Alexander Fleming"), Ariful Azad (Indiana University),
Aydin Buluc (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Identifying similar protein sequences is a core step in many computational biology pipelines such as
detection of homologous protein sequences, generation of similarity protein graphs for downstream
analysis, functional annotation and gene location. Performance and scalability of protein similarity
searches have proven to be a bottleneck in many bioinformatics pipelines due to increases in cheap
and abundant sequencing data. This work presents a new distributed-memory software, PASTIS.
PASTIS relies on sparse matrix computations for efficient identification of possibly similar proteins.
We use distributed sparse matrices for scalability and show that the sparse matrix infrastructure is

a great fit for protein similarity searches when coupled with a fully-distributed dictionary of
sequences that allows remote sequence requests to be fulfilled. Our algorithm incorporates the
unique bias in amino acid sequence substitution in searches without altering the basic sparse matrix
model, and in turn, achieves ideal scaling up to millions of protein sequences.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Graph Neural Networks
Session Description:
Reducing Communication in Graph Neural Network Training
Alok Tripathy (University of California, Berkeley), Katherine Yelick (University of California,
Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Aydin Buluc (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory; University of California, Berkeley)
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are powerful and flexible neural networks that use the naturally
sparse connectivity information of the data. GNNs represent this connectivity as sparse matrices,
which have lower arithmetic intensity and thus higher communication costs compared to dense
matrices, making GNNs harder to scale to high concurrencies than convolutional or fully-connected
neural networks.
We introduce a family of parallel algorithms for training GNNs and show that they can
asymptotically reduce communication compared to previous parallel GNN training methods. We
implement these algorithms, which are based on 1D, 1.5D, 2D and 3D sparse-dense matrix
multiplication, using torch.distributed on GPU-equipped clusters. Our algorithms optimize
communication across the full GNN training pipeline. We train GNNs on over a hundred GPUs on
multiple datasets, including a protein network with over a billion edges.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

FeatGraph: A Flexible and Efficient Backend for Graph Neural Network Systems
Yuwei Hu (Cornell University), Zihao Ye (Amazon Web Services), Minjie Wang (Amazon Web
Services), Jiali Yu (Amazon Web Services), Da Zheng (Amazon Web Services), Mu Li (Amazon

Web Services), Zheng Zhang (Amazon Web Services), Zhiru Zhang (Cornell University), Yida
Wang (Amazon Web Services)
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are gaining increasing popularity as a promising approach to
machine learning on graphs. Unlike traditional graph workloads where each vertex/edge is
associated with a scalar, GNNs attach a feature tensor to each vertex/edge. This additional feature
dimension, along with consequently more complex vertex- and edge-wise computations, has
enormous implications on locality and parallelism, which existing graph processing systems fail to
exploit.
This paper proposes FeatGraph to accelerate GNN workloads by co-optimizing graph traversal and
feature dimension computation. FeatGraph provides a flexible programming interface to express
diverse GNN models by composing coarse-grained sparse templates with fine-grained userdefined functions (UDFs) on each vertex/edge. FeatGraph incorporates optimizations for graph
traversal into the sparse templates and allows users to specify optimizations for UDFs with a
feature dimension schedule (FDS). FeatGraph speeds up end-to-end GNN training and inference by
up to 32x on CPU and 7x on GPU.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GE-SpMM: General-Purpose Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication on GPUs for Graph Neural
Networks
Guyue Huang (Tsinghua University, China), Guohao Dai (Tsinghua University, China), Yu Wang
(Tsinghua University, China), Huazhong Yang (Tsinghua University, China)
The acceleration of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) requires efficient and framework-compatible
Sparse-Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM). From the compatibility perspective, the
sophisticated sparse matrix representations in state-of-the-art SpMM designs cause heavy
preprocessing overhead for the framework. From the efficiency perspective, optimizations for
Sparse Matrix-Vector (SpMV) do not apply well to SpMM, leading to redundant and uncoalesced
global memory access. We propose GE-SpMM, which takes the CSR format consistent with GNN
frameworks to enable integration without the format transformation overhead. We use coalesced
row caching to ensure coalesced access to both sparse and dense data in the global memory. We
use coarse-grained warp merging to reduce redundant data loading among GPU warps.
Experiments on a real-world graph dataset demonstrate up to 1.41× speedup over Nvidia
cuSPARSE and up to 1.81× over GraphBLAST. We embed GE-SpMM in GNN frameworks and get
up to 3.67× speedup on popular GNN models like GCN and GraphSAGE.

Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Resilience and Power Management
Session Description:
Runtime-Guided ECC Protection using Online Estimation of Memory Vulnerability
Luc Jaulmes (Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia), Miquel
Moretó (Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia), Mateo Valero
(Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia), Mattan Erez (University
of Texas), Marc Casas (Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Polytechnic University of Catalonia)
Diminishing reliability of semiconductor technologies and decreasing power budgets per
component hinder designing next-generation high-performance computing (HPC) systems. Both
constraints strongly impact memory subsystems, as DRAM main memory accounts for up to 30 to
50 percent of a node’s overall power consumption, and is the subsystem that is most subject to
faults. Improving reliability requires stronger error correcting codes (ECCs), which incur additional
power and storage costs. It is critical to develop strategies to uphold memory reliability while
minimising these costs, with the goal of improving the power efficiency of computing machines.
We introduce a methodology to dynamically estimate the vulnerability of data, and adjust ECC
protection accordingly. Our methodology relies on information readily available to runtime systems
in task-based dataflow programming models, and the existing Virtualized Error Correcting Code
(VECC) schemes to provide adaptable protection. Guiding VECC using vulnerability estimates is
more energy efficient than using stronger uniform ECC.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

CRAC: Checkpoint-Restart Architecture for CUDA with Streams and UVM
Twinkle Jain (Northeastern University), Gene Cooperman (Northeastern University)
The share of the top 500 supercomputers with Nvidia GPUs is now over 25% and continues to
grow. While fault tolerance is a critical issue for supercomputing, there does not currently exist an
efficient, scalable solution for CUDA applications on Nvidia GPUs. CRAC is a new checkpoint-

restart solution for fault tolerance that supports the full range of CUDA applications. CRAC
combines low runtime overhead (less than 1%); fast checkpoint-restart; support for scalable CUDA
streams (for efficient usage of all of the thousands of GPU cores) and support for the full features of
Unified Virtual Memory (eliminating the programmer's burden of migrating memory between device
and host). CRAC achieves its flexible architecture by segregating application code (checkpointed)
and its external GPU communication via non-reentrant CUDA libraries (not checkpointed) within a
single process' memory. This eliminates the high IPC overhead of earlier approaches.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

ANT-Man: Towards Agile Power Management in the Microservice Era
Xiaofeng Hou (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Chao Li (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Jiacheng
Liu (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Lu Zhang (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Yang Hu
(University of Texas, Dallas), Minyi Guo (Shanghai Jiao Tong University)
The emerging trend of decomposing cloud applications into microservices has raised new questions
about managing the performance/power trade-off of a datacenter at microsecond-scale. We
introduce ANT-Man, an Agile, Native and Transparent power Management framework that can
exploit fine-grained microservice variability for system efficiency. To achieve this, ANT-Man
abstracts away two major sources of latency overhead in traditional hierarchical power
management frameworks. First, ANT-Man proposes an agile power budgeting scheme for reducing
power coordination latency at the data center level. It can proactively determine the power budget
tailored to each individual microservice. Second, ANT-Man proposes a native and transparent
power control scheme to overcome the power configuration latency for each microservice. It
enables super-fast power budget enforcement with nanosecond-scale performance scaling.
Extensive experiments on our prototyped system show that ANT-Man could slash power
consumption by 7.8-43.5%, while reducing the 95th tail latency by 9.7-12.5%, compared to
existing techniques.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Computational Chemistry
Session Description:
Scalable Heterogeneous Execution of a Coupled-Cluster Model with Perturbative Triples
Jinsung Kim (University of Utah), Ajay Panyala (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Bo
Peng (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Karol Kowalski (Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL)), Ponnuswamy Sadayappan (University of Utah, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL)), Sriram Krishnamoorthy (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL),
Washington State University)
The CCSD(T) coupled-cluster model with perturbative triples is considered a gold standard for
computational modeling of the correlated behavior of electrons in molecular systems. A
fundamental constraint is the relatively small global memory capacity in GPUs compared to the
main memory capacity on host nodes, necessitating relatively smaller tile sizes for high-dimensional
tensor contractions in NWChem's GPU-accelerated implementation of the CCSD(T) method. A
coordinated redesign is described to address this limitation and associated data movement
overheads, including a novel fused GPU kernel for a set of tensor contractions, along with internode communication optimization and data caching. The new implementation of GPU-accelerated
CCSD(T) improves overall performance by 3.4x. We discuss the trade-offs in using this fused
algorithm on current and future supercomputing platforms.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

A Submatrix-Based Method for Approximate Matrix Function Evaluation in the Quantum
Chemistry Code CP2K
Michael Lass (Paderborn University), Robert Schade (Paderborn University), Thomas D. Kühne
(Paderborn University), Christian Plessl (Paderborn University)
Electronic structure calculations based on density-functional theory (DFT) represent a significant
part of today's HPC workloads and pose high demands on high-performance computing resources.
To perform these quantum-mechanical DFT calculations on complex large-scale systems, so-called
linear scaling methods instead of conventional cubic scaling methods are required. In this work, we
take up the idea of the submatrix method and apply it to the DFT computations in the software
package CP2K. For that purpose, we transform the underlying numeric operations on distributed,
large, sparse matrices into computations on local, much smaller and nearly dense matrices. This
allows us to exploit the full floating-point performance of modern CPUs and to make use of
dedicated accelerator hardware, where performance previously has been limited by memory

bandwidth. We demonstrate both the functionality and performance of our implementation and
show how it can be accelerated with GPUs and FPGAs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Scaling the Hartree-Fock Matrix Build on Summit
Giuseppe M. J. Barca (Australian National University), David Poole (Iowa State University), Jorge
Galvez Vallejo (Iowa State University), Melisa Alkan (Iowa State University), Colleen Bertoni
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Alistair P. Rendell (Flinders University, Australia), Mark S.
Gordon (Iowa State University)
Usage of Graphics Processing Units (GPU) has become strategic for simulating the chemistry of
large molecular systems, with many top supercomputers utilizing GPUs as their main source of
computational horsepower. In this paper, a new fragmentation-based Hartree-Fock matrix build
algorithm designed for scaling on many-GPU architectures is presented. The new algorithm uses a
novel dynamic load balancing scheme based on a binned shell-pair container to distribute batches
of significant shell quartets with the same code path to different GPUs. This maximizes
computational throughput and load balancing, and eliminates GPU thread divergence due to
integral screening. Additionally, the code uses a novel Fock digestion algorithm to contract electron
repulsion integrals into the Fock matrix, which exploits all forms of permutational symmetry and
eliminates thread-synchronization requirements. The implementation demonstrates excellent
scalability on the Summit computer, achieving good strong scaling performance up to 4096 nodes,
and linear weak scaling up to 612 nodes.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Kernel Optimizations
Session Description:
Pencil: A Pipelined Algorithm for Distributed Stencils
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine), Aparna Chandramowlishwaran (University of
California, Irvine)

Stencil computations are at the core of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Given its memorybound nature, numerous temporal tiling algorithms have been proposed to improve its performance.
Although efficient, most algorithms aim at a single iteration space on shared-memory machines. In
CFD, however, we are confronted with multiple connected iteration spaces distributed across many
nodes.
We propose a pipelined stencil algorithm called Pencil for multiple iteration spaces in distributed
computing. We identify the optimal combination of MPI and OpenMP for temporal tiling based on
an in-depth analysis of single node performance and exploit deep halo to decouple connected
iteration spaces. Moreover, Pencil pipelines the computation and communication to achieve overlap.
Evaluated on 4 different stencils across 6 numerical schemes, our algorithm demonstrates up to
1.9x speedup over Pluto on a single node and 1.3-3.41x speedup compared to an MPI+OpenMP
Funneled implementation with space tiling for a multi-block grid on 32 nodes.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Speeding Up SpMV for Power-Law Graph Analytics by Enhancing Locality & Vectorization
Serif Yesil (University of Illinois), Azin Heidarshenas (University of Illinois), Adam Morrison (Tel
Aviv University), Josep Torrellas (University of Illinois)
Graph analytics often target large-scale web and social networks, which are typically power-law
graphs. Graph algorithms can often be recast as generalized SpMV operations, making SpMV
important to optimize for graph analytics. However, executing SpMV on large-scale power-law
graphs results in highly irregular memory access patterns with poor cache utilization. Worse, we
find that existing locality and vectorization optimizations are largely ineffective on modern out-oforder processors. To improve performance for power-law graphs on modern OOO processors, we
propose Locality-Aware Vectorization (LAV). LAV is a new approach that leverages the input’s
power-law nature to extract locality and enable effective vectorization for SpMV-like memory
access patterns.
We evaluate LAV with several graphs on an Intel Skylake-SP processor, and find that LAV is faster
than CSR (and prior approaches) by an average of 1.5x. LAV reduces the number of DRAM
accesses by 35% on average with only 3.3% memory overhead.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Efficient Tiled Sparse Matrix Multiplication through Matrix Signatures
Sureyya Emre Kurt (University of Utah), Aravind Sukumaran-Rajam (Washington State
University), Fabrice Rastello (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation
(INRIA)), Ponnuswamy Sadayappan (University of Utah)
Tiling is a key technique to reduce data movement in matrix computations. While tiling is well
understood and widely used for dense matrix/tensor computations, effective tiling of sparse matrix
computations remains a challenging problem. This paper proposes a novel method to efficiently
summarize the impact of the sparsity structure of a matrix on achievable data reuse as a onedimensional signature, which is then used to build an analytical cost model for tile size optimization
for sparse matrix computations. The proposed model-driven approach to sparse tiling is evaluated
on two key sparse matrix kernels; Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM) and Sampled Dense
Dense Matrix Multiplication (SDDMM). Experimental results demonstrate that model-based tiled
SpMM and SDDMM achieve high performance relative to the current state-of-the-art.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Data Analysis and Reduction
Session Description:
MoHA: A Composable System for Efficient In-Situ Analytics on Heterogeneous HPC Systems
Haoyuan Xing (Ohio State University), Gagan Agrawal (Augusta University), Rajiv Ramnath (Ohio
State University)
Heterogeneous, dense computing architectures consisting of several accelerators, such as GPUs,
attached to general-purpose CPUs are now integral to high-performance computing (HPC)
systems. These architectures, however, pose severe memory and I/O constraints to computations
involving in-situ analytics. This paper introduces MoHA, a framework for in-situ analytics that is
designed to efficiently use the limited resources available on heterogeneous platforms. MoHA
achieves this efficiency through the extensive use of bitmaps as a compressed or summary
representation of simulation outputs. Our specific contributions in this paper include the design of
bitmap generation and storage methods suitable for GPUs, the design and efficient implementation
of a set of key operators for MoHA and demonstrations of how several real queries on real datasets
can be implemented using these operators. We demonstrate that MoHA reduces I/O transfer as
well as overall processing time when compared to a baseline that does not use compressed

representations.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Foresight: Analysis That Matters for Data Reduction
Pascal Grosset (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Christopher M. Biwer (Los Alamos National
Laboratory), Jesus Pulido (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Arvind T. Mohan (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Ayan Biswas (Los Alamos National Laboratory), John Patchett (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Terece L. Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory), David H. Rogers (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Daniel Livescu (Los Alamos National Laboratory), James Ahrens (Los
Alamos National Laboratory)
As the computational power of supercomputers increases, so does simulation size, which in turn
produces orders-of-magnitude more data. Because generated data often exceed the simulation’s
disk quota, many simulations would stand to benefit from data-reduction techniques to reduce
storage requirements. Such techniques include autoencoders, data compression algorithms and
sampling. Lossy compression techniques can significantly reduce data size, but such techniques
come at the expense of losing information that could result in incorrect post hoc analysis results. To
help scientists determine the best compression they can get while keeping their analyses accurate,
we have developed Foresight, an analysis framework that enables users to evaluate how different
data-reduction techniques will impact their analyses. We use particle data from a cosmology
simulation, turbulence data from Direct Numerical Simulation, and asteroid impact data from xRage
to demonstrate how Foresight can help scientists determine the best data-reduction technique for
their simulations.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Job Characteristics on Large-Scale Systems: Long-Term Analysis, Quantification and
Implications
Tirthak Patel (Northeastern University), Zhengchun Liu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)),
Rajkumar Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Paul Rich (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), William Allcock (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Devesh Tiwari
(Northeastern University)
HPC workload analysis and resource consumption characteristics are the key to driving better
operation practices, system procurement decisions and designing effective resource management

techniques. Unfortunately, the HPC community does not have easy accessibility to long-term
introspective workload analysis and characterization for production-scale HPC systems. This study
bridges this gap by providing detailed long-term quantification, characterization and analysis of job
characteristics on two supercomputers; Intrepid and Mira. This study is one of the largest of its kind,
covering trends and characteristics for over three billion compute hours, 750 thousand jobs and
spanning a decade. We confirm several long-held conventional wisdoms, and identify many
previously undiscovered trends and their implications. We also introduce a learning-based
technique to predict the resource requirement of future jobs with high accuracy, using features
available prior to job submission and without requiring any application-specific tracing or
application-intrusive instrumentation.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Multiphysics Applications
Session Description:
Preparing Nuclear Astrophysics for Exascale
Max Katz (NVIDIA Corporation), Ann Almgren (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Maria
Barrios Sazo (Stony Brook University), Kiran Eiden (Stony Brook University), Kevin Gott (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Alice Harpole (Stony Brook University), Jean Sexton (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Don Willcox (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Weiqun
Zhang (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Michael Zingale (Stony Brook University)
Astrophysical explosions such as supernovae are fascinating events that require sophisticated
algorithms and substantial computational power to model. Castro and MAESTROeX are nuclear
astrophysics codes that simulate thermonuclear fusion in the context of supernovae and X-ray
bursts. Examining these nuclear burning processes using high resolution simulations is critical for
understanding how these astrophysical explosions occur. In this paper we describe the changes
that have been made to these codes to transform them from standard MPI + OpenMP codes
targeted at petascale CPU-based systems into a form compatible with the pre-exascale systems
now online and the exascale systems coming soon. We then discuss the new science that is
possible to model on systems such as Summit and Perlmutter, which could not have been achieved
with the previous generation of supercomputers.
Best Paper Finalist: no

Best Student Paper Finalist: no

A Performance-Portable Nonhydrostatic Atmospheric Dycore for the Energy Exascale Earth
System Model Running at Cloud-Resolving Resolutions
Luca Bertagna (Sandia National Laboratories), Oksana Guba (Sandia National Laboratories), Mark
A. Taylor (Sandia National Laboratories), James G. Foucar (Sandia National Laboratories), Jeff
Larkin (Nvidia Corporation), Andrew M. Bradley (Sandia National Laboratories), Sivasankaran
Rajamanickam (Sandia National Laboratories), Andrew G. Salinger (Sandia National Laboratories)
We present an effort to port the nonhydrostatic atmosphere dycore of the Energy Exascale Earth
System Model (E3SM) to efficiently run on GPU architectures, specifically targeting cloud-resolving
resolutions of 3 km and 1 km. To express on-node parallelism we use the C++ library Kokkos, which
allows us to achieve a performance portable code in a largely architecture-independent way. Our
implementation is able to achieve 0.97 simulated years per day, running on the full Summit
supercomputer when using the GPUs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the highest
achievement to date by any global atmosphere dycore running at such resolutions. Moreover, our
C++ implementation is on par with (or slightly better than) the original Fortran implementation on
CPUs, proving that the GPU port did not compromise the efficiency on conventional CPUs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Acceleration of Fusion Plasma Turbulence Simulations using the Mixed-Precision
Communication-Avoiding Krylov Method
Yasuhiro Idomura (Japan Atomic Energy Agency), Takuya Ina (RIKEN Center for Computational
Science (R-CCS)), Yussuf Ali (Japan Atomic Energy Agency), Toshiyuki Imamura (RIKEN Center for
Computational Science (R-CCS))
The multi-scale full-f simulation of the next generation experimental fusion reactor ITER based on a
five dimensional (5D) gyrokinetic model is one of the most computationally demanding problems in
fusion science. In this work, a Gyrokinetic Toroidal 5D Eulerian code (GT5D) is accelerated by a new
mixed-precision communication-avoiding (CA) Krylov method. The bottleneck of global collective
communication on accelerated computing platforms is resolved using a CA Krylov method. In
addition, a new FP16 preconditioner, which is designed using the new support for FP16 SIMD
operations on A64FX, reduces both the number of iterations (halo data communication) and the
computational cost. The performance of the proposed method for ITER size simulations with
approximately 0.1 trillion grids on 1440 CPUs/GPUs on Fugaku and Summit shows 2.8x and 1.9x
speedups, respectively, above the conventional non-CA Krylov method, and excellent strong scaling

is obtained up to 5760 CPUs/GPUs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

GPU-Based Tools and Modeling
Session Description:
GPU-Trident: Efficient Modeling of Error Propagation in GPU Programs
Abdul Rehman Anwer (University of British Columbia), Guanpeng Li (University of Iowa), Karthik
Pattabiraman (University of British Columbia), Michael B. Sullivan (Nvidia Corporation), Timothy
Tsai (Nvidia Corporation), Siva Kumar Sastry Hari (Nvidia Corporation)
Fault injection (FI) techniques are typically used to determine the reliability profiles of programs
under soft errors. These techniques, however, are highly resource- and time-intensive. Prior
research developed a model, TRIDENT to analytically predict Silent Data Corruption ((SDC); i.e.,
incorrect output without any indication) probabilities of single-threaded CPU applications without
requiring FIs. Unfortunately, TRIDENT is incompatible with GPU programs, due to their high degree
of parallelism and different memory architectures from CPU programs. The main challenge is that
modeling error propagation across thousands of threads in a GPU kernel requires enormous
amounts of data to be profiled and analyzed, posing a major scalability bottleneck for HPC
applications.
In this paper, we propose GPU-TRIDENT, an accurate and scalable technique for modeling error
propagation in GPU programs. We find that GPU-TRIDENT is 2 orders of magnitude faster than FIbased approaches, and nearly as accurate in determining the SDC rate of GPU programs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GVPROF: A Value Profiler for GPU-Based Clusters
Keren Zhou (Rice University), Yueming Hao (North Carolina State University), John MellorCrummey (Rice University), Xiaozhu Meng (Rice University), Xu Liu (North Carolina State
University)

GPGPUs are widely used in high-performance computing systems to accelerate scientific and
machine learning workloads. Developing efficient GPU kernels is critically important to obtain baremetal performance on GPU-based clusters. In this paper, we describe the design and
implementation of GVProf, the first value profiler that pinpoints value-related inefficiencies in
applications running on NVIDIA GPU-based clusters. The novelty of GVProf resides in its ability to
detect temporal and spatial value redundancies, which provide useful information to guide code
optimization. GVProf can monitor production multi-node multi-GPU executions in clusters. Our
experiments with well-known GPU benchmarks and HPC applications show that GVProf incurs
acceptable overhead and scales to large executions. Using GVProf, we optimized several HPC and
machine learning workloads on one NVIDIA V100 GPU. In one case study of LAMMPS,
optimizations based on information from GVProf led to whole-program speedups ranging from
1.37x on a single GPU to 1.08x on 64 GPUs.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

An Efficient and Non-Intrusive GPU Scheduling Framework for Deep Learning Training Systems
Shaoqi Wang (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs), Oscar J. Gonzalez (Nokia Bell Labs),
Xiaobo Zhou (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs), Thomas Williams (Nokia Bell Labs), Brian
D. Friedman (Nokia Bell Labs), Martin Havemann (Nokia Bell Labs), Thomas Woo (Nokia Bell Labs)
We propose an efficient, non-intrusive GPU scheduling framework that employs a combination of
an adaptive GPU scheduler and an elastic GPU allocation mechanism to reduce the completion time
of DL training workloads and improve resource utilization. Specifically, the adaptive GPU scheduler
includes a scheduling algorithm that uses training job progress information to determine the most
efficient allocation and reallocation of GPUs for incoming and running jobs at any given time. The
elastic GPU allocation mechanism works in concert with the scheduler. It offers a lightweight and
efficient method to reallocate GPUs based on a “SideCar” process that temporarily stops and
restarts the job’s DL training processes with a different number of GPUs. We implemented the
framework as plugins to Kubernetes and conducted evaluations on a 16-GPU cluster. Results show
that our scheduling framework reduces the makespan and average JCT by up to 45% and 63%,
respectively, compared to default scheduler.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Quantized and Factorized Deep Learning
Session Description:
Convolutional Neural Network Training with Distributed K-FAC
J. Gregory Pauloski (University of Texas), Zhao Zhang (Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC)), Lei Huang (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Weijia Xu (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Ian T. Foster (University of Chicago, Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL))
Training neural networks with many processors can reduce time-to-solution; it is challenging,
however, to maintain convergence and efficiency at large scales. The Kronecker-factored
Approximate Curvature (K-FAC) was recently proposed as an approximation of the Fisher
Information Matrix that can be used in natural gradient optimizers. We investigate here a scalable
K-FAC design and its applicability in convolutional neural network (CNN) training at scale. We study
optimization techniques such as layer-wise distribution strategies, inverse-free second-order
gradient evaluation, and dynamic K-FAC update decoupling to reduce training time while
preserving convergence. We use residual neural networks (ResNet) applied to the CIFAR-10 and
ImageNet-1k datasets to evaluate the correctness and scalability of our K-FAC gradient
preconditioner. With ResNet-50 on the ImageNet-1k dataset, our distributed K-FAC
implementation converges to the 75.9% MLPerf baseline in 18–25% less time than does the classic
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer across scales on a GPU cluster.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

BiQGEMM: Matrix Multiplication with Lookup Table For Binary-Coding-Based Quantized DNNs
Yongkweon Jeon (Samsung), Baeseong Park (Samsung), Se Jung Kwon (Samsung), Byeongwook
Kim (Samsung), Jeongin Yun (Samsung), Dongsoo Lee (Samsung)
The number of parameters in deep neural networks (DNNs) is rapidly increasing to support
complicated tasks and to improve model accuracy. Correspondingly, the amount of computations
and required memory footprint increase as well. Quantization is an efficient method to address such
concerns. Unfortunately, commercial processors do not fully support quantization because only
fixed data transfers (such as 32 bits) are allowed. Success of quantization in practice, hence, relies
on an efficient computation engine design, especially for matrix multiplication. In this paper, we
propose a novel matrix multiplication method, called BiQGEMM, dedicated to quantized DNNs.
BiQGEMM can access multiple quantized weights simultaneously in one instruction. In addition,
BiQGEMM pre-computes intermediate results that are highly redundant when quantization leads to

limited available computation space. Our extensive experimental results show that BiQGEMM
presents higher performance than conventional schemes when DNNs are quantized.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Term Quantization: Furthering Quantization at Run Time
HT Kung (Harvard University), Bradley McDanel (Franklin and Marshall College), Sai Qian Zhang
(Harvard University)
We present a novel technique, called Term Quantization (TQ), for furthering quantization at run time
for improved computational efficiency of deep neural networks (DNNs) already quantized with
conventional quantization methods. TQ operates on power-of-two terms in expressions of values.
In computing a dot-product, TQ dynamically selects a fixed number of largest terms to use from
values of the two vectors. By exploiting weight and data distributions typically present in DNNs, TQ
has a minimal impact on DNN model performance (e.g., accuracy or perplexity). We use TQ to
facilitate tightly synchronized processor arrays, such as systolic arrays, for efficient parallel
processing. We evaluate TQ on an MLP for MNIST, multiple CNNs for ImageNet and an LSTM for
Wikitext-2. We demonstrate significant reductions in inference computation costs (between 3x and
10x) compared to conventional uniform quantization for the same level of model performance.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Compiler Optimizations
Session Description:
Compiling Generalized Histograms for GPU
Troels Henriksen (University of Copenhagen), Sune Hellfritzsch (University of Copenhagen),
Ponnuswamy Sadayappan (University of Utah), Cosmin Oancea (Copenhagen University)
We present and evaluate an implementation technique for histogram-like computations on GPUs
that ensures both work-efficient asymptotic cost, support for arbitrary associative and commutative
operators and efficient use of hardware-supported atomic operations, when applicable. Based on a
systematic empirical examination of the design space, we develop a technique that balances

conflict rates and memory footprint.
We demonstrate our technique both as a library implementation in CUDA, as well as by extending
the parallel array language Futhark with a new construct for expressing generalized histograms,
and by supporting this construct with several compiler optimizations. We show that our histogram
implementation taken in isolation outperforms similar primitives from CUB, and that it is competitive
or outperforms the hand-written code of several application benchmarks, even when the latter is
specialized for a class of datasets.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

CCAMP: An Integrated Translation and Optimization Framework for OpenACC and OpenMP
Jacob Lambert (University of Oregon, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Seyong Lee (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Jeffrey S. Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)),
Allen D. Malony (University of Oregon)
Heterogeneous computing and exploration into specialized accelerators are inevitable in current
and future supercomputers. Although this diversity of devices is promising for performance, the
array of architectures presents programming challenges. High-level programming strategies have
emerged to face these challenges, such as the OpenMP offloading model and OpenACC. The
varying levels of support for these standards, however, within vendor-specific and open-source
tools, as well as the lack of performance portability across devices, have prevented the standards
from achieving their goals. To address these shortcomings, we present CCAMP, an OpenMP and
OpenACC interoperable framework. CCAMP provides two primary facilities: language translation
between the two standards and device-specific directive optimization within each standard. We
show that by using the CCAMP framework, programmers can easily transplant non-portable code
into new ecosystems for new architectures. Additionally, by using CCAMP device-specific directive
optimizations, users can achieve optimized performance across architectures using a single source
code.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Graph Algorithms

Session Description:
High-Performance Parallel Graph Coloring with Strong Guarantees on Work, Depth and Quality
Maciej Besta (ETH Zurich), Armon Carigiet (ETH Zurich), Kacper Janda (AGH University of Science
and Technology), Zur Vonarburg-Shmaria (ETH Zurich), Lukas Gianinazzi (ETH Zurich), Torsten
Hoefler (ETH Zurich)
We develop the first parallel graph coloring heuristic with strong theoretical guarantees on work
and depth and coloring quality. The key idea is to design a relaxation of the vertex degeneracy
order, a well-known graph theory concept, and to color vertices in the order dictated by this
relaxation. This introduces a tunable amount of parallelism into the degeneracy ordering that is
otherwise hard to parallelize. This simple idea enables significant benefits in several key aspects of
graph coloring. For example, one of our algorithms ensures polylogarithmic depth and a bound on
the number of used colors that is superior to all other parallelizable schemes, while maintaining
work efficiency. In addition to provable guarantees, the developed algorithms have competitive
runtimes for several real-world graphs, while almost always providing superior coloring quality. Our
degeneracy ordering relaxation is of separate interest for algorithms outside the context of coloring.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

GraphPi: High Performance Graph Pattern Matching through Effective Redundancy Elimination
Tianhui Shi (Tsinghua University, China), Mingshu Zhai (Tsinghua University, China), Yi Xu
(Tsinghua University, China), Jidong Zhai (Tsinghua University, China)
Graph pattern matching, which aims to discover structural patterns in graphs, is considered one of
the most fundamental graph mining problems in real applications. Despite previous efforts, existing
systems face two main challenges. First, the inherent symmetry existing in patterns can introduce a
large amount of redundant computation. Second, different matching orders for a pattern have
significant performance differences.
To address these challenges, we propose GraphPi, a high performance distributed pattern matching
system. GraphPi utilizes a new algorithm based on 2-cycles that outputs multiple sets of
asymmetric restrictions; each set eliminates redundancy completely. We also design an accurate
performance model to select the optimal matching order and asymmetric restriction set for efficient
pattern matching. We evaluate GraphPi on Tianhe-2A supercomputer. Results show that GraphPi
outperforms the state-of-the-art system by up to 105x with 6 real-world graph datasets on a single
node. We also scale GraphPi to 1024 computing nodes.

Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Rocket: Efficient and Scalable All-Pairs Computations on Heterogeneous Platforms
Stijn Heldens (Netherlands eScience Center, University of Amsterdam), Pieter Hijma (Vrije
University Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam), Ben van Werkhoven (Netherlands eScience
Center), Jason Maassen (Netherlands eScience Center), Henri Bal (Vrije University Amsterdam),
Rob van Nieuwpoort (Netherlands eScience Center, University of Amsterdam)
All-pairs compute problems apply a user-defined function to each combination of two items of a
given data set. Although these problems present an abundance of parallelism, data reuse must be
exploited to achieve good performance. Several researchers considered this problem, either
resorting to partial replication with static work distribution or dynamic scheduling with full
replication. In contrast, we present a solution that relies on hierarchical multi-level software-based
caches to maximize data reuse at each level in the distributed memory hierarchy combined with a
divide-and-conquer approach to exploit data locality, hierarchical work-stealing to dynamically
balance the workload and asynchronous processing to maximize resource utilization. We evaluate
our solution using three real-world applications, from digital forensics, localization microscopy and
bioinformatics, on different platforms, from desktop machine to a supercomputer. Results shows
excellent efficiency and scalability when scaling to 96 GPUs, even obtaining super-linear speedups
due to a distributed cache.
Best Paper Finalist: no
Best Student Paper Finalist: no

Posters
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Research Posters Display
Session Description:
Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro
Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)

We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up
scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
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StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel
Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
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Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not

tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,
with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that
exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity

hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,
guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of
storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the

resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per
node and interconnection network topology.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are
therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
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The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically
combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is
the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems

of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
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SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph
analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)
A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a
tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vector-

scalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
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Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns
provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
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Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs

Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the
main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
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SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)
In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
Best Poster Finalist: no

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek
(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),

Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create
diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
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MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent
memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the
computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
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Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.
We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
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Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
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Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and
techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host
codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
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Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
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Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors

Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
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AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
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xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become

essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
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Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
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Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics

Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
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Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table
partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
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DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,

analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
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Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger
scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
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DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying

platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance
looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective
but allowed for higher scaling.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all
such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC

Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud
resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry
and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin
Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System
Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by
complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers

Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions

including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)
Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action

recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel

Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)
Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different
visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to

deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.
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A Dynamic Multi-Tiered Storage System for Extreme-Scale Computing
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Traditional scientific discovery was driven through the compute power of a computer system.
Hence, I/O was treated as sparse tasks to perform occasional checkpoints for the application. This
approach led to a growing gap between the compute power and storage capabilities. In the era of
data explosion, however, where data analysis is essential for scientific discoveries, the slow storage
system has led to the research conundrum known as I/O bottleneck. Additionally, the explosion of
data has led to proliferation of application as well as storage technologies. This has created a
complex matching problem between diverse application requirements and storage technology
features. In this proposal, we introduce Jal, a dynamic, re-configurable and heterogeneous-aware
storage system. Jal utilizes a layered approach that includes application model, data model and
storage model. The application model uses a source-code based profiler which identifies the cause
of the I/O behavior of applications. The data model translates various applications' I/O requirements
to an underlying storage configuration to extract maximum performance from each application.
Finally, the storage model builds a heterogeneous-aware storage system which can be dynamically
re-configured to different storage configurations. Our evaluations have shown that these models
can accelerate I/O for the application while transparently and efficiently using the diverse storage
systems.

Algorithm Design for High-Performance CFD Solvers on Structured Grids
Hengjie Wang (University of California, Irvine)
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with structured grids has been widely used in many
engineering disciplines including Aerospace Engineering and Vehicle Design. Current grid
partitioners in CFD are biased towards minimizing the communication volume, and rely on graph
partition methods for complex multi-block structured grids. I propose novel algorithms specifically
for multi-block structured grids and a new cost function which not only accounts for the
communication volume and edge cuts but also factors in the network's latency and bandwidth.
Coupled with an MPI+OpenMP Jacobi solver, the new partitioner outperforms the state-of-the-art
by 1.5x to 3x on the Mira supercomputer. Current temporal tiling algorithms for stencil
computations in CFD are mainly designed for a single block grid on shared-memory machines,
whereas multi-block grids distributed across many nodes are the norm. I propose a pipelined
distributed stencil algorithm called Pencil. Pencil identifies the optimal combination of MPI, OpenMP
and temporal tiling, demonstrating up to 1.9x speedup over Pluto, the state-of-the-art polyhedral
optimizer, and extends the tiling to multi-block structured girds. Furthermore, Pencil pipelines the
communication and computation for overlap and obtains 1.33x to 3.41x speedup over
MPI+OpenMP with space tiling on 32 Broadwell nodes, and excellent weak and strong scaling on
16 to 128 nodes. The state-of-the-art neural network-based CFD solvers are typically unable to

predict the solution for geometries unseen during the training. I am developing a network that
understands the local patterns of fluid dynamics. Coupled with an iterative scheme to combine local
patterns, it can predict flow in/over arbitrary geometries.

Machine Intelligent and Timely Data Management for Hybrid Memory Systems
Thaleia Dimitra Doudali (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Big data analytics in datacenter platforms and data intensive simulations in exascale computing
environments create the need for massive main memory capacities, on the order of terabytes, to
boost application performance. To satisfy these requirements, memory hierarchies become more
complex, incorporating emerging types of technologies or disaggregation techniques to offset the
skyrocketing cost that DRAM-only systems would impose. As we shift away from traditional
memory hierarchies, the effectiveness of existing data management solutions decreases, as these
have not provisioned against the even bigger disparity in the access speeds of the heterogeneous
components that are now part of the memory subsystem. Additionally, system-level configuration
knobs need to be re-tuned to adjust to the speeds of the newly introduced memory hardware. In
the face of this complexity, conventional approaches to designing data management solutions with
empirically-derived configuration parameters become impractical. This makes the case for
leveraging machine intelligence in building a new generation of data management solutions for
hybrid memory systems. This thesis identifies the machine intelligent methods that can be effective
for and practically integrated with system-level memory management, and demonstrates their
importance through the design of new components of the memory management stack; from
system-level support for configuring stack parameters to memory scheduling.

Establishing a Massively Parallel, Patient-Specific Model of Cardiovascular Disease
Madhurima Vardhan (Duke University)
Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations
for diagnosing cardiovascular diseases, which continue to dominate healthcare costs and are
projected to be over one trillion dollars by 2035. Current frameworks, however, face three key
technical challenges: simulations are memory intensive with high time-to-solutions; the need for
validation against in vivo measurements; and methods for clinicians to intuitively interact with the
simulation results are lacking. In this thesis, we overcome these challenges by first establishing a
novel, memory-light algorithmic representation that both reduces the memory requirements by
74% and maintains excellent parallel scalability. Second, we validate our CFD framework through a
multicenter, clinical study comparing invasive pressure measurements to calculated values for 200
patients. Third, we assess how physicians interact with large-scale CFD simulation data and
present a virtual reality platform to enhance treatment planning. We expect this work to lay the

critical groundwork for translating the use of massively parallel simulation-driven diagnostics and
treatment planning to the clinic. Our long-term goal is to enable the use of personalized simulations
to improve clinical diagnosis and outcome for patients suffering from cardiovascular diseases.

The Coming of Age of Multithreaded High-Performance Communication
Rohit Zambre (University of California, Irvine)
The supercomputing community holds an outdated view: the network is a single device. Modern
interconnects, however, feature multiple network hardware contexts that serve as parallel interfaces
into the network from a single node. Additionally, as we are approaching the limits of a single
network link’s throughput, supercomputers are deploying multiple NICs per node to accommodate
for higher bandwidth per node. Hence, the modern reality is that the network features lots of
parallelism. The outdated view drastically hurts the communication performance of the MPI+threads
model, which is being increasingly adopted over the traditional MPI-everywhere model to better
map to modern processors that feature a lesser share of resource per core than previous
processors. Domain scientists typically do not expose logical parallelism in their MPI+threads
communication, and MPI libraries still use conservative approaches, such as a global critical section,
to maintain MPI’s ordering constraints, thus serializing access to the parallel network resources and
limiting performance. The goal of this dissertation is to dissolve the communication bottleneck in
MPI+threads. Existing solutions either sacrifice correctness for performance or jump to MPI
standard extensions without fairly comparing the capabilities of the existing standard. The holistic
bottom-up analyses in this dissertation first investigates the limits of multithreaded communication
on modern network hardware, then devises a new MPI-3.1 implementation with virtual
communication interfaces (VCIs) for fast MPI+threads communication. The domain scientist can use
the VCIs either explicitly (MPI Endpoints) or implicitly (MPI-3.1). The dissertation compares the two
solutions through both performance and usability lenses.

High Throughput Low Latency Online Image Processing by GPU/FPGA Coprocessors Using
RDMA Techniques
Raphael Ponsard (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, France; Grenoble Alpes University)
The constant evolution of X-ray photon sources associated with the increasing performance of
high-end X-ray detectors allows cutting-edge experiments generate large volumes of data that are
challenging to manage and store. These data management challenges have still not been
addressed in a fully satisfactory way as of today, and in any case, not in a generic manner.
This thesis is part of the ESRF RASHPA project that aims at developing an RDMA-based
Acquisition System for High Performance Applications. One of the main characteristics of this

framework is the direct data placement, straight from the detector head (data producer) to the
processing computing infrastructure (data receiver), at the highest acceptable throughput, using
RDMA techniques.
The work carried out in this thesis is a contribution to the RASHPA framework, enabling data
transfer directly to the internal memory of accelerator boards. A low-latency synchronisation
mechanism is proposed to trigger data processing while keeping pace with the detector. Thus, a
comprehensive solution fulfilling the online data analysis challenges is proposed on standard
computer and massively parallel coprocessors as well.
Scalability and versatility of the proposed approach is exemplified by detector emulators, leveraging
RoCEv2 or PCI-e and RASHPA Processing Units (RPUs) such as GPUs and FPGAs. Real-time data
processing on FPGA, seldom adopted in X-ray science, is evaluated and the benefits of high level
synthesis are exhibited. The assessment of the proposed data analysis pipeline includes raw data
pre-treatment for Jungfrau detector, image rejection using Bragg's peaks counting and data
compression to sparse matrix format.

Approachable Error Bounded Lossy Compression
Robert R. Underwood (Clemson University)
Compression is commonly used in HPC applications to move and store data. Traditional lossless
compression, however, does not provide adequate compression of floating point data often found in
scientific codes. Recently, researchers and scientists have turned to lossy compression techniques
that approximate the original data rather than reproduce it in order to achieve desired levels of
compression. Typical lossy compressors do not bound the errors introduced into the data, leading to
the development of error bounded lossy compressors (EBLC). These tools provide the desired levels
of compression as mathematical guarantees on the errors introduced. The current state of EBLC
leaves much to be desired. The existing EBLC all have different interfaces requiring codes to be
changed to adopt new techniques; EBLC have many more configuration options than their
predecessors, making them more difficult to use; and EBLC typically bound quantities like point
wise errors rather than higher level metrics such as spectra, p-values, or test statistics that
scientists typically use. My dissertation aims to provide a uniform interface to compression and to
develop tools to allow application scientists to understand and apply EBLC. This canvas presents
three groups of work: LibPressio, a standard interface for compression and analysis;
FRaZ/LibPressio-Opt frameworks for the automated configuration of compressors using LibPressio;
and work on tools for analyzing errors in particular domains.

Runtime Data Management on Non-Volatile Memory-Based High Performance Systems

Kai Wu (University of California, Merced)
Non-volatile memory (NVM) is expected to substitute DRAM in the memory hierarchy, due to the
strengths of non-volatility, high density and near-zero standby power. Compared with DRAM,
however, NVM as the main memory can be challenging. First, promising NVM solutions (e.g., PCM,
ReRAM and 3D XPoint), although providing faster data access speed than storage devices (e.g.,
hard drive and SSD), can have higher latency and lower bandwidth than DRAM. As a result, NVM is
often paired with DRAM to build a heterogeneous memory system (HMS). HMS must carefully
place application data to NVM and DRAM for the best performance. Second, ensuring data
persistence on NVM is not trivial because other memory components (e.g., CPU cache) remain
volatile and memory writes to NVM are out of order. Programmers need to use assembly
instructions (e.g., clflush) to explicitly flush data from the cache to NVM, but frequent cache flushes
bring considerable performance overhead to the application. My dissertation focuses on using
software solutions to address the above challenges. First, I present Unimem runtime and Tahoe
runtime to efficiently and effectively direct data placement on NVM-based HMS for MPI-based
iterative HPC applications and task-parallel programs, respectively. Second, I introduce the Ribbon
system, which is a runtime system that improves the performance of the cache-line flushing
mechanism on NVM to achieve high-performance data persistence without modifying the
application semantics.

Efficient Metadata Search for Scientific Data
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
Scientific experiments, observations and simulations often store their datasets in various scientific
file formats. Regrettably, to efficiently find the datasets that are interesting to scientists remains a
challenging task due to the diverse characteristics of metadata, the vast number of datasets and the
sheer size of the datasets. This research starts with the empirical study that investigates the
essentials of the metadata search problem. Aimed at addressing the metadata search challenges on
self-describing data formats, this research further proposes a self-contained metadata indexing and
querying service that can provide a self-contained DBMS-independent high-performance metadata
search experience to the scientists. Finally, for the metadata search in inter-node settings, this
research addresses the challenge of a distributed metadata search by proposing a distributed
adaptive radix tree that balances the workload while simultaneously supporting efficient metadata
search.
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DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest

National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.
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Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.
Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.
To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience
with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in

their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in
competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and
gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud
computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied
Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He
has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at

NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as
non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy
members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree
of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.
The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science
and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and

Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the
teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster
competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.
Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various
aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson
University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for

participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.
The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John
has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine
learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides
itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to
participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two

consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High
Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,
Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the
success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum
of backgrounds.

The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.
The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon
community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the
competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus

facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps
us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members
do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big
data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.
Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition
The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.
Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.
The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team
has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and

applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.
Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.
Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us
gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.
cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through
our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to
HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the

world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,
and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. xperience:
or the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were
invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer
community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).
Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing

Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming
competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased
prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.
The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team
activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In

addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.
Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,
Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, FORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Several team
members have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.
Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously

recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members
have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the
automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since
high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to
designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.

The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,
we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time
of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.
Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line
Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’
willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management
and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.
Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so

far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and
the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.
As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of
particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.
Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.

WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,
meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.
The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In
his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.

Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has
previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.
Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.
We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the
C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of

this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data
visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research
organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Poster Reception
Session Description:
Poster Reception
The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to virtually interact with poster presenters,
and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral Showcase
posters, as well as the Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.

Wednesday, November 18th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Research Poster Display
Session Description:
Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a

model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro
Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)
We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up
scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
Best Poster Finalist: no

StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel

Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not
tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,
with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that
exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity
hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,
guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of

storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the
resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per
node and interconnection network topology.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are

therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
Best Poster Finalist: no

The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically
combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is
the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems
of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph

analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)
A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a
tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vectorscalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns

provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs
Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the
main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
Best Poster Finalist: no

AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony

Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek
(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),
Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create
diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors

Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.
We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)

In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and
techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host
codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively

understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent
memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the
computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become

essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics

Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table
partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,

analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger
scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying

platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance
looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective
but allowed for higher scaling.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all
such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC

Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud
resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry
and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin
Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System
Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by
complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers

Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions

including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of
heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)
Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action

recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate
models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware

distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the
most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)

Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)
Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different
visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment

exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by
scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning

Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.
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Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display
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DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show

visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood

(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los

Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.
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Virtual Student Cluster Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
DEFAULT

Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.

Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.
To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience
with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in
their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in
competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and
gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud

computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied
Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He
has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at
NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as
non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy
members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree

of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.
The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science
and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and
Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the
teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster
competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.

Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various
aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson
University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for
participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.
The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John
has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine

learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides
itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to
participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two
consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High
Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,
Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the

success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum
of backgrounds.
The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.
The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon
community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the

competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus
facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps
us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members
do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big

data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.
Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition
The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.
Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.

The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team
has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and
applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.
Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.
Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us

gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.
cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through
our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to

HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the
world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,
and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. Experience:
For the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were
invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer

community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).
Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing
Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming
competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased
prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.

The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team
activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In
addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.
Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,
Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, FORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Several team
members have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.

Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously
recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members
have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the
automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since

high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to
designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.
The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,
we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time

of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.
Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech
undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line
Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’
willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management

and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.
Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so
far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and
the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.
As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of

particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.
Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.
WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,
meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.

The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In
his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.
Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has
previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.
Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.

We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the
C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of
this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data
visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research
organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Best Research Poster Nominees
Session Description: Presentations by best research poster nominees. One of these posters will
win the best poster award.

AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase

Session Description:
The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing

Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC

showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Thursday, November 19th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Research Poster Display
Session Description:
Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro

Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)
We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up
scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
Best Poster Finalist: no

StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel
Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not
tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,
with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),

Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that
exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity
hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,
guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of
storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the
resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per
node and interconnection network topology.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are
therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
Best Poster Finalist: no

The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically

combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is
the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems
of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph
analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)

A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a
tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vectorscalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns
provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.

Best Poster Finalist: no

Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs
Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the
main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
Best Poster Finalist: no

AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier

Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek
(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),
Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create
diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors
Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack

Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.
We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)
In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and

techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host
codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)

A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent
memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the
computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become
essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics
Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table
partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,
analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems

Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger
scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying
platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri

(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance
looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective

but allowed for higher scaling.
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Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all
such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC
Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud

resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry
and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
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Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin
Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
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A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System
Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by
complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers
Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
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A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Optimizing Performance in Power Bounded GPU Computing
Tyler Allen (Clemson University)
Power is consistently considered as a top challenge in HPC. To address the power challenge,
power efficient GPU accelerators have become a standard component in mainstream systems and
contribute the majority of compute capacity. Nevertheless, GPUs are still constrained by limited
permissible power and required to sustain performance growth. In many situations, there is a need
to set a power cap on GPUs. In our research we find the default hardware power capping on GPUs
loses performance by up to 35%, in comparison to the maximum achievable performance. We
demonstrate that performance can be improved by a large margin for the applications studied,
compared to the default power capping and allocation.

AI-Guided Adaptive Multiscale Modeling of Platelet Dynamics
Changnian Han (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng
(Stony Brook University)
We developed an AI-guided adaptive multiple time stepping algorithm to model platelet activation,
adhesion and aggregation, complex dynamical processes that cause physiological reactions
including cardiovascular diseases and stroke. The dynamics spans 6 spatial and 9 temporal scales.
Our algorithm can intelligently adapt integration time step sizes to the underlying dynamics. We
access the accuracy and speed of our algorithm on a heterogeneous supercomputer with the IBM
POWER9 CPUs and Nvidia V100 GPUs. The algorithm speed increases by 4000x with CPUs and
an extra 5-10x with GPUs while preserving the solution accuracy within 97%, compared with the
conventional algorithm. The poster presents the details of the AI-guided multiple time stepping
algorithm and its performance for speeding up modeling of this challenging multiscale biomedical
problem.

Using Machine Learning for OpenMP GPU Offloading in LLVM
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 provides features to exploit the compute power within the node of today's leadership
class facilities. Among these features, the GPU offloading directives are key to take advantage of

heterogeneity on modern machines. These features place the domain scientists with portability
challenges, however, especially for optimizing data movement between a host and a device. Tools
that facilitate the usage of such features are becoming important to the scientific community. An
important tool for porting legacy codes to newer machines will be compilers that can predict the
feasibility of transferring kernels on GPUs and insert required OpenMP GPU offload features
automatically at compile time. In this work, we are exploring a novel approach for the automated
handling of OpenMP GPU offloading using machine learning techniques. We aim to develop an
end-to-end application framework, from legacy code to GPU offloading, that integrates machine
learning techniques into the LLVM compiler.

Multi-Agent Meta Reinforcement Learning for Packet Routing in Dynamic Network
Environments
Shan Sun (University of California, Riverside)
Traffic optimization challenges, such as flow scheduling and completion time reducing, are difficult
online decision-making problems in wide area networks. Previous works apply heuristics that rely
on full knowledge of the system to design optimization algorithms. In this work, we explore building
a model-free approach, applying multi-agent meta reinforcement learning to solve complex online
control problem that generates optimal paths to reroute traffic. Focusing on decentralized solutions,
our experiment aims to efficiently minimize the average packet completion time while reducing
packet loss across complex network topologies. To evaluate, we test with a static topology and
dynamically changing network topologies and compare results to the classical shorted path
algorithm.

A Computer Vision and AI Based Solution to Determine the Change in Water Level in Stream
Priyanjani Chandra (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Flooding is one of the most dangerous weather events today. Between 2015-2019 on average, it
has caused more than 130 deaths every year in the USA alone. World Health Organization has
reported that, between 1998-2017, floods have affected more than 2 billion people worldwide. The
devastating nature of flood necessitates the continuous monitoring of water level in the rivers and
streams in flood-prone areas to detect the incoming flood. In this study, we have designed and
implemented a computer vision and AI-based system that continuously detects the water level in
the creek. Our solution employs an effective template matching algorithm on edge map images to
find the water level coordinates. Next, a linear regression based model finds a straight line through
these coordinates, that represents the water level. We evaluated our algorithms on 200 images
across several days and achieved 0.949 R-squared score.

Containerized Environment for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee)
Scientists rely on simulations to study natural phenomena. Trusting the simulation results is vital to
develop sciences in any field. One approach to build trust is to ensure the reproducibility and
traceability of the simulations through the annotation of executions at the system-level; by the
generation of record trails of data moving through the simulation workflow. In this work, we present
a system-level solution that leverages the intrinsic characteristics of containers (i.e., portability,
isolation, encapsulation, and unique identifiers). Our solution consists of a containerized
environment capable to annotate workflows, capture provenance metadata, and build record trails.
We assess our environment on four different workflows and measure containerization costs in
terms of time and space. Our solution, built with a tolerable time and space overhead, enables
transparent and automatic provenance metadata collection and access, an easy-to-read record trail,
and tight connections between data and metadata.

Activeness-Based Data Retention Recommender for HPC Facilities
Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University)
The storage system of many high-performance computing (HPC) facilities faces an increasingly
challenging goal of meeting unlimited data growth with limited storage capacity growth. The data
retention policy plays a vital role in addressing such challenge. However, most existing data
retention policies are designed based on and biased towards the temporal properties of files rather
than the activities of users. Such biased data retention policies may cause unnecessary data
interruption or even data loss to users. In this study, we propose a data retention action
recommender system (DataRecommender) that generates user-centric data retention
recommendations based on a holistic view of the user activeness. Our evaluation on the
recommendation results shows that, as compared to the existing data retention policies, adopting
DataRecommender’s data retention recommendation can significantly avoid undesired data loss for
active users while maintaining the same ability of cleaning unnecessary files as compared to
existing LRU-based data retention policies.

Oceananigans.jl: Improving Climate Model Accuracy with Fast and Friendly Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics on GPUs
Ali Ramadhan (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Climate models cannot resolve every cloud in the atmosphere and every wave in the ocean, but
their collective effects can be important for global climate. Climate models rely on ad-hoc surrogate
models to resolve the effects of these sub-grid scale physical processes. Many existing surrogate

models are structurally deficient so they do not always respect physics and are the largest source of
uncertainty in climate projections.
To aid in developing and training new, more accurate surrogate models, we developed
Oceananigans.jl as a fast and friendly software package for the numerical simulation of
incompressible, stratified, rotating fluid flows on CPUs and GPUs with large eddy simulation
turbulence closures.
At SC20 I will highlight the climate research Oceananigans.jl is making possible and discuss
performance benchmarks (multithreading and distributed CUDA-aware MPI). I will present some
example scripts and show how Oceananigans.jl can be run on a laptop or cluster with the same
script.

Sparsity-Aware Distributed Tensor Decomposition
Zheng Miao (Clemson University)
Tensors are used by a wide range of applications as data structures to model multi-dimensional
data. Tensor decomposition is a class of methods for latent data analytics. This work presents a
sparsity-aware tensor decomposition on a distributed memory system. We optimize the
CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, a popular low-rank tensor decomposition used in a wide
variety of applications. We first throughly investigate and gain some insights of a state-of-the-art
implementation, which guide our optimization direction. To solve these problems, we propose three
optimization strategies: predicting the optimal grid configuration, tensor dimensions-oriented data
distribution, and overlapping computation and communication. Our proposed sparsity-aware
distributed CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition, outperforms the state-of-the-art distributed
SPLATT library by up to 2.3 X on 64 CPU nodes.

Massively Parallel Exact Histogram Equalization
Riley Kirkpatrick (Moravian College)
Histogram specification is performed by transforming an image so that the image's histogram
matches a target histogram. Exact methods of histogram specification result in less loss of
information but are orders of magnitudes slower than the classical methods. Applications such as
real-time medical imaging that require histogram equalization currently must use the classical
method. This project adapts exact histogram equalization methods to run on GPUs to greatly
increase their speed and make the use of exact histogram equalization methods viable for real-time
imaging applications along with increasing the speed of large-scale machine learning applications.
Some of the techniques are applicable to any exact histogram specification method, but two of the

most popular methods (local means and varational) are particularly optimized. The optimized
algorithms running on a GPU provide super-real-time speeds on very large images while
maintaining the quality of the results. Comparisons of speedups will be shown.

Randomized Cholesky Factorization in Parallel
Tianyu Liang (University of Texas)
Large sparse SDD (symmetric diagonally dominant) linear systems arise from solving elliptic PDEs
and graph problems. Exact Cholesky factorization leads to excessive fill-in, especially in 3D. Our
approach is to subsample the (dense) Schur complement update and construct an (approximate)
sparse preconditioner. To optimize for practical performance, we reorder the original matrix to
exploit the sparsity pattern. In particular, we apply a log(P)-level nested dissection followed by AMD
(approximate minimum degree) ordering at the leaf level, where P is the number of threads. This
ordering naturally leads to a parallel method. Results show that our preconditioner outperformed
standard incomplete Cholesky preconditioner with much less iterations and scaled up to 64 threads
on a multicore CPU. Our poster has three major parts: the randomized sampling algorithm, the
parallel algorithm/implementation, and results on parallel scalability as well as comparison to
incomplete Cholesky.

Reducing Data Motion of Lattice Boltzmann Simulations through Application of Boundary
Conditions on GPUs
Griffin A. Dube (Clemson University, Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Lattice Boltzmann simulations are commonly used for solving many computational fluid dynamics
problems. The main computation of many of these simulations are separated into two parts:
collision and streaming of the lattice Boltzmann method particle distribution function, and
application of boundary conditions. Most lattice Boltzmann performance studies on GPUs focus on
the core collision and streaming kernels. In this study, we investigate how porting lattice Boltzmann
Method boundary conditions to GPUs influences CPU-GPU data motion and overall application
performance by porting the boundary conditions code of a lattice Boltzmann proxy application to
CUDA. We complete all parts of the simulation on GPUs, reducing the number of data transfers
required and improving time-to-solution by up to 49× by reducing the amount of time spent
communicating data between CPU and GPU.

Investigating Inconsistencies in Single-Cell RNA Sequencing Data
Pranay V. Singh (Bowdoin College, University of Southern California)

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) has emerged as a robust method for computational
genomics. It combines cell biology with computer science in order to analyze thousands of cells at a
single-cell level, allowing us to observe gene expression levels and how they differ across diverse
samples. This translates to a knowledge about the exact functions of these cells which can be used
to better understand disease processes and discover exciting new potential therapies. However,
very few studies analyze the effects of preanalytical variables such as tissue handling and scRNAseq technique on sequencing results. In this study, we examined three normal ‘human liver’ scRNAseq datasets from high-quality peer-reviewed publications to see if they yielded comparable results.
We hypothesized the pre-analytical variables in scRNA-seq studies would have an impact on
characterization of the human liver immune cell transcriptome.

Automatic Capture and Classification of Frog Calls
Eliza G. Foran (Indiana University), Tenecious A. Underwood (Kentucky State University)
Global frog populations are threatened by an increasing number of environmental threats such as
habitat loss, disease, and pollution. Traditionally, in-person acoustic surveys of frogs have measured
population loss and conservation outcomes among these visually cryptic species. However, these
methods rely heavily on trained individuals and time-consuming field work. We propose an end-toend workflow for the automatic recording, presence-absence identification, and web page
visualization of frog calls by their species. The workflow encompasses recording of frog calls via
custom Raspberry Pi’s, data-pushing to Jetstream cloud computer, and species classification by
three different machine learning models: Random Forest, Convolutional Neural Network, and
Recursive Neural Network.

NetGraf: A Collaborative Network Monitoring Stack for Network Experimental Testbeds
Divneet Kaur (University of California, San Diego)
Network performance monitoring collects heterogeneous data such as network flow data to give an
overview of network performance, and other metrics, necessary for diagnosing and optimizing
service quality. However, due to disparate and heterogeneity, to obtain metrics and visualize entire
data from several devices, engineers have to log into multiple dashboards. In this paper we present
NetGraf, a complete end-to-end network monitoring stack, that uses open-source network
monitoring tools and collects, aggregates, and visualizes network measurements on a single easyto-use real-time Grafana dashboard. We develop a novel NetGraf architecture and can deploy it on
any network testbed such as Chameleon Cloud by single easy-to-use script for a full view of
network performance in one dashboard. This paper contributes to the theme of automating opensource network monitoring tools software setups and their usability for researchers looking to
deploy an end-to-end monitoring stack on their own testbeds.

Visualizing Metagenomic Data in R Using Jetstream
Haley Leffler (Indiana University)
Metagenomes consist of the total genome content collected from an environmental sample
containing bacterial, archaeal, and viral sequences present. These datasets are complex and can be
overwhelming to visualize. Using multiple visualization methods benefits researchers by allowing
them to perform exploratory analyses that could aid in downstream analysis of the data. This paper
focuses on using different visualization methods including a rarefaction curve, ordination plots,
alluvial plot and heatmap to represent a metagenomic dataset using Jetstream. Applying the
visualization methods on a hydrocarbon seepage metagenomic dataset, we found that the samples
cluster based on location, one sample was similar to both reference and seep samples, and the
datasets had human contamination. These findings can now lead to potential downstream analysis
questions to further assess this data. The scripts and input files used to create the different
visualizations are available on GitHub.

Future-Proof Your Research: Designing for Replicability and Reproducibility
Isabel Brunkan (Minerva Schools at Keck Graduate Institute)
Computer Science is Agile. Iteration after iteration, moving quickly to solve new problems, uncover
new questions, find the next big thing. Hardware, software, libraries, datasets, experiments technology becomes outdated almost as soon as it’s released. So why save code? Why share code?
For replication, to verify results. For education, to train the next generation. For variation, to discover
new insights. We seek to understand how to package experiments to encourage experiment
exploration and longevity by replicating an AlexNet reproduction.

Modeling Power Usage for the SZ Lossy Compressor on HPC Systems
Grant F. Wilkins (Clemson University)
Lossy compressors are becoming more prevalent due to the increasing volumes of data produced in
HPC systems. Compressors are integral to computational workflows to assist in data I/O:
transporting smaller amounts of data is more time and energy efficient. By modeling power
consumption of lossy compressors, we work towards improving energy efficiency. In this paper, we
present a characterization of the power usage of the SZ lossy compressor over several datasets.
We describe the piecewise energy consumption of SZ's internal processes, while also computing
the total energy consumption of the system. Through these contributions we provide a more
thorough understanding of how HPC systems evolve power in their necessary compression stage.
Overall our model enables us to lower power consumption 15% with a time tradeoff of 5% by

scaling CPU frequency below base clock.

HPC Rankings Based on Real Applications
Aaron Jarmusch (University of Delaware), Nolan Baker (University of Delaware)
Performance benchmarks are used to stress test hardware and software of large scale computing
systems. A corporation known as SPEC has developed a benchmark suite, SPEC ACCEL, consisting
of test codes representative of kernels in large applications. This project ranks the published results
from ACCEL based on different criteria. The goal is to prepare a ranking website for the work-inprogress real-world SPEC HPG benchmark suite, HPC2021 that will soon be released (time frame
2020-2021).

HPC Data-Center Cooling Performance and Design
Caughlin C. Bohn (University of Nebraska, Holland Computing Center)
Cooling performance and design in a data-center are critical to its successful operation. There are
many contributing factors to the efficiency and effectiveness of the cooling in data centers, both in
the design phase and in the post-analysis to determine and improve performance. The visualization
covers the Holland Computing Center's (HCC) data-center cooling design and various ways cooling
is affected.

Enhancing IoT Anomaly Detection Performance for Federated Learning
Brett Weinger (Stony Brook University)
While federated learning has gained great attention for mobile computing with the benefits of
scalable cooperative learning and privacy protection capabilities, there still exist a great deal of
technical challenges to make it practically deployable. For instance, distribution of the training
process to a myriad of devices limits the classification performance of deep neural networks, often
showing significantly degraded metrics compared to centralized learning. We propose that data
augmentation can be used to ensure that client nodes have a sufficiently balanced set of examples
for each class and will contribute more optimal updates to the global model. We show experimental
results that employ statistical data generation techniques including random sampling and k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. Our results indicate that random sampling of minority class data yields
significant improvements for our IoT anomaly detection use case with manageable learning
complexity.

8:30 am - 5:00 pm
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DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.

The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. hile there are options
vailable for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison

(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.
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Virtual Student Cluster Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
DEFAULT

Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.
Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.

To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience
with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in
their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in
competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and
gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud
computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied

Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He
has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at
NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as
non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy
members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree
of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.

The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science
and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and
Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the
teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster
competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.
Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various

aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson
University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for
participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.
The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John
has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine
learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides

itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to
participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two
consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High
Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,
Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the
success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum

of backgrounds.
The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.
The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon
community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the
competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus
facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps
us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members
do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big
data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.

Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition
The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.
Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.
The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team

has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and
applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.
Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.
Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us
gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.

cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through
our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to
HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the
world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,
and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. Experience:
For the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were
invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer
community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).

Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing
Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming
competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased
prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.
The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team

activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In
addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.
Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,
Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, ORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Sveral team m
embers have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.
Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously
recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members
have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the
automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since
high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to

designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.
The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,
we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time
of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.

Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech
undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line
Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’
willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management
and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.

Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so
far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and
the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.
As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of
particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.

Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.
WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,
meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.
The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In

his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.
Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has
previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.
Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.
We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the

C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of
this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data
visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research
organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.
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Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro
Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)

We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up
scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
Best Poster Finalist: no

StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel
Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not

tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,
with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that
exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity

hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,
guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of
storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the

resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per
node and interconnection network topology.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are
therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
Best Poster Finalist: no

The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically
combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is
the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems

of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph
analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)
A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a
tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vector-

scalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns
provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs

Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the
main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)
In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
Best Poster Finalist: no

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek
(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),

Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create
diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
Best Poster Finalist: no

MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent
memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the
computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.
We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and
techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host
codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors

Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
Best Poster Finalist: no

AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become

essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics

Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table
partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
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DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,

analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger
scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying

platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance
looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.
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Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective
but allowed for higher scaling.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all
such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC

Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud
resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry
and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
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Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin
Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
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Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
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A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System
Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by
complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers

Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
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A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro
Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)

We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up
scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
Best Poster Finalist: no

StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel
Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
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Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not
tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,
with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that

exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity
hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,
guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
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Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of
storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
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A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)

High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the
resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per
node and interconnection network topology.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are
therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
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The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically
combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is

the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems
of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
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SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph
analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
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Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)
A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a

tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vectorscalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
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Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns
provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
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Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.
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Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs
Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the
main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
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AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek

(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),
Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create
diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors
Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)

The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.
We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
Best Poster Finalist: no

SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)
In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and
techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host

codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent

memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the
computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become
essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics
Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table
partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,
analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))

Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger
scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
Best Poster Finalist: no

DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying
platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance

looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective
but allowed for higher scaling.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all
such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC
Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud
resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry

and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin
Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System

Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by
complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers
Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of

California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Session Description: Presentations by best research poster nominees. One of these posters will
win the best poster award.
AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow

Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is
challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes
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Session Description:
Accelerating GMRES with Deep Learning in Real-Time
Kevin Luna (University of Arizona), Johannes Blaschke (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning methods show great promise, however, applications where simulation data is
expensive to obtain do not lend themselves easily to applications of deep learning without incurring
a high cost to produce data. Real-time online learning is a novel strategy to minimize this cost: a
model "learns as we go", only requesting additional (expensive) data if it encounters a situation
where it needs additional training. We demonstrate the feasibility of this approach by accelerating a
partial differential equation solver as it runs by training a convolution neural network in real-time to
propose initial solutions which are optimized to accelerate the solver. To overcome typical
challenges associated with online training of neural networks we introduce a methodology to
selectively construct the training set as more data becomes available. We present results on
physically motivated test problems that demonstrate the acceleration achieved using this real-time
deep learning methodology.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

Fast Scalable Implicit Solver with Convergence of Physics-Based Simulation and Data-Driven
Learning: Toward High-Fidelity Simulation with Digital Twin City
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo, RIKEN), Kentaro
Koyama (Fujitsu Ltd), Ryota Kusakabe (University of Tokyo), Kazuo Minami (RIKEN), Hikaru Inoue
(Fujitsu Ltd), Seiya Nishizawa (RIKEN), Miwako Tsuji (RIKEN), Tatsuo Nishiki (Fujitsu Ltd), Muneo
Hori (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology), Lalith Maddegedara (University of
Tokyo, RIKEN), Naonori Ueda (RIKEN)
We propose an HPC-based scalable implicit low-order unstructured nonlinear finite-element solver
that uses data generated during physics-based simulations for data-driven learning. Here, a cost
efficient preconditioner is developed using the data-driven learning method for accelerating the
iterative solver. Together with Arm scalable vector extension-aware SIMD and multi-core tuning of
core sparse matrix-vector multiplication kernel on Fugaku, the developed solver achieved a 15.2fold speedup over the conventional preconditioned conjugate gradient solver with 96.4% size-up

scalability up to 1,179,648 cores of Fugaku (11.8% of FP64 peak with 8.87 PFLOPS). Furthermore,
the developed solver achieved a 10.3-fold speedup over the state-of-the-art SC14 Gordon Bell
Prize finalist solver on a high resolution urban model with over 11 billion degrees of freedom. Such
development in merging HPC-enhanced physics-based simulations with data-driven learning is
expected to enhance physics-based simulation capability and is expected to contribute to various
applications such as digital twins of cities.
Best Poster Finalist: no

StreamBrain: An HPC DSL for Brain-Like Neural Networks on Heterogeneous Systems
Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Martin Svedin (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Steven W. D. Chien (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Ivy B. Peng (Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Pawel
Herman (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Anders Lansner (KTH Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm University), Naresh Balaji Ravichandran (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
We introduce StreamBrain: a high-performance DSL for brain-like neural networks. StreamBrain
supports multiple backends such as FPGAs, GPUs and CPUs on heterogeneous HPC systems while
providing a convenient Keras-like interface to users. We show that training an MNIST dataset on
the BCPNN model only takes 15 seconds. We empirically show that batching is critical for the
BCPNN model as it allows the computational intensity to be controlled. Finally, we explored the
resilience of the BCPNN model to reduced width of the numerical representation and showed that
the mantissa of the double-precision (DP) computation could be reduced to a 9-bit representation,
yielding nearly twice the performance of the original DP implementation.
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Material Interface Reconstruction Using Machine Learning
Daniel S. Fenn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Katie E. Lewis (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Charles Doutriaux (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
In multi-material simulations, it is important to track material interfaces. These are frequently not
tracked explicitly and must be reconstructed from zone data. Current methods provide either
material conservation or interface continuity, but not both, meaning that many interfaces may be
constructed erroneously, affecting simulation accuracy. Meanwhile, progress in image-related
machine learning (ML) fields is noteworthy, and several of such fields exhibit conceptual similarity to
the material interface reconstruction (MIR) problem. Here we investigate the application of imagebased, supervised learning methods to MIR. We generate images by taking “snapshots” of a mesh,

with the material information encoded as a pixel value. We feed these images to a network that
infers the interface morphology. We use an autoencoder design and generate synthetic data. Our
network is able to accurately reproduce correct interfaces for most cases. Our promising results
indicate that the application of ML to MIR warrants further study.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Achieving the Performance of Global Adaptive Routing Using Local Information on Dragonfly
through Deep Learning
Ram Sharan Chaulagain (Florida State University), Fatema Tabassum Liza (Florida State
University), Sudheer Chunduri (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Xin Yuan (Florida State
University), Michael Lang (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The Universal Globally Adaptive Load-balance Routing (UGAL) with global information, referred as
UGAL-G, represents an ideal form of adaptive routing on Dragonfly. UGAL-G is impractical to
implement, however, since the global information cannot be maintained accurately. Practical
adaptive routing schemes, such as UGAL with local information (UGAL-L), performs noticeably
worse than UGAL-G. In this work, we investigate a machine learning approach for routing on
Dragonfly. Specifically, we develop a machine learning-based routing scheme, called UGAL-ML,
that is capable of making routing decisions like UGAL-G based only on the information local to each
router. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that UGAL-ML can achieve comparable performance to
UGAL-G for some traffic patterns.
Best Poster Finalist: no

State of I/O in HPC 2020
Keith A. Bateman (Illinois Institute of Technology, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
Modern supercomputers are designed to allow users access to computing and I/O resources that
exhibit better speed, higher scales and increased reliability compared to that available in commodity
hardware (i.e., cloud infrastructures). The current era is one of transition from petascale to exascale,
and it's important for researchers to study this era in particular to gain an understanding of modern
I/O behavior. An understanding of modern behavior will motivate current I/O research and inform
future design of storage systems at exascale. In this project we perform a comprehensive statistical
analysis of historical data to drive insights about I/O behavior of modern applications. Results
contribute to the HPC community in several ways, including informing software system design,

guiding hardware purchases and architectural design, diagnosing common problematic application
behaviors and motivating and supporting an improvement of job scheduling via the classification of
I/O behavior.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Towards Optimizing Memory Mapping of Persistent Memory in UMap
Karim Youssef (Virginia Tech, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Keita Iwabuchi
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Wu-chun Feng (Virginia Tech), Maya Gokhale
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory)
The exponential growth in data set sizes across multiple domains creates challenges in terms of
storing data efficiently as well as performing scalable computations on such data. Memory mapping
files on different storage types offer a uniform interface as well as programming productivity for
applications that perform in-place or out-of-core computations. Multi-threaded applications,
however, incur an I/O contention on mapped files, hampering their scalability. Also, many
applications handle sparse data structures, rendering storage efficiency a desirable feature. To
address these challenges, we present SparseStore, a tool for transparently partitioning a memorymapped persistent region into multiple files with dynamic and sparse allocation. We provide
SparseStore as a part of UMap, a user-space page management tool for memory mapping. Our
experiments demonstrated that using UMap with SparseStore yielded up to 12x speedup
compared to system-level mmap, and up to 2x speedup compared to the default UMap that maps a
single file.
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A Simulation Study of Hardware Parameters for GPU-based HPC Platforms
Saptarshi Bhowmik (Florida State University), Nikhil Jain (Nvidia Corporation), Xin Yuan (Florida
State University), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
High-performance computing (HPC) platforms are switching to GPU-based compute nodes; the
resulting trend is the increase in per-node computational capacity and the reduction of the number
of endpoints in the system. This trend changes the computation and communication balance in
comparison to the pre-GPU era HPC platforms, and warrants a re-study of the hardware
architectural parameters. In this research, we perform a simulation study of the impact of crucial
hardware parameters in GPU-based systems using HPC workloads that consist of representative
HPC applications. The hardware parameters studied include link bandwidth, number of GPUs per

node and interconnection network topology.
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Semantic Search for Self-Describing Scientific Data Formats
Chenxu Niu (Texas Tech University), Wei Zhang (Texas Tech University), Suren Byna (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
It is often a daunting and challenging task for scientists to find datasets relevant to their needs. This
is especially true for self-describing file formats, which are often used for data storage in scientific
applications. Existing solutions extract the metadata and process search queries with matching
search keywords in metadata via exact or partial lexical match approaches. They are hindered,
however, by an inability to capture the semantic meaning of the content of the metadata, and are
therefore precluded from performing queries at the semantic level. We propose a novel semantic
search solution for self-describing datasets, which captures the semantic meaning of dataset
metadata and achieves search functionality at semantic level. We have evaluated our approach and
compared it against the existing solutions. Our approach demonstrates efficient semantic search
performance.
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The Arithmetic Intensity of High-Order Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Systems
Suyash Tandon (University of Michigan), Eric Johnsen (University of Michigan)
High-fidelity numerical simulations of complex flow problems require high-resolution capabilities,
which can be achieved by employing high-order methods. A class of recovery-assisted
discontinuous Galerkin (RADG) methods can achieve high-orders of accuracy by strategically
combining degrees of freedom from neighboring cells; the order of accuracy can be increased by
increasing the polynomial degree p of the solution representation. An increase in p, however,
increases the number of degrees of freedom, thereby significantly increasing the memory footprint
due to I/O operations and floating-point operations. In this study, the arithmetic intensity, which is
the amount of work done per data transferred, of a class of RADG methods for hyperbolic systems
of conservation laws is theoretically analyzed for p=1 through 6. Different data cache models are
considered, and numerical experiments demonstrate that RADG methods have high arithmetic
intensity, thus more effectively utilizing on-node floating-point capabilities on modern highperformance computing (HPC) platforms.
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SaddlebagX: High Performance Data Processing with PGAS and UPC++
Aril B. Ovesen B. Ovesen (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway), Amin M. Khan
(Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon), Phuong Ngoc Chau (University of Tromsø – The Arctic
University of Norway), Phuong Hoai Ha (University of Tromsø – The Arctic University of Norway)
The ever growing scale of the data and the emerging challenges of processing it efficiently at that
scale are driving the need for high-performance data processing frameworks that are efficient yet
highly programmable across big data analytics (BDA) and high-performance computing (HPC)
communities. We introduce SaddlebagX, a new data-centric framework that offers the high
programmability of BDA frameworks, such as the simple BSP programming model, while striving
for high performance by leveraging the Partitioned Globally Address Space (PGAS) computing
paradigm and the Remote Memory Access (RMA) capability provided in HPC frameworks. Graph
analytics and non-iterative bulk transformation benchmarks using SaddlebagX show significant
performance gains (up to 40×) compared to the Apache Spark counterparts. To evaluate the
overheads incurred by SaddlebagX, we compare SaddlebagX with UPC++ using a basic sparse
matrix vector multiplication (SpMV) benchmark, and observe no noticeable slowdown. These results
show that SaddlebagX is a high-performance data processing framework.
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Evaluation of Tsunami Inundation Simulation using Vector-Scalar Hybrid MPI on SX-Aurora
TSUBASA
Akihiro Musa (Tohoku University, NEC Corporation), Takashi Soga (Tohoku University, NEC
Corporation), Takashi Abe (Tohoku University), Masayuki Sato (Tohoku University), Kazuhiko
Komatsu (Tohoku University), Shunichi Koshimura (Tohoku University), Hiroaki Kobayashi (Tohoku
University)
A real-time tsunami inundation forecast system has been developed since the 2011 Great East
Japan earthquake occurred. Reducing the processing time and downsizing the system have been
required for the forecast system. To this end, we develop a vector-scalar hybrid MPI code of a
tsunami inundation simulation on NEC vector supercomputer SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The vectorscalar hybrid MPI code can run on both Xeon processors and SX vector processors as a single
program. Experimental results show that the execution time of the vector-scalar hybrid MPI code is
less than five minutes. As a result, the forecast system on a workstation type of SX-Aurora
TSUBASA can deliver the prediction information within 17 minutes including the fault estimation
and visualization in addition to the simulation.
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Evaluation of Power Controls and Counters on General-Purpose Graphics Processing Units
Ghazanfar Ali (Texas Tech University), Sridutt Bhalachandra (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Nicholas Wright (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alan Sill (Texas Tech
University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
General-purpose graphic processing units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly important in highperformance computing (HPC) systems due to their massive computational performance. Although
GPUs are high performant, modern GPU architectures consume a lot of power, making it imperative
to improve their energy efficiency. The current work focuses on understanding the power
consumption and performance of several GPU benchmarks under different operating conditions and
on architectures. The analysis of these benchmarks that represent diverse computational patterns
provides insights for future predictive models and informs procurement designs/decisions.
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Characterizing and Approximating I/O Behavior of HDF5 Applications
Neeraj Rajesh (Illinois Institute of Technology), Gerd Heber (HDF Group), Anthony Kougkas
(Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
We aim to characterize the I/O of an application, and by using this understanding, try to determine if
we can decompose an application profile into a simple sequence or "genome" sequence that
describes the application, and if we can compare these different "genomes" using a simple
similarity metric. In the event of success, using this simple similarity metric, we ask if we can
compare the I/O characteristics of two or more applications using their "genomes", and if we can
use a simpler mechanism to recreate the I/O behavior of the application.
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Optimization of Tensor-Product Operations in Nekbone on GPUs
Martin Karp (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Niclas Jansson (KTH Royal Institute of
Technology), Artur Podobas (KTH Royal Institute of Technology), Philipp Schlatter (KTH Royal
Institute of Technology), Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
In the CFD solver Nek5000, the computation is dominated by the evaluation of small tensor
operations. Nekbone is a proxy app for Nek5000 and has previously been ported to GPUs with a
mixed OpenACC and CUDA approach. In this work, we continue this effort and further optimize the

main tensor-product operation in Nekbone. Our optimization is done in CUDA and uses a different
(2D) thread structure to make the computations layer by layer. The results show that our
implementation outperforms previous GPU Nekbone implementations by 6% to 10% on Pascal and
Volta GPU architectures. Compared to a measured roofline, we obtain 77% to 92% of the peak
performance for both Nvidia P100 and V100 GPUs for inputs with 1024 to 4096 elements and
polynomial degree 9. In this poster we discuss our findings and bring up future considerations as
we move toward exascale CFD simulations.
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AI Meets HPC: Learning the Cell Motion in Biofluids
Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han (Stony
Brook University), Guojing Cong (IBM - TJ Watson Research Center), Chih-Chieh Yang (IBM - TJ
Watson Research Center), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook University)
We generalized the century-old Jeffery orbits equation, by a novel biomechanics-informed online
learning framework using simulation data at atomic resolutions, to a new equation of motion for
flowing cells to account for the fluid conditions and the cell deformable structures. To validate, we
examined the motions, dominantly rotations, of a human platelet in viscous blood flow at various
shear stresses and platelet deformability. With the flow and platelet parameters learned from our
framework, the new equation captures motions of the platelet accurately. This learned equation will
help reduce greatly the complexity of simulating cells in biofluids and, in the case of platelets, of
analyzing blood clot formation.
Best Poster Finalist: yes

XPSI: X-ray Free Electron Laser-Based Protein Structure Identifier
Paula Fernanda Olaya García (University of Tennessee), Michael R. Wyatt II (University of
Delaware; University of Tennessee, Knoxville), Silvina Caino-Lores (University of Tennessee,
Knoxville), Florence Tama (RIKEN, Nagoya University), Osamu Miyashita (RIKEN), Piotr Luszczek
(University of Tennessee, Knoxville; University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory),
Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
A protein's structure determines its function. Different proteins have different structures; proteins in
the same family share similar substructures and thus may share similar functions. Additionally, one
protein may exhibit several structural states, also named conformations. Identifying different
proteins and their conformations can help solve problems such as determining the cause of
diseases and designing drugs. X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) beams are used to create

diffraction patterns (images) that can reveal protein structure and function. The translation from
diffraction patterns in the XFEL images to protein structures and functionalities is non-trivial. In this
poster, we present the first steps into the design and assessment of a software framework for the
identification of XFEL images. We call the framework XPSI (XFEL-based Protein Structure
Identifier). We quantify the identification accuracy and performance of XPSI for protein diffraction
imaging datasets including different protein orientations and conformations with realistic noise
incorporated.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Distributed BERT Pre-Training And Fine-Tuning with Intel-Optimized TensorFlow On Intel Xeon
Scalable Processors
Muhammed Emin Ozturk (Ohio State University, University of Utah), Wei Wang (Intel
Corporation), Maciej Szankin (Intel Corporation), Lei Shao (Intel Corporation)
Distributed computing has become a key component in the field of data science, allowing for faster
prototyping and accelerated time to market of numerous workloads. This work examines the
distributed training performance of BERT, a state-of-the-art language model for neural language
processing (NLP), in the tasks of pre-training and fine-tuning on general-purpose Intel CPUs. The
effects using Intel-optimized TensorFlow optimizations on Intel Architecture with both FP32 and
BFLOAT16 floating-point formats are included in the analysis. Results show that the distributed
TensorFlow BERT model with LAMB optimizer can maintain high accuracy while getting good
performance speedups from scaling to a larger amount of Intel Xeon CPUs.
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Quantifying the Overheads of the Modern Linux I/O Stack
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Anthony Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology),
Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)
The performance of the Linux I/O stack is critical to the performance of distributed storage
applications. Recent research has shown that the Linux I/O stack introduces multiple overheads that
significantly reduce and randomize the performance of I/O operations. A lesser amount of research
has been conducted into quantifying the software overheads in the Linux I/O stack. In this research,
we quantify this overhead by tracing the POSIX read()/write() system calls on various storage
devices and filesystems. By comparing the amount of time spent in software versus the amount of
time spent in performing I/O, we can gain insight on how much overhead the Linux I/O stack
produces and explore solutions that can mitigate these overheads.

We will be presenting the amount of time spent in different layers of the Linux I/O stack to show
where the overheads are, and we will explore potential ways to bypass these overheads.
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SynChrono: An MPI-Based, Scalable Physics-Based Simulation Framework for Autonomous
Vehicles Operating in Off-Road Conditions
Jay Taves (University of Wisconsin), Aaron Young (University of Wisconsin), Asher Elmquist
(University of Wisconsin), Dan Negrut (University of Wisconsin), Radu Serban (University of
Wisconsin), Simone Benatti (University of Parma, Italy), Alessandro Tasora (University of Parma,
Italy)
In this contribution we outline the MPI-based, scalable, physics-based simulation framework
SynChrono, and its use in autonomous vehicle studies in off-road conditions. SynChrono builds on
the simulation capabilities of Chrono, but shows better scaling behavior, making it a useful
environment for multi-vehicle mobility studies. When combined with GymChrono, a platform based
on OpenAI Gym for reinforcement learning, SynChrono serves as a useful tool for integrated vehicle
studies in both on- and off-road environments.
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Integrating FPGAs in a Heterogeneous and Portable Parallel Programming Model
Gabriel Rodriguez-Canal (Valladolid University, Spain), Yuri Torres (Valladolid University, Spain),
Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano (Valladolid University, Spain)
The programmability of FPGAs has been simplified by high level synthesis languages (HLS) and
techniques, like OpenCL. These reduce the programming effort, but the user has to take care of
details related to command queue management, data transfers and synchronization. The Controller
heterogeneous programming model proposes a higher-level approach with fully portable host
codes, and a runtime-managed library of kernel versions that can be specialized for different device
types and families. It is implemented as a compiler-agnostic C99 library. It supports CPU-core sets,
GPUs using CUDA or OpenCL and Xeon Phi devices. This work introduces support for FPGAs in
the Controller model. We consider offline compilation, transparent synchronous and asynchronous
execution modes and new kernel parameters for FPGAs. Experimental results show almost
negligible performance overhead and a high reduction of development effort compared with
OpenCL.
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Quantum Circuit Optimization with SPIRAL: A First Look
Scott Mionis (Carnegie Mellon University), Franz Franchetti (Carnegie Mellon University), Jason
Larkin (Carnegie Mellon University)
Optimization of quantum circuits is an integral part of the quantum computing toolchain. In many
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices, only loose connectivity between qubits is
maintained, meaning a valid quantum circuit often requires swapping physical qubits in order to
satisfy adjacency requirements. Optimizing circuits to minimize such swaps, as well as other
parameters, is imperative for utilizing the quantum hardware of the near future. In this work, we
leverage SPIRAL, a code generation system for linear transforms built on GAP’s computer algebra
system, and present an application towards optimizing quantum circuits. SPIRAL natively
understands tensor products, complex matrices and symbolic matrices, and its proven
decomposition and rewriting capabilities are uniquely predisposed to optimize quantum circuits.
Specifically, we construct a search problem that can be solved through dynamic programming. The
optimal circuit can then be translated to QASM code, where it is executed on a real quantum device.
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MiniVite + Metall: A Case Study of Accelerating Graph Analytics Using Persistent Memory
Allocator
Keita Iwabuchi (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sayan Ghosh (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Mahantesh
Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
A parallel graph generation has additional computation and communication overheads that often
exceed the execution time for solving the original problem for which the graph was actually
generated. Substantial performance improvements and cost reductions have occurred in persistent
memory technology. The promise of persistent memory is that, once constructed, data structures
can be re-analyzed and updated beyond the lifetime of a single execution.
miniVite is a distributed-memory graph community detection/clustering mini-application, which
supports in-memory random geometric graph generation. We observed significant overhead at
scale in the parallel graph generation part. To optionally store the generated graph and provide
options to reload it in a successive run, we employ a persistent memory allocator, Metall. Our
experiments demonstrate improvements of up to 85x and 65x on NERSC Cori and OLCF Summit
supercomputers, respectively (using 128-1024 processes), by trading off the

computation/communication attributed to graph generation with I/O.
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xBGAS: An Address Space Extension for Scalable High-Performance Computing
Xi Wang (Texas Tech University), John D. Leidel (Tactical Computing Laboratories), Brody
Williams (Texas Tech University), Alan Ehret (Texas A&M University), Miguel Mark (Texas A&M
University), Michel Kinsy (Texas A&M University), Yong Chen (Texas Tech University)
The tremendous expansion of data volume has driven the transition from monolithic architectures
towards systems integrated with discrete and distributed subcomponents in modern scalable highperformance computing (HPC). As such, multi-layered software infrastructures have become
essential to bridge the gap between heterogeneous commodity devices. Operations across
synthesized components with divergent interfaces, however, inevitably lead to redundant software
footprints and undesired latency. A scalable and unified computing platform, capable of supporting
efficient interactions among individual components, is therefore desired for large-scale dataintensive applications.
In this work, we introduce xBGAS, a micro-architecture extension to the RISC-V instruction set
architecture (ISA) that offers a scalable, global address space for high-performance, shared memory
computing. The xBGAS extension provides native ISA-level support for direct accesses to remote
shared data blocks by mapping remote objects into a system’s extended address space. We
perform both software and hardware evaluations of the xBGAS design.
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Scalable Comparative Visualization of Ensembles of Call Graphs Using CallFlow
Suraj P. P. Kesavan (University of California, Davis), Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland), Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Todd Gamblin
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Peer-Timo Bremer (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Kwan-Liu Ma (University of California, Davis)
Optimizing the performance of large-scale parallel codes is critical for efficient utilization of
computing resources. Code developers often explore multiple execution parameters and are
interested in detecting and understanding bottlenecks in different executions. They usually collect
hierarchical performance profiles represented as call graphs, which combine performance metrics
with their execution contexts. The crucial task of exploring multiple call graphs together is

challenging because of the structural differences in the execution contexts and significant variability
among performance metrics. We present an enhanced version of CallFlow to support the
exploration of ensembles of call graphs. The visual design combines the Sankey diagram's
strengths to describe the resource flow of the call graphs and box-plot visualization techniques to
convey the performance variability within the ensemble. Our interactive visual interface provides
linked views to explore the ensembles of call graphs by facilitating the analysis of structural
differences and identifying similar or distinct call graphs.
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Parallel Implementation of a Hybrid Particle-Continuum Finite Element Framework for Blood Clot
Biomechanics
Chayut Teeraratkul (University of Colorado), Debanjan Mukherjee (University of Colorado)
Pathological blood clotting is the primary cause of major cardiovascular diseases. Here we present a
distributed-memory parallelized implementation of a hybrid particle-continuum fictitious domain
finite element framework which is used to study flow and transport around a pathologically formed
blood clot (thrombus). Understanding how clot shape and microstructure affect transport of proteins
and drugs is essential for treatment of such diseases. Our particle-continuum approach represents a
clot as an aggregate of discrete particles. The particle aggregate is projected onto a background
fluid grid as fictitious domain data, and communicated in accordance with mesh partitions across
the distributed memory processes. We have illustrated details of the parallel implementation using a
parametric study of 2D transient hemodynamics, and a 3D mesh-refinement study.
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Resource-Efficient FPGA Pseudorandom Number Generation
Husrev Cilasun (University of Minnesota), Ivy Peng (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Probability distributions play a critical role in diverse application domains. In simulations, probability
distributions model phenomena such as physical properties of materials, of processes, or of
behaviors. For instance, molecular dynamics codes often utilize the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
for modeling temperature. Software-based random number generation usually employs rejectionbased approaches. Thus, sample generation is not guaranteed at each iteration. Many applications
can be parallelized in hardware for acceleration purposes, yet rejection-based software methods do
not fit well into FPGA fabric due to the complexity of exception circuitry. We introduce a resourceefficient hardware pseudorandom number generator (RNG) and two optimizations: alias table

partitioning and adaptive threshold resolution. The first technique separates a target distribution
into multiple sub-ranges and facilitates local optimizations in each sub-range to improve overall
resource utilization. The second technique adjusts bit size for representing threshold values to the
precision of the underlying partition.
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DaLI: A Data Lifecycle Instrument Toward the Reproducibility of Scientific Research
Hakizumwami Birali Runesha (University of Chicago), Milson Munakami (University of Chicago)
With the ever-increasing volume, velocity and variety of data that is created from research lab
instruments come the challenges of meeting the increased demands for transferring, storing,
analyzing, sharing and publishing these data. To address these challenges in data management and
computation, the University of Chicago Research Computing Center designed and deployed a Data
Lifecycle Instrument (DaLI) for managing and sharing data from instruments, observations and
simulations. DaLI is a high-performance computing storage and compute platform that provides
access to high-end hardware and specialized software tools to allow researchers to securely
transfer, organize, catalog and distribute large quantities of data and associated metadata. DaLI
makes it possible to share, reproduce and preserve the research products. The collection of
reproducible data and metadata requires new tools and platforms that facilitate data curation and
management. DaLI offers an opportunity to engage next-generation students and researchers
working with instrument data and HPC.
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Understanding I/O behavior of Scientific Deep Learning Applications in HPC systems
Hariharan Devarajan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Huihuo Zheng (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology), Venkatram Vishwanath (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Deep learning has been widely utilized in various science domains to achieve unprecedented
results. These applications typically rely on massive datasets to train the networks. As the size of
datasets grow rapidly, I/O becomes a major bottleneck in large scale distributed training. We
characterize the I/O behaviors of several scientific deep learning applications running on our
production machine, Theta, at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility, with a goal to identify
potential bottlenecks and to provide guidance for developing efficient parallel I/O library for scientific
deep learning. We found that workloads utilizing TensorFlow Data Pipeline can achieve efficient I/O
through overlapping I/O with computation; however, they have potential scaling issues at larger

scale as POSIX I/O is used underneath without parallel I/O. We also identified directions for I/O
optimization for workloads utilizing a custom data streaming function. These workloads can
potentially benefit from data prefetching, data sieving and asynchronous I/O.
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DFS on a Diet: Enabling Reduction Schemes on Distributed File Systems
Ryan Nathanael Soenjoto Widodo (University of Tsukuba), Hirotake Abe (University of Tsukuba),
Kazuhiko Kato (University of Tsukuba)
The selection of data reduction schemes, crucial for data footprints on a distributed file system
(DFS) and for transferring big data, is usually limited to the schemes supported by the underlying
platforms. If the platform's source code is available, it might be possible to add user-favorite
reduction schemes, but it requires expensive implementation costs or is virtually impossible. We
propose a system design that links a DFS to reduction schemes and enables them transparently to
data processing applications. We implemented a framework within Hadoop DFS (HDFS) named
Hadoop Data Reduction Framework (HDRF). The features of HDRF are: users can easily incorporate
their favorite schemes with reasonably restrained implementation costs, the selection is transparent
to data processing applications, and experimental results show HDRF has low processing and
storage overhead and can halve the vanilla HDFS transfer time by using a more optimized
application, without compromising the compression ratio.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analyzing Interconnect Congestion on a Production Dragonfly-Based System
Joy Kitson (University of Maryland, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Sudheer Chunduri
(Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Abhinav Bhatele (University of Maryland)
As the HPC community continues along the road to exascale, and HPC systems grow ever larger
and busier, the question of how network traffic on these systems affects application performance
looms large. In order to fully address this question, the HPC community needs a broadened
understanding of the behavior of traffic on production systems. We present an analysis of
communications traffic on the Theta cluster at Argonne Leadership Computing Facility (ALCF), with
a focus on how congestion is distributed in both space and time across the system.
Best Poster Finalist: no

TaskWorks: A Task Engine for Empowering Asynchronous Operations in HPC Applications
KAI-YUAN HOU (Northwestern University, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Quincey
Koziol (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Suren Byna (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
TaskWorks is a portable, high-level task engine designed for HPC workloads. Applications can
create tasks and define dependencies between them with the task engine. Once the task is defined
and submitted to TaskWorks, the TaskWorks engine will execute it according to the specified
dependencies, without additional input from the application. TaskWorks has an integrated event
manager that monitors files, sockets, timers and MPI operations, and these events can be used as
task dependencies. TaskWorks is compatible with MPI and is designed to work efficiently with HPC
applications that perform inter-process (node) communication.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Modest Scale HPC on Azure Using CGYRO
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Jeff Candy (General Atomics)
Fusion simulations have traditionally required the use of leadership-scale HPC resources in order to
produce advances in physics. One such package is CGYRO, a premier tool for multi-scale plasma
turbulence simulation. CGYRO is a typical HPC application that will not fit into a single node, as it
requires several terabytes of memory and O(100) TFLOPS compute capability for cutting-edge
simulations. CGYRO also requires high-throughput and low-latency networking, due to its reliance
on global FFT computations. We explored the feasibility of running CGYRO on cloud resources
provided by Microsoft on their Azure platform, using the Infiniband-connected HPC resources in
spot mode. We observed both that CPU-only resources were very efficient, and that running in spot
mode was doable, with minimal side effects. The GPU-enabled resources were less cost-effective
but allowed for higher scaling.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Evaluating Adaptive Routing Performance on Large-Scale Megaﬂy Topology
Md Nahid Newaz (Oakland University), Md Atiqul Mollah (Oakland University), Peyman Faizian
(Florida State University), Zhou Tong (Wheaton College)
The Megaﬂy topology has recently been proposed as an eﬃcient, hierarchical way to interconnect
large-scale high-performance computing systems. Megaﬂy networks may be constructed in various
group sizes and conﬁgurations, but it is challenging to maintain high throughput performance on all

such variants. A robust topology-speciﬁc adaptive routing scheme, therefore, is needed to utilize the
topological advantages of Megaﬂy. Currently, Progressive Adaptive Routing (PAR) is the best
known routing scheme for Megaﬂy networks, but its performance is not fully known across all
scales and conﬁgurations. In this research poster, with the use of trace-driven simulation
experiments, we show that the current PAR scheme performs sub-optimally on Megaﬂy networks
with a large number of groups. As better alternatives, we propose two new practical adaptive
routing schemes, KAPR and KU-GCN, that can improve the communication performance of Megaﬂy
at any scale and conﬁguration.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Orchestration of a Forecasting Chain for Forest Fire Prevention Using the LEXIS Cloud/HPC
Platform
Mohamad Hayek (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Laurent Ganne (Atos), Antonio Parodi (CIMA
Research Foundation, Italy), Andrea Parodi (CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Mirko D’Andrea
(CIMA Research Foundation, Italy), Rubén J. García-Hernández (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre),
Stephan Hachinger (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Martin Golasowski (IT4Innovations, Czech
Republic), Kateřina Slaninová (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic), Frédéric Donnat (Outpost24),
Emanuele Danovaro (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts), Johannes Munke
(Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Alberto Scionti (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS
Foundation), Giacomo Vitali (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Olivier
Terzo (Advanced Computing and Applications LINKS Foundation), Jan Martinovič (IT4Innovations,
Czech Republic)
We describe a first successful application of the LEXIS platform for advanced orchestration of
complex simulation and data-analysis workflows in mixed cloud/HPC environments. A workflow for
forest fire risk assessment based on the models WRF and RISICO was executed, using IaaS cloud
resources at LRZ (DE) and national HPC resources at IT4I (CZ). Besides concept and results of the
workflow, our contribution focuses on core systems of LEXIS: a distributed data infrastructure using
iRODS and EUDAT, and an orchestration system with the novel ability to address HPC schedulers
besides IaaS clouds. The approach and open platform, currently federating IT4I, LRZ and ECMWF
(UK), are aimed at broad application within the current project (“Large-scale EXecution for Industry
and Society”, H2020 GA 825532) and beyond.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Machine Learning for Data Transfer Anomaly Detection
Masud Bhuiyan (University of Nevada, Reno), Sarah Cooper (University of Nevada, Reno), Engin

Arslan (University of Nevada, Reno)
Data transfer performance is critical for many science applications that rely on remote clusters to
process the data. Despite the presence of high-speed research networks with up to 100 Gbps
speeds, most data transfers obtain only a fraction of network bandwidth, due to a variety of
reasons. This project aims to pinpoint the underlying causes for performance anomalies by
collecting and processing real-time performance metrics from file systems, data transfer nodes and
networks such that proper actions can be taken for timely mitigation of the issues. As veracity and
velocity of performance statistics are beyond what human operators can handle, we trained a
neural network (NN) model to analyze the data in real-time and make high-accuracy predictions.
The results indicate that NN can find the correct anomaly type with 93% accuracy.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Analysis of FastEddy Model Data on GPUs
Shay Liu (Indiana University), Supreeth Suresh (National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR)), Cena Miller (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)), Jeremy Sauer (National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Data analysis of atmospheric model outputs is often embarrassingly parallel and compute intensive,
and is traditionally done on central processing units (CPUs). FastEddy is a General Purpose
Graphical Processing Units (GPGPU) -based Large Eddy Simulation (LES) atmospheric model
developed at NCAR-Research Application Laboratory that solves fundamental dynamical equations
and computes turbulence at a high resolution, producing large datasets that reside on GPUs. To
reduce the amount of data movement from GPUs to CPUs for analysis, and to reduce the need for
end-users to learn complex GPU programming using CUDA, this work explores performing the
analysis on GPUs using only Python libraries.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Workflow Hierarchy-Aware Fault Tolerance System
Subhendu Behera (North Carolina State University), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Frank Mueller (North
Carolina State University), Barry L. Rountree (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Complex scientific workflows present unprecedented challenges to fault tolerance support in highperformance computing (HPC). While existing solutions such as checkpoint/restart (C/R) and
resource over-provisioning work well at the application level, they do not scale to the demand by

complex workflows. As workflows are composed of a large variety of components, they must
detect, propagate and recover from a fault in a highly coordinated way, lest handling action itself do
more harm than good. We propose Workflow Hierarchy-aware Exception Specification Language
(WHESL), a novel solution that allows a modern workflow to specify and handle faults and
exceptions among its disparate components in an easy and coordinated fashion. Our preliminary
study using our prototype built on top of Flux, a next-generation hierarchical resource and job
management system (RJMS), shows that WHESL can significantly extend the traditional HPC fault
tolerance support for complex workflows.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Long-Time Simulation of Temperature-Varying Conformations of COVID-19 Spike Glycoprotein
on IBM Supercomputers
Meichen Song (Stony Brook University), Peng Zhang (Stony Brook University), Changnian Han
(Stony Brook University), Ziji Zhang (Stony Brook University), Yuefan Deng (Stony Brook
University)
We investigated the conformational variations and phase transition properties of the spike
glycoprotein (S-protein) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 at temperatures ranging from 3℃ to
300℃ on the IBM Power9-based AI supercomputers. Our microsecond time-scale molecular
dynamics simulations on the temperature-dependent properties of the S-protein help reveal that
the protein is structurally stable at 3℃, consistent with observations that the virus stays active for
more than two weeks in the cold supply chain; that the protein’s side chains are more oscillatory
from 60℃ to 80ºC; and that the protein’s survival time at temperatures 3℃, 20℃-37℃, 60℃-70℃,
80℃-95℃ and 300℃ groups roughly to week-, day-, minute- and microsecond-scales,
respectively, by correlating with in vitro data.
Best Poster Finalist: no

A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university environment that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is
to minimize the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of
software packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research.
We propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software

management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or “manual”, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.
Best Poster Finalist: no

Enabling Faster NGS Analysis on Optane-Based Heterogeneous Memory
Jiaolin Luo (University of California, Merced), Luanzheng Guo (University of California, Merced), Jie
Ren (University of California, Merced), Kai Wu (University of California, Merced), Dong Li
(University of California, Merced)
Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis technologies are a pioneering approach for genome
sequencing. The computation of NGS analysis exhibits a unique pattern, in which the execution
requests a high density of small I/Os in the process de novo genome assembly. The small I/Os can
have a huge impact on performance and delineate sequencing performance. To solve the problem
caused by small I/Os, we leverage the byte-addressable feature of emerging persistent memory,
which has largely transformed the computation architectures of HPC. We first conduct experiments
to study the impact of persistent memory on NGS analysis. Furthermore, we propose an
optimization mechanism, which converts POSIX read/write calls to pure memory LOAD/STORE
instructions at runtime, to significantly advance I/O efficiency. Our evaluation demonstrates the
effectiveness of the devised optimization mechanism, in which we achieve a performance
improvement of 31%.
Best Poster Finalist: no
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Session Description:
DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations

Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of

circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization

with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.

11:30 am - 1:00 pm

Poster Reception
Session Description:
Poster Reception
The Posters Reception is an opportunity for attendees to virtually interact with poster presenters,
and includes research and ACM Student Research Competition posters, Doctoral Showcase
posters, as well as the Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase.
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Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display
Session Description:
DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New

technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC

concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase
Session Description:
The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))
About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems
Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment

Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel
3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Thursday, November 19th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Scientific Visualization & Data Analytics Showcase Posters Display
Session Description:

DYAMOND++: A High Resolution Climate Model Setup
Niklas Röber (German Climate Computing Center), Michael Böttinger (German Climate Computing
Center), Florian Ziemen (German Climate Computing Center), Monika Esch (Max Planck Institute
for Meteorology), Cathy Hohenegger (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Rene Redler (Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology), Bjorn Stevens (Max Planck Institute for Meteorology), Thorsten
Mauritsen (Stockholm University), Michael Migliore (Kitware Inc), Carson Brownlee (Intel
Corporation), Johannes Günther (Intel Corporation), Greg Johnson (Intel Corporation), Jim Jeffers
(Intel Corporation)
Climate simulations clearly belong with the most data intensive scientific disciplines. The output
generated by current models is increasing in size, as well as complexity. DYAMOND++ is a project
using the globally coupled Earth system model ICON-ESM that permits global simulations at a
resolution of 5km to study a wide range of Earth's weather and climate phenomena. The
visualization of these large data sets is not trivial, and large, high resolution display surfaces, such
as 4k screens and planetarium domes, are very suitable to convey the complex information within.
This short film describes the development of DYAMOND++, from low resolution climate models in
the past, to high resolution regional setups to study clouds and cloud building processes in greater
detail. We interviewed some of the scientific minds behind the DYAMOND++ project, and show
visualization examples of their work. The visualizations are produced using ParaView and Intel's
OSPRay raytracing backend.

Impactful Visualizations
Brad Carvey (Sandia National Laboratories, DrumFire), Chris Garasi (Sandia National
Laboratories), Mark Bolstad (Sandia National Laboratories)
My simple animation of an aluminum ball hitting an aluminum block was accepted into the first SC
showcase. Over time the importance of creating "Polished" videos has prompted a new category,
"Explanatory". Creating impactful scientific animations can appeal to a broad audience.
Typically, teams of scientists and artists spend months creating polished visualizations. New
technology and techniques allow a single scientist to create polished visualizations that rival those
done by teams and in less time.
The video shows examples of how typical visualizations, created with applications like Paraview
and Visit, can be rendered to appeal with new tools to create polish and impactful visualizations.

Visualizing Usage on HPC Systems

Andrew Solis (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Gregory Foss (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Matias Frogoso (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Paul
Navrátil (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC))
VisQueue is an interactive dashboard with dynamic graphics plotting and viewer interactivity that
visualizes the operation of high performance computing (HPC) systems at the Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC) at the University of Texas (UT) at Austin. While there are options
available for analyzing HPC resources, VisQueue's goal was to focus on system utilization
correlated to different research domains. It works with both mouse-driven and touch interfaces and
was designed to create a straight-forward easy reading of pertinent data for HPC designers,
maintenance teams and users and the general public to understand the impact and importance of
these impressive resources. The application has proved to be a valuable outreach tool, particularly
interesting for those with a keen interest in technology, but not the background to answer the
question: "What is this huge, awesomely fast and extremely expensive computer actually doing
right now and specifically, what's it good for?"

Visualization of Flow of Circulating Tumor Cells and Blood Cell Suspensions in Microfluidics
Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northern Illinois University), Michael Hood
(Northern Illinois University), Jifu Tan (Northern Illinois University), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Janet Knowles (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Michael Papka (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL))
In this work, we present an explanatory visualization of a high-fidelity multiphysics simulation of
circulating tumor cell (CTC) capture in a microfluidic device. Detecting rare CTCs in the bloodstream
is challenging but important for both clinical diagnostics and fundamental research. Microfluidics
showed great promise in earlier CTC detection. To better understand the transport physics of CTCs
in microfluidic devices, a high-performance computational model was used to investigate the role of
micropost sizes and intercellular collisions on CTC transport and adhesion within the device. The
visualization illustrates that, overall, CTCs display transient rolling behavior in areas of high shear on
microposts and firm adhesion in low-shear areas. The trajectories of CTCs can be seen closely
following fluid streamlines at low RBC concentrations but deviating from streamlines at high RBC
concentrations due to the intercellular collisions. These behaviors are difficult or even impossible to
observe without the use of visualization.

The Diurnal Beating of the Amazonian Hydroclimate
David Bock (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), Francina Dominguez
(University of Illinois), Jorge Eiras-Barca (University of Illinois), Zhao Yang (Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (PNNL))

About one third of the atmospheric moisture over the Amazon forest comes from transpiration from
the dense canopy and evaporation from soils within the forest. It has been known for decades that
between 20% and 40% of the Amazonian precipitation originates from the forest itself. The advent
of new methods to quantify the sources of atmospheric moisture and the possibility of adequately
visualizing the results, as shown in the exploratory video, led us to the discovery of a characteristic
“beating” of the atmospheric moisture of Amazonian origin. Water vapor originating from
Amazonian ET ebbs and flows with a characteristic diurnal timescale which becomes evident with
our visualization. The timescale is a result of the diurnal cycle of ET, convective precipitation and
advection by the winds. These processes come together to form a “beating” pattern that
characterizes atmospheric moisture of the Amazon forest.

Scientific Visualization of Antarctica Ice Sheet and Southern Ocean Evolution
John Patchett (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Francesca Samsel (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC)), Kieran Ringel (Montana State University), Gregory D. Abram (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC)), Nathan Woods (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Dan Lipsa (Kitware
Inc), Matthew J. Hoffman (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Stephen F. Price (Los Alamos
National Laboratory), Mark R. Petersen (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Tong Zhang (Los
Alamos National Laboratory), Xylar Storm Asay-Davis (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
High-quality visualizations of climate simulations are a critical tool for providing scientific insight and
for communication with stakeholders, policy makers and the public. Here we present results from
the cryosphere-ocean visualization project, which brings together experts in scientific visualization
with domain scientists in climate, ocean and land ice modeling. We study Antarctic ice sheet and
Southern Ocean simulations conducted with the MPAS-Albany Land Ice and MPAS-Ocean models
in the context of ongoing development towards coupled Antarctic ice sheet simulations with the
U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Exascale Earth System (E3SM) model. We primarily use
ParaView for visualization and ParaView and python for data manipulation and analysis. This
document accompanies the similarly named Scientific Visualization and Data Analytics Showcase
Entry video for SC20.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics Modeling of a Jet Penetration Experiment
Kevin S. Griffin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Karen M. Wang (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Eric Brugger (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Cyrus Harrison
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thomas Rehagen (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Studying the effects of a fast-moving copper jet penetrating a high explosive material has become
more achievable because of new computational output provided by large-scale, massively parallel

3D Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) calculations. In this exploratory visualization, we
demonstrate the capability of using SPH to better capture the jet breakup and fragmentation. When
comparing our visualization of the SPH simulation dataset to a jet penetration experiment, we can
see a good qualitative match between the SPH calculations and the jet penetration experiment.
Furthermore, this visualization provides scientific insight into the jet erosion as it moves through the
high explosive material and the post-penetrating jet dispersion. This insight allows our scientists to
improve current Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) jet disruption models.

SCinet
(back to top)

Thursday, November 12th
10:00 am - 10:30 am

SCinet Management Team and SCinet 30th Anniversary Content
Session Description:
SCinet Chair – Welcome to SC20

SCinet Management Team Bio Slides

Challenges of Taking SCinet Virtual

SCinet Management Team Q&A

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

INDIS 2020: The 7th International Workshop on Innovating the Network for
Data-Intensive Science
Session Description: Many fields of science continue to experience a large influx of data. Managing

and transporting data, architecting systems, as well as building tools to cope with the delivery of
this data has become increasingly important. Furthermore, the ecosystem of information and
communication frameworks supporting data management and transport is becoming more and
more complex. Networks for data-intensive sciences have more extreme requirements than
general-purpose networks. These requirements not only closely impact the design of processor
interconnects in supercomputers and cluster computers, but they also impact campus networks,
regional networks and national backbone networks. In addition, wide area networks are now an
integral and essential part of this data-driven supercomputing ecosystem connecting information
sources, data storage, processing, simulation, visualization, real-time user interaction and user
communities together. The INDIS workshop brings together network engineers and researchers to
share challenges and potential solutions in the information systems and networking communities.
With its inaugural appearance at SC14 in New Orleans, INDIS has become an academic forum for
experts, researchers, and engineers in research and education (R&E) networking.

Many fields of science continue to experience a large influx of data. Managing and transporting
data, architecting systems and building tools to deal with the delivery of these data have become
increasingly important. Additionally, the ecosystem of information and communications frameworks
supporting data management and transport is becoming more and more complex.
Networks for data-intensive science have more extreme requirements than general-purpose
networks. These requirements not only closely impact the design of processor interconnects in
supercomputers and cluster computers, they also impact campus networks, regional networks and
national backbone networks.
This workshop brings together network engineers and researchers to share challenges and
potential solutions. We invite papers that propose new and novel techniques that increase the
capacity and functionality of scientific computing and wide-area networks.

INDIS – Welcome Message
Michelle Zhu (Montclair State University), Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Sarah Neuwirth (Heidelberg University)

A Brief History of INDIS
Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
In this 5 minute introduction, I present the history of the INDIS Workshop series.

INDIS – Keynote: "Grand" Challenges for a Science Mission Network
Chin Guok (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))
The exponential growth in science traffic today is motivated by the construction of new
experiments, larger instruments, and better sensors. This accelerating demand for bandwidth has
highlighted a simple fact, that continuing to just build bigger and faster networks is no longer a
viable solution for science mission networks. This talk introduces the need for more intelligent and
integrated networking, and identifies several “grand” challenges for science driven networks.
Introduction to SCinet
Kevin Hayden (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

SCinet Architecture: Past, Present, Future
JP Velders (University of Amsterdam)

Panel Introduction: Experimental Networks (XNET)
Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Ezra Kissel
(Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

XNET Lightning Talk: The BRIDGES Project – Building a Global Cyber-Infrastructure Canvas
Supporting Networked Applications Experimentation and Evolution
Jerry Sobieski (George Mason University (GMU))

XNET Lightning Talk: FABRIC/FAB Deep Dive
Ilya Baldin (Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI)), Anita Nikolich (University of Illinois)
FABRIC is a unique national research infrastructure to enable cutting-edge, and exploratory
research at-scale in computer networking, distributed computing systems, and applications. It is a
platform on which researchers will experiment with new ideas that will become building blocks of
the next generation Internet and address requirements for emerging science applications that
depend on large-scale networking. FABRIC will create the opportunities to explore innovative
solutions not previously possible for a large variety of high-end science applications. FAB expands

this infrastructure globally to serve science communities such as High Energy Physics,
Astrophysics, Weather Science and Smart Cities. We'll give an overview of the goals and plans for
FABRIC and FAB and entice you to bring your hard science experiments to us!

XNET Lightning Talk: SAGE: AI at the Edge for Software-Defined Wireless Sensors
Pete Beckman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

XNET Lightning Talk: Quantum Networking
Inder Monga (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

XNET Lightning Talk: Extending the Research Engineering Network to the Wireless Edge
Andrew CK Wiedlea (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) provides high-speed reliable data backhaul to the US DOE,
and affiliated research programs globally. Future generations of this network will support terabit
class performance as well as integration with extended, intelligent orchestration, allowing storage,
compute and other services to become integral parts of a "computational data fabric" vision for
science. Related to this effort, we are beginning to study how ESnet can leverage 5G, mmWave,
non-terrestrial networks, and other wireless data capabilities to integrate all parts of this vision
seamlessly from sensor to laboratory.

Moderator: Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam), Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network
(ESnet))
Panelist: Anita Nikolich (University of Illinois), Ilya Baldin (Renaissance Computing Institute
(RENCI)), Jerry Sobieski (George Mason University (GMU)), Pete Beckman (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Inder Monga (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Andrew Wiedlea (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

INDIS – Break

Network Research Exhibition: An Introduction

Davey Wheeler (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), JP Velders (University
of Amsterdam)
The SC Conference Series has cultivated a test bed for cutting-edge developments in highperformance networking, computing, storage, and analysis. Network Research Exhibition (NRE)
demonstrations have leveraged the advanced capabilities of SCinet, SC’s dedicated high-capacity
network. Network researchers and professionals from government, education, research, and
industry are invited to submit proposals for demonstrations and experiments at the SC Conference
that display innovation in emerging network hardware, protocols, and advanced network-intensive
scientific applications. Additionally, each year, a selection of NRE participants have been invited to
share the results of their demos and experiments from the preceding year’s conference as part of
the Innovating the Network for Data-Intensive Science (INDIS) workshop.
NRE Demo Talk I: P4 Experimental Networks for the Global Research Platform
Jim Chen (Northwestern University, International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR))

NRE Demo Talk II: Advanced Data Algorithms and Architectures for Security Monitoring
Thomas Kroeger (Sandia National Laboratories)

Using P4 and RDMA to Collect Telemetry Data
Joseph Hill (University of Amsterdam)
Telemetry data can be carried within network packets as they transit through the network. This inband telemetry requires in turn to have efficient means for the collection and processing of these
data. We show how the P4 language can be used to extract telemetry data from incoming packets,
as it allows for efficient controlling of the data plane of network devices. Furthermore, we exploit
remote direct memory access (RDMA) as this allows for direct placement of data into the memory of
an external machine. We implemented the RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) protocol in a
switch using a P4 program. The program keeps the state of the variables required to perform a
write-only operation from the switch to a collector machine. The telemetry data is stored on
persistent storage in the machine using memory mapping. Experiments with our implementation
show that the telemetry data is saved to the designated addresses. We were able to achieve a rate
of around 20 million packets per second without any packet loss.
Application Aware Software Defined Flows of Workflow Ensembles
George Papadimitriou (University of Southern California, Information Science Institute)

Computational science depends on complex, data intensive applications operating on datasets from
a variety of scientific instruments. A major challenge is the integration of data into the scientist’s
workflow. Recent advances in dynamic, networked cloud resources provide the building blocks to
construct reconfiguration, end-to-end infrastructure that can increase scientific productivity, but
applications are not taking advantage of them. In our previous work, we introduced DyNamo, that
enabled CASA scientists to improve the efficiency of their operations and effortlessly leverage
capabilities of the cloud resources available to them that previously remained underutilized.
However, the provided workflow automation did not satisfy all the operational requirements of
CASA. Custom scripts were still in production to manage workflow triggering, while multiple layer2
connections would have to be allocated to maintain network QoS requirements.
In this work, we enhance the DyNamo system with ensemble workflow management capabilities,
end-to-end infrastructure monitoring tools, as well as more advanced network manipulation
mechanisms. To accommodate CASA’s operational needs we also extended the newly integrated
Pegasus Ensemble Manager with file and time based triggering functionality, that improves
managing workflow ensembles. Additionally, Virtual Software Defined Exchange (vSDX)
capabilities have been extended, enabling link adaptation, flow prioritization and traffic control
between endpoints. We evaluate the effects of the DyNamo's vSDX policies by using two CASA
workflow ensembles competing for network resources, and we show that traffic shaping of the
ensembles can lead to a fairer use of the network links.

INDIS – Break

Keynote: Enhancing Distributed Computing with Programmable and Open Optical Networks
Andrea Fumagalli (University of Texas, Dallas)
Edge computing is an attractive solution to efficiently provide compute resources to many
applications that demand specific QoS requirements. The edge computing resources are in close
geographical proximity to where the applications’ data originate from and/or are being supplied to,
thus avoiding unnecessary back and forth data transmission with servers and data centers located
far away. In this talk we describe a federated edge computing system in which compute resources
at multiple edge sites (cloudlets) are dynamically aggregated together to form virtual supercloudlets and best respond to varying application-driven loads. In its simplest form a super-cloudlet
consists of compute resources available at two cloudlets that are (temporarily) interconnected by
dedicated optical circuits deployed to achieve low-latency and high-speed data exchanges. The
metro area optical transport network must be programmable in order to provision these optical
circuits in a timely fashion. In addition, an open optical network deployment would in this scenario

offer a significant advantage to the cloudlet owners (which are willing to share their cloudlet
resources to create super-cloudlets) in that every owner would be free to independently choose the
supplier for their optical equipment deployment. We report on our initial experimental testing of the
super-cloudlet architecture using the largest public OpenROADM demonstration up to date
(comprising Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing equipment from six major suppliers) and
describe how the Programmable Optical network (PROnet) Orchestrator handles the resources
available in the open optical metro network and connected cloudlets to achieve three key
functionalities, i.e., service placement, auto-scaling, and offloading.
A Trial Deployment of a Reliable Network-Multicast Application across Internet2
Yuanlong Tan (University of Virginia)
A continuing trend in many scientific disciplines is the growth in the volume of data collected by
scientific instruments and the desire to rapidly and efficiently distribute this data to the scientific
community. Transferring these large data sets to a geographically distributed research community
consumes significant network bandwidth. As both the data volume and number of subscribers
grows, reliable network multicast is a promising approach to reduce the rate of growth of the
bandwidth needed to support efficient data distribution. In prior work, we identified a need for
reliable network multicast, scientists engaged in atmospheric research subscribing to meteorology
file-streams. Specifically, University Cooperation Atmospheric Research (UCAR) uses Local Data
Manager (LDM) to disseminate the data. This work describes a trial deployment, in which eight
university campuses are connected via corresponding regional Research-and-Education Networks
(RENs) and Internet2. Using this deployment, we evaluated the new version of LDM, LDM7, which
uses network multicast with a reliable transport protocol, and leverages Layer-2 (L2) multipoint
Virtual LAN (VLAN). A performance monitoring system was deployed to collect real-time
performance of LDM7, which showed that our proof-of-concept prototype worked significantly
better than the current production LDM, LDM6, in two ways: (i) LDM7 can distribute file streams
faster than LDM6. With six subscribers, an almost 22-fold improvement was observed with LDM7
at the 100 Mbps. And (ii) to achieve a similar performance, LDM7 significantly reduces the need for
bandwidth, which is an around 90\% bandwidth saving for LDM7 to achieve 20 Mbps average
throughput across four subscribers.
ROBIN (RuciO/BIgData Express/SENSE): A Next-Generation High-Performance Data Service
Platform
Wenji Wu (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory)
Increasingly, scientific research discovery depends on the analysis of extremely large amounts of
data. This data is gathered through very large scientific instruments, very large numbers of small
devices, and mid-scale instruments. These devices generate exponentially increasing volumes of
data. Such data is often obtained, analyzed, stored, visualized, and transferred at and among sites

world-wide by large collaborations of science communities. Managing and moving extremely large
volumes of data across today’s networks is a special multidimensional challenge. Also, existing data
management and movement services and tools often are inadequate to address all specific
requirements. This paper describes the various components of this challenge and how those issues
can be addressed by ROBIN, a unique comprehensive set of integrated services designed
specifically for managing and moving extremely large amounts of data over long distances, e.g.,
thousands of miles around the globe. The services include Rucio, a data management service
widely used by particle physics research communities, BigData Express, a schedulable, predictable,
and high-performance data transfer service, and SENSE, a distributed network resource
orchestrator. This paper also describes the results of initial experiments using that set of integrated
services.
The NetSage Measurement Framework: Design, Development, and Discoveries
Katrina Turner (University of Hawaii at Manoa), Mahesh Khanal (University of Hawaii at Manoa),
Andrew Lake (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Daniel Doyle (Indiana University,
GlobalNOC)
Data sharing to support research collaborations has increased exponentially in the last ten years,
but effective data transfers are getting harder to achieve. The NetSage Measurement framework
was developed to support understanding research data movement by collecting a broad set of data
from resources and displaying it to specifically address the needs of stakeholders through a proven
development methodology. This paper describes that methodology, the resulting architecture and
development approach, and a set of discoveries that NetSage Dashboards made possible.

INDIS – Break

AI for Networking: the Engineering Perspective
Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
This talk explores machine learning, deep learning and AI techniques when applied to operational
networking and distributed computing problems. With advances in computing, data is being
produced at exponential rates requiring highly flexible mobility across HPC computing and
distributed facilities. Networks are the essential bloodline to science collaborations across the globe
such as in high-energy physics, earth sciences and genomics. However, upgrading network
hardware, with high-end routers and optic fibers, to cope with this data revolution can cost millions
of dollars. We are exploring artificial intelligence to design and efficiently manage distributed
network architectures to improve data transfers or routing, guarantee high-throughput and improve

traffic engineering. I will discuss some of the challenges we face when deploying AI on the network.
An Evaluation of Ethernet Performance for Scientific Workloads
Joseph P. Kenny (Sandia National Laboratories)
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC), RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) and Enhanced
Transmission Selection (ETS) are three enhancements to Ethernet networks which allow increased
performance and may make Ethernet attractive for systems supporting a diverse scientific
workload. We constructed a 96-node testbed cluster with a 100 Gb/s Ethernet network configured
as a tapered fat tree. Tests representing important network operating conditions were completed
and we provide an analysis of these performance results. RoCE running over a PFC-enabled
network was found to significantly increase performance for both bandwidth-sensitive and latencysensitive applications when compared to TCP. Additionally, a case study of interfering applications
showed that ETS can prevent starvation of network traffic for latency-sensitive applications running
on congested networks. We did not encounter any notable performance limitations for our Ethernet
testbed, but we found that practical disadvantages still tip the balance towards traditional HPC
networks unless a system design is driven by additional external requirements.
Computing Bottleneck Structures at Scale for High-Precision Network Performance Analysis
Noah Amsel (Reservoir Labs Inc)
The Theory of Bottleneck Structures is a recently-introduced framework for studying the
performance of data networks that describes how local perturbations in one part of the network
propagate and interact with one another. This frame- work provides a powerful analytical tool for
network operators to make accurate predictions about network behavior and optimize performance.
Previous work implemented a software package that leveraged the Theory of Bottleneck Structures
to address several network optimization problems, but applied it only to simple examples. In this
work, we introduce the first software package capable of scaling the bottleneck structure analysis to
production-sized networks. We benchmark our system using logs from ESnet, the Department of
Energy high-performance data network used to connect research institutions in the US. Using the
previously published tool as a baseline, we demonstrate that our system achieves vastly improved
performance, allowing the bottleneck structure analysis to be applied to rapidly-changing network
conditions in real time. We also study the asymptotic performance of our core algorithms,
demonstrating strong agreement with theoretical bounds and improvements over algorithms of the
baseline. These results indicate that the proposed software package is capable of scaling to very
large data networks. Overall, we demonstrate the viability of using bottleneck structures to perform
high-precision bottleneck and flow analysis.

INDIS – Closing Remarks

Michelle Zhu (Montclair State University), Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Sarah Neuwirth (Heidelberg University)

INDIS – End of Day

10:30 am - 10:45 am

SCinet Communications and Edge Team Presentations
Session Description:
Communications Team Bio Slides

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC18 Dallas – Stage Build Time Lapse

Edge Team Bio Slides

Edge Team Presentation

10:45 am - 11:20 am

SCinet Project Management Team & SCinet 30th Anniversary Content
Session Description:

Project Management Team Bio Slides

Project Management Team Presentation

Project Management with Kevin Hayden

Project Management with Lance Hutchinson

11:20 am - 12:20 pm

SCinet Wireless and Routing Team Presentations
Session Description:
Wireless Team Bio Slides

Wireless Team Overview

Routing Team Bio Slides

Routing Team Overview

Routing Team – Building the Network

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC18 Dallas – Cray Build Time Lapse

12:20 pm - 12:35 pm

SCinet Fiber and Culture and Marketing Team Presentations
Session Description:
Fiber Team Bio Slides

Fiber Team Presentation

Culture and Marketing Team Bio Slides

12:35 pm - 1:50 pm

SCinet Contributor Relations
Session Description: We would like to thank our volunteers and contributors!

Contributor Relations Team Bio Slides

Contributor Relations Team Presentation

PIER Group Interview

Blake Jenkins – CCLD Interview

Patton Lochridge of Zayo Interview

1:50 pm - 2:35 pm

SCinet DevOps Presentations
Session Description:
DevOps Team Bio Slides

Introduction to SCinet DevOps

Tools of SCinet

Measuring SCinet

2:40 pm - 3:25 pm

SCinet Architecture Team and SCinet 30th Anniversary Content
Session Description: We would like to thank our volunteers and contributors!
Architecture Team Bio Slides

SCinet Architecture Presentation

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC99 to SC20 Architecture

Help Desk Team Bio Slides

3:25 pm - 5:15 pm

SCinet NRE Presentations and SCinet 30th Anniversary Content

Session Description:
History of NRE

NRE Team Presentations

NRE Research Overview

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC97 San Jose – Time Lapse

5:15 pm - 5:30 pm

SCinet Logistics and Network Security and SCinet 30th Anniversary Content
Session Description:
Logistics Team Bio Slides

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC18 Dallas – SCinet Inventory Time Lapse

Network Security Team Bio Slides

SCinet Network Security Overview

5:30 pm - 6:30 pm

SCinet Management and Project Management Teams and SCinet 30th
Anniversary Day 1 Wrap-up
Session Description: We would like to thank our volunteers and contributors!
History of SCinet Panel

SCinet Open Q&A

Project Management Interview with Jim Stewart

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC03 Phoenix – Time Lapse

Thank You to SCinet Volunteers and Contributors

Friday, November 13th
10:00 am - 2:30 pm

SCinet XNet Presentations
Session Description:
SCinet Chair – Welcome to SC20
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Mary Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

XNet Team Bio Slides
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Mary Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

NRE Team Bio Slides
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Mary Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

INDIS Team Bio Slides
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Mary Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

Introductions
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory), Mary Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

SC20 XNet Overview

Future of CI and the Role of XNet
Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

SAGE: AI at the Edge for Software-Defined Wireless Sensors
Pete Beckman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Bridges IRNC (INDIS Deep Dive)
Jerry Sobieski (NORDUnet)

FABRIC/FAB (INDIS Deep Dive)
Ilya Baldin (Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI)), Inder Monga (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Anita Nikolich (University of Illinois)

XNet Panel with Q&A

Break

ESnet6 High Touch Services
Bruce Mah (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Richard
Cziva (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Yatish Kumar (Corsa Technology Inc)

Quantum Networks and the Role of Classical Networks

Dan Kilper (University of Arizona)

SCinet DTNaaS Developments
Jim Chen (Northwestern University), Se-young Yu (International Center for Advanced Internet
Research (iCAIR), Northwestern University), Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

Policy Auditing in Data Exchange Systems
Paola Grosso (University of Amsterdam), Reggie Cushing (University of Amsterdam), Xin Zhou
(University of Amsterdam)

The Global Network Advancement Group: Toward a Next Generation Cyber-System for Data
Intensive Science Communities
Harvey Newman (California Institute of Technology), Joe Mambretti (Northwestern University,
International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR); Northwestern University)

XNet Futures Q&A and Closing
Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam), Mary
Hester (Dutch National Institute for Subatomic Physics)

2:30 pm - 2:45 pm

SCinet 30th Anniversary
Session Description:
SC08 Austin – Bill Kramer Interview

2:45 pm - 3:25 pm

SCinet WINS
Session Description:
WINS Team Bio Slides

WINS History Panel

3:25 pm - 4:10 pm

SCinet WAN
Session Description:
WAN Team Bio Slides

WAN Team Presentation

4:10 pm - 6:30 pm

SCinet Concluding Session
Session Description:
perSONAR Presentation

Break

SCinet 30th Anniversary – Introduction

SCinet Power Team Bio Slides

SCinet Physical Security Team Bio Slides

SCinet Volunteer Services Bio Slides

SCinet 30th Anniversary - SC03 Phoenix - Igniting Innovation

SCinet Help Desk Presentation

Thank You to SCinet Contributors and Volunteers

SCinet Chairs Panel

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC09 Portland – SCinet Video

SCinet 30th Anniversary – SC07 Reno – Music Video

SCinet 5K History

SCinet Chair Closing Remarks

Thank You for Attending SCinet at SC20 – We'll See You Next Year in St. Louis, Missouri at
SC21!

State of the Practice Talk
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Managing HPC Systems
Session Description:
Extending an Open-Source Federated Identity Management System for Enhanced HPC Security
Jennifer Buchmüller (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Simon Raffeiner (Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology), Michael Simon (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Holger Obermaier (Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology), Peter Weisbrod (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Ulrich Weiß
(Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Martin Nußbaumer (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
Strengthening the security infrastructure around HPC systems has become an urgent and
important task, driven especially by the impact of a recent large-scale attack on the world-wide
HPC community by a yet unknown party. Multiple European HPC systems had to be shut down for
several weeks in mid-May of 2020 after backdoors were found on the systems. In the aftermath of
the attack, two core security issues were identified: the absence of strong authentication, and a
wide-spread practice of insecure handling of SSH key pairs.
We present our approach for extending an existing, open source, federated identity management
system with user-friendly two-factor authentication (2FA) using Time-Based One-Time Password
(TOTP) and centralized, secure SSH key management. A special focus will be put on how we
integrated scientific workflows and automation with the new security measures by combining 2FA,
SSH key management and security policies in an elegant, secure and user-friendly way.

Deploying Checkpoint/Restart for Production Workloads at NERSC
Zhengji Zhao (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC)), Rebecca
Hartman-Baker (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC)), Gene
Cooperman (Northeastern University, Khoury College of Computer Sciences)
Checkpoint/restart (C/R) is a critical component of fault-tolerant computing, and provides scheduling

flexibility for computing centers to support diverse workloads with different priorities. Because
existing C/R tools are often research-oriented, there is a gap to close before they can be used
reliably with production workloads, especially on cutting-edge HPC systems. In this talk, we present
our strategy to enable C/R capabilities on NERSC production workloads, which are dominated by
MPI and hybrid MPI+OpenMP applications. We share our journey to prepare a production-ready
MPI-Agnostic Network-Agnostic (MANA) Distributed Multi-Threaded CheckPointing (DMTCP) tool
for NERSC. We also present variable-time job scripts to automate preempted job submissions,
queue policies and configurations we have adopted to incentivize C/R usage, our user training effort
to increase NERSC users' uptake of C/R, and our effort to build an active C/R community. Finally, we
showcase some applications enabled by C/R.

Continuous Regression Testing of the Sustained Petascale Blue Waters Infrastructure
Galen W. Arnold (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)),
Gregory H. Bauer (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)),
Brett Bode (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)),
Timothy A. Bouvet (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA)), Celso L. Mendes (University of Illinois, National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA))
Regression testing is an important activity that must be carefully conducted to ensure the health,
stability and effectiveness of any computational system during its operation. Regression testing is
traditionally performed when major system updates or reconfigurations occur, either in hardware or
in software. However, to be more effective, testing must be done on a continuous basis, such that
any deviation from expected behavior can be detected as early as possible and properly corrected.
Here, we describe our approach to continuously test the behavior of the entire Blue Waters
infrastructure, including the computational system and various other sub-systems. Our regression
testing scheme is based on the Jenkins framework, and includes a broad range of tests, from lowlevel system aspects to full application performance. By relying on Jenkins, our test executions can
be fully automated, and test results remain stored and readily available for human visualization or
historical analyses.

10:00 am - 11:30 am

Data Management
Session Description:
Visual Data Management at NERSC

Lisa Gerhardt (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center (NERSC)), Annette Greiner (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, National
Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC)), Harrison Horton (University of Saint
Mary), Zelong Li (Iowa State University)
Wrangling data at a scientific computing center can be a major challenge for users, particularly as
data volumes continue to grow. The National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center has
roughly 60 PBs of shared storage utilizing more than 2.2B inodes, and a 150 PB high-performance
tape archive, all accessible from the Cori supercomputer. To help manage exponentially increasing
data volumes, we have designed and built a “Data Dashboard”, a web-enabled visual application
where users can easily review and manage their data. We are also developing a “PI Toolbox” to
allow users to directly control the permissions of their files and directories as well as a “PB Data
Portal” to facilitate sharing large volumes of scientific data. We describe the process for developing
our tools, the framework supporting them, and the challenges for such a framework moving into the
exascale age.

The Superfacility Project: Automated Pipelines for Experiments and HPC
Deborah Bard (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC), Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory)
As data sets from DOE user facilities grow in both size and complexity, HPC facilities face an urgent
need for new capabilities to transfer, analyze, store and curate data in order to facilitate scientific
discovery. In response, NERSC and ESnet have expanded services and capabilities in support of
these workflows. In this talk, we introduce the Superfacility project at LBNL - a framework for
integrating experimental and observational research instruments with computational and data
facilities at NERSC and ESnet. We will discuss the science requirements driving our technical
innovations in data management, workload scheduling, networking, and automation. We will
illustrate the impact of this work using examples of teams that are using our systems for real-time
experimental data analysis, challenging our infrastructure in new ways. In particular, we will focus
on the new ways experimental scientists are accessing HPC facilities and what the future holds for
automated data analysis pipelines.

Scalable Data Management for National Facilities Using the Modern Research Data Portal
Vas Vasiliadis (University of Chicago), Rachana Ananthakrishnan (University of Chicago)
Managing the growing data volumes generated by national user facilities and shared instruments is
becoming untenable without the use of mechanisms that automate the flow of data among
resources and investigators. We describe a common use case in user facilities that motivates the

need for such mechanisms, and use a data portal, Petrel Data, as an example that illustrates how
data management requirements are addressed at the Advanced Photon Source and the Argonne
Leadership Computing Facility.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Software Provisioning
Session Description:
Containerization on Petascale HPC Clusters
Amit Ruhela (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Matthew Vaughn
(Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Stephen Harrell (Texas
Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Gregory Zynda (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), John Fonner (Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC), University of Texas), Richard Todd Evans (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC),
University of Texas), Tommy Minyard (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of
Texas)
Containerization technologies provide a mechanism to encapsulate applications and many of their
dependencies, facilitating software portability and reproducibility on HPC systems. In order to
access many of the architectural features that enable HPC system performance, however,
compatibility between certain components of the container and host are required, resulting in a
trade-off between portability and performance. In this work, we discuss our early experiences
running three state-of-the-art containerization technologies on the petascale Frontera system. We
present how we build the containers to ensure performance and security and their performance at
scale. We ran microbenchmarks at a scale of 4,096 nodes and demonstrate the near-native
performance and minimal memory overheads by the containerized environments at 70,000
processes on 1,296 nodes with scientific application MILC, a quantum chromodynamics code.

A Hybrid Approach to Scientific Software Package Management on an HPC Cluster
Qiyang Hu (University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)), Shao-Ching Huang (University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA))
We present a practical approach for managing the scientific packages in the HPC cluster
environment of a research university that has a diverse user base. The primary goal is to minimize
the HPC operational team’s burden of installing and maintaining a large number of software
packages to support the broadband spectrum of the university’s computational research. We

propose a hybridizing management method that can harness the power of modern software
management frameworks and the flexibility of in-house, or manual, installation sources, and at the
same time present a coherent view to the end users. The Spack framework was used in this work.
Our hybrid approach is applicable to using other framework tools. The manipulation of Spackgenerated environment module files and the typical workflow are illustrated and discussed based
on our use case.

Anchor: Diskless Cluster Provisioning Using Container Tools
Joseph M. Voss (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Large scale compute clusters are often managed without local disks to ease configuration
management across several hundred nodes. This diskless management frequently relies on a
collection of in-house scripts designed to build client compute images. By leveraging container
building tools matured by the tech community we can reduce internal technical debt while allowing
cluster installations to be more flexible and resilient. Deploying container images to compute
clusters, however, remains an unsolved problem. To this end we present Anchor, an extensible
initrd module designed to boot clusters from an immutable squashFS image with a read-write
overlay. The code referenced in this paper is available at https://github.com/olcf/anchor.

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

HPC in the Cloud
Session Description:
Rapid Re-Purposing: How the Foresight to Replicate Their HPC Cluster in the Cloud Fueled the
University of Liverpool’s COVID-19 Research
Yalin Zheng (University of Liverpool, Department for Eye and Vision Science), Joshua Bridge
(University of Liverpool, Department for Eye and Vision Science), Yanda Meng (University of
Liverpool, Department for Eye and Vision Science), Cliff Addison (University of Liverpool,
Advanced Research Computing), Manhui Wang (University of Liverpool, Advanced Research
Computing), Cristin Merritt (Alces Flight Limited), Stu Franks (Alces Flight Limited), Maria Mackey
(Amazon Web Services), Steve Messenger (Amazon Web Services)
The Advanced Research Computing team at the University of Liverpool created a mission-critical
cloud replica of their on-premises HPC cluster, named Cloud Barkla, to function as a rapiddeployment service in October, 2019. Originally deployed to assist the relocation of their onpremises cluster, the team had the foresight to build a cloud cluster that could be repurposed at

speed, and the need for it came sooner than expected. Dr. Yalin Zheng and his team utilized this
capability to launch their AI-based medical image analysis research for accurate diagnosis of
COVID-19 on Cloud Barkla in record time to allow lead researchers Joshua Bridge and Yanda Meng
to run scaling tests on their developed toolset in order to bring their concepts to peer review. This
talk covers the rapid deployment of an HPC cluster fit for Dr. Zheng’s AI requirements,
demonstrating how cloud offers flexibility within a complete HPC services offering.

Lessons Learned from Massively Parallel Model of Ventilator Splitting
Mike Kaplan (Duke University), Charles Kneifel (Duke University), Victor Orlikowski (Duke
University), James Dorff (Duke University), Mike Newton (Duke University), Andy Howard
(Microsoft Corporation), Don Shin (Duke University), Muath Bishawi (Duke University),
Simbarashe Chidyagwai (Duke University), Peter Balogh (Duke University), Simbarashe
Chidyagwai (Duke University), Amanda Randles (Duke University)
There has been a pressing need for an expansion of the ventilator capacity in response to the recent
COVID19 pandemic. To help address this need, a patient-specific airflow simulation was developed
to support clinical decision-making for efficacious and safe splitting of a ventilator among two or
more patients with varying lung compliances and tidal volume requirements. The computational
model provides guidance regarding how to split a ventilator among two or more patients with
differing respiratory physiologies. There was a need to simulate hundreds of millions of different
clinically relevant parameter combinations in a short time. This task, driven by the dire
circumstances, presented unique computational and research challenges. In order to support FDA
submission, a large-scale and robust cloud instance was designed and deployed within 24 hours,
and 800,000 compute hours were utilized in a 72-hour period.

Current and Future Converged Cloud-HPC Workflows at LLNL
Daniel J. Milroy (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Stephen Herbein (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Dong H. Ahn (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Current and emerging scientific workflows at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
require the integration of cloud technologies with traditional HPC to make discoveries. In this talk,
we present prominent workflow examples, trends in these converged workflows and gaps that they
face at one of the world's largest computing centers. Based on application examples, we will
describe successful workflow patterns that make use of loose convergence between HPC clusters
and on-premises container orchestration clusters. While the converged approach is making
significant strides, we still find critical gaps such as lack of integration with resource and job
management software, keeping it from realizing its full potential. We will discuss how LLNL is codesigning our critical software infrastructure with workflow teams, the computing facility and

industry partners. Finally, we will highlight some of the key techniques we use to address
outstanding challenges in resource expression and scheduling in a converged environment.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

HPC Training
Session Description:
Northeast Cyberteam: Methods, Results and Expansion via the Cyberteam Portal
John Goodhue (Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center), Julie Ma
(Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center), Adrian Del Maestro (University of
Tennessee, Knoxville), Sia Najafi (Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI)), Bruce Segee (University
of Maine), Scott Valcourt (Northeastern University, University of New Hampshire), Ralph Zottola
(University of Alabama, Birmingham)
Computing has become an essential component of research and education for nearly every
scientific discipline. Meeting the need for research computing facilitators (RCFs); support staff who
can help faculty make the best use of available computing resources; is a significant challenge for
small and mid-sized institutions that do not have the critical mass to build teams of RCFs on site.
The NSF-sponsored Northeast Cyberteam is addressing this challenge by building a process by
which research computing facilitators can be shared across institutional boundaries while also
developing self-service tools that reduce the support burden.
The Connect.Cyberinfrastructure Portal, developed to support the Northeast Cyberteam, has
enabled adoption of program methods by other communities of practice and collaboration with the
broader research computing community. A pilot expansion effort was initiated in July 2020 to
explore collaborative opportunities. Progress and preliminary findings are discussed.

Demystifying the Dark Arts of HPC: Introducing Biomedical Researchers to Supercomputers
Andrea Townsend-Nicholson (University College London (UCL), Division of Biosciences), David
Gregory (University College London (UCL), Division of Biosciences), Art Hoti (University College
London (UCL), Division of Biosciences), Cristin Merritt (Alces Flight Limited), Stu Franks (Alces
Flight Limited), Andrew Narracott (University of Sheffield; Department of Infection, Immunity and
Cardiovascular Disease), Guillaume Hautbergue (University of Sheffield, Department of
Neuroscience), Marcellus Augustine (University College London (UCL), University College London
(UCL) Medical School), Abdullah Ahmad (University of Sheffield, Medical School), Joshua Palmer
(University of Sheffield, Medical School), Ailsa Jones (University of Sheffield, Medical School),

Aaisha Sair (University of Sheffield, Medical School)
The ability to bring personalised medicine from science fiction to science fact and into everyday
clinical practice is the focus of the CompBioMed Centre of Excellence, a group of private, public and
research organizations led by University College London. To reach this goal, CompBioMed’s
Education, Training and Sustainability team teaches university students studying a broad range of
disciplines to run biomedical and bioscience applications on high performance computing (HPC)
resources. For this, students acquire skills in core computing methodologies, learning the "dark arts"
of optimization to produce efficient, effective workloads. CompBioMed has created a scalable
training model for remotely-delivered dark arts teaching, starting with optimization of the QIIME2
application on a cloud cluster they have named nUCLeus. This talk covers the collaborative efforts
that CompBioMed has used to develop a repeatable scalable training model, and how students
around the world can successfully learn to use HPC without breaking the bank.

Interactivity, Engagement and Community Building in Online HPC Education and Training
Julia Mullen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Weronika Filinger (Edinburgh Parallel
Computing Centre (EPCC)), Ann Backhaus (Pawsey Supercomputing Center), Mozhgan K. Chimeh
(Nvidia Corporation)
A significant portion of high-performance computing (HPC) education and training is centered on
short courses, workshops and hackathons. While there is a substantial amount of content and
documentation online, there are relatively few open access virtual courses. As a result of the
shutdowns associated with COVID19, many HPC educators are scrambling to transition their
events online. This paper highlights the key characteristics of Virtual Learning Environments (VLE),
presenting challenges when it comes to interactivity, networking and community building, as well
as focusing on primary advantages such as having events with no borders. Finally, we present
effective strategies for transitioning to VLEs to maximize the experience.

3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Responding to Pandemic Driven Change
Session Description:
Working Remotely: Onboarding and Mentoring
Rajesh Sankaran (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), Northwestern University)
The year 2020 began with the swift and unprecedented spread of a global pandemic, COVID-19.

Social distancing practices, among other measures, have been adopted worldwide toward slowing
down the spread of the pandemic until a vaccination is realized. During this same time we have
continued with the hiring and on-boarding of new hires and the education of students, and students
have participated in internships virtually, over the Internet and telephony. Based on our current
understanding of the disease and the evolution of vaccines and therapeutics, it is predicted that we
may have to continue in this mode of operation for the foreseeable future. Motivated by what is now
being called the "new normal'' and stemming from participation as a panelist on an "ECP Virtual
Onboarding and Mentoring" panel, this talk will focus on these key challenges, discuss ideas and
present various approaches and their efficacy in the new telecommuting environment.

Toward a Seamless Transition to Virtual Teams
Mahantesh Halappanavar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Katherine Wolf (Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory), Elaine Raybourn (Sandia National Laboratories)
From an ad hoc and infrequent exercise, many teams have been abruptly pushed into a virtual
context by the ongoing pandemic. While the coming years will inform us about the eventual impact
of this transition, sharing of lessons learned from diverse experiences will enable smoother
transition as well as continued operation of virtual teams. With a special emphasis on virtual
software teams, we will present a summary of key lessons learned in transitioning co-located and
partially distributed software teams to fully virtual software teams.

Why We Need Strategies for Working Remotely: the Exascale Computing Project (ECP) Panel
Series
Elaine M. Raybourn (Sandia National Laboratories)
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Exascale Computing Project’s Interoperable Design of
Extreme-scale Application Software (IDEAS-ECP) team launched the panel series Strategies for
Working Remotely. The panels facilitate informal, cross-organizational dialog. In a time of pandemic,
we increasingly need to reach across perceived boundaries to learn from each other, so that we can
move beyond stand-alone silos to more connected multidisciplinary and multi-organizational teams
of teams configurations: that are more than HPC. This State of the Practice contribution argues that
the unplanned transition to remote work, overuse of electronic communication and the need to
unlearn habits associated with an over-reliance on face-to-face, have created unique opportunities
to learn from the situation and accelerate cross-institutional cooperation and collaboration through
community dialog.

Students@SC
(back to top)

Monday, November 9th
1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Students@SC Week 1 - Day 1
Session Description:
Emerging Technologies Panel
Seth Caliga (ColdQuanta Inc), Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Brent
Gorda (ARM Inc)
Hear from speakers from ColdQuanta Inc, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and Arm
Holdings, Inc. about exciting things happening in the hardware world! Ask questions and learn
about future technologies!
Please click the link below to join the webinar: https://zoom.us/j/97897138885?
pwd=RGpVQm81ZjRnREhQQS9sU0hLOVhhZz09
Passcode: 702520
Or iPhone one-tap :
US: +19292056099,,97897138885# or +13017158592,,97897138885#
Or Telephone:
Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location):
US: +1 929 205 6099 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 312 626 6799 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253
215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799
Webinar ID: 978 9713 8885
International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/acSJwJn49q

Tuesday, November 10th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Students@SC Week 1 - Day 2
Session Description:
Careers in HPC Panel
Tanzima Islam (Texas State University), Amanda Randles (Duke University), Cindy RubioGonzález (University of California, Davis)
Hear from speakers that have worked in a wide range of different careers in HPC. Ask questions
and learn about your future potential careers!
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://zoom.us/j/99040504823?pwd=MWtOWkxyZUJwY2wwWlQ1VUc2a3dKdz09
Passcode: 759400
Or iPhone one-tap : US: +13126266799,,99040504823# or +19292056099,,99040504823#
Or Telephone: Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): US: +1 312 626
6799 or +1 929 205 6099 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1
253 215 8782
Webinar ID: 990 4050 4823 International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/aRaoxiazd

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Students@SC Week 1 - Day 2
Session Description:
Evolution of a Project
Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Douglas J. Fuller (Red Hat Inc), Dorian Arnold
(Emory University)
Are you nervous about starting your dissertation? Have you been tasked with a new project but lost

on how to start? Hear from multiple speakers about the lifecycle of a project in their given field.
Learn the steps to get a project off of the ground, how to progress it, and determine future
directions.
Please click the link below to join the webinar:
https://zoom.us/j/92323281254?pwd=SzhDMVNOUjVpU2UwMVpVT2E0NEJ1Zz09
Passcode: 217299
Or iPhone one-tap : US: +13126266799,,92323281254# or +19292056099,,92323281254# Or
Telephone: Dial(for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): US: +1 312 626
6799 or +1 929 205 6099 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1
253 215 8782
Webinar ID: 923 2328 1254 International numbers available: https://zoom.us/u/ad0s5aZBsV

Wednesday, November 11th
10:00 am - 11:30 am

Students@SC Week 1 - Day 3
Session Description:
Thinking in Parallel
Rebecca Hartman-Baker (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Topic: Thinking in Parallel Time: Nov 11, 2020 10:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/93459213432?
pwd=UVJhL3pzdGwyWkt6V0dOYlIzTUFEUT09
Meeting ID: 934 5921 3432 Passcode: 949254 One tap mobile +13017158592,,93459213432#
US (Washington D.C) +13126266799,,93459213432# US (Chicago)
Dial by your location +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1
929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) +1
669 900 6833 US (San Jose) Meeting ID: 934 5921 3432 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/abLhbtk1rZ

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm

Students@SC Week 1 - Day 3
Session Description:
Managing Interactions
Fernanda Foertter (Bioteam Inc)
Topic: Managing Interactions Time: Nov 11, 2020 01:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/97957078768?
pwd=TWVZcm9aajVHTG56bVg5cFplUDBVdz09
Meeting ID: 979 5707 8768 Passcode: 024118 One tap mobile +19292056099,,97957078768#
US (New York) +13017158592,,97957078768# US (Washington D.C)
Dial by your location +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1
312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1
346 248 7799 US (Houston) Meeting ID: 979 5707 8768 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/ab3d1Cedad

Thursday, November 12th
10:00 am - 12:00 pm

Pitch Workshop
Session Description:
Pitch Workshop
Elizabett Hillery (Purdue University)
Learn what makes a good research pitch and practice!
Sally Ellingson is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: Pitch Workshop 1 Time: Nov 12, 2020 10:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/91999290809?

pwd=WlQ5OVJRNFlkNHVVUjVTcis5SWhtdz09
Meeting ID: 919 9929 0809 Passcode: 674314 One tap mobile +13126266799,,91999290809#
US (Chicago) +19292056099,,91999290809# US (New York)
Dial by your location +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 301 715
8592 US (Washington D.C) +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) +1
253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) Meeting ID: 919 9929 0809 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/aNNKOIpS9

12:30 pm - 2:30 pm

Resume Workshop
Session Description:
Resume Workshop
Have your resume reviewed by a professional!
Topic: Resume Workshop 1 Time: Nov 12, 2020 12:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/98568271414?
pwd=Y2o0UjA0QnRpRFB5eEpCM002NlJ5Zz09
Meeting ID: 985 6827 1414 Passcode: 515143 One tap mobile +19292056099,,98568271414#
US (New York) +13017158592,,98568271414# US (Washington D.C)
Dial by your location +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1
312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1
346 248 7799 US (Houston) Meeting ID: 985 6827 1414 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/aohfZXzdG

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Pitch Workshop
Session Description:

Pitch Workshop
Elizabett Hillery (Purdue University)
Learn what makes a good research pitch and practice!
Topic: Pitch Workshop 2 Time: Nov 12, 2020 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/99571377395?
pwd=cHpWREtGU2RSQktqcGZxaWNZYnUrZz09
Meeting ID: 995 7137 7395 Passcode: 280373 One tap mobile +13126266799,,99571377395#
US (Chicago) +19292056099,,99571377395# US (New York)
Dial by your location +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 301 715
8592 US (Washington D.C) +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) +1
253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) Meeting ID: 995 7137 7395 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/abHWtN0IGr

9:30 pm - 11:30 pm

Resume Workshop
Session Description:
Resume Workshop
Have your resume reviewed by a professional!
Topic: Resume Workshop 2 Time: Nov 12, 2020 09:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/99320182134?
pwd=QjRudXRscHp5R1JwZnBFTlB2YkpXZz09
Meeting ID: 993 2018 2134 Passcode: 938990 One tap mobile +13017158592,,99320182134#
US (Washington D.C) +13126266799,,99320182134# US (Chicago)
Dial by your location +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1
929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) +1
669 900 6833 US (San Jose) Meeting ID: 993 2018 2134 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/a2H6R8xZX

Friday, November 13th
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm

Speed Mentoring
Session Description:
Speed Mentoring
Get to know your fellow attendees in a fast-paced speed mentoring session open to all conference
attendees.
Sign-Up: bit.ly/sc20speedmentor
You must sign up for the mentoring program by November 9th.

Tuesday, November 17th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Students@SC Week 2 - Day 1
Session Description:
Student Cluster Competition Talks #1
Johannes Hofmann (Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg), Timur Perst (FriedrichAlexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg), Pierre Lindenberg (Friedrich-Alexander University
Erlangen-Nuremberg), Marius Fleischer (Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg),
Ricardo Lang (Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg), Gabriel Dengler (FriedrichAlexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg), Ruben Baecker (Friedrich-Alexander University
Erlangen-Nuremberg), Yun Liang (Peking University), Pengcheng Xu (Peking University), Zejia Fan
(Peking University), Yueyang Pan (Peking University), Yuchen Gu (Peking University), Fangyuan
Yang (Peking University), Zhewen Hao (Peking University), Scott Michael (Indiana University)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
10:00-10:15 AM Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg "DEFAULT" 10:15-10:30
AM Peking University "Team Peking University"

Student Volunteer Lightning Talks #1
Sushma Yellapragada (University of Illinois), Odeniyi Esther (Federal University of Technology,
Akure, Nigeria), Connor Scully-Allison (University of Arizona)
10:30:00 AM Sushma Yellapragada, Verifying synchronization between I/O operations 10:45:00
AM Odeniyi Esther, Typing pattern for Security and Privacy
Funding and Disseminating Research
Almadena Chtchelkanova (National Science Foundation (NSF)), Kelly Gaither (University of Texas,
Texas Advanced Computing Center/Dell Medical School), Fay Cobb Payton (National Science
Foundation, North Carolina State University), Talitha Washington (Clark Atlanta University),
Christine Harvey (MITRE Corporation)
Learn tips and tricks from experts on getting your research out there and funded.
Live Chats with Speakers #1
Tanzima Islam (Texas State University), Brent Gorda (ARM Inc), Sunita Chandrasekaran
(University of Delaware), Almadena Chtchelkanova (National Science Foundation (NSF)), Edward
Dahl (ColdQuanta Inc), Michael Lam (James Madison University), Christine Harvey (MITRE
Corporation), Sally Ellingson (University of Kentucky)
Meet Students@SC speakers and organizers and join them in a breakout room to get to know them
better and ask all your dire questions!
Topic: Live chats with speakers Session #1 Time: Nov 17, 2020 12:30 PM Eastern Time (US and
Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/94340194321?
pwd=RFJXbFFRcTBQN1A2ZGFidEdndldaQT09
Meeting ID: 943 4019 4321 Passcode: 548800 One tap mobile +19292056099,,94340194321#
US (New York) +13017158592,,94340194321# US (Washington D.C)
Dial by your location +1 929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1
312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1
346 248 7799 US (Houston) Meeting ID: 943 4019 4321 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/abFss41mmh

Students@SC Break

Students@SC Alumni - Day 1
Kristen Brown (Intuitive Surgical Inc), Jill Foster (Spire Global Inc), Ruslan Shaydulin (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)), Rocío Carratalá Sáez (Jaume I University), Vijayalakshmi Saravanan
(Vassar College), Kunj Champaneri (Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania), Christine Harvey
(MITRE Corporation), Paula Olaya (University of Tennessee), Wendy Wilhelm (Intel Corporation),
Sergio Iserte (Jaume I University)
Hear from past Students@SC participants and find out about all of the exciting opportunities they
have had since!
Student Cluster Competition Talks #2
Kurt Keville (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)), Benjamin Li (Boston University),
Norman A. Toro Vega (Boston University), Parker Van Roy (Boston University), Yujia Zhang
(Boston University), Po-Hao Chen (Boston University), Dhyllan Skiba (Boston University),
Volodymyr Kindratenko (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Pranshu Chaturvedi
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Jonathan Nativ (University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign), Jialiang Xu (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Rittika Adhikari (University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Freddy Zhang (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign),
Nishant Sheikh (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Verónica G. Melesse Vergara (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
3:00 PM - 3:15 PM Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) "BUHPC" 3:15 PM - 3:30 PM
University of Illinois "University of Illinois Student Cluster Team"
Student Volunteer Lightning Talks #2
Shehtab Zaman (State University of New York at Binghamton), Paula Olaya (University of
Tennessee), Anja Gerbes (Goethe University Frankfurt), Radita Liem (RWTH Aachen University)
3:30 PM Shehtab Zaman, Large Scale Geometric Deep Learning with LBANN 3:45 PM Paula Olaya,
Containerized Environments for Reproducibility and Traceability of Scientific Workflows 4:00 PM
Anja Gerbes, Automatic profiling for climate modeling 4:15 PM Chrysm Watson Ross, Mapping
Misinformation Across Reddit
Student Cluster Competition Talks #3

Greg Byrd (North Carolina State University), Quinn Dibble (North Carolina State University),
Michael Kersting (North Carolina State University), Megan Phinney (Iowa State University), Pavan
Dayal (North Carolina State University), Jordan Paldino (North Carolina State University), Hunter
Johnson (North Carolina State University), Mary Thomas (University of California, San Diego),
Xiaochen (Jacob) Li (University of California, San Diego), Maximilian Apodaca (University of
California, San Diego), Hongyi Pan (University of California, San Diego), Hongyu Zou (University of
California, San Diego), Arunav Gupta (University of California, San Diego), Zihao Kong (University
of California, San Diego), Scott Michael (Indiana University)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
4:30 PM - 4:45 PM North Carolina State University "The Howling Hurricanes" 4:45 PM - 5:00 PM
University of California, San Diego "Team Superscalar"

Wednesday, November 18th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Students@SC Week 2 - Day 2
Session Description:
Student Cluster Competition Talks #4
Zuoyang Xie (Southern University of Science and Technology, China), Yiqi Zhang (Southern
University of Science and Technology, China), Tongzhou Gu (Southern University of Science and
Technology, China), Ziqin Wang (Southern University of Science and Technology, China), Zhao Li
(Southern University of Science and Technology, China), Shuxin Zheng (Southern University of
Science and Technology, China), Zhenjiang Mao (Southern University of Science and Technology,
China), Shu Yin (ShanghaiTech University), Yiwei Yang (ShanghaiTech University), Yuchen Liu
(ShanghaiTech University), Tianyuan Wu (ShanghaiTech University), Yixuan Meng (ShanghaiTech
University), Zijun Xu (ShanghaiTech University), Kaiyuan Xu (ShanghaiTech University), Qiucheng
Liao (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Changrong Li (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Jiarui Lu
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Xuetao Chen (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Chenhui Wang
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Zhicheng Fang (Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Chen Liang
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University), Scott Michael (Indiana University)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM Southern University of Science and Technology "Center for Computational
Science and Engineering" 10:15 AM - 10:30 AM ShanghaiTech University "Shanghai Tech

University" 10:30 AM - 10:45 AM Shanghai Jiao Tong University "Team Minuscule"
Student Volunteer Lightning Talks #3
GUEROUDJI Amal (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA), French Institute
for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA)), Ana Solorzano (Federal University of
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil)
10:45 AM GUEROUDJI Amal, Smart data analytic workflows for high performance simulations
Cutting-edge computing systems are getting more and more powerful, and as Ken Batcher stated,
“a supercomputer is a device for turning compute-bound problems into I/O-bound problems”.
Indeed scientists are writing more complex and accurate models that generate a huge amount of
data. In many fields, writing all the generated data to disk is not an option anymore. In this
presentation about “Smart data analytic workflows for high performance simulations” PhD subject,
we are going to introduce the topic, our objectives and the challenges we are facing. We will then
talk about our approach based on using a task-based tool for scaled data processing in an in situ
context.
Overcoming Struggles and Hurdles in Your Career Pathway
Trilce Estrada (University of New Mexico), Bushra Anjum (Doximity Inc), William D. Jones
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Sally Ellingson (University of Kentucky)
Not everyone has an easy time getting through school or a traditional trajectory through their
career. Hear inspiring and personal stories from some amazing people!
Live Chats with Speakers #2
Olga Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Rebecca Hartman-Baker (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory), Dorian Arnold (Emory University), Fernanda Foertter (Bioteam Inc),
William D. Jones (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Samuel Cho (Wake Forest
University), Sally Ellingson (University of Kentucky)
Meet Students@SC speakers and organizers and join them in a breakout room to get to know them
better and ask all your dire questions!
Topic: Live chats with speakers Session #2 Time: Nov 18, 2020 12:30 PM Eastern Time (US and
Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/96954759834?
pwd=dzMyTXZMdW9xK092c0hpNGFWbFJQQT09

Meeting ID: 969 5475 9834 Passcode: 562580 One tap mobile +13017158592,,96954759834#
US (Washington D.C) +13126266799,,96954759834# US (Chicago)
Dial by your location +1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C) +1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago) +1
929 205 6099 US (New York) +1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma) +1 346 248 7799 US (Houston) +1
669 900 6833 US (San Jose) Meeting ID: 969 5475 9834 Find your local number:
https://zoom.us/u/aDxb0kDGR

Students@SC Break

Student Cluster Competition Talks #5
Lisa M. Perez (Texas A&M University), Petar Lachkov (Texas A&M University, San Antonio
College), Michael Lau (Texas A&M University), Shaina Le (Texas A&M University), Dylan Rodriguez
(Texas A&M University), Jonathan Rosett (Texas A&M University), Selina Urias (Texas A&M
University, San Antonio College), Vijay Thakkar (Georgia Institute of Technology), Aman Jain
(Georgia Institute of Technology), Albert Chen (Georgia Institute of Technology), Ali Kazmi
(Georgia Institute of Technology), Sudhanshu Agarwal (Georgia Institute of Technology), Justin
Prindle (Georgia Institute of Technology), Marissa Sorkin (Georgia Institute of Technology), Samuel
Cho (Wake Forest University), Sophia Fang (Wake Forest University), Paul Kefer (Wake Forest
University), Robert Langefeld (Wake Forest University), Hao Tong (Wake Forest University), Eva
Wu (Wake Forest University), Yixin Zhang (Wake Forest University), David Kaeli (Northeastern
University), Christopher Bunn (Northeastern University), Carolina Binns (Northeastern University),
Peter Zhao (Williams College), Andrew Jacob (Northeastern University), Karmen Liang (Williams
College), Ritvik Rao (Northeastern University), Verónica G. Melesse Vergara (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
2:00 PM - 2:15 PM Texas A&M University "Cloudy with a Chance of HPC" 2:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Georgia Institute of Technology "Team Phoenix" 2:30 PM - 2:45 PM Wake Forest University
"Daemon Deacons" 2:45 PM - 3:00 PM Northeastern University "Husky Cows"
Students@SC Alumni – Day 2
Kristen Brown (Intuitive Surgical Inc), Radita Liem (RWTH Aachen University), Jesmin Jahan Tithi
(Intel Corporation), Davi Garcia (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro), Vijayalakshmi Saravanan
(Ryerson University), Daniele Peçanha (Pure Storage Inc), Karlyn Harrod (University of Notre
Dame), Sergio Iserte (Jaume I University, University of Valencia)

Hear from past Students@SC participants and find out about all of the exciting opportunities they
have had since!
Student Volunteer Lightning Talks #4
Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee), Danylo Lykov (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Yu Pei
(University of Tennessee), Pratik Nayak (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Tyler Allen (Clemson
University)
3:30 PM Daniel Barry, Native Hardware Event Recognition 3:45 PM Danylo Lykov, Using live data
visualisation in to speed up machine learning 4:00 PM Yu Pei, Block Low Rank Factorization: Taskbased approach with PaRSEC 4:15 PM Pratik Nayak, Go asynchronous for Exascale
Student Cluster Competition Talks #6
Jose Garcia (University of Texas at Austin), Evan Chang (University of Texas), Juan Paez
(University of Texas), Jack Gaither (University of Arkansas), Nicholas Aufiero (University of Texas),
Kelly Conlon (University of Texas), Brock Davis (University of Texas), Jon C. Calhoun (Clemson
University), John Hollowell (Clemson University), Griffin Dube (Clemson University), Sarah Placke
(Clemson University), Cavender Holt (Clemson University), Nikolas Heitzeg (Clemson University),
Sansriti Ranjan (Clemson University), Scott Michael (Indiana University)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
4:30 PM - 4:45 PM University of Texas "cloud cloUT" 4:45 PM - 5:00 PM Clemson University
"Dabo's Tech Support"

Thursday, November 19th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Students@SC Week 2 - Day 3
Session Description:
Student Cluster Competition Talks #7
Bu Sung Lee (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), Aurelio Jethro Prahara (Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore), Jia Qing Tan (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore),
Xuan Long Do (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), Shenggui Li (Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore), Yunxing Dong (Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore), Jin Hui Pang (Nanyang Technological University, Singapore), Jidong Zhai (Tsinghua

University), Chen Zhang (Tsinghua University), Jiajie Chen (Tsinghua University), Yutian Wang
(Tsinghua University), Runxin Zhong (Tsinghua University), Zeyu Song (Tsinghua University),
Mingshu Zhai (Tsinghua University), Torsten Hoefler (ETH Zurich), Jan Kleine (ETH Zurich), Emir
İşman (ETH Zurich), Simon Jacob (ETH Zurich), Rahul Steiger (ETH Zurich), Dario Romaniello (ETH
Zurich), Simon Wachter (ETH Zurich), Maciej Szpindler (University of Warsaw), Marek Masiak
(University of Warsaw), Joanna Wojciechowska (University of Warsaw), Paweł Pawłowski
(University of Warsaw), Konrad Litwiński (University of Warsaw), Mateusz Nowakowski
(University of Warsaw), Marek Skiba (University of Warsaw), Verónica G. Melesse Vergara (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory)
Hear from participants in the student cluster competition!
10:00 AM - 10:15 AM Nanyang Technological University, Singapore "Team Supernova" 10:15 AM
- 10:30 AM Tsinghua University, China "Tsinghua University Team" 10:30 AM - 10:45 AM ETH
Zurich (Team RACKlette) "Team RACKlette" 10:45 AM - 11:00 AM University of Warsaw "Warsaw
Team"
Dealing with Microaggressions Panel
Rebecca Hartman-Baker (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Samuel Cho (Wake Forest
University), Ana Dison (University of Texas), Christine Baissac-Hayden (Easy English 4 All)
This is a safe space to share hardships you have dealt with and get feedback on how to handle
these situations. Allies welcomed and appreciated!
Student Volunteer Lightning Talks #5
Daniel Barry (University of Tennessee), Md Taufique Hussain (Indiana University), Radita Liem
(RWTH Aachen University), Jay Lofstead (Sandia National Laboratories), Ashley Barker (Oak
Ridge National Laboratory)
12:30 PM Daniel Barry, Measuring BLAS Kernel Performance on Summit 12:45 PM Md Taufique
Hussain, Memory constrained SpGEMM 1:00:00 PM Radita Liem, Short Overview on Distributed
Machine Learning Frameworks 1:15:00 PM Jay Lofstead, Student Volunteers for SC21
HPC Immersion Talks
Sadia Afroz (Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology), Afsara Benazir (Bangladesh
University of Engineering and Technology), Sydnee S. Charles (Grove City College),
Votreeshwaran Ilangovan (University at Buffalo), Steven Mcdade (Clemson University), Alex
Mckee (Washington State University), Ipshita Ahmed Moon (University of Dhaka), Quoc Minh
Nguyen (Tampere University), Song Huong Pham Thi (Tallinn University of Technology), Tavita
Ploetz (University of Saint Mary), Grace Cecilia Setiawan (Everett Community College), Nicholas

Waynick (Emory University), Sowmya Yellapragada (Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University),
Matthew Fuentes (Everett Community College)
Come and hear from the inaugural class of the HPC Immersion program and learn about their
experience!
Join Zoom Meeting https://zoom.us/j/93385358985?
pwd=SFN4bWZSSWI3RVpEZHk5SFZPUDFxUT09
Meeting ID: 933 8535 8985 Passcode: 278128
1:30 PM Welcome and Introduction 1:40 PM Tavita Ploetz 1:45 PM Ipshita Ahmed Moon 1:50 PM
Sydnee S. Charles 1:55 PM Afsara Benazir 2:00 PM Steven Mcdade 2:05 PM Sadia Afroz 2:10 PM
Sowmya Yellapragada 2:15 PM Song Huong Pham Thi 2:20 PM Votreeshwaran Ilangovan 2:25 PM
Grace Cecilia Setiawan 2:30 PM Alex Mckee 2:35 PM Nicholas Waynick 2:40 PM Quoc Minh
Nguyen 2:45 PM Q&A

Students@SC – Break
We are at the awards ceremony. Join us!

Test of Time
(back to top)

Tuesday, November 17th
3:00 pm - 3:45 pm

Test of Time Award Presentation
Session Description:
An Overview of the BlueGene/L Supercomputer
Jose Moreira (IBM Corporation), Jeffrey Vetter (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Fred Streitz
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Thuc Hoang (Office of Advanced Simulation and
Computing & Institutional Research and Development Programs (NA-114) National Nuclear
Security Administration), Paul Coteus (IBM Corporation), Ruud Haring (IBM Corporation)
Jose Moreira, Jeffrey Vetter and several guest speakers will be presenting the SC20 Test of Time
Award winning paper from SC02, "An Overview of the BlueGene/L Supercomputer".

Tutorial
(back to top)

Monday, November 9th
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Programming Your GPU with OpenMP: Part 1: A Hands-On Introduction
Session Description:
Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol), Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)
OpenMP 1.0 was released in 1997 when the primary concern was symmetric multiprocessors.
Modern platforms are increasingly heterogeneous, with CPU cores, GPU cores and other
specialized accelerators. Most of the announced exascale systems are just such machines, and so
programming GPUs with OpenMP has now become a key skill for scientific software developers.
OpenMP has target directives that map code and data onto a potentially diverse set of devices.
In this hands-on tutorial, we will explore these directives to program GPUs. We assume people
know the fundamentals of OpenMP (perhaps by taking the OpenMP Common Core tutorial) so we
can focus on deeply understanding the target directives and their use in complex application
programs. We expect students to use their own laptops to connect to remote servers with GPUs;
an alternative is for students to load an OpenMP compiler onto their laptops in advance.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Advanced OpenMP: Part 1: Host Performance and 5.0 Features
Session Description:
Christian Terboven (RWTH Aachen University), Michael Klemm (Intel Corporation), Ruud van der
Pas (Oracle), Bronis R. de Supinski (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
With the increasing prevalence of multicore processors, shared-memory programming models are
essential. OpenMP is a popular, portable, widely supported and easy-to-use shared-memory model.
Developers usually find OpenMP easy to learn. They are often disappointed, however, with the
performance and scalability of the resulting code, which is not due to shortcomings of OpenMP but

rather a lack of depth with which it is employed. Our “Advanced OpenMP Programming” tutorial
addresses this critical need by exploring the implications of possible OpenMP parallelization
strategies, both in terms of correctness and performance.
We assume attendees understand basic parallelization and OpenMP concepts. We focus on
performance aspects, e.g., data/thread locality, false sharing and exploitation of vector units. All
topics are accompanied with case studies and we discuss the corresponding language features in
depth. Focus is solely on performance programming for multi-core architectures. Throughout all
topics, we present the recent additions of OpenMP 5.0.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Node-Level Performance Engineering: Part 1
Session Description:
Georg Hager (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen Regional Computing Center), Jan
Eitzinger (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Department of Computer Science), Gerhard Wellein
(University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Department of Computer Science)
The gap between peak and application performance is continuing to open. Paradoxically, bad nodelevel performance entails scalable code, but at the price of increased time-to-solution. Therefore,
valuable resources are wasted on massive scales. If we care about resource efficiency on any scale,
optimal node-level performance is crucial. We convey the architectural features of current processor
chips, multiprocessor nodes and accelerators, as far as they are relevant for the practitioner.
Peculiarities like SIMD, shared caches, bandwidth bottlenecks and ccNUMA are introduced, and the
influence of system topology and affinity on the performance of parallel programming constructs is
demonstrated. Performance engineering and performance patterns are suggested as powerful tools
that help the user understand the bottlenecks at hand and to assess the impact of possible code
optimizations. A cornerstone of these concepts is the roofline model, which is described in detail,
including useful case studies and limits of its applicability.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Managing HPC Software Complexity with Spack: Part 1
Session Description:
Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Gregory Becker (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Massimiliano Culpo (Sylabs Inc), Tamara Dahlgren (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Peter Scheibel (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Adam Stewart

(University of Illinois)
The modern scientific software stack includes thousands of packages from C, C++ and Fortran
libraries, to packages written in interpreted languages like Python and R. To achieve high
performance, they must also leverage low-level and difficult-to-build libraries such as MPI, BLAS
and LAPACK. This complexity can be an obstacle to deployment and deters developers from
building on each other's work.
Spack is an open source package manager that simplifies installing and sharing HPC software
stacks. Spack provides a powerful dependency model, a simple Python syntax for writing package
build recipes and a repository of over 4,150 community-maintained packages. This tutorial provides
a thorough introduction to Spack’s capabilities: installing and authoring packages, integrating Spack
with development workflows and using Spack for deployment at HPC facilities. Attendees will leave
with foundational skills for using Spack to automate day-to-day tasks, along with deeper
knowledge for applying Spack to advanced use cases.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Performance Tuning with the Roofline Model on GPUs and CPUs: Part 1
Session Description:
Samuel Williams (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Aleksandar Ilic (INESC-ID, IST,
University of Lisbon), Zakhar Matveev (Intel Corporation), Max Katz (Nvidia Corporation), JaeHyuk
Kwack (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Charlene Yang (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Colleen Bertoni (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Khaled Ibrahim (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory)
The Roofline performance model offers an insightful and intuitive method for extracting the key
execution characteristics of HPC applications and comparing them against the performance
bounds of modern CPUs and GPUs. Its ability to abstract the complexity of memory hierarchies and
identify the most profitable optimization techniques have made Roofline-based analysis
increasingly popular in the HPC community. The tutorial will introduce the fundamental aspects
behind different Roofline modeling principles as well as providing several practical use case
scenarios that highlight their efficacy for application optimization on CPUs and GPUs. This tutorial
presents a unique combination of instruction to Roofline, hands-on instruction in using Roofline
within Intel and NVIDIA production performance tools by Intel and NVIDIA staff and discussions of
real-world Roofline use cases at ALCF, NERSC and INESC computing centers. The tutorial
presenters have a long history of collaborating on the Roofline model and have presented several
Roofline-based tutorials.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Fault-tolerance for High Performance and Big Data Applications: Theory and
Practice: Part 1
Session Description:
George Bosilca (University of Tennessee), Aurelien Bouteiller (University of Tennessee), Thomas
Herault (University of Tennessee), Yves Robert (ENS Lyon, University of Tennessee)
Resilience is a critical issue for large-scale platforms. This tutorial provides a comprehensive survey
of fault-tolerant techniques for high-performance and big-data applications, with a fair balance
between theory and practice.
Outline: Overview of failure types and typical probability distributions; general-purpose techniques:
checkpoint and rollback recovery protocols, replication, prediction, silent error detection; applicationspecific techniques: user-level in-memory checkpointing, data replication (map-reduce) or fixedpoint convergence for iterative applications (back-propagation); practical deployment of fault
tolerance techniques with User Level Fault Mitigation (a proposed MPI standard extension).
Examples: Monte-Carlo methods; SPMD stencil; map-reduce; back-propagation in neural networks.
A step-by-step approach shows how to protect these routines in a hands-on session. The tutorial is
open to all SC20 attendees who are interested in the current status and expected promise of faulttolerant approaches for scientific and big data applications. There are no audience prerequisites:
background will be provided for all protocols and probabilistic models.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

C++ for Heterogeneous Programming: oneAPI (DPC++ and oneTBB): Part 1
Session Description:
James Reinders (James Reinders Consulting LLC), Michael J. Voss (Intel Corporation), Pablo Reble
(Intel Corporation), Rafael Asenjo (University of Malaga, Spain), Denisa-Andreea Constantinescu
(University of Malaga, Spain), Andrey Fedorov (Intel Corporation)
This tutorial provides hands-on experience programming CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs using a unified,
standards-based programming model: oneAPI. OneAPI includes a cross-architecture language:
Data Parallel C++ (DPC++). DPC++ is an evolution of C++ that incorporates the SYCL language
with extensions for Unified Shared Memory (USM), ordered queues and reductions, among other

features. OneAPI also includes libraries for API-based programming, such as domain-specific
libraries, math kernel libraries and Threading Building Blocks (TBB). The main benefit of using
oneAPI over other heterogeneous programming models is the single programming language
approach, which enables one to target multiple devices using the same programming model, and
therefore to have a cleaner, portable, and more readable code. This tutorial’s main goal is not just
teaching oneAPI as an easier approach to target heterogeneous platforms, but also to convey
techniques to map applications to heterogeneous hardware, paying attention to the scheduling and
mapping problems.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Best Practices for HPC in the Cloud: Part 1
Session Description:
Pierre-Yves Aquilanti (Amazon Web Services), Matt Koop (Amazon Web Services), Raghu Raja
(Amazon Web Services), Stephen Sachs (Amazon Web Services), Karthik Raman (Amazon Web
Services), Anh Tran (Amazon Web Services), Arun Subramaniyan (Amazon Web Services), Sean
Smith (Amazon Web Services)
Cloud computing technologies have matured to the point that nearly all HPC production workloads
can be efficiently accommodated in a cloud environment with nearly unrivaled completeness of
services and the ability to accommodate the most demanding computational workloads at scale.
The complexity and scale, however, that comes with such an environment can make the first
experience a daunting proposition. This tutorial offers “solution through training” explanations and
hands-on experience in a safe environment.
In the first half of this tutorial, we provide an overview of modern cloud architectures, then conduct
a deep dive on compute, orchestration, auto-scaling and serverless computing. In the second half,
we discuss storage and network concepts in the cloud. We then cover specific monitoring
techniques and optimizations to run applications at scale. A computer and knowledge of the Linux
command line are required for the hands-on sections.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Practical Hybrid Parallel Application Performance Engineering
Session Description:
Markus Geimer (Forschungszentrum Juelich), Sameer Shende (University of Oregon), William
Williams (Technical University Dresden), Brian Wylie (Forschungszentrum Juelich), Johannes

Ziegenbalg (Technical University Dresden)
This tutorial presents state-of-the-art performance tools for leading-edge HPC systems founded on
the community-developed Score-P instrumentation and measurement infrastructure, and
demonstrates how they can be used for performance engineering of effective scientific applications
based on standard MPI, OpenMP, hybrid combination of both and increasingly common usage of
accelerators. Parallel performance tools from the Virtual Institute - High Productivity
Supercomputing (VI-HPS) are introduced and featured in exercises with Score-P, Scalasca, Vampir
and TAU. Emphasis is placed on analyzing measurement results and how tools are used in
combination for identifying performance problems and investigating optimization alternatives. Using
their own notebook computers with a provided HPC Linux [http://www.hpclinux.org] OVA image
containing all the necessary tools, participants will be able to work through the exercises on their
own with provided example measurements collected on contemporary HPC systems. This will help
to prepare participants to locate and diagnose performance bottlenecks in their own parallel
programs.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

HPC Application Development Using C++ and SYCL
Session Description:
Tim Mattson (Intel Corporation), Michael Wong (Codeplay Software Ltd, Khronos Group Inc),
Ronan Keryell (Xilinx Inc), Rod Burns (Codeplay Software Ltd), Aksel Alpay (Heidelberg
University), Gordon Brown (Codeplay Software Ltd)
SYCL is a programming model that targets a wide variety of devices (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs and
more) from a single code base. SYCL supports a single-source style of programming from
completely standard C++. With increasingly heterogeneous processor roadmaps, a platformindependent model such as SYCL is essential for software developers.
In this tutorial, we introduce SYCL. We start by building a solid foundation to help programmers
gain mastery of this language. We then explore how SYCL can be used to write serious
applications, covering intermediate to advanced features as well as some of the tools and libraries
that support SYCL application development. The tutorial is constructed around mini-applications
that represent key design patterns encountered by people who program heterogeneous systems.
This helps keep the tutorial grounded on practical knowledge students can immediately apply to
their own programming problems.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Productive Parallel Programming for FPGA with High-Level Synthesis
Session Description:
Johannes de Fine Licht (ETH Zurich), Torsten Hoefler (ETH Zurich)
Energy efficiency has become a first class citizen in the design of large computing systems. While
GPUs and custom processors show merit in this regard, reconfigurable architectures, such as
FPGAs, promise another major improvement in energy efficiency, constituting a middle ground
between fixed hardware architectures and custom-built ASICs. This tutorial shows how high-level
synthesis (HLS) can be harnessed to productively achieve scalable pipeline parallelism on FPGAs.
Attendees will learn how to target FPGA resources from high-level C++ or OpenCL code, guiding
the mapping from imperative code to hardware, enabling them to develop massively parallel
designs. We treat well-known examples from the software world, relating traditional code
optimizations to hardware, building on existing knowledge when introducing new topics. By
bridging the gap between software and hardware optimization, our tutorial aims to enable
developers from a large set of backgrounds to start tapping into the potential of FPGAs for high
performance codes.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Parallel I/O In Practice: Part 1
Session Description:
Rob Latham (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Rob Ross (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Brent Welch (Google LLC), Glenn Lockwood (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
I/O on HPC systems is a black art. This tutorial sheds light on the state-of-the-art in parallel I/O and
provides the knowledge necessary for attendees to best leverage I/O resources available to them.
We cover the entire I/O software stack including storage and parallel file systems at the lowest
layer, the role of burst buffers (NVRAM), intermediate layers (such as MPI-IO), and high-level I/O
libraries (such as HDF-5). We emphasize ways to use these interfaces that result in high
performance, and tools for generating insight into these stacks.
Our first third of the tutorial covers parallel I/O fundamentals. We discuss storage technologies, both
present and near-future and the major parallel and distributed file systems. We focus on application
in our second third, connecting storage to our examination of the upper library layers of the I/O
stack; covering MPI-IO, Parallel netCDF and HDF5. Finally, we discuss tools for understanding I/O
behavior.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Parallel Computing 101: Part 1
Session Description:
Quentin F. Stout (University of Michigan), Christiane Jablonowski (University of Michigan)
This tutorial provides a comprehensive overview of parallel computing, emphasizing those aspects
most relevant to the user. It is suitable for new users, managers, students and anyone seeking an
overview of parallel computing. It discusses hardware-software interaction, with an emphasis on
standards, portability and systems that are widely available.
The tutorial surveys basic parallel computing concepts, using examples from multiple engineering,
scientific and machine learning problems. These examples illustrate using MPI on distributed
memory systems; OpenMP on shared memory systems; MPI+OpenMP on hybrid systems; and
CUDA and compiler directives on GPUs and accelerators. It discusses numerous parallelization and
load balancing approaches, and software engineering/performance improvement aspects, including
state-of-the-art tools.
The tutorial helps attendees make intelligent decisions by covering the primary options that are
available, explaining how the different components work together and for which they are most
suitable. Extensive pointers to web-based resources are provided to facilitate follow-up studies.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Advanced MPI Programming: Part 1
Session Description:
Pavan Balaji (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), William Gropp (University of Illinois), Torsten
Hoefler (ETH Zurich), Rajeev Thakur (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
The vast majority of production parallel scientific applications today use MPI and run successfully on
the largest systems in the world. At the same time, the MPI standard itself is evolving to address
the needs and challenges of future extreme-scale platforms as well as applications. This tutorial will
cover several advanced features of MPI, including new MPI-3 features, that can help users program
modern systems effectively. Using code examples based on scenarios found in real applications, we
will cover several topics including efficient ways of doing 2D and 3D stencil computation, derived
datatypes, one-sided communication, hybrid programming (MPI + threads, GPUs), topologies and
topology mapping, neighborhood and nonblocking collectives and a brief preview of features

expected to be included in MPI-4. Attendees will leave the tutorial with an understanding of how to
use these advanced features of MPI and guidelines on how they might perform on different
platforms and architectures.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

The OpenMP Common Core: A Hands-On Introduction: Part 1
Session Description:
Tim Mattson (Intel Corporation), Yun (Helen) He (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alice
Koniges (University of Hawaii), Dave Eder (University of Hawaii)
OpenMP is the de facto standard for parallel applications on shared memory computers. Born in
1997, it runs on just about every shared memory parallel platform available. It’s also very
complicated. We created OpenMP to be the “simple API” for application programmers, however,
with a specification of ~400 pages, OpenMP has grown into an intimidating API viewed by many as
“for experts only”.
Most OpenMP programmers use only around 21 items from the specification. We call these the
“OpenMP Common Core”. By focusing on the common core, we make OpenMP what it was always
meant to be: a simple API for parallel application programmers.
In this hands-on tutorial, students use active learning through a carefully selected set of exercises,
to master the Common Core and learn to apply it to their own problems. Students can use their own
systems although we will provide remote systems access that supports OpenMP.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Using the new SPEC HPC2021 Scientific Application Benchmark Suite
Session Description:
Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Robert Henschel (Indiana University), Junjie Li
(Indiana University), Veronica Melesse Vergara (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Jimmy Cheng
(Lenovo)
The High Performance Group (HPG) of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC)
develops benchmark methodologies for high-performance computing systems. The group also
releases production quality benchmark suites like SPEC OMP2012, SPEC ACCEL and the newly
released SPEC HPC2021, that can evaluate all dimensions of parallelism. These benchmarks are

used in academia and industry to conduct research in HPC systems, facilitate procurement, testing
and tuning of HPC systems. In order to make the benchmarks more accessible, SPEC HPG offers
them free of charge to non-commercial users. In this half-day tutorial, participants will learn how to
leverage SPEC benchmarks for performance evaluation, tuning of system parameters, comparison
of systems (e.g., for procurement), results interpretation and publication and its power
measurement capabilities. The presenters will provide demos and hands-on guidance focusing on
the newly released SPEC HPC2021 benchmark. An SSH-capable device is required for hands-on.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Tools and Best Practices for Distributed Deep Learning on Supercomputer
Session Description:
Weijia Xu (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)), Zhao Zhang (University of Texas), David
Walling (University of Texas)
This tutorial is a practical guide on how to effectively run distributed deep learning over multiple
compute nodes. Domain scientists are embracing DL as both a standalone data science method and
an effective approach to reducing dimensionality in the traditional simulation. We have seen the
fusion of DL and high-performance computing (HPC): supercomputers show an unparalleled
capacity to reduce DL training time; HPC techniques have been used to speed up parallel DL
training. Distributed deep learning has great potential to augment DL applications by leveraging
existing high-performance computing clusters. In this tutorial, we will give an overview of the stateof-art approaches to enabling deep learning at scale followed by an interactive hands-on session to
help attendees running distributed deep learning on Frontera at the Texas Advanced Computing
Center. Lastly, we will discuss best practices on how to scale, evaluate and tune performance.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Unified Cyberinfrastructure with Kubernetes
Session Description:
Igor Sfiligoi (San Diego Supercomputer Center), Dmitry Mishin (San Diego Supercomputer Center)
Kubernetes is emerging as the leading container orchestration solution. It can be deployed in the
cloud and on-premise and supports federating several independent clusters into much larger logical
resource pools.
One of Kubernetes advantages is its ability to effectively and securely co-schedule service

containers alongside user containers. Service applications run with high privileges, with functionality
and performance typical of bare metal deployments. User applications are given only basic
privileges and limited resources, allowing for both a safe operating environment and fair resource
sharing.
In this tutorial the attendees will learn how Kubernetes was used to create a nationwide
cyberinfrastructure that is serving hundreds of scientific groups through NFS-funded projects like
OSG, PRP, TNRP and CHASE-CI. The program includes a Kubernetes architectural overview, hands
on sessions operating on the PRP production Kubernetes cluster and examples of how OSG and
PRP are leveraging the Kubernetes cluster for facilitating scientific computing.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

In Situ Analysis and Visualization with SENSEI and Ascent
Session Description:
Hank Childs (University of Oregon), Cyrus Harrison (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Burlen Loring (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Silvio Rizzi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Brad Whitlock (Intelligent
Light), Terece Turton (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
The widening gap between computational and I/O rates is a key challenge for many computational
science efforts. In situ processing, where visualization and analysis process data while it is being
generated, is an important solution for this challenge.
The HPC visualization community provides several production tools for in situ processing and is
actively researching infrastructures and approaches to help with in situ use cases on HPC
platforms. This tutorial blends lectures and hands-on examples to introduce attendees to in situ
processing concepts and provide practical experience using state-of-the-art and -practice in situ
tools, including SENSEI, Ascent, ParaView Catalyst, VisIt Libsim, Cinema and ADIOS.
Attendees will learn how to use the SENSEI and Ascent in situ interfaces to couple simulation codes
to multiple endpoints. This tutorial is ideal for those who would like to learn how to use in situ
processing to analyze, visualize, or process data on HPC platforms.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Lossy Compression for Scientific Data

Session Description:
Franck Cappello (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Peter Lindstrom (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Sheng Di (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Large-scale numerical simulations, observations, experiments and AI computations are generating
or consuming very large datasets that are difficult to analyze, store and transfer. Data compression
is an attractive and efficient technique to significantly reduce the size of scientific datasets. This
tutorial reviews the state of the art in lossy compression of scientific datasets, discusses in detail
two lossy compressors (SZ and ZFP), compression error assessment metrics and the Z-checker tool
to analyze the compression error. The tutorial addresses the following questions: why lossless and
lossy compression; how does compression work; how to measure and control compression error;
and what are the current use cases of lossy compression. The tutorial uses examples of real-world
scientific datasets to illustrate the different compression techniques and their performance. The
tutorial is given by two of the leading teams in this domain and targets students, researchers and
practitioners interested in lossy compression for scientific data.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Programming Quantum Computers: A Primer with IBM Q Exercises
Session Description:
Frank Mueller (North Carolina State University), Greg Byrd (North Carolina State University), Harsh
Khetawat (North Carolina State University), Onkar Patil (North Carolina State University)
This tutorial provides a hands-on introduction to quantum computing. It will feature the three pillars;
architectures, programming and algorithms/applications of quantum computing. Its focus is on the
applicability of problems to quantum computing from a practical point, with only the necessary
foundational coverage of the physics and theoretical aspects to understand quantum computing.
Simulation software will be utilized, complemented by access to actual quantum computers to
prototype problem solutions. This should develop a better understanding of how problems are
transformed into quantum algorithms and what programming language support is best suited for a
given application area. The tutorial includes hands-on programming experience with IBM Q
hardware.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Secure Coding Practices and Automated Assessment Tools
Session Description:

Elisa Heymann (University of Wisconsin), Barton Miller (University of Wisconsin), Ian Ruh
(University of Wisconsin)
HPC increasingly involves the development and deployment of network and cloud services. These
services must assure data integrity and availability, while providing access to a global scientific and
engineering community. This tutorial is relevant to anyone wanting to learn about minimizing
security flaws in the software they develop or manage. We share our experiences gained from
performing vulnerability assessments of critical middleware.
Attendees will learn skills critical for software developers and analysts. Software assurance tools;
tools that scan the source or binary code of a program to find weaknesses; are the first line of
defense in assessing the security of a software project. These tools can catch flaws in a program
that affect both the correctness and safety of the code. This tutorial is also relevant to anyone
wanting to learn how to use these automated assessment tools to minimize security flaws in the
software they develop or manage.

Tuesday, November 10th
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Programming Your GPU with OpenMP: A Hands-On Introduction - Part 2
Session Description:
Programming Your GPU with OpenMP: A Hands-On Introduction - Part 2
Simon McIntosh-Smith (University of Bristol), Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)
OpenMP 1.0 was released in 1997 when the primary concern was symmetric multiprocessors.
Modern platforms are increasingly heterogeneous, with CPU cores, GPU cores, and other
specialized accelerators. Most of the announced Exascale systems are just such machines, and so
programming GPUs with OpenMP has now become a key skill for scientific software developers.
OpenMP has target directives that map code and data onto a potentially diverse set of devices.
In this hands-on tutorial, we will explore these directives to program GPUs. We assume people
know the fundamentals of OpenMP (perhaps by taking the OpenMP Common Core tutorial) so we
can focus on deeply understanding the target directives and their use in complex application
programs. We expect students to use their own laptops to connect to remote servers with GPUs;
an alternative is for students to load an OpenMP compiler onto their laptops in advance.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Advanced OpenMP: Host Performance and 5.0 Features: Part 2
Session Description:
Advanced OpenMP: Host Performance and 5.0 Features: Part 2
Christian Terboven (RWTH Aachen University), Michael Klemm (Intel Corporation), Ruud van der
Pas (Oracle), Bronis R. de Supinski (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
With the increasing prevalence of multicore processors, shared-memory programming models are
essential. OpenMP is a popular, portable, widely supported and easy-to-use shared-memory model.
Developers usually find OpenMP easy to learn. They are often disappointed, however, with the
performance and scalability of the resulting code, which is due not to shortcomings of OpenMP but
rather a lack of depth with which it is employed. Our Advanced OpenMP Programming tutorial
addresses this critical need by exploring the implications of possible OpenMP parallelization
strategies, both in terms of correctness and performance.
We assume attendees understand basic parallelization and OpenMP concepts. We focus on
performance aspects, e.g., data/thread locality, false sharing and exploitation of vector units. All
topics are accompanied with case studies and we discuss the corresponding language features indepth. Focus is solely on performance programming for multi-core architectures. Throughout all
topics, we present the recent additions of OpenMP 5.0.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Node-Level Performance Engineering - Part 2
Session Description:
Node-Level Performance Engineering - Part 2
Georg Hager (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen Regional Computing Center), Jan
Eitzinger (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Erlangen Regional Computing Center), Gerhard
Wellein (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg)
The gap between peak and application performance is continuing to open. Paradoxically, bad nodelevel performance entails scalable code, but at the price of increased time to solution. Therefore,
valuable resources are wasted on massive scales. If we care about resource efficiency on any scale,
optimal node-level performance is crucial. We convey the architectural features of current processor
chips, multiprocessor nodes, and accelerators, as far as they are relevant for the practitioner.
Peculiarities like SIMD, shared caches, bandwidth bottlenecks, and ccNUMA are introduced, and the
influence of system topology and affinity on the performance of parallel programming constructs is

demonstrated. Performance engineering and performance patterns are suggested as powerful tools
that help the user understand the bottlenecks at hand and to assess the impact of possible code
optimizations. A cornerstone of these concepts is the roofline model, which is described in detail,
including useful case studies and limits of its applicability.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Managing HPC Software Complexity with Spack - Part 2
Session Description:
Managing HPC Software Complexity with Spack - Part 2
Todd Gamblin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Gregory Becker (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Massimiliano Culpo (Sylabs Inc), Tamara Dahlgren (Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory), Peter Scheibel (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Adam Stewart
(University of Illinois)
The modern scientific software stack includes thousands of packages from C, C++, and Fortran
libraries, to packages written in interpreted languages like Python and R. To achieve high
performance, they must also leverage low-level and difficult-to-build libraries such as MPI, BLAS,
and LAPACK. This complexity can be an obstacle to deployment and deters developers from
building on each other's work.
Spack is an open source package manager that simplifies installing and sharing HPC software
stacks. Spack provides a powerful dependency model, a simple Python syntax for writing package
build recipes, and a repository of over 4,150 community-maintained packages. This tutorial
provides a thorough introduction to Spack’s capabilities: installing and authoring packages,
integrating Spack with development workflows, and using Spack for deployment at HPC facilities.
Attendees will leave with foundational skills for using Spack to automate day-to-day tasks, along
with deeper knowledge for applying Spack to advanced use cases.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Performance Tuning with the Roofline Model on GPUs and CPUs: Part 2
Session Description:
Performance Tuning with the Roofline Model on GPUs and CPUs: Part 2
Samuel Williams (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Aleksandar Ilic (INESC-ID, IST,
University of Lisbon), Zakhar Matveev (Intel Corporation), Max Katz (Nvidia Corporation), JaeHyuk

Kwack (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Charlene Yang (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Colleen Bertoni (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Khaled Ibrahim (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory)
The Roofline performance model offers an insightful and intuitive method for extracting the key
execution characteristics of HPC applications and comparing them against the performance
bounds of modern CPUs and GPUs. Its ability to abstract the complexity of memory hierarchies and
identify the most profitable optimization techniques have made Roofline-based analysis
increasingly popular in the HPC community. The tutorial will introduce the fundamental aspects
behind different Roofline modeling principles as well as providing several practical use case
scenarios that highlight their efficacy for application optimization on CPUs and GPUs. This tutorial
presents a unique combination of instruction to Roofline, hands-on instruction in using Roofline
within Intel and NVIDIA production performance tools by Intel and NVIDIA staff, and discussions of
real-world Roofline use cases at ALCF, NERSC and INESC computing centers. The tutorial
presenters have a long history of collaborating on the Roofline model and have presented several
Roofline-based tutorials.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Fault-Tolerance for High-Performance and Big Data Applications: Theory and
Practice: Part 2
Session Description:
Fault-Tolerance for High-Performance and Big Data Applications: Theory and Practice: Part 2
George Bosilca (University of Tennessee), Aurelien Bouteiller (University of Tennessee), Thomas
Herault (University of Tennessee), Yves Robert (ENS Lyon)
Resilience is a critical issue for large-scale platforms. This tutorial provides a comprehensive survey
of fault-tolerant techniques for high-performance and big-data applications, with a fair balance
between theory and practice.
The tutorial will include an overview of failure types and typical probability distributions, generalpurpose techniques: checkpoint and rollback recovery protocols, replication, prediction and silent
error detection, application-specific techniques: user-level in-memory checkpointing, data
replication (map-reduce) or fixed-point convergence for iterative applications (back-propagation):
practical deployment of fault tolerance techniques with User Level Fault Mitigation (a proposed MPI
standard extension). Examples: Monte-Carlo methods, SPMD stencil, map-reduce and backpropagation in neural networks. A step-by-step hands-on approach shows how to protect these
routines.

The tutorial is open to all SC20 attendees who are interested in the current status and expected
promise of fault-tolerant approaches for scientific and big data applications. No audience
prerequisites: background will be provided for all protocols and probabilistic models.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

C++ for Heterogeneous Programming: oneAPI (DPC++ and oneTBB): Part 2
Session Description:
C++ for Heterogeneous Programming: oneAPI (DPC++ and oneTBB): Part 2
James` Reinders (James Reinders Consulting LLC), Michael J. Voss (Intel Corporation), Pablo Reble
(Intel Corporation), Rafael Asenjo (University of Malaga, Spain)
This tutorial provides hands-on experience programming CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs using a unified,
standards-based programming model: oneAPI. OneAPI includes a cross-architecture language:
Data Parallel C++ (DPC++). DPC++ is an evolution of C++ that incorporates the SYCL language
with extensions for Unified Shared Memory (USM) and ordered queues and reductions, among
other features. OneAPI also includes libraries for API-based programming, such as domain-specific
libraries, math kernel libraries and Threading Building Blocks (TBB). The main benefit of using
oneAPI over other heterogeneous programming models is the single programming language
approach, which enables one to target multiple devices using the same programming model, and
therefore to have a cleaner, portable and more readable code. This tutorial’s main goal is not just
teaching oneAPI as an easier approach to target heterogeneous platforms, but also to convey
techniques to map applications to heterogeneous hardware, paying attention to the scheduling and
mapping problems.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Best Practices for HPC in the Cloud: Part 2
Session Description:
Best Practices for HPC in the Cloud: Part 2
Pierre-Yves Aquilanti (Amazon Web Services), Matt Koop (Amazon Web Services), Raghu Raja
(Amazon Web Services), Stephen Sachs (Amazon Web Services), Karthik Raman (Amazon Web
Services), Anh Tran (Amazon Web Services)
Cloud computing technologies have matured to the point that nearly all HPC production workloads
can be efficiently accommodated in a cloud environment with nearly unrivaled completeness of
services and the ability to accommodate the most demanding computational workloads at scale.

The complexity and scale that comes with such an environment, however, can make the first
experience a daunting proposition. This tutorial offers “solution through training” explanations and
hands-on experience in a safe environment.
In the first half of this tutorial, we provide an overview of modern cloud architectures, then conduct
a deep dive on compute, orchestration, auto-scaling and serverless computing. In the second half,
we discuss storage and network concepts in the cloud. We will then cover specific monitoring
techniques and optimizations to run applications at scale. A computer and knowledge of the Linux
command line are required for the hands-on sections.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Practical Persistent Memory Programming
Session Description:
Adrian Jackson (University of Edinburgh), Javier Conejero (Barcelona Supercomputing Center
(BSC)), Rosa M Badia (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))
Persistent memory, such as Intel's Optane DCPMM, is now available for use in systems and will be
included in future exascale deployments. This new form of memory requires both different
programming approaches to exploit the persistent functionality and storage performance, and
redesign of applications to benefit from the full performance of the hardware and ensure
correctness and data integrity.
This tutorial aims to educate attendees on the persistent memory hardware currently available, the
software methods to exploit such hardware and the choices that users of systems and system
designers have when deciding which persistent memory functionality and configurations to utilize.
The tutorial will provide hands-on experience on programming persistent memory along with a
wealth of information on the hardware and software ecosystem and potential performance and
functionality benefits. We will be using an HPC system that has compute nodes with Optane
memory for the tutorial practicals.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Practical OpenHPC: Cluster Management, HPC Applications, Containers and
Cloud
Session Description:
David Brayford (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre), Karl Schulz (University of Texas), Christopher

Simmons (University of Texas, Dallas), Nirmala Sundararajan (Dell Technologies), Derek Simmel
(Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center)
Since its inception as a Linux Foundation project in 2015, OpenHPC (https:///openhpc.community)
has steadily grown to provide a modern, consistent reference collection of HPC software. Although
a primary focus of OpenHPC is to enable sites deploying new HPC clusters to rapidly get their
clusters up and running, the OpenHPC software repository itself serves as a reliable, portable,
integrated collection of software, libraries, tools and user environment that can be employed in
containers and VMs as well as HPC clusters to develop and execute HPC applications.
The goal of this tutorial is to help HPC cluster operators, users and application developers gain a
better understanding of OpenHPC, and to develop confidence in their ability to employ elements of
the OpenHPC software repository to address their needs in flexible ways within HPC clusters as
well as in portable environments including containers on their laptop computers or in OpenHPCready VMs in cloud environments.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Parallel I/O In Practice: Part 2
Session Description:
Parallel I/O In Practice: Part 2
Rob Latham (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Rob Ross (Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL)), Brent Welch (Google LLC), Glenn Lockwood (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
I/O on HPC systems is a black art. This tutorial sheds light on the state-of-the-art in parallel I/O and
provides the knowledge necessary for attendees to best leverage I/O resources available to them.
We cover the entire I/O software stack including storage and parallel file systems at the lowest
layer, the role of burst buffers (NVRAM), intermediate layers (such as MPI-IO) and high-level I/O
libraries (such as HDF-5). We emphasize ways to use these interfaces that result in high
performance and tools for generating insight into these stacks. Benchmarks on real systems are
used throughout to show real-world results.
In the first third of the tutorial we cover the fundamentals of parallel I/O. We discuss storage
technologies, both present and near-future. Our parallel file systems material covers general
concepts and gives examples from Lustre, GPFS, PanFS, HDFS, Ceph and Cloud Storage. Our
second third takes a more application-oriented focus. We connect storage to our examination of the
upper library layers of the I/O stack, covering MPI-IO, Parallel netCDF and HDF5. We discuss
interface features, show code examples and describe how application calls translate into PFS

operations. Finally, we discuss tools for capturing and understanding I/O behavior.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Parallel Computing 101: Part 2
Session Description:
Parallel Computing 101: Part 2
Quentin F. Stout (University of Michigan), Christiane Jablonowski (University of Michigan)
This tutorial provides a comprehensive overview of parallel computing, emphasizing those aspects
most relevant to the user. It is suitable for new users, managers, students and anyone seeking an
overview of parallel computing. It discusses hardware-software interaction, with an emphasis on
standards, portability and systems that are widely available.
The tutorial surveys basic parallel computing concepts, using examples from multiple engineering,
scientific and machine learning problems. These examples illustrate the use of MPI on distributed
memory systems, OpenMP on shared memory systems, MPI+OpenMP on hybrid systems and
CUDA and compiler directives on GPUs and accelerators. It discusses numerous parallelization and
load balancing approaches and software engineering/performance improvement aspects, including
state-of-the-art tools.
The tutorial helps attendees make intelligent decisions by covering the primary options that are
available, explaining how the different components work together and their most suitable uses.
Extensive pointers to web-based resources are provided to facilitate follow-up studies.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Advanced MPI Programming - Part 2
Session Description:
Advanced MPI Programming - Part 2
Pavan Balaji (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), William Gropp (University of Illinois), Torsten
Hoefler (ETH Zurich), Rajeev Thakur (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
The vast majority of production parallel scientific applications today use MPI and run successfully on
the largest systems in the world. At the same time, the MPI standard itself is evolving to address
the needs and challenges of future extreme-scale platforms as well as applications. This tutorial will
cover several advanced features of MPI, including new MPI-3 features, that can help users program

modern systems effectively. Using code examples based on scenarios found in real applications, we
will cover several topics including efficient ways of doing 2D and 3D stencil computation, derived
datatypes, one-sided communication, hybrid programming (MPI + threads, GPUs), topologies and
topology mapping, neighborhood and nonblocking collectives, and a brief preview of features
expected to be included in MPI-4. Attendees will leave the tutorial with an understanding of how to
use these advanced features of MPI and guidelines on how they might perform on different
platforms and architectures.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

The OpenMP Common Core: A “Hands-On” Introduction – Part 2
Session Description:
The OpenMP Common Core: A “Hands-On” Introduction – Part 2
Tim Mattson (Intel Corporation), Yun (Helen) He (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Alice
Koniges (University of Hawaii), Dave Eder (University of Hawaii)
OpenMP is the de facto standard for parallel applications on shared memory computers. Born in
1997, it runs on just about every shared memory parallel platform available. It’s also very
complicated. We created OpenMP to be the “simple API” for application programmers, however,
with a specification of ~400 pages, OpenMP has grown into an intimidating API viewed by many as
for “experts only”.
Most OpenMP programmers use only around 21 items from the specification. We call these the
“OpenMP Common Core”. By focusing on the common core, we make OpenMP what it was always
meant to be: a simple API for parallel application programmers.
In this hands-on tutorial, students use active learning through a carefully selected set of exercises,
to master the Common Core and learn to apply it to their own problems. Students can use their own
systems although we will provide remote systems access that supports OpenMP.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Deep Learning at Scale
Session Description:
Wahid Bhimji (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Steven Farrell (Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory), Mustafa Mustafa (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Michael
Ringenburg (Hewlett Packard Enterprise), Thorsten Kurth (Nvidia Corporation), Josh Romero

(Nvidia Corporation), Ben Albrecht (Hewlett Packard Enterprise)
Deep learning is rapidly and fundamentally transforming the way science and industry use data to
solve problems. Deep neural network models have been shown to be powerful tools for extracting
insights from data across a large number of domains. As these models grow in complexity to solve
increasingly challenging problems with larger and larger datasets, the need for scalable methods
and software to train them grows accordingly.
The Deep Learning at Scale tutorial aims to provide attendees with a working knowledge on deep
learning on HPC class systems, including performance optimization, techniques for scaling and
scientific applications. We will not cover deep learning basics in detail but will provide introductory
resources. We will give demos and provide code examples with datasets to show attendees how to
effectively utilize HPC systems for optimized, scalable distributed training and hyperparameter
optimization.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Using Containers to Accelerate HPC
Session Description:
Richard S. Canon (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Marco De La Pierre (Pawsey
Supercomputing Center), Carlos Eduardo Arango Gutierrez (Red Hat Inc), Sameer Shende
(University of Oregon), Andrew J. Younge (Sandia National Laboratories)
Within just the past few years, the use of containers has revolutionized the way in which industries
and enterprises have developed and deployed computational software and distributed systems.
The containerization model has gained traction within the HPC community as well with the promise
of improved reliability, reproducibility, portability and levels of customization that were previously
not possible on supercomputers. This adoption has been enabled by a number of HPC container
runtimes that have emerged including Singularity, Shifter, Enroot, Charliecloud and others.
This tutorial will provide more advanced information on how to run MPI-based and GPU-enabled
HPC applications, how to optimize I/O intensive workflows, and how to setup GUI-enabled
interactive sessions. Cutting-edge examples will include machine learning and bioinformatics. Users
will leave with a solid foundational understanding of how to utilize containers with HPC resources
through Shifter and Singularity, as well as an in-depth knowledge to deploy custom containers.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

InfiniBand, High-Speed Ethernet, RoCE, Omni-Path, EFA, and Slingshot for
Beginners
Session Description:
Dhabaleswar K. (DK) Panda (Ohio State University), Hari Subramoni (Ohio State University),
Mohammadreza Bayatpour (Ohio State University), Jahanzeb Hashmi (Ohio State University)
InfiniBand (IB), High-speed Ethernet (HSE), RoCE, Omni-Path, EFA, and Slingshot technologies are
generating a lot of excitement towards building next generation High-End Computing (HEC)
systems including clusters, datacenters, file systems, storage, cloud computing, Big Data and Deep
Learning systems. This tutorial will provide an overview of these emerging technologies,
architectural features, current market standing, and suitability for designing HEC systems. It will
start with a brief overview of IB, HSE, RoCE, Omni-Path, EFA, Slingshot, and Omni-Path. In-depth
overview of the architectural features of these technologies, their similarities and differences, and
the associated protocols will be presented. An overview of the emerging NVLink, NVLink2, and
NVSwitch architectures will also be given. Next, an overview of the OpenFabrics and Libfabrics
stack will be presented. Hardware/software solutions and the market trends behind these
networking technologies will be highlighted. Finally, sample performance numbers of these
technologies and protocols for different environments will be presented.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Better Scientific Software
Session Description:
David E. Bernholdt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)), Anshu Dubey (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Patricia A. Grubel (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Rinku Gupta (Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)), Deborah Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
The computational science and engineering (CSE) community faces an extremely challenging
period. Computer architecture changes require new software design and implementation strategies,
including significant refactoring of existing code. Reproducibility demands require more rigor across
the entire software endeavor. Code coupling requires aggregate team interactions including
integration of software processes and practices. These challenges demand large investments in
scientific software development and improved practices. Focusing on improved developer
productivity and software sustainability is both urgent and essential. This tutorial will provide
information on software practices, processes, and tools with the goals of improving the productivity
of CSE software developers and increasing the sustainability of software artifacts. Topics include
agile methodologies, collaboration via git, scientific software design, testing, and refactoring,
continuous integration, and reproducibility. Hands-on homework will be available to reinforce the

presentations.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

UPC++: An Asynchronous RMA/RPC Library for Distributed C++ Applications
Session Description:
Katherine A. Yelick (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; University of California, Berkeley),
Amir Kamil (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, University of Michigan), Dan Bonachea
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Paul H. Hargrove (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)
UPC++ is a C++ library supporting Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming. The
UPC++ API offers low-overhead one-sided Remote Memory Access (RMA) and Remote Procedure
Calls (RPC), along with future/promise-based asynchrony to express dependencies between
asynchronous computations and data movement. UPC++ supports simple, regular data structures
as well as more elaborate distributed structures where communication is fine-grained, irregular, or
both. UPC++'s support for aggressive asynchrony enables the application to overlap communication
to reduce communication wait times, and the GASNet communication layer provides efficient lowoverhead RMA/RPC on HPC networks.
This tutorial introduces basic concepts and advanced optimization techniques of UPC++. We
discuss the UPC++ memory and execution models and examine basic algorithm implementations.
Participants gain hands-on experience incorporating UPC++ features into several application
examples. We also examine two irregular applications (metagenomic assembler and multifrontal
sparse solver) and describe how they leverage UPC++ features to optimize communication
performance.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Programming and Profiling Modern Multicore Processors
Session Description:
Amit Ruhela (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Si Liu (Texas
Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Victor Eijkhout (Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas), Chun-Yaung Lu (Texas Advanced Computing
Center (TACC), University of Texas), Lars Koesterke (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC),
University of Texas)

Modern processors, such as Intel's Scalable Xeon line, AMD's EPYC architecture, ARM's ThunderX2
design and IBM's Power9 architecture are scaling out rather than up and increasing in complexity.
To achieve good application performance on modern processors, developers must write code
amenable to vectorization, be aware of memory access patterns to optimize cache usage and
understand how to balance multi-process programming (MPI) with multi-threaded programming
(OpenMP).
This tutorial will cover serial and thread-parallel optimization, including introductory and
intermediate concepts of vectorization and multi-threaded programming principles. We will address
profiling techniques and tools and give a brief overview of modern HPC architectures.
The tutorial will include hands-on exercises. We will demonstrate the usage of profiling tools on
TACC systems. This tutorial is designed for intermediate programmers, familiar with OpenMP and
MPI, who wish to learn how to program for performance on modern architectures.

Virtual Student Cluster Competition
(back to top)

Sunday, November 8th
5:00 pm - 5:30 pm

Virtual Student Cluster Competition Kickoff
Session Description:
Virtual Student Cluster Competition Kickoff
The kickoff of the Virtual Student Cluster Competition!
The Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC) is a 72-hour challenge in which 19 teams from
around the world race against each other to complete a set of benchmarks and real-world scientific
workloads on the Microsoft Azure cloud. The VSCC gives teams the opportunity to show off their
HPC and cloud computing knowledge for conference attendees and judges.

Monday, November 9th
10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Virtual Student Cluster Competition
Session Description:
Virtual Student Cluster Competition
View the progress of the Student Cluster Competition.
The Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC) is a 72-hour challenge in which 19 teams from
around the world race against each other to complete a set of benchmarks and real-world scientific
workloads on the Microsoft Azure cloud. The VSCC gives teams the opportunity to show off their
HPC and cloud computing knowledge for conference attendees and judges.

Tuesday, November 10th
10:00 am - 6:00 pm

Virtual Student Cluster Competition
Session Description:
Virtual Student Cluster Competition
View the progress of the Virtual Student Cluster Competition.
The Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC) is a 72-hour challenge in which 19 teams from
around the world race against each other to complete a set of benchmarks and real-world scientific
workloads on the Microsoft Azure cloud. The VSCC gives teams the opportunity to show off their
HPC and cloud computing knowledge for conference attendees and judges.

Wednesday, November 11th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Virtual Student Cluster Competition
Session Description:
Virtual Student Cluster Competition
It's the final day of the Virtual Student Cluster Competition!
The Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC) is a 72-hour challenge in which 19 teams from
around the world race against each other to complete a set of benchmarks and real-world scientific
workloads on the Microsoft Azure cloud. The VSCC gives teams the opportunity to show off their
HPC and cloud computing knowledge for conference attendees and judges.

Tuesday, November 17th
8:30 am - 5:00 pm

Virtual Student Cluster Competition Posters Display
Session Description:
DEFAULT

Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.
Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.
To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience
with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in
their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in
competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and

gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud
computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied
Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He
has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at
NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as
non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy

members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree
of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.
The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science
and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and
Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the
teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster

competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.
Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various
aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson
University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for
participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.
The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John

has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine
learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides
itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to
participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two
consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High
Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,

Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the
success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum
of backgrounds.
The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.
The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon

community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the
competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus
facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps
us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members

do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big
data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.
Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition
The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.

Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.
The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team
has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and
applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.
Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.

Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us
gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.
cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through
our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s

Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to
HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the
world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,
and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. Experience:
For the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were

invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer
community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).
Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing
Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming
competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased

prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.
The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team
activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In
addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.
Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,

Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, FORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Several team
members have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.
Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously
recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members
have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the

automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since
high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to
designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.
The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,

we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time
of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.
Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech
undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line
Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’

willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management
and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.
Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so
far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and
the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.

As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of
particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.
Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.
WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,

meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.
The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In
his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.
Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has
previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.

Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.
We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the
C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of
this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data
visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research

organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.
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Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.
Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.
To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience
with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in
their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in

competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and
gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud
computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied
Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He
has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at
NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as

non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy
members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree
of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.
The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science
and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and
Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the

teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster
competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.
Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various
aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson
University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for
participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.

The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John
has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine
learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides
itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to
participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two
consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High

Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,
Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the
success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum
of backgrounds.
The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.

The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon
community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the
competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus
facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps

us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members
do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big
data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.
Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition

The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.
Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.
The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team
has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and
applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.

Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.
Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us
gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.
cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through

our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to
HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the
world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,

and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. Experience:
For the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were
invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer
community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).
Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing
Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming

competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased
prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.
The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team
activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In
addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.

Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,
Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, FORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Several team
members have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.
Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously
recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members

have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the
automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since
high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to
designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.
The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,
we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time
of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.
Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech
undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line

Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’
willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management
and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.
Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so
far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and

the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.
As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of
particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.
Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.
WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,
meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.
The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In
his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.
Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has

previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.
Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.
We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the
C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of
this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data

visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research
organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.
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Friedrich-Alexander-University (FAU) has a rich history concerning student cluster competitions.
Teams from FAU have managed to qualify for multiple contests in the US, Europe, and Asia. One of
their biggest accomplishments was the LINPACK awards at ISC17 and ISC18. This was possible
thanks to our sponsor HPE, who has reliably supplied our teams with the necessary hardware
throughout the years and who will also sponsor our team this year.
Although this year’s team will consist of all-new participants, we are confident that we will be
successful since we can draw on the vast experience of FAU’s past participants as well as our
team’s adviser Johannes Hofmann. With his expertise in building up a well-prepared team we can
overcome the challenging circumstances due to COVID-19. To address health-related issues, our
team includes a backup.
Most team members are studying computer science, where everyone has to cover basic subjects,
especially about parallel and hardware-oriented programming as well as computer architecture.
Moreover, as students advance in their major, they can choose from a variety of specializations,
which helps to look at the problems from different points of view. We also have one medical
engineering student. His experience might be useful in this year’s reproducibility challenge, being a
CT reconstruction algorithm.
To have the best foundation for a participation, we also considered the soft skills and experience

with other projects everyone had. We have former and current tutors who are not only experts in
their subject but also in explaining complex issues. Another student co-founded a startup consisting
of eight software developers, gaining project management skills experience. He also exposed at
fairs and pitched in front of investors, which will be useful at the competition to represent our team.
Someone else improved their knowledge in algorithm design and implementation by participating in
competitive programming contests.
We are highly motivated for a conference combining traveling, social interaction and a team
competition. It is a rare and exciting chance to get a glimpse of a research field, which is not easily
accessible for students in Germany. Everyone is eager to apply the theory learned in lectures and
gain practical knowledge in solving hardware optimization problems. Furthermore, it is a unique
opportunity to get in contact with international students, making new friends and professional
contacts. Likewise getting an impression of the current state of high-performance computing in
industry and research is very exciting.
As an outcome, we love the opportunity to work with state-of-the-art technology and push it to its
limits. This know-how could turn out to be useful. Some senior students proved that, as they were
able to use the event as a stepping stone for internships and jobs at NVIDIA and Intel. We hope to
get the same chance. Moreover, having the possibility to test our knowledge in an international
competition would definitely be outstanding in our resumes, because we improve skills like working
under pressure and organizing in a team as well as our know-how about clusters and cloud
computing.
University of Illinois Student Cluster Team

The competing and understudy members of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
SCC team are committed to learning more about HPC, scientific computing, and contributing
experimental results to the community. Participating in this competition and networking with
industry professionals is an energizing opportunity to both further our experience with HPC and
collaborate with students and researchers across a variety of related fields. Exposure to the exciting
SCC competition and the associated conference has encouraged previous UIUC SCC members to
pursue graduate degrees in HPC, directly influencing their academic and career path. We hope it
will inspire the new team members as well.
Each of the members on the UIUC SCC team brings something uniquely valuable to the team.
Returning members Jonathan Nativ and Nishant Sheikh previously competed at SC19. Jonathan is a
rising senior in Computer Engineering. He has extensive experience with GPU computing, having
conducted research on MPI-GPU communication. Additionally, he serves as a TA for the Applied
Parallel Computing course taught at UIUC. Nishant is a rising sophomore in Computer Science. He

has experience building and maintaining a small-scale computer cluster from an internship at
NCSA. The veteran experience that they bring helps understand what to expect at the upcoming
event and generate strategies to compete successfully.
Pranshu Chaturvedi and Jialiang Xu are joining the competing team this year after participating as
non-competing members last year. Pranshu is a rising sophomore in Computer Science + Statistics.
He has experience working at the intersection of HPC and AI from his internship at NCSA, and is
currently working on applying AI to problems in histopathology and atmospheric science. Jialiang is
a rising junior in Electrical Engineering with strong GPU programming expertise, including course
and project work from the Applied Parallel Computing course. From their work as understudy
members last year, both have considerable experience with building and running applications in a
parallel environment.
Rittika Adhikari and Freddy Zhang are new members joining the team this year. Rittika is a rising
senior in Computer Science. At her last internship, she worked on an automated pipeline for
processing big data, developing her expertise working with large datasets. Freddy is a rising junior
in Computer Engineering. He has research experience developing soft robotics and working with
robotic process automation, highlighting his experience with computer hardware. The diverse skills
that Rittika and Freddy bring from their internship and research work help strengthen the team.
We believe that we will excel at SCC due to having a strong team formula, balancing a high degree
of technical HPC specialization with our team members’ diverse experiences. The partnership of
senior members with strong GPU and parallel computing backgrounds complemented by newer
members with interdisciplinary experience gives the UIUC SCC team a distinct advantage. At SC20,
the UIUC SCC team will demonstrate the HPC skills that have been developed through classes,
internships, and personal projects. The team is looking forward to meeting new colleagues, learning
new skills, and experiencing a new level of appreciation for HPC.
Team Supernova

Team NTU is a group of passionate students with rich experience in High-Performance Computing
(HPC) and Student Cluster Competition (SCC). We have participated in cluster competitions of
Supercomputing Conferences since 2016. In the past 4 years, we have won an overall
Championship in SC'17, together with two overall 2nd places in ISC'18 and SC'18 respectively. We
also championed in Linpack performance for 3 years straight since 2017, breaking Linpack World
Record twice. We believe we have put together a strong team, and we want to apply for SCC in
2020.
The team has a diverse background. We are undergraduates from multiple disciplines of science

and engineering at Nanyang Technological University, including Computer Science, Math, and
Electric and Electronic Engineering. Besides, we have diverse interests. Some are good at
programming, some are enthusiastic in systems, while others may be interested in compiler
technique and software tuning. On top of that, we are from different countries and have diverse
cultural perspective. Last but not least, we have a balanced gender ratio, with almost half of the
teammates being female students. We believe a diverse background can help us reach novel
solutions to existing problems.
The team also has a long history of participation in SCC. Team NTU participates in all three major
student cluster competitions, including ASC, ISC, and SC. Our first appearance in student cluster
competitions dated back in 2014 when we managed to win second place in ASC14. In ASC15, we
broke the ASC LINPACK record. In ASC16, we were awarded the Application Innovation and Most
Popular Team award. In 2017, we won the Overall Champion and broke the LINPACK world record
at SC17 student cluster competition in Denver. We have also brought home the Deep Learning
Excellence Award from ISC17 student cluster competition in Frankfurt and won second place in
ISC18. In 2018, we won the highest LINPACK award again with another overall second place in
SC18. Our rich experience makes us a strong team for SC20.
With our prior competition experience, we now have a good understanding of HPC in general. And
it would also help us better strategize running applications in the upcoming SC20 student cluster
competition.
Besides competition participation, we also learn High Performance Computing by taking parallel
computing courses offered by NTU. In addition, many members have attended the SuperComputing
Asia conference and tutorial. And some members conducted research in HPC related fields.
Participation in SCC has inspired many of us to work in HPC-related industry and benefited us in
our career path. It opens up new career choices for us such as HPC system engineers or
researchers in HPC related fields. And it also enabled us to apply our HPC knowledge in other
school projects.
Dabo's Tech Support

High-performance computing (HPC) has long been a priority and topic of research across several
departments and colleges at Clemson University. Clemson students and faculty regularly use HPC
to revolutionize their field of study. Clemson has assembled a diverse and highly competitive team
for this year’s Student Cluster Competition. Each member has a strong foundation in traditional
computer science and engineering, along with their individual experiences and skillsets for various
aspects of the competition. With HPC backgrounds through academia and industry, the Clemson

University team has a well-rounded and unique skill set that makes us a competitive choice for
participation in VSCC. Participating for the first time in VSCC provides our team with an opportunity
unlike any other to combine our knowledge and creativity and expand our understanding of HPC,
but to also lay the foundation for future opportunities in graduate school and industry.
The Clemson University team consists of six undergraduate students. The diversity of knowledge
and experience through both academia (each student taking at least one HPC related class) and
industry, makes us an excellent choice to compete at the VSCC’20 running the
benchmarks/applications and the mystery application. Nikolas Heitzeg (senior ECE) and John
Hollowell (senior CS) have experience in the fields of network security and cloud computing. John
has interned for LPL Financial, focusing on data loss prevention, and Nikolas currently works for
Net3 Technology, configuring cloud based clusters in Net3’s virtual data center, for backup and
disaster recovery. The remainder of the team is highly experienced in the field of parallel computing
and participate in research in Dr. Calhoun's group. Griffin Dube (senior ECE) has interned for Delta
Airlines, focusing on highly parallel flight simulators that model complex aerodynamics. Griffin is a
SULI intern at ORNL optimizing GPU lattice-Boltzmann simulations on Summit, and he is
vectorizing the SZ lossy compressor with Dr. Cappello from ANL. Cavender Holt (junior ECE)
regularly uses Clemson’s supercomputing cluster for ML-based real-time pedestrian detection and
lossy compression. Cavender will be taking a course on parallel computing in the fall and is interning
this summer with AWS working on ML based systems. Sarah Placke (junior ECE) is a SMART
scholar who will be working with the missile defense agency to develop missile-detecting software
for the Navy. Sansriti Ranjan (junior ECE) is eager to apply her knowledge of HPC and machine
learning algorithms to the field of professional sports to improve athlete’s performance. She is also a
part of Clemson’s IEEE robotics team, as well as the Line Team for programming reflectance
sensors on single-board computers.
Our team is dedicated to exploring the intricacies of HPC and application optimization. With each
member having a unique knowledge base and years of research and industry experience, we aspire
to put our skills to the test in this year's cluster competition. This competition serves as a meaningful
milestone in preparation for each individual's future careers and graduate studies. Through our
formidable experience and our extensive preparation, Clemson University is an excellent choice for
VSCC'20.
Daemon Deacons

Wake Forest University is a liberal arts university with a predominantly undergraduate population
currently listed on US World News Reports with a National Rank of #27. Located in North Carolina,
Wake Forest University has about 5,000 undergraduate and 3,000 graduate students and prides
itself on its low faculty-student ratio (1:10). In 2018, we were the first school from North Carolina to

participate in the SC Student Cluster Competition (SCC), and we have now competed for two
consecutive years. Last year, we finished #11 out of the 16 competitors (improving from #13 the
previous year), and we were 1st in the Reproducibility Section.
To prepare for the competition, the Computer Science Department created a brand new High
Performance Computing class in Fall 2017. It has been taught for six (6) consecutive semesters by
Prof. Samuel Cho (Associate Prof., Depts. Computer Science & Physics), who is the primary advisor
for this team. Prof. Cho has extensive experience performing research and teaching classes in GPU
Programming, Parallel Algorithms, Computational Biophysics, and Machine Learning. He has
received funding from the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, and NVIDIA,
Inc. for research in those subjects. In addition, our team has three secondary advisors, Adam
Carlson (Senior System Administrator), Cody Stevens (Senior System Administrator), and Sean
Anderson (System Administrator); together, they comprise the High Performance Computing Team
at our university’s DEAC Supercomputing Facility (3.5k+ x86_64 compute and 12k+ GPU cores). All
three advisors have extensive practical experience in compiling, running, benchmarking, and
maintaining a variety of HPC applications. To date, 30 unique undergraduate students have taken
the High Performance Computing class. In addition, the Department of Computer Science has, in
previous years, committed to funding the travel of our team and ship hardware through a generous
donation from an alumnus. This year, they have committed to provide Azure Cloud credits until our
team receives credit from the SCC organizers, and they will dedicated space in the department for
the team to compete. We hope that it is clear that we have a strong institutional investment, a
strong set of instructors, and a growing number of undergraduates who are dedicated to the
success of our team.
Our current undergraduate student team consists of Junior (2) and Senior (4) students with majors
in Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Statistics, Applied Mathematics, and Engineering
(5/6 are double-majors) along with Biology, Computer Science, Economics, Japanese, and
Neuroscience minors. Two are returning veterans who participated in the previous SC19 SCC, and
four are new. They have taken many relevant classes, including Data Structures I and II, Databases,
Parallel Computing, GPU Programming, and Machine Learning. Moreover, students have exposure
to coding languages such as C/C++, Java, Python, MATLAB, R, CUDA, Swift, HTML, and Javascript.
Our students have taken a wide array of upper-level mathematics and statistics courses, allowing
them to leverage new and modern techniques for solving many of the logistical challenges of high
performance computing, as well as giving them the ability to adapt to applications from many fields.
BUHPC@SC20

The members of the Boston University team this year consists of individuals from a wide spectrum
of backgrounds.

The fields of study of the team range from Computer Science to Biomedical Engineering and the
members are experienced in both HPC-directed skills such as computational sciences and machine
learning, as well as other imperative skills including writing and data visualization.
The team has many direct experiences with HPC applications, including both CPU and GPU
parallelization, with both finite solutions and random-number predictions. The team also has
experiences with cross-disciplinary HPC-related fields. Computational studies of Fluid Dynamics,
Cellular Biology, Pharmacology, Astrophysics, Renewable Energy, and Magnetodynamics have
been conducted by team members as well as members being engaged with the Hackathon
community.
In addition, the team has numerous experiences with Data Science and Machine Learning
applications, with some having conducted ML-oriented research. One member has competed, and
placed highly, in MIT’s BattleCode AI tournament. The team also has specific experiences with Big
Data Visualization including for Wikipedia articles and the NCAA March Madness campaign for
Google Cloud. Another one of our members actively works with CNNs to develop better cell
segmentation models.
One of the club’s activities this past year was participating in HPCBoston, an HPC competition that
was held by Northeastern University. As part of this competition, the team gained experience with
benchmarking their system as well as undertaking HPC-related workloads. Although the
competition never took place due to a lack of representation (a very sad outcome as the team was
looking forward to meeting and competing with other local schools), the team held an in-house
competition, with 2 internal teams.
Participating in this competition will be widely beneficial to the team members competing this year.
Benjamin, for example, plans to pursue a career relating to HPC, and is looking for topics that will
interest him. The other members of the club will be taking HPC and GPU Programming courses in
the future, and want to get a head start by gaining experience in the field. Moreover, previous years’
team members who are no longer allowed to compete this year were inspired by the competition
and are doing HPC research for their Ph.D program. We hope this competition serves as motivation
for all of our members to pursue graduate studies in this important field!
The diverse yet important set of skills put together on this team allows it to excel in HPC
applications!
Team Phoenix: Georgia Institute of Technology

Georgia Tech is a melting pot for the world’s most creative and curious minds. Our campus

facilitates strong relationships, and from those relationships, we build amazing things that shape
our world. Our team is one such relationship. We have six students: Albert Chen, Ali Kazmi, Aman
Jain, Asier Garcia Ruiz, Justin Prindle, and Marissa Sorkin. We were brought together by our shared
interest in high-performance computing, and we hope that the Student Cluster Competition helps
us get involved in the HPC community.
We believe that our strong academic backgrounds, extensive research and industry experience, and
passion for computer science will help us succeed in this competition. Our team members study in 7
of the 8 concentrations that Georgia Tech offers its computer science majors. Half of our members
do research with Tech faculty in fields such as video analytics, musical analysis, and computer
vision. All of us also have industry experience having interned for companies including Scaled
Robotics, State Farm, and Google.
Justin is a TA in the College of Computing who currently teaches the introduction to computer
architecture course and has taught other courses in the past. Their passion for computing theory
drew them to this competition. Ali enjoys competing at hackathons, and as a freshman, he’s won
awards at HackDuke’s hackathon for social good and placed second in the international Virtual
RobotX competition. Asier and Aman both enjoy building computers, which inspired them to
participate in this competition. They both also enjoy math. Asier is a mathematics double major and
Aman is a math minor. Albert is interested in interdisciplinary applications of HPC in fields such as
medicine. Marissa’s software engineering experiences on data visualization projects, testing big
data applications, and internship at Intel all account for her interest in HPC.
Because of the academic rigor of Georgia Tech and our affinity for learning, we all possess
fundamental computer science skills. We've all taken “Data Structures and Algorithms”. Four of us
also have taken “Introduction to Computer Systems and Networks”. All of us are familiar with the
Linux terminal, and four of us use Linux machines on our daily machines. Outside of our classes, we
are involved in computer science clubs such as CS+Social Good, Women @ College of Computing,
and GT Programming Team.
Our team’s involvement in extracurricular clubs, industry, and research demonstrates both our talent
as computer scientists and our ability to work cohesively as teammates. We are intellectually
diverse students who are passionate about the things we specialize in, but we all share our curiosity
for high-performance computing. By competing at SCC, we hope to design a powerful computer
system, optimize software to push the limits of our system, and learn about applying core HPC
concepts to our own projects and careers. We also hope to advance our professional careers by
forming meaningful connections with researchers at Georgia Tech, engineers working on the
frontiers of computational technologies, and passionate students from around the world.
Team Peking University

# Motivation for participating in the competition
The Peking University Super-computing Team was established in Autumn 2015 and gathered
students enthusiastic in HPC and computer systems. Our team participated in the Student Cluster
Competition at SC in 2016, 2017, and 2019, IBM OpenCAPI 2018, and ASC Student
Supercomputer Challenge in 2019.
Our team consists of members interested in hardware and software technologies related to supercomputing and scientific-computing. Our team members are from several different departments at
Peking University, including the School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science (EECS),
the Department of Physics, and the Yuanpei College. We form a team that combines the strength of
its members from various backgrounds.
All of our members stand out in a way: Pengcheng Xu, our team lead, has profound system building
and operational maintenance skills; Zejia Fan and Hangrui Bi are enthusiastic senior students
interested in machine learning; Yuxuan Yan, from the Department of Physics, is experienced in
developing and building HPC applications, particularly physics-related applications; Fangyuan Yang,
a new member, is interested in software-defined hardware technology; Zhewen Hao is a freshman
passionate about parallel algorithms. Some members previously participate in SC19 and ASC19.
The strength and diversity of this team give us the ability to handle a wide range of problems.
Our mentor, Prof. Yun Liang, from the School of EECS, helps us in many ways. His research
achievements in HPC, computer architecture, heterogeneous computing, and his devotion to
undergraduate education highly support our preparation for the competition.
# Outcome the team expects from the competition (e.g., how will HPC impact the team's academic
careers?)
As HPC is becoming a vital part of computer science and fields in natural science, we believe that
taking part in the Student Cluster Competition will benefit our academic careers. Through
optimizing and tuning real-world HPC applications, every team member gains a rich experience in
HPC along with the chance to tackle the cutting-edge problems in the related domains. The
experience has encouraged us to utilize HPC in our research and work as well.
Apart from academic benefits for the team members, we believe that the experience will foster vital
problem-solving skills. The team's participation in previous years proved to be very beneficial. In
2017, our proposed cluster got featured on the SCC List of TOP 500 Supercomputers. Our team
has been invited to submit our reproducibility reports to PARCO and TPDS for every participation.
We have been steadily building a diverse skill set to tackle the challenging benchmarks and

applications in the competition. We believe that these skills will undoubtedly benefit students'
future careers greatly.
Determined to push our limits, our team members started preparing for this year's competition early,
with guidance from our mentor Prof. Yun Liang. With our joint efforts, we are sure that we will gain
a favorable ranking this year. And as Peking University is one of the top universities in China, our
participation in SCC will promote HPC education in China and Asia.
Team RACKlette

RACKlette formed in autumn of 2018, when a group of friends studying Computer Science got
together with the peculiar idea of wanting to build a supercomputer. Inspired by Prof. Hoefler’s
mention of the Student Cluster Competition towards the end of the Parallel Programming class in
our first year, the team applied for the ISC19 SCC. Two years later we have competed in 3 Cluster
Competitions to date and are keen on continuing competing at SC20 as well. All of us are Computer
Science Bachelor students from various semsters at ETH Zurich. In addition to the normal
background our lectures entail, we also bring a breadth of knowledge from different areas to the
team, gained in additional projects. We got the theoretical introduction to HPC in Prof. Hoefler’s
Parallel Programming lecture. This is paired by the practical HPC knowledge which some of us
gained during the preparation for the previous competitions we attended. This includes compiling
software, scheduling jobs, managing packages and dependencies, monitoring system performance
and experimenting with different software and hardware parameters. We are eager to learn more
and futher establish our team as a regular contestant at Student Cluster Competitions. Having
participated in the past greatly benifits us, since we already know the basics of HPC and of
organising our participation from sponsors to travel. Thus we are able to focus on what really
counts: optimising the software. While three of our team members have already participated at
SC19, there are also three newcomers, Dario Romaniello, Simon Wachter and Rahul Steiger. They
bring a breath of fresh air to the team together with new knowledge in areas such as hardware
tuning. We are eager to compete in the Student Cluster Competition because it allows us to learn
far more than we would ever have learned in class in the same amount of time. Cluster systems and
optimizing for performance will gain more and more importance in a world driven by data. The
know-how we gather from this competition will help us in possible career paths in both academia
and the industry. Also, during the process of preparing and competing in the SCC, we meet
extremely interesting people, both from research and from the industry, who broaden our minds
about the challenges of HPC and the different approaches people take to tackle cutting edge
problems.
cloud cloUT

Our team finds its principal strength in the unique set of skills and perspectives that each team
member will contribute. Although we are all familiar with fundamental computing concepts through
our coursework, including Linux environments and the command line, each member has specialized
according to their interests. We highlight some of the unique skills and experiences that our team
members will bring. Kelly has HPC internship experience with Lockheed Martin and the Texas
Advanced Computing Center; as such, she has experience running and queueing jobs on clusters
which will be helpful for testing the applications on benchmarks. Juan is interning with Microsoft’s
Cloud and AI group and has experience writing CUDA GPU kernels, which will be helpful for
optimizing the applications. Nicholas has experience in scientific computation through his research
on modelling heart cells and creating meshes. Brock has cloud computing experience from using an
AWS instance to host his own personal website with SSL certificates installed. Evan has experience
parallelizing code in distributed systems with OpenMP and MPI in an academic setting. Dung, a
mechanical engineer, has experience working with servers and virtual machines as well as
developing applications for these servers. These are just a few of the relevant skills our team
members have to offer. We will capitalize on our combined knowledge and passions to succeed in
the competition.
Additionally, we will leverage the wealth of knowledge at the Texas Advanced Computing Center
(TACC) at the University of Texas at Austin to gain a thorough understanding of concepts central to
HPC. Our mentors at TACC work in the HPC and systems groups, so their experience with
supercomputer deployment and operation will benefit our team. There are numerous other
resources available to our team ranging from documentation and example builds to other software
specialist staff members. We are confident in our ability to rise up to the challenges presented by
the competition but also have access to strong resources that we can turn to when necessary.
One last factor that contributes to the strength of our team is our motivation to succeed in the
competition, driven by our passion and excitement for the field of computing and by our
understanding of the implications it will have on our futures as professionals in tech. This
experience will be a growth opportunity for all of us, allowing us to gain technical knowledge about
highly performant systems, skills in software development and optimization, and soft skills in
teamwork, communication, and leadership. Our passion for the field and growth mindset, combined
with our individual skills listed above and the resources we have through TACC, will be instrumental
in our team’s success.
Shanghai Tech University

Motivation: SC is one of the most important conferences for the supercomputing community. It’s
also an excellent platform for us to practice, strengthen our skills, and know what communities care
about. What’s more, it would help our members to build a relationship with friends from all over the

world and to seek for any potential position they would apply in future years. Our previous
members pursue their studies both in prestigious schools like Johns Hopkins, ETH, Carnegie Mellon,
and the University of California Riverside and in world-famous companies like Xilinx thanks to the
experience and connections made in SC along with their further efforts in their fields. Experience:
For the first time we participated in the ASC18 final competition, and we led the region Benchmark
and hit the highest prediction precision in the MS MARCO machine reading comprehension task.
Finally, we won the silver prize and e-prize. For the markable performance in ASC18, we were
invited by Inspur to attend the ISC18 SCC at Frankfurt. We achieved the highest HPCG score and
hit the highest score in ImageNet benchmark at ISC18. Last year, we also participate in SCC at
SC19. We got good rankings in the benchmark. In the IO500 benchmark, we innovatively designed
a soft RAID0 with 16 SSDs for both consistency and performance. Moreover, we analyzed several
File Systems, including PVFS, Lustre, and BeeGFS to fulfill our needs. We also solved the SST with
the best solution among all the teams. Unfortunately, we miss the deadline to upload all the files.
This was the biggest mistake we have made, but yet is an invaluable lesson we learned from the
previous experience. Despite that, Rick Stevens from the University of Chicago gave a thumb up to
our team for our ideas. Team Members: At ShanghaiTech, every undergraduate student is
encouraged to take math, physics, chemistry, biology, and programming courses no matter
whatever his/her major is. Most of our members have the experiences of collaborating with students
and researchers who are working in different domains, which highly matches the supercomputer
community. There are one female and five male student members in our GeekPie_HPC team for the
SC’20 competition. The members have a solid knowledge of algorithms, computer architecture,
operating systems, etc. Some of them are interested in artificial intelligence, networks, robotics,
storage respectively. Heterogeneous devices including GPU, ARM are applied in our system. We
believe that heterogeneity in systems with hierarchical processing units will be a trend. We hope
that our attempts at offloading workload to dedicated computing architectures can further improve
the application performance. Advisor: We have Dr. Shu Yin as our primary advisor. Dr. Shu Yin is at
present an assistant professor and research scientist in the School of Information Science and
Technology at ShanghaiTech University. His research interests include parallel and distributed
systems, storage systems, high-performance computing, energy-efficiency, fault tolerance, and
reliability analysis. He has been on the program committees of various international conferences,
including IEEE ICPP, IEEE ICDCS, IEEE HPCC, IEEE Cluster, and IEEE IPCCC.
Cloudy with a Chance of HPC

Ag-Jag Cluster is a cross-institutional team with three students from Texas A&M University
(TAMU), College Station, and three students from Texas A&M University-San Antonio (TAMU-SA).
Three members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have participated in previous Student Cluster
Competitions (SCC). Dylan Rodriguez and Michael Lau participated in the 2018 Supercomputing
(SC18) SCC in Dallas. Michael Lau and Shaina Le participated in the 2018 Asian Supercomputing

Conference (ASC18) SCC. In addition, members Petar Lachkov and Jonathan Rosett have
participated in cybersecurity capture-the-flag events, hackathons, and other programming
competitions. All members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team have a strong interest in HPC and the
upcoming Virtual Student Cluster Competition (VSCC). There is a desire to gain more direct handson experience with an extremely important aspect of computing or to continue to build on their
previous experiences with HPC. For VSCC20, using what was learned from previous SCCs
experience while adapting to the changing landscape in computing, specifically the increased
prevalence of cloud computing resources is both exciting and challenging.
The members of the Ag-Jag Cluster team are a diverse group of experienced college students
whose educational backgrounds include Computer Science, Cyber Security, Computer Engineering,
and Technology Management. These members are experienced in the many different aspects of
computing including linux, system administration, cloud computing (AWS/GCP), computer
programming, computer networking, and Cisco infrastructures. The team members are being
advised and instructed by Dr. Lisa Perez and Dr. Smriti Bhatt. Dr. Perez is the Associate Director for
Advanced Computing Enablement at TAMUs High Performance Research Computing (HPRC), and
possesses an extensive background in the computational sciences. Dr. Bhatt is an Assistant
Professor of Computer Science at TAMU-SA, and specializes in the field of Cyber Security.
The TAMU-SA team members have a cybersecurity/computer science background but little
experience with HPC but are eager and excited about this learning opportunity. The TAMU team
members have experience in HPC and previous SCCs and will take on a leadership role. Petar is
especially passionate about people and IT coming together to solve challenges and advance the
world.
Participating in VSCC will build a strong foundation needed in today’s competitive workforce and
allow them to gain valuable hands-on experience with the build and design of virtual clusters. It is
expected that participation in the VSCC will impact both the teams academic and career path by
creating a lifelong support system within our team and the other individuals we will network with
during preparation, competition, and the conference. The importance of teamwork and the ability to
learn from others will positively impact our careers and open up opportunities for success.
TEAM SUPERSCALAR

The students on our team are self-motivated, technically competent, highly interested in HPC, and
are looking forward to learning about HPC and playing in the clouds. Importantly, SCC team
activities are fully supported, sponsored and mentored by SDSC management through the HPC
Students Program, which is designed to connect students with the world of HPC and SDSC. The
SCC opportunity is important because there is no undergraduate HPC related program at UCSD. In

addition, our mentors are extremely supportive of the effort and willing to put in the extra time and
effort needed to support them.
Our team has technical depth - majoring in Computer Science, Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Data Science, Mathematics, and Cognitive Science. Collectively, the students have broad experience
ranging from high level data manipulation (machine learning), to low level embedded systems
design. Student coursework includes Computer Networks, Network security, Quantum Computing,
Signal Processing, Operating systems, and Systems for Scalable Analytics. Team experience
includes: working with professional tools including Docker, Kubernetes, NVIDIA software; and many
programming languages (Python, CUDA, FORTRAN, Java, C/C++, Golang, Bash). Several team
members have experience with HPC and cloud technologies including: self-taught parallel
programming, cluster build-outs, AWS cloud computing; participation in the Supercomputing Club;
SDSC HPC User Training course; and two team members (Jacob, Max) attended Supercomputing
19 as Student Volunteers. They are the leaders of the SCC team effort! Although none of our
students have competed at SCC, several have competed in other competitions including SD Hacks,
LA Hacks, PennApps. The team advisor, Dr. Mary Thomas has led two SCC teams (2016 and 2017)
for San Diego State University, and her SCC experience will be of great benefit to the team.
Additionally, she and other SDSC mentors have been organizing virtual HPC workshops, which will
add to our team strength in a virtual competition.
Each member of the team was asked to explain how they would contribute to and benefit from the
team. Xiaochen is eager to use his knowledge on parallel and quantum computing to determine
optimal solutions to the competition’s applications. Max has experience in computer architecture,
and has dabbled in cloud computing. He is excited to apply his knowledge to better understand
possible applications of his research on HPC. Zihao focuses on embedded system design, and his
curiosity about supercomputer’s architecture design motivated him to participate in the competition.
Arunav has wanted to be part of an SCC team since he heard about SCC from his friends at
UIUC/NCSA. His software development and cloud computing experience will help the team to be
successful. Vy has an interest in parallel Linux systems, and will contribute to her research through
SCC. Hongyu has a background in systems, databases, and networks, which he will use to help the
team at SCC and advance his cloud computing skills. Hongyi aspires to be a research scientist
working in computational linguistics. Therefore he hopes to learn more about HPC to better equip
him for his time in academia.
Tsinghua University Team

Tsinghua SCC (Student Cluster Competition) Team is one of the most competitive teams worldwide
currently in SCC challenges. In recent years, we won champion titles at SC’15, ISC’15, ASC’15,
ISC’17, ASC’17, ASC’18, ISC’18, SC’18, SC’19 competitions. And we have been continuously

recruiting new members to maintain the team activity and inherit competition experience.
Many of us are working as research assistants in laboratories, and many projects that the members
have finished are related to HPC or computational science. Chenggang Zhao has developed and
optimized several scientific computing applications. Chen Zhang used to do program optimizations
on many-core architecture. Jiajie Chen is familiar with FPGA programming. Yutian Wang has
experience in developing InfiniBand and RDMA applications. Zeyu Song is working on the
automatic acceleration on GPU devices. Mingshu Zhai is interested in the design of performance
models. We have knowledge of various aspects, and we can work together to cope with multiple
types of challenges.
In addition, we have a solid foundation of various types of fields and skills such as programming,
algorithms, and data structures. Most of us have participated in Olympiad in Informatics contests in
high school. After admission to Tsinghua University, we keep up our work while extensively
learning computer theory and architecture, parallel computing and programming on various
platforms. Diversified computer skills and the experiences mentioned above enable us to make
practical solutions to real problems efficiently.
In terms of interdisciplinary knowledge, our team members each have their speciality on different
non-computing fields. Chenggang Zhao is good at physics and has received various prizes since
high school. Chen Zhang ranks No.1 in the whole department and has research experience in the
cross-field of computer vision and medical image. Jiajie Chen is a DevOps engineer and systems
programmer. He is also an active member of open-source communities. Yutian Wang has
developed a DevOps-oriented containers-as-a-service platform. Zeyu Song has taken part in the
system supporting of several programming contests. He has also won awards in THU Intelligent
Agent Competition. Mingshu Zhai has won several medals in programming contests. We believe
the interdisciplinary knowledge can broaden our thinking when we meet difficulties.
For the prior competition experience, Chenggang Zhao has participated in the SC’18 and SC’19
competition and Chen Zhang has taken part in the SC’19 competition. They have detailed
knowledge about the full workflow of the competition. In addition, most of us played an important
role in the ISC’20 competition, which is also held online. Therefore, we have rich experience in the
remote student cluster competition. Also, former members of our team are invited to join in our
discussion and provide inspiration, especially when we meet difficulties similar to what they have
encountered.
The challenges of SC competitions come in different aspects, from tuning large-scale programs to
designing an informative and delicate poster and presenting it to nonprofessional viewers. By
attending the competition, we can gain comprehensive knowledge and experience not only in the
field of HPC but helpful for our whole future academic career as well.

The Howling Hurricanes

This is the second time NC State is forming a team to participate in SCC. Our team consists of six
student members, including two SCC2019 veterans, and four advisors/mentors. Last year, we
started a student organization at NC State to introduce students to the HPC field. Ever since that,
we were able to connect with many students on and off campus. This year, in addition to the 6
members, we also have students in their first and second years to shadow the team. Participating in
SCC’20 will help us keep the organization alive and give students much earlier exposure to HPC.
SCC also helps us make national and international connections around the world. For instance, two
of our members got internships through SCC at SC19. Considering the fact that NC State doesn’t
have many classes related to HPC, students get the chance to learn about it and find
internships/jobs. Moreover, our vendor partner Cisco from last year (and also this year) gave remote
access to our cluster to practice with, and will continue to do so. Quinn is a senior at NC State in
Computer Engineering and a SCC veteran! He’s done research on varying precision in both CPU
and GPU code, profiling the error and runtime under different conditions. Additionally, he is a
current intern at the Supercomputing Institute at Los Alamos National Laboratory who hopes to
bring his expertise from this internship to SCC. Michael is a senior in Computer Engineering at NC
State and a SCC veteran! In relation to HPC, he's used multithreading to improve the response time
of an SMS-to-Web API interface he developed, as well as applying it in general to increase the
speed of his programs. He has had a long-standing interest in optimizing compilers for specialized
hardware, and he hopes that SCC will help advance knowledge of lower level software
development and optimization. Pavan is a senior studying Computer Science, Physics, and
Mathematics at NC State. He works on quantum computing with applications in superconductors
and the simulations he does for modeling certain crystal lattices introduced him to using MPI and
HPC. He spends his day to day hacking in Arch Linux while maintaining various servers with a
variety of other distributions including Gentoo, CentOS, and Debian. Zainab is a senior at NC State
studying Computer Engineering. She built a mobile hardware system that can be carried in a flying
drone to perform an electromagnetic side-channel attack (SCA). Megan is a junior in Computer
Engineering at Iowa State. She works closely with ECSEL which is a group for minority leaders in
computer, software or electrical engineering. Along with that she is also doing research on automounting squash filesystems on Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Charliecloud system. Jordan is a
senior at NC State studying Mathematics. He is an editor for Richard Stallman’s website, the
founder of GNU. He has major interest in the clever methods used to optimize a computer, so it is
able to run programs with minimal resources.
Center for Computational Science and Engineering

We are from the SUSTech Supercomputing Team (SST). The team is composed of SUSTech

undergraduates who take great interest in computational science and engineering. SST serves for
large HPC user community in SUSTech and practice HPC skills in real scene. Team members for
VSCC in SC20 are strictly screened from the SST. Team member all master intensive command-line
Linux and batch operation and are with implementation ability in at least two high level
programming languages. Each member have varied specialties to strive a satisfactory ranking in
SC20, and the team carefully dispatched responsibilities for each part basing on each members’
willing and specialties. The captain, Yiqi Zhang (Viscent), Sophomore in bioscience at SUSTech,
having cluster debugging and deploying experience for no less than 100 hours. Major works done
on heterogenous offload of quantum simulation and computational fluid dynamics. Responsible for
benchmarks, debugging and Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Shuxin Zheng, Senior in SUSTech,
majoring in Robotics Engineering. Be familiar with CUDA programming and had took part in a
project to detect the CUDA bugs. Have took part in ASC18-20 and CPC last year, and the team
won first prize in ASC19. Prior work done on CESM optimization. Mainly responsible for CESM in
VSCC. Ziqin Wang, Linux enthusiast, is a Junior majoring in Computer Science at SUSTech. With a
broad interest in CS, he is currently exploring several computer-related fields, including highperformance computing, software analysis and wireless network. He had participated in the ASC18
and ASC19(Prize-winning team). Mainly responsible for CESM in VSCC. Zhenjiang Mao, attended
ASC19 as captain, with experience accelerating AI and quantum simulation applications. Now
under the guidance of "Gordon Bell" award-winning Dr. Zhang Zhenbo. With cluster management
and debugging experience, he is responsible for cluster management and Gromacs in VSCC. Zhao
Li (Andrea). Junior in SUSTech, majoring in Computer Science, president of Computer Research
Association of SUSTech. Major in distributed systems and large data and processed transportation
problem of Ridesharing. Experienced in containers and cluster security. Mainly responsible for
Reproducibility Challenge in VSCC. Tongzhou Gu (Tonny). Sophomore in SUSTech, majoring in
Computer Science, student assistant of Center for Computational Science and Engineering (CCSE),
participant of ASC19-20. Mainly focus on programming on embedded, distributed, or
heterogeneous systems. Responsible for CESM and Gromacs in VSCC. Team advisor Dr. Fan is the
chief engineer (Senior Engineer) of the SUSTech CCSE. He has published more than twenty papers
in high-level academic journals with hundreds of citations. His research proposal was supported by
the Youth Program of National Natural Science Foundation of China and participated in several
other programs of National Natural Science Funds. Apart from the ranking, we expect the work to
be published if possible, which would be beneficial for every member. Meanwhile, extensive works
on Gromacs would provide us with insights on both biology research and computational fluid
dynamics. Also, within expectation, SC20 will be a great chance of competitional training for 3 firsttime challengers in our team.
Team Minuscule

Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) Student HPC Team was founded in 2013. Our team has so

far attracted more than 50 students, providing them with excellent chances to enhance their
capabilities. Over the years, our team has attended several well-known student cluster competitions
and achieved outstanding rankings, including the ASC14 champion, the silver prize in ASC16 and
the third place in ISC16. In the SC19 Student Cluster Competition (SCC), we got 6th. among the 16
strong teams all over the world, and this year we are confident to exhibit our excellent HPC skills
and knowledge in this world-class competition again.
As for team members, our team consists of six formal members, two advisors and a few observer
members. All the formal members have previous experience in student cluster competitions like
ASC, SC, etc. Our primary advisor Qiucheng Liao, one of the former member of our team, tutors all
the team members with his excellence in HPC knowledge and skill, leading us to a high level of
capability and specifically, those aforementioned prizes. The other advisor is Minhua Wen,
Engineering Computing Specialist in SJTU CHPC. As the former advisor of SJTU HPC student team,
he has six years of experience in student team building. Recently he takes charge of contacting the
vendor and the institution for financial support, devoting himself to create a perfect environment for
our team.
Our team has many chances to involve those large-scale scientific computation applications.
Months ago, we have just completed Astronomical N-body simulation with the largest number of
particles in the world with 20480 cores on 512 nodes on our cluster (π2.0, ranked 451 on
TOP500). We have studied those computational applications from Quantum Computing (QuEST),
Cosmology (CUBE&HBT+), Microscopy (RELION1), Bioinformatics(wtdbg2), Earth Science (CESM),
etc. Most of the applications is from the previous HPC competitions and the others come from the
scientific projects of SJTU HPC Center. In the process of benchmarking and optimizing those
interdisciplinary applications, the team members summarize the patterns of computational kernels
in different subjects and gain precious experience in scientific computation.
Our team welcomes inter-discipline. Students with a passion for HPC from any major are
welcomed. Therefore, our team members come from multiple majors including Computer Science
and Engineering (CSE), Chemistry, Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Automation, etc. Our team
benefits greatly from the interdisciplinary constitution, for the knowledge from different subjects can
complement each other perfectly. The CSE students have a deep understanding of coding, while
students majoring in electronics have a better knowledge about the lower level of computer
architectures. By sharing those knowledge with each other, each team member can be an allaround HPC player.
Keen on the participation in SC20 VSCC, we are going to exhibit our HPC skills and experiences, as
well as gain knowledge, techniques and experience during the preparation and the competition. It
will be a great chance for our team to be known, improved and inspired.

WARSAW TEAM

This year the Warsaw Team is comprised of the next generation of HPC apprentices, with the
majority being first and second-year students. The vast majority of the Team is participating for the
first time in the competition, and everyone is determined to work very hard to prove themselves! By
participating in the Student Cluster Competition, new members wish to enter the HPC community,
meet their peers from all around the world and gain skills they will later use to change the world!
Experienced veterans of the student cluster competitions, former members of the Team, who no
longer participate in contests, acting as our advisors, look after the preparations. Coming from
different institutions such as the University of Warsaw or the Warsaw University of Technology,
they provide an interdisciplinary view and approach to the challenges, that the young HPC adepts
have to face.
The Team's interests vary from Artificial Intelligence to modelling how a disease spreads. Having
experience at an early point will enable every member to yield a positive impact on any field of
science in the future and jumpstart our academic and professional careers. Additionally, our mentors
will help with any difficulties and team spirit will encourage us to not give up.
The following 6 team members were chosen to participate in the competition:
Marek Masiak will begin his studies in Computer Science at UCL this September, completing his
transfer from the University of Warsaw to UCL. He enjoys exploring forests on his bike and
grasping new concepts in NLP. Marek has been a member of the team for a year. During this time
he participated in SC19 and ISC20.
Marek Skiba is a new member of the team and a first year student of Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw. Last year he represented Poland in the International Olympiad in Informatics.
In his spare time, he likes to climb and play chess with friends.
Paweł Pawłowski is also a new member of the team. It’s hard to find a programming language, he
doesn’t know or will be unable to learn in a matter of a few days. Among his main interests are
operating systems, reverse engineering and learning foreign languages.
Konrad Litwinski is new to the team. He is an enthusiast of Mathematics and is a laureate of Polish
Mathematics Olympiad. He is a first year Computer Science student at the University of Warsaw. In
his spare time he likes to hike and go to the gym.
Asia Wojciechowska is one more new team member and will be studying Computer Science at the
University of Warsaw starting this fall. She loves solving algorithmic and mathematical problems.

Besides, she enjoys travelling, cycling and linguistics.
Tomasz Cheda is a second year student of Computer Science at the University of Warsaw. He has
previously represented Poland in the International Physics Olympiad. His other hobbies include 3D
printing, quadcopter flying and rock climbing.
The team is also supported by SCC veterans: Łukasz Kondraciuk and Dominik Psujek.
Husky Cows

Our team is diverse in backgrounds and interests and we are united in our goals for this
competition. Our cross-institutional partnership will allow us to utilize much of the competition
experience that our Northeastern University team members have gained from previous
competitions while our Williams College team members offer a fresh perspective on how we
approach our competition preparation and workload modifications. In addition, our team members’
industry experience and deep involvement in computer architecture research are reflected in our
strong software skills.
We all intend to pursue careers in HPC or a related field and believe that the hands-on experience
provided by participating in the SCC will strengthen the skillsets we have acquired in school and
help prepare us for our future careers. Our team expects to learn how to utilize high performance
clusters to implement solutions to real-world problems in the form of applications such as CESM
and GROMACS. The experience from the SCC will prepare our team for future careers in HPC and
related fields such as artificial intelligence and cloud computing. Along with gaining technical
knowledge, our team hopes to improve our soft skills. We will improve our teamwork skills by
coordinating our workloads and optimizations, and we will learn how to work under pressure as we
optimize the mystery application. Beyond the competition, we are hopeful that the conference,
whether remote or in person, will be an opportunity to connect with professionals in the field and
learn more about the wide range of careers within HPC.
The cross-collaboration between our two schools gives us access to a wide scope of coursework,
research experience, and work experience. This range in background knowledge will better inform
how we approach the different applications. Team members have taken courses in Algorithm
Design, Operating Systems, Computer Architecture, Parallel Processing, and High Performance
Computing. These courses have helped us learn skills relevant to HPC such as coding in the
C/C++/CUDA programming languages, using the Linux operating system, managing memory, and
understanding processor architectures such as the x86-64 architectures. We each have varying
levels of proficiency in topics such as parallel computing, cloud computing, and architecture—
something that will work to our advantage as we work together and learn from each other. Some of

this knowledge was obtained as student researchers at the Northeastern University Computer
Architecture Laboratory, where a few members have worked on student projects such as
distributed matrix multiplication with Raspberry Pis and GPU-accelerated, large-scale data
visualization.
By the start of the competition, our team will have worked at 10 different companies and
institutions through co-ops and internships. This includes companies such as Intel, Microsoft,
Alteryx, Acacia Communications, Analogic, JPMorgan, and MongoDB, as well as research
organizations such as MIT Lincoln Labs and MITRE. Furthermore, one of our members received their
first internship at MathWorks through SC17 and another member is currently interning with one of
our sponsoring vendors, AMD.

Workshop
(back to top)

Wednesday, November 11th
10:00 am - 1:30 pm

FTXS: Workshop on Fault-Tolerance for HPC at Extreme Scale
Session Description:

Increases in the number, variety and complexity of components required to compose nextgeneration extreme-scale systems mean that systems will experience significant increases in
aggregate fault rates, fault diversity and the complexity of isolating root causes. Additionally, the
emergence of high-bandwidth memory devices, the continued deployment of burst buffers and the
development of near-threshold devices to address power concerns will all create fault tolerance
challenges on new systems.
Due to the continued need for research on fault tolerance in extreme-scale systems, the 10th
Workshop on Fault-Tolerance for HPC at Extreme Scale (FTXS 2020) will present an opportunity
for innovative research ideas to be shared, discussed and evaluated by researchers in faulttolerance, resilience and reliability from academic, government and industrial institutions. Building
on the success of the previous editions of the FTXS workshop, the organizers will assemble quality
publications, invited talks and keynotes to facilitate a lively and thought-provoking group discussion.
Improving Scalability of Silent-Error Resilience for Message-Passing Solvers via Local Recovery
and Asynchrony
Jackson R. Mayo (Sandia National Laboratories)
Benefits of local recovery (restarting only a failed process or task) have been previously
demonstrated in parallel solvers. Local recovery has a reduced impact on application performance
due to masking of failure delays (for message-passing codes) or dynamic load balancing (for
asynchronous many-task codes). In this paper, we implement MPI-process-local checkpointing and
recovery of data (as an extension of the Fenix library) in combination with an existing method for
local detection of silent errors in partial differential equation solvers, to show a path for

incorporating lightweight silent-error resilience. In addition, we demonstrate how asynchrony
introduced by maximizing computation-communication overlap can halt the propagation of delays.
For a prototype stencil solver (including an iterative-solver-like variant) with injected memory bit
flips, results show greatly reduced overhead under weak scaling compared to global recovery, and
high failure-masking efficiency. The approach is expected to be generalizable to other MPI-based
solvers.
Towards Distributed Software Resilience in Asynchronous Many-Task Programming Models
Nikunj Gupta (Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee)
Exceptions and errors occurring within mission critical applications due to hardware failures have a
high cost. With the emerging next generation platforms (NGPs), the rate of hardware failures will
likely increase. Designing our applications to be resilient, therefore, is a critical concern in order to
retain the reliability of results while meeting the constraints on power budgets. In this paper, we
discuss software resilience in AMTs at both local and distributed scale. We choose HPX to
prototype our resiliency designs. We implement two resiliency APIs that we expose to the
application developers, namely task replication and task replay. Task replication repeats a task n
times and executes the repeated tasks asynchronously. Task replay reschedules a task up to n
times until a valid output is returned. Furthermore, we expose algorithm based fault tolerance
(ABFT) using user provided predicates (e.g., checksums) to validate the returned results. We
benchmark the resiliency scheme for both synthetic and real world applications at local and
distributed scale and show that most of the added execution time arises from the replay, replication
or data movement of the tasks and not the boilerplate code added to achieve resilience.
Models for Resilience Design Patterns

Resilience plays an important role in supercomputers by providing correct and efficient operation in
case of faults, errors, and failures. Resilience design patterns offer blueprints for effectively applying
resilience technologies. Prior work focused on developing initial efficiency and performance models
for resilience design patterns. This paper extends it by (1) describing performance, reliability, and
availability models for all structural resilience design patterns, (2) providing more detailed models
that include flowcharts and state diagrams, and (3) introducing the Resilience Design Pattern
Modeling (RDPM) tool that calculates and plots the performance, reliability, and availability metrics
of individual patterns and pattern combinations.

FTXS – Break
Scott Levy (Sandia National Laboratories)

From Tasks Graphs to Asynchronous Distributed Checkpointing with Local Restart
Romain Lion (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA) Bordeaux, University of Bordeaux)
The ever-increasing number of computation units assembled in current HPC platforms leads to a
concerning increase in fault probability. Traditional checkpoint/restart strategies avoid wasting large
amounts of computation time when such fault occurs. With the increasing amount of data
processed by today's applications, these strategies, however, suffer from their data transfer
demand becoming unreasonable, or the entailed global synchronizations.
The current trend towards task-based programming is an opportunity to revisit the principles of the
checkpoint/restart strategies. We propose a checkpointing scheme which is closely tied to the
execution of task graphs. We describe how it allows for completely asynchronous and distributed
checkpointing, as well as localized node restart, thus allowing for very large scalability. We also
show how a synergy between the application data transfers and the checkpointing transfers can
lead to a reasonable additional network load, measured to be lower than +10% on a dense linear
algebra example.
A Generic Strategy for Node-Failure Resilience for Certain Iterative Linear Algebra Methods
Carlos Pachajoa (University of Vienna)
Resilience is an important research topic in HPC. As computer clusters go to extreme scales, work
in this area is necessary to keep these machines reliable.
In this work, we introduce a generic method to endow iterative algorithms in linear algebra based
on sparse matrix-vector products, such as linear system solvers, eigensolvers, with resilience to
node failures. This generic method traverses the dependency graph of the variables of the iterative
algorithm. If the iterative method exhibits certain properties, it is possible to produce an exact state
reconstruction (ESR) algorithm, enabling the recovery of the state of the iterative method in the
event of a node failure. This reconstruction is exact, except for small perturbations caused by
floating point arithmetic. The generic method exploits redundancy in the matrix-vector product to
protect the vector that is the argument of the product.
We illustrate the use of this generic approach on three iterative methods: the conjugate gradient
method, the BiCGStab method and the Lanczos algorithm. The resulting ESR algorithms enable the
reconstruction of their state after a node failure from a few redundantly stored vectors.
Unlike previous work in preconditioned conjugate gradient, this generic method produces ESR
algorithms that work with general matrices. Consequently, we can no longer assume that local
diagonal submatrices used to reconstruct vectors are non-singular. Thus, we also propose an

approach for deriving non-singular local linear systems for the reconstruction process with reduced
condition numbers, based on a communication-avoiding rank-revealing QR factorization with
column pivoting.
Checkpointing OpenSHMEM Programs Using Compiler Analysis
Md Abdullah Shahneous Bari (Stony Brook University)
The importance of fault-tolerance continues to increase for HPC applications. The continued growth
in size and complexity of HPC systems, and of the applications themselves, is leading to an
increased likelihood of failures during execution. Most HPC programming models, however, lack a
built-in fault-tolerance mechanism. Instead, application developers usually rely on external support
such as application-level checkpoint-restart (C/R) libraries to make their codes fault-tolerant. Tthis
increases the application developer's burden, who must use the libraries carefully to ensure correct
behavior and minimize overheads. The C/R routines are used to save the values of all needed
program variables at the places in the code where they are invoked. It's important for correctness
that the program data is in a consistent state at these places. It is non-trivial to determine such
points in OpenSHMEM due to its one-sided communication nature. The amount of data to be saved
and the frequency of C/R calls must also be tuned carefully due to the C/R calls' extremely high
overhead.
There is very little prior work on checkpoint-restart support in the context of OpenSHMEM. In this
paper, we introduce OpenSHMEM and describe the challenges it poses for checkpointing. We
identify the safest places for inserting C/R calls in an OpenSHMEM program and describe a
straightforward approach for identifying the data that needs to be checkpointed at these positions.
We provide these two functionalities in a tool that exploits compiler analyses to propose
checkpoints, and the data to save at those points, to the application developer.

FTXS – Closing Remarks
Scott Levy (Sandia National Laboratories)

10:00 am - 1:55 pm

SuperCompCloud: 3rd International Workshop on Interoperability of
Supercomputing and Cloud Technologies
Session Description:

Exascale computing initiatives are expected to enable breakthroughs for multiple scientific
disciplines. Increasingly these systems utilize cloud technologies, enabling complex and distributed
workflows that improve not only scientific productivity, but accessibility of resources to a wide
range of communities. Such an integrated and seamlessly orchestrated system for supercomputing
and cloud technologies is indispensable for experimental facilities that have been experiencing an
unprecedented rate of data growth. While a subset of high-performance computing (HPC) services
has been available from public cloud environments, petascale and beyond data and computing
capabilities are largely provisioned within HPC data centers using traditional, bare-metal
provisioning services to ensure performance, scaling and cost effectiveness. This workshop aims to
bring together experts and practitioners from academia, national laboratories and industry to
discuss technologies, use cases and best practices in order to set a vision and direction for
leveraging high-performance, extreme-scale computing and on-demand cloud ecosystems.

SuperCompCloud – Welcome

Exosphere - Bringing The Cloud Closer
Julian L. Pistorius (University of Arizona), Chris Martin (Exosphere Project)
Exosphere provides researcher-friendly software for managing computing workloads on OpenStack
cloud infrastructure. Exosphere is a user-friendly alternative to Horizon, the default OpenStack
graphical interface. Exosphere can be used with most research cloud infrastructure, requiring nearzero custom integration work.
SELVEDAS: A Data and Compute as a Service Workflow Demonstrator Targeting
Supercomputing Ecosystems
Siew Hoon (Cerlane) Leong (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS))
Scientists from different communities, especially large-scale experimental facilities, have unique
data and compute requirements that cannot be easily realized in a general-purpose
supercomputing environment without significant modifications to either domain requirements or
supercomputing operational configurations. One of the crucial customizations required is the
orchestration of on-demand and auto-scale workflows on a largely batch-driven supercomputing
system. On-demand, auto-scale and resiliency are features that are typically associated with cloud
technologies. In order to empower a wide variety of users, concepts such as X-as-a-Service have
been introduced. Experimental facilities' workflows from PSI that will leverage Data and Compute
as a Service in supercomputing ecosystem at CSCS will be shared. Three use cases were

implemented to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of applying a cloud-driven approach to
supercomputing ecosystems.

Lightning Talk – Jetstream2: Accelerating Science and Engineering on Demand
David Y. Hancock (Indiana University)

SuperCompCloud – Break

Performance Characteristics of Virtualized GPUs for Deep Learning
Scott Michael (Indiana University)
As deep learning techniques and algorithms become more and more common in scientific
workflows, HPC centers are grappling with how best to provide GPU resources and support deep
learning workloads. One novel method of deployment is to virtualize GPU resources allowing for
multiple VM instances to have logically distinct virtual GPUs (vGPUs) on a shared physical GPU.
There are many operational and performance implications to consider, however, before deploying a
vGPU service in an HPC center. In this paper, we investigate the performance characteristics of
vGPUs for both traditional HPC workloads and for deep learning training and inference workloads.
Using NVIDIA's vDWS virtualization software, we perform a series of HPC and deep learning
benchmarks on both non-virtualized (bare metal) and vGPUs of various sizes and configurations.
We report on several of the challenges we discovered in deploying and operating a variety of
virtualized instance sizes and configurations. We find that the overhead of virtualization on HPC
workloads is generally less than 10%, and can vary considerably for deep learning, depending on
the task.
FirecREST: a RESTful API to HPC Systems
Eirini Koutsaniti (Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS), ETH Zurich)
As science gateways become an increasingly popular digital interface for scientific communities, it is
important for high-performance computing centers to provide a modern and externally accessible
interface such as web-enabled APIs. Such interfaces provide access to HPC center resources to
allow scientific web portals to submit jobs or move data in and out the HPC center. This work
presents the FirecREST API, a RESTful Web API infrastructure that allows scientific communities to
access the various integrated resources and services available on HPC systems. The capabilities of
FirecREST have been defined based on use cases requirements described in this work.

Leveraging Hybrid Cloud HPC in Multitier Reactive Programming
Daniel Sokolowski (Technical University Darmstadt)
The advent of cloud computing has enabled large-scale availability of on-demand computing and
storage resources. However, these benefits are not yet at the fingertips of HPC developers: Typical
HPC applications use on-premise computing resources and rely on static deployment setups,
reliable hardware, and rather homogeneous resources. This hinders (partial) execution in the cloud,
even though applications could benefit from scaling beyond on-premise resources, and the variety
of hardware available in the cloud to speed up execution.
To address this issue, we orchestrate computationally intensive kernels using a high-level
programming language that ensures advanced optimization and improves execution flexibility –
enabling hybrid cloud/on-premise HPC deployments. Our approach is based on multitier reactive
programming, where distributed code is defined within the same compilation unit, and
computations are placed explicitly using placement types. We adjust placement based on
performance characteristics measured before execution, and apply our approach to a shortest
vector problem (SVP) solver from cryptanalysis and evaluate it to be effective.

SuperCompCloud – Break

The "Geddes" Composable Platform – An Evolution of Community Clusters for a Composable
World
Preston M. Smith (Purdue University)
New usage patterns of computing for research have emerged that rely on the availability of flexible,
elastic, and highly specialized services, that may not be well suited to traditional batch HPC. A new
approach that updates and evolves the research computing ecosystem is needed to respond to
these needs. This new model, a "Community Composable Platform", builds upon Purdue’s
Community Cluster program to provide cost effective, highly responsive, and customizable
composable computing solutions for domain science and education in a variety of communities.
Archival Data Repository Services to Enable HPC and Cloud Workflows in a Federated Research
e-Infrastructure
Dirk Pleiter (Forschungszentrum Juelich; University of Regensburg, Bavaria)
Five European supercomputing centres, namely BSC (Spain), CEA (France), CINECA (Italy), CSCS
(Switzerland), and JSC (Germany), agreed to align their high-end computing and storage services to

facilitate the creation of the Fenix Research Infrastructure. In addition to the traditional extremescale computing and data services, Fenix provides a set of Cloud-type services as well as services
needed for federation. In this paper, we describe the architecture of the Fenix infrastructure and
how it can be used for representative workflows from the Human Brain Project (HBP). The concept
of the archival data repository is chosen to highlight demarcation between HPC and cloud access
models. We will discuss some of the challenges that remain in integrating the different services at
HPC data centres.

SuperCompCloud – Closing Remarks and ISC21 Invite

10:00 am - 4:10 pm

MCHPC’20: Workshop on Memory Centric High-Performance Computing
Session Description:

The growing disparity between CPU speed and memory speed, known as the memory wall
problem, has been one of the most critical and long-standing challenges in the computing industry.
The situation is further complicated by the recent expansion of the memory hierarchy, which is
becoming deeper and more diversified with the adoption of new memory technologies and
architectures, including 3D-stacked memory, non-volatile random-access memory (NVRAM),
memristor, hybrid software and hardware caches, etc. Computer architecture and hardware system,
operating systems, storage and file systems, programming stack, performance models and tools are
being enhanced, augmented or even redesigned to address the performance, programmability and
energy efficiency challenges of the increasingly complex and heterogeneous memory systems for
HPC and data-intensive applications.
The MCHPC workshop aims to bring together computer and computational science researchers,
from industry, government labs and academia, concerned with the challenges of efficiently using
existing and emerging memory systems.

MCHPC’20 – Keynote: The 3rd Wall and the Need for Innovation in Architectures
Peter Kogge (University of Notre Dame)

In the past we have seen two major "walls" (memory and power) whose vanquishing required
significant advances in architecture. This talk will discuss evidence on the emergence of a new third
wall dealing with data locality, which is prevalent in data intensive applications where computation
is dominated by memory access and movement – not flops, Such apps exhibit large sets of often
persistent data, with little reuse during computation, no predictable regularity, significantly different
scaling characteristics, and where streaming is becoming important. Solving such problems will take
a new set of innovations in architecture to overcome. In addition to data on the new wall, the talk
will introduce one possible technique: the concept of migrating threads, and give evidence of its
potential value based on several benchmarks that have shown to have scaling difficulties on
conventional architectures.

MCHPC’20 – Break

Session I - Exploiting Heterogeneous Memory
Ron Brightwell (Sandia National Laboratories)

Persistent Memory Object Storage and Indexing for Scientific Computing
Awais Khan (Sogang University, South Korea)
This paper presents MOSIQS, a persistent memory object storage framework with metadata
indexing and querying for scientific computing. We design MOSIQS based on the key idea that
memory objects on shared PM pool can live beyond the application lifetime and can become the
sharing currency for applications and scientists. MOSIQS provides an aggregate memory pool atop
an array of persistent memory devices to store and access memory objects. MOSIQS uses a
lightweight persistent memory key-value store to manage the metadata of memory objects such as
persistent pointer mappings, which enables memory object sharing for effective scientific
collaborations. MOSIQS is implemented atop PMDK. We evaluate the proposed approach on manycore server with an array of real PM devices. The preliminary evaluation confirms a 100%
improvement for write and 30% in read performance against a PM-aware file system approach.
Performance Potential of Mixed Data Management Modes for Heterogeneous Memory Systems

Many high-performance systems now include different types of memory devices within the same
compute platform to meet strict performance and cost constraints. Such heterogeneous memory

systems often include an upper-level tier with better performance, but limited capacity, and lowerlevel tiers with higher capacity, but less bandwidth and longer latencies for reads and writes. To
utilize the different memory layers efficiently, current systems rely on hardware-directed, memoryside caching or they provide facilities in the operating system (OS) that allow applications to make
their own data-tier assignments. Since these data management options each come with their own
set of trade-offs, many systems also include mixed data management configurations that allow
applications to employ hardware- and software-directed management simultaneously, but for
different portions of their address space.
Despite the opportunity to address limitations of stand-alone data management options, such
mixed management modes are under-utilized in practice, and have not been evaluated in prior
studies of complex memory hardware. In this work, we develop custom program profiling,
configurations, and policies to study the potential of mixed data management modes to outperform
hardware- or software-based management schemes alone. Our experiments, conducted on an Intel
Knights Landing platform with high-bandwidth memory, demonstrate that the mixed data
management mode achieves the same or better performance than the best stand-alone option for
five memory intensive benchmark applications (run separately and in isolation), resulting in an
average speedup compared to the best stand-alone policy of over 10%, on average.
Leveraging a Heterogenous Memory System for a Legacy Fortran Code: The Interplay of Storage
Class Memory, DRAM, and OS

Large capacity Storage Class Memory (SCM) opens new possibilities for workloads requiring a large
memory footprint. We examine optimization strategies for a legacy Fortran application on systems
with an heterogeneous memory configuration comprising SCM and DRAM. We present a
performance study for the multigrid solver component of the large-eddy simulation framework
PALM for different memory configurations with large capacity SCM. An important optimization
approach is the explicit assignment of storage locations depending on the data access characteristic
to take advantage of the heterogeneous memory configuration. We are able to demonstrate that an
explicit control over memory locations provides better performance compared to transparent
hardware settings. As on aforementioned systems the page management by the OS appears as
critical performance factor, we study the impact of different huge page settings.
Architecting Heterogeneous Memory Systems with DRAM Technology Only: A Case Study on
Relational Database
Yifan Qiao (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
This paper advocates a DRAM-only design strategy to reduce the computing system memory cost
and demonstrates its potential in the context of relational database. In particular, we envision a low-

cost heterogeneous DRAM fabric consisting of convenient but expensive byte-addressable DRAM
and large-capacity low-cost DRAM with coarse access granularity (e.g., 1K-byte). Regardless of
specific memory technology, one can reduce the manufacturing cost by sacrificing the memory raw
reliability, and apply error correction code~(ECC) to restore the data storage integrity. The efficiency
of ECC significantly improves as the codeword length increases, which enlarges the memory access
granularity. This leads to a fundamental trade-off between memory cost and access granularity.
Following this principle, Intel 3DXP-based Optane memory DIMM internally operates with a 256byte ECC codeword length (hence 256-byte access granularity), and Hynix recently demonstrated
low-cost DRAM DIMM with a 64-byte access granularity. This paper presents a design approach
that enables relational database to take full advantage of the envisioned low-cost heterogeneous
DRAM fabric to improve performance with only minimal database source code modification. Using
MySQL as a test vehicle, we implemented a prototyping system, on which we have demonstrated
its effectiveness under TPC-C and Sysbench OLTP benchmarks.

MCHPC'20 – Break

Session II - Cache Impacts and Optimizations
Kyle Hale (Illinois Institute of Technology)

Hostile Cache Implications for Small, Dense Linear Solves
Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)
The full assembly of the stiffness matrix in finite element codes can be prohibitive in terms of
memory footprint resulting from storing that enormous matrix. An optimisation and work around,
particularly effective for discontinuous Galerkin based approaches, is to construct and solve the
small dense linear systems locally within each element and avoid the global assembly entirely. The
different independent linear systems can be solved concurrently in a batched manner, however we
have found that the memory subsystem can show destructive behaviour in this paradigm, severely
affecting the performance. In this paper we demonstrate the range of performance that can be
obtained by allocating the local systems differently, along with evidence to attribute the reasons
behind these differences.
Cache Oblivious Strategies to Exploit Multi-Level Memory on Manycore Systems

Many-core systems are beginning to feature novel large, high-bandwidth intermediate memory as a
visible part of the memory hierarchy. This paper discusses how to make use of intermediate
memory when composing multiple matrix operations.
We re-purpose the cache-oblivious approach developed by Frigo and apply it to the composition of
a notionally bandwidth-bound kernel (transpose) with a compute-bound kernel (matrix multiply).
Particular focus is on regions of matrix shapes far from square that are not usually considered. The
resulting example is far simpler than optimized codes, but reasonably close in performance. Also,
perhaps of more importance is developing a paradigm for how to construct other codes using
intermediate memories.
Understanding the Impact of Memory Access Patterns in Intel Processors

Due to increasing complexity in the memory hierarchy, predicting the performance of a given
application in a given processor is becoming more difficult. The problem is worsened by the fact
that the hardware needed to deal with more complex memory traffic also affects energy
consumption. Moreover, in a heterogeneous system with shared main memory, the memory traffic
between the last level cache (LLC) and the memory creates contention between other processors
and accelerator devices. For these reasons, it is important to investigate and understand the impact
of different memory access patterns on the memory system.
This study investigates the interplay between Intel processors' memory hierarchy and different
memory access patterns in applications. The authors explore streaming and strided memory access
patterns with the objective of predicting LLC-DRAM traffic for a given application in given Intel
architectures. Moreover, the impact of prefetching is also investigated in this study. Experiments
with different Intel micro-architectures uncover mechanisms to predict LLC-DRAM traffic that can
yield up to 99% accuracy for streaming access patterns and up to 95% accuracy for strided access
patterns.

MCHPC’20 – Closing Remarks
Yonghong Yan (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)

10:00 am - 5:00 pm

IA^3 2020: 10th Workshop on Irregular Applications: Architectures and
Algorithms

Session Description:

Due to the heterogeneous data sets they process, data intensive applications employ a diverse set
of methods and data structures, exhibiting irregular memory accesses, control flows and
communication patterns. Current supercomputing systems are organized around components
optimized for data locality and bulk synchronous computations. Managing any form of irregularity
on them demands substantial programming effort, and often leads to poor performance. Holistic
solutions to these challenges emerge only by considering the problem from multiple perspectives:
from micro- to system-architectures, from compilers to languages, from libraries to runtimes and
from algorithm design to data characteristics. Only strong collaborative efforts among researchers
with different expertise, including domain experts and end users, can lead to significant
breakthroughs. This workshop brings together scientists with different backgrounds to discuss
methods and technologies for efficiently supporting irregular applications on current and future
architectures.

IA^3 2020 – Keynote: Research Challenges in Compiler Technology for Sparse Tensors
Mary Hall (University of Utah)
Scalable computations where the data is sparse — that is, a tiny subset of the data is populated —
are widely represented in scientific computing, data analytics and machine learning. Sparse data are
typically represented by sparse matrices and graphs, which reduce data storage and computation
requirements (e.g., by storing only nonzero data elements) through the use of indirection matrices
such as B in A[B[i]]. This indirection impacts performance on modern architectures. Whether the
code is optimized by human programmer, compiler or hardware, any optimizations that must
understand the memory access patterns for A require the values of B, which are not known until
runtime. Generating high-performance code for sparse computations is made more challenging by
modern architectures, where data movement cost is dominant. Significant interest in compiler
technology for sparse tensors has arisen with the intense interest in machine learning systems. In
this talk, we will approach this challenge from a compiler perspective, and describe active areas of
research and future requirements.

IA^3 2020 – Break

Accelerating Domain Propagation: an Efficient GPU-Parallel Algorithm over Sparse Matrices
Boro Sofranac (Zuse Institute Berlin, Berlin Institute of Technology)

Fast domain propagation of linear constraints has become a crucial component of today’s best
algorithms and solvers for mixed integer programming and pseudo-boolean optimization to achieve
peak solving performance. Irregularities in the form of dynamic algorithmic behavior, dependency
structures, and sparsity patterns in the input data make efficient implementations of domain
propagation on GPUs and, more generally, on parallel architectures challenging. This is one of the
main reasons why domain propagation in state-of-the-art solvers is single thread only. In this
paper, we present a new algorithm for domain propagation which (a) avoids these problems and
allows for an efficient implementation on GPUs, and is (b) capable of running propagation rounds
entirely on the GPU, without any need for synchronization or communication with the CPU.
We present extensive computational results which demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
and show that ample speedups are possible on practically relevant problems: on state-of-the-art
GPUs, our geometric mean speed-up for reasonably-large instances is around 10x to 20x and can
be as high as 195x on favorably-large instances.
Parallelizing Irregular Computations for Molecular Docking
Leonardo Solis-Vasquez (Technical University Darmstadt)
AUTODOCK is a molecular docking software widely used in computational drug design. Its timeconsuming executions have motivated the development of AUTODOCK-GPU, an OpenCLaccelerated version that can run on GPUs and CPUs. This work discusses the development of
AUTODOCK-GPU from a programming perspective, detailing how our design addresses the
irregularity of AUTODOCK while pushing towards higher performance. Details on required data
transformations, re-structuring of complex functionality, as well as the performance impact of
different configurations are also discussed. While AUTODOCK-GPU reaches speedup factors of
373x on a Titan V GPU and 58x on a 48-core Xeon Platinum 8175M CPU, experiments show that
performance gains are highly dependent on the molecular complexity under analysis. Finally, we
summarize our preliminary experiences when porting AUTODOCK onto FPGAs.
Reducing Queuing Impact in Irregular Data Streaming Applications
Stephen W. Timcheck (Washington University in St. Louis)
Throughput-oriented streaming applications on massive data sets are a prime candidate for
parallelization on wide-SIMD platforms, especially when inputs are independent of one another.
Many such applications are represented as a pipeline of compute nodes connected by directed
edges. Here, we study applications with irregular data flow, i.e., those where the number of outputs
produced per input to a node is data-dependent and unknown a priori. Moreover, we target these
applications to architectures (GPUs) where different nodes of the pipeline execute cooperatively on
a single wide-SIMD processor.

To promote greater SIMD parallelism, irregular application pipelines can utilize queues to gather and
compact multiple data items between nodes. However, the decision of introducing a queue
between two nodes must trade off benefits to occupancy against costs associated with writing
intermediate values. Moreover, once queues are introduced to an application, their relative sizes
impact the frequency with which the application switches between nodes, incurring scheduling and
context-switching overhead.
This work examines two optimization problems in our model. First, we consider which pairs of
successive nodes in a pipeline should have queues between them to maximize overall application
throughput. Second, given a fixed total budget for queue space, we consider how to choose the
relative sizes of inter-node queues to minimize the frequency of switching between nodes. We
formulate a dynamic programming approach to the first problem and give an empirically useful
approximation to the second that allows for a closed-form solution. Finally, we validate our
theoretical results using real-world irregular streaming computations.
Supporting Irregularity in Throughput-Oriented Computing by SIMT-SIMD Integration
Daniel Thuerck (NEC Laboratories Europe)
The last two decades have seen continued exponential performance increases in HPC systems,
well after the predicted end of Moore's Law for CPUs, largely due to the widespread adoption of
throughput-oriented compute accelerators such as GPUs. When faced with irregular yet
throughput-oriented applications, their simple, grid-based computing model turns into a serious
limitation. Instead of repeatedly tackling the issues of irregularity on the application layer, we argue
that a generalization of the CUDA model to irregular grids can be supported through minor
modifications to already established throughput-oriented architectures.
To that end, we propose a unifying approach that combines techniques from both SIMD and MIMD
approaches, but adheres to the SIMT principles -- based on an unlikely ally: a wide-SIMD vector
architecture. We extend CUDA's familiar programming model and implement SIMT-inspired
strategies for dealing with data and control flow irregularities. Our approach requires only minimal
hardware changes and an additional compiler phase. Using a model-based software simulation, we
demonstrate that the proposed system can be a first step towards native support for irregularity on
throughput-oriented processors while greatly simplifying the development of irregular applications.

IA^3 2020 – Paper Session – Q/A
Antonino Tumeo (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Boro Sofranac (Zuse Institute
Berlin), Leonardo Solis-Vasquez (Technical University Darmstadt), Stephen W. Timcheck
(Washington University in St. Louis), Daniel Thuerck (NEC Laboratories Europe)

IA^3 2020 – Break

Moderator: Vito Giovanni Castellana (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory)
Panelist: Scott Beamer (University of California, Santa Cruz), Michela Becchi (North Carolina State
University), Angela Bonifati (Lyon 1 University), Roger Pearce (Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory), Anil Vullikanti (University of Virginia)

IA^3 2020 – Lunch Break

IA^3 2020 – Keynote: Memory Performance Optimization
Nuwan Jayasena (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)
Many of the implementation technology scaling trends the computing industry has historically relied
on have started to taper off or are posing increasing design challenges. This has led to the
proliferation of many-core processors and accelerators, advanced packaging technologies, and
innovations in memory architecture which, in aggregate, are enabling increasingly sophisticated
node organizations. However, these nodes also consist of complex memory organizations that
necessitate careful data management to achieve high hardware utilization. The need for such data
management is making memory performance optimization particularly important. This talk will
illustrate examples in memory access monitoring and memory-aware data structures that show the
significant performance potential that can be realized by treating memory as a first-class citizen.
Further, motivated by these specific point examples, the talk will also highlight general areas for
further hardware-software collaborative research and innovation aimed at further improving
memory performance in future computing systems.

IA^3 2020 – Break

DistDGL: Distributed Graph Neural Network Training for Billion-Scale Graphs

Graph neural networks (GNN) have shown great success in learning from graph-structured data.
They are widely used in various applications, such as recommendation, fraud detection, and search.
In these domains, the graphs are typically large, containing hundreds of millions of nodes and
several billions of edges. To tackle this challenge, we develop DistDGL, a system for training GNNs
in a mini-batch fashion on a cluster of machines. DistDGL is based on the Deep Graph Library
(DGL), a popular GNN development framework.
DistDGL distributes the graph and its associated data (initial features and embeddings) across the
machines and uses this distribution to derive a computational decomposition by following an
owner-compute rule. DistDGL follows a synchronous training approach and allows ego-networks
forming the mini-batches to include non-local nodes. To minimize the overheads associated with
distributed computations, DistDGL uses a high-quality and light-weight min-cut graph partitioning
algorithm along with multiple balancing constraints. This allows it to reduce communication
overheads and statically balance the computations. It further reduces the communication by
replicating halo nodes and by using sparse embedding updates. The combination of these design
choices allows DistDGL to train high-quality models while achieving high parallel efficiency and
memory scalability. We demonstrate our optimizations on both inductive and transductive GNN
models. Our results show that DistDGL achieves linear speedup and requires only 25 seconds to
complete a training epoch for a graph with 100 million nodes and 3 billion edges on a cluster with
eight machines.
Labeled Triangle Indexing for Efficiency Gains in Distributed Interactive Subgraph Search
Tahsin Reza (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Subgraph search in a massive background graph, i.e., pattern matching in graphs, is a challenging
problem, particularly in an interactive usage scenario where fast response time is important. Our
approach, PruneJuice, is based on two intuitions: rather than directly searching for individual
matches, it is cheaper to eliminate vertices and edges of the background graph that do not
participate in any match. Second, to perform this pruning process, it is possible to decompose a
search pattern into a set of constraints, and uses each of these constraints to eliminate nonmatching vertices and edges. This paper explores the feasibility of indexing the background graph
to accelerate the checking of non-local constraints (e.g., cycles and paths), the most expensive
phase of pruning.
In particular, we demonstrate that indexing labeled triangle (i.e., a 3-Cycle) participation is a
valuable acceleration technique. Additionally, we observe that labeled triangle counts at edges can
be employed to detect 3-Paths that have terminal points with non-unique labels, at relatively little
extra cost. Such paths and triangles are basic sub-constraints that can be used to rapidly prune
non-matching vertices and edges. As proof of concept, we show that, using triangle information

alone, indexing further accelerates expensive queries in PruneJuice by up to 500x on billion-edge
graphs.
Distributed Memory Graph Coloring Algorithms for Multiple GPUs
Ian Bogle (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI))
Graph coloring is often used in parallelizing scientific computations that run in distributed and multiGPU environments; it identifies sets of independent data that can be updated in parallel. Many
algorithms exist for graph coloring on a single GPU or in distributed memory, but hybrid MPI+GPU
algorithms have been unexplored until this work, to the best of our knowledge. We present several
MPI+GPU coloring approaches that use implementations of the distributed coloring algorithms of
Gebremedhin et al. and the shared-memory algorithms of Deveci et al. The on-node parallel
coloring uses implementations in KokkosKernels, which provide parallelization for both multicore
CPUs and GPUs. We further extend our approaches to solve for distance-2 coloring, giving the first
known distributed and multi-GPU algorithm for this problem. In addition, we propose novel
methods to reduce communication in distributed graph coloring. Our experiments show that our
approaches operate efficiently on inputs too large to fit on a single GPU and scale up to graphs with
76.7 billion edges running on 128 GPUs.
Performance Evaluation of the Vectorizable Binary Search Algorithms on an FPGA Platform
Zheming Jin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are becoming promising heterogeneous computing
components. In the meantime, high-level synthesis (HLS) tools are pushing the FPGA-based
development from the register-transfer level to high-level-language design flow using Open
Computing Language (OpenCL), C, and C++. The performance of binary search applications is often
associated with irregular memory access patterns to off-chip memory. In this paper, we implement
the binary search algorithms using OpenCL, and evaluate their performance on an Intel Arria-10
based FPGA platform. Based on the evaluation results, we implement the grid search in XSBench
by vectorizing and replicating the binary search kernel. In addition, we overcome the overhead of
kernel vectorization by grouping work-items into work-groups. Our optimizations improve the
performance of the grid search using the classic binary search by a factor of 1.75 on the FPGA.

IA^3 2020 – Paper Session: Q/A
Antonino Tumeo (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)), Da Zheng (Amazon), Tahsin
Reza (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Ian Bogle (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(RPI)), Zheming Jin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

IA^3 2020 – Thank You and Closing
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10:00 am - 5:11 pm

WORKS20: 15th Workshop on Workflows in Support of Large-Scale Science
Session Description:

Scientific workflows have been almost universally used across scientific domains and have
underpinned some of the most significant discoveries of the past several decades. Workflow
management systems (WMSs) provide abstraction and automation which enable a broad range of
researchers to easily define sophisticated computational processes and to then execute them
efficiently on parallel and distributed computing systems. As workflows are being adopted by a
number of scientific communities, they are becoming more complex and requiring more
sophisticated workflow management capabilities. This workshop focuses on the many facets of
scientific workflow management systems, ranging from actual execution to service management
and the coordination and optimization of data, service and job dependencies. The workshop covers
a broad range of issues in the scientific workflow lifecycle including workflow scheduling
techniques, workflow enactment engines and a number of computer science problems related to
workflows such as semantics, compiler methods, scheduling and fault-detection and tolerance.

WORKS20 – Introductory Remarks
Rafael Ferreira da Silva (University of Southern California), Rosa Filgueira (University of
Edinburgh)

WORKS20 – Keynote: In Situ Data Analytics for Next Generation Molecular Dynamics
Workflows
Michela Taufer (University of Tennessee)

WORKS20 – Break

Runtime vs Scheduler: Analyzing Dask's Overheads
Jakub Beránek (IT4Innovations, Czech Republic)
Dask is a distributed task framework which is commonly used by data scientists to parallelize
Python code on computing clusters with little programming effort. It uses a sophisticated workstealing scheduler which has been hand-tuned to execute task graphs as efficiently as possible. But
is scheduler optimization a worthwhile effort for Dask? Our paper shows on many real world task
graphs that even a completely random scheduler is surprisingly competitive with its built-in
scheduler and that the main bottleneck of Dask lies in its runtime overhead. We develop a drop-in
replacement for the Dask central server written in Rust which is backwards compatible with
existing Dask programs. Thanks to its efficient runtime, our server implementation is able to scale
up to larger clusters than Dask and consistently outperforms it on a variety of task graphs, despite
the fact that it uses a simpler scheduling algorithm.
Workflow Generation with wfGenes
Mehdi Roozmeh (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
Performing simulation and data analysis on supercomputers requires using workflow management
systems (WMSs). Due to the high diversity of application requirements, there are currently many
different WMSs in use with very different input languages and enactment mechanisms. This
hinders the reuse of workflows across these WMSs and makes the transition from one WMS to
another difficult. We propose a lightweight framework based on a generative approach to make this
affordable for the WMS end user. With a proof-of-concept implementation, wfGenes, workflows for
different workflows systems are generated automatically from an abstract workflow description.
We tested wfGenes for a use case in computational nanoscience to generate workflows for
FireWorks and SimStack. The framework can be readily extended to support further WMSs and to
adopt a more standardized workflow description language for its input.

WORKS20 – Break

Supercomputing with MPI Meets the CommonWorkflow Language Standards: An Experience
Report
Rupert W. Nash (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC)), Michael R. Crusoe (Vrije

University Amsterdam, ELIXIR Netherlands)
Use of standards-based workflows is still somewhat unusual by high-performance computing
users. In this paper we describe the experience of using the Common Workflow Language (CWL)
standards to describe the execution, in parallel, of MPI-parallelised applications. In particular, we
motivate and describe the simple extension to the specification which was required, as well as our
implementation of this within the CWL reference runner. We discuss some of the unexpected
benefits, such as simple use of HPC-oriented performance measurement tools, and CWL software
requirements interfacing with HPC module systems. We close with a request for comment from the
community on how these features could be adopted within versions of the CWL standards.
Applying Workflows to Scientific Projects Represented in File System Directory Tree
Mieszko Makuch (AGH University of Science and Technology, Poland)
Most workflow management systems represent scientific workflows as DAG (directed acyclic
graph) and require to provide a workflow specification before the workflow can be executed.
Workflow can be designed using a graphical interface or with textual workflow editing. For uses
unacquainted with workflow abstraction, these systems can be complicated as it usually takes
multiple steps to design abstract workflow specification. To reduce the learning curve and barriers
to entry for inexperienced users, we have decided to create a workflow representation that is based
on the well-known file system directory structure. In our representation workflow structure can be
drawn from project organization space which is based on the file system directory tree. As a result,
proposed workflow representation is more natural and more intuitive for users who are already
accustomed to the directory structure. The workflow structure is created on the fly as the user adds,
executes and organizes services inside their workspace. We have used tree structure hierarchy to
model a part-whole hierarchy between workflows, sub-workflows and individual services.
Proposed solutions support modularity with multi-level sub-workflow nesting, encapsulation,
workflow reuse and sharing, as well as automated workflow execution in a distributed
infrastructure. The proposed model was implemented and evaluated on the IS-EPOS Platform, a
real-world online workflow management system used to conduct research in the field of
anthropogenic seismicity.

WORKS20 – Break

Adaptive Optimizations for Stream-Based Workflows
Liang Liang (University of Edinburgh)

This work presents three new adaptive optimization techniques to maximize the performance of
dispel4py workflows. dispel4py is a parallel Python-based stream-oriented dataflow framework
that acts as a bridge to existing parallel programming frameworks like MPI or Python
multiprocessing. When a user runs a dispel4py workflow, the original framework performs a fixed
workload distribution among the processes available for the run. This allocation does not take into
account workflows’ features, which can cause scalability issues, especially for data-intensive
scientific workflows. Therefore, our aim is to improve the performance of dispel4py workflows by
testing different workload strategies that automatically adapt to workflows. For achieving this
objective, we have implemented three new techniques, called Naive Assignment, Staging, and
Dynamic Scheduling. The evaluations show that our proposed techniques have significantly
improved the performance of the original dispel4py framework.
Enabling Discoverable Trusted Services for Highly Dynamic Decentralized Workflows
Iain Barclay (Cardiff University)
Fifth generation (5G) mobile networks will revolutionize edge-based computing by providing fast
and reliable network capabilities to remote sensors, devices, and microservices. This heralds new
opportunities for researchers, allowing remote instrumentation and analytic capabilities to be as
accessible as local resources. The increased availability of remote data and services presents new
opportunities for collaboration, yet introduces challenges for workflow orchestration, which will
need to adapt to consider an increased choice of available services, including those from trusted
partners and the wider community. In this paper we outline a workflow approach that provides
decentralized discovery and orchestration of verifiably trustable services in support of multi-party
operations. We base this work on the adoption of standardized data models and protocols
emerging from hypermedia research, which has demonstrated success in using combinations of
Linked Data, Web of Things (WoT) and semantic technologies to provide mechanisms for
autonomous goal-directed agents to discover, execute and reuse new heterogeneous resources
and behaviors in large-scale, dynamic environments. We adopt Verifiable Credentials (VCs) to
securely share information among peers based on prior service usage in a cryptographically secure
and tamperproof way, providing a trust-based framework for ratifying service qualities. Collating
these new service description channels and integrating with existing decentralized workflow
research based on vector symbolic architecture (VSA) provides an enhanced semantic search space
for efficient and trusted service discovery that will be necessary for 5G edge-computing
environments.

WORKS20 – Break

WorkflowHub: Community Framework for Enabling Scientific Workflow Research and
Development
Rafael Ferreira da Silva (University of Southern California)
Scientific workflows are a cornerstone of modern scientific computing. They are used to describe
complex computational applications that require efficient and robust management of large volumes
of data, which are typically stored/processed at heterogeneous, distributed resources. The workflow
research and development community has employed a number of methods for the quantitative
evaluation of existing and novel workflow algorithms and systems. In particular, a common
approach is to simulate workflow executions. In previous work, we have presented a collection of
tools that have been used for aiding research and development activities in the Pegasus project,
and that have been adopted by others for conducting workflow research. Despite their popularity,
there are several shortcomings that prevent easy adoption, maintenance, and consistency with the
evolving structures and computational requirements of production workflows. In this work, we
present WorkflowHub, a community framework that provides a collection of tools for analyzing
workflow execution traces, producing realistic synthetic workflow traces, and simulating workflow
executions. We demonstrate the realism of the generated synthetic traces by comparing simulated
executions of these traces with actual workflow executions. We also contrast these results with
those obtained when using the previously available collection of tools. We find that our framework
not only can be used to generate representative synthetic workflow traces (i.e., with workflow
structures and task characteristics distributions that resembles those in traces obtained from realworld workflow executions), but can also generate representative workflow traces at larger scales
than that of available workflow traces.
Characterizing Scientific Workflows on HPC Systems Using Logs
Devarshi Ghoshal (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Scientific advances depend on the ability to effectively and efficiently use high performance
computing (HPC) systems to manage and run large, complex scientific workflows. Toward
understanding the characteristics of these large scientific workflows, we propose two methods to
identify workflows with temporal connections and data-dependencies from batch queue and I/O
logs available at HPC systems. We use the two methods to characterize and correlate workflow
runtime with node requests, I/O patterns, and resource usage on three months of log data available
for Cori, a supercomputer at NERSC. A key result from our analyses shows that single-job
workflows often do not use all allocated CPUs that provides opportunities to consider allocating
resources at a finer-granularity.

WORKS20 – Closing Remarks
Rafael Ferreira da Silva (University of Southern California), Rosa Filgueira (University of

Edinburgh)

10:00 am - 5:15 pm

First International Workshop on Quantum Computing Software
Session Description:

Quantum computing is emerging as a remarkable technology that promises to achieve major
scientific breakthroughs. This includes solving complex problems whose solutions lie well beyond
contemporary and even future supercomputers based on conventional technologies. Interacting
with these quantum computers, including noisy-intermediate scale quantum devices, for basic and
applied research will require a unique collection of software tools and techniques.
This workshop will explore the software needed to make quantum computing practical and
accessible. The workshop will focus on the tools and software for quantum computing with
emphasis on realized implementations. Topics of interest for this workshop include but are not
limited to: languages, programming, compilers, profilers, simulators, debugging, control and
characterization, and other quantum computing software. Topics not relevant include domainspecific applications of quantum computing, physical design of quantum computing devices,
benchmarking or co-design of quantum computing systems and quantum algorithms unless there is
a connection to the topics above.

Quantum Algorithms for Quantum Software
Nathan Wiebe (University of Washington)

LEAP: Scaling Numerical Optimization Based Synthesis Using an Incremental Approach
Ethan H. Smith (University of California, Berkeley)
We present techniques for incremental synthesis of quantum circuits using numerical optimization
and search. We demonstrate that this approach scales up to 6 qubits.
XACC: A Service-Oriented Software Architecture for Quantum Computing

We present a service-oriented software architecture for the prototypical quantum-classical
programming, compilation, and execution workflow. Specifically, we detail the internal architecture
of XACC, a software framework that exposes core service (plugin) interfaces in C++ for quantum
languages, compiled intermediate representations and syntax trees, general IR transformations,
backend physical (and virtual) execution, and automated error-mitigation. We provide high-level
details of this architecture - the specific service interfaces enabling it - and examine concrete
implementations with a focus on algorithmic expression, quantum optimal control, and streamlined
error-mitigation. The extensibility and modularity presented here directly enable an organic and
robust software infrastructure for the continuously evolving quantum computing research
landscape. As time progresses, the architecture defined here remains flexible and adaptable to
novel insights and results coming out of quantum computing research efforts.

Moderator:
Panelist:

Visualizing High-Level Quantum Programs

Complex quantum programs will require programming frameworks with many of the same features
as classical software development, including tools to visualize the behavior of programs and
diagnose any issues encountered. We present new visualization tools being added to the Microsoft
Quantum Development Kit (QDK) for visualizing the execution flow of a quantum program at each
step during its execution. These tools allow for interactive visualization of the control flow of a highlevel quantum program by tracking and rendering individual execution paths through the program.
Also presented is the capability to visualize the states of the quantum registers at each step during
the execution of a quantum program, which allows for more insight into the detailed behavior of a
given quantum algorithm. We also discuss the extensibility of these tools, allowing developers to
write custom visualizers to depict states and operations for their high-level quantum programs. We
believe that these tools have potential value for experienced developers and researchers, as well as
for students and newcomers to the field who are looking to explore and understand quantum
algorithms interactively.
Logic Formulas as Program Abstractions for Quantum Circuits: A Case Study in Noisy
Variational Algorithm Simulation
Yipeng Huang (Rutgers University)
Existing quantum circuit simulators do not address the traits of variational algorithms, namely:

1) their ability to work with noisy qubits and operations, 2) their repeated execution of the same
circuits but with different parameters, and 3) the fact that they sample from circuit final
wavefunctions to drive optimization routines.
Our key insight is that knowledge compilation—a technique for efficient repeated inference
originating in AI research—can be generalized to work on complex-valued quantum amplitudes,
such that the technique serves as the basis for a quantum circuit simulation toolchain geared for
variational quantum algorithms. In knowledge compilation, AI models such as Bayesian networks
encode probabilistic knowledge about the world in a factorized format. The Bayesian networks
compile down to minimized logical formulas that enable repeated inference and sampling queries
with different parameters and new pieces of evidence. The features of the knowledge compilation
approach—namely,
1) the ability to represent probabilistic information, 2) the ability to compile probabilistic model
structural information into minimized formats, and 3) the ability to efficiently sample from the same
model but for varying parameters and evidence—match the requirements for variational quantum
algorithm simulation.
Our approach offers performance advantages relative to simulation approaches based on state
vectors, density matrices, and tensor networks. The advantages are due to the more compact
representation, the circuit minimization and memoization capabilities of our approach, and due to
the storage costs for conventional simulators based on matrix representations. The improved
simulation performance facilitates studying variational algorithms in the NISQ era of quantum
computing.
Large-Scale Parallel Tensor Network Quantum Simulator

In this work, we present a new large-scale parallel quantum circuit simulator. It is based on the
tensor network contraction technique to represent quantum circuits. We propose a novel late
parallelization algorithm to split tensor expressions. By using our MPI/OpenMP parallelization
scheme, we have significantly increased the size of circuits we can compute, as well as the speed of
calculations.
The simulator benchmarking studies were performed for Quantum Approximate Optimization
Algorithm (QAOA) circuits. We computed 210 qubit QAOA circuits with depth 1,785 gates on
1,024 nodes and 213 TB of memory on the Theta supercomputer, which is based on Intel Xeon Phi
architecture. To the best of our knowledge, this constitutes the largest QAOA quantum circuit
simulations reported to this date.

QubiC - Qubits Control Systems at LBNL
Gang Huang (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Yilun Xu (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Jan Balewski (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Understanding and having access to the full electronics hardware and software stack of
superconducting qubits control systems are essential to the system level optimization and
scalability. We developed QubiC - an open source FPGA-based RF pulse generation,
synchronization, and detection system for quantum computing. QubiC generates pulse sequences
for gates and reads the responses from qubits, allowing for the implementation of arbitrary single
and two-qubit gate sequences, including execution of randomized benchmarking and randomized
compiling. The QubiC software runs on Linux host computer and communicates with FPGA
gateware by register/buffer memory reading and writing via the user datagram protocol (UDP).
The software stack consists of four layers: direct buffer reading and writing, application
programming interface (API), quantum experiment scripts, and a web-based graphical user
interface (GUI). A pulse is defined by its envelope and a 128-bit command containing the carrier
parameters together with the timing information. Direct access to IO buffers provides full control of
the lower level hardware. We developed a portfolio of quantum chip characterization scripts
allowing for the optimization and benchmarking of single-qubit gates and two-qubit gates
automatically.
A Python 3-based API is being developed to eventually generate the 128-bit commands and pulse
envelopes from arbitrary circuits designed by user or imported from TrueQ or OpenQASM etc. The
GUI is being developed to streamline and simplify the standard tasks for high level user or routine
tasks and also provide organized data management. The QubiC software is being tested at UC
Berkeley Quantum Nanoelectronics Laboratory.

Moderator:
Panelist:

JuQBox: A Quantum Optimal Control Toolbox In Julia
Fortino Garcia (University of Colorado)
We consider the quantum optimal control problem for realizing logical gates in closed quantum
systems, briefly motivate the numerical methods to perform the optimization, and introduce the
JuQBox software toolbox where these methods are implemented in the Julia programming
language.

ArQTiC: A Full-Stack Software Package for Dynamic Simulations of Materials on Quantum
Computers

ArQTiC is a domain-specific full-stack software package built for the dynamic simulations of
materials on quantum computers. Its main contributions include providing a software library for
high-level programming of such simulations on quantum computers, and providing post-processing
capabilities that allow users to more efficiently analyze results from the quantum computer. Paired
with the power to optimize and execute quantum circuits, ArQTiC opens the field of dynamic
materials simulations on quantum computers to a broader community of scientists from a wider
range of domain sciences, paving the way for accelerated progress towards physical quantum
supremacy.
A QUBO Formulation for Qubit Allocation
Bryan Dury (University of British Columbia; TRIUMF, Canada)
To run an algorithm on a quantum computer, one must choose an assignment from logical qubits in
a circuit to physical qubits on quantum hardware. This task of initial qubit placement, or qubit
allocation, is especially important on present-day quantum computers which have a limited number
of qubits, connectivity constraints, and varying gate fidelities.
In this work, we formulate and implement the qubit placement problem as a quadratic,
unconstrained binary optimization (QUBO) problem and solve it using simulated annealing to obtain
a spectrum of initial placements. Compared to contemporary allocation methods available in tket
and Qiskit, the QUBO method yields allocations with improved circuit depth for >50% of a large set
of benchmark circuits, with many also requiring fewer CX gates.

Moderator: Travis Humble (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Panelist:

Tensor Network Quantum Virtual Machine for Exascale Computing
Thien Nguyen (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
Numerical simulation of large quantum circuits is an indispensable tool for validating near-term
quantum devices as well as studying quantum algorithms. The emergence of Exascale HPC
systems presents new opportunities for pushing the boundaries of quantum simulation. We present
a modernized version of our tensor network quantum virtual machine (TNQVM) quantum circuit
simulator which serves as a virtual accelerator in the eXtreme-scale ACCelerator (XACC)

framework. The modernized TNQVM is based on the general propose tensor network processing
library, ExaTN. We have implemented multiple configurable quantum circuit simulators catering to
either exact quantum circuit simulation, via the full tensor network contraction, or approximate
quantum state representations, via suitable tensor factorizations. For the latter case, we also
implement the locally purified matrix product operator formalism which simulates quantum circuits
subject to stochastic noise. By combining the portable XACC quantum programming frontend and
the scalable ExaTN numerical backend we introduce an end-to-end virtual quantum development
environment which can scale from laptops to future Exascale platforms. We report initial
benchmarks of our simulation framework which includes a demonstration of distributed execution,
incorporation of the quantum decoherence models, and application to the seminal Sycamore
quantum supremacy circuits.
QASMBench: An OpenQASM Benchmark Suite for NISQ Evaluation and Simulation

The rapid development of quantum computing in the NISQ era urgently demands a low-level
benchmark suite for conveniently evaluating and verifying the properties of selective prototype
hardware, the efficiency of different assemblers, optimizers and schedulers, the robustness of
distinct error correction technologies, and the performance of various quantum simulators on
classical computers. In this work, we fill this gap by proposing a low-level, light-weighted, and
easy-to-use benchmark suite called QASMBench based on the OpenQASM assembly
representation. It collects commonly seen quantum algorithms and routines from a variety of
domains including chemistry, simulation, linear algebra, searching, optimization, quantum arithmetic,
machine learning, fault tolerance, cryptography, etc. QASMBench trades-off between generality
and usability. It covers the number of qubits ranging from 2 to 60K, and the circuit depth from 4 to
12M, while keeping most of the benchmarks with qubits less than 16 so they can be directly
uploaded and verified on contemporary public available cloud quantum machines. QASMBench is
available at https://github.com/uuudown/QASMBench .
Using Pygsti for Quantum Processor Characterization and Benchmarking

Pygsti is a software package built to assess the performance of quantum computing processors. It
implements algorithms organized into a variety of quantum characterization, verification, and
validation (QCVV) protocols. These protocols are applied to as-built quantum processors by
executing a prescribed set of circuits on the processor and analyzing the resulting data. We outline
pygsti’s structure and demonstrate how it can help users assess and understand the sources of
imperfection in a quantum processor.
Quantum Control Infrastructure Software for Lab and Cloud-Based Quantum Computers

Moderator: Bert de Jong (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Panelist:

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

HiPar20: Workshop on Hierarchical Parallelism for Exascale Computing
Session Description:

High-Performance Computing (HPC) platforms are evolving toward having fewer but more
powerful nodes, driven by the increasing number of physical cores in multiple sockets and
accelerators. The boundary between nodes and networks is starting to blur, with some nodes now
containing tens of compute elements and memory subsystems connected via a memory fabric. The
immediate consequence is increasing complexity, due to ever more complex architecture (e.g.,
memory hierarchies), novel accelerator designs and energy constraints. Spurred largely by this
trend, hierarchical parallelism is gaining momentum. This approach embraces the intrinsic
complexity of current and future HPC systems, rather than avoiding it, by exploiting parallelism at all
levels; compute, memory and network. This workshop focuses on hierarchical parallelism. It aims to
bring together application, hardware and software practitioners proposing new strategies to fully
exploit computational hierarchies, and includes examples to illustrate the benefits for achieving
extreme scale parallelism.

HiPar20 – Keynote 1: Exploiting Hierarchical Algorithms on Ever More Hierarchical Architectures
Kate Clark (Nvidia Corporation)

HiPar20 – Break

A Case Study and Characterization of a Many-Socket, Multi-Tier NUMA HPC Platform
Connor Imes (University of Southern California)
As the number of processor cores and sockets on HPC compute nodes increase and systems
expose more hierarchical non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architectures, efficiently scaling
applications within even a single shared memory system is becoming more challenging. It is now
common for HPC compute nodes to have two or more sockets and dozens of cores, but future
generation systems may contain an order of magnitude more of each. We conduct experiments on
a state-of-the-art Intel Xeon Platinum system with 12 processor sockets, totaling 288 cores (576
hardware threads), arranged in a multi-tier NUMA hierarchy. Platforms of this scale and memory
hierarchy are uncommon today, providing us a unique opportunity to empirically evaluate—rather
than model or simulate—an architecture potentially representative of future HPC compute nodes.
We quantify the platform’s multi-tier NUMA patterns, then evaluate its suitability for HPC
workloads using a modern HPC metagenome assembler application as a case study, and other
HPC benchmarks with a variety of parallelization techniques to characterize the system’s
performance, scalability, I/O patterns, and performance/power behavior. Our results demonstrate
near- perfect scaling for embarrassingly parallel and weak scaling workloads, but challenges for
random memory access workloads. For the latter, we find poor scaling performance with the default
scheduling approaches—e.g., which do not pin threads— suggesting that userspace or kernel
schedulers may require changes to better manage the multi-tier NUMA hierarchies of very large
shared memory platforms.
Introducing Multi-Level Parallelism, at Coarse, Fine, and Instruction Level to Enhance the
Performance of Iterative Solvers for Large Sparse Linear Systems on Multi- and Many-Core
Architecture
Jean-Marc Gratien (French Institute of Petroleum (IFPEN))
Multi-core and many-core systems are now a common feature of new hardware architectures. The
introduction of a very large number of cores at the processor level requires multi-level parallelism to
fully take advantage of the offered computing power. The induced programming effort can be fixed
with parallel programming models based on the data flow model and the task programming
paradigm. Standard numerical algorithms must then be revisited to be parallelized at the finest
levels. Iterative linear solvers are a key part of petroleum reservoir simulation representing up to
80% of the total computing time. Standard preconditioning methods for large, sparse matrices -such as Incomplete LU Factorization (ILU) or Algebraic Multigrid (AMG) -- fail to scale on
architectures with a large number of cores.
We reconsider preconditioning algorithms to better introduce multi-level parallelism at both coarse
level with MPI, at fine level with threads, and at the instruction level to enable SIMD optimizations.
We enhance the implementation of preconditioners like the multi-level domain decomposition~

(DDML) preconditioners, based on the popular Additive Schwartz Method (ASM), or the classical
ILU0 preconditioner with the fine grained parallel fixed point variant. Our approach is validated on
linear systems extracted from realistic petroleum reservoir simulations. The robustness of the
preconditioners is tested with respect to the data heterogeneities of the study cases. We evaluate
the extensibility of our implementation regarding the model sizes and its scalability regarding the
large number of cores provided by KNL or SkyLake processors.
Using Hierarchical Parallelism to Accelerate the Solution of Many Small Partial Differential
Equations
Jacob Merson (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI))
This paper presents efforts to improve the hierarchical parallelism of a two scale simulation code.
Two methods to improve the GPU parallel performance were developed and compared. The first
used the Nvidia Multi-Process Service and the second moved the entire sub-problem loop into a
single kernel using Kokkos hierarchical parallelism and a PackedView data structure. Both
approaches improved parallel performance with the second method providing the greatest
improvements.
Flexible Runtime Reconfigurable Computing Overlay Architecture and Optimization for Dataflow
Applications
Benjamin Carrion Schafer (University of Texas, Dallas)
Many computationally intensive applications are accelerated on FPGAs following the stream
computing, also called dataflow computing, paradigm. This entails that data is streamed through
different components of a given application in wide deep pipelines to maximize throughput. One of
the main drawbacks of this computing paradigm is that it consumes a large number of hardware
resources.
Thus, in this work, we propose a partial runtime reconfigurable overlay on which to map any
computationally intensive application given as a behavioral description for High-Level Synthesis
(HLS) composed of multiple stages, which would typically fit the stream computing paradigm. This
overlay uses the internal's FPGA BlockRAM to store the intermediate results of each stage in order
to speed up the computation and time-multiplexes the different stages by reconfiguring the
computational part.
This work also includes a design methodology to optimize the micro-architectural implementation of
each stage in order to balance the dataflow architecture as well as generating systems with unique
area vs. performance trade-offs. The proposed architecture and methodology has been prototyped
on a Xilinx Zedboard mounting a Zynq FPGA using a variety of synthetic dataflows and a case
study of a JPEG encoder is presented highlighting the benefits of it. The overlay will be made public

and open source after the publication of this paper.

HiPar20: Keynote 2: Single-Level Programming on Hierarchical Hardware via Adaptive Runtime?
Maybe
Laxmikant Kale (University of Illinois)

HiPar20 – Break

Moderator: Christian Trott (Sandia National Laboratories)
Panelist: Irina Demeshko (Los Alamos National Laboratory), Sadaf R. Alam (Swiss National
Supercomputing Centre (CSCS)), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Peter Hofstee
(IBM Corporation), Stephen Jones (Nvidia Corporation)

HiPar20 – Break

HiPar20 – Invited Talk: A Portable Asynchronous Tasking Approach to Hierarchical Parallelism Successes, Challenges, and Future Prospects
Martin Berzins (University of Utah)

HiPar20 – Invited Talk: Glow: a Machine Learning Compiler and Execution Engine
Jordan Fix (Facebook)

HiPar20 – Closing Remarks
Francesco Rizzi (NexGen Analytics), Daisy Hollman (Sandia National Laboratories), Sherry Li
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Lee Howes (Facebook)

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

ESPM2 2020: Fifth International Workshop on Extreme Scale Programming
Models and Middleware
Session Description:

Next generation architectures and systems being deployed are characterized by high concurrency,
low memory per-core and multiple levels of hierarchy and heterogeneity. These characteristics bring
out new challenges in energy efficiency, fault-tolerance and scalability. It is commonly believed that
software has the biggest share of the responsibility to tackle these challenges. In other words, this
responsibility is delegated to the next generation programming models and their associated
middleware/runtimes. This workshop focuses on different aspects of programming models such as
task-based parallelism (Legion, Habenero, Charm++, OCR, X10, HPX, etc.), PGAS (OpenSHMEM,
UPC, CAF, Chapel, UPC++, etc.), BigData (Hadoop, Spark, etc.), Deep Learning (Caffe, Microsoft
CNTK, PyTorch, MxNET, Google TensorFlow), directive-based languages (OpenMP, OpenACC) and
hybrid MPI+X, etc. It also focuses on their associated middleware (unified runtimes, interoperability
for hybrid programming, tight integration of MPI+X and support for accelerators and FPGAs) for
next-generation systems and architectures.

Keynote: Extreme Scale Programming with Novel Programming Methods
Bill Carlson (IDA Center for Computing Sciences)

Achieving Computation-Communication Overlap with Overdecomposition on GPU Systems
Jaemin Choi (University of Illinois)
The landscape of high performance computing is shifting towards a collection of multi-GPU nodes,
widening the gap between on-node compute and off-node communication capabilities.
Consequently, the ability to tolerate communication latencies and maximize utilization of the
compute hardware are becoming increasingly important in achieving high performance.
Overdecomposition has been successfully adopted on traditional CPU-based systems to achieve
computation-communication overlap, significantly reducing the impact of communication on
application performance. However, it has been unclear whether overdecomposition can provide the
same benefits on modern GPU systems. In this work, we address the challenges in achieving

computation-communication overlap with overdecomposition on GPU systems using the Charm++
parallel programming system. By prioritizing communication with CUDA streams in the application
and supporting asynchronous progress of GPU operations in the Charm++ runtime system, we
obtain improvements in overall performance of up to 50% and 47% with proxy applications
Jacobi3D and MiniMD, respectively.

ESPM2 – Break

Invited Talk: Automating Massively Parallel Heterogeneous Computing for Python Programmers
Vivek Sarkar (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Deploying a Task-Based Runtime System on Raspberry Pi Clusters
Patrick Diehl (Louisiana State University)
Arm~technology is becoming increasingly important in HPC. Recently, Fugaku, an Arm-based
system, was awarded the number one place in the Top500 list. Raspberry Pis provide an
inexpensive platform to become familiar with this architecture. However, Pis can also be useful on
their own. Here we describe our efforts to configure and benchmark the use of a Raspberry Pi
cluster with the HPX/Phylanx platform (normally intended for use with HPC applications) and
document the lessons we learned. First, we highlight the required changes in the configuration of
the Pi to gain performance. Second, we explore how limited memory bandwidth limits the use of all
cores in our shared memory benchmarks. Third, we evaluate whether low network bandwidth
affects distributed performance. Fourth, we discuss the power consumption and the resulting tradeoff in cost of operation and performance.
Benesh: a Programming Model for Coupled Scientific Workflows
Philip E. Davis (Rutgers University, Discovery Informatics Institute)
As scientific applications strive toward increasingly realistic modeling of complex phenomenon, they
are integrating multiple models and simulations into complex, coupled scientific workflows. As a
result, ensuring that existing codes can be combined and recombined correctly and flexibly as part
of these workflows is essential. In this paper, we propose Benesh, a programming system for
creating in-situ scientific workflows. Benesh provides a domain-specific abstraction that enables a
programmer to instrument an existing simulation code to be used as a building block in composing
complex workflows. Using Benesh, developers define a workflow-level shared specification of data

objects over common or partitioned data domains. This permits dependency-based execution to be
specified at the workflow level, distinct from the independent operation of the component
simulations. We additionally describe features of a scalable runtime that builds on a composed,
distributed data services layer to implement the Benesh programming system.

ESPM2 – Lunch Break

Invited Talk: A Parallel Execution Model for Exascale non von Neumann Memory-Centric
Architectures
Thomas Sterling (Indiana University)

Invited Talk: Programming modern GPU supercomputers
Jeff Hammond (Intel Corporation)

ESPM2 – Break

Panel Discussion: Moderated by Nectarios Koziris, National Technical University of Athens

Refining Fortran Failed Images
Nathan T. Weeks (Iowa State University, Harvard University)
The Fortran 2018 standard introduced syntax and semantics that allow a parallel application to
recover from failed images (fail-stop processes) during execution. Teams are a key new language
feature that facilitates this capability for applications that use collective subroutines: when a team of
images is partitioned into one or more sets of new teams, only active images comprise the new
teams; failed images are excluded.

This paper summarizes the language facilities for handling failed images specified in the Fortran
2018 standard and subsequent interpretations by the US Fortran Programming Language
Standards Technical Committee. We propose standardizing some semantics that have been left
processor (implementation) dependent to enable the development of portable fault-tolerant parallel
Fortran applications.
Finally, we present a prototype implementation (based on GFortran, OpenCoarrays, and ULFM2) of
a substantial subset of the Fortran 2018 failed images functionality, including semantic changes
proposed herein.
Compiler Abstractions and Runtime for Extreme-Scale SAR and CFD Workloads
Connor Imes (University of Southern California, Information Science Institute)
As HPC progresses toward exascale, writing applications that are highly efficient, portable, and
support programmer productivity is becoming more challenging than ever. The growing scale,
diversity, and heterogeneity in compute platforms increases the burden on software to efficiently
use available distributed parallel resources. This burden has fallen on developers who, increasingly,
are experts in application domains rather than traditional computer scientists and engineers. We
propose CASPER—Compiler Abstractions Supporting high Performance on Extreme-scale
Resources—a novel domain-specific compiler and runtime framework to enable domain scientists
to achieve high performance and scalability on complex HPC systems. CASPER extends domainspecific languages with machine learning to map software tasks to distributed, heterogeneous
resources, and provides a runtime framework to support a variety of adaptive runtime optimizations
for dynamic environments. This paper presents an initial design and analysis of the CASPER
framework for synthetic aperture radar and computational fluid dynamics domains.
The Template Task Graph (TTG) --- an Emerging Practical Dataflow Programming Paradigm for
Scientific Simulation at Extreme Scale
Robert J. Harrison (Stony Brook University)
We describe TESSE, an emerging general-purpose, open-source software ecosystem that attacks
the twin challenges of programmer productivity and portable performance for advanced scientific
applications on modern high-performance computers. TESSE builds upon and extends the parsec
DAG/dataflow runtime with a new Domain Specific Languages (DSL) and new integration
capabilities. Motivating this work is our belief that such a dataflow model, perhaps with applications
composed in domain specific languages, can overcome many of the challenges faced by a wide
variety of irregular applications that are poorly served by current programming and execution
models. Two such applications from many-body physics and applied mathematics are briefly
explored.

This paper focuses upon the Template Task Graph (TTG), which is TESSE's main C++ API that
provides a powerful work/data-flow programming model. Algorithms on spatial trees, block-sparse
tensors, and wave fronts are used to illustrate the API and associated concepts, as well as to
compare with related approaches.

ESPM2 – Closing Remarks

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

Seventh SC Workshop on Best Practices for HPC Training and Education
Session Description:

The inherent wide distribution, heterogeneity, and dynamism of the current and emerging highperformance computing and software environments increasingly challenge cyberinfrastructure
facilitators, trainers and educators. The challenge is how to support and train the current diverse
users and prepare the future educators, researchers, developers and policymakers to keep pace
with the rapidly evolving HPC environments to advance discovery and economic competitiveness
for many generations.
The seventh annual full-day workshop on HPC training and education is an ACM SIGHPC
Education Chapter coordinated effort, aimed at fostering more collaborations among the
practitioners from traditional and emerging fields to explore educational needs in HPC, to develop
and deploy HPC training and to identify new challenges and opportunities for the latest HPC
platforms. The workshop will also be a platform for disseminating results and lessons learned in
these areas and will be captured in a Special Edition of the Journal of Computational Science
Education.
DeapSECURE Computational Training for Cybersecurity Student: Improvements, Mid-Stage
Evaluation and Lessons Learned
Wirawan Purwanto (Old Dominion University)
DeapSECURE is a non-degree computational training program that provides solid highperformance computing (HPC) and big-data foundations for cybersecurity students. DeapSECURE

consists of six modules covering a broad spectrum of topics such as HPC platforms, big-data
analytics, machine learning, privacy-preserving methods and parallel programming. In the second
year of this program to improve learning experience, we implemented a number of changes, such as
grouping modules into two broad categories, the "big-data" and "HPC"; creating a single
cybersecurity storyline across the modules and introducing post-workshop (optional) "hackshops".
Two major goals of these changes are to effectively engage students to maintain high interest and
attendance in such a non-degree program, and to increase knowledge and skill acquisition. To
assess the program and in particular the changes made in the second year, we evaluated and
compared the execution and outcomes of the training in Year 1 and Year 2. The assessment data
shows that the implemented changes have partially achieved our goals, while simultaneously
providing indications where we can further improve. The development of a fully on-line training
mode is planned for the next year, along with a reproducibility pilot study to broaden the subject
domain from cybersecurity to other areas, such as computations with sensitive data.
High-Performance Computing Course Development for Cultivating the System-Level
Comprehensive Capability
Juan Chen (National University of Defense Technology, China)
With the coming of the next-generation of exascale supercomputer systems, the scale of highperformance computer systems is becoming increasingly large and complex, and the scale of HPC
applications and the amount of data have increased sharply. This requires high-performance
computing professionals to comprehensively use a variety of knowledge from the perspective of
high-performance computer systems to carry out theoretical study and engineering practice, and to
have the system ability to solve HPC practical problems. Multi-layered various knowledge includes
parallel computer architecture, operating system/resource management, compilation and library
optimization, domain-oriented algorithms and more. This talk focuses on the goal of cultivating the
system-level comprehensive capability of high-performance computing majors and elaborates on
the practice, experience and challenges faced by China’s National University of Defense Technology
in developing a series of high-performance computing courses. NUDT has developed the Tianhe-2
supercomputer, which was the world’s fastest supercomputer, according to the TOP500 list, six
times between June 2013 and November 2015, and now ranks the fifth in the TOP500 list. NUDT
has accumulated rich experience in the development of high-performance computer systems, and
also offers a series of high-performance computing-related courses from freshman to postgraduate.
NUDT paid special attention to the cultivation of students’ system-level comprehensive abilities in
terms of course-to-course integrity, relevance and level. NUDT has achieved good results in the
past ten years of practical exploration.
Training for Researcher-Facing Cyberinfrastructure Professionals: The Virtual Residency
Henry J. Neeman (University of Oklahoma)

Cyberinfrastructure Facilitators play a crucial role in helping researchers maximize the value they
get from the computing-intensive/data-intensive aspects of their research. And, their ranks have
been growing steadily, as more institutions employ more CI Facilitators. The skills that they need to
be successful include not only technical topics but especially professional/interpersonal/soft skills,
because CI Facilitation depends on teaching, cultivating relationships and leadership. To address
this need, the Virtual Residency Program has been teaching key CI Facilitation skills since 2015, to
pre-service and in-service CI Facilitators, at introductory, intermediate and advanced levels. In this
presentation, we'll look at what the Virtual Residency has been doing, how, and why.

Best Practices for HPC Training and Education – Break

Transitioning Education and Training to a Virtual World – Lessons Learned
S. Charlie Dey (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas)
Interaction is the key to making education more engaging. Effective interaction is difficult enough to
achieve in a live classroom, and extremely challenging in a virtual environment. To keep the degree
of instruction and learning at the levels our students have come to expect, additional efforts were
required to focus our efforts on other facets to motivate learning, whether the learning was relative
to students in our academic courses, our student internship programs, participants in our Summer
Institute Series, or NSF/TACC's Frontera Fellowship awardees. We focused our efforts on lecturing
less and interacting more.
Interaction now came in the form of gamifying the classroom, giving students more choices
regarding the path the curriculum follows, taking better advantage of all the technology options at
our disposal, taking a more casual approach to teaching, constantly relating the educational material
to the students current and future projects, flipping the lessons so that the students become the
instructors, integrating peer programming groups.
We refocused our efforts on interacting with students using alternative means. As a result, we built
a successful academic and training curriculum making our virtual classrooms more engaging and
more collaborative, thus delivering a better educational experience. This paper will detail those
efforts: what worked well, what aspects needed adjusting, how those adjustments were
implemented, and how those efforts were received by our students.
Bringing GPU Accelerated Computing and Deep Learning to the Classroom
Joseph Bungo (Nvidia Corporation), Daniel Wong (University of California, Riverside)

The call for accelerated computing and data science skills is soaring and classrooms are on the
frontlines of feeding the demand. The NVIDIA Deep Learning Institute (DLI) offers hands-on training
in AI, accelerated computing, and accelerated data science. Developers, data scientists, educators,
researchers, and students can get practical experience powered by GPUs in the cloud. DLI Teaching
Kits are complete course solutions that lower the barrier of incorporating AI and GPU computing in
the classroom. The DLI University Ambassador Program enables qualified educators to teach DLI
workshops, at no cost, across campuses and academic conferences to faculty, students, and
researchers. DLI workshops offer student certification which demonstrates subject matter
competency and supports career growth. Join NVIDIA’s higher education leadership and leading
adopters from academia to learn how to get involved in these programs.
By attending this talk, you will learn: how educators can access Teaching Kits with curriculum
materials in accelerated computing, deep learning and robotics, how to access free online training
and certification, and how to gain cloud access to GPUs for teachers and students. Also provided is
an overview of the NVIDIA DLI and University Ambassador Program. You will learn how the
Ambassador Program fits into larger programs that support teaching, and hear real examples of
leading academics leveraging Teaching Kits and Ambassador workshops in the classroom.
Pawsey Training Goes Remote: Experiences and Best Practices
Ann Backhaus (Pawsey Supercomputing Center), Maciej Cytowski (Pawsey Supercomputing
Center)
The Pawsey Supercomputing Centre has offered a variety of education, training and outreach
activities for a number of years, most of which has been face-to-face or in-person. As with other
training providers, the global pandemic has forced us to look afresh at our offerings. We faced two
main challenges, moving all learning activities online and doing so with a team of scientists and
computer specialists for whom training is an added passion/responsibility, rather than their "day
job". We have trialled a number of techniques and approaches. Based on user feedback, we have
developed a scaffolded approach that seeks to move the learner up the learning curve from
awareness to guided use to adoption (where appropriate). The outcomes are a more purposeful and
creative approach to training, more inclusive outreach and unexpected partnerships. We are
expanding our open repository of materials covering different aspects of HPC systems usage,
parallel programming techniques as well as cloud, visualization, and data resources’ usage. Training
programs developed at the Pawsey Supercomputing Centre over the last few years are globally
recognized and used for various training, hack-a-thon and tutorial events as well as educational
courses. In this paper, we will share our experience in using different virtual training techniques and
tools to address specific learning outcomes. The overall goal is to emphasize that there is no
universal, one-size-fits-all learning solution, but instead, various solutions and platforms that need
to be carefully selected for different groups of interest.

Diversity, Community Building, and Virtual Events

COVID-19 has changed the landscape across the world as our scientific, medical and technology
communities unite in an effort to slow the spread and develop ways to combat the infection.
Conferences have started incorporating new platforms to facilitate interaction and engagement
among attendees with hundreds of the most talented, experienced scientists and researchers in the
world and they are bringing this content to the global community.
Improving diversity and inclusion, as well as engaging the community at training events have been
ongoing missions of organizers. In this talk, I would like to share lessons learned and best practices
to better engage the community and ensure continuity for the diverse, inclusive virtual events.
HPC Internship Best Practices: The Summer Internships in Parallel Computational Sciences
Program
AJ Lauer (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
The Summer Internships in Parallel Computational Science (SIParCS) program was started in 2007
as a way for the National Center for Atmospheric Research to help develop and diversify the
workforce needed to run the supercomputers that facilitate our scientists’ work. The internship
supports cohorts of students and alumni through their exploration of technical projects, the
organization and a variety of professional development opportunities. SIParCS program director AJ
Lauer will present about internship best practices, measuring success and the experience of
transitioning to a remote program in Summer 2020.

Best Practices for HPC Training and Education – Lunch

XSEDE EMPOWER: Engaging Undergraduates in the Work of Advanced Digital Services and
Resources
Aaron Weeden (Shodor Education Foundation)
To address the need for a diverse and capable workforce in advanced digital services and
resources, the Shodor Education Foundation has been coordinating an undergraduate student
program for the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE). The name of
the program is EMPOWER (Expert Mentoring Producing Opportunities for Work, Education, and
Research). The goal of the program is to engage a diverse group of undergraduate students in the

work of XSEDE, matching them with faculty and staff mentors who have projects that make use of
XSEDE services and resources or that otherwise prepare students to use these types of services
and resources. Mentors have coordinated projects in computational science and engineering
research in many fields of study as well as systems and user support. Students work for a semester,
quarter, or summer at a time and can participate for up to a year supported by stipends from the
program, at different levels depending on experience. The program has run for ten iterations since
summer 2017. The 244 total applicants have been 29% female and 31% underrepresented
minority. The 98 total participants have been 27% female and 30% underrepresented minority. We
are pleased that the selection process does not favor against women and minorities but would also
like to see these proportions increase. At least ¼ of the students have presented their work in
articles or at conferences, and multiple students credit the program with moving them towards
graduate study or otherwise advancing them in their careers.
Exploring Remote Learning Methods for User Training in Research Computing
Dhruva Chakravorty (Texas A&M University)
The COVID-19 national health crisis forced a sudden and drastic move to online delivery of
instruction across the nation. This almost instantaneous transition from a predominantly traditional
in-person instruction model to a predominantly online model has forced programs to rethink
instructional approaches. Before COVID-19 and mandatory social distancing, online training in
research computing (RC) was typically limited to live-streaming informal in-person training
sessions. These sessions were augmented with hands-on exercises on live notebooks for remote
participants, with almost no assessment of student learning. Unlike select instances that focused on
an international audience, local training curricula were designed with the in-person attendee in
mind. Sustained training for RC became more important when several other avenues of research
were diminished. Here we report on two educational approaches that were implemented in the
informal program hosted by Texas A&M High Performance Research Computing (HPRC) in Spring
and Summer 2020 semesters. These sessions were offered over Zoom with the instructor assisted
by moderators using the chat features. The first approach duplicated our traditional in-person
sessions in an online setting. These sessions were taught by staff and followed an information
intensive approach. A second approach focused on engaging learners via shorter pop-up courses in
which participants chose the topic matter. This approach implemented a peer-learning environment
in which students taught and moderated the training sessions. These sessions were supplemented
with YouTube videos, and continued engagement over Slack. An analysis of these approaches is
presented.
How the ECP Training Project is Helping the Entire HPC Community Prepare for Exascale
Computing
Osni Marques (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

This presentation will describe the activities of the Training and Productivity (T&P) component of
the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Exascale Computing Project (ECP). T&P addresses the
challenges facing the ECP teams by providing training on key exascale hardware and software
technologies. Also, one of the primary goals of T&P is to help the ECP’s application development
and software technology teams become better software developers, since researchers and
scientists don’t necessarily have backgrounds in computer science or specialize in writing codes.
While some of T&P's activities are specific to ECP members, others can be beneficial to the
community at large. The presentation will summarize training opportunities and resources that the
broad Computer Science and Engineering (CS&E) community can tap into, to help in the
development of the HPC workforce and prepare the groundwork for the next generation of exascale
developers.
Employing Directed Internship and Apprenticeship for Fostering HPC Training and Education
Elizabeth Bautista (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The inherent wide distribution, heterogeneity, and dynamism of today’s computational
environments increasingly challenge new and existing HPC practitioners along with the
cyberinfrastructure facilitators, trainers and educators who are charged with developing and
delivering HPC educational content and training. Most of the computational facilities face a common
challenge of supporting a diverse user base with varied skills and needs. Given the application
development and computing system infrastructure comprising network, storage and servers are in a
constant state of change, the continuous training and education of the computation staff is of
paramount importance. The traditional classroom approach for HPC pedagogy does not fit all needs
required at various levels of education. In this article we describe a sustainable model for HPC
education and training that utilizes directed internship and apprenticeship approaches to train
future HPC workforce. Furthermore, we also present a case study detailing how the model
describes was successfully adopted and deployed at the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center (NERSC) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) for increasing the
effectiveness of HPC education and training at all levels of education starting from high school to
career workplace.
Inward and Outward Facing Best Practices for XSEDE's Extended Collaborative Support Service
(ECSS)
Robert S. Sinkovits (University of California, San Diego; San Diego Supercomputer Center)
XSEDE’s Extended Collaborative Support Service (ECSS) helps researchers and students at U.S.
institutions to make effective use of NSF-funded cyberinfrastructure. Activities include performance
tuning and optimization, advanced visualization, data analytics, software parallelization,
development of science gateways and workflows, I/O optimization, efficient use of accelerators and
outreach to communities that have not traditionally used HPC. ECSS staff also play a key role in the

creation and delivery of training materials in collaboration with XSEDE’s workforce development
team and the mentoring of Fellows from the Campus Champion program. One of the biggest
challenges facing ECSS is that is it needs to support a diverse collection of architectures (x86, ARM,
GPU, novel AI processors), computing paradigms (batch, high throughput, notebooks, workflow,
cloud) and scientific domains (physical, biological and social sciences). Being able to meet these
demands requires that ECSS continues to train its own workforce, especially in new and emerging
technologies. In this talk, we describe our best practices for delivering training to the XSEDE
community. We also discuss our strategy for internal training to ensure that XSEDE staff are kept
up to date in the latest hardware, programming languages, tools, libraries, compilers, machine
learning techniques and computing frameworks so that they fulfil their core mission.

A Collaborative Peer Review Process in Grading Coding Assignments for HPC
Fritz Göbel (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology), Pratik Nayak (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology),
Hartwig Anzt (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)

Best Practices for HPC Training and Education – Break

Moderator: Susan H. Mehringer (Cornell University)
Panelist: Barry Schneider (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)), Alan Sussman
(National Science Foundation), Sunita Chandrasekaran (University of Delaware), Kwai Wong
(University of Tennessee), John Urbanic (Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center)
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The 5th Deep Learning on Supercomputers Workshop
Session Description:

The Deep Learning (DL) on Supercomputers workshop provides a forum for practitioners working
on any and all aspects of DL for science and engineering in the high-performance computing (HPC)
context to present their latest research results and development, deployment and application
experiences. The general theme of this workshop series is the intersection of DL and HPC. Its scope
encompasses application development in scientific scenarios using HPC platforms: DL methods
applied to numerical simulation: fundamental algorithms, enhanced procedures and software
development methods to enable scalable training and inference, hardware changes with impact on
future supercomputer design and machine deployment, and performance evaluation and
reproducibility practices for DL applications with an emphasis on scientific usage. This workshop
will be centered around published papers. Submissions will be peer-reviewed. We expect that
accepted papers will be published as part of the Joint Workshop Proceedings by IEEE.

AI for Science: AI + HPC
Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

DLS – Break

Online-Codistillation Meets LARS: Going beyond the Limit of Data Parallelism in Deep Learning
Shogo Murai (Preferred Networks Inc)
Data parallel training is a powerful family of methods for the efficient training of deep neural
networks on big data. Unfortunately, however, recent studies have shown that the merit of
increased batch-size in terms of both speed and model-performance diminishes rapidly beyond
some point. This seems to apply even to LARS, the state-of-the-art large batch stochastic
optimization method.
In this paper, we combine LARS with online-codistillation, a recently developed, efficient deep
learning algorithm built on a whole different philosophy of stabilizing the training procedure using a
collaborative ensemble of models. We show that the combination of large-batch training and
online-codistillation is much more efficient than either one alone. We also present a novel way of
implementing the online-codistillation that can further speed up the computation. We will
demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on various benchmark datasets.

DLS – Lunch Break

Exploring the Limits of Concurrency in ML Training on Google TPUs
Sameer Kumar (Google LLC)

DLS – Break

Time-Based Roofline for Deep Learning Performance Analysis
Yunsong Wang (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Deep learning applications based on neural networks are generating considerable interest in various
fields due to their high accuracy. Such an application is usually very compute-intensive and thus
requires a long run time. Researchers and engineers are actively exploring new solutions to this
issue from both hardware and software/algorithm sides. Little previous work, however, has focused
on providing a practical methodology to characterize deep learning performance bottlenecks and
potentially guide the following optimization efforts. In this paper, we introduce an extension of the
Roofline model and use it to analyze two representative computation kernels in deep learning, 2D
convolution and long short-term memory, on NVIDIA GPUs. This new time-based Roofline model
incorporates both compute/bandwidth complexity and run time in its formulae to demonstrate
performance issues that cannot be reflected by the classic Roofline. Factors such as arithmetic
intensity, data transfer, kernel launch overhead and tensor core usage will be examined by varying
different parameters such as batch size and feature size, etc. This work helped form a more
systematic way to understand the performance issue of deep learning applications. Last but not
least, this generic performance model can be applied to a wide category of applications besides
deep learning.
Towards a Scalable and Distributed Infrastructure for Deep Learning Applications
Bita Hasheminezhad (Louisiana State University, Center for Computation and Technology)
Although recent scaling up approaches to train deep neural networks have proven to be effective,
the computational intensity of large and complex models, as well as the availability of large-scale
datasets require deep learning frameworks to utilize scaling out techniques. Parallelization
approaches and distribution requirements are not considered in the primary designs of most

available distributed deep learning frameworks and most of them still are not able to perform
effective and efficient fine-grained inter-node communication. We present Phylanx, which has the
potential to alleviate these shortcomings. Phylanx presents a productivity-oriented frontend where
user Python code is translated to a futurized execution tree that can be executed efficiently on
multiple nodes using the C++ standard library for parallelism and concurrency (HPX), leveraging
fine-grained threading and an active messaging task-based runtime system.
DDLBench: Towards a Scalable Benchmarking Infrastructure for Distributed Deep Learning
Matthijs S. Jansen (SURFsara, University of Amsterdam)
Due to its many applications across various fields of research, engineering and daily life, deep
learning has seen a surge in popularity. Therefore, larger and more expressive models have been
proposed, with examples like Turing-NLG using as many as 17 billion parameters. Training these
very large models becomes increasingly difficult due to the high computational costs and large
memory footprint. Therefore, several approaches for distributed training based on data parallelism
(e.g., Horovod) and model/pipeline parallelism (e.g., GPipe, PipeDream) have emerged. In this work,
we focus on an in-depth comparison of three different parallelism models that address these needs:
data, model and pipeline parallelism. To this end, we provide an analytical comparison of the three,
both in terms of computation time and memory usage, and introduce DDLBench, a comprehensive
(open-source, ready-to-use) benchmark suite to quantify these differences in practice. Through indepth performance analysis and experimentation with various models, datasets, distribution models
and hardware systems, we demonstrate that DDLBench can accurately quantify the capability of a
given system to perform distributed deep learning (DDL).
By comparing our analytical models with the benchmarking results, we show how the performance
of real-life implementations diverges from these analytical models, thus requiring benchmarking to
capture the in-depth complexity of the frameworks themselves.

DLS – Break

Vandermonde Wave Function Ansatz for Improved Variational Monte Carlo
Michael Curry (University of Maryland), Brett Leroux (University of California, Davis)
Solutions to the Schrödinger equation can be used to predict the electronic structure of molecules
and materials and therefore infer their complex physical and chemical properties. Variational
Quantum Monte Carlo (VMC) is a technique that can be used to solve the weak form of the
Schrödinger equation. Applying VMC to systems with N electrons involves evaluating the

determinant of an N x N matrix. The evaluation of this determinant scales as N^3 and is the main
computational cost in the VMC process. In this work we investigate an alternative VMC technique
based on the Vandermonde determinant. The Vandermonde determinant is a product of pairwise
differences and so evaluating it scales as N^2. Therefore, our approach reduces the computational
cost by a factor of N.
We implemented VMC using the new low cost approach in PyTorch and compared its use in
approximating the ground state energy of various quantum systems against existing techniques,
starting with the one-dimensional particle in a box and moving on to more complicated atomic
systems with multiple particles. We also implemented the Vandermonde determinant as a part of
PauliNet, a deep-learning architecture for VMC. While the new method is computationally efficient
and obtains a reasonable approximation for wavefunctions of atomic systems, it does not reach the
accuracy of the Hartree-Fock method that relies on the Slater determinant. We observed that while
the use of neural networks in VMC can result in highly accurate solutions, further new approaches
are needed to best balance computational cost with accuracy.
TopiQAL: Topic-aware Question Answering Using Scalable Domain-Specific Supercomputers
Hamsa Shwetha Venkataram (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)
We all have questions, about today's temperature, scores of our favorite baseball team, the
Universe, and about life during COVID-19. Life, physical and natural scientists have been trying to
find answers to various topics using scientific methods and experiments, while computer scientists
have built language models as a tiny step towards automatically answering all of these questions
across domains, given a little bit of context. In this paper, we propose an architecture using state-ofthe-art Natural Language Processing language models, namely Topic Models and Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), that can transparently and automatically
retrieve articles of relevance to questions across domains, and fetch answers to topical questions
related to COVID-19 current and historical medical research literature. We demonstrate the
benefits of using domain-specific supercomputers like tensor processing units (TPUs), residing on
cloud-based infrastructure, with which we could achieve significant gains in training and inference
times, with very minimal cost.
DeepGalaxy: Deducing the Properties of Galaxy Mergers from Images Using Deep Neural
Networks
Maxwell X. Cai (SURFsara; Leiden Observatory, Netherlands)
Galaxy mergers, the dynamical process during which two galaxies collide, are among the most
spectacular phenomena in the Universe. During this process, the two colliding galaxies are tidally
disrupted, producing significant visual features that evolve as a function of time. These visual
features contain valuable clues for deducing the physical properties of the galaxy mergers. In this

work, we propose DeepGalaxy, a visual analysis framework trained to predict the physical
properties of galaxy mergers based on their morphology. Based on an encoder-decoder
architecture, DeepGalaxy encodes the input images to a compressed latent space z, and determines
the similarity of images according to the latent-space distance. DeepGalaxy consists of a fully
convolutional autoencoder (FCAE) which generates activation maps at its 3D latent-space, and a
variational autoencoder (VAE) which compresses the activation maps into a 1D vector, and a
classifier that generates labels from the activation maps. The backbone of the FCAE can be fully
customized according to the complexity of the images. DeepGalaxy demonstrates excellent scaling
performance on parallel machines. On the Endeavour supercomptuer, the scaling efficiency exceeds
0.93 when trained on 128 workers, and it maintains above 0.73 when trained with 512 workers.
Without having to carry out expensive numerical simulations, DeepGalaxy makes inference of the
physical properties of galaxy mergers directly from images, and thereby achieves a speed up factor
of about 10^5.

10:00 am - 6:40 pm

Women in HPC: Diversifying the HPC Community and Engaging Male Allies
Session Description:

The eleventh international Women in HPC workshop was scheduled to be held at SC20 in Atlanta,
GA. It aims to increase the recruitment, retention and success of women in the international HPC
workforce. The WHPC workshop series has become the leading event on improving equity,
diversity and inclusion, providing all attendees, irrespective of gender, with skills to thrive in the
workplace and information to build frameworks for diverse recruitment and retention policies and
actions.
We will focus on the following topics: raising awareness about gender equality in the workspace,
tackling negative workplace behavior for an inclusive environment, promoting recognition and
celebration of our achievements, overcoming fear and taking the leap in one's career journey and
discussing effective self and peer evaluations for a successful career. We will also enable
opportunities aimed at providing women with the skills to thrive in HPC, including short lightning
talks by women in HPC.

WHPC’20 – Keynote 1 - Afterward
Candace Culhane (Los Alamos National Laboratory)

WHPC’20 – Break

How to Get Your Idea Funded (or, Playing the Long Game)
Robert Ross (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Navigating Your Way to the Job or Promotion You Want
Deborah Bard (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

Always Celebrate your Achievements: A Strategic Approach to Advancing Yourself, Your Career,
Your Colleagues and Your Organization
Laura Schulz (Leibniz Supercomputing Centre)

Panel – Making the Leap: Jumping into a Different Career Path

WHPC’20 – Lunch Break

WHPC’20 – Keynote 2 - Everything is a Growth Opportunity
Fran Berman (Harvard University)

WHPC’20 – Lightning Talks

Molecular Design Using GraphINVENT
Rocío Mercado (AstraZeneca)
Graphs are widespread mathematical structures that can be used to describe an assortment of
relational information, and are natural choices for describing molecular structures. Recently, there
has been an increase in the use of graph neural networks (GNNs) for modeling patterns in graphstructured data, including graph-based molecular generation for pharmaceutical drug discovery.
The guiding principle behind graph-based molecular design can be boiled down to generating
graphs which meet all the criteria of desirable drug-like molecules.
We have applied GNNs to the task of molecular generation and recently published
GraphINVENT[1,2], a platform for graph-based molecular design using message passing neural
networks (MPNNs) and a tiered feed-forward network structure to probabilistically generate new
molecules one atom/bond at a time. Graphs as data structures are very memory-intensive objects
compared to the alternative, string-based approaches for molecular generation. As such,
GraphINVENT was optimized so as to successfully train on large molecular datasets (e.g. millions of
small molecules) using GPUs.
GraphINVENT models can quickly learn the underlying distribution of properties in training set
molecules without any explicit writing of chemical rules. The proposed models perform well for
molecular generative tasks when benchmarked using the Molecular Sets (MOSES) platform [3]. Our
work illustrates how deep learning methods can enhance drug design and shows that graph-based
generative models merit further exploration for molecular graph generation.
References
1. Mercado R, Rastemo T, Lindelöf E, et al. Graph Networks for Molecular Design. 2020.
doi:10.26434/chemrxiv.12843137.v1 2. Mercado R, Rastemo T, Lindelöf E, et al. Practical Notes on
Building Molecular Graph Generative Models. 2020. doi:10.26434/chemrxiv.12888383.v1 3.
Polykovskiy D, Zhebrak A, Sanchez-Lengeling B, et al. Molecular Sets (MOSES): A Benchmarking
Platform for Molecular Generation Models. 2018. doi:arXiv:1811.12823v1
STRUMPACK - High-Performance Scalable Software Library Based on Low-Rank
Approximations
Lisa Claus (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
During this lightning talk, I am excited to share my HPC work on the high-performance scalable
software library STRUMPACK. This open-source software, developed by researchers at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, leverages hierarchical and non-hierarchical matrices, using low-rank

approximations, to get low complexity solvers and efficient preconditioners for large sparse
systems. The benefit of this software is that it is effective for solving a variety of discretized partial
differential equations. The software package provides a parallel and fully algebraic preconditioner
based on an approximate sparse factorization using rankstructured matrix compression.
My work is based on improving the package even further by expanding the efficiency to a variety of
applications. We recently integrated the so-called Hierarchical Off-Diagonal Butterfly compression
method to compress some of the larger matrix sub-blocks of the system. Block low-rank (BLR) is
another matrix format that has been useful for the compression of sub-blocks for a variety of large
sparse systems. The BLR compression method is especially efficient for medium-sized matrix subblocks. Therefore, we are currently working on an implementation to combine both methods,
Hierarchical Off-Diagonal compression for large sub-blocks and BLR compression for mediumsized sub-block. The compression of small sub-blocks doesn’t pay off. The STRUMPACK software
is constantly tested on several supercomputers to benefit a variety of users with access to different
resources.
A Machine Learning Classifier of Damaging Earthquakes as a Microservice in the Urgent
Computing Workflow
Marisol Monterrubio Velasco (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))
The package Urgent Computing Integrated Services for EarthQuakes (UCIS4EQ) is a workflow
developed in the framework of the Center of Excellence for Exascale in Solid Earth (ChEESE). Inside
this complex system, an important task of UCIS4EQ involves predicting the damage potential of a
new earthquake in order to provide information for the decision-maker to habilitate the protocol,
guidelines, and the computing resources to run an urgent job in HPC centers. In this work, we
present a method that classifies the damage potential of an earthquake by using machine learning
algorithms. Our method requires the information of the estimates of peak ground accelerations
(PGA, at 90% non-exceedance for 50 years); socio-economic characteristics of the affected
countries; and the historical Significant Earthquake Database. As a target, we use the modified
Mercalli intensity (MMI) scale. We consider the PGA estimates, latitude, longitude, depth,
magnitude, infrastructure index and infrastructure quality as features. As classifier algorithms, we
apply the Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, and XGBoost. Our result is a metamodel that
uses a voting system to classify an event as urgent or non-urgent. Our results indicate an accuracy
of approximately 70 percent. We consider such accuracy satisfactory given the short training time,
the novelty of the methodology and the database quality. The code developed in this work will
provide a microservice in UCIS4EQ, and thus, it will assist in the urgent seismic simulation
developed in ChEESE.
Smart-PGSim: Using Neural Network to Accelerate AC-OPFPower Grid Simulation
Wenqian Dong (University of California, Merced; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)),

Gokcen Kestor (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))
In this work, we address the problem of accelerating complex power-grid simulation through
machine learning (ML). Specifically, we develop a framework, Smart-PGsim, which generates
multitask-learning (MTL) neural network (NN) models to predict the initial values of variables critical
to the problem convergence. MTL models allow information sharing when predicting multiple
dependent variables while including customized layers to predict individual variables.
We show that, to achieve the required accuracy, it is paramount to embed domain-specific
constraints derived from the specific power-grid components in the MTL model. Smart-PGsim then
employs the predicted initial values as a high-quality initial condition for the power-grid numerical
solver (warm start), resulting in both higher performance compared to state-of-the-art solutions
while maintaining the required accuracy. Smart-PGsim brings 2.60x speedup on average (up to
3.28x) computed over 10,000 problems, without losing solution optimality.
From Wet-Lab Scientist to Data-Driven Computation: Utilizing HPC to Tackle Disparities in
Healthcare and a Call for HPC Education
McKenzie A. Hughes (Oregon State University)
A pivotal change in tackling medical disparities occurred as a serendipitous decision to apply to an
XSEDE program this July. It was my first insight delving into the world of computation and utilizing
supercomputing resources to explore research I was curious about. With a foundation primarily in
wet-lab research, this was a whole new world to explore and brought much excitement.
The abrupt mass utilization of telemedicine to accommodate the COVID-19 pandemic guidelines
created a unique need of resuming care while at a distance and reserving limited resources for
prioritized patients. This study investigated the rising adoption of telehealth and disparities in
remote care that might widen, acknowledging that it is imperative to pioneer an equitable digital
health era and ensure the innovation curve does not reinforce the social gradient of health.
Through use of XSEDE and Texas Advanced Computing Center resources, data was analyzed to
investigate barriers in coverage as a replacement to in-office care. Case studies were presented to
highlight the discrepancy in telehealth visits versus expected visits. To explore this deficit in care
and identify which populations are most at risk of telehealth becoming a barrier, the basic defining
factor of telehealth was examined: access to the digital platform on behalf of both the provider and
the patient; if one side was severed in access, there was no care that could take place digitally. The
two chief prongs of research first investigated were 1. technology access at home, 2. local hospital
telehealth integration and feasibility.
Probabilistic Volcanic Hazard Assessment within the Framework of the ChEESE Center of

Excellence
Beatriz Martínez Montesinos (National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology, Italy)
Within the framework of ChEESE (Center of Excellence for Exascale in Solid Earth) we are
developing a Pilot Demonstrator to show the usefulness of HPC in Probabilistic Volcanic Hazard
Assessment at two target volcanoes, Campi Flegrei, Italy and Jan Mayen, Norway. The relevance of
Jan Mayen in terms of Volcanic Hazard Assessment (VHA) is mainly due to its location nearby hightraffic air routes, so its activity could heavily affect traffic from hours after eruption onset to weeks in
case of prolonged activity. For Campi Flegrei, located in one of the densest areas of Europe, relevant
VHA aims to assess the impact on people, strategical infrastructures and assets and continental
Eurasian air traffic.
The Pilot focuses on ash impact, which is simulated using ChEESE's flagship Fall3D numeric code
to model ash transport, dispersal and deposition. Due to the probabilistic approach, a large amount
of volcanic scenarios is considered to explore the natural variability and uncertainty on the eruptive
conditions performing thousands of simulations on a 3D-grid covering a 2Km-resolution 2000km x
2000km geological domain. They run on the Intel-Xeon-8168-2.7GHz Joliot Curie SKL-partition
with 48 cores/node at CEA/TGCC-HPC facility in France, thanks to the PRACE-awarded
computational resources.
The scientific innovation of this application sits in the possibility given by HPC to execute the code,
and consequently assess volcanic hazard, based on a large number of simulations in a high
resolution domain. This allows to account for the scope of very-low-probability but high-impact
events, which may be from locally to national scale.
Toward Modular Supercomputing: Resource Disaggregation and Virtualization by NetworkAttached Accelerators
Sarah Neuwirth (Heidelberg University, Computer Architecture Group)
This lightning talk presents the Network-Attached Accelerator (NAA) approach, which increases
communication efficiency by moving accelerators into a massively-parallel “stand-alone” computing
cluster. The novel architecture enables the direct communication between remote accelerators
transparently through the Extoll high-speed network without any host interactions and an optimal
application-to-compute-resources mapping by disaggregating the accelerators from their PCI
Express hosts and virtualizing the hardware over the network. From a user’s perspective, the NAA
software environment provides a transparent mapping between the remote accelerators and the
cluster nodes by emulating the PCI Express subsystem for the underlying operating system. The
architectural idea has been derived from the European Dynamical Exascale Entry Platform (DEEP)
project series, which introduces the Cluster-Booster concept to enable a larger amount of codes
exploiting the advantages of highly scalable systems, while improving the energy-efficiency and

scalability of cluster computers.
Initial prototype implementations with different accelerators such as Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessors
and NVIDIA GPGPUs of the Tesla generation show promising performance results for both microand application benchmarks. For example, the communication time between remote GPUs can be
reduced by up to 47%. Furthermore, the Network-Attached Accelerator approach serves as the
prototype compute module for the Modular Supercomputing Architecture (MSA), which extends
and generalizes the Cluster-Booster concept. The idea is to connect compute modules (such as
cluster, data analytics, booster, and quantum computing modules) with different hardware and
performance characteristics with each other to create a single heterogeneous system.
Ensembles of Networks Produced from Neural Architecture Search
Emily Herron (University of Tennessee, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
Neural architecture search (NAS) is a popular topic in deep learning that focuses on optimizing the
architecture of a deep network for a particular problem. In practice, the single deep network that
gives optimal performance is not typically used, as it may be limited in its knowledge of the data’s
distribution or poorly fitted to the training data. Instead, an ensemble of multiple networks produced
by the NAS is used in order to boost results. High performance computing offers the opportunity to
produce many more models than would otherwise be possible, and thus provides an excellent
opportunity to not only optimize individual network structures, but also ensembles of network
structures that perform well together on problems of interest. Neural network ensembles combine
the outputs of multiple deep neural network classifiers with different parameters that have been
trained on the same data and have been demonstrated to offer significantly improved prediction
accuracies over individual models. The diversity of network structures produced by NAS drives a
natural bias towards diversity of predictions produced by the individual networks. This results in an
ensemble that performs better than one that simply contains duplicates of the best network
architecture retrained to have unique weights.
High-Performance Sparse Tensor Algebra Compiler
Ruiqin Tian (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), College of William & Mary)
Tensor algebra computation is an important computation kernel used in many applications in
different areas. Tensors represented real-world data are usually large and sparse. Sparse tensors
are usually stored in a compressed way. Lot of efforts are focusing on improving the performance.
There are many challenges in improving the performance. First, there are many storage formats to
store the sparse tensors and no one format is good in all cases. Users need to choose the proper
format according to the feature of the sparse tensors. Secondly, optimizing sparse computation is
difficult. Sparse computation contains many indirect memory accesses and write dependencies.
Besides this, the computation kernels are also variant with different tensor expressions and

different storage formats. It is necessary to use different optimizations in different computations
kernels. Thirdly, there are many hardware platforms at the back end nowadays. Different hardware
platforms require different code optimizations for high-performance.
To handle some of the challenges, we propose a compiler-based approach by building our sparse
tensor compiler based on the multi-level Intermediate Representation (MLIR) framework. By
building our sparse tensor compiler based on MLIR infrastructure, our compiler supports different
hardware platforms.
Our sparse tensor compiler supports several formats, such as COO, CSF and so on. Based on the
proposed internal tensor storage, we propose an automatic code generation algorithm to generate
the computation kernel code. We apply various code optimizations to guarantee the performance.
We believe our approach is a promising way to support high-performance in a more general and
flexible way.

WHPC’20 – Break

Mentoring and Peer Evaluation
Jay Lofstead (Sandia National Laboratories)

Raising Awareness about Inclusivity at Workplace
Kaoutar El Maghroui (IBM Corporation)

Navigating Change and Transition at Work and in Personal
Lorna Rivera (Georgia Institute of Technology Center for Education Integrating Science,
Mathematics and Computing)

WHPC’20 – Closing Remarks

Q&A with Lightning Talk Presenters
Lisa Claus (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Marisol Monterrubio Velasco (Barcelona
Supercomputing Center (BSC)), Wenqian Dong (Hunan University), McKenzie A. Hughes (Oregon
State University), Beatriz Martínez Montesinos (National Institute of Geophysics and Volcanology
(INGV), Bologna, Italy), Sarah Neuwirth (University of Heidelberg), Emily Herron (University of
Tennessee), Ruiqin Tian (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory), Pravallika Devineni (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory)

2:30 pm - 6:15 pm

HUST-20: 7th International Workshop on HPC User Support Tools
Session Description:

Supercomputing centers exist to drive scientific discovery by supporting researchers in
computational science fields. To improve the productivity of the user and the usability of systems in
an environment as complex as a typical HPC center, they employ specialized support teams and
individuals. The broad support effort includes basic system administration, managing hundreds of
petabytes of data with complex hierarchal data-storage systems, supporting high-performance
networks, consulting on advanced math libraries, code optimization and managing complex HPC
software stacks. Often, HPC teams struggle to adequately support the hundreds or even thousands
of scientists that are users in these environments; the circumstances can be extremely demanding.
HPC Software Tracking Strategies for a Diverse Workload

This paper discusses and reviews various tools that the Extreme Supercomputer Facility (ESF) uses
for tracking high-performance computing (HPC) software usage. Tracking software usage is a key
element in supporting a diverse user community. ESF maintains three data pools: batch job
database, data from user executions and license server logs. We utilize various tools and databases
to collect, store and analyze software usage data. These include pbsacct, Spark, XALT, LMOD,
Splunk, License Log, Ganglia and Prometheus/Grafana. We discuss the coverage and gaps for each
pool and present some use cases.
Automation of NERSC Application Usage Report

Benjamin Driscoll (University of California, Berkeley)
Tracking and monitoring the applications run on the NERSC supercomputers is an important
endeavor central to understanding NERSC workloads, providing targeted application support and
predicting future software needs. Annually and upon request, we report to our stakeholder,
Department of Energy (DOE), how computing cycles are split between applications, repositories
(projects), DOE offices and Science Categories. In the past, generating the application usage report
was a time consuming process and required much duplication of work from year to year. The results
yielded were not extensible to new date ranges nor readily available to curious developers who
wanted to see how their programs were being used and how that use compared to the use of other
programs over time.
This work aimed to streamline the application usage data retrieval and presentation process and
remedy these inconveniences. Our work has made it possible for anyone on the web to view a
NERSC application usage report for any date range of interest. The website we created can
generate a machine time breakdown by applications, repositories (projects), DOE Offices or Science
Categories for any given time period in less than 15 seconds.

HUST-20 – Break
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Integrating Science Gateways with Secure Cloud Computing Resources: An Examination of Two
Deployment Patterns and Their Requirements
Marlon Pierce (Indiana University)
This paper examines scenarios in which science gateways can facilitate access to cloud computing
resources to support scientific research using regulated or protected data stored on clouds.
Specifically, we discuss the use of science gateways to access Controlled Unclassified Information

(CUI), a US regulatory standard that covers a broad range of US federal government-owned or
regulated data, and that also provides a useful proxy for other types of sensitive data, such as
private sector intellectual property. We focus on the impact of CUI requirements on science
gateway platforms for creating and managing science gateway instances. Gateway platforms are
centrally operated by gateway platform providers who create and control gateway instances on
behalf of gateway providers. Broadly, platforms operate following either a multi-tenant or a multiinstance pattern. Multi-tenanted science gateway platforms are designed to support multiple
science gateways simultaneously, with each gateway as a tenant to a single operational instance of
the platform middleware. Multi-instance platforms, on the other hand, provide and manage an
entire instance of the science gateway software for each gateway. This paper reviews these two
scenarios from the perspective of the Science Gateways Platform as a service (SciGaP), a multitenanted gateway platform based on the open-source Apache Airavata software. We examine
requirements for providing multi-tenanted platforms for CUI gateways and also for providing the
same software as a multi-instance platform. In both cases, we assume the use of CUI-compatible
resources from commercial cloud providers. Both approaches are technically feasible but have
trade-offs that must be considered.
Demystifying Python Package Installation with Conda-Env-Mod

Novice users face significant challenges while installing and using Python packages in an HPC
environment. Due to the inherent design of tools like Pip and Conda and how packages look for
libraries, installing Python packages as a non-root user is complicated and often leads to broken
packages with conflicting dependencies. With the growing popularity of Python in the HPC
community, supporting users with their package installation needs is an evolving issue for the HPC
center staff. In this paper, we present the design and implementation of conda-env-mod, a tool for
simplifying the installation and use of Python packages in HPC clusters. conda-env-mod simplifies
and streamlines the creation o virtual environments and provides users with environment modules
for activating the environments. Users can install individual packages into isolated environments,
reducing chances of conflict (both current and future) and can activate multiple environments using
modules as needed. After users load necessary modules, they can simply run pip and conda to
install packages just like they would on their desktop. It also helps create Jupyter kernels and allows
users to use external packages in a central JupyterHub installation with ease. conda-env-mod hides
the complexity of configuring the package managers and setting up the users’ runtime
environments, and thereby reduces the barriers for novice Python users. Over the last three months
(June-Aug, 2020), more than 160 users have used conda-env-mod to install and manage custom
Python packages, while our deep learning package installations, facilitated by conda-env-mod, have
been used by 60 plus users.

HUST-20 – Conclusion

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Correctness 2020: 4th International Workshop on Software Correctness for HPC
Applications
Session Description:

Ensuring correctness in high-performance computing (HPC) applications is one of the fundamental
challenges that the HPC community faces today. While significant advances in verification, testing
and debugging have been made to isolate software defects in the context of non-HPC software,
several factors make achieving correctness in HPC applications and systems much more
challenging than in general systems software: growing architecture heterogeneity, massive scale
computations, use of combined parallel programing models, new scalable numerical algorithms and
aggressive compiler optimizations are some of the challenges that make correctness harder in HPC.
As the complexity of future architectures, algorithms and applications in HPC increases, the ability
to fully exploit exascale systems will be limited without correctness. The goal of the Correctness
Workshop is to bring together researchers and developers to present and discuss novel ideas to
address the problem of correctness in HPC. The workshop will feature contributed papers and
invited talks.

Reproducible Scientific Computing: Progress and Challenges
David H. Bailey (University of California, Davis)
The field of high-performance computing has long been plagued by reproducibility problems. In the
early 1990s, lax standards for reporting performance led to considerable confusion and some loss
of credibility for the field. Even today, the HPC field significantly lags other fields of scientific
research in establishing standards for reproducible research, even for such basic practices as
thoroughly documenting computer runs with algorithm statements, source code, system
environment and other key details. Recently the issue of numerical reproducibility has risen to the
fore, spurred both by the rapidly increasing scope and sophistication of large applications, which
greatly magnify numerical sensitivities and precision requirements, as well as increased interest in
machine learning and artificial intelligence, which has driven usage of half-precision and other forms
of reduced-precision computing. This talk will briefly summarize current work in the field and outline

challenges that lie ahead.
Correctness-Preserving Compression of Datasets and Neural Network Models
Vinu Joseph (University of Utah), Nithin Chalapathi (University of Utah), Ganesh Gopalakrishnan
(University of Utah)
Neural networks deployed on edge devices must be efficient both in terms of their model size and
the amount of data movement they cause when classifying inputs. These efficiencies are typically
achieved through model compression: pruning a fully trained network model by zeroing out the
weights. Given the overall challenge of neural network correctness, we argue that focusing on
correctness preservation may allow the community to make measurable progress. We present a
state-of-the-art model compression framework called Condensa around which we have launched
correctness preservation studies. After presenting Condensa, we describe our initial efforts at
understanding the effect of model compression in semantic terms, going beyond the top n%
accuracy on which Condensa is currently based. We also take up the relatively unexplored direction
of data compression which may help reduce data movement. We report preliminary results of
learning from decompressed data to understand the effects of compression artifacts. Learning
without decompressing input data also holds promise in terms of boosting efficiency, and we also
report preliminary results in this regard. Our experiments centered around a state-of-the-art model
compression framework called Condensa and two data compression algorithms, namely JPEG and
ZFP, demonstrate the potential for employing model and dataset compression without adversely
affecting correctness.
Order Matters: A Case Study on Reducing Floating Point Error in Sums through Ordering and
Grouping
Vanessa Job (Los Alamos National Laboratory, University of New Mexico)
Due to accumulated round-off error, mathematically equivalent floating-point summations can yield
different computational results. Errors propagated across time steps can be substantial and can lead
to significant inaccuracy in the final results. We focus on sums in an adaptive mesh refinement
hydrocode. We reduce error in a moderate-length equation by generating proper ordering and
grouping of the terms and verify this on a typical numerical simulation. Our techniques show
equivalent accuracy to classic methodology like Kahan without the extra overhead. The heuristics
presented here could improve accuracy in single and double precision for many codes. With some
knowledge and minimal effort, researchers can apply these techniques and see improvement in the
accuracy of code at no cost in performance. The same approach may facilitate reduced precision
computation.

Correctness 2020 – Break

Enhancing DataRaceBench for Evaluating Data Race Detection Tools
Gaurav Verma (Stony Brook University, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Yaying Shi
(University of North Carolina, Charlotte; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Chunhua Liao
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Barbara Chapman (Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Stony Brook University), Yonghong Yan (University of North Carolina, Charlotte)
DataRaceBench is a dedicated benchmark suite to evaluate tools aimed to find data race bugs in
OpenMP programs. Since its initial release in 2017, DataRaceBench has been widely used by tool
developers to find the strengths and limitations of their tools. The results also provide an apple-toapple comparison of the state-of-the-art of data race detection tools. In this paper, we discuss our
latest efforts to enhance DataRaceBench. In particular, we have added support for the Fortran
language and some of the newest OpenMP 5.0 language features. We also added new kernels
representing new patterns from literature and other benchmarks (e.g., NAS Parallel Benchmark). In
order to reduce duplicated code patterns in the benchmark suite, we have designed a distancebased code similarity analysis, combining both static and dynamic code features. Finally, we
dockerize tools and streamline the entire benchmarking process to quickly generate a dashboard
showing the state-of-the-art of data race detection of OpenMP programs. The enhanced
DataRaceBench is released as v 1.3.0, with 222 newly added benchmarks. 56 of them are in C and
the remaining 166 are in Fortran reproducing the C programs' nature. Our experiments show that
this new version can spot more limitations of the current data race detection tools, with significantly
reduced human intervention.
PARCOACH Extension for Static MPI Nonblocking and Persistent Communication Validation
Van Man Nguyen (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA))
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a parallel programming model used to exchange data
between working units in different nodes of a supercomputer. While MPI blocking operations return
when the communication is complete, nonblocking and persistent operations return before the
communication is complete, enabling a developer to hide communication latency. The usage of the
latter, however, comes with additional rules by which the user must abide. This is error prone,
which makes verification tools valuable for MPI program writers.
PARCOACH is a framework that detects MPI collective errors using a static/dynamic analysis. The
static phase studies the control- and data-flow of a program to detect potential errors while the
dynamic phase uses compile-time information to verify the potential errors. In this paper we present
an extension of PARCOACH static analysis to detect misuse of MPI nonblocking and persistent
communications. Our new analysis adds the detection of four new error classes related to these
types of communications.

Toward Compiler-Aided Correctness Checking of Adjoint MPI Applications
Alexander Hück (Technical University Darmstadt)
Algorithmic Differentiation (AD) is a set of techniques to calculate derivatives of a computer
program. In C++, AD typically requires (i) a type change of the built-in double, and (ii) a replacement
of all MPI calls with AD-specific implementations. This poses challenges on MPI correctness tools,
such as MUST, a dynamic checker, and TypeART, its memory sanitizer extension. In particular, AD
impacts (i) memory layouts of the whole code, (ii) requires more memory allocations tracking by
TypeART, and (iii) approximately doubles the MPI type checks of MUST due to an AD-specific
communication reversal.
To address these challenges, we propose a new callback interface for MUST to reduce the number
of intercepted MPI calls, and, also, improve the filtering capabilities of TypeART to reduce tracking
of temporary allocations for the derivative computation. We evaluate our approach on an ADenhanced version of CORAL LULESH. In particular, we reduce stack variable tracking from 32
million to 13 thousand. MUST with TypeART and the callback interface reduces the runtime
overhead to that of vanilla MUST.
A Statistical Analysis of Error in MPI Reduction Operations
Samuel D. Pollard (University of Oregon)
This work explores the effects of nonassociativity of floating-point addition on Message Passing
Interface (MPI) reduction operations. Previous work indicates floating-point summation error is
comprised of two independent factors: error based on summation algorithm and error based on the
summands themselves. We find evidence to suggest, for MPI reductions, the error based on
summands has a much greater effect than the error based on the summation algorithm. We begin
by sampling from the state space of all possible summation orders for MPI reduction algorithms.
Next, we show the effect of different random number distributions on summation error, taking a
1000-digit precision floating-point accumulator as ground truth. Our results show empirical error
bounds that are much tighter than existing analytical bounds. Last, we simulate different allreduce
algorithms on the high performance computing (HPC) proxy application Nekbone and find that the
error is relatively stable across algorithms. Our approach provides HPC application developers with
more realistic error bounds of MPI reduction operations. Quantifying the small---but nonzero--discrepancies between reduction algorithms can help developers ensure correctness and aid
reproducibility across MPI implementations and cluster topologies.
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XLOOP 2020: 2nd Annual Workshop on Extreme-Scale Experiment-in-the-LoopComputing
Session Description:

Advancement in computational power and high-speed networking is enabling a new model of
scientific experiment, experiment-in-the-loop computing (EILC). In this model, simulation and/or
learning modules are run as data is collected from observational and experimental sources.
Presently, the amount and complexity of data generated by simulations and by observational and
experimental sources, such as sensor networks and large-scale scientific facilities, continues to
increase. Several research challenges exist, many of which are independent of the scientific
application domain. New algorithms to merge simulation ensembles and experimental data sets,
including artificial intelligence and machine learning, must be developed. Data transfer techniques
and workflows must be constructed to control the ensembles and integrate simulated and observed
data sets. The Workshop on Extreme-scale Experiment-in-the-Loop Computing (XLOOP 2020) will
be a unique opportunity to promote this interdisciplinary topic area. We invite papers, presentations
and participants from the physical and computer sciences.

XLOOP – Keynote - Challenges and Opportunities for Composable AI-Integrated Applications at
the Digital Continuum
Ilkay Altintas (University of California, San Diego)

Cross-Facility Science with the Superfacility Project at LBNL
Bjoern Enders (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
As data sets from DOE user science facilities grow in both size and complexity, there is an urgent
need for new capabilities to transfer, analyze and manage the data underlying scientific discoveries.
LBNL's Superfacility project brings together experimental and observational research instruments
with computational and network facilities at NERSC and ESnet with the goal of enabling user
science. Here, we report on recent innovations in the Superfacility project, including advanced data
management, API-based automation, real-time interactive user interfaces and supported
infrastructure for “edge” services.
Tomographic Reconstruction of Dynamic Features with Streaming Sliding Subsets

Tekin Bicer (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
As the sophistication and speed of today's X-ray experiments grow, collecting the most informative
data has become ever more relevant, necessitating the development of algorithms that can provide
good quality reconstructions from tomographic data streams. Almost all conventional reconstruction
systems and algorithms work exclusively offline, however, requiring that complete datasets be
collected and available before they can be processed. Further, these systems and algorithms
provide limited consideration and support for challenging experiments, such as imaging samples
with dynamic features, where both spatial and temporal properties of the features rapidly change.
We describe here a high-performance runtime system for analyzing and reconstructing streaming
tomography datasets using sliding subsets of projection images, and evaluate the reconstruction
quality of dynamic features with respect to different runtime configuration parameters using
phantom and real-world tomography datasets. Our system enables runtime system parameters to
be adjusted dynamically over the course of experiment, providing opportunities for balancing the
quality and computational demands of tasks, better observation of phenomena and improving
advanced experimental techniques such as autonomous experimental steering.
Toward an Automated HPC Pipeline for Processing Large Scale Electron Microscopy Data
Rafael Vescovi (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
We present a fully modular and scalable software pipeline for processing electron microscope (EM)
images of brain slices into 3D visualization of individual neurons and demonstrate an end-to-end
segmentation of a large EM volume using a supercomputer. Our pipeline scales multiple packages
used by the EM community with minimal changes to the original source codes. We tested each step
of the pipeline individually, on a workstation, a cluster and a supercomputer. Furthermore, we can
compose workflows from these operations using a Balsam database that can be triggered during
the data acquisition or with the use of different front ends, and control the granularity of the pipeline
execution. We describe the implementation of our pipeline and modifications required to integrate
and scale up existing codes. The modular nature of our environment enables diverse research
groups to contribute to the pipeline without disrupting the workflow, i.e., new individual codes can
be easily integrated for each step on the pipeline.

XLOOP – Break

Managing Event-Oriented Workflows
David Marchant (University of Copenhagen, Niels Bohr Institute)

This paper introduces an event-driven solution for modern scientific workflows. This novel approach
enables truly dynamic workflows by splitting them into their constituent parts, defined using
combinations of patterns and recipes, and lacking any meaningful interdependencies. The theory
behind this system is set out, and an example workflow is presented. A python package mig meow,
which implements this workflow system, is also shown and explained. The use cases of various
user groups are considered to assess the feasibility of the design, which is found to be sufficient,
especially in light of recent workflow requirements for dynamic looping, optional outputs and in-theloop interactions.
Interactive Parallel Workflows for Synchrotron Tomography
Dilworth Parkinson (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The constant stream of new users, samples and experimental approaches at many light source
beam lines means a single refined set of processing steps and parameters can seldom be re-used,
and instead an interactive approach to exploring parameter space is required. But the many large
data sets often generated during experiments mean that testing even one set of parameters is
time-intensive. We present two approaches to leverage parallel high-performance computing to
quickly and interactively explore parameter space for a large number of data sets, in the context of
synchrotron tomography. The first approach uses a combination of template Jupyter notebooks with
custom widgets, along with Papermill and Dask. The second approach leverages the workflow
infrastructure of Xi-Cam and Cam-Link, an ecosystem designed for real-time interactive exploration
of data at user facilities.
Toward Online Steering of Flame Spray Pyrolysis Nanoparticle Synthesis
Maksim Levental (University of Chicago; University of Chicago, Argonne National Laboratory)
Flame Spray Pyrolysis (FSP) is a manufacturing technique to mass produce engineered
nanoparticles for applications in catalysis, energy materials, composites and more. FSP instruments
are highly dependent on a number of adjustable parameters, including fuel injection rate, fueloxygen mixtures and temperature, which can greatly affect the quality, quantity and properties of
the yielded nanoparticles. Optimizing FSP synthesis requires monitoring, analyzing, characterizing
and modifying experimental conditions. Here, we propose a hybrid CPU-GPU Difference of
Gaussians (DoG) method for characterizing the volume distribution of unburnt solution, to enable
near-real-time optimization and steering of FSP experiments. Comparisons against standard
implementations show our method to be an order of magnitude more efficient. This surrogate signal
can be deployed as a component of an online end-to-end pipeline that maximizes the synthesis
yield.

XLOOP – Panel Discussion

XLOOP – Concluding Comments

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

RSE-HPC 2020: Research Software Engineers in HPC – Creating Community,
Building Careers, Addressing Challenges
Session Description:

Research software engineers (RSEs) are critical to the impact of HPC, data science, and the larger
scientific community. They have existed for decades, though often not under that name. The past
few years, however, have seen the development of the RSE concept, common job titles and career
paths, the creation of professional networks to connect RSEs and the emergence of RSE groups at
universities, national laboratories, and industry.
This workshop will bring together RSEs and allies involved in HPC, from all over the world, to grow
the RSE community by establishing and strengthening professional networks of current RSEs and
RSE leaders. We’ll discuss current activities and plans of national RSE organizations, discuss needs
of RSEs and RSE groups and write a report on ways RSE organizations can help address these
issues. Most of the workshop will be spent in interactive discussions, preceded by a keynote
address and several shorter talks.

RSE-HPC – Break

Moderator:
Panelist:

RSE-HPC – Break

Moderator:
Panelist:

10:00 am - 4:40 pm

Fifth International Parallel Data Systems Workshop
Session Description:

Efficient data storage and data management are crucial to scientific productivity in both traditional
simulation-oriented HPC environments and Big Data analysis environments. This issue is further
exacerbated by the growing volume of experimental and observational data, the widening gap
between the performance of computational hardware and storage hardware and the emergence of
new data-driven algorithms in machine learning. The goal of this workshop is to facilitate research
that addresses the most critical challenges in scientific data storage and data processing.
PDSW will continue to build on the successful tradition established by its predecessor workshops:
the Petascale Data Storage Workshop (PDSW, 2006-2015) and the Data Intensive Scalable
Computing Systems (DISCS 2012-2015) workshop. These workshops were successfully combined
in 2016, and the resulting joint workshop has attracted up to 38 full paper submissions and 140
attendees per year from 2016 to 2019.

PDSW 2020 - Keynote: "Sink or Swim: How Not to Drown in Colossal Streams of Data?"
Nitin Agrawal (ThoughtSpot Inc)

Fifth International Parallel Data Systems Workshop – Break

Keeping It Real: Why HPC Data Services Don't Achieve I/O Microbenchmark Performance
Philip Carns (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
HPC storage software developers rely on benchmarks as reference points for performance
evaluation. Low-level synthetic microbenchmarks are particularly valuable for isolating performance
bottlenecks in complex systems and identifying optimization opportunities.
The use of low-level microbenchmarks also entails risk, however, especially if the benchmark
behavior does not reflect the nuances of production data services or applications. In those cases,
microbenchmark measurements can lead to unrealistic expectations or misdiagnosis of performance
problems. Neither benchmark creators nor software developers are necessarily at fault in this
scenario, however. The underlying problem is more often a subtle disconnect between the objective
of the benchmark and the objective of the developer.
In this paper, we investigate examples of discrepancies between microbenchmark behavior and
software developer expectations. Our goal is to draw attention to these pitfalls and initiate a
discussion within the community about how to improve the state of the practice in performance
engineering for HPC data services.
Toward On-Demand I/O Forwarding in HPC Platforms
Jean Luca Bez (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil; Barcelona Supercomputing Center
(BSC))
I/O forwarding is an established and widely-adopted technique in HPC to reduce contention and
improve I/O performance in the access to shared storage infrastructure. On such machines, this
layer is often physically deployed on dedicated nodes, and their connection to the clients is static.
Furthermore, the increasingly heterogeneous workloads entering HPC installations stress the I/O
stack, requiring tuning and reconfiguration based on the applications' characteristics. Nonetheless, it
is not always feasible in a production system to explore the potential benefits of this layer under
different configurations without impacting clients. In this paper, we investigate the effects of I/O
forwarding on performance by considering the application's I/O access patterns and system
characteristics. We aim to explore when forwarding is the best choice for an application, how many
I/O nodes it would benefit from, and whether not using forwarding at all might be the correct
decision. To gather performance metrics, explore, and understand the impact of forwarding I/O
requests of different access patterns, we implemented FORGE, a lightweight I/O forwarding layer in
user-space. Using FORGE, we evaluated the optimal forwarding configurations for several access
patterns on MareNostrum 4 (Spain) and Santos Dumont (Brazil) supercomputers. Our results
demonstrate that shifting the focus from a static system-wide deployment to an on-demand
reconfigurable I/O forwarding layer dictated by application demands can improve I/O performance

on future machines.

Fifth International Parallel Data Systems Workshop – Break

Gauge: An Interactive Data-Driven Visualization Tool for HPC Application I/O Performance
Analysis
Eliakin del Rosario (Texas A&M University), Mikaela Currier (Texas A&M University)
Understanding and alleviating I/O bottlenecks in HPC system workloads is difficult due to the
complex, multi-layered nature of HPC I/O subsystems. Even with full visibility into the jobs executed
on the system, the lack of tooling makes debugging I/O problems difficult. In this work, we introduce
Gauge, an interactive, data-driven, web-based visualization tool for HPC I/O performance analysis.
Gauge aids in the process of visualizing and analyzing, in an interactive fashion, large sets of HPC
application execution logs. It performs a number of functions met to significantly reduce the
cognitive load of navigating these sets - some worth many years HPC logs. For instance, as its first
step in many processing chains, it arranges unordered sets of collected HPC logs into a hierarchy of
clusters for later analysis.
This clustering step allows application developers to quickly navigate logs, find how their jobs
compare to those of their peer groups in terms of I/O utilization, as well as how to improve their
future runs. Similarly, facility operators can use Gauge to `get a pulse' on the workloads running on
their HPC systems, find clusters of underperforming applications, and diagnose the reason for poor
I/O throughput. In this work, we describe how Gauge arrives at the HPC jobs clustering, how it
presents data about the jobs, and how it can be used to further narrow down and understand
behavior of sets of jobs. We also provide a case study on using Gauge from the perspective of a
facility operator.
Fractional-Overlap Declustered Parity: Evaluating Reliability for Storage Systems
Huan Ke (University of Chicago)
In this paper, we propose a flexible and practical data protection scheme, fractional-overlap
declustered parity( FODP), to explore the trade-offs between fault tolerance and rebuild
performance. Our experiments show that FODP is able to bring forth up to 99% less probability of
data loss in the presence of various failure regimes. Furthermore, by adding one additional spare
drive capacity within each server, FODP yields up to 99% reduction in granularity of data loss.

GPU Direct I/O with HDF5
John Ravi (North Carolina State University)
Exascale HPC systems are being designed with accelerators, such as GPUs, to accelerate parts of
applications. In machine learning workloads as well as large-scale simulations that use GPUs as
accelerators, the CPU (or host) memory is currently used as a buffer for data transfers between
GPU (or device) memory and the file system. If the CPU does not need to operate on the data, then
this is sub-optimal because it wastes host memory by reserving space for duplicated data.
Furthermore, this “bounce buffer” approach wastes CPU cycles spent on transferring data. A new
technique, Nvidia GPU DirectStorage (GDS), can eliminate the need to use the host memory as a
bounce buffer. Thereby, it becomes possible to transfer data directly between the device memory
and the file system. To take full advantage of GDS in existing applications, it is necessary to provide
support with existing I/O libraries, such as HDF5 and MPI-IO, which are heavily used in applications.
In this paper, we describe our effort of integrating GDS with HDF5, the top I/O library at NERSC and
at DOE leadership computing facilities. We design and implement this integration using a HDF5
Virtual File Driver (VFD). The GDS VFD provides a file system abstraction to the application that
allows HDF5 applications to perform I/O without the need to move data between CPUs and GPUs
explicitly. We compare performance of the HDF5 GDS VFD with explicit data movement
approaches and demonstrate superior performance with the GDS method.

Fifth International Parallel Data Systems Workshop – Break

Emulating I/O Behavior in Scientific Workflows on High Performance Computing Systems
Fahim Tahmid Chowdhury (Florida State University)
Scientific application workflows leverage the capabilities of cutting-edge high-performance
computing (HPC) facilities to enable complex applications for academia, research, and industry
communities. Data transfer and I/O dependency among different modules of modern HPC
workflows can increase the complexity and hamper the overall performance of workflows.
Understanding this complexity due to data-dependency and dataflow is an essential prerequisite
for developing optimization strategies to improve I/O performance and, eventually, the entire
workflow.
In this paper, we discuss dataflow patterns for workflow applications on HPC systems. As existing
I/O benchmarking tools lack in identifying and representing the dataflow in modern HPC workflows,
we have implemented Wemul, an open-source workflow I/O emulation framework, to mimic

different types of I/O behavior demonstrated by common and complex HPC application workflows
for deeper analysis. We elaborate on the features and usage of Wemul, demonstrate its application
to HPC workflows, and discuss the insights from the performance analysis results on Lassen
supercomputing cluster at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
Pangeo Benchmarking Analysis: Object Storage vs. POSIX File System
Haiying Xu (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
Pangeo is a community of scientists and software developers collaborating to enable Big Data
Geoscience analysis interactively in the public cloud and on high-performance computing (HPC)
systems. At the core of the Pangeo software stack is (1) Xarray, which adds labels to metadata
such as dimensions, coordinates and attributes for raw array-oriented data, (2) Dask, which
provides parallel computation and out-of-core memory capabilities, and (3) Jupyter Lab which offers
the web-based interactive environment to the Pangeo platform.
Geoscientists now have a strong candidate software stack to analyze large datasets, and they are
very curious about performance differences between the Zarr and NetCDF4 data formats on both
traditional file storage systems and object storage. We have written a benchmarking suite for the
Pangeo stack that can measure scalability and performance information of both input/output (I/O)
throughput and computation. We will describe how we performed these benchmarks, analyzed our
results, and we will discuss the pros and cons of the Pangeo software stack in terms of I/O
scalability on both cloud and HPC storage systems.
Fingerprinting the Checker Policies of Parallel File Systems
Runzhou Han (Iowa State University)
Parallel file systems (PFSes) play an essential role in high performance computing. To ensure the
integrity, many PFSes are designed with a checker component, which serves as the last line of
defense to bring a corrupted PFS back to a healthy state. Motivated by real-world incidents of PFS
corruptions, we perform a fine-grained study on the capability of PFS checkers in this paper. We
apply type-aware fault injection to specific PFS structures, and examine the detection and repair
policies of PFS checkers meticulously via a well-defined taxonomy. The study results on two
representative PFS checkers show that they are able to handle a wide range of corruptions on
important data structures. On the other hand, neither of them is perfect: there are multiple cases
where the checkers may behave sub-optimally, leading to kernel panics, wrong repairs, etc. Our
work has led to a new patch on Lustre. We hope to develop our methodology into a generic
framework for analyzing the checkers of diverse PFSes, and enable more elegant designs of PFS
checkers for reliable high-performance computing.

Fifth International Parallel Data Systems Workshop – Break

Deriving Storage Insights from the IO500
Luke Logan (Illinois Institute of Technology), Jay Lofstead (Sandia National Laboratories), Anthony
Kougkas (Illinois Institute of Technology), Xian-He Sun (Illinois Institute of Technology)

I/O Traces of HPC Applications
Chen Wang (University of Illinois), Kathryn Mohror (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory),
Marc Snir (University of Illinois)

Scalable Communication and Data Persistence Layer for NVM-Based Storage Systems
Hiroki Ohtsuji (Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd), Eiji Yoshida (Kyushu University), Takuya Okamoto (Fujitsu
Ltd), Erika Hayashi (Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd)

Q&A with Work-in-Progress Speakers
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10:00 am - 5:20 pm

Machine Learning in HPC Environments
Session Description:

The intent of this workshop is to bring together researchers, practitioners and scientific communities
to discuss methods that utilize extreme scale systems for machine learning. This workshop will
focus on the greatest challenges in utilizing HPC for machine learning and methods for exploiting
data parallelism, model parallelism, ensembles and parameter search. We invite researchers and
practitioners to participate in this workshop to discuss the challenges in using HPC for machine
learning and to share the wide range of applications that would benefit from HPC-powered
machine learning.

Fairness, Accountability, Transparency, and Ethics in Computer Vision
Timnit Gebru (Google LLC)

Machine Learning in HPC Environments – Break

EventGraD: Event-Triggered Communication in Parallel Stochastic Gradient Descent
Soumyadip Ghosh (University of Notre Dame)
Communication in parallel systems consumes significant amount of time and energy which often
turns out to be a bottleneck in distributed machine learning. In this paper, we present EventGraD an algorithm with event-triggered communication in parallel stochastic gradient descent. The main
idea of this algorithm is to modify the requirement of communication at every epoch to
communicating only in certain epochs when necessary. In particular, the parameters are
communicated only in the event when the change in their values exceed a threshold. The threshold
for a parameter is chosen adaptively based on the rate of change of the parameter. The adaptive
threshold ensures that the scheme can be applied to different models on different datasets without
any change. We focus on data-parallel training of a popular convolutional neural network used for
training the MNIST dataset and show that EventGraD can reduce the communication load by up to
70% while retaining the same level of accuracy.
A Benders Decomposition Approach to Correlation Clustering
Jovita Lukasik (University of Mannheim)
We tackle the problem of graph partitioning for image segmentation using correlation clustering
(CC), which we treat as an integer linear program (ILP). We reformulate optimization in the ILP so
as to admit efficient optimization via Benders decomposition, a classic technique from operations
research. Our Benders decomposition formulation has many subproblems, each associated with a

node in the CC instance's graph, which can be solved in parallel. Each Benders subproblem
enforces the cycle inequalities corresponding to edges with negative (repulsive) weights attached to
its corresponding node in the CC instance. We generate Magnanti-Wong Benders rows in addition
to standard Benders rows to accelerate optimization. Our Benders decomposition approach
provides a promising new avenue to accelerate optimization for CC, and, in contrast to previous
cutting plane approaches, theoretically allows for massive parallelization.
Accelerating GPU-Based Machine Learning in Python Using MPI Library: A Case Study with
MVAPICH2-GDR
Seyedeh Mahdieh Ghazimirsaeed (Ohio State University)
The growth of big data applications during the last decade has led to a surge in the deployment and
popularity of machine learning (ML) libraries. On the other hand, the high performance offered by
GPUs makes them well suited for ML problems. To take advantage of GPU performance for ML,
NVIDIA has recently developed the cuML library. cuML is the GPU counterpart of Scikit-learn, and
provides similar Pythonic interfaces to Scikit-learn while hiding the complexities of writing GPU
compute kernels directly using CUDA. To support execution of ML workloads on Multi-Node MultiGPU (MNMG) systems, the cuML library exploits the NVIDIA Collective Communications Library
(NCCL) as a backend for collective communications between processes. On the other hand, MPI is a
de facto standard for communication in HPC systems. Among various MPI libraries, MVAPICH2GDR is the pioneer in optimizing GPU communication.
This paper explores various aspects and challenges of providing MPI-based communication support
for GPU-accelerated cuML applications. More specifically, it proposes a Python API to take
advantage of MPI-based communications for cuML applications. It also gives an in-depth analysis,
characterization, and benchmarking of the cuML algorithms such as K-Means, Nearest Neighbors,
Random Forest, and tSVD. Moreover, it provides a comprehensive performance evaluation and
profiling study for MPI-based versus NCCL-based communication for these algorithms. The
evaluation results show that the proposed MPI-based communication approach achieves up to
1.6x, 1.25x, 1.25x, and 1.36x speedup for K-Means, Nearest Neighbors, Linear Regression, and
tSVD, respectively on up to 32 GPUs.

Machine Learning in HPC Environments – Lunch Break

Keynote: Michael Garland - Programming Systems of Data
Michael Garland (Nvidia Corporation)

Machine learning and data analysis thrive on mass quantities of data. At the same time, the cost of
data distribution and movement is among the most critical factors determining the performance of
applications at scale. Consequently, scalable high-performance machine learning and data analysis
requires software environments that support the careful management of data. Whereas modern
cloud systems provide data stores and services that help support efficient delivery of data to
applications, the tools at hand for developers to efficiently manage distributed data within a running
application are considerably more limited. It is particularly challenging to deliver high-performance
execution across distributed nodes while maintaining software modularity and composability. In this
talk, I will focus on developments in the design of scalable programming systems that help address
these challenges by providing data-centric interfaces that provide a convenient notation to the
developer and dynamic information to the runtime system tasked with scheduling the application at
peak efficiency.
Accelerate Distributed Stochastic Gradient Descent for Nonconvex Optimization with
Momentum
Guojing Cong (IBM Research)
Momentum method has been used extensively in optimizers for deep learning. Recent studies show
that distributed training through K-step averaging has many nice properties. We propose a
momentum method for such model averaging approaches. At each individual learner level
traditional stochastic gradient is applied. At the meta-level (global learner level), one momentum
term is applied and we call it block momentum. We analyze the convergence and scaling properties
of such momentum methods. Our experimental results show that block momentum not only
accelerates training, but also achieves better results.

Machine Learning in HPC Environments – Break

High-Bypass Learning: Automated Detection of Tumor Cells that Significantly Impact Drug
Response
Justin Wozniak (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)
Machine learning in biomedicine is reliant on the availability of large, high-quality data sets. These
corpora are used for training statistical or deep learning -based models that can be validated
against other data sets and ultimately used to guide decisions. The quality of these data sets is an
essential component of the quality of the models and their decisions. Thus, identifying and
inspecting outlier data is critical for evaluating, curating, and using biomedical data sets. Many
techniques are available to look for outlier data, but it is not clear how to evaluate the impact on

highly complex deep learning methods. In this paper, we use deep learning ensembles and
workflows to construct a system for automatically identifying data subsets that have a large impact
on the trained models. These effects can be quantified and presented to the user for further
inspection, which could improve data quality overall. We then present results from running this
method on the near-exascale Summit supercomputer.
Deep Generative Models that Solve PDEs: Distributed Computing for Training Large Data-Free
Models
Sergio Botelho (RocketML Inc), Biswajit Khara (Iowa State University)
Recent progress in scientific machine learning (SciML) has opened up the possibility of training
novel neural network architectures that solve complex partial differential equations (PDEs). Several
(nearly data free) approaches have been recently reported that successfully solve PDEs, with
examples including deep feed forward networks, generative networks, and deep encoder-decoder
networks. However, practical adoption of these approaches is limited by the difficulty in training
these models, especially to make predictions at large output resolutions (greater or equal to 1024 x
1024).
Here we report on a software framework for data parallel distributed deep learning that resolves the
twin challenges of training these large SciML models – training in reasonable time as well as
distributing the storage requirements. Our framework provides several out of the box functionality
including (a) loss integrity independent of number of processes, (b) synchronized batch
normalization, and (c) distributed higher-order optimization methods.
We show excellent scalability of this framework on both cloud as well as HPC clusters, and report
on the interplay between bandwidth, network topology and bare metal vs cloud. We deploy this
approach to train generative models of sizes hitherto not possible, showing that neural PDE solvers
can be viably trained for practical applications. We also demonstrate that distributed higher-order
optimization methods are 2-3 times faster than stochastic gradient-based methods and provide
minimal convergence drift with higher batch-size.

Machine Learning in HPC Environments – Concluding Remarks

10:00 am - 5:50 pm

PMBS20: The 11th International Workshop on Performance Modeling,

Benchmarking and Simulation of High-Performance Computer Systems
Session Description:

The PMBS20 workshop is concerned with the comparison of high-performance computing systems
through performance modeling, benchmarking or through the use of tools such as simulators. We
are particularly interested in research which reports the ability to measure and make tradeoffs in
software/hardware co-design to improve sustained application performance. We are also keen to
capture the assessment of future systems.
The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers, from industry and academia, concerned
with the qualitative and quantitative evaluation and modeling of high-performance computing
systems. Authors are invited to submit novel research in all areas of performance modeling,
benchmarking and simulation, and we welcome research that brings together current theory and
practice. We recognize that the term 'performance' has broadened to include power consumption
and reliability, and that performance modeling is practiced through analytical methods and
approaches based on software tools and simulators.
Performance Modeling of Streaming Kernels and Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication on A64FX
Christie Louis Alappat (Erlangen Regional Computing Center, Friedrich-Alexander University
Erlangen-Nuremberg), Jan Laukemann (Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg)
The A64FX CPU powers the current #1 supercomputer on the Top500 list. Although it is a
traditional cache-based multicore processor, its peak performance and memory bandwidth rival
accelerator devices. Generating efficient code for such a new architecture requires a good
understanding of its performance features. Using these features, we construct the ExecutionCache-Memory (ECM) performance model for the A64FX processor in the FX700 supercomputer
and validate it using streaming loops. We also identify architectural peculiarities and derive
optimization hints. Applying the ECM model to sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV), we
motivate why the CRS matrix storage format is inappropriate and how the SELL-C-σ format with
suitable code optimizations can achieve bandwidth saturation for SpMV.
The Performance and Energy Efficiency Potential of FPGAs in Scientific Computing
Tan Nguyen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Hardware specialization is a promising direction for the future of digital computing. Reconfigurable
technologies enable hardware specialization with modest non-recurring engineering cost. In this
paper, we use FPGAs to evaluate the benefits of building specialized hardware for numerical

kernels found in scientific applications. In order to properly evaluate performance, we not only
compare Intel Arria 10 and Xilinx U280 performance against Intel Xeon, Intel Xeon Phi, and NVIDIA
V100 GPUs, but we also extend the Empirical Roofline Toolkit (ERT) to FPGAs in order to assess
our results in terms of the Roofline Model. Although FPGA performance is known to be far less than
that of a GPU, we also benchmark the energy efficiency of each platform for the scientific kernels
comparing to microbenchmark and technological limits. Results show that while FPGAs struggle to
compete in absolute terms with GPUs on memory- and compute-intensive kernels, they require far
less power and can deliver nearly the same energy efficiency.

PMBS20 – Break

Benchmarking Julia’s Communication Performance: Is Julia HPC Ready or Full HPC?
Sascha Hunold (Vienna University of Technology)
Julia has quickly become one of the main programming languages for computational sciences,
mainly due to its speed and flexibility. The speed and efficiency of Julia are the main reasons why
researchers in the field of High Performance Computing have started porting their applications to
Julia.
Since Julia has a very small binding-overhead to C, many efficient computational kernels can be
integrated into Julia without any noticeable performance drop. For that reason, highly tuned
libraries, such as the Intel MKL or OpenBLAS, will allow Julia applications to achieve similar
computational performance as their C counterparts. Yet, two questions remain: 1) How fast is Julia
for memory-bound applications? 2) How efficient can MPI functions be called from a Julia
application?
In this paper, we will assess the performance of Julia with respect to HPC. To that end, we examine
the raw throughput achievable with Julia using a new Julia port of the well-known STREAM
benchmark. We also compare the running times of the most commonly used MPI collective
operations (e.g., MPI_Allreduce) with their C counterparts. Our analysis shows that HPC
performance of Julia is on-par with C in the majority of cases.
Evaluating the Performance of NVIDIA's A100 Ampere GPU for Sparse and Batched
Computations
Yuhsiang M. Tsai (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
GPU accelerators have become an important backbone for scientific high performance-computing,

and the performance advances obtained from adopting new GPU hardware are significant. In this
paper, we take a first look at NVIDIA's newest server-line GPU, the A100 architecture, part of the
Ampere generation. Specifically, we assess its performance for sparse and batch computations, as
these routines are relied upon in many scientific applications, and compare to the performance
achieved on NVIDIA's previous server-line GPU.
Exploiting the Potentials of the Second Generation SX-Aurora TSUBASA
Ryusuke Egawa (Tokyo Denki University, Tohoku University)
NEC SX-series vector supercomputers have provided outstanding memory bandwidths to meet the
strong demands for efficient execution of memory-intensive scientific applications in practice.
Inheriting the advantage, the 2nd generation SX-Aurora TSUBASA, Type 20B, provides an
extremely high memory bandwidth of 1.53 TB/s per vector processor. Unlike conventional SX-series
systems, SX-Aurora TSUBASA also offers various execution modes to execute a diversity of
emerging scientific workloads efficiently. As a result, application developers need to understand
their workloads and the performance characteristics of SX-Aurora TSUBASA, and select an
optimization strategy assuming an appropriate execution mode to fully exploit the system
performance. Therefore, this paper discusses workload characterization by performance bottleneck
analysis to determine an optimization strategy for the 2nd generation SX-Aurora TSUBASA. The
evaluation results with benchmarks and real-world applications demonstrate that the workload
characterization approach can accurately find the bottleneck and characterize various workloads, by
helping application developers decide the optimization strategies for individual workloads. Since we
can consider SX-Aurora TSUBASA as a typical example of the latest processors with high memory
bandwidths, the workload characterization approach will also be helpful for other future processors.
Lightweight Measurement and Analysis of HPC Performance Variability
Jered Dominguez-Trujillo (University of New Mexico)
Performance variation deriving from hardware and software sources is common in modern scientific
and data-intensive computing systems, and synchronization in parallel and distributed programs
often exacerbates their impacts at scale. The decentralized and emergent effects of such variation
are, unfortunately, also difficult to systematically measure, analyze, and predict; modeling
assumptions which are stringent enough to make analysis tractable frequently cannot be
guaranteed at meaningful application scales, and longitudinal methods at such scales can require
the capture and manipulation of impractically large amounts of data. This paper describes a new,
scalable, and statistically robust approach for effective modeling, measurement, and analysis of
large-scale performance variation in HPC systems. Our approach avoids the need to reason about
complex distributions of runtimes among large numbers of individual application processes by
focusing instead on the maximum length of distributed workload intervals. We describe this
approach and its implementation in MPI which makes it applicable to a diverse set of HPC

workloads. We also present evaluations of these techniques for quantifying and predicting
performance variation carried out on large-scale computing systems, and discuss the strengths and
limitations of the underlying modeling assumptions.

PMBS20 – Lunch Break

Autotuning PolyBench Benchmarks with LLVM Clang/Polly Loop Optimization Pragmas Using
Bayesian Optimization
Xingfu Wu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)
An autotuning is an approach that explores a search space of possible
implementations/configurations of a kernel or an application by selecting and evaluating a subset of
implementations/configurations on a target platform and/or use models to identify a high
performance implementation/configuration. In this paper, we develop an autotuning framework that
leverages Bayesian optimization to explore the parameter space search. We select six of the most
complex benchmarks from the application domains of the PolyBench benchmarks (syr2k, 3mm,
heat-3d, lu, covariance, and Floyd-Warshall) and apply the newly developed LLVM Clang Clang
loop optimization pragmas to the benchmarks to optimize them. We then use the autotuning
framework to optimize the pragma parameters to improve their performance. The experimental
results show that our autotuning approach outperforms the other compiling methods to provide the
smallest execution time for the benchmarks syr2k, 3mm, heat-3d, lu, and covariance with two large
datasets in 200 code evaluations for effectively searching the parameter spaces with up to 170,368
different configurations. We compare different supervised learning methods within Bayesian
optimization and evaluate their effectiveness. We find that the Floyd-Warshall benchmark did not
benefit from autotuning because Polly uses heuristics to optimize the benchmark to make it run
much slower. To cope with this issue, we provide some compiler option solutions to improve the
performance.
Warwick Data Store: A Data Structure Abstraction Library
Richard Kirk (University of Warwick)
With the increasing complexity of memory architectures and scientific applications, developing data
structures that are performant, portable, scalable, and support developer productivity, is a
challenging task. In this paper, we present Warwick Data Store (WDS), a lightweight and extensible
C++ template library designed to manage these complexities and allow rapid prototyping.
WDS is designed to abstract details of the underlying data structures away from the user, thus

easing application development and optimization. We show that using WDS does not significantly
impact achieved performance across a variety of different scientific benchmarks and proxyapplications, compilers, and different architectures. The overheads are largely below 30% for
smaller problems, with the overhead deceasing to below 10% when using larger problems. This
shows that the library does not significantly impact the performance, while providing additional
functionality to data structures, and the ability to optimize data structures without changing the
application code.
Accelerating High-Order Stencils on GPUs
Ryuichi Sai (Rice University)
While implementation strategies for low-order stencils on GPUs have been well-studied in the
literature, not all of the techniques studied work well for high-order stencils, such as those used for
seismic imaging. In this paper, we study practical seismic imaging computations on GPUs using
high-order stencils on large domains with meaningful boundary conditions. We manually crafted a
collection of implementations of a 25-point seismic modeling stencil in CUDA along with code to
apply the boundary conditions. We evaluate our stencil code shapes, memory hierarchy usage,
data-fetching patterns, and other performance attributes. We conducted an empirical evaluation of
these stencils using several mature and emerging tools and discuss our quantitative findings. Some
of our implementations achieved twice the performance of a proprietary code developed in C and
mapped to GPUs using OpenACC. Additionally, several of our implementations have excellent
performance portability.

PMBS20 – Break

Developing Models for the Runtime of Programs with Exponential Runtime Behavior
Michael Burger (Technical University Darmstadt)
In this paper, we present a new approach to generate runtime models for programs whose runtime
grows exponentially with the value of one input parameter. Such programs are, e.g., of high interest
for cryptanalysis to analyze practical security of traditional and post-quantum secure schemes. The
model generation approach on the base of proﬁled training runs is built on ideas realized in the open
source tool Extra-P, extended with a new class of model functions and a shared-memory parallel
simulated annealing approach to heuristically determine coefﬁcients for the model functions. Our
approach is implemented in the open source software SimAnMo (Simulated Annealing Modeler).
We demonstrate on various theoretical and synthetic, practical test cases that our approach delivers
very accurate models and reliable predictions, compared to standard approaches on x86 and ARM

architectures. SimAnMo is also employed to generate models of four codes which are employed to
solve the so-called shortest vector problem. This is an important problem from the ﬁeld of latticebased cryptography. We demonstrate the quality of our models with measurements for higher
lattice dimensions, as far as it is feasible. Additionally, we highlight inherent problems with models
for algorithms with exponential runtime.
Performance Tradeoffs in GPU Communication: A Study of Host and Device-Initiated
Approaches
Taylor Groves (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Network communication on GPU-based systems is a significant roadblock for many applications
with small but frequent messaging requirements. One common question for application developers
is, 'How can they reduce the overheads and achieve the best communication performance on
GPUs?' This work examines device initiated versus host initiated inter-node GPU communication
using NVSHMEM. We derive basic communication model parameters for single message and
batched communication before validating our model against distributed GEMM benchmarks. We
use our model to estimate performance benefits for applications transitioning from CPUs to GPUS
for fixed-size and scaled workloads and provide general guidelines for reducing communication
overheads. Our findings show that the host-initiated approach generally outperforms the deviceinitiated approach for the system evaluated.
Evaluation of the Communication Motif for a Distributed Eigensolver Using the SST Network
Simulation Tool
Md Afibuzzaman (Michigan State University)
A new motif that corresponds to the communication operations of the distributed LOBPCG
eigensolver used in the Many-Fermion Dynamics--nuclear, or MFDn, code is constructed. The
impact of communication strategy and process placement are evaluated on current and future
architectures using the SST network simulation tool. Simulation of the communication motif is
validated against production runs on the Cori system at NERSC. We identify the strengths and
shortcomings of SST in doing so.

PMBS20 – Wrapup

10:00 am - 6:02 pm

ISAV 2020: In Situ Infrastructures for Enabling Extreme-Scale Analysis and
Visualization
Session Description:

As HPC platforms increase in size and complexity, one significant challenge is the widening gap
between computational capacity and our ability to store data for subsequent analysis. One
promising approach is to perform as much analysis as possible while computed data is still resident
in memory, an approach known as in situ processing.
The workshop brings together researchers, developers and practitioners from industry, academia
and government laboratories who develop, apply and deploy in situ methods in extreme-scale,
high-performance computing. The purpose is to present research findings, lessons learned and
insights related to developing and applying in situ methods across a range of science and
engineering applications in HPC environments; to explore topics like opportunities presented by
new architectures, application requirements and gaps and best practices; to serve as a “center of
gravity” for researchers, practitioners and users/consumers of in situ methods and infrastructure in
the HPC space.

ISAV 2020 – Opening
Christoph Garth (Technical University Kaiserslautern)

ISAV 2020 – Best Paper Award
Bruno Raffin (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

Personalized In Situ steering for Analysis and Visualization
Pascal Grosset (Los Alamos National Lab)
In situ analysis is now commonly used in many simulations. Prior to the simulation being run, the
user specifies what in situ analysis should be run and the results of that analysis are saved to disk
while the simulation is running. It is, however, sometimes hard to know what analysis to run before
a simulation has started, and that often results in the user saving full datasets to disk for analysis
later. In this paper, we present a framework, \framework, that allows users to change, in real time,
which in situ analysis to run. \framework also allows many users to each run their own in situ

analysis, in a "personalized workspace", independent of each other. Finally \framework can be easily
integrated into simulations and plays well with other in situ analysis frameworks, such as ParaView
Catalyst.
In Situ and Post-Processing Volume Rendering with Cinema
Andrew Bauer (US Army Corps of Engineers)
We present a new batch volume rendering technique which alleviates the time and expertise
needed by the domain scientist in order to produce quality volume rendered results. This process
can be done both in situ and as a post-processing step. The advantage of performing this as an in
situ process is that the user is not required to have a priori knowledge of the exact physics and how
best to create a transfer function to volume render that physics during the in situ run. For the postprocessing use case, the user has the ability to easily examine a wide variety of transfer functions
without the tedious work of manually generating each one.
Chimbuko: A Workflow-Level Scalable Performance Trace Analysis Tool
Hubertus Van Dam (Brookhaven National Laboratory), Line Pouchard (Brookhaven National
Laboratory)
Due to the sheer volume of data, it is typically impractical to analyze the detailed performance of an
HPC application running at-scale. While conventional small-scale benchmarking and scaling studies
are often sufficient for simple applications, many modern workflow-based applications couple
multiple elements with competing resource demands and complex inter-communication patterns
for which performance cannot easily be studied in isolation and at small scale. This work discusses
Chimbuko, a performance analysis framework that provides real-time, in situ anomaly detection. By
focusing specifically on performance anomalies and their origin (a.k.a provenance), data volumes are
dramatically reduced without losing necessary details. To the best of our knowledge, Chimbuko is
the first online, distributed and scalable workflow-level performance trace analysis framework. We
demonstrate the tool's usefulness on Oak Ridge National Laboratory's Summit system.

ISAV 2020 – Break

An Architecture for Interactive In Situ Visualization and Its Transparent Implementation in
OpenFPM
Aryaman Gupta (Technical University Dresden, Center for Systems Biology Dresden)
Live in situ visualization of numerical simulations; interactive visualization while the simulation is

running; can enable new modes of interaction, including computational steering. Designing easy-touse distributed in situ architectures, with viewing latency low enough and frame rate high enough
for interactive use, is challenging. Here, we propose a fully asynchronous, hybrid CPU-GPU in situ
architecture that emphasizes interactivity. We also present a transparent implementation of this
architecture embedded into the OpenFPM simulation framework. The benchmarks show that our
architecture minimizes visual latencies and achieves frame rates between 6 and 60 frames/second,
depending on simulation data size and degree of parallelism, by changing only a few lines of an
existing simulation code.
JIT’s Complicated: A Comprehensive System for Derived Field Generation
Matthew Larsen (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Derived field calculations are a vital part of the visualization and analysis workflow. These
calculations allow simulation users to create important quantities of interest that are not generated
by the simulation, and systems that calculate derived quantities must be flexible enough to
accommodate a wide variety of user requests. In situ analysis imposes additional constraints on the
system, and derived field calculations must be able to leverage the same resources as the
simulation does to minimize the runtime and memory usage. Just-in-time (JIT) compilation defers
code creation until runtime, and a JIT based system is capable of fusing a complex expression into a
single kernel invocation (i.e., kernel fusion). Without kernel fusion, the system would be forced to
evaluate each piece of the expression (e.g., an operator or function call) as a separate kernel
invocation, which increases both runtime and memory pressure on the host simulation. In this
paper, we present a production-oriented in situ derived field system that leverages JIT compilation
to target heterogeneous HPC architectures. Additionally, we explore the runtime costs of using this
system to calculate three expressions in three simulation codes.
In Situ Temporal Caching
David DeMarle (Intel Corporation, Intel)
In certain simulation analyses, events may occur which justify further in situ processing. Sometimes,
however, when the events do occur the phenomenon of interest is the physics that precipitated the
events and this may be the key insight into understanding the phenomenon that is being simulated.
In situ temporal caching is the temporary storing of datasets for possible later analysis and temporal
visualization. The later analysis and visualization still occurs during the simulation run but not until
the significant events have been detected. The notable contribution of this paper is the ability to
temporarily cache a number of time steps in fast memory for ex-post-facto in situ use.

ISAV 2020 – Break

Keynote: Uses of In Situ/In Transit Methods in Large-Scale Modeling of Plasma-Based Particle
Accelerators
Jean-Luc Vay (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Axel Huebl (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory)

The Challenges of In Situ Analysis for Multiple Simulations
Alejandro Ribes (EDF Research and Development)
In situ analysis and visualization have mainly been applied to the output of a single large-scale
simulation. Topics involving the execution of multiple simulations in supercomputers, however, have
only received minimal attention so far. Some important examples are uncertainty quantification,
data assimilation and complex optimization. In this position article, beyond highlighting the
strengths and limitations of the tools that we have developed over the past few years, we share
lessons learned from using them on large-scale platforms and from interacting with end-users. We
then discuss the forthcoming challenges, which future in situ analysis and visualization frameworks
will face when dealing with the exascale execution of multiple simulations.
Benchmarking In Situ Triggers Via Reconstruction Error
Yuya Kawakami (Grinnell College)
This work considers evaluating in situ triggers using reconstruction error. Our experiments consider
data from the Nyx and Cloverleaf simulation codes, and focus on two key topics. The first topic aims
to increase understanding of total reconstruction error, both with respect to the impact of adding
more time slices and with respect to the variation from different time slice selections. The second
topic evaluates performance for two current approaches: entropy-based triggers and evenly spaced
time slices. Finally, we use these study components to construct a benchmarking system that
enables visualization scientists to reason about triggers.

ISAV 2020 – Break

ISAV 2020 – Panel: In Situ – Experiences from the Trenches
Christoph Garth (Technical University Kaiserslautern), Oliver Rübel (Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), David Pugmire (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Amanda Randles (Duke University),

Joseph A. Insley (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Silvo H. R. Rizzi (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Jong Youl Choi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

ISAV 2020 – Closing Remarks
Bruno Raffin (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and Automation (INRIA))

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

DRBSD-6: The 6th International Workshop on Data Analysis and Reduction for
Big Scientific Data
Session Description:

A growing disparity between simulation speeds and I/O rates makes it increasingly infeasible for
applications to save all results for analysis. In this new world, applications must increasingly perform
online data analysis and reduction; tasks that introduce algorithmic, implementation and
programming model challenges that are unfamiliar to many scientists and that have major
implications for the design of various elements of exascale systems.
This trend has spurred interest in online data analysis and reduction methods, motivated by a desire
to conserve I/O bandwidth, storage and/or power; increase accuracy of data analysis results; and/or
make optimal use of parallel platforms, among other factors. This requires our community to
understand clear yet complex relationships among application design, data analysis and reduction
methods, programming models, system software, hardware and other elements of a nextgeneration high-performance computer, particularly given constraints such as applicability, fidelity,
performance portability and power efficiency.

DRBSD-6 – Welcome and Introduction
Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Streaming Data – The Transformation of HPC Systems into Discovery Machines

Michael Bussmann (Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Center for Advanced
Systems Understanding (CASUS))

The Square Kilometre Array and Exascale Challenges for Future Astronomy Facilities
Peter Quinn (University of Western Australia)

Toward a Framework for Policy-Driven Adaptive In Situ Workflows
Kshitij Mehta (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
As we move toward exascale, managing vast volumes of data and extracting knowledge from it in a
timely way has become a challenge for science. In situ analysis of data is a viable alternative to
processing large data volumes post-hoc. However, composing and orchestrating in situ workflows
remains challenging due to variability in the system behavior at runtime and the need to address
dynamically occurring events in the science application. Thus, dynamic control of a running
workflow is an important step for the next generation of high performance computing.
This paper presents initial work towards a policy-driven framework for dynamically controllable in
situ workflows. We present example policies that can be used to dynamically tune a running
workflow, and show that to enact these policies, a framework will need to provide support in both
the data management library and the workflow tools layer. We present a keyword-based
specification to express simple policies. Through experiments on Summit, a pre-exascale
supercomputer at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, we demonstrate the impact of a dynamically
adaptive HPC workflow.
Combining Spatial and Temporal Properties for Improvements in Data Reduction
Megan L. Hickman Fulp (Clemson University)
Due to I/O bandwidth limitations, intelligent in situ data reduction methods are needed to enable
post-hoc workflows. Current state-of-the-art sampling methods save data points if their region is
deemed spatially or temporally important. By analyzing the properties of the data values at each
time-step, two consecutive steps may be found to be very similar. This research follows the notion
that if neighboring time-steps are very similar, samples from both are unnecessary, which leaves
storage for more useful samples to be chosen. Here, we present an investigation of the combination
of spatial and temporal sampling to drastically reduce data size without loss of valuable information.
We demonstrate that by reusing samples, our reconstructed dataset is able to reduce the overall
data size while achieving a higher post-reconstruction quality over other reduction methods.

DRBSD-6 – Break

Invited Talk: Sanjay Ranka
Sanjay Ranka (University of Florida)

Dynamic, Adaptive Resource Management for Scientific Workflows
Alan Sussman (University of Maryland)

DRBSD-6 – Break

AI for Science: Some Big Data Challenges
Rick Stevens (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Intelligent Data Management for Extreme-Scales In-Situ Workflows
Manish Parashar (Rutgers University)
Extreme-scale scientific workflows continue to be challenged by the massive amounts of data that
needs to be exchanged between workflow components and the associated costs. While in-situ
workflow formulations are addressing some of these challenges and are enabling the creation of
extreme scale coupled simulations and analysis workflows, these workflows involve complex datadriven interactions and data exchange patterns and require complex cost-performance tradeoffs
and runtime resource management. In this talk, I will explore these challenges and investigate how
AI/ML advances and be used to enable intelligent staging-based data management. This research is
part of the DataSpaces project.
Data Compression with Deep Learning Based Generative Modeling
Jong Youl Choi (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
We have been developing a VAE-based data compression method, called VAe Physics Optimized

Reduction (VAPOR), with a dataset from XGC, a fusion simulation code. VAPOR is based on Vector
Quantized Variational Auto Encoder (VQ-VAE), focusing on compressing XGC 5D distribution data
as well as preserving physics constraints. Key features of VAPOR are three-fold; i) find a reduced
representation of physics data, ii) reconstruct the data with a minimum loss, iii) preserve physics
information (e.g., mass, energy, moment conservation) .
We will discuss challenges in XGC 5D data reconstruction and present our initial experiences and
results on how we construct Deep Neural Network (DNN) for VAPOR to optimize the
reconstruction quality of XGC 5D data and integrate XGC’s physics constraints, and share
performance considerations to execute with XGC as an in situ process.

DRBSD-6 – Break

Data Analytics for Scientific Data Compression
Richard Archibald (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Machine learning for science with a deadline: a focus on the scientist
Michael Churchill (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory)

A Survey of Resource Constrained Scheduling for In Situ Analysis
Todd Munson (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

DRBSD-6 – Closing Remarks
Scott Klasky (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

INDIS 2020: The 7th International Workshop on Innovating the Network for

Data-Intensive Science
Session Description: Many fields of science continue to experience a large influx of data. Managing
and transporting data, architecting systems, as well as building tools to cope with the delivery of
this data has become increasingly important. Furthermore, the ecosystem of information and
communication frameworks supporting data management and transport is becoming more and
more complex. Networks for data-intensive sciences have more extreme requirements than
general-purpose networks. These requirements not only closely impact the design of processor
interconnects in supercomputers and cluster computers, but they also impact campus networks,
regional networks and national backbone networks. In addition, wide area networks are now an
integral and essential part of this data-driven supercomputing ecosystem connecting information
sources, data storage, processing, simulation, visualization, real-time user interaction and user
communities together. The INDIS workshop brings together network engineers and researchers to
share challenges and potential solutions in the information systems and networking communities.
With its inaugural appearance at SC14 in New Orleans, INDIS has become an academic forum for
experts, researchers, and engineers in research and education (R&E) networking.

Many fields of science continue to experience a large influx of data. Managing and transporting
data, architecting systems and building tools to deal with the delivery of these data have become
increasingly important. Additionally, the ecosystem of information and communications frameworks
supporting data management and transport is becoming more and more complex.
Networks for data-intensive science have more extreme requirements than general-purpose
networks. These requirements not only closely impact the design of processor interconnects in
supercomputers and cluster computers, they also impact campus networks, regional networks and
national backbone networks.
This workshop brings together network engineers and researchers to share challenges and
potential solutions. We invite papers that propose new and novel techniques that increase the
capacity and functionality of scientific computing and wide-area networks.

INDIS – Welcome Message
Michelle Zhu (Montclair State University), Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Sarah Neuwirth (Heidelberg University)

A Brief History of INDIS

Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
In this 5 minute introduction, I present the history of the INDIS Workshop series.
INDIS – Keynote: "Grand" Challenges for a Science Mission Network
Chin Guok (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))
The exponential growth in science traffic today is motivated by the construction of new
experiments, larger instruments, and better sensors. This accelerating demand for bandwidth has
highlighted a simple fact, that continuing to just build bigger and faster networks is no longer a
viable solution for science mission networks. This talk introduces the need for more intelligent and
integrated networking, and identifies several “grand” challenges for science driven networks.
Introduction to SCinet
Kevin Hayden (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

SCinet Architecture: Past, Present, Future
JP Velders (University of Amsterdam)

Panel Introduction: Experimental Networks (XNET)
Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Ezra Kissel
(Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

XNET Lightning Talk: The BRIDGES Project – Building a Global Cyber-Infrastructure Canvas
Supporting Networked Applications Experimentation and Evolution
Jerry Sobieski (George Mason University (GMU))

XNET Lightning Talk: FABRIC/FAB Deep Dive
Ilya Baldin (Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI)), Anita Nikolich (University of Illinois)
FABRIC is a unique national research infrastructure to enable cutting-edge, and exploratory
research at-scale in computer networking, distributed computing systems, and applications. It is a

platform on which researchers will experiment with new ideas that will become building blocks of
the next generation Internet and address requirements for emerging science applications that
depend on large-scale networking. FABRIC will create the opportunities to explore innovative
solutions not previously possible for a large variety of high-end science applications. FAB expands
this infrastructure globally to serve science communities such as High Energy Physics,
Astrophysics, Weather Science and Smart Cities. We'll give an overview of the goals and plans for
FABRIC and FAB and entice you to bring your hard science experiments to us!

XNET Lightning Talk: SAGE: AI at the Edge for Software-Defined Wireless Sensors
Pete Beckman (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

XNET Lightning Talk: Quantum Networking
Inder Monga (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)

XNET Lightning Talk: Extending the Research Engineering Network to the Wireless Edge
Andrew CK Wiedlea (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) provides high-speed reliable data backhaul to the US DOE,
and affiliated research programs globally. Future generations of this network will support terabit
class performance as well as integration with extended, intelligent orchestration, allowing storage,
compute and other services to become integral parts of a "computational data fabric" vision for
science. Related to this effort, we are beginning to study how ESnet can leverage 5G, mmWave,
non-terrestrial networks, and other wireless data capabilities to integrate all parts of this vision
seamlessly from sensor to laboratory.

Moderator: Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam), Ezra Kissel (Energy Sciences Network
(ESnet))
Panelist: Anita Nikolich (University of Illinois), Ilya Baldin (Renaissance Computing Institute
(RENCI)), Jerry Sobieski (George Mason University (GMU)), Pete Beckman (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL)), Inder Monga (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet), Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory), Andrew Wiedlea (Energy Sciences Network (ESnet))

INDIS – Break

Network Research Exhibition: An Introduction
Davey Wheeler (National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)), JP Velders (University
of Amsterdam)
The SC Conference Series has cultivated a test bed for cutting-edge developments in highperformance networking, computing, storage, and analysis. Network Research Exhibition (NRE)
demonstrations have leveraged the advanced capabilities of SCinet, SC’s dedicated high-capacity
network. Network researchers and professionals from government, education, research, and
industry are invited to submit proposals for demonstrations and experiments at the SC Conference
that display innovation in emerging network hardware, protocols, and advanced network-intensive
scientific applications. Additionally, each year, a selection of NRE participants have been invited to
share the results of their demos and experiments from the preceding year’s conference as part of
the Innovating the Network for Data-Intensive Science (INDIS) workshop.
NRE Demo Talk I: P4 Experimental Networks for the Global Research Platform
Jim Chen (Northwestern University, International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR))

NRE Demo Talk II: Advanced Data Algorithms and Architectures for Security Monitoring
Thomas Kroeger (Sandia National Laboratories)

Using P4 and RDMA to Collect Telemetry Data
Joseph Hill (University of Amsterdam)
Telemetry data can be carried within network packets as they transit through the network. This inband telemetry requires in turn to have efficient means for the collection and processing of these
data. We show how the P4 language can be used to extract telemetry data from incoming packets,
as it allows for efficient controlling of the data plane of network devices. Furthermore, we exploit
remote direct memory access (RDMA) as this allows for direct placement of data into the memory of
an external machine. We implemented the RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) protocol in a
switch using a P4 program. The program keeps the state of the variables required to perform a
write-only operation from the switch to a collector machine. The telemetry data is stored on
persistent storage in the machine using memory mapping. Experiments with our implementation
show that the telemetry data is saved to the designated addresses. We were able to achieve a rate
of around 20 million packets per second without any packet loss.

Application Aware Software Defined Flows of Workflow Ensembles
George Papadimitriou (University of Southern California, Information Science Institute)
Computational science depends on complex, data intensive applications operating on datasets from
a variety of scientific instruments. A major challenge is the integration of data into the scientist’s
workflow. Recent advances in dynamic, networked cloud resources provide the building blocks to
construct reconfiguration, end-to-end infrastructure that can increase scientific productivity, but
applications are not taking advantage of them. In our previous work, we introduced DyNamo, that
enabled CASA scientists to improve the efficiency of their operations and effortlessly leverage
capabilities of the cloud resources available to them that previously remained underutilized.
However, the provided workflow automation did not satisfy all the operational requirements of
CASA. Custom scripts were still in production to manage workflow triggering, while multiple layer2
connections would have to be allocated to maintain network QoS requirements.
In this work, we enhance the DyNamo system with ensemble workflow management capabilities,
end-to-end infrastructure monitoring tools, as well as more advanced network manipulation
mechanisms. To accommodate CASA’s operational needs we also extended the newly integrated
Pegasus Ensemble Manager with file and time based triggering functionality, that improves
managing workflow ensembles. Additionally, Virtual Software Defined Exchange (vSDX)
capabilities have been extended, enabling link adaptation, flow prioritization and traffic control
between endpoints. We evaluate the effects of the DyNamo's vSDX policies by using two CASA
workflow ensembles competing for network resources, and we show that traffic shaping of the
ensembles can lead to a fairer use of the network links.

INDIS – Break

Keynote: Enhancing Distributed Computing with Programmable and Open Optical Networks
Andrea Fumagalli (University of Texas, Dallas)
Edge computing is an attractive solution to efficiently provide compute resources to many
applications that demand specific QoS requirements. The edge computing resources are in close
geographical proximity to where the applications’ data originate from and/or are being supplied to,
thus avoiding unnecessary back and forth data transmission with servers and data centers located
far away. n this talk we describe a federated edge computing system in which compute resources
t multiple edge sites (cloudlets) are dynamically aggregated together to form virtual super-c
loudlets and best respond to varying application-driven loads. In its simplest form a super-cloudlet

onsists of compute resources available at two cloudlets that are (temporarily) interconnected by
edicated optical circuits deployed to achieve low-latency and high-speed data exchanges. The
etro area optical transport network must be programmable in order to provision these optical
ircuits in a timely fashion. In addition, an open optical network deployment would in this scenario
ffer a significant advantage to the cloudlet owners (which are willing to share their cloudlet
esources to create super-cloudlets) in that every owner would be free to independently choose the
upplier for their optical equipment deployment. We report on our initial experimental testing of the
uper-cloudlet architecture using the largest public OpenROADM demonstration up to date
(comprising Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing equipment from six major suppliers) and
describe how the Programmable Optical network (PROnet) Orchestrator handles the resources
available in the open optical metro network and connected cloudlets to achieve three key
functionalities, i.e., service placement, auto-scaling, and offloading.
A Trial Deployment of a Reliable Network-Multicast Application across Internet2
Yuanlong Tan (University of Virginia)
A continuing trend in many scientific disciplines is the growth in the volume of data collected by
scientific instruments and the desire to rapidly and efficiently distribute this data to the scientific
community. Transferring these large data sets to a geographically distributed research community
consumes significant network bandwidth. As both the data volume and number of subscribers
grows, reliable network multicast is a promising approach to reduce the rate of growth of the
bandwidth needed to support efficient data distribution. In prior work, we identified a need for
reliable network multicast, scientists engaged in atmospheric research subscribing to meteorology
file-streams. Specifically, University Cooperation Atmospheric Research (UCAR) uses Local Data
Manager (LDM) to disseminate the data. This work describes a trial deployment, in which eight
university campuses are connected via corresponding regional Research-and-Education Networks
(RENs) and Internet2. Using this deployment, we evaluated the new version of LDM, LDM7, which
uses network multicast with a reliable transport protocol, and leverages Layer-2 (L2) multipoint
Virtual LAN (VLAN). A performance monitoring system was deployed to collect real-time
performance of LDM7, which showed that our proof-of-concept prototype worked significantly
better than the current production LDM, LDM6, in two ways: (i) LDM7 can distribute file streams
faster than LDM6. With six subscribers, an almost 22-fold improvement was observed with LDM7
at the 100 Mbps. And (ii) to achieve a similar performance, LDM7 significantly reduces the need for
bandwidth, which is an around 90\% bandwidth saving for LDM7 to achieve 20 Mbps average
throughput across four subscribers.
ROBIN (RuciO/BIgData Express/SENSE): A Next-Generation High-Performance Data Service
Platform
Wenji Wu (Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory)

Increasingly, scientific research discovery depends on the analysis of extremely large amounts of
data. This data is gathered through very large scientific instruments, very large numbers of small
devices, and mid-scale instruments. These devices generate exponentially increasing volumes of
data. Such data is often obtained, analyzed, stored, visualized, and transferred at and among sites
world-wide by large collaborations of science communities. Managing and moving extremely large
volumes of data across today’s networks is a special multidimensional challenge. Also, existing data
management and movement services and tools often are inadequate to address all specific
requirements. This paper describes the various components of this challenge and how those issues
can be addressed by ROBIN, a unique comprehensive set of integrated services designed
specifically for managing and moving extremely large amounts of data over long distances, e.g.,
thousands of miles around the globe. The services include Rucio, a data management service
widely used by particle physics research communities, BigData Express, a schedulable, predictable,
and high-performance data transfer service, and SENSE, a distributed network resource
orchestrator. This paper also describes the results of initial experiments using that set of integrated
services.
The NetSage Measurement Framework: Design, Development, and Discoveries
Katrina Turner (University of Hawaii at Manoa), Mahesh Khanal (University of Hawaii at Manoa),
Andrew Lake (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Daniel Doyle (Indiana University,
GlobalNOC)
Data sharing to support research collaborations has increased exponentially in the last ten years,
but effective data transfers are getting harder to achieve. The NetSage Measurement framework
was developed to support understanding research data movement by collecting a broad set of data
from resources and displaying it to specifically address the needs of stakeholders through a proven
development methodology. This paper describes that methodology, the resulting architecture and
development approach, and a set of discoveries that NetSage Dashboards made possible.

INDIS – Break

AI for Networking: the Engineering Perspective
Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
This talk explores machine learning, deep learning and AI techniques when applied to operational
networking and distributed computing problems. With advances in computing, data is being
produced at exponential rates requiring highly flexible mobility across HPC computing and
distributed facilities. Networks are the essential bloodline to science collaborations across the globe

such as in high-energy physics, earth sciences and genomics. However, upgrading network
hardware, with high-end routers and optic fibers, to cope with this data revolution can cost millions
of dollars. We are exploring artificial intelligence to design and efficiently manage distributed
network architectures to improve data transfers or routing, guarantee high-throughput and improve
traffic engineering. I will discuss some of the challenges we face when deploying AI on the network.
An Evaluation of Ethernet Performance for Scientific Workloads
Joseph P. Kenny (Sandia National Laboratories)
Priority-based Flow Control (PFC), RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) and Enhanced
Transmission Selection (ETS) are three enhancements to Ethernet networks which allow increased
performance and may make Ethernet attractive for systems supporting a diverse scientific
workload. We constructed a 96-node testbed cluster with a 100 Gb/s Ethernet network configured
as a tapered fat tree. Tests representing important network operating conditions were completed
and we provide an analysis of these performance results. RoCE running over a PFC-enabled
network was found to significantly increase performance for both bandwidth-sensitive and latencysensitive applications when compared to TCP. Additionally, a case study of interfering applications
showed that ETS can prevent starvation of network traffic for latency-sensitive applications running
on congested networks. We did not encounter any notable performance limitations for our Ethernet
testbed, but we found that practical disadvantages still tip the balance towards traditional HPC
networks unless a system design is driven by additional external requirements.
Computing Bottleneck Structures at Scale for High-Precision Network Performance Analysis
Noah Amsel (Reservoir Labs Inc)
The Theory of Bottleneck Structures is a recently-introduced framework for studying the
performance of data networks that describes how local perturbations in one part of the network
propagate and interact with one another. This frame- work provides a powerful analytical tool for
network operators to make accurate predictions about network behavior and optimize performance.
Previous work implemented a software package that leveraged the Theory of Bottleneck Structures
to address several network optimization problems, but applied it only to simple examples. In this
work, we introduce the first software package capable of scaling the bottleneck structure analysis to
production-sized networks. We benchmark our system using logs from ESnet, the Department of
Energy high-performance data network used to connect research institutions in the US. Using the
previously published tool as a baseline, we demonstrate that our system achieves vastly improved
performance, allowing the bottleneck structure analysis to be applied to rapidly-changing network
conditions in real time. We also study the asymptotic performance of our core algorithms,
demonstrating strong agreement with theoretical bounds and improvements over algorithms of the
baseline. These results indicate that the proposed software package is capable of scaling to very
large data networks. Overall, we demonstrate the viability of using bottleneck structures to perform

high-precision bottleneck and flow analysis.

INDIS – Closing Remarks
Michelle Zhu (Montclair State University), Mariam Kiran (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet)), Sarah Neuwirth (Heidelberg University)

INDIS – End of Day

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

LLVM-HPC2020: The Sixth Workshop on the LLVM Compiler Infrastructure in
HPC
Session Description:

LLVM, winner of the 2012 ACM Software System Award, has become an integral part of the
software-development ecosystem for optimizing compilers, dynamic-language execution engines,
source-code analysis and transformation tools, debuggers and linkers and a whole host of
programming-language and toolchain-related components. Now heavily used in both academia and
industry, where it allows for rapid development of production-quality tools, LLVM is increasingly
used in work targeted at high-performance computing. Research in, and implementation of,
program analysis, compilation, execution and profiling have clearly benefited from the availability of
a high-quality, freely-available infrastructure on which to build. This workshop will focus on recent
developments, from both academia and industry, that build on LLVM to advance the state-of-theart in high-performance computing.

LLVM-HPC2020 – Welcome

LLVM-HPC2020 – Keynote
Mehdi Amini (Google LLC)

LLVM-HPC2020 – Break

Static Neural Compiler Optimization via Deep Reinforcement Learning
Rahim Mammadli (Technical University Darmstadt)
The phase-ordering problem of modern compilers has received a lot of attention from the research
community over the years, yet remains largely unsolved. Various optimization sequences exposed
to the user are manually designed by compiler developers. In designing such a sequence developers
have to choose the set of optimization passes, their parameters and ordering within a sequence.
Resulting sequences usually fall short of achieving optimal runtime for a given source code and may
sometimes even degrade the performance when compared to unoptimized version. In this paper,
we employ a deep reinforcement learning approach to the phase-ordering problem. Provided with
sub-sequences constituting LLVM's O3 sequence, our agent learns to outperform the O3 sequence
on the set of source codes used for training and achieves competitive performance on the validation
set, gaining up to 1.32x speedup on previously-unseen programs. Notably, our approach differs
from autotuning methods by not depending on one or more test runs of the program for making
successful optimization decisions. It has no dependence on any dynamic feature, but only on the
statically-attainable intermediate representation of the source code. We believe that the models
trained using our approach can be integrated into modern compilers as neural optimization agents,
at first to complement, and eventually replace the hand-crafted optimization sequences.
Autotuning Search Space for Loop Transformations
Michael Kruse (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
One of the challenges for optimizing compilers is to predict whether applying an optimization will
improve its execution speed. Programmers may override the compiler's profitability heuristic using
optimization directives such as pragmas in the source code. Machine learning in the form of
autotuning can assist users in finding the best optimizations for each platform.
In this paper we propose a loop transformation search space that takes the form of a tree, in
contrast to previous approaches that usually use vector spaces to represent loop optimization
configurations. We implemented a simple autotuner exploring the search space and applied it to a
selected set of PolyBench kernels. While the autotuner is capable of representing every possible

sequence of loop transformations and their relations, the results motivate the use of better search
strategies such as Monte Carlo tree search to find sophisticated loop transformations such as
multilevel tiling.
Deep Learning-Based Approximate Graph-Coloring Algorithm for Register Allocation
Dibyendu Das (Intel Corporation)
Graph-coloring is an NP-hard problem which has a myriad of applications. Register allocation,
which is a crucial phase of a good optimizing compiler, relies on graph coloring. Hence, an efficient
graph-coloring algorithm is of paramount importance. In this work we try to ‘learn’ a good heuristic
for coloring interference graphs that are used in the register allocation phase. We aim to handle
moderate-sized interference graphs which have 100 nodes or less. For such graphs we can get the
optimal allocation of colors to the nodes. Such optimal coloring is then used to train our Deep
Learning (DL) network which is based on several layers of LSTM that output a color for each node
of the graph. However, the trained network may allocate the same color to the nodes connected by
an edge resulting in an invalid coloring of the interference graph. Since it is difficult to encode
constraints in an LSTM to avoid invalid coloring, we augment our deep learning network with a
color correction phase that runs after the colors have been allocated by the DL network. Thus, our
algorithm is approximate or hybrid in nature consisting of a mix of a DL algorithm followed by a
more traditional correction phase. The color correction phase handles the edges with invalid
coloring by first trying to reuse a color allocated to other nodes that are not connected to the invalid
nodes, failing which it adds a totally new color – thereby breaking the invalid allocation. Our
experience with many graphs shows that around 10%-30% edges may get an invalid coloring. We
have trained our DL network using several thousand random graphs of varying sparsity(density).
On application of our approximate algorithm to various popular graphs found in literature we see
that our algorithm does very well when compared to the optimal coloring of these graphs. We have
also run our algorithm against LLVM’s popular greedy register allocator (GRA) for several SPEC
CPU 2017 benchmarks and notice that the approximate algorithm performs on par or better than
GRA for most of these benchmarks.

LLVM-HPC2020 – Lunch Break

Extending the LLVM/Clang Framework for OpenMP Metadirective Support
Alok Mishra (Stony Brook University)
OpenMP 5.0 introduces many new directives to meet the demand of emerging high performance
computing systems. Among these new directives, the metadirective and declare variant directives

are important to control the execution behavior of a given application by compile-time adaptation
based on the OpenMP context. The metadirective directive allows the selection of OpenMP
directives based on the enclosing OpenMP context as well as on user-defined conditions. The
declare variant directive declares a specialized variant of a base function and specifies the context in
which that specialized variant is used. Support for these directives are available in few compilers
with some limitations. Support for metadirective is not available in Clang. This paper presents our
implementation of the metadirective directive in Clang. In this paper, we present an implementation
which supports the OpenMP 5.0 metadirective specification. However, in addition, this work also
implements a dynamic extension to the user-specified conditions. A dynamic evaluation of userdefined conditions provides programmers more freedom to express a range of adaptive algorithms
that improve overall performance of a given application. For example, a program can estimate the
cost of execution, with respect to time taken or energy consumption, of a kernel based on some
dynamic or static variables and decide whether or not to offload the kernel to GPU using the
metadirective. Since there is a significant lack of knowledge about the usage and performance
analysis of metadirective, the work also studies its impact on application characteristics. To achieve
this, we have modified several benchmark codes in the Rodinia benchmark suite. The Rodinia
benchmark includes applications and kernels which target multi-core CPU and GPU platforms
which helps programmers study the emerging computing platforms. Our modification to the Rodinia
benchmarks enables the application developer to study the behavior of metadirective. Our analysis
reveal that the main advantage of the dynamic implementation of metadirective is that it adds
minimal to no overhead to the user application, in addition to allowing flexibility to the programmers
to introduce portability and adaptability to their code. Our modification of the Rodinia benchmark
suite provides several guidelines for programmers to achieve better performance with
metadirective.
Toward Automated Kernel Fusion for the Optimization of Scientific Applications
Andrew Lamzed-Short (University of Warwick)
We introduce a novel transformation pass written using LLVM that performs kernel fusion. We
demonstrate the correctness and performance of the pass on several example programs inspired by
scientific applications of interest. The method achieves up to 4x speedup relative to unfused
versions of the programs, and exact performance parity with manually fused versions. In contrast to
previous work, it also requires minimal user intervention. Our approach is facilitated by a new loop
fusion algorithm capable of interprocedurally fusing both skewed and unskewed loops in different
kernels.
Robust Practical Binary Optimization at Run-Time Using LLVM
Alexis Engelke (Technical University Munich)
In High Performance Computing (HPC), performance of applications are important factors, which is

has led to a wide body of work on optimizing compilers. However, compilers alone are naturally
limited in their potential, as they cannot exploit run-time information to specialize generated code.
For this reason, run-time components to perform such specializations are gaining traction. In
particular, application or use driven specializations have a high potential for optimizations, as they
can benefit from explicit guidance from the application or the user, which allows for targeted
changes incorporating specific knowledge. Because full compilers and sources are usually
unavailable during computation, specializations have to be done at machine code level. However,
existing libraries for binary specialization face structural limitations of separating optimization and
code generation, in addition to numerous implementation gaps.
In this paper, we describe BinOpt, a novel and robust library for performing application-driven
binary optimization and specialization using LLVM. A machine code function is lifted directly to
LLVM-IR, optimized in LLVM while making use of application-specified information, used to
generate a new specialization for a function, and integrated back to the original code. We apply this
technique to existing optimized code and show that significant performance improvements can be
observed with only a small optimization time overhead.

LLVM-HPC2020 – Break

Really Embedding Domain-Specific Languages into C++
Hal Finkel (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are both pervasive and powerful, but remain difficult to integrate
into large projects. As a result, while DSLs can bring distinct advantages in performance, reliability,
and maintainability, their use often involves trading off other good software-engineering practices.
In this paper, we describe an extension to the Clang C++ compiler to support syntax plugins, and
we demonstrate how this mechanism allows making use of DSLs inside of a C++ code base
without needing to separate the DSL source code from the surrounding C++ code.

Moderator:
Panelist:
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11th Workshop on Latest Advances in Scalable Algorithms for Large-Scale
Systems
Session Description:

Novel scalable scientific algorithms are needed to enable key science applications to exploit the
computational power of large-scale systems. These extreme-scale algorithms need to hide network
and memory latency, have very high computation/communication overlap and minimal
communication and have no synchronization points. With the advent of Big Data and AI the need
for such scalable mathematical methods and algorithms able to handle data and compute-intensive
applications at scale becomes even more important. Scientific algorithms for multi-petaflop and
exaflop systems also need to be fault tolerant and fault resilient, since the probability of faults
increases with scale. Finally, with the advent of heterogeneous compute nodes that employ
standard processors as well as GPGPUs, scientific algorithms need to match these architectures to
extract the most performance. Key science applications require novel mathematics and
mathematical models and system software that address the scalability and resilience challenges of
current- and future-generation extreme-scale HPC systems.

ScalA – Keynote: Performance Evaluation of the Supercomputer "Fugaku" and A64FX Manycore
Processor
Mitsuhisa Sato (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS))
We have been carrying out the FLAGSHIP 2020 to develop the Japanese next-generation flagship
supercomputer, Post-K, named “Fugaku”. In the project, we have designed a new Arm-SVE enabled
processor, called A64FX, as well as the system, including interconnect, with the industry partner,
Fujitsu. The processor is designed for energy-efficiency and sustained application performance. The
Fugaku system was delivered, and is now partially used for early access users. In this talk, I will
report on the performance results of Fugaku and the A64FX manycore processor for several
benchmarks as well as its architecture overview.
An Integer Arithmetic-Based Sparse Linear Solver Using a GMRES Method and Iterative
Refinement
Takeshi Iwashita (Hokkaido University)

In this paper, we develop a (preconditioned) GMRES solver based on integer arithmetic, and
introduce an iterative refinement framework for the solver. We describe the data format for the
coefficient matrix and vectors for the solver that is based on integer or fixed-point numbers. To
avoid overflow in calculations, we introduce initial scaling and logical shifts (adjustments) of
operands in arithmetic operations. We present the approach operand shifts, considering the
characteristics of the GMRES algorithm. Numerical tests demonstrate that the integer arithmeticbased solver with iterative refinement has comparable solver performance in terms of convergence
to the standard solver based on floating-point arithmetic. Moreover, we show that preconditioning
is important, not only for improving convergence but also reducing the risk of overflow.

ScalA – Break

ScalA – Keynote: High Performance Data Analytics and Some Applications
Nahid Emad (University of Paris-Saclay)
In most areas of science, data production is now faster than compute capabilities. The
computational modeling and data analysis associated with high-performance computing techniques
are used to make these huge amounts of data effectively talk. In this talk, we highlight some
challenges in the ecosystem defined by interactions among modeling, simulation and highperformance data analysis. We will then present how these challenges are addressed through
several examples such as gamma ray detection in astronomy or clustering in a network of
individuals and behavior anomaly detection. An innovative approach allowing the construction of
adapted numerical methods for the underlying mathematics of this ecosystem as well as a
parallel/distributed programming model well-suited to new and emerging high-performance
architectures will be presented. Examples of experiments showing the effectiveness of this
approach for high-performance linear algebra computation as well as high-performance machine
learning techniques will conclude the talk.
Two-Stage Asynchronous Iterative Solvers for Multi-GPU Clusters
Pratik Nayak (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
Given the trend of supercomputers accumulating much of their compute power in GPU accelerators
composed of thousands of cores and operating in streaming mode, global synchronization points
become a bottleneck, severely confining the performance of applications. In consequence,
asynchronous methods breaking up the bulk-synchronous programming model are becoming
increasingly attractive. In this paper, we study a GPU-focused asynchronous version of the
Restricted Additive Schwarz (RAS) method that employs preconditioned Krylov subspace methods

as subdomain solvers. We analyze the method for various parameters such as local solver tolerance
and iteration counts. Leveraging the multi-GPU architecture on Summit, we show that these twostage methods are more memory and time efficient than asynchronous RAS using direct solvers.
We also demonstrate the superiority over synchronous counterparts, and present results using onesided CUDA-aware MPI on up to 36 NVIDIA V100 GPUs.
Revisiting Exponential Integrator Methods for HPC with a Mini-Application
James Douglas Shanks (Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE), UK)
In this work we look at employing communication-avoiding techniques commonly used in Krylov
methods in the context of exponential integrators for the solution of stiff partial differential
equations. We choose an exponential integrator method based on polynomial approximations, as
compared to those based on Krylov methods, to improve the possible strong scaling by reducing
the possible all-to-all communications prevalent in iterative Krylov solvers. We implement this
within the published TeaLeaf mini-app which is parallelized with MPI+OpenMP, and has an
MPI+CUDA implementation.
We assess the scalability of our implementations on AWE's Damson Bull Sequana X1000 system
up to 1024 nodes (36,864 cores), AWE's Bullace system which has nodes with attached Nvidia
V100 GPUs and on the EPCC's Fulhame HPE Apollo 70. We find that our port of TeaLeaf using an
exponential Euler method (CPEXI) scales well, in particular when configured in hybrid
(MPI+OpenMP) where it achieves a parallel efficiency of 0.57 on 36,864 cores. This is better than
comparative communication-avoiding Krylov iterative solvers, the best of which (CPPCG) achieves
0.36 at the same core count. Our GPU experiments show an encouraging speedup and scaling,
with minimal overhead.
A Survey of Singular Value Decomposition Methods for Distributed Tall/Skinny Data
Drew Schmidt (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is one of the most important matrix factorizations,
enjoying a wide variety of applications across numerous application domains. In statistics and data
analysis, the common applications of SVD such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and linear
regression. Usually these applications arise on data that has far more rows than columns, so-called
"tall/skinny" matrices. In the big data analytics context, this may take the form of hundreds of
millions to billions of rows with only a few hundred columns. There is a need, therefore, for fast,
accurate, and scalable tall/skinny SVD implementations which can fully utilize modern computing
resources. To that end, we present a survey of three different algorithms for computing the SVD for
these kinds of tall/skinny data layouts using MPI for communication. We contextualize these with
common big data analytics techniques, principally PCA. Finally, we present both CPU and GPU
timing results from the Summit supercomputer, and discuss possible alternative approaches.

ScalA – Break

Keynote 3: ECP – Recent Experiences in Porting Complex Applications to Accelerator-Based
Systems
Andrew Siegel (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
he U.S. Department of Energy's Exascale Computing Project (ECP) represents a broad effort to
enable mission critical science and engineering on next generation HPC systems. As part of this,
ECP includes 24 application development teams spanning a broad range of science and
engineering domains. The teams are tasked in part with efficiently porting a flagship code to the
forthcoming Aurora and Frontier U.S. exascale systems. These multi-GPU systems represent a
significant departure from the hardware trajectory of previous generations. Thus, non-trivial code
restructuring is expected. What is perhaps surprising, though, is the extent to which porting has
evolved into far more general hardware-driven algorithmic adaptations. More fundamental changes
like exposing new axes of parallelism, increasing computational intensity, prioritizing new physical
models, and replacing time with ensemble averaging have gone along with standard porting, such
as data layout, loop ordering, etc. In this talk I present a number of such examples of how the
particular choice of exascale hardware is having a surprisingly deep impact on our approach to
simulation.
Replacing Pivoting in Distributed Gaussian Elimination with Randomized Techniques
Neil Lindquist (University of Tennessee)
Gaussian elimination is a key technique for solving dense, non-symmetric systems of linear
equations. Pivoting is used to ensure numerical stability but can introduce significant overheads.
We propose replacing pivoting with recursive butterfly transforms (RBTs) and iterative refinement.
RBTs use an FFT-like structure and randomized elements to provide an efficient, two-sided
preconditioner for factoring. This approach was implemented and tested using Software for Linear
Algebra Targeting Exascale (SLATE). In numerical experiments, our implementation was more
robust than Gaussian elimination with no pivoting (GENP), although failed to solve all the problems
solvable with Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting (GEPP). Furthermore, the proposed solver
was able to outperform GEPP when distributed on heterogeneous nodes.
Recursive Basic Linear Algebra Operations on TensorCore GPU
Vivek Karihaloo (University of Houston)
Encouraged by the requirement of high speed matrix computations and training deep neural

networks, TensorCore was introduced in NVIDIA GPU to further accelerate matrix-matrix
multiplication. It supports very fast half precision general matrix matrix multiplications (GEMMs),
which is around 8x faster then single precision CUDA core GEMMs. So far the use of TensorCore
GPU for matrix operations other than matrix-matrix multiplication is under developed. In this paper,
we propose efficient BLAS3 operations that exploits TensorCore. The experimental results show
that the proposed algorithms outperform cublas corresponding routines and the naive TensorCore
implementation with up to 4.7x speedup.
High-Order Finite Element Method Using Standard and Device-Level Batch GEMM on GPUs
Natalie Beams (University of Tennessee, Innovative Computing Laboratory)
We present new GPU implementations of the tensor contractions arising from basis-related
computations for high-order finite element methods. We consider both tensor and non-tensor
bases. In the case of tensor bases, we introduce new kernels based on a series of fused device-level
matrix multiplications (GEMMs), specifically designed to utilize the fast memory of the GPU. For
non-tensor bases, we develop a tuned framework for choosing standard batch-BLAS GEMMs that
will maximize performance across groups of elements. The implementations are included in a
backend of the libCEED library. We present benchmark results for the diffusion and mass operators
using libCEED integration through the MFEM finite element library and compare to those of the
previously best-performing GPU backends for stand-alone basis computations. In tensor cases, we
see improvements of up to 10-30% for some cases, particularly for higher basis orders. For the
non-tensor tests, the new batch-GEMM implementation is twice as fast as what was previously
available for basis function order greater than five and greater than approximately 10^5 degrees of
freedom in the mesh; up to ten times speedup is seen for eighth-order basis functions.

ScalA – Break

A Fast Scalable Iterative Implicit Solver with Green's Function-Based Neural Networks
Tsuyoshi Ichimura (University of Tokyo), Kohei Fujita (University of Tokyo)
Based on the Green's functions that reflect mathematical properties of partial differential equations
(PDE), we developed a novel preconditioner using neural networks (NNs) with high accuracy and
small computational cost for improving the convergence property of an iterative implicit solver. As
the dense and uniform computation involved in NNs are more efficient than that of the conventional
PDE solver schemes, we could solve the time evolution of a 405,017,091 degrees-of-freedom
highly heterogeneous problem in 5.48-fold shorter time compared to a typical PDE solver. The
method is also suitable for use with low-precision arithmetic in NNs as the accuracy of the final

solution is guaranteed. The localized property of NNs enable high scalability for solving large
problems (103,305,758,211 degrees-of-freedom problem solved with 97.4% weak scalability
using 256 Cascade Lake Xeon CPU-based Oakbridge-CX nodes with a total of 14336 CPU cores
with developed MPI-OpenMP hybrid code). This method can be used in various PDE-based
simulations and has potential to make broad ripple effects in various fields.
Implementation and Numerical Techniques for One Eflop/s HPL-AI Benchmark on Fugaku
Toshiyuki Imamura (RIKEN Center for Computational Science (R-CCS))
Our performance benchmark of HPL-AI on the supercomputer Fugaku was awarded the 55th
Top500. The effective performance was 1.42 EFlop/s, and the world's first achievement to exceed
the wall of exascale in a floating-point arithmetic benchmark. Because HPL-AI is brand new and
has no reference code for large systems, several challenges in the large-scale benchmark emerge
from a low-precision numerical viewpoint. It is not sufficient to replace FP64 operations solely with
those of FP32 or FP16. At the least, we need thoughtful numerical analysis for lower-precision
arithmetic and the introduction of optimization techniques on extensive computing such as on
Fugaku. This study presents some technical analyses and insights on the accuracy issues,
implementation and performance improvement, and report on the exascale benchmark on Fugaku.
Performance Analysis of a Quantum Monte Carlo Application on Multiple Hardware
Architectures Using the HPX Runtime
Weile Wei (Louisiana State University)
This paper describes how we successfully used the HPX programming model to port the DCA++
application on multiple architectures that include POWER9, x86, ARM v8, and NVIDIA GPUs. We
describe the lessons we can learn from this experience as well as the benefits of enabling the HPX
in the application to improve the CPU threading part of the code, which led to an overall 21%
improvement across architectures. We also describe how we used HPX-APEX to raise the level of
abstraction to understand performance issues and to identify tasking optimization opportunities in
the code, and how these relate to CPU/GPU utilization counters, device memory allocation over
time, and CPU kernel level context switches on a given architecture.

ScalA – Closing
Vassil Alexandrov (Hartree Centre, Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC))

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

CANOPIE-HPC: Containers and New Orchestration Paradigms for Isolated
Environments in HPC
Session Description:

The ongoing revolution in user-defined software stacks (UDSS) via containerization, virtualization
and other methods has dramatically changed how applications and services are delivered across
the entire computing industry. Popularized by Docker, this shift has established a new ecosystem of
tools and techniques with new, more flexible and agile approaches, thereby also gaining traction in
the HPC community. In addition to HPC-optimized container runtimes, emerging technologies like
Kubernetes and Podman create a new set of opportunities and challenges. While adoption is
growing, there remain numerous questions regarding best practices, foundational concepts, tools
and standards. Our goal is to promote and accelerate the adoption and impact of this new
ecosystem to better address HPC use cases. This workshop serves as a key venue for presenting
late-breaking research, sharing experiences and best practices and fostering collaboration in this
field. Our second workshop iteration will emphasize real-world experiences and challenges in HPC
UDSS.

CANOPIE-HPC – Keynote

CANOPIE-HPC – Break

Extending the Control Plane of Container Orchestrators for I/O Virtualization
Garegin Grigoryan (Alfred University)
Single Root Input/Output Virtualization (SR-IOV) is a standard technology for forking a single PCI
express device and providing it to applications while ensuring performance isolation. It enables
container orchestrators to share a limited number of physical network interfaces without incurring
significant virtualization overhead. The allocation of virtualized network devices to containers,
however, needs to be more configurable based on the bandwidth needs of running applications.
Moreover, container orchestrators' network control over the virtualized interfaces is limited by the
abilities of SR-IOV. We explore the design considerations for a system with controlled SR-IOV

virtualization and present ConRDMA, a novel architecture that enables fine control of RDMA
virtualization for containers. Our evaluation shows that ConRDMA enables containers to use RDMA
allocated bandwidth more efficiently and to select best-suited nodes to meet their varying
communication requirements.
Enabling Seamless Execution of Computational and Data Science Workflows on HPC and Cloud
with the Popper Container-Native Automation Engine
Jayjeet Chakraborty (University of California, Santa Cruz)
Researchers working in various fields of computational science often find it difficult to reproduce
experiments from artifacts like code, data, diagrams and results which are left behind by the
previous researchers. The code developed on one machine often fails to run on other machines due
to differences in hardware architecture, OS and software dependencies, among others. This is
accompanied by the difficulty in understanding how artifacts are organized, as well as in using them
in the correct order. Software containers can be used to address some of these problems, and thus
researchers and developers have built scientific workflow engines that execute the steps of a
workflow in separate containers. Existing container-native workflow engines assume the availability
of infrastructure deployed in the cloud or HPC centers. In this paper, we present Popper, a
container-native workflow engine that does not assume the presence of a Kubernetes cluster or any
service other than a container engine such as Docker or Podman. We introduce the design and
architecture of Popper and describe how it abstracts away the complexity of multiple container
engines and resource managers, enabling users to focus only on writing workflow logic. With
Popper, researchers can build and validate workflows easily in almost any environment of their
choice including local machines, SLURM-based HPC clusters, CI services or Kubernetes-based
cloud computing environments. To exemplify the suitability of this workflow engine, we present
three case studies in which we take examples from machine learning and high-performance
computing and turn them into Popper workflows.
The Role of Containers in Reproducibility
Richard Shane Canon (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Reproducibility in computational workloads is a critical factor in scientific and commercial
applications but it is often elusive. There are many factors that contribute to this challenge. In this
paper, we discuss some of those sources and describe how containers can play a role in addressing
this challenge. The role of workflow tools, best practices and gaps is also presented. The goal of this
paper is to provide readers with a basic understanding of the issues and equip them with practices
to use containers to improve the reproducibility of their work.

CANOPIE-HPC – Session 1 Discussion

CANOPIE-HPC – Break

Containers for Massive Ensemble of I/O Bound Hierarchical Coupled Simulations
Wael R. Elwasif (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
We present our experience using containers to scale up a massive ensemble of coupled I/O bound
workloads on the NERSC Cori supercomputer. We describe the design of a hierarchical simulation
structure using the Integrated Plasma Simulator (IPS) that enables the flexible execution of coupled
simulations at the system, node and core levels using the same coupling abstraction and API. The
hierarchical design allows for the node-level execution to be efficiently executed using containers
while not impacting the structure of the simulation at the system level. We demonstrate the viability
of the approach by presenting experimental results from applications in coupled fusion plasma
simulations that illustrate the performance impact of using containers to deploy the node-level
workloads, in conjunction with the user-mountable XFS file systems to ameliorate the load on the
Lustre parallel file system. We also present results from production runs showing the ability of the
ensemble simulations to scale to hundreds of Cori Haswell nodes, with little or no overhead.
Design Considerations for Building and Running Containerized MPI Applications
Joshua Hursey (IBM Corporation)
Packaging parallel applications in containers has become increasingly popular on high-performance
computing (HPC) systems. These applications depend on Message Passing Interface (MPI) for
communication between processes in their parallel jobs. This paper explores the design
considerations that container maintainers must weigh when building and running their applications
on HPC systems. This includes highlighting and resolving the cgroup, namespace and security
boundaries used by some container runtimes that may hinder an MPI library from performing
efficiently. This paper explores the impact on MPI libraries of two opposing container launch
models, and various models for incorporating a system-optimized MPI library, including a novel
hybrid BYO-MPI with system mounted components technique. This paper analyses the critical
problem of cross-version compatibility among libraries interacting across the container boundary as
the container image and the HPC system evolve over time. The paper concludes by translating the
lessons learned from running MPI applications in traditional HPC systems to running in container
orchestration environments like Kubernetes. The discussion around each of these topics will provide
a foundation for container maintainers to make informed choices that best suit their specific MPI
application and HPC system requirements.

archspec: A Library for Detecting, Labeling, and Reasoning About Microarchitectures
Massimiliano Culpo (Sylabs Inc)
Optimizing scientific code for specific microarchitectures is critical for performance, as each new
processor generation supports new, specialized vector instructions. There is a lack of support for
this in package managers and container ecosystems, however, and users often settle for generic,
less optimized binaries because they run on a wide range of systems and are easy to install. This
comes at a considerable cost in performance. In this paper we introduce archspec, a library for
reasoning about processor microarchitectures. We present the design and capabilities of archspec,
which include detecting and labelling of microarchitectures, reasoning about microarchitectures and
comparing them for compatibility and determining the compiler flags that should be used to compile
software for a specific microarchitecture. We demonstrate the benefits that archspec brings by
discussing several use cases including package management, optimized software stacks and multiarchitecture container orchestration.

CANOPIE-HPC – Session 2 Discussion

CANOPIE-HPC – Break

CANOPIE-HPC – Lightning Talks
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CANOPIE-HPC – Final Remarks

2:30 pm - 5:30 pm

ProTools 2020: Workshop on Programming and Performance Visualization Tools
Session Description:

Understanding program behavior is critical to overcome the expected architectural and
programming complexities, such as limited power budgets, heterogeneity, hierarchical memories,
shrinking I/O bandwidths and performance variability, that arise on modern HPC platforms. To do
so, HPC software developers need intuitive support tools for debugging, performance
measurement, analysis and tuning of large-scale HPC applications. Moreover, data collected from
these tools such as hardware counters, communication traces and network traffic can be far too
large and too complex to be analyzed in a straightforward manner. We need new automatic
analysis and visualization approaches to help application developers intuitively understand the
multiple interdependent effects that algorithmic choices have on application correctness or
performance. The Workshop on Programming and Performance Visualization Tools (ProTools)
intends to bring together researchers from the visualization, performance and program analysis
fields for an exchange of ideas to assist developers in analyzing, understanding and optimizing
programs for extreme-scale platforms.
OpenACC Profiling Support for Clang and LLVM Using Clacc and TAU
Joel Denny (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
Since its launch in 2010, OpenACC has evolved into one of the most widely used portable
programming models for accelerators on HPC systems today. Clacc is a project funded by the US
Exascale Computing Project (ECP) to bring OpenACC support for C and C++ to the popular Clang
and LLVM compiler infrastructure. In this paper, we describe Clacc's support for the OpenACC
Profiling Interface, a critical component of the OpenACC specification that standardizes an interface
upon which profiling tools and libraries can depend across OpenACC implementations. As part of
Clacc's general strategy to build OpenACC support upon OpenMP, we describe how Clacc builds
OpenACC Profiling Interface support upon an extended version of OMPT. We then describe how a
major profiling and tracing toolkit within ECP, the TAU Performance System, takes advantage of
this support. We also describe TAU's selective instrumentation support for OpenACC. Finally, using
Clacc and TAU, we present example visualizations for several SPEC ACCEL OpenACC benchmarks
running on an IBM AC922 node, and we show that the associated performance overhead is
negligible.

Usability and Performance Improvements in Hatchet
Stephanie Brink (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Performance analysis is critical for pinpointing bottlenecks in applications. Many different profilers
exist to instrument parallel programs on HPC systems, however, there is a lack of tools for
analyzing such data programmatically. Hatchet, an open-source Python library, can read profiling
data from several tools, and enables the user to perform a variety of analyses on hierarchical
performance data. In this paper, we augment Hatchet to support new features: a syntax query
language for representing call path-related queries, visualizations for displaying and interacting with
the structured data, and new operations for performing analysis on multiple datasets. Additionally,
we present performance optimizations in Hatchet's HPCToolkit reader and the unify operation to
enable scalable analysis of large profiles.

ProTools – Break

Exascale Potholes for HPC: Execution Performance and Variability Analysis of the Flagship
Application Code HemeLB
Brian Wylie (Juelich Supercomputing Centre, Forschungszentrum Juelich)
Performance measurement and analysis of parallel applications is often challenging, despite many
excellent commercial and open-source tools being available. Currently envisaged exascale
computer systems exacerbate matters by requiring extremely high scalability to effectively exploit
millions of processor cores. Unfortunately, significant application execution performance variability
arising from increasingly complex interactions between hardware and system software makes this
situation much more difficult for application developers and performance analysts alike. This work
considers the performance assessment of the HemeLB exascale-flagship application code from the
EU HPC Centre of Excellence (CoE) CompBioMed running on the SuperMUC-NG Tier-0 leadership
HPC system, using the methodology of the Performance Optimization and Productivity (POP) CoE.
Although 80% scaling efficiency is maintained to over 100,000 MPI processes, disappointing initial
performance with more processes and corresponding poor strong scaling was identified to originate
from the same few compute nodes in multiple runs, which later system diagnostic checks found had
faulty DIMMs and lackluster performance. Excluding these compute nodes from subsequent runs
improved performance of executions with over 300,000 MPI processes by a factor of five, resulting
in 190x speed-up compared to 864 MPI processes. While communication efficiency remains very
good up to the largest scale, parallel efficiency is primarily limited by load balance found to be
largely due to core-to-core and run-to-run variability from excessive stalls for memory accesses,
which affect many HPC systems with Intel Xeon Scalable processors. The POP methodology for

this performance diagnosis is demonstrated via a detailed exposition with widely deployed
standard measurement and analysis tools.
Empirical Modeling of Spatially Diverging Performance
Alexandru Calotoiu (ETH Zurich)
A common simplification made when modeling the performance of a parallel program is the
assumption that the performance behavior of all processes or threads is largely uniform. Empirical
performance-modeling tools such as Extra-P exploit this common pattern to make their modeling
process more noise resilient, mitigating the effect of outliers by summarizing performance
measurements of individual functions across all processes. While the underlying assumption does
not hold equally for all applications, knowing the qualitative differences in how the performance of
individual processes changes as execution parameters are varied can reveal important performance
bottlenecks such as malicious patterns of load imbalance. A challenge for empirical modeling tools,
however, arises from the fact that the behavioral class of a process may depend on the process
configuration, letting process ranks migrate between classes as the number of processes grows. In
this paper, we introduce a novel approach to the problem of modeling of spatially diverging
performance based on a certain type of process clustering. We apply our technique to identify a
previously unknown performance bottleneck in the BoSSS fluid-dynamics code. Removing it made
the code regions in question run up to 20x and the application as a whole run up to 4.5x faster.
Simulation-Based Performance Prediction of HPC Applications: A Case Study of HPL
Gen Xu (Intel Corporation), Huda Ibeid (Intel Corporation)
We propose a simulation-based approach for performance modeling of parallel applications on
high-performance computing platforms. Our approach enables full-system performance modeling:
the hardware platform is represented by an abstract yet high-fidelity model and the computation
and communication components are simulated at a functional level, where the simulator allows the
use of the components native interface. This results in a fast and accurate simulation of full HPC
applications with minimal modifications to the application source code. This hardware/software
hybrid modeling methodology allows for low overhead, fast and accurate exascale simulation and
can be easily carried out on a standard client platform (desktop or laptop). We demonstrate the
capability and scalability of our approach with High Performance LINPACK (HPL), the benchmark
used to rank supercomputers in the Top500 list. Our results show that our modeling approach can
accurately and efficiently predict the performance of HPL at the scale of the Top500 list
supercomputers. For instance, the simulation of HPL on Frontera takes less than five hours with an
error rate of four percent.

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

PAW-ATM 2020: The 3rd Annual Parallel Applications Workshop, Alternatives
To MPI+X
Session Description: Workshop and Keynote introduction

Architectural hierarchy and heterogeneity make programming supercomputers challenging. In
practice, HPC applications tend to be written using a mix of programming models, such as C++,
MPI, CUDA and/or OpenMP; each of which is becoming more complex over time. This negatively
impacts the costs of developing, maintaining and porting HPC applications.
Meanwhile, alternative HPC programming models strive to improve things by raising the level of
abstraction, incorporating modern features and/or leveraging the respective strengths of
programmers, compilers and runtimes. These alternatives take the form of new languages (e.g.,
Chapel, Regent, XcalableMP), frameworks for large-scale data science (e.g., Arkouda, Dask, Spark),
or extensions to existing languages (e.g., Charm++, COMPSs, Fortran, Legion, UPC++).
PAW-ATM is a forum for discussing HPC applications written in alternatives to MPI+X. Its goal is to
bring together applications experts and proponents of high-level languages to present concrete
example use cases of such alternatives, describing their benefits and challenges.

PAW-ATM – Keynote: Performance Portability in the Age of Extreme Heterogeneity
John Shalf (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Moore’s Law is a techno-economic model that has enabled the IT industry to double the
performance and functionality of digital electronics roughly every 2 years within a fixed cost, power
and area. This expectation has led to a relatively stable ecosystem (e.g. electronic design
automation tools, compilers, simulators and emulators) built around general-purpose processor
technologies, such as the x86, ARM and Power instruction set architectures. However, the historical
improvements in performance offered by successive generations of lithography are waning while
costs for new chip generations are growing rapidly.
In the near term, the most practical path to continued performance growth will be architectural
specialization in the form of many different kinds of accelerators. New software implementations,
and in many cases new mathematical models and algorithmic approaches, are necessary to
advance the science that can be done with these specialized architecture. This trend will not only
continue but also intensify as the transition from multi-core systems to hybrid systems has already
caused many teams to re-factor and redesign their implementations. But the next step to systems
that exploit not just one type of accelerator but a full range of heterogeneous architectures will

require more fundamental and disruptive changes in algorithm and software approaches. This
applies to the broad range of algorithms used in simulation, data analysis and learning. New
programming models or low-level software constructs that hide the details of the architecture from
the implementation can make future programming less time-consuming, but they will not eliminate
nor in many cases even mitigate the need to redesign algorithms. Future software development will
not be tractable if a completely different code base is required for each different variant of a
specialized system.
The aspirational desire for “minimizing the number of lines of code that must be changed to migrate
to different systems with different arrangements of specialization” is encapsulated in the loaded
phrase “Performance Portability.” However, performance portability is likely not an achievable goal
if we attempt to do it using imperative languages like Fortran and C/C++. There is simply not
enough flexibility built in to the specification of the algorithm for a compiler to do anything other
than what the algorithm designer explicitly stated in their code. To make this future of diverse
accelerators usable and accessible in the former case will require the co-design of new compiler
technology and domain- specific languages (DSLs) designed around the requirements of the target
computational motifs (the 13 motifs that extended Phil Colella’s original Dwarfs of algorithmic
methods). The higher levels of abstraction and declarative semantics offered by DSLs enable more
degrees of freedom to optimally map the algorithms onto diverse hardware than traditional
imperative languages that over-prescribe the solution. Because this will drastically increase the
complexity of the mapping problem, new mathematics for optimization will be developed, along
with better performance introspection (both hardware and software mechanisms for online
performance introspection) through extensions to the roofline model. Use of ML/AI technologies will
be essential to enable analysis and automation of dynamic optimizations.

PAW-ATM – Break

Hedgehog: Understandable Scheduler-Free Heterogeneous Asynchronous Multithreaded DataFlow Graphs
Alexandre Bardakoff (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST); LIMOS, University of
Clermont Auvergne), Timothy Blattner (National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST))
Getting performance on high-end heterogeneous nodes is challenging. This is due to the large
semantic gap between a computation's specification, possibly mathematical formulas or an abstract
sequential algorithm, and its parallel implementation; this gap obscures the program's parallel
structures and how it gains or loses performance. We present Hedgehog, a library aimed at coarsegrain parallelism. It explicitly creates a data-flow graph within a program and uses this graph at

runtime to drive the program's execution so it takes advantage of hardware parallelism (multicore
CPUs and multiple accelerators).
Hedgehog provides a separation of concerns and distinguishes between compute and state
maintenance tasks. Its API reflects this separation and allows a developer to gain a better
understanding of performance when executing the graph.
Hedgehog is implemented as a C++17 headers-only library. One feature of the framework is its low
overhead; it transfers control of data between two nodes in ~1 microsecond. This low overhead
combines with Hedgehog's API to provide essentially cost-free profiling of the graph, thereby
enabling experimentation for performance, which enhances a developer's insight into a program's
performance.
Hedgehog's asynchronous data-flow graph supports a data streaming programming model both
within and between graphs. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by highlighting the
performance of streaming implementations of two numerical linear algebra routines, which are
comparable to existing libraries: matrix multiplication achieves 95% of the theoretical peak of 4
GPUs; LU decomposition with partial pivoting starts streaming partial final result blocks 40x earlier
than waiting for the full result.
TaskTorrent: A Lightweight Distributed Task-Based Runtime System in C++
Léopold Cambier (Stanford University), Yizhou Qian (Stanford University), Eric Darve (Stanford
University)
We present TaskTorrent, a lightweight distributed task-based runtime in C++. TaskTorrent uses a
parametrized task graph to express the task DAG, and one-sided active messages to trigger remote
tasks asynchronously. As a result, the task DAG is completely distributed and discovered in parallel.
It is a C++14 library and only depends on MPI. We explain the API and the implementation. We
perform a series of benchmarks against StarPU and ScaLAPACK. Micro benchmarks show it has a
minimal overhead compared to other solutions. We then apply it to two large linear algebra
problems. TaskTorrent scales very well to thousands of cores, exhibiting good weak and strong
scalings.

PAW-ATM – Break

Evaluation of Multiple HPC Parallelization Frameworks in a Shallow Water Mini Application with
Multi-Rate Local Time Stepping

Martin Bogusz (Technical University of Munich)
With a widening gap between processor speed and communication latencies, overlap of
computation and communication becomes increasingly important. At the same time, variable CPU
clock frequencies (e.g.,with DVFS and Turbo Boost) and novel numerical techniques such as local
time stepping make it challenging to balance parallel execution times, even in the case of balanced
computational load. This limits parallel efficiency. In order to tackle these challenges, emerging
runtime systems may be used. In this paper, we present a thorough study of four selected
parallelization frameworks: Chameleon, HPX, Charm++ and UPC++; in a proxy application for
solving the shallow water equations. In addition, we augment the traditional MPI baseline variant
with support for these frameworks and evaluate them in detail with respect to strong scaling
efficiency and load balancing for global and local time stepping.
Task-Parallel In Situ Data Compression of Large-Scale Computational Fluid Dynamics
Simulations
Heather Pacella (Stanford University)
Present day computational fluid dynamics simulations generate extremely large amounts of data;
most of this data is discarded because current storage systems are unable to keep pace. Data
compression algorithms can be applied to this data to reduce the overall amount of storage while
either exactly retaining the original dataset (lossless compression) or retaining an approximate
representation of the original dataset (lossy compression). Interpolative decomposition (ID) is a type
of lossy compression that factors the original data matrix as the product of two (smaller) matrices;
one of these matrices consists of columns of the original data matrix, while the other is a coefficient
matrix. The structure of ID algorithms makes them a natural fit for task-based parallelism. Our
presented work will specifically focus on using the task-based Legion programming model to
implement a single-pass ID algorithm (SPID) in several fluid dynamics applications. Performance
studies, scalability and the accuracy of the compressed results will be discussed in detail during our
presentation.
An Implicitly Parallel Meshfree Solver in Regent
Rupanshu Soi (Birla Institute of Technology and Science Pilani - Hyderabad Campus)
This paper presents the development of a Regent-based implicitly parallel meshfree solver for
inviscid compressible fluid flows. The meshfree solver is based on the Least Squares Kinetic
Upwind Method (LSKUM). The performance of the Regent parallel solver is assessed by comparing
with the explicitly parallel versions of the same solver written in Fortran 90 and Julia. The Fortran
code uses MPI with PETSc libraries, while the Julia code uses an MPI+X alternative parallel library.
Numerical results are shown to assess the performance of these solvers on single and multiple CPU
nodes.

PAW-ATM – Break

HOOVER: Leveraging OpenSHMEM for High Performance, Flexible, Streaming Graph
Applications
Max Grossman (Georgia Institute of Technology)
As the adoption of streaming graph applications increases in the finance, defense, social and other
industries, so does the size, velocity, irregularity and complexity of these streaming graphs. Most
existing frameworks for processing streaming, dynamic graphs are too limited in scalability or
functionality to efficiently handle these increasingly massive graphs. Many frameworks are either
built for shared memory platforms only (limiting the size of the graph that can be stored) or for
distributed platforms, but run on slow, high overhead, interpreted and bulk synchronous platforms.
This paper introduces HOOVER, a high performance streaming graph modeling and analysis
framework built from scratch to scale on high performance systems and extremely dynamic graphs.
HOOVER offers similar APIs to previous streaming graph frameworks, but sits on top of a high
performance runtime system designed for modern supercomputers. HOOVER leverages an
eventually-consistent consistency model to improve scalability, and offers a number of unique
features to users. On micro-benchmarks, HOOVER is shown to be comparable or faster than
existing high performance and distributed graph frameworks. Using mini-apps, we also show that
HOOVER easily scales to 2,048 PEs on more realistic applications.
Exploring Hybrid MPI+Kokkos Tasks Programming Model
Samuel Khuvis (Ohio Supercomputer Center)
Most current parallel applications use data parallelism with a combination of MPI and threads. There
has been growing interest in task-based programming models, but little work has been done on
hybrid MPI+task codes. In this paper, we describe our experiences implementing a hybrid
MPI+Kokkos tasks programming model for two applications. The first application is a general matrix
multiplication code, and the second application is a breadth-first search.

Friday, November 13th
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

HPCSYSPROS20
Session Description:

The complexity of high-performance computing (HPC) systems necessitates advanced techniques
in system administration, configuration and engineering and (by proxy) staff who are well-versed on
the best practices in this field. HPC systems professionals include system engineers, system
administrators, network administrators, storage administrators and operations staff who face
problems that are unique to high-performance computing systems. The ACM SIGHPC SYSPROS
Virtual Chapter, the sponsor for this workshop, has been established to provide opportunities to
develop and grow relationships among HPC systems administration practitioners and to act as a
support resource for them.
This workshop is designed to share best practices for common HPC system deployment and
maintenance, to provide a platform to discuss upcoming technologies and to present state of the
practice techniques that increase performance and reliability of systems, and in turn increase
researcher and analyst productivity.

HPCSYSPROS20 – Keynote: Riken
Atsuya Uno (RIKEN)

Site Report: NVIDIA
Adam DeConinck (Nvidia Corporation)

Site Report: MARCC
Jaime Combariza (Johns Hopkins University)

Site Report: NREL
Matt Bidwell (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL))

Site Report: INL
Ben Nickell (Idaho National Laboratory)

Setup and Management of a Small National Computational Facility: What We’ve Learned the
First 10 Years
George Tsouloupas (The Cyprus Institute)
The Cyprus Institute HPC Facility (HPCF) turns 10 years old this October. The Facility was
established with the mandate to provide a computational resource open to all research scientists in
the Eastern Mediterranean. This short paper is a brief overview of the main takeaways from starting
this facility from scratch and then evolving it from a single HPC system to a diverse multi-system
environment over it’s 10-year history. It briefly touches on rationale behind technical, policy, and
other decisions and the main lessons learned by the facility staff.
Case Study of TCP/IP Tunings for High Performance Interconnects
Jenett Tillotson (National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR))
This lightning talk will present several suggestions for tuning TCP/IP in high speed, low latency
interconnects. I will use as an example the TCP/IP tunings for Cheyenne, a 4,032 node HPE/SGI ICE
machine with a 100Gb Infiniband interconnect. I will discuss these tunings and present suggestions
for how system professionals can implement these tunings at their sites.
NGC Container Environment Modules
Scott McMillan (Nvidia Corporation)
NGC container environment modules are lightweight wrappers that make it possible to
transparently use NGC containers as environment modules.
- Use familiar environment module commands, ensuring a minimal learning curve or change to
existing workflows
- Leverage all the benefits of containers, including portability and reproducibility
- Take advantage of the optimized HPC and Deep Learning containers from NGC

HPCSysPros20 – Break

Application Performance in the Frontera Acceptance Process
Richard Todd Evans (Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), University of Texas)

In 2017 the NSF called for proposals for a High Performance Computing System that would replace
its largest system at the time, Blue Waters, located at the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications. The solicitation required proposals to include a performance analysis of eleven
designated scientific application benchmarks, chosen to be representative of the workload the
proposed system was to support. The performance analysis was expected to project time-tosolution improvements for each benchmark on the proposed system over Blue Waters. The
projected performance improvements were then required to be used as a metric for system
acceptance. In this paper, we present a candid accounting of the development of the application
acceptance criteria used in the Texas Advanced Computing Center's proposal to this solicitation.
We also describe the acceptance testing process on the resulting Frontera system and compare its
scientific workload capacity to Blue Waters.
Parallelized Data Replication of Multi-Petabyte Storage Systems
Honwai Leong (DataDirect Networks (DDN))
This paper presents the architecture of a highly parallelized data replication workflow implemented
at The University of Sydney that forms the disaster recovery strategy for two 8-petabyte research
data storage systems at the University. The solution leverages DDN’s GRIDScaler appliances, the
information lifecycle management feature of the IBM Spectrum Scale File System, rsync, GNU
Parallel and the MPI dsync tool from mpiFileUtils. It achieves high performance asynchronous data
replication between two storage systems at sites 40km apart. In this paper, the methodology,
performance benchmarks, technical challenges encountered and fine-tuning improvements in the
implementation are presented.
Log-Based Identification, Classification, and Behavior Prediction of HPC Applications
Ryan D. Lewis (Northern Illinois University, Argonne National Laboratory Leadership Computing
Facility)
Leadership supercomputers, such as those operated by the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility
(ALCF), provide an important avenue for scientific exploration and discovery, enabling simulation,
data analysis and visualization, and artificial intelligence at massive scale. As we move into the
exascale supercomputing era in 2021 with the advent of Aurora, Frontier, and other exascale
machines, it's important that we are able to understand the interactions between the applications
being run, and the hardware they run on, to optimize the use of these expensive and high-demand
resources.
In previous work, we analyzed a collection of production machine scheduling and performance logs
to better understand application behaviors and characteristics. This work further refines our
understanding of how scientific users leverage leadership computing resources; we show that

system-level hardware performance counters can work as a lightweight, low-overhead alternative
to more performance-intensive benchmarking and logging instrumentation for certain data analysis
tasks. We also demonstrate a method for predicting application runtimes on leadership computing
resources using data gathered from logging sources at submission.
Modernizing the HPC System Software Stack
Benjamin S. Allen (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Matthew A. Ezell (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory), Douglas Jacobsen (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), Cory Lueninghoener
(Los Alamos National Laboratory), Paul Peltz (Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Eric Roman
(Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), J. Lowell Wofford (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Through the 1990s, HPC centers at national laboratories, universities, and other large sites
designed distributed system architectures and software stacks that enabled extreme-scale
computing. By the 2010s, these centers were eclipsed by the scale of web-scale and cloud
computing architectures, and today even upcoming exascale HPC systems are magnitudes of scale
smaller than those of datacenters employed by large web companies. Meanwhile, the HPC
community has allowed system software designs to stagnate, relying on incremental changes to
tried-and-true designs to move between generations of systems. We contend that a modern
system software stack that focuses on manageability, scalability, security, and modern methods will
benefit the entire HPC community. In this paper, we break down the logical parts of a typical HPC
system software stack, look at more modern ways to meet their needs, and make recommendations
of future work that would help the community move in that direction.

Moderator: Matt Bidwell (National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL))
Panelist:

Traxler Family Award for Community Service
Adam Hough (ACM SIGHPC Systems Professionals)

HPCSYSPROS20 – Closing Remarks

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Fourth International Workshop on Emerging Parallel and Distributed Runtime
Systems and Middleware
Session Description:

Node architectures of extreme-scale systems are rapidly increasing in complexity. Emerging
homogenous and heterogeneous designs provide massive multi-level parallelism, but developing
efficient runtime systems and middleware that allow applications to efficiently and productively
exploit these architectures is extremely challenging. Moreover, current state-of-the-art approaches
may become unworkable once energy consumption, resilience and data movement constraints are
added. The goal of this workshop is to attract the international research community to share new
and bold ideas that will address the challenges of design, implementation, deployment, and
evaluation of future runtime systems and middleware.

IPDRM – Keynote

Scheduling across Multiple Applications Using Task-Based Programming Models
Minh Chung (Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich)

MENPS: A Decentralized Distributed Shared Memory Exploiting RDMA
Wataru Endo (University of Tokyo)

RaDD Runtimes: Radical and Different Distributed Runtimes with SmartNICs
Ryan Grant (Sandia National Laboratories)

IPDRM – Break

DEMAC – A Modular Platform for HW-SW Co-Design
Diego Roa Perdomo (University of Delaware)

CODIR: Toward an MLIR Codelet Model Dialect
Ryan Kabrick (University of Delaware)

MPI Meets Cloud: Case Study with Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure
Shulei Xu (Ohio State University)

IPDRM – Conclusions and Questions

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

WACCPD 2020: Seventh Workshop on Accelerator Programming Using
Directives
Session Description:

The ever-increasing heterogeneity in supercomputing applications has given rise to complex
compute node architectures offering multiple, heterogeneous levels of massive parallelism. As a
result, the ‘X’ in MPI+X demands more focus. Exploiting the maximum available parallelism out of
such systems necessitates sophisticated programming approaches such as OpenMP offloading,
OpenACC, OneAPI, Kokkos and Raja among several others that can provide scalable as well as
portable solutions without compromising performance. A programmer’s expectation from the
software community is to deliver solutions without the need to duplicate effort.
Toward this end, the workshop will highlight the improvements to the state-of-the-art through
accepted papers and prompt keynote/panel discussion, drawing the community’s attention to key

areas that will facilitate the transition to accelerator-based high-performance computing (HPC). The
workshop aims to showcase all aspects of innovative high-level language features, lessons learned
while using directives and abstractions to migrate scientific legacy code (among others).

WACCPD – Keynote: Achieving Performance Portability for Extreme Heterogeneity
Mary Hall (University of Utah)

ADELUS: A Performance-Portable Dense LU Solver for Distributed-Memory HardwareAccelerated Systems
Vinh Q. Dang (Sandia National Laboratories)
Solving dense systems of linear equations is essential in applications encountered in physics,
mathematics and engineering. This paper describes our current efforts toward the development of
the ADELUS package for current and next generation distributed, accelerator-based highperformance computing platforms. The package solves dense linear systems using partial pivoting
LU factorization on distributed-memory systems with CPUs/GPUs. The matrix is block-mapped
onto distributed memory on CPUs/GPUs and is solved as if it were torus-wrapped for an optimal
balance of computation and communication. A permutation operation is performed to restore the
results so the torus-wrap distribution is transparent to the user. This package targets performance
portability by leveraging the abstractions provided in the Kokkos and Kokkos Kernels libraries.
Comparison of the performance gains versus the state-of-the-art SLATE and DPLASMA GESV
functionalities on the Summit supercomputer are provided. Preliminary performance results from
large-scale electromagnetic simulations using ADELUS are also presented. The solver achieves 7.7
petaflops on 7600 GPUs of the Sierra supercomputer, translating to 16.9% efficiency.
GPU Acceleration of the FINE/FR CFD Solver in a Heterogeneous Environment with OpenACC
Directives
Xiaomeng ZHAI (NUMECA-USA)
OpenACC has been highly successful in adapting legacy CPU-only applications for modern
heterogeneous computing environments equipped with GPUs, as demonstrated by many projects
as well as our previous experience. In this work, OpenACC is leveraged to transform another
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) high order solver FINE/FR to be GPU-eligible. On the Summit
supercomputer, impressive GPU speedup ranging from 6x to 80x has been achieved using up to
12,288 GPUs. Techniques critical to achieving good speedup include aggressive reduction of data
transfers between CPUs and GPUs, and optimizations targeted at improving exposed parallelism to
GPUs. We have demonstrated that OpenACC offers an efficient, portable and easily-maintainable
approach to achieve fast turnaround time for high-fidelity industrial simulations.

Performance and Portability of a Linear Solver Across Emerging Architectures
Aaron Walden (NASA)
A linear solver algorithm used by a large-scale unstructured-grid computational fluid dynamics
application is examined for a broad range of familiar and emerging architectures. Efficient
implementation of a linear solver is challenging on recent CPUs offering vector architectures. Vector
loads and stores are essential to effectively utilize available memory bandwidth on CPUs, and
maintaining performance across different CPUs can be difficult in the face of varying vector lengths
offered by each. A similar challenge occurs on GPU architectures, where it is essential to have
coalesced memory accesses to utilize memory bandwidth effectively. In this work, we demonstrate
that restructuring a computation, and possibly data layout, with regard to architecture is essential to
achieve optimal performance by establishing a performance benchmark for each target architecture
in a low level language such as vector intrinsics or CUDA. In doing so, we demonstrate how a linear
solver kernel can be mapped to Intel Xeon and Xeon Phi, Marvell ThunderX2, NEC SX-Aurora
TSUBASA Vector Engine, and NVIDIA and AMD GPUs. We further demonstrate that the required
code restructuring can be achieved in higher level programming environments such as OpenACC,
OCCA and Intel OneAPI/SYCL, and that each generally results in optimal performance on the target
architecture. Relative performance metrics for all implementations are shown, and subjective ratings
for ease of implementation and optimization are suggested.

WACCPD – Invited Talk: Enabling Portable Directive-Based Programming at Exascale
Nicholas Malaya (Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) Inc)

WACCPD – Break

Evaluating Performance Portability of OpenMP for SNAP on NVIDIA, Intel, and AMD GPUs
Using the Roofline Methodology
Neil Mehta (National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC))
In this paper, we show that OpenMP 4.5-based implementation of TestSNAP, a proxy-app for the
Spectral Neighbor Analysis Potential (SNAP) in LAMMPS, can be ported across the NVIDIA, Intel
and AMD GPUs. Roofline analysis is employed to asses the performance of TestSNAP on each of
the architectures. The main contributions of this paper are two-fold: provide OpenMP as a viable
option for application portability across multiple GPU architectures, and provide a methodology
based on the roofline analysis to determine the performance portability of OpenMP

implementations on the target architectures. The GPUs used for this work are Intel Gen9, AMD
Radeon Instinct MI60, and NVIDIA Volta V100.
Performance Assessment of OpenMP Compilers Targeting NVIDIA V100 GPUs
Joshua H. Davis (University of Delaware)
Heterogeneous systems are becoming increasingly prevalent. In order to exploit the rich compute
resources of such systems, robust programming models are needed for application developers to
seamlessly migrate legacy code from today's systems to tomorrow's. Over the past decade and
more, directives have been established as one of the promising paths to tackle programmatic
challenges on emerging systems. This work focuses on applying and demonstrating OpenMP
offloading directives on five proxy applications. We observe that the performance varies widely
from one compiler to the other; a crucial aspect of our work is reporting best practices to application
developers who use OpenMP offloading compilers. While the developer can work around some
issues, there are other issues that must be reported to the compiler vendors. By restructuring
OpenMP offloading directives, we gain an 18x speedup for the su3 proxy application on NERSC's
Cori system when using the Clang compiler, and a 15.7x speedup by switching max reductions to
add reductions in the Laplace mini-app when using the Cray-llvm compiler on Cori.

WACCPD – Closing Remarks

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

AI4S: Workshop on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning for Scientific
Applications
Session Description:

Artificial intelligence (AI)/machine learning (ML) is a game-changing technology that has shown
tremendous advantages and improvements in algorithms, implementation and applications. We
have seen many successful implementations of AI/ML to scientific applications. There are, however,
a number of problems remaining to be studied to enhance the usability of AI/ML to scientific
applications. Addressing these problems will bridge the gap between AI/ML and scientific
applications and enable wider employment of AI/ML in HPC. The purpose of this workshop is to

bring together computer scientists and domain scientists from academia, government and industry
to share recent advances in the use of AI/ML with various scientific applications, introduce new
scientific application problems to the broader community and stimulate tools and infrastructures to
support the application of AI/ML in scientific applications. The workshop will be organized as a
series of plenary talks based on peer-reviewed paper submissions, keynotes and a panel
discussion.

AI4S – Keynote
Steve Lee (US Department of Energy Office of Advanced Scientific Computing Research)

Automatic Particle Trajectory Classification in Plasma Simulations
Stefano Markidis (KTH Royal Institute of Technology)
Numerical simulations of plasma flows are crucial for advancing our understanding of microscopic
processes that drive the global plasma dynamics in fusion devices, space, and astrophysical
systems. Identifying and classifying particle trajectories allows us to determine specific on-going
acceleration mechanisms, shedding light on essential plasma processes.
Our overall goal is to provide a general workflow for exploring particle trajectory space and
automatically classifying particle trajectories from plasma simulations in an unsupervised manner.
We combine pre-processing techniques, such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), with Machine
Learning methods, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), k-means clustering algorithms,
and silhouette analysis. We demonstrate our workflow by classifying electron trajectories during
magnetic reconnection problem. Our method successfully recovers existing results from previous
literature without a priori knowledge of the underlying system.
Our workflow can be applied to analyzing particle trajectories in different phenomena, from
magnetic reconnection, shocks to magnetospheric flows. The workflow has no dependence on any
physics model and can still identify particle trajectories and acceleration mechanisms that were not
detected before.
Reinforcement Learning-Based Solution to Power Grid Planning and Operation Under
Uncertainties
Xiumin Shang (Global Energy Interconnection Research Institute North America (GEIRI); University
of California, Merced)
With the ever-increasing stochastic and dynamic behavior observed in today’s bulk power systems,
securely and economically planning future operational scenarios that meet all reliability standards

under uncertainties becomes a challenging computational task, which typically involves searching
feasible and suboptimal solutions in a highly dimensional space via massive numerical simulations.
This paper presents a novel approach to achieving this goal by adopting the state-of-the-art
reinforcement learning algorithm, soft actor critic (SAC). First, the optimization problem of finding
feasible solutions under uncertainties is formulated as Markov decision process. Second, a general
and flexible framework is developed to train SAC agents by adjusting generator active power
outputs in searching feasible operating conditions. A software prototype is developed that verifies
the effectiveness of the proposed approach via numerical studies conducted on the future planning
cases of the SGCC Zhejiang Electric Power Company.
Predictions of Steady and Unsteady Flows Using Machine-Learned Surrogate Models
Shanti Bhushan (Mississippi State University)
The research focuses on investigation of the ability of neural networks to learn correlation between
desired modeling variables and flow parameters, thereby providing a surrogate model that can used
in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. Investigation is performed for two different
classes of problem: turbulence modeling and rotor modeling. For the turbulence modeling, a
machine-learned model is applied for unsteady boundary layer flow, and the predictions are
validated against direct numerical simulation (DNS) data and compared with 1-Eq. unsteady
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) results. The machine-learned model performs much
better than the 1-Eq. model due to its ability to incorporate the non-linear correlation between the
turbulent stresses and rate-of-strain. The ongoing research is focusing on generating a larger highfidelity solution database encompassing steady and unsteady boundary layer flows to train a
generic machine-learned regression map, including investigation of approaches for data reductions.
The development of the surrogate rotor model builds on the hypothesis that if a model can mimic
the axial and tangential momentum deficit generated by a blade resolved model, then it should
produce a qualitatively and quantitatively similar wake recovery. An initial validation of the
hypothesis was performed, and the ongoing research is focusing on development of a regression
map for the rotor axial and tangential momentum deficit. The final version of the paper will include
results from the ongoing work.
Deep Learning-Based Low-Dose Tomography Reconstruction with Hybrid-Dose Measurements
Ziling Wu (Virginia Tech)
Synchrotron-based X-ray computed tomography is widely used for investigating inner structures of
specimens at high spatial resolutions. However, potential beam damage to samples often limits the
X-ray exposure during tomography experiments. Proposed strategies for eliminating beam damage
also decrease reconstruction quality. Here we present a deep learning-based method to enhance
low-dose tomography reconstruction via a hybrid-dose acquisition strategy composed of extremely
sparse-view normal-dose projections and full-view low-dose projections. Corresponding image

pairs are extracted from low-/normal-dose projections to train a deep convolutional neural network,
which is then applied to enhance full-view noisy low-dose projections.
Evaluation on two experimental datasets under different hybrid-dose acquisition conditions show
significantly improved structural details and reduced noise levels compared to uniformly distributed
acquisitions with the same number of total dosage. The resulting reconstructions also preserve
more structural information than reconstructions processed with traditional analytical and
regularization-based iterative reconstruction methods from uniform acquisitions. Our performance
comparisons show that our implementation, HDrec, can perform de-noising of a real-world
experimental data 410x faster than the state-of-the-art Xlearn method while providing better
quality. This framework can be applied to other tomographic or scanning based X-ray imaging
techniques for enhanced analysis of dose-sensitive samples and has great potential for studying
fast dynamic processes.
How Good Is Your Scientific Data Generative Model?
Yuxin Yang (Kent State University)
Nowadays, leveraging data augmentation methods on helping resolving scientific problems
becomes prevailing. And many scientific problems benefit from data augmentation methods build
with deep generative models. Yet due to the complexity of the scientific data, commonly used
evaluation methods of generative models appear not so suitable for generated scientific data. In this
paper, we explore how do we effectively evaluate data augmentation methods for scientific data
generative models? To answer this question, we use one example of real world scientific problem to
show how we evaluate the quality of the generated data from two domain specific deep generative
models. We observe that most existing state-of-art evaluation metrics are incompetent. They either
show completely contradicting results or provide inaccurate insight from real data.

AI4S – Panel

10:00 am - 4:45 pm

ROSS 2020: 10th International Workshop on Runtime and Operating Systems
for Supercomputers
Session Description:

The complexity of node architectures in supercomputers increases as we cross petaflop milestones
on the way towards exascale. Increasing levels of parallelism in multi- and many-core chips and
emerging heterogeneity of computational resources coupled with energy and memory constraints
force a re-evaluation of our approaches toward operating systems and runtime environments.
The International Workshop on Runtime and Operating Systems for Supercomputers (ROSS), now
in its 10th iteration, provides a forum for researchers to exchange ideas and discuss research
questions that are relevant to upcoming supercomputers. In addition to typical workshop
publications, we encourage novel and possibly immature ideas, provided that they are interesting
and on-topic. Well-argued position papers are also welcome.
The Challenges of Hybrid Computing
Kevin D. Kissell (Google Cloud)
It has been clear for some time that the future of high-performance computing is hybrid, and
"hybrid" in multiple senses of the word. Hybrid CPU/GPU, hybrid physics based/ML and hybrid onprem/cloud are just the most obvious cross-fertilizations of technology in pursuit of higher
performance, lower cost and greater ease of use for researchers. This talk will explore the fruits of
these hybridizations, the challenges they create for operating systems and some of the solutions
that we've found so far.

ROSS – Break

A Dataflow-Graph Partitioning Method for Training Large Deep Learning Models
Didem Unat (Koc University, Turkey)
Large Deep Neural Network (DNNs) models have substantial memory requirements to store the
model parameters and intermediate results. As a result, the limited device memory becomes a
bottleneck when training those models. We propose a deterministic, generic and efficient
partitioning strategy for DNNs that are represented as computational graphs. The proposed
partitioning algorithm decides a placement of a DNN’s underlying computational graph operations
across multiple accelerators, so that the memory constraints of the devices are met and the training
time is minimized. To the best of our knowledge, the strategy deployed in this work is the first that
has absolute independence of the structure and operation types in DNN models. Therefore, it
guarantees future compatibility and can be used with any type of emerging model, even if it has
zero resemblance to the existing models in terms of structure or even the nature of the learning

process and its operations. In this talk, I will be presenting the details of the method along with
some performance data and comparison with related work.
Improving Job Launch Rates in the TaPaSCo FPGA Middleware by Hardware/Software-CoDesign
Carsten Heinz (Technical University Darmstadt)
In recent years, FPGAs have established themselves as important acceleration platforms next to
GPUs in heterogeneous HPC systems, providing flexibility and high performance for tasks such as
machine learning inference or DNA sequencing. While the design of the FPGA-based accelerator
cores has become accessible to a broader range of users through customized RISC-V soft-cores
and the maturity of High-Level Synthesis (HLS), the integration of and interaction with such
accelerator cores in the overall heterogeneous system remains a challenging task. The open-source
TaPaSCo framework eases this task by providing a concise software API and middleware for the
interaction with FPGA-based accelerator system-on-chips automatically generated from userprovided accelerator cores.
In this work, we present an extension of the TaPaSCo framework which improves the launch rates
and latencies of FPGA-accelerated compute jobs, a crucial factor for the performance of the overall
system, through hardware/software-co-design of an improved Rust-based software runtime, and a
job dispatcher itself accelerated by hardware. Our evaluation shows that the new dispatchers can
provide an improvement of up to 6x in job throughput with only minimal resource overhead.
Pinpoint the Joules: Unifying Runtime-Support for Energy Measurements on Heterogeneous
Systems
Sven Köhler (Hasso Plattner Institute for Digital Engineering)
For the design and operation of today's computer systems, power and energy requirements are
highest priorities. Unlike performance analyses, however, power and energy measurements of
heterogeneous systems are difficult to conduct. Especially at the system-software level, performing
power and energy measurements remains challenging. Yet, such measurements are essential to
improve software components for low power and high energy efficiency.
In this paper, we analyze and discuss the power and energy characteristics of several
heterogeneous systems with up to 20 cores (160 hardware threads) and 1 TB of main memory. For
the analyzed systems, we outline challenges regarding power and energy measurements and show
ways to overcome limitations (i.e., sampling constraints). To improve the current state of the art in
power and energy measurements at the system-software level, we present the design and
implementation of PINPOINT, an energy-profiling tool which unifies different power and energy
measurement interfaces.

ROSS – Break

Data-Centric Resource Management for Complex Memory Fabrics
Ada Gavrilovska (Georgia Institute of Technology)
The continued need for scaling of performance, capacity, and cost efficiency for data-intensive
applications, is giving rise to new system designs combining heterogeneous memory components,
accelerators and accelerator-near memory, interconnected with programmable high-performance
interconnects. Maximizing the benefits of the resulting complex memory fabrics requires new
methods for coordinating decisions concerning data placement, movement, accesses and
transformations, across different system components and, currently, independent resource
managers. This talk will discuss some of the new data-centric resource management problems that
must be addressed to deliver on the technology expectations and summarize results from our
group’s recent research in this space.
Ch’i: Scaling Microkernel Capabilities in Cache-Incoherent Systems
Gabriel Parmer (George Washington University)
Hardware cache coherence limits the scalability of shared-memory multicore and multi-processors.
Recently, there has been an increasing shift toward cache-incoherent architectures in many
computing environments. Supercomputers can benefit from shared memory, yet must avoid the
price of coherency across the system. To support co-locating multiple applications on cores,
processors and the overall system, an operating system (OS) must manage the distributed memory
resources. In this context, incoherence poses a significant challenge for an OS that must manage
memory access permissions across the system without compromising the performance of software.
In this paper, we introduce the Ch’i microkernel that leverages incoherent shared memory using
quiescence-based techniques to bound the extent of non-coherency. Ch’i maintains type and
context consistency of its core data structures: capabilities. This enables a uniform, capability-based
security model to manage system-wide memory. Using this approach, we demonstrate datastructure consistency in software in support of high-throughput, low-latency applications.

ROSS – Break

Towards Generalizable Models of I/O Throughput
Mihailo Isakov (Texas A&M University)
Many modern HPC applications do not make good use of the limited available I/O bandwidth.
Developing an understanding of the I/O subsystem is a critical first step in order to better utilize an
HPC system. While expert insight is indispensable, I/O experts are in rare supply. We seek to
automate this effort by developing and interpreting models of I/O throughput. Such interpretations
may be useful to both application developers who can use them to improve their codes and to
facility operators who can use them to identify larger problems in an HPC system.
The application of machine learning (ML) to HPC system analysis has been shown to be a
promising direction. The direct application of ML methods to I/O throughput prediction, however,
often leads to brittle models with low extrapolative power. In this work, we set out to understand
the reasons why common methods underperform on this specific problem domain, and how to build
models that better generalize on unseen data. We show that commonly used cross-validation
testing yields sets that are too similar, preventing us from detecting overfitting. We propose a
method for generating test sets that encourages training-test set separation. Next, we explore limits
of I/O throughput prediction and show that we can estimate I/O contention noise by observing
repeated runs of an application. Then, we show that by using our new test sets, we can better
discriminate different architectures of ML models in terms of how well they generalize.
Programming Model Developments Present Opportunities for Runtime and Operating Systems
Stephen L. Olivier (Sandia National Laboratories)
Changes in high performance computing systems and the workloads they support have prompted
parallel programming models to either evolve or risk losing relevance. System heterogeneity
extends beyond manycore and GPU acceleration to complex memory and network configurations.
Problems of interest are no longer confined to solving partial differential equations and performing
time-stepped simulations. Established programming models like OpenMP and MPI have added new
capabilities to address these trends. However, a significant subset of those capabilities have not
been fully optimized. Meanwhile, up-and-coming programming models represent fresh
perspectives and approaches, but they need evaluation and refinement to identify and mitigate
gaps. In this talk, I will discuss some opportunities for runtime and operating systems to help realize
the potential of recent developments in new and established programming models.
Application-Driven Requirements for Node Resource Management in Next-Generation Systems
Edgar A. Leon (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Emerging workloads on supercomputing platforms are pushing the limits of traditional highperformance computing software environments. Multi-physics, coupled simulations, big data

processing and machine learning frameworks, and multi-component workloads pose serious
challenges to system and application developers. At the heart of the problem is the lack of crossstack coordination to enable flexible resource management among multiple runtime components.
In this work, we analyze seven real-world applications that represent emerging workloads and
illustrate the scope and magnitude of the problem. We then extract several themes from these
applications that highlight next-generation requirements for node resource managers. Finally, using
these requirements, we propose a general, cross-stack coordination framework and outline its
components and functionality.
Locality-Aware Scheduling for Scalable Heterogeneous Environments
Alok Kamatar (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL))
Heterogeneous computing promises to boost performance of scientific applications by allowing
massively parallel execution of computational tasks. Manually managing extremely heterogeneous,
multi-device systems is complicated, however, and may result in sub-optimal performance.
Specifically, data management is an extremely challenging problem on multi-device systems. In this
work, we introduce two locality-aware schedulers for the Minos Computing Library (MCL), an
asynchronous, task-based programming model and runtime for extremely heterogeneous systems.
The first scheduler implements a pure locality-aware algorithm to maximize data reuse, though it
might incur "hot-spots" that limit system utilization. The second scheduler mitigates this drawback
by dynamically targeting between locality-awareness and system utilization based on the current
workload and available computing devices.
Our results show that locality-awareness greatly benefits applications that exhibit data reuse,
providing up to 6.9x and 7.9x over the original MCL scheduler and equivalent OpenCL
implementations, respectively. Moreover, our schedulers introduce negligible overhead compared
with the original MCL scheduler and achieve similar performance for applications that do not benefit
from data locality.

ROSS – Closing Remarks

10:00 am - 5:25 pm

ExaMPI: Workshop on Exascale MPI

Session Description:

The aim of this workshop is to bring together researchers and developers to present and discuss
innovative algorithms and concepts in the message passing programming model and to create a
forum for open and potentially controversial discussions on the future of MPI in the exascale era.
Possible workshop topics include innovative algorithms for collective operations, extensions to MPI
including datacentric models, scheduling/routing to avoid network congestion, fault-tolerant
communication, interoperability of MPI and PGAS models, integration of task-parallel models in MPI
and use of MPI in large scale simulations.

ExaMPI – Keynote: Jim Dinan
Jim Dinan (Nvidia Corporation)

Challenges of GPU-Aware Communication in MPI
Nathan Hanford (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
GPUs are increasingly popular in HPC systems and applications. The communication bottleneck
between GPUs, distributed across HPC nodes within a cluster, has, however, limited achievable
scalability of GPU-centric applications. Advances in inter-node GPU communication such as
NVIDIA's GPUDirect have made great strides in addressing this issue. The added software
development complexity has been addressed by simplified GPU programming paradigms such as
unified or managed memory. To understand the performance of these new features, new
benchmarks were developed. Unfortunately, these benchmark efforts do not include correctness
checking and certain messaging patterns used in applications. In this paper we highlight important
gaps in communication benchmarks and motivate a methodology to help application developers
understand the performance tradeoffs of different data movement options. Furthermore, we share
systems tuning and deployment experiences across different GPU-aware MPI implementations. n
articular, we demonstrate correctness testing is needed along with performance testing through
modifications to an existing benchmark. In addition, we present a case study where existing
benchmarks fail to characterize how data is moved within SW4, a seismic wave application, and
create a benchmark to model this behavior. Finally, we motivate the need for an application-inspired
benchmark methodology to assess system performance and guide application programmers on
how to use the system more efficiently.
Scalable MPI Collectives Using SHARP: Large Scale Performance Evaluation on the TACC
Frontera System

Bharath Ramesh (Ohio State University)
Message-Passing Interface (MPI) is the de-facto standard for designing and executing applications
on massively parallel hardware. MPI collectives provide a convenient abstraction for multiple
processes/threads to communicate with one another. Mellanox’s HDR InfiniBand switches provide
Scalable Hierarchical Aggregation and Reduction Protocol (SHARP) capabilities to offload collective
communication to the network and reduce CPU involvement in the process. In this paper, we
propose, design and implement SHARP-based solutions for MPI Reduce and MPI Barrier in
MVAPICH2-X. We evaluate the impact of proposed and existing SHARP-based solutions for MPI
Allreduce, MPI Reduce and MPI Barrier operations on the performance of the collective operation on
the 8th ranked TACC Frontera HPC system. Our experimental evaluation of the SHARP-based
designs shows up to 5.4x reduction in latency for Reduce, 5.1x for Allreduce and 7.1x for Barrier at
full system scale of 7,861 nodes over a host-based solution.
Implementing Flexible Threading Support in Open MPI
Jan Ciesko (Sandia National Laboratories)
Multithreaded MPI applications are gaining popularity in scientific and high-performance computing.
While the combination of programming models is suited to support current parallel hardware, it
moves threading models and their interaction with MPI into focus. With the advent of new
threading libraries, the flexibility to select threading implementations of choice is becoming an
important usability feature. Open MPI has traditionally avoided componentizing its threading model,
relying on code inlining and static initialization to minimize potential impacts on runtime fast paths
and synchronization. This paper describes the implementation of a generic threading runtime
support in Open MPI using the Opal Modular Component Architecture. This architecture allows the
programmer to select a threading library at compile- or run-time, providing both static initialization
of threading primitives as well as dynamic instantiation of threading objects. In this work, we
present the implementation, define required interfaces and discuss trade-offs of dynamic and static
initialization.

ExaMPI – Break

ExaMPI – Keynote: Streaming Messages – A Distributed Memory Programming Model for
Reconfigurable Hardware
Tiziano De Matteis (ETH Zurich)
Reconfigurable architectures, such as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), are stepping-in

modern data centers and HPC clusters to address the nearing end of technology scaling. Modern
HPC FPGAs are usually shipped with network connections to facilitate their large scale adoption in
cloud services and supercomputers. When FPGAs are deployed in distributed settings, however,
communication is typically handled either by going through the host machine, sacrificing
performance, or by streaming across fixed device-to-device connections, sacrificing flexibility. In this
talk, we present Streaming Messages, a communication model for distributed memory
programming in multi-FPGA systems that unifies explicit message passing with a hardwareoriented programming model. We introduce the Streaming Message Interface (SMI), a
communication interface specification for high-level synthesis programs specifically designed to
capture and expose the semantics of Streaming Messages. Finally, we show the results of a
reference implementation of SMI that integrates with OpenCL on Intel FPGAs, demonstrating that,
using SMI, programmers can implement distributed and scalable HPC programs on reconfigurable
hardware, without deviating from best practices for hardware design.
Design and Implementation Techniques for an MPI-Oriented AMT Runtime
Jonathan Lifflander (Sandia National Laboratories)
We present the execution model of Virtual Transport (VT) a new, asynchronous many-task (AMT)
runtime system that provides unprecedented integration and interoperability with MPI. We have
developed VT in conjunction with large production applications to provide a highly incremental,
high-value path to AMT adoption in the dominant ecosystem of MPI applications, libraries and
developers. Our aim is that the MPI+X model of hybrid parallelism can smoothly extend to become
MPI+VT +X. We illustrate a set of design and implementation techniques that have been useful in
building VT. We believe that these ideas and the code embodying them will be useful to others
building similar systems, and perhaps provide insight into how MPI might evolve to better support
them. We motivate our approach with two applications that are adopting VT and have begun to
benefit from increased asynchrony and dynamic load balancing.
Integrating Inter-Node Communication with a Resilient Asynchronous Many-Task Runtime
System
Sri Raj Paul (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Achieving fault tolerance is one of the significant challenges of exascale computing due to projected
increases in soft/transient failures. While past work on software-based resilience techniques
typically focused on traditional bulk-synchronous parallel programming models, we believe that
Asynchronous Many-Task (AMT) programming models are better suited to enabling resiliency since
they provide explicit abstractions of data and tasks which contribute to increased asynchrony and
latency tolerance. In this paper, we extend our past work on enabling application-level resilience in
single node AMT programs by integrating the capability to perform asynchronous MPI
communication, thereby enabling resiliency across multiple nodes. We also enable resilience

against fail-stop errors where our runtime will manage all re-execution of tasks and communication
without user intervention.
Our results show that we are able to add communication operations to resilient programs with low
overhead, by offloading communication to dedicated communication workers and also recover from
fail-stop errors transparently, thereby enhancing productivity.
Extending the MPI Stages Model of Fault Tolerance
Derek J. Schafer (University of Tennessee, Chattanooga)
Here, we expand upon our effective, checkpoint-based approach of fault tolerance for MPI: "MPI
Stages'', an extension of the Reinit model of fault-tolerant MPI introduced by some of us and others,
notably without the use of setjmp/longjmp. MPI Stages saves internal MPI state in a separate
checkpoint in coordination with application state saved by the application. While it is currently
implemented based on the ExaMPI research implementation of MPI (designed to simplify
checkpointing of state through a new, OO design), MPI Stages' downward requirement on any MPI
implementation primarily inheres in internal-state checkpointability, apart from the new syntax and
semantics of the MPI Stages model itself. As of now, MPI Stages supports communicators, groups
and limited forms of derived datatypes used with point-to-point and collective communication. We
report on success with a substantial MPI application, SW4, which utilizes many of the common
subsets of features of many data-parallel MPI applications. We reinforce the model of a pre-maintype resilience interposition model, and introduce MPI opaque object serialization and
deserialization. We also introduce MPIX_FT_errno, akin to POSIX errno, new functions to better
support use of the Stages model in hierarchical code and legacy software that does not sample MPI
error codes faithfully. These MPI Stages concepts appear useful for other fault tolerant MPI models
and so are near-term standardization targets. We describe future steps needed to make MPI
Stages more production ready, standardizable and integrable with other MPI fault-tolerance
models.

ExaMPI – Closing

10:00 am - 5:35 pm

PyHPC 2020: 9th Workshop on Python for High-Performance and Scientific
Computing

Session Description:

Python remains one of the fastest-growing programming languages with large communities of
users in academia and industry. Its high-level syntax lowers the barrier to entry and improves
productivity, making it the go-to language for data science and machine learning, whilst also
remaining increasingly popular in high-performance and distributed computing.
PyHPC returns to the supercomputing conference to bring researchers, developers and Python
practitioners to share their experiences using Python across a broad spectrum of disciplines and
applications. The goal of the workshop is to provide a platform for the community to present novel
Python applications from a wide range of disciplines, to enable topical discussions regarding the
use of Python and to share experiences using Python in scientific computing and education.

PyHPC – Keynote: Reprising the Zen of Python for HPC
Michael E. Bauer (Nvidia Corporation)

PyHPC – Break

PyHPC – Session 1: Introduction

Experiences in Developing a Distributed Agent-Based Modeling Toolkit with Python
Nicholson T. Collier (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)), Jonathan Ozik (Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL))
Distributed agent-based modeling (ABM) on high-performance computing resources provides the
promise of capturing unprecedented details of large-scale complex systems. The specialized
knowledge required for developing such ABMs, however, creates barriers to wider adoption and
utilization. Here we present our experiences in developing an initial implementation of Repast4Py, a
Python-based distributed ABM toolkit. We build on our experiences in developing ABM toolkits,
including Repast for High-Performance Computing (Repast HPC), to identify the key elements of a

useful distributed ABM toolkit. We leverage the Numba, NumPy, and PyTorch packages and the
Python C-API to create a scalable modeling system that can exploit the largest HPC resources and
emerging computing architectures.
Data Engineering for HPC with Python
Vibhatha Abeykoon (Indiana University)
Data engineering is becoming an increasingly important part of scientific discoveries with the
adoption of deep learning and machine learning. Data engineering deals with a variety of data
formats, storage, data extraction, transformation and data movements. One goal of data
engineering is to transform data from original data to vector/matrix/tensor formats accepted by
deep learning and machine learning applications. There are many structures such as tables, graphs
and trees to represent data in these data engineering phases. Among them, tables are a versatile
and commonly used format to load and process data. In this paper, we present a distributed Python
API based on table abstraction for representing and processing data. Unlike existing state-of-theart data engineering tools written purely in Python, our solution adopts high-performance compute
kernels in C++, with an in-memory table representation with Cython-based Python bindings. In the
core system, we use MPI for distributed memory computations with a data-parallel approach for
processing large datasets in HPC clusters.

PyHPC – Break

PyHPC – Invited Keynote: MPI for Python
Lisandro Dalcin (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))

PyHPC – Break

PyHPC – Session 2: Introduction

Enabling System Wide Shared Memory for Performance Improvement in PyCOMPSs
Applications
Clément Foyer (Hewlett Packard Enterprise, University of Bristol)
Python has been gaining some traction for years in the world of scientific applications. The highlevel abstraction it provides, however, may not allow the developer to use the machines to their
peak performance. To address this, multiple strategies, sometimes complementary, have been
developed to enrich the software ecosystem either by relying on additional libraries dedicated to
efficient computation (e.g., NumPy) or by providing a framework to better use HPC scale
infrastructures (e.g., PyCOMPSs).
In this paper, we present a Python extension based on SharedArray that enables the support of
system-provided shared memory and its integration into the PyCOMPSs programming model as an
example of integration to a complex Python environment. We also evaluate the impact such a tool
may have on performance in two types of distributed execution-flows, one for linear algebra with a
blocked matrix multiplication application and the other in the context of data-clustering with a kmeans application. We show that with very little modification of the original decorator (three lines of
code to be modified) of the task-based application the gain in performance can rise above 40% for
tasks relying heavily on data reuse on a distributed environment, especially when loading the data is
prominent in the execution time.
Python Workflows on HPC Systems
Philipp Nikolas Reusch (Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics)
The recent successes and wide spread application of compute-intensive machine learning and data
analytics methods have been boosting the usage of the Python programming language on HPC
systems. While Python provides many advantages for the users, it was not designed with a focus
on multi-user environments or parallel programming, making it quite challenging to maintain stable
and secure Python workflows on an HPC system. In this paper, we analyze the key problems
induced by the usage of Python on HPC clusters and sketch appropriate workarounds for efficiently
maintaining multi-user Python software environments, securing and restricting resources of Python
jobs and containing Python processes, while focusing on deep learning applications running on
GPU clusters.

PyHPC – Break

PyHPC – Session 3: Introduction

Accelerating Microstructural Analytics with Dask for Volumetric X-Ray Imaging
Daniela Ushizima (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
While X-ray microtomography has become indispensable in 3D inspections of materials, efficient
processing of such volumetric datasets continues to be a challenge. This paper describes a
computational environment for HPC to facilitate parallelization of algorithms in computer vision and
machine learning needed for microstructure characterization and interpretation. The contribution is
to accelerate microstructural analytics by employing Dask high-level parallel abstractions, which
scales Numpy workflows to enable multi-dimensional image analysis of diverse specimens. We
illustrate our results using an example from materials sciences, emphasizing the benefits of parallel
execution of image-dependent tasks. Preliminary results show that the proposed environment
configuration and scientific software stack deployed using JupyterLab at NERSC Cori enables nearreal time analyses of complex, high-resolution experiments.
Distributed Asynchronous Array Computing with the JetLag Environment
Steven R. Brandt (Louisiana State University), Bita Hasheminezhad (Louisiana State University),
Nanmiao Wu (Louisiana State University), Sayef A. Sakin (University of Arizona), Alex R. Bigelow
(University of Arizona), Katherine E. Isaacs (University of Arizona), Kevin Huck (University of
Oregon), Hartmut Kaiser (Louisiana State University)
We describe JetLag, a Python-based environment that provides access to a distributed, interactive,
asynchronous many-task (AMT) computing framework called Phylanx. This environment
encompasses the entire computing process, from a Jupyter front-end for managing code and results
to the collection and visualization of performance data.
We use a Python decorator to access the abstract syntax tree of Python functions and transpile
them into a set of C++ data structures which are then executed by the HPX runtime. The
environment includes services for sending functions and their arguments to run as jobs on remote
resources.
A set of Docker and Singularity containers is used to simplify the setup of the JetLag environment.
The JetLag system is suitable for a variety of array computational tasks, including machine learning
and exploratory data analysis.

PyHPC – Break

PyHPC – Lightning Talks: Introduction

DaCe Python Frontend
Alexandros Ziogas (ETH Zurich)
Several frameworks for developing HPC applications have identified the high cost of data
movement as the primary performance bottleneck in modern computing architectures. The DataCentric (DaCe) Parallel Programming framework uses the Stateful DataFlow multiGraph (SDFG)
intermediate representation, which provides a transformable and interactive view of the input code.
This data-centric view exposes to the user/performance engineer optimization opportunities that go
beyond the boundaries of low-level computational kernels and encompass the whole program.
DaCe users can create SDFGs by either using an API or writing code in one of the supported
languages, including Python. Therefore, scientists and engineers can convert their Python codebase
to SDFGs with relative ease and take advantage of the optimization capabilities of the DaCe
framework. In this talk, we would like to present this frontend, which supports a subset of Python
and the NumPy module and discuss the challenges in converting a functional representation to
dataflow. We also want to highlight issues that arise due to language semantics and programmer
expectations, such as handling differences in data types, conversions and operator semantics.
Moreover, we want to showcase the framework’s capabilities in integrating with HPC libraries, e.g.,
BLAS.

Linear Algebraic Graphs Algorithms in Python
Ali Kazmi (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Graph algorithms are a central part of many applications, and their speed is critical in real world use.
Linear Algebraic formulations have been shown to provide speedups, and the GraphBLAS standard
provides their building blocks.
GraphBLAS does not cover everything, though, and it can be difficult to formulate a problem in
linear algebra. In such cases, we must implement graph algorithm code by hand. To investigate
Python’s performance, I implemented Floyd Warshall’s algorithm in Python in two ways: Numba
and Cython. I will compare these to more efficient C++/CUDA code, which was developed over
several months by Vijay Thakkar, a graduate student in our lab.

Fil: A Python Memory Profiler for Scientific Computing
Itamar Turner-Trauring (Pythonspeed)
Fil is a new, open source memory profiler for Python aimed specifically at the needs of scientific
computing and other batch data processing applications. It finds the peak memory usage, and the
location in your Python code from which the relevant allocations came, which is exactly what you
need to optimize. It can track memory allocations from Python code, but also in Python extensions
written in C, C++, Cython, and (at least when gfortran is used) Fortran 90 allocations as well. It is
easy to use, with a simple yet visually expressive UX. For applications where most of the
computation is delegated to C libraries and where most allocations are large, the performance
overhead is low, allowing profiling with complete datasets. It attempts to report sources of memory
usage when out-of-memory crashes occur.

Validating Oil Spill Dispersion Models Against Real-World Observations Using the GeoPandas
Library
Chris Dearden (Hartree Centre, Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC))
This talk presents the results of a collaboration between the STFC Hartree Centre and Riskaware
Ltd, the aim of which was to create a software validation suite to quantify the accuracy of oil spill
model predictions against real-world observations of actual oil spills. The validation methodology is
based on a specific set of performance metrics, involving the use of satellite imagery and coastal
report data. We discuss the key features of the GeoPandas Python library that we used to read and
process the geospatial datasets, including the ability to calculate areas of overlap and centroid
locations, two quantities that underpin the performance metrics used to assess the model output.
We present an example of how we applied our software to an historic case study, and explain how
the metrics are helping to aid the clean up operation of real oil spills at sea.

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

CAFCW20: Sixth Computational Approaches for Cancer Workshop
Session Description:

New computational opportunities and challenges have emerged within the cancer research and
clinical application areas as the size, source and complexity of cancer datasets have grown.
Simultaneously, advances in computational capabilities, with exceptional growth in AI and deep
learning, are reaching unprecedented scales. The workshop focuses on bringing together interested
individuals ranging from clinicians, cancer biologists, mathematicians, data scientists, computational

scientists, engineers, developers, thought leaders and others with an interest in advancing the use
of computation to better understand, diagnose, treat and prevent cancer. As an interdisciplinary
workshop, the sharing of insight and challenges fosters collaborations and future innovations,
accelerating progress in computationally and data-driven cancer research and clinical applications.
A special emphasis for the 2020 workshop is the role of HPC and AI to address research challenges
when data are limited by availability, variability and size as is frequently found in clinical applications
and cutting-edge research activities.

Keynote: Data Science Initiatives at the National Cancer Institute, Dr. Norman "Ned" Sharpless,
National Cancer Institute Director with Introduction by Sean E. Hanlon, PhD, National Cancer
Institute
Sean Hanlon (National Cancer Institute), Norman "Ned" Sharpless (National Cancer Institute)

Moderator: Patricia Kovatch (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai)
Panelist: Jim Brase (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), Diane Del Valle (Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai), Sacha Gnjatic (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai), Sharon
Nirenberg (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai), Carlos Simmerling (Stony Brook University)
COVID-19 has transformed life around the globe. Our clinicians and researchers leveraged their
domain expertise to focus solely on better understanding and treating this new disease. The
spotlight on COVID-19 created new interdisciplinary teams that have already been fruitful, and
these advances were made possible through a team science approach that brought together
experts in diverse domains, including cancer, computational science and infectious disease. Bridging
disciplines is an essential tenet to productive modern science. This panel will focus on the
intersection of high performance computing, cancer and COVID-19.
Scalable Human Pharmacokinetics Property Prediction for Cancer Drug Discovery at ATOM
Benjamin Madej (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research, Accelerating Therapeutics
for Opportunities in Medicine (ATOM) Consortium)
The drug discovery process has been described as a large-scale multi-parameter optimization
problem to find new chemicals to treat diseases. Not only must a new compound show efficacy to
improve a disease state, a compound must also fit numerous criteria to become a new drug. A
compound’s pharmacokinetics (PK) and toxicity properties are equally important and are even more
difficult to predict. Many compounds in pre-clinical and clinical trials are discontinued due to toxic
effects in animals and humans.
Given the considerable time and money investments in drug discovery projects, it is crucial to

address PK and toxicity problems as soon as possible in the discovery pipeline. The Accelerating
Therapeutics for Opportunities in Medicine (ATOM) consortium strives to tackle these problems in
the drug discovery process by combining cancer informatics and high-performance computing
approaches [1]. ATOM has developed a range of PK machine learning (ML) models to predict PK
and toxicity properties early in compound development [2]. Through robust ML and mechanistic PK
models, ATOM aims to provide early warning for PK and toxicity problems.

CAFCW20 – Break

Scaffold-Induced Molecular Subgraphs (SIMSG): Effective Graph Sampling Methods for HighThroughput Computational Drug Discovery
Ashka Shah (University of Chicago), Max Zvyagin (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Historically, drugs have been discovered serendipitously based on active chemicals known to
interact with and bind to protein targets. Combinatorial chemistry has enabled an explosion of
diverse chemical libraries which potentially have drug-like properties; however, the main issue that
is still faced by drug discovery community is the need to efficiently navigate the high dimensional
chemical space to identify viable molecules that can target proteins of interest. Ongoing pandemics
such as the novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) further emphasize the need for such
effective methods to sample these chemical spaces and quickly identify effective drugs against the
virus. Similar needs are also emerging within the context of other diseases such as cancer, where
intrinsic heterogeneity of gene expression within tumor cells and the cancer type can result in
similar challenges. Current techniques assume enumeration of large compound libraries coupled
with GPU- accelerated machine learning (ML) models will be an effective tool for screening through
datasets. However, these techniques still face inherent limitations where inference or physicsbased simulations become computational bottlenecks for spanning large chemical spaces (beyond
10**12 molecules). To overcome these limitations, we propose a graph based structure of chemical
space, opposed to a static library of compounds. By embracing this inherent structure of chemical
space for small molecule design, we show an enhanced sampling technique that exploits random
walk theory and intrinsic relationships between chemical "scaffolds" for ultra high-throughput
docking studies.
Causal Deconvolution of a Mechanistic Model of EGFR and ERK Signaling Explains Adaptive and
Genetic Resistance in Melanoma
Fabian Froehlich (Harvard Medical School)
Allosteric interactions are at the core of many signal transduction processes and provide robustness

and enable context dependency for the underlying molecular mechanisms. This is prominently
captured by paradoxical activation, a clinically observed phenomenon where RAF inhibitors inhibit
tumor growth in BRAF mutant cancers, but promote tumor growth in BRAF wild-type cancers.
Energy based formalisms to describe such allosteric effects in kinetic models have been developed,
but approaches to enable intelligibility of and address the computational complexity associated with
such large, multi-scale models are currently missing.
Here we demonstrate the use of a programmatic, thermodynamic, energy-balanced rule-based
formalism in PySB to describe allosteric interactions. We tackle the numerical challenges of large
kinetic models by using and extending state of the art high performance computing simulation and
calibration tools. To address the conceptual challenge of rendering large kinetic models intelligible,
we introduce a novel approach to causally separate intertwined signaling channels.
We apply these methods to an ordinary differential equation model of adaptive resistance in
melanoma (EGFR and ERK pathways, >1k state variables, >10k reactions), accounting for
paradoxical activation. We trained the model on absolute proteomic and phospho-proteomic as well
as time-resolved immunofluorescence data, both in dose-response to small molecule inhibitors. We
deconvolve oncogenic and physiological causal paths to derive simple explanations for complex
dose-response relationships, explain how synergy and antagonism can arise without direct drug
interaction and establish a link between adaptive and genetic resistance in melanoma.
An Efficient, Data-Driven Approach To Model Specific Cancer Cell Lines
Peter Balogh (Duke University)
The transport of cancer cells through the microcirculation is a fundamental component underlying
the progression and spread of cancer. Simulations offer the potential to provide new insights owing
to the level of detail that can be captured with blood flow models that resolve the deformation
dynamics of each comprising cell. In this context, it is important to have a cancer cell model that can
accurately represent a specific cell line, given that cancer cell deformability is known to vary
between different types of cancer. Such modeling however is a significant computational
undertaking, and thus an approach is needed that is computationally efficient yet sufficiently
complex to capture relevant behavior to distinguish between cell lines.
Through detailed comparisons with experiments, we elucidate a means of using an efficient in silico
approach to model specific cancer cell lines. We consider three different cancer cell models: singlemembrane, nucleated cell, and nucleated cell with cytoskeleton components. We show that the
single membrane model can reproduce experimental behavior for under limited circumstances,
while the nucleated cell model is sufficient to reproduce behavior over a range of deformations. The
cytoskeleton model, while more complex, provides the same accuracy here as with the nucleated
cell model. We outline a systematic approach to use the nucleated cell model to capture differences

in cell behavior to distinguish between different cancer cell lines. Going forward this can provide
new insights into the hemodynamic mechanisms underlying the spread of cancer, and better
understand characteristics unique to different cancer types.
Deep Learning Based Prediction of the Temporal Behavior of RAS Protein Conformations on
Simulated Cell Membrane Surfaces
Adam T. Moody (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Approximately 30% of human cancers are caused by interactions of a mutated RAS protein with
the downstream RAF near cell membranes. The DoE Cancer Pilot 2 campaign conducted numerous
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations modeling RAS proteins in contact with the lipid bilayer of a
cell membrane. In this work, we present a new deep learning (DL) based technique to explore
temporal correlations between the protein and the 14 types of lipid species. Our early experiments
have already led to several key findings.
We investigate the application of transformer models, such as BERT, which train a deep neural
network to predict the past and future changes in RAS conformations given a sequence of
simulation frames as input. Given an ordered sequence of frames of the lipid concentrations around
the RAS protein, the models identify periods where the RAS conformation is stable or likely to
change state with 60-70% accuracy. Models trained on sequences of frames of the distance of the
RAS from the cell membrane achieve accuracy of 85-90%. We show that model accuracy improves
with increasing sequence length and that the models utilize time-based information in the input
sequences.
Our initial experiments indicate the possibility of extracting temporal correlations from MD
simulations using appropriate DL models. Our work paves way to a new form of analysis for MD
trajectories focusing on the prediction of events of interest. There still remain many open questions,
foremost of which pertains to distilling the correlations to understand the order of events and
assess causation.

Moderator: Eric Stahlberg (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research)
Panelist: Emily Greenspan (National Cancer Institute), Richard Arthur (GE Research), Tina
Hernandez-Boussard (Stanford University)
A cancer patient’s “digital twin” would be the ideal resource for personalized treatment, and
creating the technology stands as a grand challenge for the convergence of advanced computing
technologies and oncology.

CAFCW20 – Lunch Break

CAFCW20 – Afternoon Welcome
Eric Stahlberg (Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research)

Machine Learning Driven Importance Sampling Approach for Multiscale Simulations
Harsh Bhatia (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)
Almost all phenomena in science and engineering are inherently multiscale and many require
exploration across orders of magnitude in both space and time. Solving such problems at the finest
scales is computationally prohibitive and, instead, they are often formulated using multiscale
models. Coupling the two scales, however, remains a challenging problem. Here, we present a new
automated way to loosely couple two scales through a Machine Learning (ML) driven adaptive
sampling approach that can focus on a user-defined hypothesis, e.g., diversity sampling. Our work
advances the paradigm of heterogeneous, multiscale simulations by providing a generic framework
to couple several scales in cascade in an arbitrarily scalable manner. We demonstrate our technique
on multiscale simulations of the interactions of RAS and RAF proteins with plasma membrane in the
context of cancer-signaling mechanism.
Given two scales to be coupled, macro and micro, our sampling framework uses a ML-based
approach, supervised or unsupervised, to learn the important yet possibly-hidden features by
exploring the space of macro configurations. Using the space of characteristic macro features, the
model is able to distinguish between similar and dissimilar configurations. Next, we use a dynamic,
adaptive sampling approach in the feature space to identify the most important configurations with
respect to the scientific hypothesis under investigation. These selected configurations are promoted
to be simulated at the micro scale. Given sufficient computational resources, our framework
produces a macroscale simulation that, for each macro configuration explored, contains a microscale
simulation similar enough to serve as statistical proxy. Our sampling approach also provides a
means to debias the sampling through appropriate importance weighting, which allows
reconstructing the relevant statistics of the microscale using macro samples. As a result, our
framework is able to deliver macro length- and time-scales, but with the insights effectively from
the microscale behavior.
Owing to its automated and dynamic approach, our sampling framework is capable of producing
massively parallel multiscale simulations that scale to the largest machines on the planet.
Previously, we utilized our sampling framework to conduct over 116,000 select microscale
simulations, aggregating a total of 200 ms of coarse-grained trajectories, sampled from a 152 s
long continuum (macroscale) simulation, utilizing the whole of Sierra with thousands of CPUs and

GPUs for several days.
Here, we present our framework extended to support three scales (continuum, coarse-grained, and
atomistic) of simulations of RAS and RAF proteins on plasma membranes with eight lipid species.
Our framework uses an unsupervised deep learning model, a tailored autoencoder, focusing on
capturing the spatial response of lipids to the presence of protein(s) under consideration to select
“important” continuum configurations. We also present a novel approach to identify “important”
coarse-grained configurations in a supervised approach using three biologically relevant reaction
coordinates. Using these importance criteria, we create a three-scale simulation model that
investigates the interactions between RAS, RAF, and the membrane in progressive detail based on
the importance of simulated configurations. We report early breaking results from our simulation
campaign run on Summit and demonstrate the flexibility, generalizability, and scalability of our
framework.
A Metapath Approach to Predicting Drug Response in Cancer Cell Lines
Judith D. Cohn (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
When applying machine learning in cancer research and, in particular, when trying to predict drug
response in cancer cell lines or other experimental systems, an ongoing problem is the relatively
small number of samples when compared to the possible number of features. This is frequently
compounded with a large amount of noise in the data, a lack of uniformity in the way experiments
are conducted across labs, and an over-reliance on expression data.
Metapath analysis is a computational approach to similarity search which takes advantage of the
links among nodes in a heterogenous data network to encode model features. Published examples
of this approach include a number of subject domains, including exploration of disease-associated
genes. The base calculation for encoding metapath features is the path degree product (PDP),
which is an indication of the number and length of paths through the data network between nodes
of interest.
In this presentation, we show that xgboost models including metapath-encoded features appear to
perform significantly better than models using expression alone or the same features encoded with
one-hot encoding. In addition, these models appear to produce more robust feature selection.
Toward a Data-Driven System for Personalized Cervical Cancer Screening

Mass-screening programs for cervical cancer in the Nordic countries have a proven strong effect for
preventing cancer at the population level and have produced large amounts of data at centrally
organized at nationwide registries. Despite this success, minimizing over-screening and under-

treatment remains a major challenge. The main difficulties in deriving personalized models from the
cancer screening data are due to its high scarcity, irregularity and skewness. In this paper, we
present a novel approach based on matrix factorization for personalized time-dependent risk
assessment of cervical cancer development. This can be cast as a time-series prediction model,
where data from each female is represented as a sparse vector in the time dimension and data from
the whole population is collected in a single matrix. We explore the latent structure of this matrix by
imposing novel temporal regularization, and derive a small number of basic profiles to describe the
population.
We validate the algorithm on both synthetic and real data from the Cancer Registry of Norway and
demonstrate the potential for more efficient and personalized cancer screening by showing that the
proposed approach can predict the risk of cervical cancer development up to 36 months ahead in
time.
Integration of Domain Knowledge Using Medical Knowledge Graph Deep Learning for Cancer
Phenotyping
Mohammed Alawad (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)
A key component of deep learning (DL) for natural language processing (NLP) is word embeddings.
Word embeddings that effectively capture the meaning and context of the word that they represent
can significantly improve the performance of downstream DL models for various NLP tasks. Many
existing word embeddings techniques capture the context of words based on word co-occurrence
in documents and text; however, they often cannot capture broader domain-specific relationships
between concepts that may be crucial for the NLP task at hand. In this paper, we propose a method
to integrate external knowledge from medical terminology ontologies into the context captured by
word embeddings. Specifically, we use a medical knowledge graph, such as the unified medical
language system (UMLS), to find connections between clinical terms in cancer pathology reports.
This approach aims to minimize the distance between connected clinical concepts. We evaluate the
proposed approach using a Multitask Convolutional Neural Network (MT-CNN) to extract six cancer
characteristics – site, subsite, laterality, behavior, histology, and grade – from a dataset of 900K
cancer pathology reports. The results show that the MT-CNN model which uses our domain
informed embeddings outperforms the same MT-CNN using standard word2vec embeddings
across all tasks, with an improvement in the overall micro- and macro-F1 scores by 4.97% and
22.5%, respectively.

CAFCW20 – Break

Deciphering Hallmarks of Resistance in Breast Cancer
Amrita Basu (University of California, San Francisco)
Background: Approximately seventy percent of high-risk breast cancer patients with extensive
residual cancer burden (RCB-III) after neoadjuvant therapy die within 4 years of treatment. Such
‘super non-responders’ need to be recognized and predicted early and routed to more effective
treatment. Currently such predictors do not exist, and there is very little understanding of the
biology driving extreme resistance. Here, we aimed to identify gene-expression signatures
predicting extreme resistance within and across breast cancer receptor subtypes (HR/HER2) in the
neoadjuvant I-SPY 2 TRIAL for high-risk early stage breast cancer.
Methods: 990 I-SPY 2 patients with RCB and pre-treatment gene expression data from the first 10
arms of the trial were considered in this analysis.
Results: Application of RWEN resulted in the identification of extreme-resistance signatures and
prediction of RCB-III with 95% accuracy and a 3% false positive rate in 7/10 arms of the trial.
Overall, many of the genes that we identified have been shown to be enriched in other resistant
cancers and could explain poor outcomes in our patients.
Conclusion: Our ability to predict extreme resistance in patients receiving neoadjuvant therapy may
help guide rescue treatments and improve outcomes. We have a unique opportunity to test our
predictions rapidly within the clinical trial framework by learning which new drugs are most
effectively matched to molecular phenotypes in breast cancer.
Why I’m Not Answering: Understanding Determinants of Classification of an Abstaining
Classifier for Cancer Pathology Reports
Sayera Dhaubhadel (Los Alamos National Laboratory)
Safe deployment of deep learning systems to critical real world applications requires models to
make few mistakes, and only under predictable circumstances. Development of such a model is not
yet possible, in general. In this work, we address this problem with an abstaining classifier tuned to
have >95% accuracy, and identify the determinants of abstention with LIME (Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanations).
Essentially, we are training our model to learn the attributes of pathology reports that are likely to
lead to incorrect classifications, albeit at the cost of reduced sensitivity. We demonstrate our
method in a multitask setting to classify cancer pathology reports from the NCI SEER cancer
registries on six tasks of greatest importance. For these tasks, we reduce the classification error rate
by factors of 2–5 by abstaining on 25–45% of the reports. For the specific case of cancer site, we
are able to identify metastasis and reports involving lymph nodes as responsible for many of the

classification mistakes, and that the extent and types of mistakes vary systematically with cancer
site (eg. breast, lung, and prostate). When combining across three of the tasks, our model classifies
50% of the reports with an accuracy greater than 95% for three of the six tasks and greater than
85% for all six tasks on the retained samples. By using this information, we expect to define work
flows that incorporate machine learning only in the areas where it is sufficiently robust and
accurate, saving human attention to areas where it is required.

Moderator: Sally Ellingson (University of Kentucky)
Panelist: Douglas Blayney (Stanford University Medical Center), Cody Bumgardner (University of
Kentucky), Stephanie Harmon (National Cancer Institute), Yaling Liu (Lehigh University)

CAFCW20 – Wrapup

10:00 am - 6:30 pm

H2RC 2020: Sixth International Workshop on Heterogeneous High-Performance
Reconfigurable Computing
Session Description:

As in the previous five years, this workshop will bring together application experts, software
developers and hardware engineers, both from industry and academia, to share experiences and
best practices to leverage the practical application of reconfigurable logic to scientific computing,
machine/deep learning, and “Big Data” applications. In particular, the workshop will focus on
sharing experiences and techniques for accelerating applications and/or improving energy efficiency
with FPGAs using OpenCL, OpenMP, OpenACC, SYCL, DPC++, C, C++ and other high-level design
flows, which enable and improve cross-platform functional and performance portability while also
improving productivity. Particular emphasis is given to cross-platform comparisons and
combinations that foster a better understanding within the industry and research community on
what are the best mappings of applications to a diverse range of hardware architectures available
today (e.g., FPGA, GPU, many-cores and hybrid devices, ASICs), and on how to most effectively
achieve cross-platform compatibility.

Programming Reconfigurable Heterogeneous Computing Clusters Using MPI with Transpilation
Burkhard Ringlein (IBM Research Europe, Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg)
With the slowdown of Moore’s law and the stop of Dennard scaling, energy efficiency of compute
hardware translates to compute power. Therefore, high-performance computing (HPC) systems
tend to rely more and more on accelerators such as field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) to fuel
highly demanding workloads, like Big Data applications or deep neuronal networks. These FPGAs
are reconfigurable and sometimes no longer bus-attached to a CPU but directly connected to the
data center network fabric as standalone nodes. This mix of CPUs and FPGAs leads to the creation
of Reconfigurable Heterogeneous HPC (ReH2PC) clusters for which no established programming
model exists, despite many proposals in the past. In contrast to this, the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) has evolved as the de-facto standard to program classical HPC clusters, due to its high reusability and to fast development of applications. This paper revisits the programming model of
ReH2PC clusters and argues that MPI is suitable for programming heterogeneous clusters of
FPGAs and CPUs.
We demonstrate a one-click solution for compiling and deploying a standard MPI application on
ReH2PC clusters. Our framework implements a High-Level Synthesis (HLS) library, a specific runtime environment for FPGAs and CPUs, and a transpiler that closes the semantic gap between the
MPI API and FPGA designs. Our experiments with 31 FPGAs show an average speedup of 4x and
a 90% reduction of power consumption compared to a cluster of CPUs.
Evaluating FPGA Accelerator Performance with a Parameterized OpenCL Adaptation of
Selected Benchmarks of the HPC Challenge Benchmark Suite
Marius Meyer (Paderborn University)
FPGAs have found increasing adoption in data center applications since a new generation of highlevel tools has become available which noticeably reduces development time for FPGA accelerators
and still provides high-quality results. There is, however, no high-level benchmark suite available,
which specifically enables a comparison of FPGA architectures, programming tools and libraries for
HPC applications.
To fill this gap, we have developed an OpenCL-based open-source implementation of the HPCC
benchmark suite for Xilinx and Intel FPGAs. This benchmark can serve to analyze the current
capabilities of FPGA devices, cards and development tool flows, track progress over time, and point
out specific difficulties for FPGA acceleration in the HPC domain. Additionally, the benchmark
documents proven performance optimization patterns. We will continue optimizing and porting the
benchmark for new generations of FPGAs and design tools and encourage active participation to
create a valuable tool for the community.

Exploring the Acceleration of Nekbone on Reconfigurable Architectures
Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)
Hardware technological advances are struggling to match scientific ambition, and a key question is
how we can use the transistors that we already have more effectively. This is especially true for
HPC, where the tendency is often to throw computation at a problem whereas codes themselves
are commonly bound, at-least to some extent, by other factors. By redesigning an algorithm and
moving from a Von Neumann to a dataflow style, there is potentially more opportunity to address
these bottlenecks on reconfigurable architectures, compared to more general-purpose architectures.
In this paper we explore the porting of Nekbone’s AX kernel, a widely popular HPC mini-app, to
FPGAs using high level synthesis via Vitis. While computation is an important part of this code, it is
also memory bound on CPUs, and a key question is whether one can ameliorate this by leveraging
FPGAs. We first explore optimization strategies for obtaining good performance, with over a 4000x
runtime difference between the first and final version of our kernel on FPGAs. Subsequently,
performance and energy efficiency of our approach on an Alveo U280 are compared against a 240core Xeon Platinum CPU and NVIDIA V100 GPU, with the FPGA outperforming the CPU by around
4x, achieving almost three quarters the GPU performance, and displaying significantly more energy
efficiency than both. The result of this work is a comparison and a set of techniques that apply to
Nekbone on FPGAs specifically and are also of interest more widely in accelerating HPC codes on
reconfigurable architectures.

H2RC – Break
Jason Bakos (University of South Carolina)

H2RC – Invited Talk: Fast, Scalable Quantized Neural Network Inference on FPGAs with FINN
and LogicNets
Yaman Umuroglu (Xilinx Inc)

H2RC - Keynote: Rapid System Level Design and Evaluation of Near Memory Fixed Function
Units: A Reconfigurable Computing Application
Maya Gokhale (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

H2RC – Lunch Break

FPGA Acceleration of Fluid-Flow Kernels
Ryan L. Blanchard (University of Florida)
Adding heterogeneity to high-performance systems has the potential to meet the increasing
performance demands of applications beyond the era of Moore's Law speedup. In this paper we
design and evaluate an FPGA pipeline to accelerate the CMT-bone-BE physics application, which is
highly scalable, but performance bound by compute-heavy fluid-flow kernels. For the targeted
kernels, a single instance of our FPGA pipeline shows a speedup of up to 9.4x over a CPU core. For
the entire application workload, this kernel acceleration provides an average 1.5x speedup over a
CPU core, while also outperforming a GPU. With even mid-range FPGAs providing enough
resources to replicate our pipeline over 8 times, we project that the FPGA accelerator can add
and/or replace 12 equivalent cores with a low-power alternative, with additional time-sharing
optimizations potentially increasing that amount significantly.

H2RC – Invited Talk: FPGA Fabric is Eating the World
Steve Casselman (Comma Corporation)

FPGAs-as-a-Service Toolkit (FaaST)
Dylan Rankin (Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT))
Computing needs for high energy physics are already intensive and are expected to increase
drastically in the coming years. In this context, heterogeneous computing, specifically as-a-service
computing, has the potential for significant gains over traditional computing models. Although
previous studies and packages in the field of heterogeneous computing have focused on GPUs as
accelerators, FPGAs are an extremely promising option as well. A series of workflows are
developed to establish the performance capabilities of FPGAs as a service. Multiple different
devices and a range of algorithms for use in high energy physics are studied. For a small, dense
network, the throughput can be improved by an order of magnitude with respect to GPUs as a
service. For large convolutional networks, the throughput is found to be comparable to GPUs as a
service. This work represents the first open-source FPGAs-as-a-service toolkit.

H2RC – Break

H2RC – Invited Talk: FPGA programming and the oneAPI industry initiative
Michael Kinsner (Intel Corporation)

H2RC – Invited Talk: AIgean: An Open Framework for Machine Learning on a Heterogeneous
Cluster
Paul Chow (University of Toronto)

OpenCL-Enabled Parallel Raytracing for Astrophysical Application on Multiple FPGAs with
Optical Links
Norihisa Fujita (University of Tsukuba), Ryohei Kobayashi (University of Tsukuba), Yoshiki
Yamaguchi (University of Tsukuba), Taisuke Boku (University of Tsukuba)
We have optimized the Authentic Radiative Transfer (ART) method to solve space radiative transfer
problems in early universe astrophysical simulation on Intel Arria 10 FPGAs as earlier work. In this
paper, we optimize it for the latest FPGA -- Intel Stratix 10 and evaluate its performance comparing
with GPU implementation on multiple nodes. For the multi-FPGA computing and communication
framework, we apply our original system named Communication Integrated Reconfigurable
CompUting System (CIRCUS) to realize OpenCL base programming to utilize multiple optical links
on FPGA for parallel FPGA processing, and this is the first implementation of real application over
CIRCUS.
The FPGA implementation is 4.54 times, 8.41 times, and 10.64 times faster than that of GPU on 1
node, 2 nodes, and 4 nodes, respectively, for multi-GPU cases with InfiniBand HDR100 network. It
also achieves 94.2% parallel efficiency running on 4 FPGAs. We believe this efficiency is brought
from CIRCUS's low-latency and high-efficiency pipelined communication which provides easy
programming on multi-FPGA by OpenCL for high performance computing applications.

H2RC – Closing Remarks
Christian Plessl (Paderborn University)

10:00 am - 6:35 pm

P3HPC: 3rd International Workshop on Performance Portability and Productivity
Session Description:

The ability for applications to achieve portability and high performance across computer
architectures without sacrificing developer productivity is an open challenge, although success
stories are emerging. The increasing popularity of GPU-accelerated systems alongside traditional
CPU-based systems has brought this issue front-and-center within the HPC application
community, and the trends in future hardware point toward ever-increasing hardware diversity,
heterogeneity and programmer complexity. There are multiple approaches being developed and in
regular use aimed at managing this complexity through language extensions and abstractions,
pragma-based standards, new HPC languages and even new algorithms. General architectural
trends can be exploited through common programming techniques, language support and robust
standards as the community experience matures. The purpose of this workshop is to provide an
opportunity for attendees to share ideas, practical experiences and methodologies for tackling the
challenge of achieving performance portability and developer productivity across current and future
homogeneous and heterogeneous computer architectures.

P3HPC – Keynote: Andrew Siegel

Tracking Performance Portability on the Yellow Brick Road to Exascale
Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)
With exascale machines on our immediate horizon, there is a pressing need for applications to be
made ready to best exploit these systems. However, there will be multiple paths to exascale, with
each system relying on processor and accelerator technologies from different vendors. As such,
applications will be required to be portable between these different architectures, but it is also
critical that they are efficient too. These double requirements for portability and efficiency begets
the need for performance portability. In this study we survey the performance portability of different
programming models, including the open standards OpenMP and SYCL, across the diverse
landscape of exascale and pre-exascale processors from Intel, AMD, NVIDIA, Fujitsu, Marvell, and
Amazon, together encompassing GPUs and CPUs based on both x86 and Arm architectures. We
also take a historical view and analyze how performance portability has changed over the last year.
Performance Portability of Molecular Docking Miniapp on Leadership Computing Platforms

Mathialakan Thavappiragasam (Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL))
Rapidly changing computer architectures, such as those found at high-performance computing
(HPC) facilities, present the need for mini-applications (miniapps) that capture essential algorithms
used in large applications to test program performance and portability, aiding transitions to new
systems. The COVID-19 pandemic has fueled a flurry of activity in computational drug discovery,
including the use of supercomputers and GPU acceleration for massive virtual screens for
therapeutics. Recent work targeting COVID-19 at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility
(OLCF) used the GPU-accelerated program AutoDock-GPU to screen billions of compounds on the
Summit supercomputer. Here we present the development of a new miniapp, miniAutoDock-GPU,
that can be used to evaluate the performance and portability of GPU-accelerated protein-ligand
docking programs on different computer architectures. These tests are especially relevant as
facilities transition from petascale systems and prepare for upcoming exascale systems that will use
a variety of GPU vendors. The key calculations, namely, the Lamarckian genetic algorithm combined
with a local search using a Solis-Wets based random optimization algorithm, are implemented. We
developed versions of the miniapp using several different programming models for GPU
acceleration, including a version using the CUDA runtime API for NVIDIA GPUs, and the Kokkos
middle-ware API which is facilitated by C++ template libraries. A third version, currently in progress,
uses the HIP programming model. These efforts will help facilitate the transition to exascale
systems for this important emerging HPC application, as well as its use on a wide range of
heterogeneous platforms.

P3HPC – Break

P3HPC – Forum Recap

OpenMP State of The Standard by Tom Scogland

Interpreting and Visualizing Performance Portability Metrics
Jason Sewall (Intel Corporation), John Pennycook (Intel Corporation), Douglas W. Jacobsen (Intel
Corporation), Tom Deakin (University of Bristol)

Recent work has introduced a number of tools and techniques for reasoning about the interplay
between application performance and portability, or "performance portability". These tools have
proven useful for setting goals and guiding high-level discussions, but our understanding of the
performance portability problem remains incomplete. Different views of the same performance
efficiency data offer different insights into an application's performance portability (or lack thereof):
standard statistical measures such as the mean and standard deviation require careful
interpretation, and even metrics designed specifically to measure performance portability may
obscure differences between applications.
This paper offers a critical assessment of existing approaches for summarizing performance
efficiency data across different platforms, and proposes visualization as a means to extract useful
information about the underlying distribution. We explore a number of alternative visualizations,
outlining a new methodology that enables developers to reason about the performance portability
of their applications and how it might be improved. This study unpicks what it might mean to be
"performance portable" and provides useful tools to explore that question.

P3HPC – Break

Findings from the ECP Performance Portability Panel Series
Anshu Dubey (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))

Mini-Panel with ECP Representatives

Panel: Trends that Make Performance, Portability, and Productivity Either More Challenging or
Tractable

P3HPC – Break

Cross-Platform Performance Portability of DNN Models Using SYCL
Mehdi Goli (Codeplay Software Ltd)
The incoming deployment of Exascale platforms with a myriad of different architectures and coprocessors have prompted the need to provide a software ecosystem based on open standards that
can simplify maintaining HPC applications on different hardware. Applications written for a
particular platform should be portable to a different one, ensuring performance is as close to the
peak as possible. However, it is not expected that key performance routines on relevant HPC
applications will be performance portable as is, especially for common building blocks such as BLAS
or DNN. The oneAPI the initiative aims to tackle this problem by combining a programming model,
SYCL, with a set of interfaces for common building blocks that can be optimized for different
hardware vendors. In particular, oneAPI includes the oneDNN performance library, which contains
building blocks for deep learning applications and frameworks.
By using the SYCL programming model, it can integrate easily with existing SYCL and C++
applications, sharing data and executing collaboratively on devices with the rest of the application.
In this paper, we introduce a cuDNN backend for oneDNN, which allows running oneAPI
applications on NVIDIA hardware taking advantage of existing building blocks from the CUDA
ecosystem. We implement relevant neural networks (ResNet-50 and VGG-16) on native CUDA and
also a version of oneAPI with a CUDA backend, and demonstrate that performance portability can
be achieved by leveraging existing building blocks for the target hardware.
Evaluating the Performance and Portability of Contemporary SYCL Implementations
Beau Johnston (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Australian National University)
SYCL is a single-source programming model for heterogeneous systems; it promises improved
maintainability, productivity, and opportunity for compiler optimization when compared to
accelerator specific programming models. Several implementations of the SYCL standard have been
developed over the past few years, including several backends using contemporary accelerator
languages, like OpenCL, CUDA, and HIP. These implementations vary widely in their support for
specific features of the standard and in their performance.
As SYCL grows in popularity, developers need to know how features are implemented across
popular implementations in order to make proper design choices. In this paper, we evaluate the
existing SYCL implementations for important SYCL features across a range of hardware in order to
understand SYCL's performance and portability. This work uses the newest SYCL benchmark suite
(SYCL-Bench, 38 kernels) to evaluate these four existing implementations, comparing support of
language features across backends and highlighting feature completeness and performance. For

features, we focus on the five major SYCL parallel constructs, using a motivating example of the
matrix multiplication benchmark. Our results show that the basic data parallelism construct is the
best choice for performance on current SYCL implementations, and we identify opportunities for
improvement in several of the SYCL implementations.

P3HPC – Wrapup

10:00 am - 6:40 pm

EduHPC20: Workshop on Education for High-Performance Computing
Session Description:

The EduHPC Workshop is devoted to the development and assessment of educational resources
for undergraduate and graduate education in high-performance computing (HPC) and parallel and
distributed computing (PDC). This workshop focuses on the state of the art in HPC and PDC
education via contributed and invited papers from academia, industry and government laboratories
and other educational and research institutions. Topics of interest include all topics pertaining to the
teaching of PDC and HPC within computer science and engineering, computational science, and
domain science. The target audience will broadly include SC20 attendees, including both
researchers and educators, as well as the early adopters of the NSF/TCPP curriculum guidelines on
teaching PDC. The workshop is coordinated by the NSF-supported Center for Parallel and
Distributed Computing Curriculum Development and Educational Resources (CDER). EduHPC has
been an SC workshop since 2013 with attendance consistently ranging from 60 to 75 participants.
Toward Generic Parallel Programming in Computer Science Education with Kokkos
Jan Ciesko (Sandia National Laboratories)
Parallel patterns, views, and spaces are promising abstractions to capture the programmer's intent
as well as the contextual information that can be used by an underlying runtime to efficiently map
software to parallel hardware. These abstractions can be valuable in cases where an algorithm
must accommodate requirements of code and performance portability across hardware
architectures and vendor programming models. Kokkos is a parallel programming model for hostand accelerator architectures that relies on these abstractions and targets these requirements. It

consists of a pure C++ interface, a specification, and a programming library. The programming
library exposes patterns and types and maps them to an underlying abstract machine model. The
abstract machine model offers a generic view of parallel hardware. While Kokkos is gaining
popularity in large-scale HPC applications at some DOE laboratories, we believe that the
implemented concepts are of interest to a broader audience including academia as they may
contribute to a generic, vendor, and architecture-independent education of parallel programming. In
this work, we give an insight into the design considerations of this programming model and list
important abstractions. Further, we document best practices obtained from giving virtual classes on
Kokkos and give pointers to resources that the reader may consider valuable for a lecture on generic
parallel programming for students with preexisting knowledge on this matter.
Extending FreeCompilerCamp.org as an Online Self-Learning Platform for Compiler
Development
Justin P. Gosselin (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of Central Florida)
Compilers and compiler-based tools have become increasingly critical for optimizing highperformance computing workloads; however, compiler development remains difficult and time
consuming due to the complex nature of compilers. FreeCompilerCamp.org is an online training
framework for compiler development that allows users to complete hands-on tutorials with a Linux
environment that is directly embedded in the web browser. It provides an effective and convenient
training platform for both new and experienced compiler developers. In this paper, we present our
enhancements to the framework to support self-evaluation and learning outcome feedback for
trainees. We extend FreeCompilerCamp to support a fully contained self-learning environment with
exercises and examinations providing immediate and automatic feedback via server-side grading.
We achieve this through two forms of evaluation: open-book practicals and closed-book exams. To
facilitate learning, we design several new tutorials and improve the framework to support both CPU
and GPU servers and docker images, optimize resource utilization, and enhance usability. Our
extended platform, FreeCompilerCamp v1.1, follows the same extensibility design goals as the
original to allow for new practicals and exams, providing an effective method to reduce the barrier
of entry to compiler development.
Integrating Machine Learning with HPC-Driven Simulations for Enhanced Student Learning
Vikram Jadhao (Indiana University)
We explore the idea of integrating machine learning (ML) with high performance computing (HPC)driven simulations to address challenges in using simulations to teach computational science and
engineering courses. We demonstrate that a ML surrogate, designed using artificial neural
networks, yields predictions in excellent agreement with explicit simulation, but at far less time and
computing costs.

We develop a web application on nanoHUB that supports both HPC-driven simulation and the ML
surrogate methods to produce simulation outputs. This tool is used for both in-classroom instruction
and for solving homework problems associated with two courses covering topics in the broad areas
of computational materials science, modeling and simulation, and engineering applications of HPCenabled simulations.
The evaluation of the tool via in-classroom student feedback and surveys shows that the MLenhanced tool provides a dynamic and responsive simulation environment that enhances student
learning. The improvement in the interactivity with the simulation framework in terms of real-time
engagement and anytime access enables students to develop intuition for the physical system
behavior through rapid visualization of variations in output quantities with changes in inputs.

EduHPC – Break

EduHPC – Peachy Parallel Assignments

EduHPC – Keynote: Parallel and Distributed Computing Infusion in K-14
Dan Garcia (University of California, Berkeley)

CDER Curriculum Update
Sushil Prasad (University of Texas, San Antonio), Alan Sussman (University of Maryland), Charles
Weems (University of Massachusetts, Amherst), Ramachandran Vaidyanathan (Louisiana State
University), Sheikh Ghafoor (Tennessee Technological University)
This session provides an update on Version 2 of the NSF/IEEE-TCPP Curriculum Initiative on
Parallel and Distributed Computing - Core Topics for Undergraduates. The curriculum points to the
core set of topics in parallel and distributed computing (PDC) that a student graduating with a
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or Computer Engineering would be well-served to have
covered through required courses.
Our vision has been one of stakeholder experts working together and periodically providing
guidance on restructuring standard curricula across various courses and modules related to parallel

and distributed computing. The primary beneficiaries are CS/CE students and their instructors who
receive periodic guidelines identifying aspects of PDC that are important to cover and suggested
specific core courses in which their coverage might find an appropriate context. Various programs
at colleges (nationally and internationally) can receive guidance in setting up courses and/or
integrating parallelism within the Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or Computational
Science curriculum. Employers can have a better sense of what they can expect from students in
the area of parallel and distributed computing skills. Curriculum guidelines can similarly help inform
retraining and certification for existing professionals.

EduHPC – Lunch Break

Trying to Do It All in a Single Course: A Surprisingly Good Idea.
Tia Newhall (Swarthmore College)
We present the curricular design and learning goals of an upper-level undergraduate course that
covers a wide breadth of topics in parallel and distributed computing (PDC), while also providing
students with depth of experience and development of problem solving, programming, and analysis
skills. e discuss lessons learned from our experiences teaching this course over the past 10 years,
nd discuss changes and improvements we have made in its offerings, as well as choices and
rade-offs we made to achieve a balance, in a single course, btween breadth and depth of topic a
ross these two huge fields. Evluations from students support that our approach works well me
ting the goals of exposing students to a broad range of PDC topics, building important PDC th
nking and programming skills, and meeting other pedagogical goals of an advance upper-level un
ergraduate CS course. Alt ough our single course design was created due to constraints com
mon to smaller schools that have fewer faculty resources, smaller curricula, and often fewer
required courses for their majors, our experiences with this course lead us to conclude that it is a
good approach for an advanced undergraduate course on PDC at any institution.
Applying Parallel and Distributed Computing Curriculum to Cyber Security Courses
Radu Velea (Bitdefender; Military Technical Academy Ferdinand I, Romania)
Parallel technologies evolve at a fast rate, with new hardware and programming frameworks being
introduced every few years. Keeping a Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) lecture up to date
is a challenge in itself, let alone when one has to consider the synergies between other courses and
the shifts in direction that are industry-driven and echo inside the student body. This paper details
the process of aligning parallel and distributed curriculum at the Military Technical Academy of
Bucharest (MTA) over the last five years, with government and industry demands as well as faculty

and student expectations. The result has been an adaptation and an update of the previous lectures
and assignments on PDC, and the creation of a new course that relies heavily on parallel
technologies to provide a modern outlook on software security and the tools used to combat cyber
threats. Concepts and assignments originally designed for a PDC course have molded perfectly into
a new supporting paradigm focused on malicious code (malware) analysis.
Teaching Software Sustainability for High Performance Computing at ATPESC
Anshu Dubey (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), University of Chicago)
The Argonne Training Program in Extreme Scale Computing (ATPESC) was started by Argonne
National Laboratory with the objective of expanding the ranks of better-prepared users of highperformance computing (HPC) machines. One of the unique aspects of the program was inclusion
of a track on software engineering and community codes. The inclusion was motivated by the
observation that the projects with good software processes were better able to meet their scientific
goals. Over the years, with greater awareness of software sustainability issues in the community,
the track has evolved into a software productivity and sustainability track. In this paper we present
our experience in choosing and disseminating the content related to the topic of software
engineering in high performance computing science from the beginning of the program until now.
We discuss the motivations and the reception of the tracks. We also document the evolution of the
track over the years based on student feedback and also the growth of awareness about software
productivity in high performance computing.

EduHPC – Break

EduHPC – Lightning Talks

EduWRENCH: Simulation-Driven Pedagogic Modules

In this talk, we describe recent work realized in the context of the EduWRENCH project, which
develops pedagogic modules that target Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) and High
Performance Computing (HPC) learning objectives. These modules can be integrated piecemeal
into existing university courses, have few prerequisites, and are ready-to-use in the browser.
Although no programming knowledge is required, students can achieve many of the learning

objectives in a hands-on manner. This is because simulation-driven activities are integrated into the
pedagogic narrative. Specifically, after being introduced to a new concept, students can use
simulation to test their basic understanding of the concept, to experience first-hand the relationship
with previously learned concepts, and/or to explore these concepts by running experiments
independently.
In this talk, we first articulate two kinds of motivations for simulation-driven PDC and HPC
education: increased participation and better pedagogy. We detail the design principles and the
implementation of the EduWRENCH pedagogic modules, and provide an overview of currently
publicly available modules that are ready for use. We then focus on one particular module so as to
provide a concrete example of the EduWRENCH pedagogic content and outline ways in this
content can be integrated into university courses. We conclude with a discussion of previous and
upcoming in-class uses of some of the modules, of the lessons learned in the process, and of plans
for upcoming modules.
Evolving the Traditional Student Cluster Competition as Tomorrow’s “Peachy Assignments”
Michael Bane (University of Liverpool)
The evolution of HPC teaching at Liverpool makes use of typical student cluster competitions as
student assignments, to help learn both technical and soft skills. It has been identified that these
competitions offer learning opportunities for students. Specifically, by participating, students would
practice their technical skills but also soft skills such as group work, meeting deadlines and report
writing. However, there are specific barriers to directly using the competitions for students learning
HPC, including: the fixed time of international conference competitions; rules limiting the number of
teams per institution; potential privacy issues relating to submissions and marking of assignments;
and potential conflict of IP ownership.
Broadening Participation via Computer Systems Genome Research Group
Margaret Ellis (Virginia Tech)
The mission of the Computer Systems Genome Project (CSGenome) is to conduct the first scientific
effort to catalog the lineage of computer system performance over time to enable knowledge
discovery and further understanding of the impact of computing innovations on transformative
technologies, the knowledge-based economy, and societal change. This work is powered by a large
group of undergraduate research students with the specific intention to engage a broader group of
students in computer systems research.
Facilitation of this supportive research team has propagated the recruitment and retention of a
diverse set of students in an area of computer science that traditionally lacks such representation of
women, black students, and students with disabilities. This talk will address team culture,

management, and communication strategies that enable an encouraging learning and research
environment for a diverse group of undergraduate students. The supportive community atmosphere
promotes a sense of belonging for students and acquisition of practical skills develops their selfefficacy. Several such students have chosen to pursue graduate studies in computer systems.
A Masters Degree Course in Computational Engineering at University of Warsaw

This paper presents a computational engineering master's degree program run at the University of
Warsaw. Its aim is to train HPC users and administrators. The program is a 3-semester course
dedicated to the students with the engineering or master's degree granted by the various technical
schools. The course is also open for students with limited technical backgrounds, but a lack of
mathematical knowledge is an important barrier. Computational engineering studies are running
since 2016 and have granted a masters degree to the few groups of students. Here we present
details of a program as well as analysis of its outcome according to the 4-year experience.

EduHPC – Discussion

EduHPC – Final Remarks

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Urgent HPC: HPC for Urgent Decision Making
Session Description:

Responding to disasters and time-sensitive societal issues, technological advances are creating
exciting new opportunities that have the potential to move HPC well beyond traditional
computational workloads. Combining high velocity data and live analytics with HPC models can aid
in urgently responding to real-world problems, ultimately saving lives and reducing economic loss.
But this requires expertise in a wide range of areas, and the tackling of many technical challenges. If

HPC can be proven as a tool in responding to these real-world issues, the impact for our community
could be huge.
This workshop will bring together stakeholders, researchers and practitioners from across the HPC
community to identify and tackle issues involved in using HPC for urgent decision making. Success
stories, case studies and challenges will be shared, with the goal of continued community building
around leveraging HPC as an important tool in urgently responding to disasters and societal
challenges.

Urgent HPC – Introduction and Welcome
Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

Keynote: Urgent high performance computing for real-time pandemic response and decision
making
Madhav Marathe (University of Virginia)
COVID-19 pandemic represents an unprecedented global crisis. Its global economic, social and
health is already staggering and will continue to grow. Computation and, more broadly,
computational thinking plays a multi-faceted role in supporting global real-time epidemic science
especially because controlled experiments are impossible in epidemiology. High performance
computing, data science and new sources of massive amounts of data from device-mediated
interactions have created unprecedented opportunities to prevent, detect and respond to
pandemics.
Supporting the requests by policymakers as they study important questions pertaining to logistics,
resource allocation, epidemic forecasts and intervention analysis remains a challenging
computational problem. In this talk, I will discuss our institute's efforts to design and execute
scalable high performance computing-enabled workflows to support real-time COVID-19 response
and situation assessment.

Urgent HPC – Break

Rapid Processing of Astronomical Data for the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

Dark energy remains one of the least understood areas of modern cosmology and physics. The Dark
Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) was built to improve our understanding through the
acquisition of data from over thirty million galaxies. DESI is a highly multiplexed instrument capable
of acquiring astronomical spectra for 5000 objects simultaneously. This multiplexing, which is larger
than any multi-object spectrograph to date, is made more ambitious with an observing strategy that
requires up-to-date information of data quality and completeness on a daily basis to inform the
scheduling of future observations. With an order of magnitude larger data volume than its
predecessors and more stringent survey demands, novel methods have been developed to rapidly
process the data in near-real-time and make inferences based on the results. The data acquired
from thirty highly sensitive cameras are transferred from local storage on the mountaintop to the
National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). Using an urgent queue operating
at NERSC, a parallelized set of routines processes the images and extracts astronomically relevant
information within minutes to hours of acquisition, enabling daytime analysis by the operations
manager to make observing program decisions for the following night. The implementation has
been run at scale and tested in the spring of 2020 during commissioning of the instrument and
proven successful at giving critical feedback to the observing team about the previous night's data
quality. Quantitative and qualitative results will be discussed, along with planned improvements to
the workflow before the survey begins full operation in 2021.
A Bespoke Workflow Management System for Data-Driven Urgent HPC

In this paper we present a workflow management system which permits the kinds of data-driven
workflows required by urgent computing, namely where new data is integrated into the workflow
as a disaster progresses in order refine the predictions as time goes on. This allows the workflow to
adapt to new data at runtime, a capability that most workflow management systems do not
possess. The workflow management system was developed for the EU-funded VESTEC project,
which aims to fuse HPC with real-time data for supporting urgent decision making. e first
describe an example workflow from the VESTEC project, and show why existing workflow
technologies do not meet the needs of the project. We then go on to present the design of our
Workflow Management System, describe how it is implemented into the VESTEC system, and
provide an example of the workflow system in use for a test case.
Fast Tsunami Simulations for a Real-Time Emergency Response Flow

In the context of response to disasters, fast and accurate simulations can be integrated into a realtime flow, allowing best situation estimates to be provided at required deadlines for warnings and
decisions. In such a pilot centered on earthquakes, the TsunAWI tsunami simulation code has been
adapted and improved to provide both fast results and accurate results. Improvements to the

TsunAWI code are providing better performance and the needed accuracy with reduced computer
resources, and opening possibilities for handling early event source uncertainties. Heuristics for
mesh traversal ordering are bringing performance improvements, and validation against historical
cases show that the required accuracy is attained.
Benchmarking Micro-Core Architectures for Detecting Disasters at the Edge
Maurice Jamieson (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC), University of Edinburgh)
Leveraging real-time data to detect disasters such as wildfires, extreme weather, earthquakes,
tsunamis, human health emergencies or global diseases is an important opportunity. Much of this
data, however, is generated in the field and the volumes involved mean that it is impractical for
transmission back to a central data-center for processing. Instead, edge devices are required to
generate insights from sensor data streaming in, but an important question, given the severe
performance and power constraints under which these must operate, is that of the most suitable
CPU architecture. One class of device that we believe has a significant role to play is that of microcores, which combine many simple low-power cores in a single chip. There are many from which to
choose, however, and an important question is which device is most suited to which situation.
This paper presents the Eithne framework, designed to simplify benchmarking of micro-core
architectures. Three benchmarks, LINPACK, DFT and FFT, have been implemented atop this
framework. We use these to explore the key characteristics and concerns of common micro-core
designs within the context of operating on the edge for disaster detection. The result of this work is
an extensible framework that the community can use to help develop and test these devices in the
future.

Urgent HPC – Break

VESTEC - Visual Exploration and Sampling Toolkit for Extreme Computing
Andreas Gerndt (German Aerospace Center (DLR))

Studies of Leveraging HPC for Workloads with Real-Time Time Constraints
David Skinner (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
This lightning talk concerns studies of leveraging HPC for workloads with real-time time
constraints, and changes to existing HPC technologies and policies that are required to support

using HPC interactively.

Integrated Micro-Scale Modeling and Urban Environment Service Cyberinfrastructure for Smart
Cities
Akshara Kaginalkar (Centre for Development of Advanced Computing, India)
Lightning talk: Rapid urbanization is contributing to natural environment stress, making large
populationa vulnerable to extreme weather disasters risks. Extreme events such as rainfall, floods,
heat waves and pollution have incremental complexities with cascading health and economy
impacts. Each city has specific characteristics in terms of its geography, climate, socio-economic
conditions and city infrastructure. Science-driven timely city operations and planning decisions are
crucial in urban disaster management.
City environment has a large spatio-temporal variability. Capturing the neighborhood scale
processes needs high resolution modeling. These predictions are computationally expensive due to
complex physics parametrization, large scale data assimilation and multi-model ensemble
executions, requiring a large amount of HPC resources. Addressing these needs, we have initiated
NSM_urban, a consortia program of researchers, municipalities, policy makers and HPC developers
for Indian cities. Under its aegis, we are developing Urban Environment Science to Society (UES2S):
an HPC-cloud cyberinfrastructure with multi-sector modeling and city services platform. It promotes
green computing with shared resources and is adaptable to other world cities, especially developing
countries.
UES2S has a timely disaster management decision support system with neighborhood scale model
simulation scenarios expert system, modeling as a service (MaaS) and data as a service (DaaS)
HPC-cloud services translating model output to city user tailored services with meteorology,
hydrology, air quality and CFD models, and value-added real-time data fusion tools using numerical
models, big data and machine learning methods
We share our collaborative development experience and UES2S architecture in the lightning talk.

Urgent Data Analysis: Tracking Tornados in Real Time
Phil Bording (Alabama A&M University)
Lightning talk: The time to escape from a tornado is measured in minutes and the swath of damage
from an F5-rated tornado is measured in kilometers in length and up to a kilometer in width.
Weather radar uses doppler measurements to see the possible energy density from a tornado.
Radar is accurate with location but does not confirm if the tornado is on the ground. New methods
using recorded and processed seismic waves can actually detect if the tornado is on the ground and
the approximate energy density. Using high-performance computing in real time and sensors

systems placed in a population density grid, the moving energy source location can be tracked in
real time across the earth surface. Once the track is computed using urgent data analysis methods
on high-performance computers, phone apps and visual computer messages can be sent as citizen
alerts. This would be a real-time and continuous process until the tornado lifts or dissipates.
The earth surface has low and slow velocities; energy at the near surface travels deeper in higher
velocity layers and these near surface waves travel faster. The earth velocity model is built using
passive seismic source activity over time and when a tornado action takes place the computeintensive back propagation algorithms can triangulate the energy track and path in real time. Placing
seismic receivers at or near schools, hospitals and dense population areas can provide early
warning. Once the passive data earth model is operational, areas not well-covered can be
determined and additional sensors provided. Model simulation animations demonstrating moving
source wave propagation will be shown.

Urgent Supercomputing of Earthquakes in the ChEESE Project
Josep de la Puente (Barcelona Supercomputing Center (BSC))
Physics-based simulations of earthquakes can be very precise at outlining the shaking produced by
an earthquake with high spatial resolution. Such simulations take into account aspects such as
directivity, topography or basin resonance which can crucially alter the affectation of an event.
Within ChEESE we have developed an urgent computing workflow that can connect to some of the
most powerful 3D seismic simulation packages in order to produce shake estimates within hours to
minutes once the event has been registered. ChEESE is the EU's Center of Excellence for Exascale
on Solid Earth (cheese-coe.eu).

Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) System: A Case for Urgent Analytics across the Computing
Continuum
Daniel Balouek-Thomert (Rutgers University)
Lightning talk: The Early Earthquake Warning (EEW) workflow is an urgent, time-critical, datadriven scientific workflow that leverages distributed data sources, combining streams from geodistributed seismometers and GPS sensors to detect tsunamis. Realizing such a workflow presents
significant challenges: while our capacity for generating data is expanding dramatically, our ability
for managing, analyzing and transforming this data into knowledge in a timely manner has not kept
pace. In this talk I will explore how the computing continuum, spanning resources at the edges, in
the core and in-between, can be harnessed to support urgent science, EEW in particular, and
present a system stack that can enable the fluid integration of distributed analytics across a
dynamic infrastructure. Specifically, I will describe programming abstractions to express what data
to process and where in the continuum to process it, and middleware that automates the discovery
of resources and the orchestration of computations across these resources.

SciStream: Architecture and Toolkit for Data Streaming between Federated Science Instruments
Rajkumar Kettimuthu (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Lightning talk: Scientists often wait in long queues to perform experiments, observations and
simulations on advanced scientific instruments. It may take hours to days to get access to
supercomputers, months to get time on light sources and days to months or even longer to observe
phenomena of interest on telescopes. To utilize these resources efficiently, researchers often need
to analyze data streaming from scientific instruments in near-real time, so that results from one
experiment (or simulation) can guide selection of the next or even influence the course of a single
experiment (or simulation). Such analyses allow researchers to identify and correct problems in the
experimental setup almost immediately. Realization of such near-real-time analysis requires
effective and reliable methods for acquisition of network and remote HPC resources at a specific
time for a specific period, efficient and secure data streaming from scientific instruments to remote
compute nodes, and analysis of data streams at data generation rates so that timely decisions can
be taken.
Our SciStream project focuses on developing architecture and protocols for efficient and secure
data streaming from the data producer’s memory to the data consumer’s memory through seamless
integration of networking protocols and technologies with science application layer processes. In
this talk, we will briefly describe the SciStream architecture and a working prototype that was used
in an award-winning live demonstration at SCinet Technology Challenge in SC19.

A Parallel Job Scheduling Method to Effectively Use Shared Heterogeneous Systems for Urgent
Computations
Mulya Agung (Tohoku University)
Lightning talk: Dedicated resources are widely used in HPC systems for urgent decision-making
because they can provide immediate and dedicated access to urgent computations. Setting up
dedicated resources for each urgent computation, however, is not economically viable because the
computations may occur rarely, and require huge amounts of resources. Moreover, disasters can
cause damage to dedicated resources that makes it impossible to perform urgent computations that
can help to mitigate the damage. Due to these limitations, using existing shared infrastructures
becomes an indispensable approach for HPC systems supporting urgent decision making.
Recent studies had shown that providing job scheduling methods that can handle urgent jobs is
one important challenge that must be addressed to enable shared infrastructures for urgent
computations. Since the shared infrastructures also serve regular uses of the resource, considering
both urgent and regular jobs is necessary because both jobs can delay each other. Moreover,
preempting regular jobs is necessary to guarantee immediate execution of urgent jobs. In
heterogeneous systems with coprocessors, preemption becomes more challenging because it relies

on system functionalities provided by the host processor. In this ongoing work, we introduce a
parallel job scheduling method to effectively use shared heterogeneous systems for urgent
computations. To achieve low preemption delays, we employ an in-memory process swapping
mechanism to preempt jobs running on coprocessors. Our evaluation with workloads of real HPC
systems shows that our method can achieve negligible delays of urgent jobs without significant
increases in response times and slowdowns of regular jobs.

Computer Aided Diagnostic Tools for COVID-19 Detection via X-Ray Imaging
Robbie Sadre (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Lightning talk: The goal of this study is to investigate lung geometry and density variations due to
tissue and fluid alterations due to COVID-19. We approach this problem using two stages. We first
have implemented neural networks (NN) as the key image processing method to solve a
segmentation problem: detect both lungs. The Python-based algorithms explore public datasets as
input to U-Net models, a convolutional NN architecture regulated by two main parameters, which
influence performance: the number of downscaling (and subsequent upscaling) operations and the
number of channels per feature map. Preliminary segmentation results show that the Dice score
reached up to 0.946 using a 5-fold cross validation on two different datasets, (ieee8023 and NIH).
The second stage of our pipeline will involve using this segmentation to isolate the regions of
interest as a preprocessing step for a second neural network that will be used to classify whether a
patient has COVID-19 based on their Lung X-ray image. We intend to evaluate the ability of neural
networks to classify lung images using a large set of 13000+ curated labeled lung X-ray images
using a separated train and test set. We would like to compare the performances of various popular
neural networks on this data set using the raw images as input as well as the segmented images as
input in order to quantify the performance benefits of using segmentation as a preprocessing stage
for the image analysis pipeline.

The LEXIS Project: A Federated HPC, Cloud, and Big Data Infrastructure with Urgent and RealTime Pilot Workflows
Thierry Goubier (Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (CEA))

Globus Services for Data-Intensive Experimental Research Automation
Ryan Chard (Argonne National Laboratory (ANL))
Lightning talk: The Globus Architecture for Data-Intensive Experimental Research (Gladier) enables
the rapid development of customized automation flows linking many data services to perform data
capture, storage and analysis solutions for experimental facilities. Globus provides a collection of

data services built for science including: Globus Auth, Transfer, Search, Groups and Flows, and
funcX to enable distributed function-as-a-service execution. Globus services are highly reliable,
professionally operated cloud-hosted services that support the work of over 150,000 researchers
worldwide as foundational capabilities for scientific applications and workflows: using them greatly
reduces the burden on local systems, administrators and programmers.
In this lightning talk, we describe the application of these services to establish the Kanzus pipeline,
integrating Argonne's Advanced Photon Source (APS) with HPC resources at the Leadership
Computing Facility (ALCF) to perform online serial synchrotron crystallography (SSX) analysis to
guide experimentation. The Kanzus pipeline automates capture, analysis, transfer, indexing, storage,
and cataloging of tens of thousands of images for a given sample. These data are rapidly analyzed
to inform the scientist about sample quality in near real-time, enabling dynamic steering of data
acquisition. Once suitable data are captured the flow automatically produces quality statistics and
solves the structure, reducing the time to structure from weeks to hours.

Urgent HPC – Lightning Talk Q&A
Audience Q&A session with lightning talk presenters, to discuss any specific questions and themes
raised.

Urgent HPC – Summary and Wrapup
Nick Brown (Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre (EPCC))

2:30 pm - 6:30 pm

Fourth Workshop on Interactive High-Performance Computing
Session Description:

Interactive exploration of large data sets, interactive preparation and debugging of large-scale
scientific simulations, in situ visualization and application steering are just a few of the many
compelling scenarios for interactive high-performance computing. A range of technical,
organizational and sociological challenges, however, must be overcome to make these workflows
mainstream and accessible: what simulation scenarios or problem domains can benefit most from

interactivity, how the toolchain can be simplified, what center policies are needed to support highly
interactive workflows, and how the requirements of interactive workflows and batch workflows can
be balanced.
Previous editions of this workshop at ISC and SC have helped build a community of domain
scientists, tool developers and HPC administrators focused on interactive supercomputing. The
SC20 workshop will work to further strengthen and diversify that community as we identify the
importance and tackle the challenges of highly interactive access to HPC resources.

Keynote: Rapid-response Data Analytics for COVID-19 Using GPUs
Jens Glaser (Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

Toward an HPC Service-Oriented Hybrid Cloud Architecture Designed for Interactive Workflows
Samuel Kortas (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST)), Mohsin Ahmed
Shaikh (King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST))
We detail Ludion, a service-oriented hybrid architecture, well-adapted to launch, monitor and steer
interactive services running either on on-premise HPC resources, on user laptops and workstations
or in the cloud. Based on AWS serverless components at virtually no cost, Ludion requires no
special privileges. It consists of a catalog of services, a dashboard hosted in the cloud and a set of
commands to install on the target resource. In the lifetime of a job, a user can register and publish
new services on the dashboard. From this unique location, it is possible to trigger basic commands
that are forwarded to the corresponding job. In this article, we expose several typical use cases for
which Ludion was designed, and detail its implementation as well as the services already in
place that rely on this architecture.

InteractiveHPC – Break

Accelerating Fusion Energy Experimental Workflows Using HPC Resources
Ralph Kube (Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory)
Experiments on magnetic fusion energy routinely generate high-velocity, large-volume datasets. In
experiments, which last about one minute with about 30 minute cool-down phases in between
them, numerous diagnostics sample high-temperature fusion plasmas with ever increasing spatial
and temporal resolution. Analyzing and presenting these measurements in near real-time to the

science team aids in the rapid assessment of just-concluded experiments. It also allows to make
more informed decisions on setting up follow-up experiments, thereby accelerating scientific
discovery. Facilitating this workflow on HPC facilities requires, besides raw computational power,
consistently available high-network throughput, and the availability of a database that is accessible
from inside the HPC facility as well as externally.
We are developing the DELTA framework that aims to tackle these challenges specific to fusion
energy sciences. For one, the workflows are often non-static. Depending on the data source and
situation, different analyses need to be performed. DELTA is aimed to be highly configurable and
facilitate a broad range of workflows. Parallelizing data analysis routines, which are often run on
workstations, to HPC settings also requires to make choices between data and task parallelism.
Finally, DELTA aims to provide real-time analysis results. As such, it needs to span from the data
source to the visualization output. Implementing this software architecture on modern HPC systems
requires to coordinate the interaction of multiple software components.
In this paper we describe the implementation and performance of DELTA on Cori, a Cray XC-40
supercomputer operated by the National Energy Research Scientific Compute Center (NERSC) in
California. Leveraging the ADIOS2 I/O library, DELTA allows to routinely stream measurement data
from the KSTAR fusion facility in Korea to Cori with more than 500 MByte/sec. Distributing data
analysis tasks among Cori compute nodes allows to perform routine correlation analysis over 100
times faster than on a traditional single-core workstations. The analyzed data is stored on a local
no-SQL database instance. There it is consumed by a single-page web application, running on
NERSC's spin container service, to provide real-time visualization to the science team. We further
describe current efforts to incorporate machine learning for data compression and select relevant
portions of the data stream to analyze.
Toward Interactive, Reproducible Analytics at Scale on HPC Systems
Shreyas Cholia (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
The growth in scientific data volumes has resulted in a need to scale up processing and analysis
pipelines using high-performance computing (HPC) systems. These workflows need interactive,
reproducible analytics at scale. The Jupyter platform provides core capabilities for interactivity but
was not designed for HPC systems. In this paper, we outline our efforts that bring together core
technologies based on the Jupyter platform to create interactive, reproducible analytics at scale on
HPC systems. Our work is grounded in a real world science use case: applying geophysical
simulations and inversions for imaging the subsurface. We describe a user study that we conducted
to identify gaps and requirements to drive our work. Our core platform addresses three key areas of
the scientific analysis workflow: reproducibility, scalability and interactivity. We describe our
implemention of a system, based on Binder software, which allows us to capture a set of Jupyter
notebooks along with the software environment needed to run these as a container. These

reproducible containers, based on Docker technology, can be launched on NERSC HPC systems as
live Jupyter analysis environments. We discuss our approach to capturing provenance in these
environments with the Science Capsule framework. We show how these analyses can then be
scaled up on HPC compute resources using the Dask framework, while interactively capturing and
rendering results in the notebook. Finally we describe how we can interactively visualize real-time
streams of HDF5 data from our underlying science application.
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Moderator:
Panelist:

InteractiveHPC – Wrapup

2:30 pm - 6:45 pm

2nd Workshop on Machine Learning for Computing Systems
Session Description:

The 2nd Workshop on Machine Learning for Computing Systems (MLCS) brings together
researchers across machine learning, data science, HPC and computing systems to discuss the use,
development and rigorous evaluation of data-driven statistical techniques for the management,
design and optimization of large-scale computing systems. This SC-located edition of MLCS
provides a venue for a broad and open discussion regarding the use of ML within the HPC domain,
with a focus on including researchers, practitioners and students across disciplines, as well as
presentation of peer-reviewed papers.

MLCS – Keynote

A Year of Automated Anomaly Detection in a Datacenter
Rufaida Ahmed (University of Utah), Robert Ricci (University of Utah)
Anomaly detection based on machine learning can be a powerful tool for understanding the
behavior of large, complex computer systems in the wild. The set of anomalies seen, however, can
change over time: as the system evolves, is put to different uses and encounters different
workloads, both its typical behavior and the anomalies that it encounters can change as well. This
naturally raises two questions: how effective is automated anomaly detection in this setting, and
how much does anomalous behavior change over time?
In this paper, we examine these questions for a dataset taken from a system that manages the
lifecycle of servers in datacenters. We look at logs from one year of operation of a datacenter of
about 500 servers. Applying state-of-the art techniques for finding anomalous events, we find that
there are a core set of anomaly patterns that persist over the entire period studied, but that to track
the evolution of the system, we must re-train the detector periodically. Working with the
administrators of this system, we find that, despite these changes in patterns, they still contain
actionable insights.
Early Prediction of High-Performance Computing Job Outcomes via Modeling System Text Logs
Alexandra DeLucia (Johns Hopkins University)
The massive scale of high-performance computing (HPC) machines necessitates using automatic
statistical methods to assist human operators in monitoring day-to-day behavior. We address the
problem of identifying problematic compute jobs by modeling system logs, which record all
activities on the machine in near-natural language form. We apply techniques from relational
learning and human language technology, incorporated with domain knowledge, to extract features
from system logs produced by approximately 10,000 HPC jobs. We evaluate the usefulness of
these features via a random forest model to predict job outcome state. We compare our models to a
baseline which mimics state-of-the-art human operator behavior, and find that the best-performing
feature set is one which combines domain knowledge with simple aggregate metrics. Our method
predicts job outcomes with an F1 score approaching 0.9 after a job has been running for 30
minutes, giving an average lead time of three hours before failure.
Explainable Machine Learning Frameworks for Managing HPC Systems
Burak Aksar (Boston University, Sandia National Laboratories)

Recent research on supercomputing proposes a variety of machine learning frameworks that are
able to detect performance variations, find optimum application configurations, perform intelligent
scheduling or node allocation and improve system security. Although these goals align well with
HPC systems' needs, barriers such as the lack of user trust or the difficulty of debugging need to be
overcome to enable the widespread adoption of such frameworks in production systems. This paper
evaluates a new counterfactual time series explainability method and compares it against state-ofthe-art explainability methods for supervised machine learning frameworks that use multivariate
HPC system telemetry data. The counterfactual time series explainability method outperforms
existing methods in terms of comprehensibility and robustness. We also show how explainability
techniques can be used to debug machine learning frameworks and gain a better understanding of
HPC system telemetry data.
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Scheduling in Data Centers Running on Renewable Energy with Deep Reinforcement Learning
Vanamala Venkataswamy (University of Virginia)
Most datacenters operate on electricity generated using non-renewable sources. Electricity cost is a
significant part of the operational expense in datacenters. Higher electricity costs translate to
endusers paying higher prices for cloud services or service providers seeing reduced profits. To
reduce the cost to endusers and make higher profits, cloud service providers need to reduce
operational expenses. Renewable energies are increasingly becoming a viable electricity source that
dramatically lower electrical power costs and achieve dramatic reductions in climate impact. The
green datacenters are colocated at the sources and powered by renewable energy. The green
datacenters are not restricted to using a single source of renewable energy; instead, they utilize
multiple energy sources.
Using renewable energy sources to power the datacenters has challenges. For instance, wind flow
is not continuous and not uniform across regions, time of day, or seasons. The datacenters running
on renewable energy sources need smart system-software that adapt to the power variability to
ensure that cloud services are available even when there is transient power unavailability in these
datacenters. Three issues that need addressing are 1) Meeting Service Level Objectives, 2)
Resource Pool Management, and 3) Adapting to power variability.
Hand-engineering domain-specific heuristics-based schedulers to meet specific objective functions
is time-consuming and expensive, and requires extensive tuning in this dynamic environment. We
applied deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to automatically learn effective job scheduling policies

while continuously adapting to the complex dynamic environment. The DRL-based scheduler's
objective function is to maximize the total value from jobs.
Investigating the Efficacy of Unstructured Text Analysis for Node Failure Detection in Syslog
Virginia K. Felkner (University of Southern California)
Each node of a supercomputer produces a detailed log of its operation, called a syslog. It is
impossible for system administrators to review all syslog data produced by the thousands of
compute nodes associated with a single HPC machine. Analysis of these logs to detect and predict
failures, however, is crucial to maintaining the health of supercomputers. The majority of prior work
using machine learning to study syslog has relied heavily on the semi-structured nature of system
logs. This work investigates syslogs as unstructured, purely textual natural language data. We
confirm that treating syslog output as unstructured natural language text does not perform well for
node failure prediction, and that researchers must exploit the structure within syslog data to
produce more useful results. In order to extract features from syslog text, we employ several
popular word embeddings and then cluster both word- and message-level vectors. Finally, we
prepare a dataset for supervised learning by aggregating the syslog into 15-minute time windows
and extracting the distribution of clusters within that window. Our failure prediction models
achieved a relatively low AUC of .59 using a gradient-boosted random forest. This performance
barely out-performs random guessing, but does suggest the presence of signal that could be
amplified in future work. We conclude that the incorporation of domain knowledge and structural
information into predictive models, rather than a unilateral application of natural language
processing techniques, is crucial to build deployable tools.
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